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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE
My

only reasons for writing a preface to a work so exhaustive, and
Bohm-Bawerk's Kapital und Kapitalzins, are that I think it may be advisable to put the problem
with which it deals in a way more familiar to English readers, and
to show that the various theories stated and criticised in it are
based on interpretations implicitly given by practical men to com-

in itself so lucid, as Professor

mon phenomena,
First, to state the problem.
A manufacturer who starts business
with a capital of £20,000 takes stock at the end of a year, and
finds that he is richer by £2000
that is to say, if he sold plant,
stock, and debts at a fair valuation, he would obtain for them
The increment of £2000 he will probably call his
£22,000.
"profit."
If asked to explain what is the origin of profit in
genera], and of this amount of profit in particular, and, further, why
this profit should fall to him, his first answer will probably be that
the goods he manufactures meet a want felt by a certain section of
the public, and that, to obtain the goods, buyers are willing to pay
a price high enough to allow him, over the whole field of his
production for one year, to obtain the profit of £2000.
This, however, immediately suggests the question why a public
which, as a rule, is not willing to pay more than it can help for
The
anything, should pay prices such as allow of this profit.
manufacturer's answer probably would be, that it would not be
worth his while to put forth his energies in manufacturing for less
than this amount of profit, as he could, with at least equal safety
and without personal exertion, obtain, say £1000 by lending his

—

any ordinary productive undertaking.
In this answer two statements are involved first, that of the
£2000 one part is wage for personal exertion, and, second, that the
remainder is the "usual return to capital" without personal
exertion.
Thus is drawn a rough dividing line between what is
usually called " undertaker's profit " and interest.
Interest seems to
be defined as that annual return to capital which may be obtained,
as a rule, without personal exertion.
Accepting this answer we
capital to

:

—
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should expect to find the phenomenon of interest most easily
studied in the case of a Limited Liability Company, where the
personal exertion of the shareholders is limited to choosing the
investment, subscribing the capital, and receiving the dividends.
The portion of total " profit " obtained by the private employer or
undertaker, as such, is here eliminated ; or, rather, it is made
definite and measurable in being divided among the managing
director, the ordinary directors, and the secretary, who are paid a
fixed fee, salary, or, accurately and simply, a wage.
careful consideration of the balance sheet of any such company
will guard us against a common misunderstanding.
Such a balance
sheet will generally show two funds
a Depreciation Fund and an
Insurance Fund.
The former, sometimes called Sinking, Wear and
Tear, Repairs, or Replacement of Capital Fund, secures that fixed
capital, or its value, is replaced in the proportion in which it is
worn out, and thus provides a guarantee that the value of the
parent capital is not encroached upon, or inadvertently paid away
in dividend.
The latter, sometimes called Equalisation of Dividend
Fund, is a provision for averaging the losses that are sure to
occur over a series of years, and are really a portion of the current
expenses.
It is only after these funds are provided for that the
dividend is paid over to the shareholders, and this accentuates two
important facts (1) that interest properly so called is something
distinct from any portion of parent capital, and (2) that it is not
accounted for by insurance against risks.
The question now is, Is such a dividend pure interest ? Here
we have to reckon with the familiar fact that limited companies,

A

—

:

under similar conditions, pay the most various rates of dividend.
then we accept " dividend " as the equivalent of " interest " we
have to conclude that varying rates of interest are obtainable
on equal amounts of capital. 1 On looking closer, however, we find
the dividing line again reasserting itself.
If a sound industrial
company is known to be paying a dividend higher than a certain
definite percentage on its capital, the value of the stock, or parent
capital, will rise to the point where dividend corresponds to an
interest no greater than this definite percentage
e.g. the £100
stock of a great railway paying 5 per cent will rise to something
like £125, at which price the 5 per cent dividend on the original
capital shows a return of 4 per cent on the new value of the capital.
If

shall

1
This consideration of itself suggests the indefiniteness of what is usually called
Undertaker's Profit. In the Limited Liability Company this " wage of intellect" is
measured and paid, but the varying dividend shows that it "by no means exhausts
this "profit."
The solution probably is that the attempt to assess undertaker's wage
on any principle is hopeless in present circumstances. It is a " glorious risk," depending, among other things, on adroitness, foresight, opportunity, and exploitation
four factors scarcely reducible to figures.
But with this line of thought,
of labour
interesting and important as it is, we have nothing to do here.

—
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There is, in short, in every country, although varying from
country to country, a certain annual return which can be obtained
by capital with a minimum of risk, without personal exertion of the
owner.
Its level is usually determined by the market price of the
national security.
We count the 2| per cent interest of Consols an
absolutely safe return, because the British Constitution is pledged
for the annual payment of this amount of interest on its debt
on

—

the capital borrowed by the nation from its members in past years.
This we should probably consider the proper economic interest for

Any return above this level we
should consider, either as due to the insecurity of the capital as
invested (i.e. as a premium for insurance), or as that still vague
quantity called "profit."
Thus we should probably consider the
4 per cent of our railway stocks as consisting of, say 2} per cent
for interest proper, and 1J per cent insurance or equalisation of
capital invested in Great Britain.

dividend.

Now

it

is

this interest

capital without risk

proper,

obtainable

and without personal

effort,

by the owner
that

is

of

the object

of our problem.
its

In which of the many forms that interest takes can we best study
nature? It might seem that the 2f per cent of Consols was the most

appropriate subject for examination, but a glance will show that
this form of interest is secondary and derivative.
The nation as a
whole cannot pay interest on its debts unless the citizens as
individuals produce the wealth wherewith this interest

is

paid, other-

To study interest
wise the nation will be paying away its capital.
as expressed in the annual payments on the Consolidated National
Debt would be to make the common mistake of explaining Natural
Interest by Contract Interest, which is very much the same as explaining why people pay interest by showing that they do pay it.
The phenomenon, then, must, primarily, be studied as it appears
Let us
in some or other of the forms of production of wealth.
take the case of a manufacturing company.
The essential features here, as regards our problem, are that,
over a year's time, the products manufactured are sold at a price
which not only covers the value of raw materials, reimburses the
various wages of manual and intellectual labour, and replaces the
fixed capital as worn out, but leaves over that amount of value which
In
is divided out among the capitalist shareholders as interest.
normal capitalist production, that is to say, not only is the value
of capital consumed in the production process replaced, but a
It has not always been perceived by
surplus of value appears.
economists that this surplus value is the essential phenomenon

—

that interest on capital consists of this
of what we call interest,
very surplus value and nothing else, but whenever it is perceived
the question almost suggests itself, What does this surplus value

—

viii
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represent %
Is it merely a surplus, or is it of the nature of a wage ?
In other words, is it something obtained either by chance or force,

and corresponding to no service rendered by anybody or anything
or is it something connected with capital or the capitalist that,
economically speaking, deserves a return or a wage ?
A little consideration will show that the idea of a "mere sur;

plus" is untenable.
When a manufacturer engages his capital in
production he, as it were, throws it into solution, and risks it all on
the chance of the consuming public paying a certain price for the
products into which his capital is transformed.
If they will not
pay any price at all the capital never reappears ; even the labour,
which bound up its fortunes with the materials and machinery of
manufacture, loses its wage, or would do so except for the wage
contract which pays labour in advance.
If the consumers, again,
will only pay a price equal to the value of the capital consumed, the
various workers, including the employer proper, will get their wage,
and the value of the capital itself will be unimpaired, but there
will be no interest.
It is only if the consumers are willing to pay
a higher price that capital can get its interest.
The surplus then, which we call interest, appears primarily in
the value or price of products
that is to say, interest is, in the
first instance, paid over by the consumer of goods in the price of the
products he buys.
Now it seems intelligible, although it is not really so intelligible as
is usually assumed, that the public will always pay a price for products
sufficient to reimburse the wages paid in producing them.
The
labourer, theoretically, is paid by what he makes
although this proposition requires more careful statement and limitation than can be
given it here— and wages are supposed, prima facie, to represent an
equivalent in value contributed to the product by the worker.
But
that the consuming world, over and above this wage, will pay a
surplus which does not represent any equivalent value given to the
product, is only conceivable on the supposition that the public is
unconscious that it is paying such a surplus.
This supposition, however, is incredible in a community where most of the consumers are
also producers.
To lose as consumer what one gains as producer is
a game of Beggar my Neighbour which would scarcely commend
itself to business men.
The surplus then may be assumed to represent something contributed by capital to the value of products.
This view is
supported by the common consciousness of practical men, who
certainly believe that capital plays a distinct and beneficent r6le in
production.
If, now, we appeal to the common consciousness to say what it
is that capital does, or forbears to do, that it should receive interest,

—

—

we

shall probably get

two answers.

One

will be that the

owner

of

;
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element to production ; the other, that
he abstains from using his wealth in his own immediate consumption.
On one or other of these grounds, the capitalist is said to deserve
a remuneration, and this remuneration is obtained by him in the
shape of interest.
Now it might possibly be the case that both answers point to
elements indispensable in the explanation of interest, but a slight
consideration will show that the two answers are very different
from one another. The one is positive that capital does something
the other negative
that the capitalist abstains from doing something.
In the one case interest is a payment for a tool in the
other, a recompense for a sacrifice.
In the one case the capitalist
is paid because the capital he lends produces, or helps to produce,
new wealth ; in the other he is paid because he abstains from
diminishing wealth already produced.
It will become evident as we go on that, on these two answers,
which spring to the lips of any business man asked to account for
interest, are based the most important of the theories criticised in
The first answer is the basis of the Productivity
the present book.
theories and of the Use theories ; the second is the basis of the
Abstinence theory.
capital contributes a valuable

—

—

;

of the Productivity theory may be put thus.
employing itself on the materials given free by nature,
and making use of no powers beyond the natural forces which
manifest themselves alike in the labourer and in his environment,
can always produce a certain amount of wealth.
But when wealth
of which machinery may be
is put into the active forms of capital
taken as instance and type
and capital becomes intermediary between
man and his environment of nature, the result is that the production of wealth is indefinitely increased.
The difference between
the results of labour unassisted and labour assisted by capital is,
therefore, due to capital, and its owner is paid for this service by

The argument

Human labour,

—

—

interest.

The simpler forms of this theory (where capital is credited with
a direct power of creating value, or where surplus of products is
tacitly assumed to be the same thing as surplus of value) our author
The more complex formulations of it
has called the Naive theory.
where, for instance, emphasis is laid on the displacement of labour
by capital, and interest is assumed to be the value formerly obtained
as wage, or where prominence is given to the work of natural
powers which, though in themselves gratuitous, are made available
only in the forms of capitalist production
he has called the Indirect

—

—

theories.

How
scientific

claim this explanation has to the dignity of a
theory appears in its practical definition of interest as the

slight a
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whole return to capitalist production which is not accounted for
labour.
Yet the statement just given is elaborate and logical
in comparison with that of many of the economists who profess the
Their usual treatment of the interest problem
Productivity theory.
is to co-ordinate capital with the other factors of production, land
and labour, and assume that interest is the payment for the services
of capital, as wage is for the services of labour, give ample illustration of the triumphs of capitalist production, and pass on to discuss
the rise and fall of its rate.
If, however, we demand an answer to what we have formulated
as the true problem of interest, we shall make the discovery that
the Productivity theory has not even put that problem before itself.
The amount of truth in the theory is that capital is a most powerful
factor in the production of wealth, and that capital, accordingly, is
But to say that capital is "productive" does not
highly valued.
explain interest, for capital would still be productive although it
produced no interest ; e.g. if it increased the supply of commodities
the value of which fell in inverse ratio, or if its products were,
both as regards quantity and value, greater than the products of

by

The theory, that is to say, explains why the
unassisted labour.
manufacturer has to pay a high price for raw materials, for the
factory buildings, and for the machinery
the concrete forms of
It does not explain why he is able to sell the
capital generally.

—

manufactured commodity, which is simply these materials and
machines transformed by labour into products, at a higher price
than the capital expended. It may explain why a machine doing the
work of two labourers is valued at £100, but it does not explain
•

why

£100 now should rise to the value of
hence; in other words, why capital employed

capital of the value of

£105 twelve months

in production regularly increases to a value greater than
It

must be admitted that there

is

itself.

something very plausible in

theory, particularly in apparently simple illustrations of it.
poor widow owns a chest of tools valued at £50. An unemployed
The fifty shillings interest he pays seems
carpenter borrows them.
almost an inadequate return for the added productiveness given to
Is not the interest made possible by the
his labour over the year.
The facts here are as stated without proqualities of the tools 1
So without land there would
duction there would be no interest.
be no turnips, but the existence of land is scarcely the sufficient
Suppose the widow sold the chest of tools to
cause of the turnips.
His labour also would be rendered
another carpenter for £50.
productive, and in the same degree, but he would pay no interest.
Or suppose she sold the tools for £50, but did not get payment for
a year ; the reason she would give for asking fifty shillings extra
would be, not that the tools were productive, but that the payment
was deferred. The important circumstance forgotten in this theory
this

A

:

;
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would be

is
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already discounted

no value but for the
natural forces embodied in them or made available by them.
To
ascribe interest to the productive power of capital is to make a
double charge for natural forces
in the price and in the interest.
Meanwhile we may note one significant circumstance in all these
transactions,
that the emergence of interest is dependent on a
certain lapse of time between the borrowing and the paying.
It cannot be too often reiterated that the theory which explains
interest must explain surplus value
not a surplus of products which
may obtain value and may not not a surplus of value over the
amount of value produced by labour unassisted by capital but a
in its price.

chest of tools

of

—

—

—

;

;

surplus of value in the product of capital over the value of the
in producing it.
The insufficiency of the
theory to meet these requirements may be shown in
another way.
It is often assumed that, if a labouring man
during his week's work consumes the value of, say 20s. in food,
tools, etc., and during that week turns 20s. worth of raw material
into finished commodities, these commodities, together, will sell in
the market for something over 40s.
But the ordinary life of many
a peasant proprietor who lives by continual toil, and never " gets
out of the bit,"
that is, never does more than reproduce his bare
living
might show that the assumption is not universally valid,
and that labour by no means always produces more value than it
consumes.
But the plausibility of the Productivity theory is the
parallelism it assumes between labour and capital
the suggestion
that interest is wage for capital's work.
If, however, the emergence of surplus value in the case of simple labour needs explanation, much more does it in the case of capitalist production.
What is a product or commodity but raw material plus labour?
Labour and capital co-operate in making it, and the individual
form and share of each is lost in the joint product. But, of the
two, labour is the living factor, and if surplus value does emerge in
capitalist production as a regularly recurring phenomenon, it is more
likely that it comes from the living agent than from the dead tool.
Thus the Productivity theory ends in suggesting that other and
hostile theory according to which surplus value comes from labour,
and is only snatched away by capital.
But the fact is that, in all this, we have an entire misconception
of the origin of value.
Value cannot come from production. 1
Neither capital nor labour can produce it.
What labour does is to
produce a quantity of commodities, and what capital co-operating
with labour usually does is to increase that quantity.
These
commodities, under certain known conditions, will usually possess
value, though their value is little proportioned to their amount

capital

consumed

present

—

—

—

1

See the striking passage on pp. 134, 135.
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indeed,

is

But the value does not arise in the
proportional to the efforts and sacrifices of that
causal relation runs exactly the opposite way. To

often in inverse ratio.

production, nor
production.

is it

The

put it in terms of Menger's law, the means of production do not
account for nor measure the value of products ; on the contrary, the
value of products determines and measures the value of means of production. Value only arises in the relation between human wants and
human satisfactions, and, if men do not " value " commodities when
made, all the labour and capital expended in the making cannot confer
on them the value of the smallest coin. But if neither capital nor
labour can create value, how can it be maintained that capital
employed in production not only reproduces its own value, but
produces a value greater than itself ?
I confess I find some difficulty in stating the economic argument
what our author has called the Use theory of interest, and I am
almost inclined to think that he has done too much honour to some
economists in ascribing to them this theory, or, indeed, any definite

of

theory at

all.

a familiar expression of everyday life that interest
the price paid for the " use of capital," but most writers seem to
have accepted this formula without translating it.
If the formula,
however, is considered to contain a scientific description of interest,
we must take the word " use " in something like its ordinary signification, and consider the "use of capital" as something distinct from
the capital itself which affords the use.
The loan then will be a
It is of course

is

transfer

and

sale of this "use,"

and

it

becomes

intelligible

how, at

the end of the loan period, the capital lent is returned undeteriorated
in value ; it was not the capital that was lent, but the use of the
capital.
To put it in terms of Bastiat's classical illustration James,
who lends a plane to William, demands at the year's end a new
plane in place of the one worn out, and asks in addition a plank, on
the ostensible ground that over a year William had the advantage,
the use of the plane.
If, however, we look carefully into this illustration, we shall see
that William not only had the use of the plane but the plane itself, as
appears from the fact that the plane was worn out during the
year.
Here then the using of the plane is the same thing as the
consumption of the plane ; payment for a year's "use" is payment for
:

Yet the payment demanded at
the whole capital value of the plane.
the year's end is not the capital value of the plane, the sum lent, but
To put it another
also a surplus, a plank, under the name of interest.
way. If William on the 1st of January had bought the plane
outright from James, he would have paid him on that date a value
equivalent, say, to a precisely similar plane ; he would have had the
"use" of the plane over 365 days ; and by 31st December the plane
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would have been consumed. As things are, he pays nothing on 1st
January; he has the use of the plane over the year; by 31st
December the plane is consumed and next day he has to pay over
to James a precisely similar plane plus a plank.
The essential
difference between the two transactions is that, on 1st January the
price of the plane is another similar plane
on the 31st December
;

;

it is

a plane plus a plank.

This again suggests a very different source of interest, viz. that it
between the two payments.
Thus the Use theory, as put in this illustration, has only to be
clearly stated to show that it involves a confusion of thought as
It is not difficult to find the origin of the
regards the word " use."
confusion, and the fallacy of the theory may be most easily shown
It has arisen in too exclusively studying the loan under
thereby.
that is, where a durable good is lent
the form properly called Hire
and is returned at the year's end, deteriorated indeed but not
destroyed.
If we lend out a horse and cart, a tool, a house, we are
apt to conclude that the interest paid us is a price for the "use" of
these, because we get the goods themselves back in a year's time,
somewhat deteriorated in value, but visibly the same goods ; and
probably most of us would fall into the common error of supposing
the interest to be the equivalent of the wear and tear, i.e. a portion
This is rendered more plausible by the
of the parent capital.
fact that most loans of capital are made in money ; we unconsciously
assume the gold or notes we receive to be the same gold or notes
we lent. But if we take the case of coals, or grain, or perishable
goods generally, and ask how it is possible to conceive of these
goods giving off a use and being returned to us substantially the
same as before, less wear and tear, we must perceive that interest,
in this case at least, cannot be a payment for the "use" of goods,
Are we
but for the consumption of them, for the goods themselves.
to conclude then that durable goods admit of an independent use
possessing independent value, and that perishable goods do not %
is

to be found in the difference of time

—

cannot be the price of the " use " of capital, as interest
paid for all capital, whether durable or perishable.
This theory, in fact, affords a striking instance of how our science
It was
has revenged itself for our unscientific treatment of it.
almost a misfortune that Adam Smith put its first great treatise in
If so, interest

is

such an attractive form that "the wayfaring men, though fools, might
not err therein." The result, in a good many cases, has been
an emulation among economists to keep their work at the same

and attractiveness, and this was more easily effected
by discussion on the great social and industrial problems than by
In no other way can I
severe attention to scientific method.
account for the fact that, a hundred years after the appearance
of Wealth of Nations, the great American and German economists
level of clearness

—
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should be devoting so much of their time to elementary and
neglected conceptions.
One of these neglected conceptions is that
of the "Use of goods," and one of the most important contributions to economic theory is the section devoted by Dr. Bohm-

Bawerk

Briefly it amounts to this, that all
to that subject.
material " goods," the objects of economical attention as distinct from
mere " things," are economic only in virtue of their use, real or

imaginary.
Every good is nothing but the sum of its uses, and the
value of a good is the value of all the uses contained in it.
If a
good, such as gunpowder, can only serve its purpose or afford its
use all at one time, we employ the word " consumption " for the act
by which the good gives forth its use. If, on the contrary, it is so
constituted that its life-work extends over a period of time, then

each individual use diminishes the sum of uses which constitutes the
essential nature of the good.
But Consumption is only a single
exhaustive use, and Use is only a prolonged consumption.
This at once enables us to estimate the Use theory of interest.
The " use of capital " is not something apart from the using of the
goods which constitute the capital ; it is their consumption, fast or
slow as the case may be ; and a payment for the use of capital
is nothing but a payment for the consumption of capital.
The true
nature of the loan transaction is, not that in it we get the use of
capital and return it deteriorated, but that we get the capital itself,
consume it, and pay for it by a new sum of value which somehow
includes interest.
If, however, we admit this, we are landed in the
old problem once more
how do goods, when used as capital in
production, increase in value to a sum greater than their own
original value 1 and the Use theory ends in raising all the difficulties
of the Productivity theories.

—

We

have seen that the previous theories were founded on some
work supposed to be done by capital. The Abstinence
theory, on the other hand, is founded on the negative part played
by the capitalist. Wealth once produced can be used either in
immediate consumption that is, for the purposes to which, in the
or it can be used as capital
last resort, all wealth is intended
that is, to produce more wealth, and so increase the possibilities of
The owner of wealth who devotes it to this
future consumption.
latter purpose deserves a compensation for his abstinence from

positive

—

;

using it in the former, and interest is this compensation.
It must
be carefully noted that the abstinence here spoken of is not abstithat
nence from personal employment of capital in production
would simply throw us back on the previous question, viz. how the
owner could make interest (as distinct from wage) by the use of his
capital
but abstinence from immediate consumption in the many
forms of personal enjoyment or gratification.

—

—
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At the back of this theory of interest is that theory of value
which makes it depend upon costs of production. Senior, the first and
principal apostle of the Abstinence theory, saw very clearly that the
inclusion of interest or profit among costs was an abuse of language.
The word " Cost " implies sacrifice, not surplus. But in production,
as it seemed to him, there was another sacrifice besides the prominent
one of labour, that of abstinence, and interest in his view was the
compensation for this sacrifice.
It must be confessed that to those

who are in the habit of
looking upon all work as sacrifice, and all wage as compensation,
there is something a little ridiculous in the statement of this theory.
The "abstinence" of a rich man from what he probably cannot
consume, the capitalist's "compensation" for allowing others to
moth and rust by using it, the millionaire's
these are the familiar
Sacrifice" measured by his £100,000 a year
weapons of those who consider the evils of interest aggravated by
its claim.
Yet if we ask whether the amount of capital in the
world would have been what it is if it had not been for the
preserve his wealth from

—

"abstinence" of those who had the command over wealth, to
accumulate or dissipate it, we can see that such jibes are more
The strength of the Abstinence theory
catching than convincing.
is that the facts it rests on really give the explanation how capital
comes into being in primitive conditions and in new countries. The
first efforts to accumulate capital must be attended by sacrifice ; a
temporary sacrifice, of course, to secure a permanent gain, but, in
the first instance at least, a material sacrifice.
It is with the
beginnings of national capital as it is with the beginnings of
individual capital
there is need of foresight, effort, perhaps even
;

curtailment in necessaries.

But to account for the origin of capital by abstinence from
consumptive use is one thing ; to account for interest is another.
In all production labour sacrifices life, and capital sacrifices
immediate enjoyment. It seems natural to say that one part of the
product pays wage and another pays interest, as compensation for
But labour is not paid because it makes
the respective sacrifices.
a sacrifice, but because it makes products which obtain value from
human wants and capital does not deserve to be paid because it
make sacrifices which is a matter of no concern to any one but
the capitalist
but because of some useful effect produced by its
co-operation.
Thus we come back to the old question, What
service does capital render that the abstinence which preserves and
accumulates it should get a perpetual payment % And if, as we saw,
productivity cannot account for interest, no more can abstinence.
Dr. Bohm-Bawerk's chief criticism, however, is directed to a more
fundamental mistake in Senior's famous theory.
Senior included
abstinence among the costs of production as a second and
]

—
—

I
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In a singularly subtle analysis Bohm-Bawerk
independent sacrifice.
shows that abstinence is not an independent sacrifice but an
The analysis may be more easily understood from
alternative one.
An owner of capital embarks it in
the following concrete example.
In doing so he decides to undergo the
a productive undertaking.
sacrifice of labour (in personally employing his capital), and that
labour is made productive and remunerative by the aid of the
capital.
If, in calculating the remuneration due him, he claims one
sum as wage for labour, and another as reward for abstaining from
the immediate enjoyment of his own wealth, he really makes the
double calculation familiarly known as eating one's cake and having
it.
His labour would not have yielded the profitable result which
returns him the (undertaker's) wage without the assistance of the
capital ; he cannot charge for the sacrifice of his wealth as wealth
and for the sacrifice of his wealth as capital. The truth is that, in
this case, the one sacrifice of labour admits of being estimated in
two ways one by the cost to vital force ; the other and more common, by the greater satisfaction which would have been got from
the immediate use of capital as wealth at an earlier period of time.
:

In view of the unsatisfactoriness of the answers hitherto given to
our problem it is easy to see how another answer would arise. The
power wielded by the owners of wealth in the present day needs
no statement. It is not only that "every gate is barred with gold,"
but that, year by year, the burden of the past is becoming heavier on
the present. Wealth passes down from father to son like a gathering
snowball, at the same time as industry gets massed into larger and
larger organisations, and the guidance and spirit of industry is taken
more and more out of the hands of the worker and given to the
Of two men, in other respects equal, the one who has
capitalist.
wealth is able not only to preserve the value of his wealth intact,
but to enjoy an annual income without risk or trouble, and, providing that he lives well within his income, can add steadily to the
sum of his wealth. The other has to work hard for all he gets ;
If he saves it is at a sacrifice ; yet only
time does nothing for him.
in this sacrifice is there any chance of his rising out of the dull round
which repeats each day the labour of the last that is, only as he
becomes an owner of capital. Thus, in course of time there appears
a favoured class who are able not only to live without working, but
to direct, control, and even limit the labour of the majority.

—

Now

if, when the onus of justifying its existence is thrown upon
economic theory can only account for this income without
risk and without work by pointing to the "productive power" of

capital,

capital, or to the "sacrifice of the capitalist," it is easy to see how
another theory should make its appearance, asserting that interest
is nothing else than a forced contribution from helpless or ignorant
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;

a tribute, not a tax.
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R-odbertus's picture of the working

—

"hunger a good substimockery of the Rothschilds as the
chief " abstainers " in Europe
Marx's bitter dialectic on the degradation of labour, are all based on generous sympathy with the
helpless condition of the working classes under capitalist industry,
and many shut their eyes to the weakness of Socialist economics
in view of the strength of Socialist ethics.
The Exploitation theory then makes interest a concealed contribution
not a contribution, however, from the consumers, but from
the workers. Interest is not a pure surplus obtained by combination
as the lineal descendant of the slave

tute for the lash ";

Lassalle's
;

;

It does represent a sacrifice made in production, but
not a sacrifice of the capitalists. It is the unpaid sacrifice of labour.
It has its origin in the fact that labour can create more than its
own value. A labourer allowed free access to land, as in a new country, can produce enough to support himself and the average
family, and have besides a surplus over.
Translate the free
labourer into a wage earner under capitalism, pay him the wage
which is just sufficient to support himself and his family, and here
also it is the case that he can produce more than his wage. Suppose
the labourer to create the value of his wage, say 3s. in six hours'
work, then, if the capitalist can get the worker to work longer than
six hours for the same wage, he may pocket the extra value in the
name of profit or interest. Here the modern conditions of industry
favour the capitalist.
The working day of ten to twelve hours is a
As the product
sort of divine institution to the ignorant labourer.
does not pass into his own hand, he has no means of knowing what
the real value of his day's work is. The only lower limit to his wage
is that sum which will just keep himself and his family alive,
although, practically, there is a lower limit when the wife and
children become the breadwinners and the capitalist gets the labour of
On the other hand, the increase of wealth
five for the wage of one.
over population gradually displaces labour, and allows the same
amount of work to be done by fewer hands; this brings into existence
a " reserve " to the industrial army, always competing with those left
Thus the worker, unprotected,
in work, and forcing down wages.
gets simply the reproduced value of a portion of his labour ; the

of capitalists.

rest goes to capital,

and

is falsely, if

conscientiously, ascribed to the

efficiency of capital.

I feel that

it

would be impertinence

in

me

to say anything here

that would anticipate the complete and masterly criticism brought

The crushing confutation of the
against this theory in Book VI.
Labour Value theory is work that will not require to be done twice
in economic science, and the vindication of interest as a price for an
economic service or good suggested by the very nature of things
(" which may be modified but cannot be prevented ") will necessi-
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tate reconsideration

by the

Socialist

party of their

official

economic

basis.

But

it

would be easy to misunderstand the precise incidence of
and perhaps it is well to point out what it does and

this criticism,

what

it

does not

It proves

affect.

with absolute

finality that the Exploitation

theory gives

no explanation of interest proper. But this is far from saying that
Exploitation may not explain a very large amount of that further
return to the joint operation of capital and labour which is vaguely
We saw that the value paid by a Limited Liability
called " profit."
Company as dividend, or the return to capital which a private owner
of interest proper
generally calls his profit, consists of two parts
and of undertaker's profit. The latter, rightly considered, is a wage
for work, for intellectual guidance, organisation, keen vision, all the
qualities that make a good business man. There are two ways in which
to use a Socialist phrase, by exploiting
this wage may be obtained
To the first category belongs all
nature and by exploiting man.
work of which the farmer's is the natural type that which visibly
produces its own wages, whether by directly adding to the amount
and quality of human wealth, or preserving that already produced,
or changing it into higher forms, or making it available to wider
circles.
In this category As gain is B's gain.
To the second
category belong those perfectly fair modes of business activity where
one uses his intelligence, tact, taste, sharpness, etc., to get ahead of
his fellows, and " take the trade" from them. -Here A's gain is B's
loss, but the community share in A's gain, and even B shares in it,
by being better served as a consumer. But to this category also
belong those numerous forms of occupation which involve taking
advantage of poor men's wants and necessities to snatch a profit,
and one of those forms is the underpaying of labour.
Any one who has realised the difficulty of the wages question
will understand that this underpaying may be quite unintentional.
Capitalists, no less than labourers, are under the domination of the
capitalist system, and, under the steady pressure of competition,
His
it is difficult for an employer to be just, not to say generous.
:

:

:

by

own

cost of production, but by the
and best appointed establishments
and yet his workers' wages have to be regulated by an
of his rivals
equation between these prices, and the wages of labour in similar
In fact the difficulties of determintrades and in the near vicinity.
ing a "just" wage are so great that the temptation is overwhelming
to ascertain what labour is worth by the easy way of ascertaining
what labour will take, and if fifty women are at the gate offering
their services for a half of what fifty men are earning, who is to
determine what a " fair wage " is
It should then be at once and frankly confessed that the Socialist
prices are regulated not

his

costs of production in the richest
;

*?
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may afford an explanation of a great proportion of what
vaguely known as "undertaker's profit."
To go farther however,
and extend this explanation to all return to capitalist production
which is not definitely wage, is economic shortsightedness, that
contention

is

brings

its

own

revenge.

Bohm-Bawerk's refutation of the Exploitation theory is not a
refutation of Socialism, but of a certain false economical doctrine
hitherto assumed by the great Socialist economists as negative basis
for that social, industrial, and political reconstitution of things
which is Socialism.
Morality and practical statesmanship may
determine that, in the interests of the community, purely economic
laws be subordinated to moral and political laws or, to put it more
accurately, that economic laws, which would assert themselves under
"perfect competition," be limited by a social system which substitutes
co-operation for competition.
That is to say, the work of capital in
production may be quite definitely marked out, and its proper relation to the value it accompanies be exactly determined, and yet the
distribution of its results may be taken from private owners and
given over to the corporate owning of the state.
But while the
advantage accruing from the use of capital would here be regulated
by a mechanical system, interest would remain, economically, exactly
;

as

Bohm-Bawerk has
As

to Dr.

stated

Bohm-Bawerk's own theory

liberty to anticipate, or

second

it.

of interest I do not feel at
put in short compass, the contents of the

volume now published, Die

The reader

will find the essence of

it

Positive Theorie

in pp.

257-259

des

Kapitals.

of the present

work.
It

terms.

might be advisable, however, to put his theory into concrete
According to it, when we lend capital, whether it be to the

nation or to individuals, the interest we get is the difference in
popular estimation and valuation between a present and a future
good.
If we lend to direct production, the reason we get interest

not that our capital is capable of reproducing itself and more.
The explanation of this reproduction is to be found in the work of
those who employ the capital, both manual and intellectual workers.
is

We

get interest simply because Ave prefer a remote to a present

It is not that by waiting we get more than we give
what we get at the year's end is no more than the equivalent
Capital plus interest on 31st
value of what we lent a year before.
December is the full equivalent of capital alone on 1st January
Interest then is in some sense what Aquinas called it,
preceding.
Not that any one can get the monopoly of
a price asked for time.
time, and not that time itself has any magic power of producing
value, but that the preference by the capitalist of a future good
result.

to a present one enables the

;

worker

to realise his labour in under-
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But as capital
takings that save labour and increase wealth.
takes no active role in production, but is simply material on
•

tools by which labour works, the reward for working
the worker, manual and intellectual ; the reward for waiting,
Economically speaking, as wage is a fair
to the capitalist only.

which and
falls to

bargain with labour, because labour can produce

its

own wage,

so

is

interest a fair bargain with the capitalist, because in waiting the

merely puts into figures the universal estimate made by
present and future goods, and the capitalist is as
blameless of robbery as the labourer.
Dr. Bohm-Bawerk's theory of Interest, then, is an expansion of
" The single and
an idea thrown out by Jevons but not applied.
capitalist

men between

all-important function of capital," said Jevons, "is to enable the

—

labourer to await the result of any long-lasting work
to put an
interval between the beginning and the end of an enterprise."
Capital, in other words, provides an indispensable condition of

labour in affording the labourer time to employ lengthy

fruitful

methods of production.
If we view the possession

of riches as, essentially, a command
over the labour of others, we might say that interest is a premium
paid to those who do not present their claims on society in the
The essence of interest, in short, is Discount.
present.

—

In concluding, I should like to say with Dr. James Bonar 1
that,
while it would be bold to affirm that Professor Bohm-Bawerk has
said the last word on the theory of Interest, his book must be
regarded as one with which all subsequent writers will have to
reckon.
My thanks are due to Professor Edward Caird, of Glasgow
University, at whose instance this translation was undertaken, for
many valuable suggestions, and, not less, for the stimulus afforded
by hope of his approval ; to my former student Miss Christian

Brown,

of Paisley,

whose assistance

in

minute and laborious revision

the English rendering has been simply invaluable \ and not
least, to Professor Bohm-Bawerk himself, who has most patiently
answered all questions as to niceties of meaning, and to whose
and this preface itself were submitted.
criticism all the proofs
of

—

The time

I

have given to

—

this

work may excuse

my

suggesting

that a valuable service might be rendered to the science, and a
training in economics given, if clubs were organised,
under qualified professors, to translate, adapt, and publish works
which are now indispensable to the economic student.

valuable

1

Quarterly Journal of Economics, April 1889.

Glasgow, April 1890.
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the price of a Productive Service

is

Adapting the problem to Say's terms we get two answers
a production problem)

it

(2)

;

its

the

Service must be paid and prices must rise to cover the

payment

(thus a distribution problem)

The development

after

Say

.

Schon and Eiedel consider
produce a " rent

" or

it

self-evident

surplus

,

.

.

.

that

.126
must

.127

.

Loan

interest,

co-

ordinates the Productivity and the Abstinence theory

In France,

The

first

.

.

.

.

Division of the theory into

form

—

,

its

that capital directly produces value

.

to find

the origin of value

—

.

erroneous theory of value

For value corresponds with
scarce;

.

.

application

:

if

.

.

—

it is

Why

—

that the increased product

,

.

product, and surplus value vanish
:

the

cause

.

136

value does not arise in production, the other

and therefore Surplus Value

form

.

137

by no means
.

rise to the
.

,

is

.

?

failure of this theory in either

.

must contain a

—

.

should not the value of the capital

Summary

-

not pro-

it is

a cause, not

surplus of value over the capital consumed
self-evident

an

.134
.135

.

factor of production, labour, cannot confer it

The second form

.133

.

.

and though production turns out valuable goods,

An

of capital

only as goods are useful and

.

duction that gives them value

on the

involves

.

.

.

costs

132

.

rests

.

production

in

.131

.

two forms

mere empirical observation that the employment
is followed by surplus value
But

128-30

.

Leroy-Eeaulieu, in Italy, Scialoja, represent this

theory
Criticism.

123-25

.

Capital

.

.

Natural and

between

wavering

Koscher,

.

value of
.

.138
its

.139

to explain Value,
.

.

.140

—
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It connects the

undeniable fact that capital

productive, and

is

that products of capitalist industry, as a rule, have value,

with the phenomenon of surplus value which also appears

and

in capitalist production,

surplus value

.

capital

made the

is

.

.

CHAPTER

cause of

.

.141

.

III

THE INDIRECT PRODUCTIVITY THEORIES
These theories do not assume as self-evident that surplus value
is

bound up with increased quantity of products, but give
why it should be so. The conflicting accounts of

reasons
these

and

however,

reasons,

criticism

.

necessitate
.

statement

individual

.142

,

.

,

Lauderdale finds the source of profit in the power of capital to
supplant labourers and appropriate their wage

The

143-144

.

familiar fact of such profit being usually less than such

wages he explains by reference

But the share thus proved

but gross return to capital
interest

True,

if

must remain

there

is

to competition

;

and no proof

is

after deduction of tear

offered that net

is

no

profit

no labour there

is

no

profit

as true that if there is
states

all,

and wear

no saving of labour there

Malthus correctly

144-145

.

to go to capital is not interest at

but

;

.

146-147^
it is
.

148

the nature of profit as the difference

between the value of the advances and the value of products,
but omits to ask the cause of

this constant difference

His most important contribution to the subject
inclusion of profit

among the

a crude recognition of the
is

He

another

sacrifice in

fact,

is

.

149

the formal

Costs of Production

,

150

afterwards recognised, that there

production besides labour

.

.

151

by the amount
wage on the one side, and

does not, however, measure the rate of interest
of sacrifice, but

by the

level of

the level of prices on the other

152
Not asking why there is a constant difference between these two,
and having, at the same time, no better explanation of the
153
level of price than Supply and Demand
154-155
Carey, a confused and blundering writer
156-158
His illustration of the axes
In which he confuses
italist's

;

.

.

.

....
....
.

.

.

,

(1) gross use with net use

;

(2)

.

.

the cap-

proportion of the total return to capitalist production

with the rate of interest
with capital

itself

;

i.e.

confounds the return to capital

159-160
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Peshine Smith repeats

....
....

Carey's deliberation.

.

His genetical account of the growth of
rate of interest

In which we find
greater
interest

(1) labour,

.

;

161-164

.164

.

capital, origin of interest,

by

assisted

amount of products
and replacement of

i'ACJE

more than

Carey's blunders with

all

Thunen, a most careful investigator
and

xxix

(2) this

surplus composed of net

consumed

capital

production foiling to the capitalist

165-167

obtaining a

capital,

and

(3) this excess

•

(4)

plus of

this

....
;

products regularly possessing a value greater than that of the

consumed

real capital

But no proof

offered for this last proposition,

is

that capital has the power to reproduce
leave something over

Now

(1)

why

its

.

.

its

products

competition of capitals increase

reduced to

?

value and

should not

.

made

But in actual
powers

by

available to production

how

life

By

?

is

170-171

.

Strasburger, writing in reply to Marx, defines profit as

are

becomes

the claim of capital

.

for natural powers, which, while in

.169

.

till it

why

or (2)

;

till

simple replacement

its

own

.

should not the value of capital rise

equal to the value of

168-169

which assumes

payment

themselves gratuitous,
capital only

173-1 74

.

does the capitalist get paid for natural

selling the services of his capital at a higher

than the price of the labour embodied in the capital

price

This in three ways

:

(1)

.

175

as Undertaker, getting a gross return

consumed ; (2) as Hirerpayment greater than the labour value (3) as

greater than the value of the capital
out, getting a

;

Seller of the capital itself, including all its services

But in

will

available

payment
value

case

latter

this

the

natural

value

for.

is

no

If,

the

of

which produced

proportionally with

rises

been paid

it is

the

raise

of the labour

(products), there

down

also

interest,

.

.

176

powers here made
above

capital
it.

But

the value of

the

capital

if

services

its

although natural powers have

on the other hand, competition presses

the capital value to the value of the labour embodied,

evident there can be no claim for natural powers

All then that Strasburger proves

powers

may

was paid

to

is

that

command

increase the gross return to capital above

produce the

capital.

.

177-178

over natural

But whatever

what

raises the

value of products will raise the value of capital, and no

explanation

is

thereby

given

of

between capital and products, which

the
is

constant

interest

difference
.

178-179

.
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Summary

interest

:

(product)

is

and the subtrahend

value of capital

between

the difference

(capital consumed), and, as the

bound up with the value

is

of

productive power can only affect the one as
other, leaving the difference

minuend

the

products,

its
it

affects

the

between them unchanged, and

the question of interest untouched

.

.

BOOK

179-180

.

III

The Use Theories

CHAPTER

I

THE USE OF CAPITAL

The growing

recognition of the identity between value of product

and value

of

means of production was bound

something had

been

production

.

.

The new theory found

.

in the

this

Substance of capital

.

to suggest that

among the

overlooked

Use

.

as distinct

.

Relation of this to the Productivity theories

CHAPTER

sacrifices

.

of

.185

from the

.

.

.

.

.186
186-187

II

HISTORICAL STATEMENT
Say's ambiguous account of the Services of capital

....

S torch's perverted explanation

.

Nebenius's eclectic suggestions
Mario's brief epitome of Say

Hermann

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

188-189
190-191
192

.193

elaborates the fundamental conception of the inde-

pendent

" use

"

of

goods.

Distinguishing

between

first

durable and transitory goods, he points out that the former,
so

long as they

as a

good in

interest

But goods

last,

.

have a use which

.

of transitory

On

.

.

.

be conceived
value, called
.

.194

when combined and transdurable goods, may also acquire

material,

formed by manufacture into
this use.

may

and may obtain an exchange

itself,

this capability of affording

he bases his conception of capital

.

an independent use
.

.

.195
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In production, besides the

and
is

sacrifices of existent

and besides labour (manual and

tools),

thus another

sacrifice,

wealth (material

intellectual), there

the Uses of fixed and floating capital

Immediately that any form

over the period of production.

of capital is engaged in production, the disposal of it in

way

other

is

made impossible

value, into the product,

Thus what

product

is

and

enters,

it

;

suspended

is

with

any

exchange

its

the sale of the

till

paid for in the product

is

not simply

the renunciation of the immediate consumption of wealth,

new

but a

the holding together of the

consisting in

use,

technical elements of the product

Hermann's views on the
a

sum

of labours

an exchange

.

.

Some

Superiority of this to Say's outline.

A

rate of profit.

and uses of

of labours

uses, either direct or

capital.

all

exchange

is

is

and uses against other labours and

The

embodied in products.

rate

depends on the amount of labours and

profit, then,

.

product ultimately

Thus

196-198
199

.

inconsistencies

of

uses

If capital increases in amount
more uses are offered, and the exchange value of use against
use is unchanged
but, if labour is stationary, the exchange

obtainable for uses alone.

;

value of uses sinks in comparison with labour, and the rate of
profit falls.

If capital, again, increases in productiveness, the

result is the same, except that, for their reduced profits, the
capitalists receive

more means of enjoyment than they formerly

200-201
Thus increasing productiveness lowers interest
202
This application of the Use theory to explain the rate of interest
is certainly incorrect.
What his argument proves is the
relation between total profit and total wage
not between
202-204
profit and parent capital
Hermann's views on productivity
obtained for their high profit

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

Bernhardi, Mangoldt, Mithoff
Schaffle

has two

System, for the

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

conceptions of Use

most

part,

we

:

in

his

Gesellschaftliche

find the subjective conception,

it with the undertaker ;
.
"
Leben, the objective uses are " functions of goods

which connects
in his Bern

und

.204
.205

.

206
207

Knies, although at one time adopting Galiani's conception of
interest as part equivalent of parent loan,

of late years, in Geld
distinct

from the good

describes

— by

und

it

itself,

human

.

Use

.208
as quite

the " bearer of the Use," and

as obtaining value

satisfying

.

Kredit, conceives of the

—

needs

as
.

c

all

goods obtain value
.

.

.209

.
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Menger, who represents the highest point of the Use theory,
bases

it

His great law

on a complete theory of value.

value of goods of higher rank (means of production)

mined by the value

How

then

of goods of lower

value of the means of production
:

:

the

deter-

209—211

rank (products)

the value of the product always higher than the

is

His answer

is

?

211

.

.

.

the production process requires the " disposal " over

This disposal

capital for periods of time.

the Use of capital

it

;

enters, as

value of the product, and

is,

economically,

an economic good, into the

the source of value.

is

thus a distribution, not a production problem

CHAPTER

Interest

is
.

.

.

212

III

PLAN OF CRITICISM

The

theses to be proved are

:

(1)

that there

use of capital as assumed; (2) that,
it

would not explain

interest

no independent

is

there were such a use,

if
.

.

CHAPTER

.214

.

IV

THE USE OP CAPITAL ACCORDING TO THE SAY-HEUMANN SCHOOL
Uncertainty in the various accounts given of the use.

Hermann, Knies,

itions of Say,

These

divisible into

Obviously

it

two conceptions
is

character of the

What

then

Defin-

216

.

,

—

a subjective and an objective.

the latter alone which corresponds with the

Use theory

.

the objective use of goods

is

.

correspondence with popular usage, are

in

definitions,

Schaffle

1

.

.

.

.

.217
218

.

CHAPTER V
THE TRUE CONCEPTION OF THE USE OF GOODS

The

character of material " goods," as distinct from material

" things,"

is that,

inherent in

advantage

The function

all

in them, the working of the natural powers

matter permits of being directed to
.

,

.

.

human

.

.219

of goods> then, consists in the forth-putting of their

available energy, and the use of goods consists in the receiv-

ing of useful results from this forth -putting of energy

.

220
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This

is strictly

an economic as well as a physical conception

application in regard to "ideal" goods

function of goods

.

.

.

its

221-222

.

,

Material Services (Nutzleistungen) an appropriate

name

for this

.223

.

.

Every economic " good

Inferences from this conception.

;

"

must

be capable of rendering material services, and ceases to be a

good on the exhaustion of this capability
But the number of services which a good may render
.

.

Perishable goods exhaust themselves at a single use

:

goods only by successive acts or continuous service

.

In virtue of

224

durable
.

225

this the single use, or definable period of service,

obtains economic independence apart from the

body

which remains capable of further uses

good,

.

varies.

of the

.

.

226

Finally, as material services constitute the economic substance of
goods, it follows that the economic essence of the transfer of

a good

is

the transfer of

all

all its services

CHAPTER
CRITICISM OF

The Use

and that the value

its services,

good contains the value of

of a

of net interest

call
;

.

227

VI

THE SAT-HERMANN CONCEPTION

of capital, according to this conception,

with what we

.

Material Services.

is

not identical

Its use is the basis

ours of gross interest (in the case of durable

goods) or the basis of the entire capital value (in the case of
perishable goods)

No

.

,

.

.

use of goods other than their Material Services

.228

.

is

conceivable

229

either in durable goods (illustration of the mill) or in perishable
(illustration of the coals)

.

.

.

.230

.

This will best be proved by showing that any other kind of use
(1)

is

an unproved assumption, and (2) leads

conclusions

.

.

.

CHAPTER
THE INDEPENDENT USE
" In

all

the reasoning

had proved the

untenable

.231

.

AN UNPROVED ASSUMPTION

by which the Use

theorists

thought they

an error or misunder-

......

more than our Material
So

to

VII

existence of this Use,

Say's services productifs are nothing

standing has crept in."

net interest

:

.

also Schaffle's " functions

Services,

>;

and cannot be the

of goods

,

.

basis of

,

232
233
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Hermann

able goods

renders

—

of dur-

the use which does not exhaust the good that

.......

it,

and

is

accordingly capable of independent valua-

and

tion (note that this is a gross use,
interest)

By

when speaking

introduces his independent use

payment

its

is

not

233

analogy he finds a similar use in perishable goods, technically

transformed into durable goods

But

this

analogy does not hold

" used

"

when

.

.

successively giving forth a part of their content

perishable goods in each immediate

and what Hermann

content,
case

is

.234

.

durable goods are immediately

:

a mediate use

Thus Hermann has drawn
of a durable good

calls

vise

•

exhaust their entire

a durable use in this latter
.

.

.

.235

.

between the immediate use

his parallel

and the mediate use

of a perishable

236—238

good

Knies goes carefully into the question of the existence of an
independent use;

.

.

.239

.

,

finds that there are economical transfers,

where the intention

is

.......

to transfer a use

and retain the good that bears the use

;

and

inquires if this does not hold also in the case of fungible

goods

His

illustration of the loan of corn

.

Where, by using Nutzung in a double
the very point at issue
grain separate from

Thus

all

the

capital,

Use

—

its

sense,

240

.241

.

.

he actually assumes

that there can be a use (Nutzung) of

consumption (Verbraucli)

242—244

.

theorists first allude to the Material Services of

then note the successive services of durable goods as

obtaining value independent of the good itself (the

sum

of

the remaining services), and end by assuming a use and

......

independent value in

all goods, outside

and independent of

the use and value of the (undiminished) good from which

they come

CHAPTER
THE INDEPENDENT USE

VIII

UNTENABLE CONCLUSIONS

ITS

:

The usual assumption of this theory is the existence of a gross
Nutzung (basis of hire) and a net Nutzung (basis of interest).
Yet Nutzung is always taken as synonymous with Gebrauch
But it is impossible to think of two simultaneous uses in every
.

by which a good renders
name of Use or Nutzung
what is this net use ?
act

the

.

its
is

245

material services.

If,

247

then,

rightly given to the gross use,
.

.

.

248-249
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If it exists, it

must be part

and

of the gross use,

Now the gross use

for something contained in the gross use.

meal

interest is paid

But if we repay the meal on
the moment of its consumption, we pay no interest we only
pay interest for the delay in replacing the meal.
That is,
of a

is

its

consumption.

•

we pay

for

Summary

of

.

what has been proved

.

.

.

.

.

.

CHAPTER
THE INDEPENDENT USE

ORIGIN IN LEGAL FICTION

ITS

:

.

and those

—
returned
—

.

Under

all

.

.

.

.

.

.

253

.

fungible goods lent

.254

that the goods replaced had themselves been

.....

fiction

used and not consumed

from

.251
.252

IX

The need of fiction in jurisprudence
The first fiction here of the identity between
The second

250—251

something not contained in the gross use

Further absurdities involved

goods

;

hence

usitra,

a durable use obtained

the attack of the canonists on interest generally

the fiction attained a

new importance

as

.

.

254-255
255

apparently affording

the sole defence of interest, and, thanks to Salmasius, the
fiction

Modern

was proclaimed a

Political

fact

.

Economy turned

interest into a theoretical one,

The mistake has

The

and hence the Use theory

.....

payment

£100

true conception of the loan

goods against future goods
is

.256
.

256

lain in considering that ,£100 replaced now, is

the full equivalent of
extra

.

.

this practical justification of

;

lent a year ago,

:

it is

and

interest

an

257-258

a real exchange of present

the capital replaced plus interest

the full equivalent of the capital loaned

.

.

.

259

CHAPTER X
menger's conception of use

.......

" Disposal over goods for a period of time," as an independent

good
Its indirect

proof

:

accounted for
Insufficiency of this

wise

;

260

the existence of surplus value not otherwise
.

:

.

.

-

.261

(l) surplus value can be explained other-

(2) "disposal" for a period of time proved to have

no existence beyond the capital value of goods

.

262-263
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CHAPTER

XI

FINAL INSUFFICIENCY OF THE USE THEORY
PAGE

Even

if

the independent use were admitted,

For the explanation

interest.

a

new

it

would not explain

of surplus value as caused

by

element, the use of capital, necessarily assumes that

the value of capital in itself does not contain the value of
this use.

that

if,

This, however,

disproved by the familiar

is

in selling a commodity, any of

fact,

future uses are

commodity

retained, the capital value of the

Thus the use of

its

is

reduced

264

.

capital is contained in the loan of the capital,

and cannot explain a surplus value greater than that

BOOK

265

capital

IV

The Abstinence Theory

CHAPTER

I

senior's statement of the theory

The Labour

Principle and

Is interest a

wage

side of labour

?

.....
.....
its difficulties

in accounting for interest.

for labour, or is it a cost of production along-

269-270

Foreshadowings of the theory in Nebenius and Scrope
Senior.

271

.

Abstinence from unproductive use of wealth a third

element in production.

Like labour and natural agents,

enters into the costs or sacrifices of production,

compensation

CHAPTER

it

and demands

272-273

II

CRITICISM OF SENIOR
Pierstorffs estimate

much

too severe

.

.275

.

Lassalle notwithstanding, the very existence of capital requires

postponement of immediate consumption, and this
sidered in price of products

out postponement

Yet

interest

and

.

sacrifice

.

.

.

.

by no means invariably correspond

Principal defect of Senior's theory

an independent

is

con-

which cannot be obtained with-

:

.276
.

277

that he represents interest as

sacrifice in addition to labour-sacrifice

.

278

—
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A

concrete example

:

a rustic, choosing to fish instead of shoot

may

or gather fruit,

estimate his sacrifice in terms, either of

the labour undergone, or the gratification intermitted
It is

the same

obtain future results

labour in addition

to

;

he cannot calculate the

the sacrifice of abstinence

But must choose one or the other mode of calculation
This double calculation, however, is made by Senior
According to his theory, the
of potatoes

is

278

.

instead of fishing, he devotes his labour to

if,

sacrifice

sacrifice

of

.

.

.

.

.

.

279
279
280

involved in a day's planting

a day's labour plus a year's abstinence, while a

day's harvesting of the same involves the sacrifice of a day's

But

labour only.
eaten

an

by deer

the potatoes I sowed yesterday are

if

overnight,

infinite abstinence

my

is

?

sacrifice

.

a day's labour plus
.

.

281-282

.

The misleading element is the
consideration of time.
Time is not a second independent
sacrifice, but it determines the amount of the one sacrifice

Speciousness of the argument.

actually made.

E.g. sacrifice, in the majority of economical

by

estimated, not

cases, is

Not

so,

however, as regards the

amount

of positive pain

civilised

is

but by (negative)

(positive) pain,

renunciation of alternative enjoyments
sacrifice

.

always present.

not estimated by

is

tive results.

Now,

take time

Yet, as a rule, in

;

pain, but by its alternasome are immediate, some

its

of these results

the attraction of a present over a future result of

labour, increases the estimate of the sacrifice

devote themselves to the distant result.

terms of labour
it is

where some

communities the methods of labour are so various

that sacrifice

who

.282

.

of labour,

calculated

is

the same

by the

;

in terms of alternative results

283-285

greater of the alternatives intermitted

Reasons for the popularity of this theory.

Wollemborg, Dietzel

made by those
The sacrifice in

.

Cairnes, Cherbuliez,

.

CHAPTER

.

286-287

.

III

bastiat's statement

Delay or Privation

as a service

demanding payment

.

.

288

His statement inferior to Senior's in two respects
(1)

As

confined to Contract interest, in the course of which

he seems
rifice of

(2)

to suggest that the sacrifice

spoken of

is

the sac-

the productive use, not the postponement of needs

In confounding interest with replacement of capital

289-290
291-293
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BOOK V
The Labour Theories
THESE THEORIES AGREE IN EXPLAINING- INTEREST AS WAGE OF THE

LABOUR

capitalist's

The English Group
PAGE

Traces interest to that labour which produces capital

James Mill
value

And

starts

297

.

.

with the proposition that labour alone regulates

.

.

defines profit as

.

.

.

wage of indirect labour

But as the labour formative of

capital has

.

.

.

297

.

.

.

298

been already paid, this

must be an extra wage, and raises the question why such
mediate labour should be more highly paid than immediate

299

.

TJie

French Group

Labour of Saving

Courcelle's conception of the

and

of capital requires effort of intellect
painful,

Not

and the return

to speak of this being

theory,

to this labour

the conservation

:

will,

is

which

interest

is

so far

300-301

.

merely another way of putting Senior's

what correspondence is there between the painful
and will and the so-called wage ?

ex-

ertion of intellect

And

if interest is

explained by these painful exertions,

the borrower not get interest instead of paying

Cauwes, an

eclectic follower of Courcelle

it

?

.

why

302

.

does

303-304
304-305

.

.

The German Group
Its origin in a

remark of Rodbertus

expanded by

Schiiffle

into

remuneration for the

the

now

office,

.

.

305—306

.

statement that interest
filled

by private

is

a

capitalists,

by means of capital
saving and disposing activi-

of binding together production processes

Wagner

characterises the capitalist's

ties as labours,

It is difficult to

and constitutive elements of value

know whether

.

.

307
308

mean

these Katheder Socialists

to give a theoretical explanation or a socio-political justifica-

tion of interest

.

.308

.

......

rent could not be explained

on the land

.

.

.

Difference between the two illustrated

by the

by a

parallel case

;

land

original exertion of labour

309
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but might be justified as a political measure of expediency

310

.

may possibly be the most
means to the accumulation and employment of national
and this may be a sound reason for its maintenance

Similarly, the permission of interest
effective
capital,

by

society,

but the

capitalist's

explanation of what
It is impossible to

is,

"labour" gives no economic

obviously, an income from ownership

doubt that interest

not a wage for labour

is

BOOK

.

311
312

VI

The Exploitation Theory

CHAPTER

I

HISTORICAL SURVEY

The

essence of the theory

by means

of

—

the exploitation from the labourer,

the wage contract, of the wealth which he

exclusively produces

An

.

.

Preceding developments

and the spread of

—the acceptance

capitalist

states its

main

propositions,

illogically, justifies

production

.

.

interest

as

labtar which produces capital

Proudhon

:

all

.

.

316

of the Ricardian theory

Sismondi, the writer of a transition period,

but,

.315

,

.

inevitable consequence of the Labour-value theory

.

.

,

.

.

.

317
318

.

.

319

.

founded on
.

the original

.

.320

.

value being produced by labour,

the labourer

has a natural claim to his entire product, but this he ignorantly gives up for a wage

and cannot buy even

his

.

.

own product

at

Rodbertus, a profound scientific investigator
Lassalle, the

most eloquent but

least original

Marx, the most important theorist

Many

after

it

.321

.

.

what

cost

him

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

Rodbertus

322

322
323
323

writers adopt the Exploitation theory, but stop short at its

consequences, as

Others add

its

Mill and Schaffie

The Katheder

Guth and Diihring

Socialists, again, accept the proposition,

the sole source of value

—a

.

James

Labour

325

is

proposition which has had a

singular history in economic theory

Plan of criticism

.324

.....
.....
.

ideas eclectically to their other theories, as

.

,

.325
326-327
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CHAPTER

II

RODBERTUS
PAGE

His starting-point

;

that goods, economically considered, are the

products of labour alone

.

.

The labourers accordingly have a
or its value

But

.

.

.

.328
.329

.

.

whole product,

just claim to the

.

,

in the present system they receive only a part, the remainder

going as rent (including land-rent, and profit)

Rent owes

existence to

its

two

facts

.

sion of labour, each worker can produce a surplus

the indispensable conditions to labour

—land and
wage

private property, this necessitating a

(2) that

;

—

capital

contract,

all

its

rent

exploitation,

is

amount

are

which

virtually restores the original condition of labour, slavery

Thus

330

.

(l) that, thanks to the divi-

:

331

.

and under the iron law of wages

increases with the productivity of labour

332

....
.

His confused statement of the division of amount exploited be-

tween land-rent and

profit

Nevertheless Rodbertus would not abolish rent

and would regard
Criticism

the

:

considered,

as the salary for a social function

it

products

question, "What is
is false,

as

of

labour

.

.

.

fact that

have economic value

The argument he advances,

purely natural goods,

.

.

.

that labour

and only original

is

cost,

>

.

.......

not need serious confutation

.

.

to refute Rodbertus's entire interest theory

should belong to the labourer
understood, quite correct

But

as

Rodbertus explains

it,

who
.

.

£550

.340

.

.

produces

340-341

.

it,

value,

its
is,

rightly

.

.

receive the entire future value of the product

is

339

.341

he would have the labourer now

.....

Illustration of the steam-engine.

completed

this

Knies considered,

whole product or

proposition, that the

;

of economic

manual labour does

to confute this first proposition is not, as

The second

338

economy

implies that

Lastly, the limitation of labour to material

But

337

.

economically the only

on a quite arbitrary and narrow conception

conduct

the

if scarce,

has nothing to do with other powers, or their results
rests

336
337

economically

alone (suggesting

meant by "economically considered ?")

proved by the

original power,

that all goods,

proposition,

first

are

333-36

.

Supposing that

.

its

value

.

342

when
342
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And

that one labourer, working continuously for five years, pro-

duces the engine
fifth part of

a

much

less

the value of his

;

year's

first

the value the engine will have

sum

— say £100, which, with

wage

when

is

not a

finished,

interest, will

but

be the

same as receiving £120 for his fifth year
343-344
But Eodbertus would have the value of the completed product
.

.

spread proportionally over the five years of production, which

would involve that the £550 was paid in two and a half years
Thus giving the individual labourer a value in wage which no
undertaker could obtain for himself

The same

illustration.

:

.

work

346

.

.

divided

among

....

receives

assuming

the

labourers working successively

.

.

£100, the last £120
Assuming that the production

is

.347

.

Dividing what they produce as wage, as before the

first

348-349

on xinder an outside

carried

350-351

undertaker, the labourers will receive exactly the same

The only undertaker
the State

But

this

own
The

that could

.

proposition

a higher wage payment
.

.

.

would not be

make

.

is

.351

.

a fulfilling, but a violation of Rodbertus's
.

.

.

,

.352

.

third proposition, that labour alone regulates value,

overlooks

exception

Ricardo's

of

But

time for their production.

neglect that

A

fourth criticism

value,

is

to

this exception really con.

354—355

.

assume the validity of one fixed law of

by simply ignoring that there
:

353

.

which require

goods

those

tains the chief feature in natural interest

To

345

are others

Rodbertus's theory of land-rent

.

356

.

based on

is

amount of rent does not depend upon
amount of capital, but the amount of labour employed
which would involve that capital bears a rate of profit varying
the statement that the

the

;

from business

to business

.

.

profits

.358

.

.

But Rodbertus himself lays down the law

of the equalisation of

.359

.....

under competition

.

.

357

.

.

.

This equalisation can only take place by alteration in the exchange
value of products
(unless

it

effected

by

alteration in wage,

contradictory both of experience and Rodbertus's

law)

and in

359-360

.......

we suppose

this case

what becomes

of his

law

—

even

if it

own

is

iron

361

that goods exchange

according to the labour incorporated in them
Criticising the theory as a whole,

which

?

.361-362

.

were granted that

explains the interest on that capital invested in wages,

it

it

will
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be found incapable of explaining interest on capital invested
in materials

;

proved where capital

this is easily

But most

is

large

and

......

workers few, as in pearl-stringing

by the good old

clearly

wine

.

maturing

illustration of the

CHAPTER

363-364

.

.

364-365

III

MARX
His fundamental proposition— that goods exchange solely according to the amount of labour spent in producing them.

In

exchange use-values are disregarded, and nothing remains to

367—368
369

account for the equation of exchange but amount of labour

Value

is

measured by "

socially necessary labour time "

His statement of the problem

:

Money transformed

.

into

M—C —M'

modities retransformed into money,

.

com-

.

370

.

This surplus value cannot originate in the circulation, nor yet
outside of

it

.

.

.

But among the commodities which the
whose Use value

is

.371

.

buys

capitalist

the source of Exchange value

is

one

—Labour

The value of labour power is regulated, like other
commodities, by the labour time necessary for its reproduction
Power.

The

buying

capitalist,

372

at this price, is able to appropriate all

it

the value produced beyond this
the "necessary labour time."

All surplus value then

is

;

i.e.

in every minute over

Illustration of the spinner.

unpaid labour

.

373-374

.

Compared with Eodbertus's statement the most important point
in Marx's work is the attempt to prove that all value rests
on labour

Adam Smith

.

.

.

for this proposition, but

on examination we

they virtually did no more than assume

Adam

.

and Ricardo are generally claimed

it

shall find that

.

375-376

.

Smith, indeed, spoke of the equivalence of Value and

Trouble, but with

any claim to
Marx's argument
labour

As regards

him

it is

....

merely a general remark, without

scientific exactitude

.......
?......
restated

(2) this element

(2),

is

:

(l) the

common element

not the use value

the use value

is

j

regards

(3), is

as scarcity

in exchange

377—80

;

(3) it can only be

381

never disregarded in exchange,

but only the particular form the use assumes

As

375

.

as authorities

there no other possible

common

.

381-382

element, such

382

—

"
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And

in goods that exchange

there always labour

is

1

383

.

But apart from deduction, experience only confirms the equivalence
of labour and value in the case of one class of goods, and that
a relatively insignificant one

.

.

.383

.

Exceptions to the Labour principle
(1) Scarce goods (including land
(2)
(3)

Goods abnormally badly paid

(4)

Even where value and labour
value

(5)

is

.

.

.

.

,

Labour

"

386

.

previous

386

one circumstance

is

— an intermediate not an ultimate cause

387

.

underestimating the exceptions, spoke of

this, but,

the labour principle as

was

.

......

that affects value

it

.

correspond, the labour

only the gravitation point

labour

knew

384
384
385

.

.

Goods that require greater advances of

Conclusions from these exceptions.

Ricardo

and patented goods)

Goods produced by skilled labour

his followers

if it

who

were practically universally valid
formally gave

it

;

that extension.

The Socialists not only declare that this law is universal, but
demand the abolition of interest as contrary to it
Later on Marx falls into all Rodbertus's mistakes, such as claim'

.

388

.

.......

ing for the labourer in the present the future value of his

product

389

connecting exploitation and surplus value with wage capital alone,

and neglecting

to

show how labour

accrues only in virtue of time

Causes of this theory's popularity
well as to the head

;

creates that value
.

.

:

it

(1)

.

390

.

appeals to the heart as

(2) the weakness of its critics

BOOK

which

391

.

VII

Minor Systems

CHAPTER

I

THE ECLECTICS
Seasons for eclecticism on the interest problem

.

Rossi uses Productivity and Abstinence theory alternately
Molinari, Leroy-Beaulieu, Roscher, Cossa

.

,

.

395-396
397-399
400

Jevons, finding the function of capital in enabling the labourer
to

expend labour in advance, makes interest the difference
assisted and that of labour

between the product of labour
unassisted

by

capital

.

.

.

.

.401

"

;
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This

to identify surplus in products

is

with surplus in value (Pro-

ductivity theory), to correct which he reckons the capitalist's

abstinence

among the

anticipated pleasures

time on the valuation of
excite our astonishment

.......
among

hesitates

theories

Cauwes
Gamier, Hoffmann
Gerstner,

J. S.

effect of

and pains only

that he did not develop

Read

402-403

production (Abstinence theory)

costs of

His pregnant remarks on the

.

it

.

.

.

costs of

.

production

408

.

.

not only by the Productivity and Abstinence

by the Exploitation theory
Hermann's Use theory

theory, but

405

.406
.407

.

.

.

among

and Labour

Abstinence,

.

.

403-404

into a systematic theory

Productivity,

Mill includes profits

and explains

them

.

.

408-10

.

Schaflie, in his earlier writings, follows

in the

Ban und Leben makes

(Labour theory)

;

interest a functional

and resolves

all costs

income

of production into

411-412

labour (which practically amounts to an Exploitation theory)

CHAPTER

II

THE LATER FRUCTIFICATION THEORY

Henry

George's variation of Turgors theory

Criticising Bastiat's illustration,
interest is the active

distinct

from labour

That

all

as

powers of nature,

.

.

,

from Turgot's theory

:

(1)

it is

.

.

416

chiefly in bringing the source

of surplus value within the sphere of capital

decisive objections

.415

.

.

from the element of time," because dur-

—

rinding

in land, but in certain naturally fruitful goods

Two

414

forms of capital produce interest George explains by

interest " springs

differs

.

.

ing a year certain forms of capital produce fruit

This

413

.

being operative while the labourer sleeps.

the equalisation of profits

Thus

.

.

he indicates that the cause of

it,

not
.

.

416

quite unscientific to say that

the forces of nature are operative in one class of goods and not
in another

•

(2) he does not think

it

necessary to show

how

certain naturally fruitful goods produce surplus value

.

417

over the value of labour and material consumed in co-operating

with " vital powers

.

.

stitutes

.418

.

.

— time
an independent element in production— seems

His one attempt at explanation of surplus value

that

con-

to in-

volve that the vegetative forces of nature can be monopolised,
this bringing us

back to Strasburger's Productivity theory

419-420
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Conclusion
PAGE

Looking

at all this tangle

development

of theories, can

we

find the line of

Restatement of the problem as obviously a

?

What

problem of distribution.

is it

guides a portion of the

stream of wealth into the hands of the capitalists

?

are three distinct answers

.

(1)

.

.

.

There

.421

That there are three sources of value, Nature, Labour,
and Capital, and that from each source flows to its
owner the value which comes from that source.
This

the Naive Productivity theory, which makes

is

interest a production

(2)

and

only diverted at

is

capitalists.

makes
(3)

problem

.422

.

.

That the stream of wealth comes from labour alone,
This

is

mouth by landlords and

its

the Exploitation theory, which

purely a distribution problem

it

That there are two or three

.

422

.

but one stream,

springs,

and under the influences which create value the

......

stream branches,
kinds of income.
of value

till

it

empties into three separate

This makes

it

peculiarly a problem

423

As

to

As

to (2), it is not first in the final distribution that a foreign

there

(1),

value

it is

;

no power in any

is

factor of production to create

not a simple problem of production

The value

element intrudes beside labour.

.

423

.

of one

good

diverges from that of another according to the time required

The explanation

in production.
to be

of surplus value, then,

found in investigating the formation of value.

which products that require time

distribution in

labour possess surplus value,

is

is

The

as well as

not to be explained by a

424-425

snatch at the spoil, but by previous formations of value

In order of merit, then, the Naive Productivity and the Exploitation theories stand lowest

They do not even

theory of value which bases

Next come those

theories

theory of costs

.

see the problem,

;

this

it

.425

.

.

and they both assume a

on production

.

.

which use the external machinery of

426

a

has the disadvantage of explaining

surplus value without direct reference to the wants and
satisfactions in

which value

arises

.

.

Highest stand those which recognise that interest

.

is

The

future

and particularly in Monger's statement

work

of interest theorists

.

.

427

and Use

of value, as in the higher forms of the Abstinence
theories,

.

a problem

.

.

427-428

.428

—

INTRODUCTION
THE PROBLEM OF INTEREST
It

generally possible for any one

is

from

it

who owns

capital to obtain

a permanent net income, called Interest 1

This income

is distinguished by certain notable characterowes its existence to no personal activity of the
capitalist, and flows in to him even where he has not moved a
finger in its making.
Consequently it seems in a peculiar
sense to spring from capital, or, to use a very old metaphor,
to be begotten of it.
It may be obtained from any capital, no
matter what be the kind of goods of which the capital consists
from goods that are barren as well as from those that
from perishable as well as from durable
are naturally fruitful
goods from goods that can be replaced and from goods that

It

istics.

:

;

;

cannot be replaced

from money as well as from commodities.

;

And, finally,

it

the

from which

capital

flows in to the capitalist without ever exhausting
it

comes, and therefore without any

It is, if one may use such
an expression about mundane things, capable of an everlasting

necessary limit to

its

continuance.

life.

Thus

it is

that the

phenomenon

of interest, as a

whole,

presents the remarkable picture of a lifeless thing producing

an everlasting and inexhaustible supply of goods.
1

Many German

this

economists use the word Kapitalrmte as well as Kapitalzins.

Sanders defines Rente as
Kapitalien,

And

und Rechten

'
'

Einkiinfte die

bezieht."

man

als

Nutzung von Grtmdstucken,

So Littre gives Rente as "Revenu annuel."

The word occurs in Chaucer as equivalent of income
"For catel (chattels) hadden they ynough and rent." Canterbury Tales,
In English we still retain the word Rent instead of interest in
Prologue, 1. 375.
:

—

a few cases outside of

its special

application to land.

B

—"W.

S.

;

THE PROBLEM OF INTEREST

2

introd,

remarkable phenomenon appears in economic life with such
perfect regularity that the very conception of capital has not
infrequently been based on

Whence and why

1

it.

does the capitalist, without personally

exerting himself, obtain this endless flow of wealth

?

These words contain the theoretical problem of interest.
When the actual facts of the relation between interest and
capital,

with

all

its essential

characteristics, are described

and

problem will be solved. But the explanation must be complete both in compass and in depth.
In
compass, inasmuch as all forms and varieties of interest must
be explained.
In depth, inasmuch as the explanation must
fully explained, that

be carried without a break to the very limits of economical
research

:

in other words, to those final, simple,

and acknow-

ledged facts with which economical explanation ends
facts

which economics

facts the

rests on,

explanation of which

;

those

but does not profess to prove
falls to

the related sciences,

and natural science.
From the theoretical problem of interest must be carefully
distinguished the social and political problem.
The theoretical
The social and
problem asks why there is interest on capital.
political problem asks whether there should he interest on
capital
whether it is just, fair, useful, good,
and whether it
While the theoshould be retained, modified, or abolished.
retical problem deals exclusively with the causes of interest,
the social and political problem deals principally with its effects.
And while the theoretical problem is only concerned about the,
true, the social and political problem devotes its attention first
and foremost to the practical and the expedient.
As distinct as the nature of the two problems is the
character of the arguments that are used by each of them, and
In the
the strictness with which the arguments are used.
one case the argument is concerned with truth or falsehood,
while in the other it is concerned for the most part with exTo the question as to the causes of interest there
pediency.
can be only one answer, and its truth every one must recognise
But whether
if the laws of thought are correctly applied.
particularly to psychology

—

—

Thus Hermann in his Staatswirthschaftliche Untersuchungen, p. 211, defines
"Vermogen, das seine Kutzung, wie ein immer neues Gut, fortdauernd dem Bediirfniss darbietet, ohne an seinem Tauschwerth abzunehmen."
1

capital as

\

ITS

introd.

interest is just, fair,

TWO BRANCHES

and useful

3

or not, necessarily remains to

The most cogent argu-

a great extent a matter of opinion.

mentation on this point, though it
thought otherwise, will never convert
that by the soundest of reasoning

may
all.

it

many who

convince

Suppose, for instance,

was shown

to be prob-

able that the abolition of interest would be immediately followed

by a

decline in the material welfare of the race, that argument
have no weight with the man who measures by a standard
of his own, and counts material welfare a thing of no great
importance
perhaps for the reason that earthly life is but a
short moment in comparison with eternity, and because the
material wealth that interest ministers to will rather hinder
than help man in attaining his eternal destiny.
Prudence urgently demands that the two problems which
are so fundamentally distinct should be kept sharply apart in
scientific investigation.
It cannot be denied that they stand
will

—

Indeed it appears to me
no better way of coming to a correct decision on
the question whether interest be a good thing, than by getting
a proper knowledge of the causes which give rise to it.
But
in close relation with each other.

that there

is

we must remember

only entitles us to

that this connection

bring together the results

;

it

does not justify us in confusing

the investigations.

Confusing these investigations
correct solution of either problem,

In the
play

social

all

sorts

and

will, in fact,

endanger the

and that on several grounds.

political question there naturally

of wishes, inclinations,

and

passions.

come

into

If both

problems are attempted at the same time, these will

find

entrance only too easily into the theoretical part of the inquiry,

and

importance they have in their
perhaps that very
one which would have remained the lighter if nothing but
there, in virtue of the real

proper place, weigh

down one

of the scales

—

What one
an old and true proverb, that one easily
believes. 1 And if our judgment on the theoretical interest
problem m perverted, it will naturally react and prejudice our
judgment flm the practical and political question.
Considerations like these show that there is constant
danger that ar* unjustifiable use may be made of arguments
in themselves justifiable. The man who confuses the two probgrounds of reason had been put in the balance.

wishes

tfr

believe, says

—
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lems, or perhaps mistakes the one for the other, and, looking
at the matter in this

way, forms one opinion upon both, will

be apt to confuse the two groups of arguments

also,

and allow

He

each of them an influence on his total judgment.

will

judgment as to the causes of the phenomenon of interest
be guided, to some extent, by principles of expediency
which
and he will let his judgment as
is wholly and entirely bad
to the advantages of interest as an institution be, to some
extent, directly guided by purely theoretical considerations
which, at least, may be bad.
In the case, e.g. where the two
problems are mixed up, it might easily happen that one who
sees that the existence of interest is attended by an increased
let his

—

;

return in the national production, will be disposed to agree

with a theory which finds the cause of interest in a productive

power of

capital.

Or

it

may happen

that one comes to the

theoretical conclusion that interest has its origin in the exploit-

ation of the labourer,
petition

made

possible

between labour and capital

;

by the relations of comand on that account he

may, without more ado, condemn the institution of interest,
The one is as illogical as the
and advocate its abolition.
other.
Whether the existence of interest be attended by
results that are useful or harmful to the economical production of a people, has absolutely nothing to do with the
and our knowledge of the source
question why interest exists
from which interest springs, in itself gives us no ground what;

ever for deciding Avhether interest should be retained or abolished.

Whatever be the source from which
that source be a
its abolition

trifle

muddy

interest

—we have no

comes

—even

if

right to decide for

unless on the ground that the real interests of

the people would be advanced thereby.

In economical treatment this separation of the two distinct
problems, which prudence suggests, has been neglected by
writers.

many

But although

errors,

complain

of

this

neglect has been

misunderstandings, and prejudices,
it,

since

it

is

many

the source

we can

of

scarcely

the practical problem of interest

brought the theoretical problem and its scientific
Through the merging of the two
treatment to the front.
problems into one, it is true, the theoretical problem has of
necessity been worked at under circumstances which were not
that has

favourable for the discovery of truth.

But without

this

merging
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all
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would not have worked

the more important that

we

profit in

at it at

all.

the future by

such experiences of the past.

The

intentionally limited task to which I intend to devote

myself in the following pages

is

that of writing

history of the theoretical problem of interest.
to set

down

made

to

in their historical

development the

scientific efforts

discover the nature and origin of interest, and to

submit to

examination the various views which have

critical

been taken of

As

it.

to opinions

and commendable, I

useful,

a critical

I shall endeavour

statement so far as that

is

whether interest

shall only include

them

is

just,

in

my

indispensable for getting at the

theoretical substance that they contain.

Notwithstanding this limitation of subject, there will be

no lack of material

for a critical history, either as regards the

historical or as regards

the critical part.

A

whole

literature

has been written on the subject of interest, and a literature
is equalled by few of the departments
economy, and by none in the variety of opinion
it presents.
Not one, nor two, nor three, but a round dozen
of interest theories testify to the zeal with which economists
have devoted themselves to the investigation of this remarkable

which, in mere amount,
of political

problem.

Whether these

exertions were quite as successful as they

may with some

reason be doubted.
The fact is
numerous views advanced as to the nature and
of interest, no single one was able to obtain undivided
Each of them, as might be expected, had its circle of

were zealous
that, of the

origin
assent.

adherents, larger or smaller,
viction.

prevent

But each
its

of

who gave

it

the faith of full con-

them omitted considerations enough

to

being accepted as a completely satisfactory theory.

Still even those theories which could only unite weak minorities
on their side showed themselves tenacious enough to resist

extinction.

And

thus the present position of the theory ex-

motley collection of the most conflicting opinions,
no one of them strong enough to conquer, and no one of
them willing to admit defeat the very number of them indicating to the impartial mind what a mass of error they
hibits a

;

must

contain.

;
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hope that the following pages

I venture to

introd.

may bring

these

scattered theories a little nearer to a point.

Before I can apply myself to my proper task I must come
an understanding with my readers as to some conceptions
and distinctions which we shall have to make frequent use of
to

in the sequel.

Of the many meanings which,

in the unfortunate

and

in-

congruous terminology of our science, have been given to the

word

Capital, I shall confine

inquiry, to

critical

myself, in

the course of this

that in which capital signifies a complex

—

that is, a complex of goods
of produced means of acquisition
that originate in a previous process of production, and are des-

immediate consumption, but to serve as means
Objects of immediate consumption,
then, and land (as not produced) stand outside our conception
tined, not for

of acquiring further goods.

of capital.
I shall only justify

my

harmony

certain

ology

views

is

meanby adopting it a

preference for this definition

time on two grounds of expediency.

Firstly,

will be maintained, so far, at least, as termin-

concerned, with the majority of those writers whose

we

shall

have to

state

;

and secondly,

this limitation of

the conception of capital defines also most correctly the limits
of the problem with

which we mean

to deal.

It does

not

within our province to go into the theory of land rent.

fall

We

have only to give the theoretical explanation of that acquisition
which is derived from different complexes of- goods,
exclusive of land.
The more complete development of the

of wealth

conception of capital I reserve for a future occasion. 1

Within this general conception of capital, further, there are
two well-known shades of difference that require to be noted.
There is the National conception of capital, which embraces
the national means of economic acquisition, and only these
and there is the Individual conception of capital, which includes
everything that is a means to economic acquisition in the hands
of an individual
that is to say, those goods by means of which
an individual obtains wealth for himself, no matter whether

—

the goods are, from the point of view of the national economy,
1

A

promise

now

fulfilled

Kapitales, Innsbruck, 1889.

by the publication

—W.

g.

of the

Positive

Theorie des
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of acquisition or

means

of enjoyment, goods

duction or goods for consumption.
circulating library will fall
capital,
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Thus,

e.g.

under the individual conception

if

we

except those few objects of immediate con-

sumption lent at interest
the produced

means

what follows we

of

The national

but not under the national conception.

conception,

for pro-

the books of a

to other countries, includes

merely

In
with the national

of production belonging to a country.

shall chiefly be concerned

conception of capital, and shall, as a rule, keep this before us

when the word capital by itself is used.
The income that flows from capital, sometimes called
German Kent of Capital, we shall simply call Interest. 1
Interest makes its appearance in many different forms.
First of

and Net

many

all,

interest.

we must

in

distinguish between Gross interest

The expression

gross interest covers a great

heterogeneous kinds of revenue, which only outwardly

form a whole.

employment of

It is the

capital

;

same thing as the gross return to the
and this gross return usually includes,

besides the true interest, such things as part replacement of

the substance of capital expended, compensation for all sorts

premiums for risk, and so
Thus the Hire or Kent which an owner receives for the
and if we wish to ascerletting of a house is a Gross interest
tain what we may call the true income of capital contained
in it, we must deduct a certain proportion for the running
costs of upkeep, and for the rebuilding of the house at such
time as it falls into decay.
Net interest, on the other hand,
is just this true income of capital which appears after these
of current costs, outlay on repairs,
on.

;

heterogeneous elements are deducted from gross interest.
is

It

the explanation of Net interest with which the theory of

interest naturally has to do.

Next, a distinction must be drawn between Natural interest
In the hands of one who
and Contract or Loan interest.
employs capital in production, the utility of his capital appears
in the fact that the total product obtained by the assistance
of the
total

1

capital possesses, as

cost

of the

Kapitalzins.

addition.— W.

S.

a rule, a higher value than the

goods expended in the course

The word "Interest"

in

English does

of

produc-

not require any
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The excess

tion.

as

we

shall call

The owner
up the chance

introd.

of value constitutes the Profit of capital, or,

it,

Natural

interest.

of capital, however, frequently prefers to give

and

of obtaining this natural interest,

a fixed compensation.

hand

to

man

over the temporary use of the capital to another

against

This compensation bears different names

common speech. It is called Hire, and sometimes Kent (in
German Miethzins and Pachtzins) when the capital handed over

in

consists of durable or lasting goods.

Interest "when the capital

goods. 1

may

All these kinds of compensation, however,

appropriately grouped under the

Loan

It is generally called

of perishable or fungible

consists

name

be

of Contract interest or

interest.

While, however, the conception of Loan

interest is

ex-

ceedingly simple, that of Natural interest requires more close
definition.

may with

It
profit

realised

appear questionable

reason

the entire

if

by an undertaker from a process

of

duction should be put to the account of his capital. 2

doubtedly

pro-

Un-

should not be so where the undertaker has at

it

the same time occupied the position of a worker in his

Here there

undertaking.

is

no doubt that one part

own

of the

" profit " is

simply the undertaker's wage for the work he has
But even where he does not personally take part in

done.

the carrying out of the production, he yet contributes a certain

amount

of personal trouble in the shape of intellectual super-

intendence

—

say, in planning the

the

business, or, at

least,

the act of will by which he devotes his means of pro-

in

duction to a definite undertaking.
1

"Es

The question now

is

whether,

Mieth-oder Pachtzins, wenn das iiberlassene Kapital aus
Es heisst Zinsen oder Interessen, wenn das Kapital
aus verbrauchlichen oder vertretbaren Giitern bestand." I have translated the
heisst

dauerbaren Giitern bestand.

passage to suit our English usage of the words.

The

adjective

*

f

vertretbar" {for

which the legal "fungible " is the only equivalent) indicates that the thing lent
Grain and money are the
is not itself given back, but another of the same kind.
typical fungibles.
2

I

think

it

—W.

S.

advisable to translate Unternehmer and UntemehmioTig throughout

Rowland

by Undertaker and Undertaking.
to a psalm, said he did not see

Neither, in

my

why

opinion, should our science

words, introduced by

Adam Smith

Hill,

when he adapted

the devil should have

all

any longer deny

Gr.eensleaves

the good tunes.

itself these useful

himself, simply because they are usually con-

fined with us to one special branch of industry.

— W.

S.
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we should

in view of this,

sum

total

9

not distinguish two quotas in the

of profit realised

hy the undertaking; one quota

to be considered as result of the capital contributed, a second

quota to be considered as result of the undertaker's exertion.

On this point opinions are divided. Most economists
draw some such distinction. From the total profit obtained
by the productive undertaking they regard one part as profit
of capital, another as undertaker's profit.
Of course it cannot
be determined with mathematical exactitude, in each individual
case,

how much

profit

by the

has been contributed to the making of the total

objective factor, the capital,

personal factor, the undertaker's

and how much by the

We find what
amount generally

arithmetically.

Nevertheless

activity.

borrow a scale from outside, and divide

off

the two

we

shares

in other circumstances a capital

yields.
That is shown most
simply by the usual rate of interest obtainable for a perfectly
safe loan of capital.
Then, of the total profit from the under-

definite

of

that

taking,

amount which would be enough

usual

rate of interest on the

down

to capital,

the

of

activity

pay the

in it, is put
put to the account

capital invested

while the remainder

undertaker's

to

as

the

is

profit

of

undertaking.

an undertaking in which a capital of £100,000
is invested yields an annual profit of £9000, and if the customary rate of interest is 5 per cent, then £5000 will be
considered as profit on capital, and the remaining £4000 as
For instance,

if

undertaker's

profit.

On

the other hand, there are many, especially

among the

younger economists, who hold that such a division is inadmissible, and that the so-called undertaker's profit is homogeneous
with the profit on capital. 1
This discussion forms the subject of an independent
problem of no little difficulty the problem of Undertaker's
Profit.
The difficulties, however, which surround our special

—

subject,

the

problem

of

interest,

are

so

considerable

that

my

duty to add to them by taking up
another.
I purposely refrain then from entering on any
investigation, or giving any decision as to the problem of
I

do not

feel

undertaker's
1

On

it

profit.

I shall only treat that as interest

the whole question see Pierstorff, Die Lekre

Berlin, 1875.

which

vom Unternehmergewinn
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everybody recognises to be interest

—

that

introd.
say, the

is to

whole

of contract interest/

and, of the "natural" profit of under-

much

as represents the rate of interest usually

taking only so

The question

obtainable for capital employed in undertaking.

whether the so-called undertaker's
or not I

purposely leave open.

on capital
Happily the circumstances

profit is a profit

are such that I can do so without prejudice to our investiga-

tion; for at the worst
all

recognise as

it

is

just those

interest that

phenomena which we

constitute the

great

majority,

and contain the characteristic substance of the general interest
problem.
Thus we can investigate with certainty into the
nature and origin of the phenomenon of interest without requiring to decide beforehand on the exact boundary-line between
the two profits.
I

need scarcely say

that, in these scanty remarks, I

do not

suppose myself to have given an exhaustive, or even a perfectly
correct statement of the principles of the theory of capital.

All that I have attempted to do
as possible a useful

is

to

lay

down

as briefly

and certain terminology, on the basis of

which we may have a common understanding in the
and historical part of this work.
1

Of course only

so far as it is net interest.

critical

BOOK

I

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PKOBLEM

CHAPTER

I

THE OPPOSITION TO INTEREST IN CLASSICAL AND

MEDIEVAL TIMES
It has often been remarked that not only does our knowledge
of interesting subjects gradually develop, but also our curiosity

a

phenomenon

tent,

with

made

first

attracts attention, it is seen in its full ex-

constituent and peculiar details, and

all its

when

It is very rarely indeed that,

regarding these subjects.

the subject of one comprehensive inquiry.

then

is

Much more

is first attracted by
and it is only gradually
that the less striking phenomena come to be recognised as
belonging to the same group, and are included in the compass
of the growing problem.
This has been the case with the phenomenon of interest.
It first became the object of question only in the form of
Loan interest, and for full two thousand years the nature of
loan interest had been discussed and theorised on, before
any one thought it necessary to put the other question which
first gave the problem of interest its complete and proper
range
the question of the why and whence of Natural

frequently

is

it

the case that attention

some particularly

striking instance,

—

interest.

It

is

quite intelligible

why

this

should

be

source

and

spring, not

in labour, but, as

bounteous mother-wealth.

In loan

loan interest derived from sums of
barren, this

must
given

interest,

money

it

has

were, in

its

some

and specially in
by nature

that are

characteristic is so peculiarly noticeable that it

excite question even
it.

it

What

so.

specially challenges attention about interest is that

Natural

interest,

where no close attention has been
on the other hand, if not obtained

:
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certainly obtained under co-operation with

the labour of the capitalist-undertaker; and to superficial consideration labour

confounded,

we

or,

at

and co-operation with labour are too
any rate, not kept sufficiently distinct.

to recognise that there

fail

is

easily

Thus

in natural interest, as well as

in loan interest, the strange element of acquisition of wealth

Before this could be recognised, and thus

without labour.

before the interest problem could attain

its

proper compass,

it

employment in economic
life, should take a much wider development, and that there
should be some beginning of systematic investigation into the
was necessary that

capital itself,

sources of this income.

And

and

its

this investigation could not

be

one that was content to point out the obvious and striking
forms of the phenomenon, but one that would cast light on its
more homely forms. But these conditions were only fulfilled
some thousands of years after men had first expressed their
wonder at loan interest " born of barren money."
The history of the interest problem, therefore, begins with
a very long period in which loan interest, or usury, alone is the
subject of investigation.

This period begins deep in ancient

and reaches down to the eighteenth century of our era.
It is occupied with the contention of two opposing doctrines
the elder of the two is hostile to interest; the later defends

times,

it.

The course

of the quarrel belongs to the history of civil-

itself, and has besides had
an influence of the deepest importance on the practical development of economic and legal life, of which we may see many
But as regards the development
traces even in our own day.
of the theoretical interest problem, the whole period, notwithstanding its length, and notwithstanding the great number of
Men were
writers who flourished during it, is rather barren.

isation

;

it is

fighting, as

for

deeply interesting in

we

shall see, not for the centre of the problem, but

an outpost of

it

which, from a theoretical standpoint, was of

comparatively subordinate importance.
the bond servant of practice.

Theory was too much

People were concerned less to

own sake than
something that would help them to an opinion
on the good or evil of interest, and would give that opinion a
Since,
firm root in religious, moral, or economical grounds.
moreover, the most active time of the controversy coincided

investigate the nature of loan interest for its
to find in theory

—

chap,
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with the active time of scholasticism, it may be guessed that
the knowledge of the nature of the subject by no means ran

number

parallel with the

and counter-argu-

of the arguments

ments that were urged.
I shall therefore not waste

many words

in describing these

phases in the development of our problem, and this
the more readily that there are already several treatises, and

earliest
all

some of them excellent
the reader will find

In them
need be introduced

ones, relating to that period.

much more

detail than

our purpose, or would even be appropriate here. 1

for

then,

begin,

with

some account

the

of

hostility

to

We
loan

interest.

Eoscher has well remarked that on the lower stages of
economical development there regularly appears a lively dislike to the taking of interest.

production.

Almost

all

Credit has

still

little

place in

loans are loans for consumption, and

The creditor is
and the former appears in the
hateful light of a man who squeezes something from the little
of the poor, in the shape of interest, to add it to his own
It is not to be wondered at, then, that
superfluous wealth.
both the ancient world and the Christian Middle Ages were
a rule, loans to people in distress.

as

are,

usually rich, the debtor poor

;

exceedingly unfavourable to usury; for the ancient world, in

some few economical flights, had never developed very
and the Middle Ages, after the decay

spite of

much

of a credit system,

of the
1

Koman

From
may

culture,

found themselves, in industry as in so

the abundant literature that treats of interest and usury in ancient

be specially mentioned the following
Bohmer, Jus Ecclesiasticum Protestantium, Halle, 1736,

times,

:

Rizy, Uebcr Zinstaxen

und

Wiskemann, Darstellung der in Deutschland zur
schenden

vol. v. tit. 19.

Wuchergesetze, Vienna, 1859.

national -okonomischen

Ansichten

(Prize

Zeit der Reformation hcrr-

Essays

of

the

Fiirstliche

Jablonowski'sche Gesellschaft, vol. x. Leipzig, 1861).
Laspej^res, Geschichte der volkwirthschaftlichen Ansichten der Niederlander

same Prize Essays, Leipzig, 1863).
Geschichte des Wuchers in Deutschland, Halle, 1865.
Funk, Zins und Wucher, Tubingen, 1868.

(vol. xi. of

Neumann,
Knies,

Der Kredit, part

Above

all,

the works of

i.,

Berlin, 1876, p. 328, etc.

Endemann on

the canon doctrine of economics, Die

national -okonomischen Grunds'dtze der kanonistischen Lehre, Jena, 1863, and his
Studien in der roma?iisch-kanonistischm Wirthschafts-und Rechtslehre, vol. i.
Berlin, 1874

;

vol.

ii.

1883.
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other things, thrown back to the circumstances of primi-

tive times.

In both periods this dislike has

The

left

documentary record.
few

hostile expressions of the ancient world are not

number, but they are of trifling importance as regards
development of theory.
They consist partly of a number of

in

legislative acts forbidding the taking of interest,

reaching back to a very early date, 1

—

—some

partly of

of them
more or less

incidental utterances of philosophic or philosophising writers.

The

may, of course, be taken
and widespread conviction of the evils
connected with its practice.
But it can scarcely be said that
they were founded on any distinct theory at any rate no such
theory has been handed down to us.
The philosophic writers,
again
like Plato, Aristotle, the two Catos, Cicero, Seneca,
Plautus, and others
usually touch on the subject too cursorily
to give any foundation in theory for their unfavourable judgment.
Moreover, the context often makes it doubtful whether they
legal prohibitions of interest

as evidence of a strong

;

—

—

object to interest as such, or only to an excess of

the former case, whether their objection
peculiar

blot inherent

in interest

is

itself,

it

;

and, in

on the ground of a
or only because

it

usually favours the riches they despise. 2
1

by the Mosaic Code, which, however, only
by Jews to strangers,
Exodus xxii. 25 Leviticus xxv. 35-37 Deuteronomy xxiii. 19, 20. In Rome,
after the Twelve Tables had permitted an Unciarum Foenus, the taking of
interest between Roman citizens was entirely forbidden by the Lex Genueia,
B.C. 322.
Later, by the Lex Sempronia and the Lex Gabinia, the prohibition
was extended to Socii and to those doing business with provincials. See also
Knies, D&r Kredit, part i. p. 328, etc., and the writers quoted there.
2
Plato in the Laws,
I may append some of the passages oftenest referred to.
No one shall deposit money with another whom he does not
p. 742, says
trust as a friend, nor shall he lend money upon interest."
Aristotle, Nicho" Such are all they who ply illiberal trades as those, for
inachean Ethics, iv. § 1
instance, who keep houses of ill-fame, and all persons of that class and usurers
who lend out small sums at exorbitant rates for all these take from improper
Cicero, De Qjjiciis, ii. at end:
sources, and take more than they ought."
" Ex quo genere comparationis illud est Catonis senis
a quo cum quaereretur,
quid maxime in re familiari expediret, respondit, bene pascere.
Quid secundum ?
Male pascere. Quid quartum ? Arare,
Satis bene pascere. Quid tertium ?
Et, cum ille, qui quaesierat, dixisset, quid foenerari ? Turn Cato, quid hominem,
Cato, De Re Rusiica: "Majores nostri sic habuerunt et
inquit, occidere ?"
ita in legibus posuerunt, furem dupli condemnare, foeneratorem quadrupli.
Quanto pejorem civem existimarunt foeneratorem quam furem, hinc licet
E.g. the prohibition of interest

forbade lending at interest between Jews, not lending
;

;

c

:

'

:

;

;

:

:

.

.

.

chap,
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One passage
a

direct

value

in

my

in

has,

literature

opinion,

the history of theory, inasmuch

for

allows us to infer

ancient
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what

was the opinion

really

of its

as

it

author

on the economic nature of interest that is, the often quoted
first book of Aristotle's Politics.
He there
" Of the two sorts of money-making one, as I have just
says
said, is a part of household management, the other is retail
trade the former necessary and honourable, the latter a kind of
exchange which is justly censured for it is unnatural, and a
mode by which men gain from one another. The most hated
sort, and with the greatest reason, is usury, which makes a gain
out of money itself, and not from the natural use of it.
Tor
money was intended to be used in exchange, but not to increase
at interest.
And this term Usury (tokos), which means the
birth of money from money, is applied to the breeding of money,
because the offspring resembles the parent.
Wherefore of all
modes of making money this is the most unnatural " (Jowett's
;

passage in the
:

:

;

Translation, p. 19).

What

this positively amounts to may be summed up thus
by nature incapable of bearing fruit the lender's
gain therefore cannot come from the peculiar power of the
money it can only come from a defrauding of the borrower
Interest is therefore a gain got by
aWrfkcov icrlv).
(i7r
abuse and injustice.
That the writers of old pagan times did not go more

money

:

is

;

;

deeply into the question admits of a very simple explanation.

The question was no longer

a

In course

practical one.

of

time the authority of the state had become reconciled to the

In Attica interest had for

taking of interest.

lono;

been free

The universal empire of Rome, without
formally rescinding those severe laws which entirely forbade
the taking of interest, had first condoned, then formally sanctioned it by the institution of legal rates. 1
The fact was that
from legal

restriction.

existimari. "

Plautus, MosteUaria, Act

iii.

scene 1

genus

est

hominum

tetrius,

nee minus bono

:

" Yideturne obsecro hercle

Nullum edepol liodie
cum jure quam Danisticum." Seneca,

idoneus, Danista qui sit? genus quod improbissimum

est.

.

.

,

10
"Quid enini ista sunt, quid foenus et calendarium et usura,
liumanae eupiditatis extra naturam quaesita nomina ?
quid sunt istae
tabellae, quid computationes, ct venale tempus et sanguinolentae centesimae ?
voluntaria mala ex constitution nostra pendentia, in quibus nihil est, quod

De

Beneficiis, vii.

:

nisi

.

subici oculis,
1

quod

teneri

manu

.

.

possit, inanis avaritiae somnia."

See also Knies, Der Kredit,

i.

p. 330, etc.
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economical relations had become too complicated to find

i

suffi-

under a system naturally so limited as that of
gratuitous credit.
Merchants and practical men were, without
exception, steadily on the side of interest.
In such circumstances, to write in favour of it was superfluous, to write
against it was hopeless and it is a most significant indication
of this state of matters that almost the only quarter in which
interest was still censured
and that in a resigned kind of
way was in the works of the philosophical writers.
The writers of the Christian Middle Ages had more
cient scope

;

—

—

occasion to treat the subject thoroughly.

The dark days which preceded and followed the break up
Eoman Empire had brought a reaction in economical
turn, had
matters, which, in its
the natural result ofof the

strengthening the old hostile feeling against interest.

^The

worked in the same direction.
The exploitation of poor debtors by rich creditors must have
appeared in a peculiarly hateful light to one whose religion
taught him to look upon gentleness and charity as among the
greatest virtues, and to think little of the goods of this world.
But what had most influence was that, in the sacred writings
of the New Testament, were found certain passages which, as
usually interpreted, seemed to contain a direct divine prohibiThis was particularly true of
tion of the taking of interest.
" Lend, hoping for nothing
the famous passage in Luke
1
The powerful support which the spirit of the time,
again."
peculiar spirit of Christianity

:

already hostile to interest, thus found in the express utterance
it the power once more to draw
The Christian Church lent its arm.
Step by step it managed to introduce the prohibition into
Pirst the taking of interest was forbidden by the
legislation.
Then it was forbidden the
Church, and to the clergy only.
laity also, but still the prohibition only came from the Church.
At last even the temporal legislation succumbed to the Church's
influence, and gave its severe statutes the sanction of Eoman

of divine authority, gave
legislation to

its

side.

law. 2
1

Luke

vi. 35.

On

the true sense of this passage see Knies as before, p.

333, etc.
2

On

the spread of the prohibition of interest see Endemann, National-

okonomische

Grundsatze,

p.

8,

Wirthschafts-und Mechtslehre,

etc.;

Studicn in der rowtanisch-kanonistischen

p. 10, etc.
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hundred years

fifteen

pagan philosophers could
without

much

able to give

this turn of affairs

who were

support to those writers
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gave abundant

The

hostile to interest.

old

denunciations on the world

fling their

proving, because they were neither inclined nor

them

As

practical effect.

a " Platonic " utterance

of the idealists their criticism had not sufficient weight in the
world of practice to be either seriously opposed or seriously
defended. But now the matter had again become practical. Once

the

Word

of

God was made

mediately showed
the

new laws had

itself,

victorious on earth, a hostility im-

against

which the righteousness
This task naturally

be defended.

to

of

fell to

the theological and legal literature of the Church, and thus

began a literary movement on the subject of loan interest
which accompanied the canonist prohibition from its earliest
rise far into the eighteenth century.

About the twelfth century

of our era

is

observable a note-

worthy departure in the character of this literature.
Before
that century the controversy is mainly confined to the theologians, and even the way in which it is treated is essentially
theological.
To prove the unrighteousness of loan interest
appeal is made to God and His revelation, to passages of

Holy Writ,

to the

commandments concerning

charity, righteous-

and so on only rarely, and then in the most general
terms, to legal and economical considerations. It is the fathers
of the Church who express themselves most thoroughly on the
subject, although even their treatment can scarcely be called

ness,

thorough.

;

1

After the twelfth century, however, the discussion

ducted on a gradually broadening economic

basis.

is

To

con-

proofs

from Eevelation are added appeals to the authority of revered
fathers of the Church, to canonists and philosophers
even
pagan philosophers, to old and new laws, to deductions from
what is particularly
the jus divinum, the jus humanum, and
important for us as touching the economic side of the matter
And now the lawyers
to deductions from the jus naturals.

—

—

—

—

begin to take a more active part in the
the theologians

—

first

The very ample and
gave to the subject

movement

the canon lawyers and then the

is

careful attention

chiefly
1

due

alongside
legists.

which these writers

to the fact that the prohi-

See below.
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bition of interest pressed

more hardly

as time

book

went

on,

i

and

required to be more strongly defended against the reaction of

The prohibition had originally been
the trade it oppressed.
imposed in economical circumstances of such a nature that it
was easily borne. Moreover, during its first hundred years the
prohibition had so little command of external force, that where
practical

life

disregard

it

felt

hampered by the restraint it could
danger.
But later, as industry and
increasing necessity for credit must have

itself

without

much

commerce grew, their
the hampering effects of the prohibition increasingly
vexatious.
At the same time the prohibition became more felt
as it extended to wider circles, and as its transgression was
punished more severely.
Thus it was inevitable that its
collisions with the economical world should become much
more numerous and much more serious. Its most natural ally,
public opinion, which had originally given it the fullest support,
began to withdraw from it.
There was urgent need of assistance from theory, and this assistance was readily obtained from

made

1
the growing science.

Of
the

the two phases of the canonist writings on this subject,

first

is

almost without value for the history of theory.

Its theologising

and moralising do

little

more than simply

express abhorrence of the taking of interest and appeal to
authorities.

Of

2

greater

importance

neither as regards the
1

2

second

phase,

although

of its writers nor

the very

the

is

number

See Endemann, Studien, pp. 11-13, 15, etc.
To give the reader some idea of the tone which the fathers of the Church

adopted in dealing with the subject I append some of their most quoted passages,
Lactantius, book vi. Divin. Inst. chap, xviii. says of a just man: " Pecuniae,
ut et beneficium sit incolume quod
si quam crediderit, non accipiet usuram
succurat necessitati, et abstineat se prorsus alieno in hoe enim genere officii
debet suo esse contentus, quam oporteat alias ne proprio quidem parcere, ut
:

bonum

faciat.

facit, insidiatur

Plus autem accipere, quam
quodam modo, ut ex alterius

De Bono

Mortis, chap. xii.

vivit."

The same De

<(

dedeiit,

injustum

Quod

est.

necessitate praedetur."

qui

Ambrosius,

usuram

acciperit, rapinam facit, vita non
"Talia sunt vestra, divites beneflcia.
Minus datis, et plus exigitis. Talis humanitas, ut spolietis etiam dum subvenitis.
Usurarius est egenus,
Foecundus vobis etiam pauper est ad quaestum.
quod impendat non habet."
So also
cogentibus nobis, habet quod reddat
"Ideo audiant quid lex dicat
Neque usuram, inquit, escarum
chap. xiv.
Chrysostom on Matthew xvii. Homily 56
accipies, neque omnium rerum."
" Noli mihi dicere, quaeso, quid gaudet et gratiam habet, quod sibi foenore
:

Si quis

Tobia, chap.

iii.

:

!

:

:

:

:

pecuniam

colloces

:

id

enim

crudelitate tua coactus fecit. "

Augustine on Psalm

chap,
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array of arguments they introduced. 1
For what
emanated from the few was soon slavishly repeated
by the many, and the stock of arguments collected by the
earlier writers soon passed to the later as an heirloom that
was above argument. But the greater number of these arguments are merely appeals to authority, or they are of a moralising character, or they are of no force whatever.
Only a
comparatively small number of them
mostly deductions from
the jus naturale
can lay claim to any theoretical interest.

imposing

originally

—

—

even of these arguments,

If,

of to-day little calculated

to

many

should appear to a reader

convince anybody,

be forgotten that at that time

was not

it

it

should not

their office to con-

What man had

to believe already stood fixed and fast.
ground of conviction was the Word of God,
The
which, as they understood it, had condemned interest.
rational arguments which were found to agree with the divine
prohibition were scarcely more than a kind of flying buttress,
which could afford to be the slighter that it had not to carry
2
the main burden of proof.
I shall very shortly state those rational arguments that
have an interest for us, and verify them by one or two
quotations from such writers as have given them clear and

vince.

The

all-efficient

practical expression.

First of

we meet with
money only that

all,

barrenness of

Aristotle's

;

point of interest

being

argument of the

the theoretically important

a parasite

on the produce of other

more sharply brought out by the canonists.
Thus Gonzalez Tellez 3 "So then, as money breeds no money, it
is contrary to nature to take anything beyond the sum lent, and
it may with more propriety be said that it is taken from industry
people's industry,

is

:

than from money, for money certainly does not breed, as Aristotle
cxxviii.

"Audent etiam

:

foeneratores

et latro diceret, deprehensus in fauce

leno

et maleficus."

.

.

.

xiv. quaest. 3)

**
:

The same (quoted

Si plus

quam

non habeo aliud unde vivam.

dicere,

Hoe mihi

:

hoc

et effractor diceret

in the Decret. Grat. chap.

.

i.

dedisti expectas accipere foeneratores, et

.

.

et

Causa
in hoc

irnprobandus, non laudandus."
1

Molinaeus, in a work that appeared in 1546, mentions a writer who had
arguments against interest

shortly before collected no less than twenty -five

{Trad. Contract. No. 528).
2

See

Endemann, Grundsatze, pp.

3

12, 18.

Commentaria perpetua in singulos textus quinquc librorum Decretalium
De Usuris, v. chap. sis. No. 7.
Gregorii IX. v. chap. iii.
;
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And

has related."
fourth ground

is

in

that

still

book

plainer terms Covarruvias

money

"

:

brings forth no fruit from

On

nor gives birth to anything.

2

i

The

itself,

this account it is inadmissible

and above the lent sum for
the use of the same, since this is not so much taken from money,
which brings forth no fruit, as from the industry of another."
The consumption of money and of other kinds of lent
and unfair

to take anything over

goods furnished a second " natural right

"

argument.

This

He

very clearly and fully put by Thomas Aquinas.

is

contends

that there are certain things the use of which consists in the

consumption of the

On

wine.

themselves, such

articles

as

and

grain

that account the use of these things cannot be sep-

arated from the articles themselves, and

if

the use be transferred

any «ne the article itself must necessarily be transferred with
it.
When an article of this sort then is lent the property in
it will always be transferred.
Now it would evidently be
unjust if a man should sell wine, and yet separate therefrom
the use of the wine.
In so doing he would either sell the
same article twice, or he would sell something which did not
exist.
Exactly in the same way is it unjust for a man to lend
things of this sort at interest.
Here also he asks two prices
for one article
he asks for replacement of a similar article
and he asks a price for the use of the article, which we call
to

;

interest or usury.

sumption or in

same grounds,

its

Now

as the use of

spending,

it is

money

lies

inadmissible in

to ask a price for the use of

money.

in

con-

its

on the
According

itself,
2

to this reasoning interest appears as a price filched or extorted
for a thing that does not really
"

dependent

A

exist,

similar conclusion is arrived at

that recurs

the separate and in-

use " of consumable goods.

by a third argument
The

over and over again in stereotyped form.

goods lent pass over into the property of the debtor.
fore the use
is

the use of
1

There-

which the lender is paid interest
another person's goods, and from that the lender

of the goods for

No. 5.
quaest 78, art. 1. Similarly Covarruvias
"Accipere lucrum aliquod pro usu ipsius rei, et dernum rem ipsam,
ant
iniquum est et prava commutatio, cum id quod non est pretio vendatur
enim creditor capit lucrum istud pro sorte, ergo bis capit ejus aestimationem,
vel capit injustum sortis valorem.
Si pro usu rei, is non potent seorsum a sorte
2

Variorum Resolutionum,

Summa

iii.

totius Theologiae,

ii.

chap.

chap.

i.

ii.

:

.

aestimari, et sic bis sors ipsa venditur."

.

.

CHAr.
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cannot draw a profit without injustice.
"

For the creditor who makes a
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Thus Gonzalez Tellez

:

profit out of a thing belonging

to another person enriches himself at the hurt of another."

And

more sharply Vaconius Vacuna 1 " Therefore he who gets
fruit from that money, whether it be pieces of money or anything
else, gets it from a thing which does not belong to him, and it
is accordingly all the same as if he were to steal it."
still

:

Lastly, in a very strange argument,

first,

I believe, incor-

Thomas Aquinas in the canonists' repertoire, interest
is looked upon "as the hypocritical and underhand price asked
for a good common to all
namely, time.
The usurers who
receive more, by the amount of their interest, than they have
given, seek a pretext to make the prohibited business appear
a fair one.
This pretext is offered them by time.
They would
porated by

—

have time recognised as the equivalent for which they receive
That this is their
the surplus income formed by the interest.
intention is evident from the fact that they raise or reduce
their claim of interest according as the time for which a loan
But time is a common good that
is given is long or short.
belongs to no one in particular, but is given to all equally

When,

by God.

therefore; the

time, as though

usurer would charge a price

were a good received from him, he
defrauds his neighbour, to whom the time he sells already
belongs as much as it does to him, the seller, and he defrauds
God, for whose free gift he demands a price. 2
for

To sum

up.

it

In the eyes

of the canonists

loan interest

is

simply an income which the lender draws by fraud or force

The lender is paid in
from the resources of the borrower.
He sells
interest for fruits which barren money cannot bear.
a " use " which does not exist, or a use which already belongs
And finally, he sells time, which belongs to
to the borrower.
the borrower just as much as it does to the lender and to all
In short, regard it as we may, interest always appears
men.
as a parasitic profit, extorted or filched from the defrauded
borrower.

This judgment was not applied to the interest that accrues
from the lending of durable goods, such as houses, furniture,
1

Lib.

i.

Nov. Dedar, Jus.

Civ. chap. xiv.

Prot. Halle, 1736, p. 340.
2

Thomas Aquiuas, Dc

Usuris,

i.

chap.

iv.

quoted in Bohmer's Jus

Eccles.

a
;
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Just as

etc.

did

little

it affect

book

i

the natural profit acquired by

natural profit might be an
income distinct from that due to the undertaker for his labour,
was but little noticed, especially at the beginning of the period
and, so far as it was noticed, little thought was given to it.
At any rate the principle of this kind of profit was not chal-

personal

lenged.

That

exertions.

Thus,

e.g.

this

the canonist Zabarella

a

deplores the existence

of loan interest on this ground among others, that the agriculturists, looking for a " more certain " profit, would be tempted
to

put their money out at interest rather than employ

production, and thus the food of the people
line of thought

which evidently

would

it

suffer,

in

—

sees nothing objectionable in

the investment of capital in agriculture, and the profit drawn

from that.
It was not even considered necessary that the
owner of capital should employ it personally, if only he did
not let the ownership of it out of his hands.
Thus profit
made from a sleeping partnership was, at least, not forbidden. 2
And the case where one entrusts another with a sum of money,
but retains the ownership of it, is decided by the stern Thomas
Aquinas in the words that such an one may unhesitatingly
:

appropriate the profit resulting from the

not want for a just

own

fruit of his

title to

estate"

—

it,

sum

"for he, as

not, as

He

of money.

it

the holy

need

were, receives the

Thomas

carefully

adds, a fruit that springs directly from the coins, but a fruit

that springs from those

things

just exchange for the coins.

that

have been obtained in

3

Where, as not seldom occurs notwithstanding

this,

exception

is

taken to profit obtained by personal exertions, the exception

is

not so

much

objectionable

in an avaricious or
in money,
1

some concrete and
by business conducted
quite fraudulent way, or by forbidden traffic

to the profit as such, as to

manner

and such

Secundo (usura

of getting

it

:

as, e.g.

like.

est prohibits)

nam laborantes

ex fame,

rustici praedia colentes

peeuniam ad usuras, quam in laboratione, cum sit tutius
non curarent homines seminare seu metere." See Endemann, Na-

libentius ponerent

lucrum, et

sic

—

tional-okonomische Grundsatzc, p. 20.
2

Endemann, Studien,

i.

p. 361.

3

De

Usuris,

ii.

chap.

iv.

qu.

1.

CHAPTEE

II

THE DEFENCE OF INTEREST FROM THE SIXTEENTH TILL THE
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

The canon
its

doctrine of interest had to all appearance reached

zenith sometime during the thirteenth century.

ciples held almost

undisputed sway in

legislation,

Its prin-

temporal as

Pope Clement V, at the Council of Vienna
1311, could go so far as to threaten with excommuni-

well as spiritual.
in

cation those secular magistrates
to interest,

or

who

who

passed laws favourable

did not repeal such laws, where already

1
passed, within three months.

Nor were the laws inspired
by the canon doctrine content with opposing interest in its
naked and undisguised form by the aid of much ingenious
casuistry they had even taken measures to prosecute it
under many of the disguises by which the prohibition had
;

been evaded. 2

Finally, literature no less than legislation fell

under the sway

of

the canon doctrine, and for centuries not

a trace of opposition to the principle of the prohibition dared

show

itself.

There was only one opponent that the canon doctrine had
never been entirely able to subdue, the economic practice of
the people.

and heaven,

In face of

all

the threatened penalties of earth

interest continued to be offered

and

taken*; partly

without disguise, partly under the manifold forms which the
inventive spirit of the business classes had devised, and by which

they slipped through the meshes of the prohibitionist laws in spite
of all their casuistry.
1

2

And
Clem,

c,

the more flourishing the economical
un. de Usuris,

5. 5.

See Endemann, Grundsatze, pp.

9, 21.
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condition of a country the stronger was the reaction of practice
against the dominant theory.

In
party,

this battle victory remained with the more stubborn
and that party was the one whose very existence was

endangered by the prohibition.

One

of its

first

results,

not marked

by much outward

circumstance, but actually of great importance, was obtained

even when the canon doctrine was

still,

to all appearance, at

Too weak

the height of its authority.

to

hazard open war

against the principle of prohibition, the business world yet

managed
and

to prevent its strict

to establish a

number

and complete legal enforcement,
some direct and some

of exceptions

indirect.

The

following,

exceptions

:

among

others,

the privileges of the

may be regarded as
Mons de Piete, the

and the very extensive indulgence
Jews an indulgence which,
was extended, at least by secular legislation,

tion of other kinds of banks,

shown

—

to the usury practices of the

here and there,

direct
tolera-

into a formal legal permission. 1

Of

indirect exceptions there were

:

the buying of annuities,

the taking of land in mortgage for lent money, the use of
of exchange, partnership arrangements,

and above

all,

bills

the possi-

compensation from the borrower in the shape
on the deferred payment {damnum emergens et
lucrum cessans).
Independent of this, the lender had had a

bility of getting

of

interesse

claim to compensation in the shape of

interesse,

but only in

the case of a culpable neglect (technically called mora) on
the part of the borrower to

fulfil his

contract obligations

;

and

the existence and amount of the interesse had to be authen-

But now a step farther in this direction
was taken, although under protest of the strict canonists, by
the introduction of two contract clauses.
Under one clause
ticated in each case.

the

borrower agreed beforehand that the lender should be

released from the obligation of authenticating the borrower's

mora; and under the other a
agreed on in advance.

definite rate

Practically

it

came

of interesse

was

to this, that the

loan was given nominally without interest, but that the creditor
1
The opinion very commonly held that the Jews were generally exempted
from the Church's prohibition of interest is pronounced erroneous by the late
and very complete work of Endemann (Studien, ii. p. 383, etc.)

chap,
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actually received, under the

name

.
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of interesse, a regular per-

centage for the whole period of the loan, the borrower by a
fiction

being put in mora for that period.

Practical results like these

had

1

in the long

run their

effect

on principles.

To the observer of men and things it must in time have
become questionable whether the obstinate and always increasing
resistance of practical life really had its root, as the canonists
affirmed, only in human wickedness and hardness of heart.
Those who took the trouble to go more deeply into the technicalities of business life must have seen that practice not only
would not, but could not dispense with interest that interest
being the soul of credit, where credit exists to any considerable
extent interest cannot be prevented
and that to suppress it
would be to suppress nine-tenths of credit transactions. They
must have seen, in a word, that, even in a half-developed
It was
system of economy, interest is an organic necessity.
inevitable that the recognition of such facts that had for long
been commonplaces among practical men, should in the end
;

;

force its

way

into literary circles.

The effects which it there exerted were various.
One party remained unshaken in their theoretical conviction that loan interest was a parasitic profit, admitting of no
defence before any strict tribunal; but they consented to a
compromise with the imperfection of man, on which they
blame of its obstinate vitality.
From the standpoint
of an ideal order of society, interest could not be permitted, but
practical
laid the

men

being so imperfect,

it

cannot conveniently be eradicated,

This
and so it were better to allow it within certain limits.
was the view taken, among others, by several of the great
reformers, e.g. as Zwingli, 2 by Luther in his later days (although
3
earlier he had been a relentless enemy of usury), and, with
4
still greater reserve, by JMelanchthon.
It had naturally a great effect on public opinion, and
indirectly also on the later development of law, that such
1
2

Endemann, JStudien, ii. pp. 243, 366.
Wiskemann, Darstellung der in Deutschland zur

Zeit der Reformation

hcrrschenden national-okonomischen Ansichten (Prize Essays of the Jablonowski'sche Society, vol. x. p. 71).
3
4

Wiskemann,
Wiskemann,

p.

54.

p. 65.

Neumann,

Gcschichte des WucJiers, p. 480, etc,

:
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men

influential
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as these declared for tolerance in the matter.

However, as they were guided in their conduct not by prinbut altogether by motives of expediency, their views
have no deeper importance in the history of theory, and
we need not pursue them farther.
Another party of thinking and observing men went farther.
Convinced by experience of the necessity of loan interest, they
began to re-examine the theoretical foundations of the prohibition, and finding that these would not bear investigation, they
commenced to write in opposition to the canon doctrine, basing
their opposition on principles.
This movement becomes observable about the middle of the sixteenth century, gathers impetus
and power in the course of the seventeenth, and towards its
end obtains so distinct an ascendency that during the next
hundred years it has only to do battle with a few isolated
writers who still represent the canon doctrine.
And towards
the end of the eighteenth century if any one had professed to
defend that doctrine with the old specific arguments, he would
have been thought too eccentric to be taken seriously.
The first combatants of the new school were the reformer
Calvin and the French jurist Dumoulin (Carolus Molinaeus).
ciples,

Calvin has defined his attitude towards our question in a
letter to his friend

Oekolampadius. 1

In

this letter

he does not

very decided.
At the outset
he rejects the usual authoritative foundation for the prohibition,
treat it comprehensively, but

and tries
some are

show

he

is

adduced in its support,
and some have
lost their validity through entire change of circumstances. 2
The proof from authority being thus disposed of, Calvin
turns to the rational arguments usually given for the prohibition.
Its strongest argument, that of the barrenness of money
(pecunia non par it pecuniam), he finds of " little weight."
It
is with money as it is with a house or a field.
The roof and
walls of a house cannot, properly speaking, beget money, but
when the use of the house is exchanged for money a legitimate
1
2

natas

to

that, of the writings

to be understood in a different sense,

Ep. 383, in the collection of Ms letters and answers, Hanover, 1597.
" Ac primum nullo testimonio Scripturae mihi constat usuras omnino damesse.

Mutuum

Ilia

enim

quae maxime obvia et aperta haberi solet
Lex vero Mosis
est.
ultra quam aequitas ferat atque humanitas.

Cliristi sententia

dato nihil inde sperantes, male hue detorta

cum

non tenemur ilia
Nostra conjunctio hodie per omnia non respondet. ..."

politica

sit,

.

.

.
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In the same way
money gain may be drawn from the house
money can be made fruitful. When land is purchased for
money, it is quite correct to think of the money as producing
other sums of money in the shape of the yearly revenues from
Unemployed money is certainly barren, but the
the land.
borrower does not let it lie unemployed.
The borrower there-

He pays it
is not defrauded in having to pay interest.
pvventu, out of the gain that he makes with the money.
But Calvin would have the whole question judged in a
reasonable spirit, and he shows, by the following example, how
the lender's claim of interest may, from this point of view,
fore
ex

be well grounded.

A

rich

man who

has plenty of landed property and general

money loan to
who is not so wealthy, but happens to have a great
The lender could with the
command over ready money.
money purchase land for himself, or he could request that the
land bought with his money be hypothecated to him till the

income, but

ready money, applies for a

little

one

debt

wiped

is

with the

out.

interest,

instead of doing

If,

so,

the fruit of the money,

he contents himself

how should

blameworthy when the much harder bargain
fair

As Calvin

?

vigorously expresses

game to play with God,
ludere

cum

Deo,

cum

"

Et quid

this

be

regarded as

that were a childish

it,

aliucl est

is

quam puerorum

instar

de rebus ex verbis rmdis, ac non ex eo quod

inest in re ipsa judicattir."

He

concludes then that the taking of interest cannot be

universally condemned.

permitted, but only

But neither

it to be universally
run counter to fairness
principle he lays down a
is

so far as it does not

In carrying out this
number of exceptions in which interest is not to be allowed.
The most noteworthy of these are that no interest should be
asked from men "who are in urgent need that due considera-

and

charity.

:

;

tion should be paid to the "poor brethren"; that the "welfare
and that the maximum
of the state " should be considered
;

rate of interest established

by the law s should
T

in no case be

exceeded.

As

Calvin

is

the

first

theologian, so Molinaeus

is

the

first

oppose the canon prohibition on theoretical grounds.
Both writers agree in their principles, but the way in which
Calvin
they state them differs as widely as do their callings.

jurist to
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goes shortly and directly at what to

him
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the heart of the

is

matter, without troubling himself to refute secondary objections.

Thus he

gets his convictions

more from impressions he

than from logical argument.

receives

Molinaeus, on the other hand,

He

inexhaustible in distinctions and casuistry.

gable in pursuing his opponents in

is

all their scholastic

is

indefati-

turnings

and takes the most elaborate pains to confute
them formally and point by point. Moreover, although more
cautious in expression than the impetuous Calvin, he is quite
as frank, pithy, and straightforward.
The principal deliverance of Molinaeus on the subject is
the Tractatus Contractuum et Ustcrarum redihoumque pecunia
Constitutorum} published in 1546.
The first part of it has
and

twistings,

a great resemblance, perhaps

argument.

accidental, to

Calvin's

line of

After a few introductory definitions, he turns to the

examination of the jus divinum, and finds that the relevant pasHoly Writ are misinterpreted. They are not intended to

sages of

forbid the taking of interest in general, but only such interest
love.
And then
used by Calvin of
purchases land with borrowed money. 2

as violates the laws of charity

he also introduces the
the rich

man who

and brotherly

effective illustration

But further on the reasoning
Calvin.

He

is

much

fuller

than that of

points out conclusively (No. 75) that in almost

every loan there

is

an

*'

interesse " of the creditor

caused or some use foregone,

—

—some

injury

the compensation for which

is

and economically necessary. This compensation is interest
or usura, in the right and proper sense of the word.
The laws
of Justinian which allow interest, and only limit its amount,

just

are consequently not to be considered unjust, but actually in

the interest of the borrower, inasmuch as the payment of a

moderate interest gives him the chance of making a greater
profit (No. 76).

Later (No. 528) Molinaeus passes under review the chief
arguments of the canonists against interest, and completely
refutes them by a running commentary.
To the old objection of Thomas Aquinas, that the lender
who takes interest either sells the same thing twice, or sells
1

Previous to this, in the same year, was published the Extricatio Labyrinthi

de eo quod Interest, in which the question of interesse was freely handled, hut
no definite side taken on the interest question. See Endemann, Studien, i. p. 63.

—

2

Tractatus, No. 10.
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something that has no existence at all (vide p. 22), Molinaeus
answers that the use of money is a thing independent of the
sum, and consequently may he sold independently.
must not regard the first immediate spending of the money

capital

We

as its

use

:

the use that follows

—

the use of those goods that

man has acquired by means of the loaned money, or
command over is also its use (Nos. 510, 530). If,
a

it

—

be maintained that, along with the money

itself, its

has got
further,

use also

has passed over into the legal property of the borrower, and
that he therefore

is

paying in interest

for

his

own

property,

Molinaeus answers (No. 530) that one is quite justified in
selling another man's property if it be a debt due him, and
" Usus pecuniae mihi
that this is exactly the case with loans
pure a te debitae est mihi pure a te debitus, ergo vel tibi vendere
:

possum."

argument of the natural barrenness of money
Molinaeus
530) that the everyday experience of
the use of any considerable sum of
shows
that
business life
yields
service
of
no trifling importance, and that this
money
a
language,
is designated as the " fruit " of
in
legal
service, even
of
itself can bring forth no fruit
money. To argue that money
is not to the point, for even land brings forth nothing of itself
without expense, exertion, and human industry.
And quite
in the same way does money when assisted by human effort
Finally, to the

replies (No.

bring forth notable
canonists has

On the

The

fruits.

rest of the polemic against the

little theoretical interest.

basis of this comprehensive consideration of the sub-

Molinaeus ends by formulating his thesis (No. 535) First
necessary and useful that a certain practice of taking
The contrary opinion, that
interest be retained and permitted.

ject,

of

:

all, it is

interest in itself

is

and superstitious

absolutely objectionable,

(Stulta ilia

et

is foolish,

pernicious,

non minus pemiciosa quam super-

usura de se dbsoluta mala) (No. 534).
In these words Molinaeus sets himself in the most direct
To modify them in some
opposition to the Church's doctrine.
as a Catholic might be compelled to do from other
degree
he makes certain practical concessions, without,
considerations
however, yielding anything in principle.
The most important
of these is that, on grounds of expediency, and on account of

stitiosa opinio de

—

—

prevailing abuses, he acquiesces for the present in the Church's
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prohibition of interest pure and simple in the shape of undisguised usury, wishing to retain only the milder and

humane form

of annuities,

—

more

which, however, he rightly looks

on as a " true species of usury business." *
The deliverances of Calvin and Molinaeus remained for
a long time quite by themselves, and the reason of this is
easily understood.
To pronounce that to be right which the
Church, the law, and the learned world had condemned with
one voice, and opposed with arguments drawn from all sources,
required not only a rare independence of intellect, but a rare
strength of character which did not shrink from suspicion and
The fate of the leaders in this movement showed
persecution.
clearly enough that there was cause for fear.
Not to mention
Calvin, who, indeed, had given the Catholic world quite other
causes of offence, Molinaeus had much to suffer he himself
was exiled, and his book, carefully and moderately as it was
written, was put on the Index.
Nevertheless the book made its
way, was read, repeated, and published again and again, and so
;

scattered a seed destined to bear fruit in the end, 2

Passing

over

the

immediate

disciples

of

Calvin,

who

naturally agreed with the viewT s of their master, there were

few writers in the sixteenth century who ventured to argue in
Among them may be
favour of interest on economical grounds.
specially mentioned the humanist Camerarius, 3 Bornitz, 4 and
above all, Besold.
Besold argues fully and ably against the canon doctrine
the

in

dissertations

Questiones

entitled

Aliquot

de

Usuris,

(1598), the work with which he began his very prolific career
1
"Ea taxatio" (the fixing of a maximum rate which was attached to the
principle of the permission of interest in Justinian's Code) " nunquam in se fuit

Sed ut tempore suo summa et absoluta, ita processu temporis propter
in quibusdam dissoluta et vaga inventa est, et omnino
super foenore negociativo forma juris civilis incommoda et perniciosa debitoribus
Unde merito abrogata fuit, et alia tutior et commodior forma inventa,
apparuit.

iniqua.

abusum hominum nimis

videlicet per abalienationem sortis, servata debitor! libera facultate luendi.

haec forma nova, ut mitior et civilior,
alienationem sortis, quam forma juris

ita

minus habet de ratione

Et

foenoris, propter

Est tain en foenus large sumptum,
(No. 536)
2
Endemann, Studien, i. p. 64, etc. Endemann, however, underrates the
See below.
influence that Molinaeus had on the later development
civilis.

et vera species negociationis foenoratoriae.

3
In his notes on Aristotle's Politics
Oekonomik in Beittschland, p. 54.

4

Roscher, ibid.

p. 188.

;

.

.

."

see Roscher, Geschichte der National-

chap,
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as a writer.

finds the origin of interest in the institutions

and commerce, in which money ceases to be barren.
every man must be allowed to pursue his own

of trade

And

He

1

33

as

advantage,

so

far

is
possible without injury to
opposed to the taking of interest.
he often quotes with approval, he

that

as

others, natural justice is not

whom

Like Molinaeus,
adduces on
interest

behalf the analogy between the loan against

its

and the hire against payment.

The loan

at interest

stands to the loan not at interest in the same relation as the

—

—

payment which is perfectly allowable to the
where no payment is required (commodatum).
He
points out very well that the height of loan interest must at
hire against

Leihe,

times correspond with the height of natural interest, the

all

indeed being the ground and source of the former

latter

he maintains

that, where,

the use of

to

and
money, the
;

higher, a higher limit of loan interest

current rate of profit

is

should be allowed

32).

(p.

owing

Finally, he

is

as little impressed

Holy Writ which have been interpreted as
forbidding interest (p. 38, etc.) as by the arguments of the
" philosophers,"
considering these arguments very weak if one

by the passages

in

—

looks at the matter from the proper standpoint

From

this short abstract it will

(p.

32).

be seen that Besold

frank and able follower of Molinaeus.

From Molinaeus

is

a

indeed,

numerous quotations show, he has taken the better part
2
But it would be difficult to find in his writ3
ings any advance on that author.
This is still more true of the great English philosopher
Bacon, who wrote on the subject almost contemporaneously
with Besold.
He is not misled by the old ideas of the
" unnaturalness " of interest.
He has enough intellectual
as the

of his doctrine.

1
Besold resumed the discussion later, in an enlarged and improved form, as
he says, in another work, Vitac ct Mortis Consideratio PoUtica (1623), in which

it

occupies the fifth chapter of the

my

disposal,
3

There

In the
3

fifth

is

and the quotations

first

book.

I

had only

in the text are taken from

a long quotation even in the

first

this latter

work

at

it.

chapter of the

first

hook

(p. 6).

chapter the quotations are numerous.

think Roscher {Geschichte der National- Oekonomik, p. 201) does Besold
in comparing him with Salmasius and Hugo Grotius,
he gives him the honourable position of a forerunner on whom Salmasius has
Instead of Besold,
scarcely improved, and to whom Grotius is even inferior.
who drew at second hand, Roscher should have named Molinaeus. Besold is not
too

I

much honour when,

more

original than Salmasius,

and certainly

D

less adroit

and ingenious.
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freedom and apprehension of the needs of economic life to
weigh impartially its advantages and disadvantages, and to
But nevertheless
pronounce interest an economical necessity.
only on the

ground of expediency.
money on loan,
and since they are so hard of heart (dntque tam cluro corde)
that they will not lend it otherwise, there is nothing for it but
he gives
"

it

sufferance

Since of necessity

men must

give and take

that interest should be permitted."

1

In the course of the seventeenth century the new doctrine
great strides, particularly in the Netherlands.
There
the conditions were peculiarly favourable to its further
During the political and religious troubles
development.
among which the young free state was born, men had learned
to emancipate themselves from the shackles of a slavish
following of authority.
It happened too that the decaying
theory of the fathers of the Church and of the scholastics
nowhere came into sharper conflict with the needs of actual
life than in the Netherlands, where
a highly developed
economy had created for itself a complete system of credit
where, consequently, transactions involvingand banking
common and regular; and where, moreover,
interest were
temporal legislation, yielding to the pressure of practice, had
long allowed the taking of interest. 2
In such circumstances
a theory which pronounced interest to be a godless defrauding
of the debtor was unnatural, and its continuance for any length
of time was an impossibility.
Hugo Grotius may be regarded as forerunner of the change.
His attitude towards our subject is peculiarly nondescript.
On the one hand, he clearly recognises that it is not possible to

made

;

base the prohibition theoretically in natural right, as the canonists

had done.
of money,

He

no

argument of the barrenness
and other things barren by nature,
To the argument that
the skill of man has made productive."
consisting
it
as
does in being spent, cannot
the use of money,
be separated from money itself, and therefore cannot be paid
and, speaking
for independently, he finds an apt rejoinder
generally, the arguments which represent interest as contrary
to natural right appear to him " not of a kind to compel
sees

force in the

for " houses also,

;

1

Sermones Fideles, cap. xxxix. (1597)

2

See Grotius,

De

Jxi/re

Pads

ac Belli) book

ii.

chap.

xii. p. 22.

:

chap,
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assent"

(non

talia

ut

assensum

be undoubtedly binding.

to

clusions

he remains

the canonists.

pensation for
risk,

in

principle

—

the

Holy Writ forbidding
So

that

at least-

in

— on

his

the

con-

side of

Practically he does resile from the principle of

by allowing and approving

prohibition

and

—

But, on

extorqtieant).

other hand, he considers the passages in
interest

35

renunciation of

of

many

kinds of com-

trouble
l
describing these as " of the nature of interest."
loss, for

profit, for lender's

Thus Grotius takes a hesitating middle course between the
and the new doctrine. 2
Undecided views like these were speedily left behind.
In
a few years more others openly threw overboard not only the
rational basis of the prohibition as he had done, but the
prohibition itself.
The decisive point was reached shortly
before the year 1640.
As if the barriers of long restraint
had all been torn down in one day, a perfect flood of
writings broke out in which interest was defended with
the utmost vigour, and the flood did not fall till the principle of interest, in the Netherlands at least, had conIn this abundant literature the first place, both in
quered.
time and rank, was taken by the celebrated Claudius
Salmasius.
Of his writings, which from 1638 followed
each other at short intervals, the most important are
Be Foenore
Be Usuris, 1638; Be Modo Usurarum, 1639
Trapezitico, 1640.
To these may be added some shorter
controversial writings that appeared under the pseudonym
muttium
Biatriba de Mutuo:
of Alexius
a
Massalia:
non esse alienationem, 1640. 3 These writings almost by
old

;

De Jure Pads ac Jtelli, book ii. cap. xii. pp. 20, 21.
Thus it is not possible to regard Grotius as a pioneer of the new theory.
This view, held among others by Neumann, Gcschichtc des Wuchcrs in
Deutschlmid, p. 499, and by Laspeyres, Gcschichtc, pp. 10 and 257, is authoritatively corrected by Endemann, Studien, I. p. 66, etc.
The list of writings in which our extremely prolific author expatiates on
J

2

:i

by no means exhausted by the works mentioned in the
qua probatur non esse alienationem, of the year 1645, whose author signs with the initials S. D. B., a
signature which points, as does the whole style of writing, to Salmasius (Dijonicus
Burgundus).
There is besides in the same year an anonymous writing,
also undoubtedly traceable to Salmasius, Confutatio Dkdribae de Mutuo tribus
disputationibus ventilatae, auctore et preside Jo. Jacobo Vissembachio, etc.
Those
the subject of interest

is

a Disquisitio de Mutuo,

text.

There

named

in the text, however, were the first to break ground.

is,

e.g.

"
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and substance of the

direction

theory of interest for more than a hundred years, and even
in the doctrine of

many

we

to-day, as

their after-effects.

of

shall see,

we may

recognise

His doctrine therefore deserves a

thorough consideration.

The views

of Salmasius

on

interest are put together

concisely and suggestively in the eighth

Be
a

He

Usuris.

payment

begins by giving his

use

for the

of

sums

of

most

chapter of his booh

own theory.
money lent.

Interest

is

Lending

belongs to that class of legal transactions in which the use of

a thing

made over by

is

its

owner

case where the article in question

that
is

a

transferred

is

Commodatum
or

question

is

be paid

for,

In the

not perishable,

the use

not to be paid

In

for,

be paid

if it is to

Conductio.

Locatio

to

is
:

to another person.
is

the

the legal transaction

for,

case

be paid

the use

a loan at interest (foemis).

is

The

a
in

not to
:

if

interest-

accordingly stands to the loan which bears no

exactly the

interest in

if

is

article

a loan bearing no interest (mufomm)

is

for, it is

bearing loan

the transaction

where the

a perishable or a fungible thing,
it

if

same

relation as the Locatio to the

Commodatum, and is just as legitimate as it. 1
The only conceivable ground for judging differently about
the allowableness of payment in the case of the Commodatum
non-perishable good, as a book or a slave, is
compared with the Mutuum (where a fungible good,
like corn or money, is lent) might be the different nature
" use "
in the two cases.
In the circumstances
of the
where a perishable or fungible good is transof the latter
and
the use consists in one complete consumption
ferred
it might be objected that, in such a case the use of a thing
But to this
could not be separated from the thing itself.
Salmasius answers
(1) Such an argument would lead as
well to the condemning and abolition of the loan bearing
no interest, inasmuch as it is impossible, in the case of a
perishable thing, to transfer a " use," whose existence is denied,

(where

a

as

lent)

—

—

;

:

1

" Quae

foenus,
nescio,

res facit

nempo

merces.

ex commodate* loeatum, eadem praestat, ut pro mutuo sit
Qui earn in commodate probant, cur in mutuo improbent,

nee ullam liujus diversitatis rationem video.

animalis, servi, agri, ox>erae, opens, licita erit
locatio

est

frugumque

pecuniae,

tritici,

tarn arentium

hordei,

vini,

quam humidarum

?

;

et

non

Locatio aedium, vestis

erit foeneratio

quae proprie

aliarum hujusmodi specierum

;

SALMASIUS
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even

if

no interest

asked for

is

it.
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(2)

On

the contrary, the

perishableness of loaned goods constitutes another reason

For

the loan should be paid.

the case of the hire

in

why

(locatio)

the lender can take back his property at any moment, because

he remains the owner of it.
In the case of the loan he cannot
do so, because his property is destroyed in the consumption.
Consequently the lender of money suffers delays, anxieties,
and losses, and by reason of these the claim of the loan to
payment is even more consistent with fairness than that of

Commodatum.

the

After

thus

stating

own

his

Salmasius

position

devotes

himself to refuting the arguments of his opponents point by

As we
how Salmasius

point

read these refutations
so

hundred years before had

we begin

to understand

succeeded where

brilliantly

Molinaeus a

in convincing

failed,

his

contem-

They are extremely effective pieces of writing,
indeed gems of sparkling polemic.
The materials for them
were, of course, in great part provided by his predecessors,
principally by Molinaeus x but the happy manner in
which Salmasius employs these materials, and the many pithy
poraries.

sallies

with which he enriches them, places his polemic

far

above anything that had gone before.
It

i.

not be unwelcome to some of

To prove the

1

be

may

superfluous,
p.

65)

relation in

considering

that Salmasius

my

which Salmasius stands to Molinaeus,
the

statement

explicit

does not

quote

of

Molinaeus,

to the

it

Endemann
to

that such quotations do exist in considerable number.

appended

readers to have

establish

The

list

may

not

(Studien.

the fact

of authors

works of Salmasius shows three quotations from Molinaeus

for

the book JDe Usuris, twelve for the De Modo U&urarum, and one for the De
Focnorc Trapezitico. These quotations are principally taken from Molinaeus's chief

Contractuum ct Usurarum. One of them {JDe
which stands in the middle of the most
pertinent of his writings ( Tractates, No. 529. Nos. 528, etc., contain the statement
and refutation of the arguments of the ancient philosophy and of the canonists
against interest). There can, therefore, be no doubt that Salmasius accurately knew
the writings of Molinaeus, and it is just as much beyond doubt as indeed his subIn
that he has drawn from them.
stantial agreement would lead us to suspect
the Confutatio Diatribae mentioned above (p. 36) it is said in one place (p. 290)
that Salmasius at the time when, under the pseudonym of Alexis a Massalia, he
wrote the Diatriba de Mutuo, was not acquainted with the similar writings of

work on the

subject, the Contractus

Usuris, p. 21) refers directly to a passage

—

—

Molinaeus in his Tractatus de Usuris.

But

this expression

of the loan as an alienation, or else, if
incorrect.

must only

relate to

which Molinaeus denies the nature
what I have said be true, it is simple

his ignorance of those quite special passages in
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few complete examples of Salmasius's style.
They will
more accurate idea of the spirit in which people
were accustomed to deal with our problem in the seventeenth
century, and far into the eighteenth, and to make the reader
better acquainted with a writer whom nowadays many quote,
but few read.
I therefore give below in his own words one or
two passages from the polemic. 1
What follows has less bearing on the history of theory.
First comes a long-winded, and, it must be confessed, for all
a

serve to give a

subtlety a very lame attempt to prove that in the loan there
no alienation of the thing lent
a subject to which also the
whole Diatriba de Mutuo is devoted.
Then follows the reply
to some of the arguments based by the canonists on fairness
and expediency; such as, that it is unfair to the borrower,
who assumes the risk of the principal sum lent him, to burden
its

—

is

1
Salmasius begins with the argument of the improper double claim for one
commodity. His opponents had contended that whatever was taken over and
above the principal sum lent could only be taken either for the use of a thing
which was already consumed that is for nothing at all or for the principal sum
itself, in which case the same thing was sold twice.
To this Teplies Salmasius
"Quae ridicula sunt, et nullo negotio difflari possunt IsTon enim pro sorte
usura exigitur, sed pro usu sortis.
Usus autem ille non est nihilum, nee pro
nihilo datur.
Quod haberet rationem, si alicui pecuniam mutuam darem, ea lege
ut statim in flumen earn projiceret aut alio modo perderet sibi non profuturam.
Sed qui pecuniam ab alio mutuam desiderat, ad necessarios sibi usus illam expetit.
Aut enim aedes inde comparat, quas ipse habitet, ne in condueto diutius
maneat, vel quas alii cum fruetu et compendio locet aut fundum ex ea pecunia
emit salubri pretio, unde fructus et reditus magnos percipiat
aut servum, ex
cujus operis locatis multum quaestus faciat
aut ut denique alias merces praestinet, quas vili emptas pluris vendat " (p. 195).
And after showing that one who lends money to an undertaking is not
under any obligation to inquire whether it is usefully employed by the borrower,
any more than the hirer of a house need make similar inquiry, he continues "Hoc
non est sortem bis vendere, nee pro nihilo aliquid percipere. An pro nihilo computandum, quod tu dum meis minimis uteris, sive ad ea quae tuae postulant necessitates, sive ad tua compendia, ego interim his careo cum meo interdum damno et
jactura ? Et cum mutuum non in sola sit pecunia numerata, sed etiam in aliis
rebus quae pondere et mensura continentur, ut in frugibus humidis vel aridis, an,
qui indigenti mutuum vinum aut triticum dederit, quod usurae nomine pro usu
eorum consequetur, pro nihilo id capere existimabitur ? Qui fruges meas in
egestate sua consumpserit, quas care emere ad victum coactus esset, aut qui eas
aliis care vendiderit, praeter ipsam mensuram quam aecepit, si aliquid vice
mercedis propter usum admensus fuerit, an id injustum habebitur ?, Atqui poteram,

—

—

:

:

:

:

:

si

eas servassem, carius fortasse in foro vendere, et plus lucri ex

efficere,

quam quantum possim percipere ex usuris

Particularly biting
'
'

Facilis responsio.

is

his reply to the

Nihil non sterile

illis

quas mihi reddent"

(p.

venditis
196, etc.)

argument of the unfruitfulness of money
quod tibi sterile esse volueris. Ut contra
:

est,

chap,
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make him hand
who takes no risk

over

to

usury would lead to the neglect of

agriculture,

;

that

commerce,

and the other bonae artes, to the injury of the common weal,
and so on.
In replying to this latter argument Salmasius gets
an opportunity of commending the use of competition.
The
more usurers there are the better their emulation will press
down the rate of interest.
Then, from the ninth chapter
onwards, with extraordinary display of force and erudition,
with many passages full of striking eloquence, but, it must be
said, with endless prolixity, comes the disproof of the argument that interest is "unnatural."
Quite at the end {De
Usuris chap, xx.), the question is finally put whether interest,
thus sanctioned by the jus naturale, also expresses the jus
divinum, and this naturally is answered in the affirmative.
;

}

nihil

non fructuosum, quod cultura

exercere, ut

fructum

ferat, institueris.

Nee

de agrorum fertilitate regeram, qui non essent feraces nisi hunrana industria redderet tales.
Magis mirum de aere, et lmnc quaestuosum imperio factum.
.

.

.

Qui aepiKov imposuerant vectigal singulis domibus Constantinopolitani imperatores,
aerem sterilem esse pati non potuerunt. Sed haec minus cum foenore conveniunt.
Nee mare hie sollicitandum, quod piscatoribus, urinatoribus, ac nautis ad quaestum patet, ceteris sterilitate occlusum est. Quid sterilius aegroto ? Nee ferre se,
nee movere interdum potest. Hunc tamen in redditu habet medicus. Una res
est aegroto sterilior, nempe mortuus.
Hie tamen sterilis non est pollinctoribus, neque sardapilonibus, neque vespillonibus, neque fossariis.
Iramo nee
praeiicis olim, nee nunc sacerdotibus, qui eum ad sepulcrum cantando deducunt.
Quae corpus alit corpore, etiamsi liberos non pariat, non tamen sibi infecunda est.
Nee artem hie cogitcs natura potius victum quaerit. Meretricem me dicere
nemo non sentit.
De pecunia quod ajunt, nihil ex se producere natura, cur
non idem de ceteris rebus, et frugibus omne genus, quae mutuo dantur, asserunt ?
Sed triticum duplici modo frugiferum est, et cum in terram jacitur, et cum in
foenus locatur.
Utrobique foenus est. Nam et terra id reddit cum foenore.
Cur natura aedium, quas mercede pacta locavero, magis potest videri foecunda,
quam nummorum quos foenore dedero ? Si gratis eas commodayero, aeque ac si
hos gratis mutuo dedero, turn steriles tarn hi quam illae mihi evadent. Vis scire
Ilia certe,
igitur, quae pecunia proprie sterilis sit dicenda, immo et dicta sit ?
quae foenore non erit occupata, quaeque nihil mihi pariet usuraram, quas et propterea Graeci t6kov nomine appellarunt" (p. 198).
The third argument of his
.

.

.

;

.

.

.

opponents, that the loan should not bear interest because the things lent are a
property o£ the debtor, Salmasius finds "ridiculous"
"At injustum est, ajunt,
me tibi vendere quod tuum est, videlicet usum aeris tuae. Potens sane argumen:

tum.
Atqui non fit tuum, nisi hac lege, ut pro eo, quod accepisti utendum,
certam mihi praestes mercedem, usurae nomine, absque qua frustra tuum id esse
cuperes.

Non

dition ad

te transfero, ut pro

igitur tibi,

inter nos est, persolvas."

quod tuum
usu

ejus,

est,

vendo, sed, quod

quamdiu

te uti patiar,

meum

est,

ea con-

mihi, quod pactum
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These are the essential features of Salmasius's doctrine.

Not only does it indicate an advance, but it long indicates the
high-water mark of the advance.
For more than a hundred
years any development there was consisted in nothing more

than the adoption of it in wider circles, the repetition of
with more or less skilful variations, and the adapting of

arguments to the fashion of the time.
essential advance on Salmasius

As

the

number

of those

till

who

But there was no

the time of Smith and Turgot.

accepted the doctrine repre-

number

sented by Salmasius increased, so did the

who adhered

to

it
its

the canon doctrine diminish.

of those

This defection,

may be easily understood, went on more rapidly in the
Eeformation countries and in those speaking the German
as

language, more slowly in countries purely Catholic and in those

speaking the Eomance tongues.

In the Netherlands, as I have already

said, the

works of

Salmasius were almost immediately followed by a whole series of

As early as the year 1640 we meet
with the works of Kloppenburg, Boxhorn, Maresius, Graswinckel. 1
A little later, about 1644, the Tafelhalterstreit gave occawritings of similar tenor.

2,

two parties, and in
ended in a victory for the supporters
of interest.
Within the next few years, among the everincreasing adherents of the new theory, stands out prominently
the renowned and influential lawyer Gerhard Noodt, who in his
three books, Be Foenore et Usuris, discusses the whole interest
question very thoroughly, and with great knowledge of facts
and literature. 3
After that there are fewer and fewer
expressions of hostility to interest, especially from professional
men still they do occur occasionally up till the second half of

sion to a fiery literary feud between the

1658

this practically

;

the eighteenth century. 4

In Germany, whose

political

economy during the seven-

teenth and even during the eighteenth century
1

Laspeyres, p. 257.

3

Noodt

2

Very

much quoted

fully described

is

by Laspeyres,

not of

much

p. 258, etc.

an authority in the learned literature of
the eighteenth century e.g. by Bbhmer, Protest Kirchenrecht, vol. v. p. 19 passim.
Barbeyrac, the editor of several editions of Hugo Grotius, says that, on the
matter of interest, there is an "opus absolutissimum et plenissimum summi jurisconsulti et non minus judicio quam eruditione insinis, Clariss. Noodtii" (De
Jure Belli ac Pacis : edition of Amsterdam, 1720, p. 384),
is

very

;

4

Laspeyres, p. 269.

as

;

chap,
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way slowly and
On German

sensationally, gaining nothing in development.

the power of practical

was very

tinsoil

was to its
pressure that the revolution in opinion was due, theory meanwhile halting clumsily behind the reform in public opinion
and legislation.
Half a century before the first German
lawyer, in the person of Besold, had given his approval to it,
life

clearly shown.

It

the taking of interest, or at least the claim to a fixed interesse

arranged in advance (which practically came
thing),

when

was allowed in much of the German

in

1654

German

the

same
and

the

to

law

local

J

imperial legislation followed this

example, 2 few theorists sided with Besold and Salmasius.

So
Contzen to
demand that lenders at interest should be punished by criminal law like thieves, and that all Jews should be hunted out
of the country like venenatae bestiae?
Not till the end of the

late

as

1629

was

it

possible

for

one

Adam

seventeenth century does the conviction of the legitimacy of
interest

become firmly established

of such prominent

new

men

doctrine hastened

eighteenth century

it

its

victory,

at last

is

The secession
and Leibnitz 5 to the

in theory.

as Pufendorf

4

and

in the

course of the

gradually taken out of the

region of controversy.

In this position

who

flourish at the

we find it in the two great cameralists
end of our period, Justi and Sonnenfels.

Justi's Staatsivirtkschaft

6

does not contain a single line relat-

ing to the great question on which in former times so

many

bulky volumes had been written, certainly none that could be
taken as a theory of interest
He tacitly assumes it as a fact
and
requiring no explanation that interest is paid for a loan
if in one or two short notes (vol. i. § 268) he speaks against
only an
usury, he understands by that
but still tacitly
;

—

—

excessive interest.
1

Neumann,

Geschickte des

IVtichers in Deutschland,

p.

5i6,

mentions per-

missions by local law of contract interest about the years 1520-30.

and 365,

Endemann,

would interpret these permissions
as applying only to stipulated interesse, which, theoretically at least, was
different from interest proper (usura).
In any case the taking of interest had
thus practically received toleration from the state.
it is

2

true {Studien,

ii.

pp. 316

In the last Reichsabschied.

referred to, see

Neumann,

On

etc.)

the disputed interpretation of the passages

p. 559, etc.

3

Roscher, Geschickte, p. 205.

5

Ibid. p. 338, etc.

4
fi

Ibid, p. 312, etc,

Second

edition, 1758.

;;
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Sonnenfels

even

earlier

editions of his Handlungswissenschaft

never once touches on the controversy as to the theoretic

imacy

of interest.

refers to

it,

In the

fifth

edition (published

i

But

not so silent on the subject as Justi.

is

he, in the

book

1

legit-

1787) he

indeed, but in the kind of tone which one usually

In a simple note on
dismisses
with
few
words
the prohibition
he
decided
496,
a
p.
of the canonists, ridicules their absurd way of writing, and
adopts towards a foregone conclusion.

finds it preposterous to forbid 6

when 100 per

cent can be got

per cent interest for

when money

is

money

changed into

commodities.
Sonnenfels's contempt for the canon doctrine carries all the

more weight that he has nothing good to say of interest in
other respects.
Influenced by Forbonnais he finds its origin
in an interception of the circulation of money by the capitalists,
out of whose hands it can only be attracted by a tribute in the
shape of
such

interest.

industry,
profits.

3

He

ascribes to

it

many

injurious effects

makes commodities dear, reduces the
and allows the owner of money to share

that

as,

2

it

in these

Indeed in one place he speaks of the capitalists as
of those " who do no work, and are nourished on the
4
the working classes."

the class

sweat of

But alongside of expressions like these we
cepted Salmasian doctrine.
In one place, quite
of

profits of

find the ac-

in the spirit

Salmasius, Sonnenfels adduces as arguments for the capi-

the want of their money, their risk, and the uses

talists' claim,

they might have got by the purchase of things that produced
fruit.

5

In another place he recognises that a lowering

legal rate is not the best

means

to repress the

evils

of

the

of high

6

At another time he finds that, since the above
mentioned conditions that determine interest are variable, a

interest.

fixed legal rate

is

fluous or hurtful.

The deep

generally unsuitable as being either super-

7

silence

which Justi maintains,

if

considered

along with the inconsistent eloquence expended by Sonnenfels,

seems to

me

(1) that,

when

to

be a very characteristic proof of two things
men wrote, the Salmasian doctrine had

these

1

Second edition, Vienna, 1771.

s

Ibid. p. 427.

6

Ibid. p. 432, etc.

4

Ibid. p. 430.

2

Ibid. pp. 419, 425, etc.

5

Ibid. p. 426, etc.

7

Fifth edition, p. 497.

—
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already secured so firm a footing in Germany, that even writers

who

felt

most

hostile towards

going back to the

now

strict

interest

could not think of

canonist standpoint, but (2) that

up

till

the acceptance of the Salmasian doctrine had not been

accompanied by any kind of further development in it.
England appears to have been the country where the throwing off of the canon doctrine was attended with the least amount
of literary excitement.
Through the rapid rise of its commerce and industry, interest transactions had early entered
into its economy, and its legislation had early given way to the
wants of industrial life.
Henry VIII had by 1545 removed
the prohibition of interest, and replaced it by a simple legal
rate.
For a little, indeed, the prohibition was reimposed under
Edward VI, but in 1571 it was once more taken off by Queen
Elizabeth, and this time for ever. 1
Thus the theoretical
question whether

loan

interest

practically answered before there

was justifiable or not was
was any theoretic economic

and when an economic literature at last emerged,
now removed, had but little interest for it.
All the more strongly was its attention drawn to a new
controverted question raised by the change in legislation
the question whether there should be a legal rate, and what
doctrine,

the

prohibition,

should be the height of

it.

These circumstances have left their stamp on the interest
literature of England during the seventeenth and eighteenth

We

numerous and eager discussions as to
its advantages and disadvantages,
and as to the advisability, or otherwise, of limiting it by law
But they now touch only rarely, and then, as a rule, quite casually, on the question of its economic nature, of its origin, and
of its legitimacy.
One or two short proofs of this stage in the
development of the problem will suffice.
Of Bacon, who flourished very shortly after the age of
the prohibition, and had avowed himself, on very shallow prac2
tical grounds, in favour of interest, we have already spoken.
Some twenty years later, Sir Thomas Culpepper, himself a

centuries.

find

the height of interest, as to

violent opponent of interest, does not venture to put forward

the canon arguments under his

own name, but

1

See Schanz, Englische Handelspolitih, Leipzig, 1881, vol.

2

See above,

p. 34.

characteristici.

p. 552, etc.
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while he
is

to prove

to the theologians

will

done by

not

In doing

much

so

interest.

1

it.

the "unlawfulness of interest,

himself

limit

i

with the remark that he leaves

ally passes over the subject
it

book

to

how much

showing

evil

however, he directs his attacks
interest in general as against high

against

so,

2

In the same way another writer, very unfavourably disposed towards interest, Josiah Child, will no longer meddle
with the question of its lawfulness, but simply refers 3 the

who wishes to go deeper into the matter to an older and
apparently anonymous work, which appeared in 1634 under
the title of " The English Usurer." Further, he frequently calls

reader

interest the " price of

money,"

betrays no deep insight into
in passing that through

it

—an

its

expression whieh certainly

nature

;

expresses his opinion

the creditor enriches himself at the

expense of the debtor but all the same contents himself with
pleading for the limitation of the legal rate, not for entire
;

abolition.

4

His opponent,
conceives of

again, North,

quite in the

it

who

manner

for stock," similar to land-rent

;

takes the side of interest,
of Salmasius, as a " rent

but cannot say anything more,

in explanation of either of them, than that owners hire out their

superfluous land and capital to such as are in

want

of them.

5

Only one writer of the seventeenth century forms any
exception to

this

superficial

treatment of the problem, the

philosopher John Locke.

Locke has
loan interest,

quences

left

a very remarkable tract on the origin of

entitled

"

Some

of lowering the

Considerations of

Interest and

1

Tract against the high rate of usury, 1621.

2

E.g. in

the

raising the

Conse-

Value of

"A

Small Treatise against Usury," annexed to Child's Discourses,
is agreed by all the Divines that ever were, without exyea, and by the Usurers themselves, that biting Usuiy is
ception of any
unlawful Kow since it hath been proved that ten in the hundred doth bite the
Landed men, doth bite the Poor, doth bite Trade, doth bite the King in his
Customs, doth bite the Fruits of the Land, and most of all the Land itself doth
no man can deny but
bite all works of Piety, of Vertue, and Glory to the State
ten in the hundred is absolutely unlawful, howsoever happily a lesser rate may
1690, p. 229

:

"It

;

:

:

;

be otherwise."
3

In his introduction to Brief Observations concerning Trade, 1668.

4

"New

5

Roscher, p. 89.

Discourse of Trade," 1690.

See Boscher,

p. 59, etc.
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Money," 1691, He begins with a few propositions that remind
one very much of the canonists' standpoint. " Money," 1 he says,
" is a barren thing, and produces nothing
but by compact
transfers that profit, that was the reward of one man's labour,
Nevertheless Locke finds that
into another man's pocket."
loan interest is justified.
To prove this, and to bridge over
his own paradox, he uses the complete analogy that, in his
opinion, exists between loan interest and land-rent.
The proximate cause of both is unequal distribution.
One has more
money than he uses, and another has less, and so the former
2
for the very same reason as the
finds a tenant for his money
;

landlord finds a tenant for his land, namely, that the one has

much

too

land, while the other has too

little.

But why does the borrower consent to pay interest for
Again, on the same ground as the tenant
the money lent ?
For money
of
consents to pay rent for the tise of land.

—

course only through the
expressly adds

—

is

able

more than 6 per cent

industry of the borrower, as Locke

when employed

in trade to "produce"

to the borrower, just in the

same way

as land, " through the labour of the tenant," is able to produce

more fruit than the amount of its rent. If, then, the interest
which the capitalist draws from the loan is to be looked on
of

as the fruit

as

it

is

payment

true

another man's labour, this

of

rent.

Indeed,

it

is

is

only true of

not so true.

of land-rent usually leaves the tenant a

much

it

For the
smaller

proportion of the fruit of his industry than the borrower of

money can
made with

paying the interest, out of the profit
money.
And so Locke comes to the con" Borrowing money upon use is not only, by the
clusion
necessity of affairs and the constitution of human society,
unavoidable to some men but to receive profit from the loan
of money is as equitable and lawful as receiving rent for land,
and more tolerable to the borrower, notwithstanding the opinion
of some over-scrupulous men" (p. 37).
It will scarcely be maintained that this theory is parThere is too marked a contrast between its
ticularly happy.
save, after

the

:

;

1

I

p. 24.
2

quote from the collected edition of Locke's works, London, 1777, vol.

"Some

ii.

Considerations," p. 36.
In other places {e.g. p. 4) Locke calls interest a price for the "hire of

money."
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starting-point and

its

conclusion.

interest transfers the hard-earned

into the pocket of another

money

besides

is

If

wage

man who

book

i

be true that loan

it

man who works

of the

does nothing, and whose

a " barren thing,"

ent to say that loan interest

it is absolutely inconsistnevertheless " equitable and

is

That there is undoubtedly an analogy between
and the profit from land rent, was very likely to
lead logically to a conclusion involving land rent in the same
condemnation as interest.
To this Locke's theory would have
lawful."
interest

presented sufficient support, since he expressly declares rent
also to be the fruit of another man's industry.
But with
Locke the legitimacy of rent appears to have been beyond

question.

But, however unsatisfactory Locke's theory of interest

may

one circumstance at any rate that confers on it an
important interest for us in the background of it stands the
proposition that human labour produces all wealth.
In the
present case Locke has not expressed the proposition so much
as made use of it, and has not, indeed, made a very happy
be, there is

;

But
it.
where he says
use of

:

in another place
"

For

it

is

he has given

We

ence of value on everything."

1

place this proposition

have in the

is

to

clear utterance

it

labour indeed that put the
shall soon see
later

how

differ-

great a

development

of

the interest problem.

A

certain affinity to Locke's conception of loan interest is
u The
later by Sir James Steuart.
interest/'

shown somewhat

he writes, "they pay

when compared with

for the

money borrowed

the value

created

(as

proper employment of their time and talents"
that this

a vague assertion, supported

is

by no

inconsiderable

is
it

were) by the

" If it

be said

proof, I answer,

may be estimated by the propormanufacture when brought to market and the

that the value of a man's work
tion between the
1

"
first matter.

2

The words

I

have emphasised indicate that Steuart,

like

Locke, looks upon the whole increment of value got by production as the product of the borrower's labour, and on loan
interest, therefore, as a fruit of that labour.
1
3
i.

Of Civil Government, vol. ii. chap. v. § 40. See also Roscher, p. 95, etc.
Inquiry into the Principles of Political Economy, 1767, vol. ii. book iv. part

chap.

viii.

p. 137.
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however, both Locke and Steuart were quite uncertain

If,

we now

to the nature of that which

as

HUME
call

the borrower's

they were far from making any mistake about

natural profit;

the fact that loan interest has

Thus Steuart

in this profit.

origin

its

and

in one place writes

its

"

:

foundation

In propor-

the advantages to be reaped from borrowed

tion, therefore, to

more or less for the use of it." l
Generally speaking, in England the literature on the subject took great pains to discuss the connection between loan
In doing so it certainly did not surpass
interest and profit.
money, the borrowers

the

offer

Salmasian doctrine in clearness as to principles, but

enriched

it

by extending

its

knowledge of

whether a high

inquiry was,

details.

loan interest

Hume

is

The

it

favourite

the cause

or

judgment on the
controversy by saying that they are alternately cause and
" It is needless," he says, " to inquire which of these
effect.

the effect of a high

profit.

passes

circumstances, to wit, low interest or low profits,

is

the cause

They both arise from an extensive
and which the effect.
No man will
commerce, and mutually forward each other.
and
accept of low profits where he can have high interest
no man will accept of low interest where he can have high
;

profits."

2

Of more value than

this

somewhat

superficial opinion is

It was
another discovery associated with the name of Hume.
he who first clearly distinguished the conception of money

and showed that the height of the
depend on the amount of
currency that the country possesses, but on the amount of its
3
But it was not till a later period that this
riches or stocks.
important discovery was applied to the investigation of the
from that

of

capital,

interest rate in a country does not

source of interest.

How

strange in

trine of the

the meantime the once widespread doc-

canonists had

the eighteenth century

Bentham could

treat

may
the

become

to the

busy England of

be seen by the manner in which
subject,

towards the end of that

century, in his Defence of Usury, 1787.

He

no longer thinks

The

of seriously attempting to justify the taking of interest.
1
i.

Inquiry into

chap.
3

iv. p.

the Principles of Political

117.

Ibid, passim.

2

"Of

Economy, 1767,

vol.

Interest," Essays, part.

ii.
ii.

book

iv.

part

chap. iv.
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arguments of the ancient writers and of the canonists are only
mentioned to afford welcome matter for witty remarks, and
Aristotle, as the discoverer of the argument of the sterility of
money, is bantered in the words " As fate would have it, that
great philosopher, with all his industry and all his penetration,
:

notwithstanding the great number of pieces of

money

passed through his hands (more perhaps than

that had

ever passed

through the hands of philosopher before or since), and notwithstanding the enormous pains he had bestowed on the subject
of generation,

money any

had never been able

any piece of

to discover in

organs for generating any other such piece."

Italy stood immediately under

But

the

eye

the

of

Soman

was the country in Europe that earliest
attained a great position in trade and commerce
and on that
account it was bound to be the first to find the pressure of the
canon prohibition unbearable.
The general attitude towards
it may be explained by two considerations
that nowhere in
Europe did the prohibition of interest remain in fact more
inoperative, and that nowhere in Europe was it so late before
Church.

Italy

;

;

the theorists ventured to oppose the Church's statute.

Everything that could be done to evade the formally valid
was done and it seems that these attempts were
sufficiently successful for all the requirements of practical life.
prohibition

;

The most convenient forms of evasion were offered by the traffic
in bills, which had its home in Italy, and by the stipulation of
The temporal legislation offered
interesse for " indemnification"
ready and willing assistance to such evasion from a very early
period by allowing the interest to be arranged beforehand, at a
fixed

a

of percentage

rate

maximum which
On the other

made any open

of interest

lent.

It

only fixed

hand, no Italian

writer

appears to

have

theoretic attack on the canon doctrine before

the eighteenth century.
as the first

on the capital

could not be exceeded. 1

who had given
from the new

Galiani in

1750 mentions Salmasius

a complete statement of the doctrine

point of view

;

and, in Italian litera-

ture previous to that time, the only mention he can find of

the subject

between
1

is

the

the quarrel which had flared up a little before
Marchese Maffei and the preaching monk Era

See the historical works of Vaseo,
vol. xxxiv. p. 182, etc.

Parte Moderna,

V Usura Libera (Scrittori Classic! Italiani
;

particularly pp. 195, 198, etc., 210, etc.)
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Other prominent writers of the same period

among their predecessors Salmasius as most important, and after him some other foreigners, as Locke, Hume,
and Forbonnais but the first name that occurs among native
usually quote

;

writers

we

is

the Marchese MafTei. 2

Here

again, in Italy

new

find Salmasius accepted as the pioneer of the

The tardy acceptance which
try does not appear to

also,

views.

met in that counhave been attended by any special imhis doctrine

provement on it. There is only one writer who can be excepted
But he deals with the question
from this criticism, Galiani.
legitimacy
of loan interest in a way that
of the nature and
is

altogether peculiar.
says, 3 really

were what it is usually taken
an advantage which the lender makes with
his money, then indeed it would be objectionable, for " whatever
profit, be it great or small, that is yielded by naturally barren
money, is objectionable nor can any one call such a profit the
fruit of exertion, when the one who puts forth the exertion is
If interest,

he

to be, a profit or

;

the one

who

But
menting

takes the loan, not the one

who

interest is not a true profit at all

that which

of

is

needed

to

;

gives

it " (p. 244).
only a supple-

it is

equalise

service

and

Properly speaking, service and counter-service

counter-service.

Since value is the relation in
should be of equal value.
which things stand to our needs, we should be quite mistaken

were we to seek
weight, or in

required

is

such an equivalence in an equality of

for

number

of pieces, or in external form.

simply an equality of use.

present and future sums of

money

Now

of equal

What

amount

are not

of equal value, just as in bill transactions equally large

money

of

are

is

in this respect

not of equal value at different places.

sums

And

just as the profit of exchange (camhio), notwithstanding that

seems to be an additional sum (soprappiii), is in truth an
when added sometimes to the money on
the spot, sometimes to the foreign money, establishes the
it

equalisation, which,

equality of real value between the two, so

is

loan interest

nothing else than the equalisation of the difference there
1

Galiani,

Delia Moneta

(Scritt.

Class.

Ital.

Parte

Moderna,

240, etc.)
2
3

Impiego del Danaro. Unfortunately
Delia Moneta, book v. chap. i.

E

I

have not seen the book.

vol.

iv.

is

p.
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between the value of present and future sums of money (p.
243, etc.)
In this interesting idea Galiani has hit on a new method
of justifying loan interest, and one which relieves him from
a certain doubtful line of argument that his predecessors were
obliged to take.
Salmasius and his followers, to avoid the
reproach of destroying the equality between service and counterservice, were obliged to attempt to prove that in perishable as
well as in durable things, and even in articles actually consumed at the beginning of the loan period, theTe is an enduring
use which may be separately transferred, and for which a
separate

remuneration, namely,

interest,

is

This line of reasoning, always somewhat
superfluous

rightly

fatal,

claimed.

was rendered

by the aspect which Galiani now gave to the

argument.

But unfortunately the inference which Galiani draws from
The reason that present sums
money are, as a rule, more valuable than future sums he

this idea is very unsatisfactory.

of

A

finds exclusively in the different degree of their security.

claim to future payment of a

many

sum

of

dangers, and on that account

equally large present sum.

balance these dangers,

premium.

it

In so

money

is

less

exposed to
valued than an
is

far as interest is paid to

appears in the light of an insurance

Galiani gives this conception very strong expression

by speaking in one place

money "
247 and

of the " so-called fruit of

a price of heart-beats (prezzo del batticuore),

p.

as
at

;

another time he uses the very words that that thing which
is

called the fruit of

price of
to

insurance

money might be more properly

(p.

252).

misunderstand the nature of loan

The way

in

which

called the

This was of course thoroughly
interest.

later Italian authors of the eighteenth

century treated the interest problem is less worthy of notice.
Even the more prominent men among them, such as Genovesi 1

and Beccaria, 2

as

also those

who wrote monographs on

the

3
subject, like Vasco, follow for the

the Salmasian doctrine,
1

ix.

Lezioni di JSconomia Civile, 1769 (Scritt. Class.

part
2

most part in the tracks
now become traditional.

ii.

chap,

Parte Moderna, vol.

xiii.)

fflementi di Economics Pubblica, written 1769-71

collection of the Scrittori, vols. xi.
3

Ital.

of

L'Usura Libera,

vol.

and

xii.,

;

first

particularly part

xxxiv. of above collection.

printed, 1804, in the
iv.

chaps,

vi.

and

vii.

GALIANI— BECCARIA

chap, n
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The most worthy of mention among those is Beccaria.
draws a sharp distinction between inter esse and usura.
The former is the immediate use of a thing, the latter is the
use of a use (Futility ddV utility). An immediate use (interesse)
is rendered by all goods.
The special interesse of money consists of the use which the goods represented by it may render,
for money is the common measure and representative of the

He

value of

money

other goods.

all

represents, or

Since, in particular, every

may

of the

follows that the interesse

is

of this return,

money

is

Consequently

annual return of that land.

amount

and the average

same thing
ingly

analysis

this

as

we may

an attempt

find

explain the existence and
possibility

of a

call natural

—

varies with the

it

116).

(p.

profit,

and in

it

the

accord-

although a primitive one

amount

As we

shall

—

to

by the

of natural interest

purchase of land.

it

represented by the

the word interesse evidently means

we should

of

rate of money-interesse

equalised with the average return of land

In

sum

represent, a definite piece of land,

see

later,

however, the same thought had already, some years before,

much fuller treatment from another writer.
In one place Beccaria also touches on the influence of
time, first brought forward by Galiani, and speaks of the
analogy between exchange interest, which is an interesse of
place, and loan interest, which is an interesse of time (p. 122),
but he passes over it much more cursorily.
received

Catholic France

and

was

all this

time far behind, both in theory

Its state legislation against interest

practice.

enjoyed for

centuries the reputation of being the severest in Europe.

time

when

in other countries

it

had been agreed

the taking of interest quite openly, or to allow

very transparent disguise of previously arranged

XIV

At

a

either to allow
it

under the

interesse,

Louis

renew the existing prohibition, and to
extend it in such a way that even interest for commercial
debts was forbidden, 1 Lyons being the only market exempted.

A

thought

century

fit

later,

to

when

in other countries the

long obsolete

prohibitions of interest were scoffed at in the tone of a Sonnenfels or a
activity

Bentham, they remained in

among the

tribunals of France.
1

Vasco,

p. 209.

and in baneful
was only in the

force
It
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year 1789,

when

spirit of the

middle ages were cleared away, that this institution

also

was got

rid

so

of.

hibition of interest

by a maximum

By a law of 12th October 1789 the prowas formally rescinded, and its place taken

rate of 5 per cent.

French theory,

by the

institutions that still breathed the

like

French

legislation,

strictest standpoint of the canon.

held most religiously

How

little

success

Molinaeus had in the middle of the sixteenth century we have
already seen.
At the end of that century a writer so enlightened in other respects as Johannes Bodinus finds the prohibition fully justified

;

praises the

wisdom

of those legislators

who

and considers it safest to destroy it root and branch
(usurarum non modo radices sed etiam fibras omnes amputare)}
In the seventeenth century, it is true, the French Salmasius
wrote brilliantly on the side of interest, but that was outside
of France.
In the eighteenth century the number of writers

publish

it

;

Law

already contends for the

entire freeing of interest transactions,

even from the fixed rate. 2
necessity that cannot be

who

take this side increases.

Melon pronounces

interest a

and leaves
moral scruples with
refused,

that lending a

good

it

this

social

the theologians to

to

necessity.

man money

3

reconcile

their

Montesquieu declares

without interest

is

indeed a very

but one that can only be a matter of religious

action,

and not of civil law. 4
But notwithstanding,
there are always writers who oppose such ideas, and contend
consideration,

for the old strict doctrine.

Among

these late champions of the canon

two are parand the

ticularly prominent: the highly esteemed jurist Pothier

physiocrat Mirabeau.

Pothier succeeded in collecting the most tenable arguments
from the chaotic repertoire of the canon, and working them
up with great skill and acuteness into a doctrine in which
they really became very effective.
I have added below the

which has already attracted the attention
on our subject. 5

characteristic passage
of several writers
1

Dc

2

E.g. Ilm

Republican second edition, 1591, v.
-

ii.

p. 799, etc.

Mimoire sur Us Bangues ; Economistes Financiers du

xviii. Steele,

Edition Daire, Paris, 1851, p. 571.
3 Essai Politique sur le Commerce, ebenda
p. 742.
4
Esprit des Lois, xxii.
5

The passage has been quoted by Kizy

;

by Turgot, Memoire sur Us PrUs

chap,
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with

more
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than success

zeal

— by

1
Mirabeau's
the author of the Pkilosopkie Rurale, Mirabeau.
confused
that have
most
lucubrations on interest are among the

A

fanatical opponent of
ever been written on the subject
loan interest, he is inexhaustible in his arguments against it.

He

among

argues,

legitimate

other

on

claim

figure

For,
"

only represents.

natural use, but

from

things, that loaned

payment.

represents."

It

But

to

no argument then

is

money has no
money has no
obtain

a profit

to seek in a glass for the

this representative character is
it

first,

owners

for the

say that they must live from the produce of
their money, for to this it may be answered that they could
change the money into other goods, and live from the produce

of

money

to

obtained by hiring out those goods
same wear and tear in the case of

Lastly, there

!

money

case of houses, furniture, and such like,
d' Argent, §

26

;

and

also

by Knies, Krcdit, part

i.

is

not the

as there is in the

and

p. 347.

for

that reason

It runs thus

:

"It

is

a fair claim that the values given in the case of a contract which is not gratuitous
should be equal on either side, and that no party should give more than he has
received, or receive

Everything, therefore, that the

more than he has given.

from the borrower over and above the principal sum, he
demands over and above what he has given for, if he get repayment of the
For things
principal sum, he receives the exact equivalent of what he gave.
that can be used without being destroyed a hire may certainly be demanded,
because, this use being separable at any moment (in thought at least) from the
So
things themselves, it can be priced it has a price distinct from the thing.
that, if I have given a thing of this sort to any one for his use, I am able to
demand the hire, which is the price of the use that I have allowed him in it
beyond the restitution of the thing itself, the thing having never ceased to be
lender

may demand

;

;

my

property.
" It is not the same, however, with those objects that are known to lawyers as
For since, in the using,
fungible goods things that are consumed in the using.

—

these are necessarily destroyed, it is impossible in regard to them to imagine a
use of the thing as distinct from the thing itself, and as having a price distinct

From this it follows that one cannot make over to another
itself.
the using of a thing without making over to him wholly and entirely the thing
If I lend you a sum of money
itself, and transferring to him the property in it.
from the thing

your use under the condition of paying me back as much again, then you
me simply that sum of money, and nothing more. The use that
you will make of this sum of money is included in the right of property that you
There is nothing that you have received outside of the
acquire in this sum.
I
I have given you this sum, and nothing but this sum.
sum of money.
can therefore ask you to give me back nothing more than this amount lent,
without being unjust for justice would have it that only that should be claimed

for

receive from

;

which was given."
1
Amsterdam, 1764.

—
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there should not, properly speaking, be any charge

made

i

to

cover wear and tear. 1

Probably the reader will think these arguments weak
But Mirabeau, in his blind zeal, gets still deeper.

enough.

He

cannot help seeing that the debtor, by employing

may

money

(emploi),

capital

borrowed.

He

argues from

because
terest

is

it

the.

obtain means to pay interest for the

But even

he turns against interest.
must always suffer injury,
establish an equality between inthis

that the borrower

it

impossible to

One does not know how much

and emploi.

will yield to the borrowing agriculturist

agriculture

Unforeseen accidents

happen, and on that account the borrower will always lose

And more

than

this.

In one

2
1

from the very natural

place,

any private person is more willing to take interest
than to pay it, he deduces, in all seriousness, an argument
to prove that the paying of interest must be hurtful to the
borrower 3

fact that

!

Fortified

condemnation of money
Take it all in all," he says, 4
ruins society by giving incomes into the hands

by reasoning

like this, his

interest is not lacking in vigour.
"

money

interest

of people

who

But
interest

who
for

may

owners of land nor producers, nor
and these people can only be looked upon as

are neither

industrial workers,

hornets,

live
all

by robbing the hoards

be justified in certain cases.

he

is

principle of the prohibition

distinctions.

of the bees of society."

that Mirabeau cannot avoid

inclination, therefore,

selection of

"

which

is

admitting that

Sorely against his

compelled to break through the

and make some exceptions, the

based on quite arbitrary and untenable

5

Seldom can there have been a more grateful task than

was the refutation of

this

doctrine in the second half of the

Long ago smitten with internal decay
forced to lean on very
detested by some, despised by others
pitiful scientific props
it had long outlived its life, and only
The task
raised its head in the present like some old ruiu.
was taken up by Turgot, and performed with ability as remarkHis M&moire sur les FrSts
able as its results were brilliant.
eighteenth century.

—

—

2

Pp. 257-262.

4

P. 284.

1

P. 269, etc.

3

P. 267.

5

See particularly pp. 276, 290, 292, 298,

etc.

—
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may be named

ings on Usury.
in his reasoning
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as companion-piece to Salmasius's writ-

It is true that the student of to-day will find

some good arguments, and not a few bad

ones.

much

verve

But, good and bad alike, they are given with so

and acuteness, with such rhetorical and

dialectical skill,

and

with such striking play of fancy, that we can easily understand
how the effect on his times was nothing less than triumphant.

As

the

charm

of his

—which

work

lies

not so

much

in the ideas

most part we have already discussed
in the arguments of his predecessors,
as in the charming way
in which they are put, it would only repay us to go thoroughly
into the contents of the Mdmoire if a great deal of it were
reproduced in his own words, which space forbids.
I content
myself, therefore, with bringing out some of the more marked
themselves,

for the

—

features of Turgot's treatment.

The weightiest

justification of interest he finds in the
which the creditor has in his own money.
In virtue of this he has an " inviolable " right to dispose of the
money as he will, and to lay such conditions on its alienation
and hire as seem to him good
e.g. the condition of interest
being duly paid (§ 23, etc.)
Evidently a crooked argument
which might prove the legitimacy and inofYensiveness of a

right of property

usurious interest of 1

per cent, just as well as the legitimacy

of interest in general.

The argument based on the barrenness of money Turgot
same grounds as those taken by his prede-

dismisses on the

cessors (§ 25).
He gives special

just mentioned.

attention

to

the

reasoning of Pothier

Pothier's thesis that, in justice, service

and

counter-service should be equal to each other, and that this

is

not the case in the loan, he answers by saying that objects
which, freely and without fraud or force, are exchanged against

each other always have, in a certain sense, equal value.
the fatal argument that, in the case of a perishable thing,

To
it is

not possible to conceive of any use separate from the thing

he answers by charging his opponents with legal hairand metaphysical abstraction, and brings forward the
old and favourite analogy between the hiring of money and

itself,

splitting

1

Written in 1769; published twenty years

later,

1789.

collected edition of Turgot's work, Daire, Paris, 1844, vol.

i.

I

quote from the

pp. 106-152.

;
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the hiring of any durable thing like a diamond.
says, " that

some one should be able

make

petty use that I
that

it

to

What

make me pay

!

"

i

he

for the

of a piece of furniture or a trinket, and

should be a crime to charge

me

anything for the im-

mense advantage that I get from the use of a sum of money
for the same time
and all because the subtle intellect of a
;

lawyer can separate in the one case the use of a thing from
the thing

itself,

too ridiculous!"

and in the other case cannot
(p.

128).

But a moment

later

!

It is really

Turgot himself does not hesitate at

metaphysical abstraction and legal hair-splitting.
To refute
the argument that the debtor becomes proprietor of the

borrowed money, and that

use consequently belongs to

its

him, he makes out a property in the value of the money, and
distinguishes

it

from the property in the piece of metal

latter of course passing over to the debtor, the

;

the

former remain-

ing behind with the creditor.

Very remarkable,

finally,

are

some passages in which

Turgot, following Galiani's example, emphasises the influence
of time

on the valuation of goods.
In one place he draws the
between exchange and loans.
in exchange transactions we give less money in one

parallel already familiar to us

Just as

sum in another place, so in the loan
we give less money at one point of time to receive more
money at another point of time. The reason of both phenomena is, that the difference of time, like that of place, indicates
a real difference in the value of money (§ 23).
On another
place to receive a greater

occasion he alludes to the notorious difference that exists be-

tween the value of a present sum and the value of a sum
only obtainable at a future period (§ 27); and a little later he
exclaims: "If these gentlemen suppose that a sum of 1000
francs and a promise of 1000 francs possess exactly the same
value, they put forward a still more absurd supposition; for
if these two things were of equal value, why should any one
"
borrow at all ?
Unfortunately, however, Turgot has not followed out this

pregnant

idea.

It

is,

I

might

say,

thrown in with his other

arguments, without having any organic connection with them
indeed, properly speaking,
if

interest

it

stands in opposition to them.

and the replacement of

capital only

make up

For

together

—

chap,
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the equivalent of the capital that was lent, the interest

How

a part equivalent of the principal sum.
a

payment

We may

much

trouble to prove

then
it

be

sum, as Turgot

for a separate use of the principal

has just taken so

is

then can

?

look on Turgot's controversy with Pothier as the

hundred years' war which jurisprudence
economy had waged against the old canon

closing act of the three

and

political

After Turgot the doctrine disappeared
from the sphere of political economy.
Within the sphere of
theology it dragged out a kind of life for some twenty years
doctrine of interest.

longer,

till,

Eoman

the

finally,

in our century

this

ended.

also

When

Penitentiary pronounced the taking of interest to

be allowable, even without any peculiar

had confirmed the defeat

title,

the Church itself

of its erstwhile doctrine.

1

Pausing for a moment, let us look back critically over the
we have traversed. What are its results what has
science gained during it towards the elucidation of the interest
period

;

problem

?

The ancient and the canon

Loan

writers had said,

is an unjust defrauding of the

interest

borrower by the lender, for

money

is barren, and there is no special " use " of money
which the lender may justly sell for a separate remuneration.
In opposition to this the new doctrine runs, Loan interest is

just

for,

;

money

first,

not barren

is

so

employment, the lender might make a
lending

it

gives

the borrower;
separable

from

up the

by proper
it, and by

capital

is

a use of capital that

and may be

itself,

sold

is

separately

it.

If

we put

—

point

it

will

aside in the meantime the latter more formal
come up again later in another connection

the central idea of the
capital

verbiage, at bottom

Adam

new

doctrine

produces fruits to him

immense expenditure

1

as,

profit with

possibility of this profit in favour of

and, second, there

from

long

Smith in

it

of
is

is

the suggestion that

who employs

ingenuity,

dialectic,

it.

After an

polemic,

and

the emergence of the same idea that

his wonderfully simple

way expressed

shortly

Fimk, Zins und Wucher, Tiibingen, 1868, p. 116, On the reception that
Rome, 18th August 1830, met from a portion of the Frenc

this liberal decision of

clergy, see Molinari, Cours d'Economie Politique, second edition, vol.

i.

p. 333.
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afterwards in the words that contain his solution of the whole
question whether interest

is justifiable

or not

:

"

As something

can everywhere be made by the use of money, something ought
everywhere to be paid for the use of it." 1
Translated into
our modern terminology, this idea would run, " There is loan
interest because there is natural interest."

Thus the theory of Salmasius and

his followers in sub-

stance amounts to explaining contract interest or loan interest

from the existence of natural

How much
by

gain

by the

this

fact

interest.

interest problem
That the gain was not inconsiderable is attested
that the intellectual labour of centuries was needed

did the

elucidation of the

?

new

to secure credence for the

when

doctrine, in the face of opposing

But just

impressions and prejudices.

explanation was given,

this

The problem

as

certain

much remained

that,

it

is

still

to be

was not solved it was
To the question, Why does
the lender get from his loaned capital a permanent income
not due to work ? the answer was given, Because he could
have obtained it if he had employed the capital himself*
But
done.

of loan interest

;

only shifted a stage farther back.

why

could he have obtained this income himself

question obviously
interest

is

the

first

This last

?

to point to the true origin

of

which we have been speaking,
question not answered, it was not even

but, in the period of

;

not only was

this

put.

All attempts at explanation got the length of this

man who

that the
profit

with

But here they

it.

fact without

has a capital in his hand

in

the

Thus Molinaeus, with

human

least

experience.

They accept

halt.

fact,

make

fruit,

Salmasius

it.

money, assisted by

and with

forth

Thus

a

this as a

attempting to further explain

his proposition that

exertion, brings

everyday

can

his

himself,

delightful badinage over the fruitfulness of money,

appeal to

with

his

where he

And thus
simply appeals to the fact without explaining it.
too even the later and most advanced economists of the whole
men

Law, Hume, James Steuart, Justi,
and then they advance extremely clear and
thorough statements of how loan interest is bound to emerge
from the possibility of making a profit, and in the amount of

period

;

such

Sonnenfels.

as Locke,

Now

1

Wealth of Nations, book

ii.

chap. iv.

—
;

chap,
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must find the measure of its own amount. 1 But
them ever comes to the question as to the why

and wherefore of that

profit.

2

What Salmasius and his time had done for the interest
problem cannot be better illustrated than by comparing it
with the problem of land-rent.
of course under
Salmasius

—

accessory circumstances that

made

it

much more

difficult

did for the interest problem what never required to be done
for the land-rent problem, just because it was too self-evident
he proved that the hirer pays the rent he has agreed to pay
because that which is hired produces it.
But he failed to

do for the interest problem
do

to

—

—

indeed, did not in the least try

one thing that required

the

sphere of land-rent

;

he did not explain

scientific

why

effort in

the

that which bears

when hired out should bear a rent if it remain in the
hands of its owner.
Thus everything that had been done in the period we have
just been considering was, as it were, the driving back of an
advanced post on the main army. The problem of loan interest
is pursued till it falls in with the general problem of interest.
But this general problem is neither mastered nor even attacked;
at the end of the period the heart of the interest problem is
a rent

as

good as untouched.
All the same, the period was not quite barren of results as
1

Handlung,

E.g. Sonnenfels,

Hume,

fifth edition,

pp. 488, 497

;

Steuart,

book

iy.

See above, pp. 42, 47.
2
Some historians of theory, who are at the same time adherents of the
Productivity theory (which we have to examine later), such as Roscher, Funk,

part

i.

p.

24

;

and Endemann,

as above, p. 60.

are fond of ascribing to the writers of this period "presentiments

of the "productivity of capital," even "insight" into
as forerunners of that' theory.

I

think this

writers do speak of the " fruitfulness " of

is

it

;

a misunderstanding.

money, and of

"

and of claiming them

all sorts of

These

other things,

but this expression with them serves rather to name the fact that certain things
it.
They simply call everything "fruitful"
that yields a profit or a "fruit," and it does not occur to them to give any
formal theoretical explanation of the origin of these profits. This is very plain
bring forth a profit than to explain

from the writings of Salmasius on the subject.

When

Salmasius

calls air,

disease, death, prostitution, "fruitful" (see note to p. 39 above), it is evidently

only a strong way of putting the fact that the state which lays taxes on the air,
the physician, the gravedigger, the prostitute, all draw a profit from the things
just named.

But

it is

just as evident that Salmasius did not in the least seriously

think of deriving the sexton's fee from a productive power that resides in death.

And

the fruitfulness of money, which Salmasius wished to illustrate by com-

paring

it

with these,

is

not to be taken any more seriously.
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at least prepared

it

work by elevating natural interest, the real
subject of the problem, out of confused and hesitating statements, and bringing it gradually to clear presentation.
The
fact that every one who works with a capital makes a profit
had long been known. But it was a long time before any one
clearly distinguished the nature of this profit, and there was a

the

for future

tendency to ascribe the whole of

it

Thus Locke himself looks on the

to the undertaker's activity.

which the borrower
pays to the lender as the " fruit of another man's labour," and,
while conceding that the borrowed money employed in business

may

produce

fruit,

interest

expressly ascribes the possibility of this to

Now when, in justifying interest,
one was led to accent the influence of capital in the emergence of such profits, he was bound in the end to come to see

the exertion of the borrower.

was a branch of

clearly that a part of the undertaker's profit

income sui
labour

—

generis,

which

is

fact, a peculiar profit of capital.
This insight,
be found quite clearly in germ in Molinaeus and

not to be confounded with the produce of

was, in
to

Salmasius, comes out with perfect distinctness at the end of the
period in the writings of

was

called to the

Hume

phenomenon

and

others.

But once attention
was in-

of natural interest, it

evitable that, sooner or later, people should begin to ask about

the causes

of this

phenomenon.

of the problem entered on a

new

And
epoch.

with this the history

CHAPTEK

III

turgot's fructification theory

So far as my knowledge of economical
bound to consider Turgot as the first who
tific

as

literature goes, I

am

tried to give a scien-

explanation of Natural Interest on capital, and accordingly

the

first

economist

who showed

the

full

extent of the

problem.
Before Turgot the times had been quite unfavourable to

any

scientific investigation into natural interest.

It

was only

very recently that people had come to clear consciousness that
in this

they had to deal with an independent and peculiar

branch of income.

But besides

—and

this

moment—there had been no outward
cussion to the nature of this income.

was

of still greater

draw disThe problem of loan

occasion to

had been worked at from very early times, because
loan interest had been attacked from the field of practical life
and it was thus early attacked because there had been from
the beginning a hostile tension between the interests of the
parties concerned in the loan contract, the creditors and the
debtors.
It was quite different in this respect with natural
interest.
People had scarcely learned to distinguish it with
certainty from the reward due to the employer's personal
labour, and in any case they were still indifferent about it.
The power of capital was yet insignificant. Between capital
interest

;

and labour, the two parties concerned in natural interest, scarcely
any opposition had yet shown itself
at all events it had
So far,
not developed into any sharp opposition of classes.
therefore, no one was hostile to this form of profit on capital,
and consequently no one had any occasion from outside to
defend it, or to make any thorough inquiry into its nature.
;
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under such circumstances, there was any one to whom it
so, it could only be some systematic thinker

If,

occurred to do

whom

with

theorising

the external impulse.

was a necessity that took the place of
But up till that time there had been

no true systematiser of political economy.
The Physiocrats were the first to bring in a real system.
For a long time, however, even they passed over our problem
without consideration.
Quesnay, the founder of the school,
so little comprehends the nature of natural interest that he
a kind of reserve fund, out of
sees in it replacement costs^
which the loss, in wearing out of capital and by unforeseen
rather than a net income of the
accidents, is to be defrayed

—

—

capitalist.

1

Mercier de

la

Kiviere, 2

more

recognises

correctly,

that

but he only points out that
there must be this profit on the capital that is employed
in agriculture, if agriculture is not to be abandoned for other
He does not go on to ask why capital in general
pursuits.
As little does Mirabeau, who, as we
should yield interest.
saw, has written a great deal on the subject of interest, and
capital produces a net profit

;

has written very badly. 3
It

was

was Turgot,

also first

then, the greatest of the physiocrats,

among them

the fact of natural interest.

problem

is

who

to seek for a fuller explanation of

Even

modest and naive enough

his
:

it

way
is

of treating the

easy to see that

was not the fiery zeal in a great social problem that forced
him to take up the pen, but only the need for clear conit

—

in his ideas
a need that would, if necessary, be
content with an explanation of very moderate depth, provided
only it found a plausible formula.

sistency

1

({

Les

des avanees de Vetablissement des cultivateurs doivent done
lis servent a faire face k ces grands
dans leur reprises annuelles.

interests

etre compris

accidents et a l'entretien journalier des richesses d'exploitation, qui demandent a
etre repares sans cesse" [Analyse du Tableau Economique, Edition Daire, p.
62).
2

3

See also the more detailed statement that precedes the passage quoted.
L'Ordre Naturel, Edition Daire, p. 459.
On his attitude towards loan interest see above, p. 53. As regards natural

he approves of interest as regards capital invested in agriculture (Philop. 83, and then p. 295) without going any deeper in explanation
but he speaks of what is gained in commerce and industry in hesitating terms,
looking on it rather as a fruit of activity, de la profession, than of capital
interest,

sophic Rurale,

(p.

278).

;
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In the Mdmoire sur Us Prits $ Argent, already known to
Turgot simply deals with the question of loan interest.

us,

His more comprehensive interest theory is developed in his
chief work, Inflexions sur la Formation et la Distribution des
Rickesses}

To be

correct,

not so

is

it

much developed

as

Turgot does not put the question as to
the origin of interest formally, nor is the consideration he
devotes to it a very connected one. What we find is a number
contained in

it

;

for

of separate paragraphs (§§ 57, 58, 59, 61, 63, 68,
containing a series of observations, out of which

put

to

together

his

theory on

the

origin

of

and 71),
we have

interest

for

ourselves. 2

Seeing that this theory bases the entire interest of capital

on the possibility always open to the owner of capital to
find for it an ulterior fructification through the purchase of
rent-bearing land, I propose to call

it

shortly the Fructification

theory.

The argument

is

as follows.

The possession

of land guar-

antees the obtaining of a permanent income without labour,
But since movable goods, indein the shape of land -rent.
pendently of land, also permit of being used, and on that
account obtain an independent value, we may compare the
value of both classes of goods we may price land in movable
The exchange price, as in
goods, and exchange it for them.
the case of all goods, depends on the relation of supply and
demand (§ 85). At any time it forms a multiple of the
yearly income that may be drawn from the land, and it very
A piece of
often gets its designation from this circumstance.
land, we say, is sold for twenty or thirty or forty years'
purchase, if the price amounts to twenty or thirty or forty
The amount of the
times the annual rent of the land.
multiple, again, depends on the relation of supply and demand
that is, whether more or fewer people wish to buy or sell
;

;

land (§88).
1

First published in 1776.

works, Paris, 1844, vol.
2

The outward want

I

quote from Daire's collected edition of Turgot's

i.

of form in Turgot's explanation of interest has led a

usually exact investigator of his works to maintain that Turgot does not explain
interest (Sivers,

175, 183, etc.)

Turgots SteMung,

This

is

a mistake.

etc.,

It

is,

planation does not go particularly deep.

Hildebrand's Jahrbucher, vol.

however true,

as

we shall

see,

xxii.

pp.

that his ex-
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In virtue of these circumstances every sum of money, and,
generally speaking, every capital,

capital

(§

on

to a certain percentage

59).

Since in this

way

able to obtain from

is

the equivalent of a piece

is

an income equal

of land yielding

the owner of a capital,
it

by buying

land,

a permanent yearly income, he will

not be inclined to put his capital in an industrial

(§ 61), agri-

cultural (§ 63), or commercial (§68) undertaking, if he cannot
leaving out of account compensation for all ordinary kinds of

—

costs

and trouble

—

expect just as large a profit from his capital

thus employed as he could obtain through the purchase of

On

land.

that account capital, in all these branches of em-

ployment, must yield a
Thus, then,

on capital
simply in

first

this

profit

Loan

explained.

way

:

him who

which the

deduced from

interest is

it

the undertaker without capital finds him-

and economically too may

self willing,

give up to

profit.

the economical necessity of natural interest

is

trusts

him with

find himself willing, to

a capital a part of the

capital brings in (§ 71).

So in the end

all

forms of interest are explained as the necessary result of the
circumstance, that any one
it

who

has a capital

may exchange

for a piece of land bearing a rent.
It will

be noticed that in this line of thought Turgot takes

which had been appealed to
some centuries by the defenders of loan interest, from
Calvin downward.
But Turgot makes an essentially different
and much more thorough-going use of this circumstance.
His
predecessors availed themselves of it occasionally, and by way
Turgot makes it the centre of his system.
of illustration.
They did not see in it the sole ground of loan interest, but
co-ordinated with it the possibility of making a profit from

for his foundation a circumstance

for

capital

by

Turgot puts it
engaged in commerce, industry, etc.
Finally, they had only
the head of everything.
Turgot explains the entire
to explain loan interest.

itself at

used

it

phenomenon

of interest

by

Thus was

it.

although out of old materials,

—

the

built

first

up a new

doctrine,

general theory of

interest.

As

regards the scientific value of this theory, the fate which

has befallen

it is

very

significant.

ing a formal refutation of

it

:

I cannot recollect ever read-

people have tacitly declared

it
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and passed on to seek for other explanations.
seems too plausible to be refuted too slight to base anything on.
We leave it with the feeling that it has not got

unsatisfactory,
It

;

down

we cannot

to the last root of interest, even if

very accurate account of

why and where

give any

it fails.

To supply such an account seems

me

to

at the present

time by no means a work of superfluity.
not be merely fulfilling
myself when I undertook

In doing so I shall
a formal duty which I imposed on
to write a critical history .of theory.

In pointing out where and how Turgot failed I hope to make
perfectly clear what the heart of the problem is, and what it is
that every earnest attempt at solution must reckon with, and
thus to prepare the

way

for the profitable pursuit of

The example of a very

task.

shows that we are not yet so
as we might perhaps think. 1

our future

own day
Turgors line of thought

lively writer of our

far past

Turgot's explanation of interest

unsatisfactory, because

is

an explanation in a circle.
The circle is only concealed
by the fact that Turgot breaks off his explanation at that very
point where the next step would inevitably have brought him
back to the point from which he started.
The case stands thus. Turgot says A definite capital

it

is

:

must

may buy a piece of
To take a concrete example,

yield a definite interest, because

land bearing a definite rent.

A

it

£10,000 must yield £500 interest, because with
can buy a piece of land bearing a rent of £500. 2

capital of

man

£10,000 a
But the
ultimate

fact,

possibility of such a purchase is not in itself

an

explanation on

its

nor

is it

a fact that carries

its

Why can a person
with a capital of £10,000 buy a rent -bearing piece of land
rent in particular ?
in general and a piece of land bearing .£50
Thus we

face.

Even Turgot

are forced to inquire further

feels that this question

may

put, for he attempts to give an answer to

relation of

ground

2

But

He

appeals to the

moment

furnishing the

it.

between capital and land. 3
and satisfactory answer to our ques-

is

this

a full

See the chapter on Henry George's Later Fructification theory.

Usually the rent of land

somewhat less than interest on the price paid.
by Turgot {JRefiexions, § 84), has no inand may here be simply neglected.
is

this circumstance, fully explained

on the principle,
"If four bushels of wheat, the net product of an arpent of land, be worth

fluence at all
3

supply, as at any

be put, and must be

for a definite relation of price

But
1

demand and

:

¥

;
;
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tion

?

The man who, when asked what

Certainly not.

Demand and
The answer may be

mines a certain

book

price, answers,

"

i

deter-

supply, " offers

a husk for a kernel.
allowable in a
hundred cases, where it can be assumed that the one who asks
the question knows sufficiently well what the kernel is, and can
himself supply it.
But it is not sufficient when what is wanted
is an explanation of a problem of which we do not yet know
If it were sufficient, we might be quite content
the nature.
to settle the whole problem of interest simply by the formula
demand and supply regulate the prices of all goods in such a
way that a profit always remains over to the capitalist. For
the interest problem throughout relates to phenomena of price
e.g. to the fact that the borrower pays a price for the " use of
capital "
is

;

or to the fact that the price of the finished product

higher than the price of

its costs,

in virtue of

But

remains over to the undertaker.

which a

certainly no one

profit

would

find this a satisfactory explanation.

We must therefore ask further, What deeper causes lie
behind demand and supply, and govern their movements in
such a way that a capital of £10,000 can regularly be
exchanged for a rent-bearing piece of land in general, and a
piece of land bearing

£500

rent in particular?

we

tion Turgot gives no answer, unless

somewhat vague words
if

"

To

this ques-

care to look on the

and
any way be thought satisfactory
Those who had much movable wealth could employ it not
at the beginning, of § 5 7 as such

so the answer cannot in

;

:

only in the cultivation of land, but also in the different depart-

ments

The facility
making a use of

of industry.

wealth, and of

had the
compare

But

effect that

if

manner

one could value the pieces of land, and
movable wealth."

we take up
off,

six sheep, the arpent

—a

movable

quite independent of land,

it

their value with that of

Turgot broke
value

of accumulating this

the explanation at the point where

and carry

it

a

little

farther,

which produced them might have heen given

greater value of course, but always easy to

as the price of all other commodities,

two contracting

parties,

competition of those

we

i.e.

and afterwards by the

who wish

first

shall dis-

a certain
determine in the same

by

for

discussion between the

by the
and of those who

price current established

to exchange lands against cattle,

wish to give cattle to get lands (§ 57). It is evident, again, that this price, or this
number of years' purchase, ought to vary according as there are more or less
people who wish to sell or buy lands, just as the price of all other commodities
varies by reason of the different proportion between supply and demand " (§ 58).
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cover that this interest, which Turgot thought to explain as the
result of the

exchange relation between land and

reality the cause of this

exchange

capital, is in

That is to say,
whether it is twenty or thirty or forty times the annual rent
that is asked or offered for a piece of land, depends chiefly on
the percentage which the capital that buys it would obtain
if otherwise employed.
That piece of land which yields £500
rent will be worth £10,000 if and because the rate of interest
on capital amounts to 5 per cent.
It will be worth £5000
if and because the interest rate is 10 per cent.
It will be
worth £20,000 if and because capital bears only 2j per cent
interest
Thus, instead of the existence and height of interest
being explained by the exchange relation between land and
capital, this exchange relation itself must be explained by the
Nothing has been done, thereexistence and height of interest.
fore, to explain interest, and the whole argument moves in a
relation.

circle,

should have confidence

I

Turgot's doctrine at this point,
to

in
if

finishing

be more than usually careful in

all cases

of reciprocal action between economic

For
it

I

is

know

my

I did not feel

criticism

of

myself bound

where the nature

phenomena

is

concerned.

complexity of economical phenomena,
exceedingly difficult to determine with certainty the
that, in the

and effects, and I
aware that, in deciding on such points, we are particularly
I should
exposed to the danger of being misled by dialectic.
not like, therefore, to force on the reader the opinion that
Turgot here made a mistake, without having removed every
starting-point of a chain of reciprocal causes

am

suspicion on the point

by going over the proof again; par-

ticularly as this will give us a

good opportunity of putting the

character of our problem in a clearer light.

Accidents apart, a piece of land will yield

its

rent for a

The possession of it
assures the owner and his heirs the amount of the yearly use,
not for twenty or forty times only, but for many hundred
But as a
almost for an infinite number of times.
times
practically

infinite

series

of

years.

—

matter of

common

experience this infinite series of uses, which,

added together, represent a colossal sum of income, is regularly
for twenty up to forty times
sold for a fraction of this sum
and this is the fact we wish explained.
the year's use

—

—

;
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In explanation

way

it

to the state of

supply are at

all

For

supply.

if

demand and

times in such a position that this remarkable

grounds, and these deeper grounds
I

i

cannot be enough to point in a superficial

demand and

result takes place, the regular recurrence

In passing

book

may

must

demand

rest

on deeper

investigation.

dismiss the hypothesis, which

may have

occurred to the reader, that the reason of the low purchase
is that the owner only takes into consideration those uses
which he himself may hope to obtain from the land, and
If this hyponeglects all that lie outside and beyond these.
thesis were correct, then, seeing that the average life of man,
and therefore of landowners, has not varied very much in

price

historical times, the

proportion of the value of land to the

must have remained tolerably constant. But this
is by no means the case.
Indeed we see that proportion
varying from ten to fifty fold, in visible sympathy with the
rent of land

rate of interest at the time.

There must,
phenomenon.
I think

therefore, be another reason for this striking

we should

the true reason

;

—

all

agree in pointing to the following as

in valuing a piece of land,

we make a

dis-

Thus we value the many hundred years*
use of a piece of land at only twenty times the annual use
when the rate of interest is 5 per cent, and at only twentyfive times the annual use when the rate is 4 per cent,
counting calculation.

because
estimate
temporis

we

discount the value of the future uses

them
et

that

;

is,

we

in to-day's value at a smaller amount, pro rata

usurarum, exactly on the same principle as we

estimate the present capital value of a limited or perpetual

claim on rent.
If this is so, and I do not think it will be doubted,
then the capital valuation of land to which Turgot appealed in

explanation of the phenomenon of interest,

than one of the

many

us in economic

life.

is itself

nothing more

forms in which that phenomenon meets

For that phenomenon

is

protean.

It

meets us sometimes as the explicit payment of a loan interest

sometimes as payment of a hire which leaves a " net use " to
the owner after deduction of a quota for wear and tear sometimes as the difference in price between product and costs,
;

which

falls to

the undertaker as profit; sometimes as the prior
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deduction by the creditor from the amount of the loan granted
to the debtor

sometimes as the raising of the purchase money

;

in cases of postponed

payment

sometimes as the limitation of
and privileges
not yet due; sometimes, finally
to mention an instance
closely related, indeed essentially the same
as the lowering
of the purchase money paid for uses inseparable from a piece
of land, but only available at a later date.
purchase

the

To

money

for

;

claims, prerogatives,

—

—

trace the profit that capital obtains in

commerce and

industry to the possibility of acquiring land in exchange for

sums of capital, is, therefore, nothing else than to
from one phenomenal form of interest to another which
Why do we
is as much in need of explanation as the first.
obtain interest on capital? why do we discount the value of
definite

refer

future rates of

payment

or rates of use

?

These are evidently

only two different forms of the question which puts the same
riddle.

And

the solution of

it

gains nothing from a kind of

explanation that begins with the former question, only to come
to a stand before the latter one.

;

CHAPTER

IV

ADAM SMITH AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROBLEM
It has never, I think, been the good fortune of any founder
of a scientific system to think out to the very end even the
more important ideas that constitute his system. The strength
and lifetime of no single man are sufficient for that.
It is
enough if some few of the ideas which have to play the
chief part in the system are put on a perfectly safe foundation, and analysed in all their ramifications and complexities.
It is a great deal if, over and above that, an equal carefulness
falls to the lot of a few other favoured members of the system.
But in all cases the most ambitious spirit must be content to
build up a great deal that is insecure, and to fit into his
system, on cursory examination, ideas which it was not permitted
him to work out.
We must keep these considerations before us if we would

rightly appreciate

Adam

Smith's attitude towards our problem.

Adam

Smith has not overlooked the problem of interest
neither has he worked it out.
He deals with it as a great
thinker may deal with an important subject which he often
comes across, but has not time or opportunity to go very
into.
He has adopted a certain proximate but still
The more indefinite this explanation is,
vague explanation.
the less does it bind him to strict conclusions
and a many-

deeply

;

sided

mind

like

Adam

Smith's, seeing all the

many

different

which the problem can be put, but lacking the
control which the possession of a distinct theory gives, could
scarcely fail to fall into all sorts of wavering and contradictory
expressions.
Thus we have the peculiar phenomenon that,
while Adam Smith has not laid down any distinct theory of

ways

in

"

NO DEFINITE THEORY
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the germs

interest,

almost

of

all

theories are to be found, with

later

and conflicting

less distinctness, in

observations.
We find the same phenomenon
Smith as regards many other questions.
line of thought which seems to commend itself

scattered

his

in

the

more or
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Adam
The

principally to

him

as explaining natural interest occurs in very

similar language in the sixth

and eighth chapters

of

book

i.

of

the Wealth of Nations.
It amounts to this, that there must be a
profit from capital, because otherwise the capitalist would have

no interest in spending his capital in the productive employ-

ment

of labourers.

1

General expressions like these have of course no claim to
stand for a complete theory. 2

them

show what we

to

There

is

no reasoned attempt in

are to represent as the actual connect-

ing links between the psychological motive of the capitalist's
self-interest

and the

final fixing of

market prices which leave

a difference between costs and proceeds that

But

yet,

if

we

later passage,

3

we

call interest.

take those expressions in connection with a

where Smith sharply opposes the

" future profit

that rewards the resolution of the capitalist to the "present

enjoyment " of immediate consumption, we may recognise the
germs of that theory which Senior worked out later on
under the name of the Abstinence theory.
In the same way as Adam Smith asserts the necessity of
interest, and leaves it without going any deeper in the way
of proof, so does he avoid making any systematic investigation
of the important question of the source of undertaker's profit.
first

He
1

contents
'

'

himself

with

making

few passing observa-

a

In exchanging the complete manufacture either for money, for labour, or

and above what may be sufficient to pay the price
and the wages of the workmen, something must be given for the

for other goods, over

of the

materials

profits

of the undertaker of the work,

who

hazards his stock in the adventure.

.

.

.

He

could have no interest to employ them unless he expected from the sale of their

work something more than what was sufficient to replace his stock to him and
he could have no interest to employ a great stock rather than a small one unless
his profits were to bear some proportion to the extent of his stock" (M'Culloch's
edition of 1863, p. 22).
The second passage runs " And who would have no
interest to employ him unless he was to share in the produce of his labour, or
unless his stock was to be replaced to him with a profit " (p. 30).
2
and
See also Pierstorff, Lehre vom Untemehmergewinn, Berlin, 1875, p. 6
Platter, "Der Kapitalgewinn bei Adam Smith " (Hildebrand's Jahrbiicher, vol.
;

:

;

xxv.
3

p.

317, etc.)

Book

ii.

chap.

i.

p. 123, in

M'Culloch's edition.
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Indeed in different places he gives
two contradictory accounts of this profit.
According to one
account, the profit of capital arises from the circumstance,
that, to meet the capitalist's claim to profit, buyers have to
submit to pay something more for their goods than the value
which these goods would get from the labour expended on
them.
According to this explanation, the source of interest is

tions

subject.

an increased value given to the product over that value which
but no explanation of this increase in value is
given.
According to the second account, interest is a deduction which the capitalist makes in his own favour from the
return to labour, so that the workers do not receive the full
value created by them, but are obliged to share it with the
capitalist.
According to this account, profit is a part of the
value created by labour and kept back by capital.
Both accounts are to be found in a great number of
and these passages, oddly enough, sometimes stand
passages
quite close to each other, as, e.g. in the sixth chapter of the

labour creates

;

;

first

book.

Adam

Smith has been speaking in that chapter of a past
when the land was not yet
appropriated, and when an accumulation of capital had not yet
begun, and has made the remark that, at that time, the quantity
of labour required for the production of goods would be the
time,

—

of course a mythical time,

He

As soon
accumulated in the hands of particular persons,

sole determinant

as stock has

—

some of them

of

will

industrious people,

their

price.

continues

naturally employ

whom

they will

it

:

"

in setting to

supply with

work

materials

and subsistence, in order to make a profit by the sale of their
work, or by what their labour adds to the value of the
materials.
In exchanging the complete manufacture either
for money, for labour, or for other goods, over and above
what may be sufficient to pay the price of the materials
and the wages of the workmen, something must be given for
the profits of the undertaker of the work,

who

hazards his stock

in this adventure."

This sentence,

when taken with

the previous paragraph

(that,

the opposite remark of

in primitive conditions, labour

the sole determinant of price), very clearly expresses the
opinion that the capitalist's claim of interest causes a rise in

is

"
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the price of the product, and

But

Adam

the

workman adds

met from

is

Smith immediately goes on

to say

:

this raised price.
"

The value which

to the material, therefore, resolves itself in

two

case into

this
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parts, of

which the one pays the wages,

the other the profits of the employer upon the whole stock of
materials and wages which he advanced/'
of the product

is

Here again the

price

looked upon as exclusively determined by the

quantity of labour expended, and the claim of interest is said to
be met by a part of the return which the worker has produced.

We

meet the same contradiction, put even more

strikingly,

a page farther on.
"

Adam

In this state of things," says

Smith,

"

the whole

He

produce of labour does not always belong to the labourer.

must in most

with the owner of the stock which
employs him."
This is an evident paraphrase of the second
account.
But immediately after that come the words " Neither
cases share

it

:

is

the quantity of labour

commonly employed

in acquiring or

producing any commodity, the only circumstance which can
regulate the quantity which

command, or exchange
evident, must be due

ought commonly to purchase,

it

An

for.

the

for

additional

profits

of

quantity,

the

stock

it

is

which

advanced the wages and furnished the materials of that labour."
He could scarcely have said more plainly that the effect of a
claim of interest is to raise prices without curtailing the wages
of labour.

Later on he says alternately

:

"

As

in a civilised

community

there are but few commodities of which the exchangeable value
arises

from labour only, rent and

profit contributing largely to

that of the far greater part of them, so the annual produce of
its

labour will always be sufficient to purchase or

much

command

a

was employed in raising,
preparing, and bringing that produce to market " (first account,
" The produce of almost all other labour is liable to
chap, vi.)
like
deduction
In all arts and manufactures the
the
of profit.
greater quantity of labour than

greater part of the

workmen stand

in need of a master to

advance them the materials of their work, and their wages and
maintenance till it be completed.
He shares in the produce
of their labour, or in the value

upon which

it

is

bestowed

(second account, chap,

viii.)

;

which
and in

it

adds to the materials

this consists his profit

—
;

;
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or low wages and profit are the causes of high or
high or low rent is the effect of it " (first account,

xi.)

Contradictions like these on the part of such an eminent

thinker admit, I think, of only one explanation

;

—

that

Adam

Smith had not thoroughly thought out the interest problem
and
as is usual with those who have only imperfectly
mastered a subject
was not very particular in his choice of
expressions, but allowed himself to be swayed very much by
the changing impressions which the subject may have made
on him from time to time.
Adam Smith, then, has no perfected theory of interest. 1
But the suggestions he threw out were all destined to fall
on fruitful soil.
His casual remark on the necessity of
interest was developed later into the Abstinence theory.
In
the same way the two accounts he gave of the source of
interest were taken up by his followers, logically carried out,
and raised into principles of independent theories.
With
the first account
that interest is paid out of an additional
value which the employment of capital calls into existence

—

—

—

are connected the later Productivity theories.

account

—

that interest

is

With

the second

paid out of the return to labour

—

are

connected the Socialist theories of interest.
Thus the most
important of later theories trace their pedigree back to Adam
Smith.
position taken by Adam Smith towards the question
be called that of a complete neutrality.
He is neutral

The

may

exposition, for he takes the germs of
and puts them beside each other, without
giving any one of them a distinct prominence over the others.
And he is neutral in his practical judgment, for he maintains
the same reserve, or rather the same contradictory hesitancy,
Sometimes he comboth in praise and blame of interest.
mends the capitalists as benefactors of the human race, and as
authors of enduring blessing 2 sometimes he represents them

his

in

distinct

1

theoretical

theories

"When Platter

that, "if Smith's

mentioned (p. 71) comes to the conclusion
on capital appears unjustifiable,"
the weight on the one half of Smith's expressions,

in the essay above

system be taken

strictly, profit

could only be by laying all
and leaving the other out of account as contradictory
2
Book ii. chap. iii.

it

to his other principles.

—
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on deductions from the produce of other
and compares them significantly with people
" who love to reap where they never sowed." *
In Adam Smith's time the relations of theory and practice
still permitted such a neutrality, but it was not long allowed
to his followers.
Changed circumstances compelled them to
show their colours on the interest question, and the compulsion
was certainly not to the disadvantage of the science.
The special requirements of economic theory could not any
longer put up with uncertain makeshifts.
Adam Smith had
as a class

live

people's labour,

spent his

His

life

in laying

folio wers, finding

down

the foundations of his system.

the foundations laid, had

now time

to take

up those questions that had been passed over. The development now reached by the related problems of land -rent and
wages gave a strong inducement to pursue the interest problem.
There was a very complete theory of land -rent; there was a
theory of wages scarcely less complete.
Nothing was more
natural than that systematic thinkers should now begin to
ask in earnest about the third great branch of income
the
whence and wherefore of the income that comes from the

—

possession of capital.

But in the end practical life also began to put this
Machinery
Capital had gradually become a power.
had appeared on the scene and won its great triumphs and
machinery everywhere helped to extend business on a great
scale, and to give production more and more of a capitalist
character.
But this very introduction of machinery had begun
to reveal an opposition which was forced on economic life with
the development of capital, and daily grew in importance,
question.

;

the opposition between capital and labour.

In the old handicrafts undertaker and wage-earner, master

and apprentice, belonged not

so

much to different social classes
What the one was the other

as simply to different generations.

might

be,

and would

be.

If their interests for a time did diverge,

yet in the long run the feeling prevailed that they belonged
to

one station of

dustry.

life.

It is quite different in great capitalist in-

The undertaker who contributes the

capital has

seldom

1
Book i. chap. vi. The sentence was written primarily about landowners,
but in the whole chapter interest on capital and rent of land are treated as parallel
as against wages of labour.
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been a workman the workman who contributes his
thews and sinews will seldom or never become an undertaker.

or never

;

They work

at one trade like master and apprentice
but not
only are they of two different ranks, they are even of different
;

They belong

species.

to

whose

classes

interests

diverge as

p

widely as their persons.
Now machinery had shown how sharp
could be the collision of interest between capital and labour.

Those machines which bore golden fruit to the capitalist
undertaker had, on their introduction, deprived thousands of
workers of their bread.
Even now that the first hardships
are

over

antagonism enough and to spare.
and labourer share in the productiveundertaking, but they share in this way, that

remains

there

It is true that capitalist

ness of capitalist

the worker usually receives

little

—

indeed very

little

—

while

The worker's discontent with

the undertaker receives much.

his small share is not lessened, as it

used to be in the case of

the handicraft assistant, by the expectation of himself in time

enjoying the lion's share; for, under large production, the
worker has no such expectation.
On the contrary, his discontent is aggravated by the knowledge that to him, for his scanty

wage, falls the harder work while to the undertaker, for his
ample share in the product, falls the lighter exertion often
enough no personal exertion whatever.
Looking at all these
contrasts of destiny and of interest, if there ever came the
;

thought

that, at

bottom,

it

—

who

the workers

is

bring

into

existence the products from which the undertaker draws his

—and Adam

Smith had come wonderfully near to such
it was
passages of his widely read book
inevitable that some pleader for the fourth estate should begin
to put the same question with regard to Natural interest as
had been put many centuries earlier, by the friends of the

profit

a thought in

—

many

debtor, with regard to

Loan

interest, Is interest

Is it just that the capitalist-undertaker,

a ringer, should receive, under the
able

share

exertions

workers

?

of

what

the workers

even

name

if

of profit, a consider-

by

have produced

Should not the entire product rather

fall

their

to.

the

?

The question has been before the world
quarter of our century, at
creasing

on capital just?
he never moves

assertiveness

:

and

first
it

is

since

the

first

put modestly, then with inthis

fact

that the interest
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theory has to thank for

its

unusual and lasting

11

vitality.

So

long as the problem interested theorists alone, and was of imit might have slumbered
But it was now elevated to the rank of a
on undisturbed.
great social problem which the science neither could nor would
overlook.
Thus the inquiries into the nature of Natural
interest were as numerous and solicitous after Adam Smith's
day as they had been scanty and inadequate before it.
It must be admitted that they were as diverse as they were
numerous.
Up till Adam Smith the scientific opinion of the
time had been represented by one single theory.
After him
opinion was divided into a number of theories conflicting with
each other, and remaining so with rare persistence up till our

portance only for purposes of theory,

own

But

position.

new

theory of interest

itself ly the side

of the old, while
utmost stubborn-

in the present case each

only succeeded in placing

managed

the old

new theories put themand the old gradually yield the

It is usually the case that

day.

selves in the place of the old,

to hold their place with the

In these circumstances the course of development since
Smith's time presents not so much the picture of a
progressive reform as that of a schismatic accumulation of
ness.

Adam

theories.

The work we have now before us
the nature

of the

development of

down

to

all

subject.

It will

is

clearly

marked out by

consist in following the

the diverging systems from

their

origin

the present time, and in trying to form a critical

opinion on the value, or want of value, of each individual

As the development from Adam Smith onwards

system.

simultaneously

pursues

different

lines,

I

think

it

best

to

abandon the chronological order of statement which I have
hitherto observed, and to group together our material according to theories.

To

this

end I shall try

first

of all to

make

a methodical

survey of the whole mass of literature which will occupy our
characteristic

ground.

most easily done by putting the
and central question of the problem in the fore-

This will be

attention.

We

shall

differentiates itself

then see at a glance how the theory
on that central question like light on the

prism.

What we have

to explain is the fact that,

when

capital is
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productively employed, there

regularly remains over in the
hands of the undertaker a surplus proportional to the amount
This surplus owes its existence to the circumof this capital.
value
of the goods produced by the assistance
stance that the
regularly
greater than the value of the goods
of capital is
consumed in their production.
The question accordingly is,
'

"Why is
To

there this constant surplus value

?

had answered, There must be a
surplus, because otherwise the capitalists would employ their
Adam Smith had answered,
capital in the purchase of land.
There must be a surplus, because otherwise the capitalist would
this question Turgot

have no interest in spending his capital productively.
Both answers we have already pronounced insufficient.
What then are the answers given by later writers ?
At the outset they appear to me to follow five different
lines.

One party

is

content with the answers given by Turgot

and Smith, and stands by them.
still

This line of explanation was

a favourite one at the beginning of our century, but has

been gradually abandoned since then.
I shall group these
answers together under the name of the Colourless theories.
A second party says, Capital produces the surplus. This
school,

amply represented

in economic literature,

veniently called that of the Productivity theories.

we
many

note that in their later development
ductivity theories splitting

up

into

may be
I may

con-

here

shall find the provarieties

;

into Pro-

ductivity theories in the narrower sense, that assume a direct

production of surplus on the part of capital;

and into Use
which explain the origin of interest in the roundabout
way of making the productive use of capital a peculiar element
in cost, which, like every other 'element of cost, demands comtheories,

pensation.

A
cost

third party answers, Surplus value

which enters

is

the equivalent of a

as a constituent into the price, viz. abstinence.

For in devoting his capital to production the
give up the present enjoyment of

enjoyment, this

" abstinence," is

it.

capitalist

a sacrifice, and as such

constituent element in the costs of production which

compensation.

A

must

This postponement of
is

a

demands

I shall call this the Abstinence theory.

fourth party sees in surplus value the

wage

for

work
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by the capitalist. For this doctrine, which also
amply represented, I shall use the name Labour theory.
Finally, a fifth party
for the most part belonging to the

contributed
is

socialist side

—

—

answers, Surplus value does not correspond to

any natural surplus whatever, but has its origin simply in the
curtailment of the just wage of the workers.
I shall call this
the Exploitation theory.

They are
These are the principal lines of explanation.
numerous enough, yet they are far from exhibiting
the many forms which the interest theory has taken.
We

certainly
all

shall see rather that

many

of the principal lines

branch

again into a multitude of essentially different types

;

off

that in

many cases elements of several theories are bound up in a
new and peculiar combination and that, finally, within one and
the same theoretical type, the different ways in which common
;

fundamental thoughts are formulated, are often so strongly
contrasted and so characteristic that there would be some
justification in recognising individual shades

separate theories.

exerted themselves in so
of the truth is
less

many

different

an eloquent witness of

important than

We

of difference

as

That our prominent economic writers have

it is

ways
its

for the discovery

discovery being no

hard.

begin with a survey of the Colourless theories.

CHAPTEE V
THE COLOURLESS THEORIES

The

revolution spoken of at the end of last chapter, which

was

to elevate the long underrated question of interest into a

social

problem

the

of

first

rank,

was not sudden enough

to

prevent a number of writers remaining content with the some-

what patriarchal treatment that the subject had received at
the hands of Turgot and Adam Smith.
It would be a great
mistake to suppose that among these stragglers we should only
meet with men of no independence, writers of second and third

Of course there

rank.

is

the usual crowd of

men who

little

always appear in the wake of a pioneering genius, and find their
But besides these
mission in popularising the new doctrine.

we

many

find

a distinguished thinker

problem from motives very similar
It is easy to see that

less" writers, as I
interest

subject of

who

to those of

me

over our

Adam

Smith.

the opinions which those "colour-

shall call

them, have expressed

have exerted but

little

development of the theory as a whole.
will justify

passes

on the

influence on the

This circumstance

in passing rapidly over the majority of them,

and giving a complete account only

of the

few who

may

attract

our interest either by their personality or by the peculiarity
of their doctrine.

Any
economy

one familiar with the character of German political
at the end of the past, and at the beginning of the

present century, will not be astonished to meet in
large

number

subject

is

faithful to

of colourless writers.

Smith copy

interest almost literally

;

a singularly

Some who remain
vague suggestions about
in particular his remark that, if there

not without a certain variety.

Adam

it

Their indifference to the

also his

;
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were no interest, the capitalist would have no inducement to
spend his capital productively.
Thus Sartorius, 1 Lueder, 2 and
Kraus. 3

Some take

the same fundamental idea, but treat it
Hufeland 4 and Seuter. 5
Others assume that
interest requires no explanation, and say nothing about it, as
6
7
Politz,
and, somewhat later, Murhard.
Others, again, give

more

freely, as

reasons for

and

it

that are certainly peculiar, but these so superficial

trifling that

name

they can scarcely lay claim to the honourable

of theories.

Thus Schmalz, who argues in a circle and
by the possibility of

explains the existence of natural interest

lending capital to others at interest. 8

Count Cancrin's explanation of the matter is peculiarly
For curiosity's sake, I give the short passage in his
own words " Every one knows," he says, 9 " that money bears
naive.

:

why?
If two owners of real capital wish to
exchange their products, each of them is disposed to demand for
the labour of storing, and as profit, as much over the intrinsic
interest,

but

value of the product as the other will grant
ever,

makes

them

meet

each

him ;

necessity,

how-

But money

half way.

other

with real capital a profit can be made
and hence interest."
The words printed in italics are meant to explain the

represents real capital

:

existence of natural interest, the others the existence of loan
interest;

and

the

author

considers

this

satisfactory that in a later passage he refers
1

Handbuch der

his later

Staatsioirthschaft, Berlin, 1796, particularly §§ 8

Abhandhmgen die Elemente

des Naiionalreichthums

schaft betreffend (Gbttingen, 1806) does not take
2

explanation

back

Ueber Nationalindustrie

und

und

to it

and

23.

so

with
Even

die Staatswirth-

an independent view of our subject.

Staatswirthschaft, 1800-1804 particularly pp.

82, 142.
3

Staatswirihsclmft, Auerswald's edition, 1808-11, particularly vol.

i.

pp. 24,

and the very naive expressions, vol. iii. p. 126.
4
Neue Grundlegung, "Vienna, 1815, p. 221.
5
Die National- Oekonomie, Ulna, 1823, p. 145. See also p. 164, where the
causal connection is reversed and natural interest deduced from loan interest.
150

;

6

Staatswissenschaften

im

Lichte unserer Zeit, part

Here Politz only takes the trouble to show that
ing, must fall to the owner of capital.
7

profit,

ii.

Leipzig, 1823, p. 90.

assumed

as already exist-

Theorie des Handels, Gbttingen, 1831.

Staatswirthschaft, Berlin, 1808, §§110 and 120. See also § 129,
where even contract " rents " are no better explained, but simply spoken of as
8

facts.
9

Handbuch der

Schmalz's other writings are not more instructive.
Die Oekonomie der mensdilichen Gesellschaften und das Finanzwesen, Stutt-

gart, 1845, p. 19.
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form of a
form
capital, has been

capital bears interest, in the

definite rate per cent in the case of

money

values, in the

of the prices of commodities in the case of real

made clear" (p. 103).
More attention is due to certain authors who

already

emphasis to

Adam

give a stronger

Smith's other suggestion that profit

in the product of labour diverted

by the

is

a share

capitalist

Count Soden, 1 sharply contrasts capital,
as simple material on which " productive power " works, with
the productive power itself.
He traces profit to the fact that
the owner of " capital- material " is able to "put the power of
others in motion for himself, and therefore to share the profit on
this power with the isolated producer, the wage-earner " (vol. i.
That some such sharing does take place Soden regards
p. 65).
as a self-evident result of the relations of competition.
With-

One

of these -writers,

out giving himself the trouble

expression repeatedly escapes
the capitalists, as

of a formal explanation, the

him

that the small

number

of

compared with the great numbers of the

wage-earners, must always make it possible for the capitalist to
buy wage-labour at a price which leaves him a "rent" (pp. 61,
He thinks this quite fair (e.g. p. 65, onwards), and
138).

consequently gives his advice against attempting to raise wages
by legal regulation. " For if, in the price thus regulated, the
owner of the material comes to find that he gets no profit from
the power of others, all material which he cannot himself
work up he will leave dead " (p. 140). Soden, however, wishes
that the " price " of wages should be brought up to their " true
What level of wage it is that corresponds to this true
value."
value remains very obscure, in spite of the thorough discussion

which the author devotes to the question

of the value of the

The only thing certain is that,
(p.
in his opinion, even when the productive power is compensated at its full value, there must still remain a rent to the

productive power

132).

capitalist.

The impression one gets from all this is, that the first part
where interest is explained to be a profit
from
power of others, would lead us to expect a
the
obtained
very different conclusion from that come to in the second part;
of the argument,

1

Die National ~ OeJconomief Leipzig, 1805-1808.

published in Vienna, 1815.

I

quote

from

a

reprint
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and that the reasons given for this change of front are much
too vague to be satisfactory.
Lotz lays himself open to similar criticism.
This acute writer, in his Handbuch der Staatswissemchaftslehre,

Erlangen, 1821, goes very exhaustively into the subject

He

of interest.

argues with great vigour against the doctrine

which Say had meantime put forward, that
independent productive power.
dead/'

and

labour "
labour

:

"

there

is

"

capital possesses

In themselves

no truth in the assertion of their independent

they are never anything else than tools of

(vol.

i.

p.

an

all capitals are

65,

etc.)

human

In the very notable passage which

follows, the "rent" of capital is criticised

from

this point of view.

Since capitals are only instruments for furthering labour,

and themselves do no labour, Lotz finds that the capitalist
"from the return to labour, and from the amount of goods
gained or produced by it, has no claim to anything more than
the amount of expense which the furnishing of the capital
has caused him or, more plainly, the amount of the labourer's
subsistence, the amount of the raw material given out to him,
and the amount of the tools properly so called that are worn
This, strictly speaking,
out by the worker during his work.
would be distinctively the rent appropriate to capital which
;

the capitalist

him; and

may

claim from the labourer

who works

for

further, this is distinctively the appropriate quota

produced by the labourer, or won
If
from nature, that might belong of right to the capitalist.
this then be the appropriate sense of the term, there is no
place for what is usually called profit, viz. a wage obtained
by the capitalist for advancing his capital such as guarantees a
If labour returns more than the
surplus over the expenses.
amount of the capitalist's expenditure, this return, and all the
income that comes out of it, belongs distinctively to the
For in point of fact
labourer alone, as wages of his labour.
of the quantity of goods

it

all

is

not the capitalist

who

creates the labourer s products

that the labourer, with the assistance of capital,

may

;

pro-

Or if the power
duce or win from nature belongs to himself.
which manifests its activity in the worker at his work be
looked upon as a natural fund belonging to the entire industrial
mass of mankind, then all that the labourer produces belongs
to humanity as a whole" (p. 487, onwards).
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In this acute and remarkable passage Lotz comes very near

But

to the later Exploitation theory of the socialists.

all of

a

sudden he breaks away from this line of argument, and swings
back into the old colourless explanation of Adam Smith by
going on to say " If, however, the capitalist were limited to a
simple replacement of what he may have furnished, from his
accumulated stock of wealth, to the worker during his work,
:

—

and for his work if the capitalist were so hardly treated, he
would scarcely decide to advance anything from his stock on
behalf of the worker and his work.
He would perhaps never
decide to accumulate capital at all for there would not be
many capitals accumulated if the accumulator had not the
prospect of a wage for the trouble of this accumulating in the
;

shape of the expected

interest.

If,

therefore, the worker,

who

has none of the requisites and conditions necessary for the

hope and expect that owners
and so make it possible
for him to exert the productive power that resides in him,
or lighten the exertion for him, then he must of necessity
submit to give up to the capitalists something of the return to
exercise

of his

power,

is

to

will consent to furnish their capital,

his labour."

In what follows Lotz somewhat expands this vague explanby suggesting, as a fair ground for the capitalist's claim,
that, without the support of capital, the work which guarantees
ation

is a return to be divided could never have been
done at all by the labourer, or, at any rate, could not have
been so well done.
This also gives him a standard for the
" true and appropriate extent " of rent of capital
it should

that there

;

be calculated, that

is

to

say,

in

proportion

to

the support

which the worker has enjoyed at his work by the use of the
capital.
In explaining this method of calculation by several
examples Lotz shows how nearly extremes may meet.
A few
pages before, he has said that the whole " return to labour,
and all the income that comes out of it, belongs peculiarly
He now goes
to the labourer alone, as wages of his labour."
on to show how in certain circumstances the owner of a laboursaving machine may claim for himself, and- that rightly, ninetenths of the return to labour

!

between the startingeven more striking than it is

It is easy to see that the contrast here

point and the

conclusion

is

;
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with Soden, and that the argument relied on to explain and
connect the two does not carry much more weight. At bottom
it says nothing else than that the capitalist would like to get
interest,

But how

and that the workers may consent to its deduction.
far this " explanation " is from being really a theory

of interest is forcibly illustrated

regard

to

the

if

land -rent problem.

we put

a parallel case in

Lotz's

explanation does

problem of interest exactly what would be done for
the problem of rent, if one were to say that landowners must
obtain a rent, because otherwise they would prefer to leave
their ground uncultivated
and that it is a fair thing for the
for the

;

agricultural

labourers

to

consent to the

because without the co-operation of the

any return

deduction of rent,

soil

they could not get

to divide, or could not get so good a return.

however, evidently never suspected that the

problem

A

is

Lotz,

essence of the

not even touched by any such explanation. 1

group of Colourless writers takes a hesitating middle
between Adam Smith's views and the Productivity
theory which Say had meantime put forward.
They take
some features from both, but do not expand any of them into
From Say these authors usually take the
a complete theory.
recognition of capital as an independent factor in production
and they adopt perhaps one or other of Say's ways of speaking
that suggest the " productive power " of capital.
From Adam
Smith they take the appeal to the motive of the capitalist's
self-interest.
But one and all of them avoid any precise formulation of the interest problem.
In this group we find Jakob, 2 who at times recognises
last

course

1

In Lotz's former work, the Revision der Grundbegriffe, 1811-14, there are

some rather interesting remarks on our subject, although they are full of inconsistency among others, an acute refutation of the productivity theories (vol. iii.
;

an explanation of interest as "an arbitrary addition to the necessary
and as a "tax which the selfishness of the capitalist forces
from the consumer" (p. 338). This tax is found, not necessary indeed, but "very
fair." At p. 339 and at p. 323 Lotz considers it a direct cheating of the capitalist
by the labourer if the former does not receive in interest as much as "he may be
justified in claiming as the effect of those tools used up by the worker on his
It is very striking that in the second last of
activity and on its gross return."
the passages quoted Lotz puts interest to the account of the consumer, and in
he thus exactly repeats Adam
the last of them to the account of the labourer
p. 100, etc.),

costs of production,"

;

Smith's indecision on the same point.
2

I

Grundsatze der National-Oekonomie, Halle, 1805

quote from the

latter.

;

third edition, Halle, 1825.
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the ultimate source of all useful things only nature and

industrial activity

(§

49), and traces the profit of capital to a

capability on the part of labour to produce a surplus product

275, 280) but at other times points to profit as that " which
produced by a capital over its own value "(§27 7), designates
capital by Say's term of "productive instrument" (§ 770), and
often speaks of the owners of capital as immediate producers,
who are called to take part in the original division of the product
(§§

;

is

which they have taken in the proThen we have
Fulda, 2 who looks upon capital as a special though derived source
of wealth, and, moreover, likens it to a machine which when
properly employed not only pays for its own upkeep, but
makes something more in addition
he does not attempt,
however, to give any explanation of this (p. 135).
Then
comes Eiselen, 3 whose want of clearness at once comes out
in his first recognising only two ultimate sources of wealth,
nature and labour (p. 11), and then later looking upon nature,
labour, and capital as "fundamental powers of production,"
from the co-operation of which the value of all products proin virtue of the direct share

duction of goods by contributing their capital 1

;

ceeds

372).

(§

Eiselen, moreover, finds that the function of

capital is to increase the return to labour

(§497 and

other places)

;

and natural powers

but in the end he can find nothing

better to say in explanation of interest than that interest

is

necessary as an incentive to the accumulation of capital (§491;
similarly

§§517, 555,

etc.)

we meet

in the

same group the gallant old

master in political economy, Eau.

It is singular that Rau, to

Besides these

the very end of his long scientific career, ignored the imposing

number

which he saw springing
had been
customary in the days of his youth.
Even in the eighth and
last edition of his Volkswirthschaftslehre, which appeared in
1868, he contented himself with touching on the interest
problem in a few cursory remarks, containing in substance the
" If he
old self-interest motive introduced by Adam Smith.
(the capitalist) is to resolve to save wealth, accumulate it, and
of distinct theories on interest

up, and held

1

2

of explanation that

marked in §769.
Grundsdtze der okonomisch-politischen oder Kameraltoissenschaften, second
§§ 211, 711, 765, particularly

Tubingen, 1820.
Die Lehre von der Volfcswirthschaft, Halle, 1843.

edition,
3

by the simple way

;
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must get an advantage

of another sort

a yearly income lasting as long as his capital

viz.

way

In this

lasts.

the possession of a capital becomes to individuals

the source of an income which
of stock, or interest."

On

.

.

.

called rent of capital, rent

is

:

Eau's works the rich development which the literature

had taken before 1868 has scarcely left a trace.
Of Say's Productivity theory he has only adopted this much

of

interest

that, like Say,

he recognises capital to be an independent source
weakens this concession by

of wealth; but he immediately

rejecting as inappropriate the expression "productive service,"

which Say used for the co-operation of this source of wealth,
and by putting capital among "dead auxiliaries," in contrast to the
producing forces of wealth (vol. i. § 84). And on one occasion,
in a note, he quotes Senior's Abstinence theory, but without adding
a single word either of agreement or criticism (vol. i. § 228).

When we

turn from

claimed by

first

Germany

to

England our attention

is

Eicardo.

In the case of this distinguished thinker we find the same
phenomenon we have already noticed in the case of Adam Smith,
that, without putting forward any theory of his own, he has had a
deep influence on the development of the interest theory. I must
classify him among the Colourless
up the subject of interest at some

writers, for although

length, he treats

it

he takes

only as a

self-explanatory, or almost self-explanatory phenomenon, and

passes over

its

greater length a

origin in a

number

few cursory remarks,

although he treats these questions most thoroughly and
gently,
light

it is

in such a

way

Adam

at

And
intelli-

that their investigation throws no

on the primary theoretical question.

the case of

up

to take

of concrete questions of detaiL

But, exactly as in

Smith, his doctrine contains propositions on

which distinct theories could have been built, if only they had
In fact, later on,
been worked out to all their conclusions.
distinct theories were built on them, and not the least part of
their support consists in the

authority of Eicardo, to

whom

the advocates of these theories were fond of appealing as their
spiritual father.

The passages
1

in

which Eicardo makes reference

Volksvrirthschaftslehre, vol.

i.

§ 222,

Similarly, but

more

to interest

generally, vol.

i.

§ 138,
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Apart from scattered observations, they
i. vi. vii. and xxi. of his
Principles of Political Economy and Taxation}
The contents

are very numerous.

are to be found principally in chapters

of these passages, so far as they refer to our subject,

we

them

may

best

In the
first group I shall place Eicardo's direct observations on the
origin of interest
in the second, his views on the causes that
be ascertained

if

divide

into three groups.

;

determine

its

amount

;

in the third, his views on the connec-

tion of interest with the value of goods.

It should

mised, however, that Bicardo, like the majority
writers,

makes no

distinction

between interest on capital and

undertaker's profit, but groups both under the

The

group

be preEnglish

of

word

Profit.

very thinly represented.

It con-

tains a few passing remarks to the effect that there

must be

(1)

interest,

ment

first

is

because otherwise capitalists would have no induce-

to accumulate capital. 2

These remarks have an evident

connection with the analogous expressions of

with which

we

Adam

Smith,

and come under the same criticism.
There is some warrant for seeing in them the primary germs
from which the Abstinence theory has since been developed,
but in themselves they do not represent a theory.
The same remark is true of another observation.
In
chap. i. § 5, p. 25, he says that, where production demands an
employment of capital for a longer period, the value of the
goods produced must be greater than the value of goods which
have required exactly the same amount of labour, but where the
employment of capital has extended over a shorter period and
concludes " The difference in value is only a just compensation
for the time that the profits were withheld."
One might
possibly find in these words a still more direct agreement
are familiar,

;

:

1

London, 1817, third edition, 1821.

John Murray, 1886.
2
The most complete

quote from M'Culloch's edition.

I

(

For no one accumulates but with
and it is only when so employed
that it operates on profits. Without a motive there could be no accumulation, and
consequently such a state of prices " (as show no profit to the capitalist) " could
never take place. The farmer and manufacturer can no more live without profit
than the labourer without wages. Their motive for accumulation will diminish
with every diminution of profit, and will cease altogether w hen their profits are
so low as not to afford them an adequate compensation for their trouble, and the
risk which they must necessarily encounter in employing their capital produc-

a view to

make

of these runs thus

:

'

his accumulation productive,

r

tively " (chap. vi. p. 68

;

similarly p. 67

;

chap. xxi. p. 175,

and other

places).

—
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with the Abstinence theory, but in themselves they do not
contain any finished theory.
(2)

On

the amount or rate of profit Eicardo's views (prin-

cipally contained in chapters vi.

and

very interesting

xxi.) are

As they

both as regards originality and self-consistency.
out of his theory of land -rent,

it

some account of that theory.
According to Kicardo, on the first
most fruitful lands are taken into
there

is

arise

will be necessary to give

settling of a country the

So long as

cultivation.

a superfluity of land of the "

first

quality "

no rent

paid to the owner of the ground, and the whole revenue
to the cultivators as

wages of labour and

profit of capital.

Later on, as population increases, the increasing
for

land products demands extended cultivation.
.

the lands of

first

is

of

;

—

farmed at a greater expenditure of
In both cases
assuming that the state

and labour.

—

of agricultural technique remains unchanged

land products

is

—

opportunities

of

cultivation

hausted, and the less favourable

The

the increase in

only obtained at increased cost

employed capital and labour are consequently
less productive, that is to say, over the whole
favourable

This ex-

:

quality already in cultivation are cultivated

with more intensiveness
capital

demand

two kinds sometimes the lands of
despised up till now, are cultivated sometimes

tended cultivation
inferior quality,

is

falls

must be

are

;

less

and the

last

productive

field, as

the more

successively ex-

resorted

to.

employed in circumstances unequally
But these unequal
favourable obtain at first unequal results.
results cannot permanently remain attached to particular
The competition of capitalists will soon bring the rate
capitals.
of profit on all capitals engaged in agriculture to the same
level.
The standard, indeed, is given by the profit obtainable
All surplus
in the least remunerative employment of capital.
return which the more favourably situated capitals yield in
virtue of the better quality of the co-operating powers of the
soil, falls into the lap of the landowners as rent.
The extent of profit and wage taken together is thus
always determined by the return to the least productive employment of capital
for this return pays no rent, and is
divided entirely as profit on capital and wage of labour.
Now of these two factors one, the wage of labour, follows
capitals

thus

;
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Wages are necessarily at all times equal
amount of the necessary cost of subsistence of the
worker.
They are high if the value of the means of subsistence be high low if the value of the means of subsistence
be low.
As then the capitalist receives what remains over,

a hard and fast law.
to

the

;

determines

profit finds the line that

wages

In

at the time.

wage Eicardo

this

its

height in the height of

connection between interest and

He

the true law of interest.

finds

many

brings

it

and opposes
it to the older view, particularly to that represented by Adam
Smith, that the extent of profit is determined by the amount
and competition of capitals.
In virtue of this law, Eicardo now goes on to argue, profit
must tend to sink steadily with increasing economic cultivation.
For in order to obtain means of subsistence for the
increasing population, man must resort to conditions of cultivation that are always more and more unfavourable, and the
decreasing product, after deduction of the wages of labour,
leaves always less and less for profit.
True, although the
amount of the product diminishes, its value does not fall.
For, according to Eicardo's well-known law, the value of
products is at all times regulated by the quantity of labour
employed in their production.
Therefore if, at a later point
forward with emphasis in a great

of time, the labour of ten

men

passages,

brings forward only

150

quarters

had brought forward 180,
the 150 quarters will now have exactly the same value as the
180' before had, because in both is embodied the same
of corn, while at

an

quantity of labour

But now
will rise.

earlier period it

—

that

is,

the labour of ten

men

over a year.

wheat
which

of course the value of the single quarter of

With

it

necessarily rises the

amount

of value

the worker requires for his subsistence, and, as a further result,

wages must also rise. But if, for the same amount of value
which the lessened quantity of product represents, a higher
wage must be paid to labour, there naturally remains over a
his

less

amount

for profit.

Were man

finally to

fruitful that the

the labourers'
is,

extend cultivation to lands so un-

product obtainable was entirely required for

subsistence,

profit

would

fall

to

That

zero.

however, impossible, because the expectation of profit

one motive to the accumulation of

capital,

and

this

*

is

the

motive

—
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becomes weakened with the gradual lowering of profit so
that, before zero is reached, the further accumulation of
capital, and with it the advance of wealth and of population,
would come to a standstill.
The competition of capitalists, on which Adam Smith lays
;

much

so

weight, can, according to Eicardo, only temporarily

lower the profit of capital, when (in accordance with the well-

known wage fund

theory) the increased quantity of capital

at first raises wages.

But very soon the labouring population
demand for labour, and

increases in proportion to the increased

wages tend to sink to the former level while

profit tends to

when the

rise.

The only thing that

means

of support necessary for the increased population can be

will finally reduce profit is

obtained only by the cultivation of less productive lands and
at increased

cost;

and when, in consequence, the diminished

product leaves a smaller surplus after paying the necessary

wages of labour.
This will not be in consequence of competition, but in consequence of the necessity of having recourse
to less fruitful production.
Only from time to time does the
tendency of profit to sink with progressive economical development experience a check through improvements in agricultural
technique, which allow of equal quantities of product being
obtained with less labour than before.
If

we

take the

substance of this

theory

we

find that

Eicardo explains the rate of profit from the rate of wages
rate of

wages

is

the cause, the rate of profit the

effect.

;

the

1

may approach this theory from different sides.
need scarcely be said, no validity whatever for those
who, like Pierstorff, hold Eicardo's rent theory to be fundamentally untrue.
Further, that portion of the argument which rests
on the wage fund theory will be exposed to all the objections
raised to that theory.
I shall put on one side, however, all
Criticism

It has, it

those objections which relate to assumptions outside the interest theory,
1

Ricardo

when he

and

direct

my

criticism simply to the theory itself.

puts the same causal relation very strongly in chap.

i.

§

4,

gives the height of the "value of labour" as a secondary cause of the

value of goods, in addition to the quantity of labour expended in the production,
having in his eye the influence exerted on the value of goods by the capitalist's
The height of profit is to him only a dependent, secondary
claims to profit.
cause, in place of which he prefers to put the final cause of the whole relation,
and this final cause he finds in the varying height of wages.
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I ask,

Assuming the

therefore,

theory and of the wage fund theory,

book
of

correctness

for that matter, the existence of profit, explained

theory

the

rent

the rate of profit,

is

i

or,

by Eicardo's

?

The answer

be in the negative, and that because

will

Eicardo has mistaken what are simply accompanying circumstances

of the

phenomenon

The matter stands

for its cause.

thus.

quite right to say that wage, profit, and return of

It is

production do, after deduction of possible land -rent, stand
in an iron connection.

It is quite right to say that the profit

amount

and never to less, than
But it is false to
interpret this connection as implying that the amount of the
return and the amount of the wage are the determining, and
the amount of profit simply the determined.
Just as plausibly
of capital can never

to more,

the difference between return and wage.

as Eicardo has explained the rate of profit as a result of the

wages might he have explained the rate of wages
He has not done so because
he rightly recognised that the rate of wages rests on independent grounds, and grounds peculiar to the factor, labour.
But what Eicardo recognised in the case of wages he has
rate of

as a result of the rate of profit.

overlooked in the case of

determine
itself.

amount

its

profit.

Profit, too,

Capital does not simply take

knows how

has grounds that

arising out of circumstances peculiar to

own

to exact its

what remains over; it
Now an efficient

proper share.

explanation of profit would have to bring into prominence
just those considerations that appear on the side of the factor
" capital,"

as

and prevent the absorption of

effectually

as,

e.g.

the

labourers

profit

by wages just

necessary

prevents the absorption of wages by interest.

subsistence

But Eicardo

entirely fails to give this prominence to the specific grounds

that determine the rate of interest.

Only once does
grounds,
because,

he

notice

when he remarks
if it

did

so,

the existence of

any such

that profit can never sink to zero,

the motive for the accumulation of capital,

and with it the accumulation of capital itself, would come to an
end. 1
But this thought, which, logically expanded, might have
afforded material for a really original theory of interest, he
1

Chap,

vi, p.

67 and passim.
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continues to look for the circumstances

that determine the rate of profit exclusively in the field of the

competing factors

and he assiduously points

;

out, as its decisive

causes, sometimes the rate of wages, sometimes the degree of

productivity of the most unproductive labour, sometimes even

—

in a

way

breathes of the physiocrat, but

that

harmony with the whole

doctrine just

expounded

—

still

is

in

the natural

1

fruitfulness of the

soil.

This criticism of Eicardo appears of course to be itself
If as we have assumed
exposed to a very obvious objection.
with Eicardo in the whole course of our argument, wage
;

claims for itself an absolutely determined quantity,
of the costs of subsistence,

appears as

it

if,

the amount which remains over for profit

—

at the
is

the amount

same time,

so strictly deter-

is no room for the working of any indeSay, e.g. that the
pendent motives on the side of profit.
return to production ready for division is 100 quarters.
If
the workers occupied in producing these 100. quarters require

mined that there

80

the share of capital is certainly fixed at 20
and could not be altered by any motive acting from

quarters,

quarters,

the side of capital.

This

which

objection,

stand examination.

conceivable, will not, however,
keep entirely to Eicardo's line of

is

For, to

thought, the return which the least productive labour yields
is

not fixed but

elastic,

and

is

of

effectually as the claims

of the

capital

cultivation being extended to

obtain even

its

own

capable of being affected by

and of labour.
Just as
worker may and do prevent
a point at which labour does not

any peremptory claims

costs of subsistence,

may

the claims of

an excessive extension of the limits of cultiFor instance, suppose
vation, and actually do prevent it.
that these motives to which interest, generally speaking, owes
its origin, and which Eicardo unfortunately does so little to
capital prevent

for a capital of definite amount a profit of
and that the workers employed by this capital
need for their subsistence in all 80 quarters; then cultivation
will require to call a halt at that point where the labour of so
many men as can live on 80 quarters produces 110 quarters.

explain,

30

demand

quarters,

Were

the " motives of accumulation " to
1

Chap.

vi.

towards end,

demand only

p. 70.

a profit
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cultivation could be extended

till

i

such

time as the least productive labour would produce 90 quarters.

But the cultivation of land less productive than this will
always be economically impossible, and at the same time the
limit

the further increase of population will

to

moment

reached.

That the claims of capital
Eicardo himself allows, as

where

case

be for the

1

profit

may exert

we have

threatens

this limiting influence

seen, in the very

disappear

to

extreme

But

altogether.

naturally those circumstances to which capital owes

ex-

its

istence in general put forth their energies not only in the very

extreme

cases,

They do not simply prevent

but permanently.

the entire disappearance of profit

;

they keep

it

constantly in

competition with the other factors, and help to determine

its

So that profit no less than wages may be said to
rest on independent determining grounds.
To have entirely
amount.

ignored these grounds

is

the decisive blunder of Eicardo.

The peculiaj nature of this blunder explains also quite
naturally the phenomenon that otherwise would be very
striking
that the comprehensive investigations, which so
;

distinguished a thinker as Eicardo devoted to the question of

the rate of profit, remain so entirely unfruitful as regards the
principal question, the causes of profit.

is

(3) Finally, a third group of observations relating to
interwoven with Eicardo's views on the value of goods.

is

a subject which generally gives

express

themselves directly or

whence

profit

make
"

as

capitalist's

the exchange value of goods higher than

wise have been, or not

?

to

the

it

would other-

If it does, profit is paid out of a special

productive

powers;

taking anything from the wage- worker.
1

source

claim of profit

surplus value," without taking anything from those

the co-operating

This

writers opportunity to

indirectly

Does the

comes.

its

profit

in

who own

particular, without

If not,

it is

got at the
v

careful reader will easily convince himself that the result remains

The

if we vary the form of the question, and look at the value instead
amount of the product and wages. In that case, indeed, the value of the
return remains fixed (see p. 90), while wages are an elastic quantity, and the

the same,
of the

proposition expressed in the text, changed only in expression, not in reality, will

capitalist

must call a halt at that point where the wages of
by the increasing costs of cultivation, leaves over to the
from the value of the product no more than enough to satisfy his

claims on

profit.

run thus

:

cultivation

labour, increased

;
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is

this

Eicardo also has

that an addition

is

by the employment of capital
expresses himself in a somewhat cautious way.
He distinguishes between two different epochs of

to the value of goods

In the

;

the primitive epoch

first,

and no private property

capital

of goods

is

—when
—

there

in land

exclusively determined

is

made

still

he

history.

very

little

the exchange value

by the quantity

of labour

expended on them. 1
In the second epoch, to which modern
economy belongs, there emerges a modification through the
The undertaker -capitalists ask, for
employment of capital.
the capital employed by them in production, the usual rate of
profit, calculated according to the amount of the capital and the
length of time during which it is employed.
But the amount
of capital and the duration of its employment are different in
the different branches of production, and the claims of profit
One branch requires more circulating
differ with them.
capital, which quickly reproduces itself in the value of the
product another requires more fixed capital, and this again of
;

greater or less durability,

—

the rapidity of the reproduction in

the value of the products being in inverse ratio to the dura-

Now

bility.

the various claims of profit are equalised by the

fact that those goods

a

the production of which has required

comparatively greater share in capital, obtain a relatively

higher exchange value. 2

In this passage one can see that Eicardo decidedly inclines
to the view that interest arises out of a special surplus value.

But the impression we get that Eicardo held this decided
opinion is not a little weakened by certain other passages
partly by the numerous passages where Eicardo brings profit
and wages into connection, and makes the increase of one
partly
factor come out of the loss or curtailment of the other
by the previous pure " labour principle " of the primitive
It
epoch of industry, which is inconsistent with that view.
must be said too that he is much more interested and cordial
;

in his exposition of this latter principle than in that of
capitalist

modification;

a

circumstance

which

cannot

its

but

arouse the suspicion that he considered the original state of
things the natural one.
i

Chap.

i.

§ 1.

In

fact,

the later socialist writers
2

Chap.

i.

§§

4, 5.
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have represented the " labour principle " as Eicardo's real
opinion, and the capitalist modification which he conceded
1
as simply an illogical conclusion.
Thus also on the question whence profit comes we see
Kicardo take an undecided position not hesitating so markedly
as his* master, Adam Smith, but undecided enough to warrant
;

his retention in the ranks of the Colourless theorists.

Pdcardo's great contemporary, Malthus, has not

much more

himself

distinctly than Kicardo

Yet there are

interest.

certain

expressed

on the subject

expressions

in

of

his writings

which allow us to separate him from the entirely Colourless
and class him among the Productivity theorists.
The epithet colourless applies, however, with peculiar
appropriateness to Torrens. 2
This diffuse and short-sighted
writer brings forward his views on the subject of interest
for the most part in the course of an argument against the
theory which Malthus had promulgated shortly before, that
writers,

profit

forms a constituent portion of the costs of production,

and therefore of the natural price of goods.
In opposition to
this Torrens, with perfect correctness, but at intolerable length,
points out that profit represents a surplus over costs, not a part

He

of costs.

himself, however, has

nothing better to put in

place of Malthus's theory.

He makes

a distinction between Market price and Natural

Natural price

price,

obtain the article

is "

that which

we want from

we must

give in order to

the great warehouse of nature,

and is the same thing as the cost of production " (p. 50) by
which expression Torrens means " the amount of capital, or the
quantity of accumulated labour expended in production" (p. 34).
Market price and natural price in no way tend, as is usually
For profit never makes any part
affirmed, to a common level.
of the expense of production, and is not therefore an element
But " market price must always include the
of natural price.
customary rate of profit for the time being, otherwise industry
would be suspended. Hence market price, instead of equalising
itself with natural price, will exceed it by the customary rate
;

of profit."
1

So
2

also Bernhardi, Kritik der Griinde } etc., 1849, p. 310, etc.

An

Essay on the Production of Wealth, London, 1821.

"
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T.nrens has thus eliminated profit from the determinants
of natural price, and put

market

instead

it

This change,

price.

the determinants of

whom

economists

and had called

had meant that

he attacked

determinant of the height
this

the

of

the permanent

average

price

permanent

or

what

is

to

what

really is the chief question

of goods, whether

to say.

He

formulas,

—

himself

the actual

market

or

lines of

of these formulas

is

it

is

self-

quite un-

with a few unsatisfactory

formulas, moreover, which

as they point to

One

contents

the

namely,

evidently considers profit to be a thing so

He

calls

—Torrens has almost nothing

explanatory that any detailed explanation of
necessary.

all,

—"Why

a

"natural

reserves

they are called natural

prices, leave over a profit to capital?

is

goods,

only he

;

not a price at

the capital expended in production.

of

price

the "market price," and

of natural price for

As

The

profit

average price

Torrens means exactly the same thing

price/'

prices

purely formal.

see, is

simply on the use of a different terminology.

It reits

name

among

easy to

it is

contradict each other,

thought that are entirely

distinct.

the often recurring observation that

make a profit, otherwise he would have
no inducement to accumulate capital, or lay it out in any
productive undertaking (pp. 53, 392).
Another, pointing in

the capitalist must

quite a different direction,

is

that profit

is

a "

new

creation

But
produced by the employment of capital (pp. 51, 54).
how it is created we are not told he gives us a formula, not
;

a theory.

But no member of the English school has been so unhappy in his treatment of the subject, and has done such ill
service to the theory of interest, as M'Culloch. 1

He

comes

near quite a number of diverging opinions, but only gets deep

enough in them to fall into flagrant self-contradiction he does
not expand any one of them sufficiently to form a theory that
even approaches consistency.
We find only one exception to
this
but the theory which is there advanced is the most absurd
that could possibly occur to any thinker.
Even this, however,
in later editions of his work he abandons, although not without
allowing traces of it to remain and contrast equally with facts
;

;

1

Principles of Political Economy, first edition, Edinburgh, 1825; fifth edition

1864.

H

;
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Thus M'Culloch's utterances 01 the

subject are one great collection of incompleteness, irrationality,

and inconsistency.
have obtained extensive
and command a certain respect, I cannot shirk
the somewhat thankless task of justifying these strictures.
M'Culloch starts with the proposition that labour is the
only source of wealth.
The value of goods is determined by
the quantity of labour required for their production.
This he
Since, however, M'Culloch's views

circulation,

considers true

not only of primitive conditions, but also of

modern economic life, where capital, as well as direct labour,
is employed in production; for capital itself is nothing else
than the product of previous labour.

It is only necessary to

add to the labour which is embedded in the capital the labour
immediately expended, and the sum of these determines the
value of all products. 1
Consequently it is labour alone, even
in modern economic life, which constitutes the entire cost of
production.

2

But only a few
" identical

before this

lines

definition

of costs as

with the quantity of labour," M'Culloch has in-

among

3

and almost
immediately after he has said that the quantit}' of labour alone
determines value, he shows how a rise in the wages of labour,
associated with a fall in profit, alters the exchange value of
raising the value of those goods in the production
goods,
of which capital of less than average durability is employed,
and reducing the value of those goods in the production of
which capital of more than average durability is employed. 4
And, again, M'Culloch has no scruple in defining profit as
cluded

profit, as

well as labour,

the costs

—

" excess of produce," as

an
1

Pp. 61, 205, 289 of
(

2

(

The

first

a " surplus," as " the portion of the

edition

cost of producing

;

fifth edition, pp. 6, 276.

commodities

is,

as will

identical with the quantity of labour required to produce

market "
250

:

"

(first

The

edition, p. 250).

be afterwards shown,

them and bring them

Almost in the same words in

cost or real value of commodities

is,

the quantity of labour," etc.
3 "
But it is quite obvious that

to

fifth edition, p.

as already seen, determined

by

if any commodity were brought to market
and exchanged for a greater amount, either of other commodities or of money,
than was required to defray the cost of its production, including in that cost
the common and average rate of net profit at the time," etc. (first edition, p.

249

;

4

fifth edition, p. 250).

First edition, p. 298

;

fifth edition, p. 283.
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produce of industry accruing to the capitalists after all the
produce expended by them is fully replaced,"
in short, as a

—

pure and simple, although not long before he had
pronounced it a constituent part of the costs.
Here are almost
surplus

as

many

contradictions as propositions

Nevertheless M'Culloch

is

!

at great pains, at least in the

edition of his Principles, to appear logical.
To this end
he avails himself of a theory by which he traces profit to
labour.
Profits are, as he emphasises with italics on p. 291
of his first edition, " only another name for the wages of acBy this explanation he contrives to bring
cumulated labour."
all those cases where profit exerts an influence on value under
the law he has just enunciated, that the value of all goods is
first

We

determined by labour.
"

of

Suppose," he says,

new

wine, which cost £50,

the end of twelve months

Whether ought the £5
to

shall see

" to illustrate
is

it is

how he

carries this out.

the principle, that a cask

cellar, and that at
worth £55, the question is,

put into a

of additional value, given to the wine,

be considered as a compensation

for the time the

of capital has been locked up, or ought

it

£50 worth

to be considered as

the value of additional labour actually laid out on the wine

M'Culloch concludes
factory

for the latter view, " for this

and conclusive

most

"
?

satis-

reason," that the additional value only

takes place in the case of an immature wine, " on which, there-

a change or

fore,

effect is to be

produced" and not in the case of
This seems

a wine which has already arrived at maturity.

him "to prove incontrovertibly that the additional value
acquired by the wine during the period it has been kept in
to

the cellar
effect or

of itself
efficient

is

not a compensation or return for time, but for the

Time cannot
change that has been produced on it.
affords
effect
it
merely
produce any
space for really
it can have
it
therefore
clear
causes to operate, and
is
;

nothing to do with value."

1

In these words M'Culloch, with almost startling naivety,

He seems to have no suspicion
between what he wished to show and what he has shown,
What he had to show was
there is a very great difference.
that the additional value was caused by an addition of labour,
of human activity
what he has shown at most is, that the
concludes his demonstration.
that,

;

1

First edition, p. 313.
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by time, but by some kind of
But that this change itself was

additional value was not given
" change "

in the wine.

effected by an addition of labour
by hypothesis could not be shown

is

not only not shown, but

for during the

;

vening time the wine lay untouched in the

He

inter-

himself appears, however, to be sensible, to some small

extent, of the

better

whole

cellar.

to

weakness

of this first demonstration

exact these are

next illustration he

for, " still

adds

it must be said that,
meant to be as demonstrations of
more obscure and impossible they actually are.

example, although

In the

;

example to
the more clear and

he

proposition,"

this

illustrate

supposes

the

his thesis, the

case

of

an

who has two capitals, "one consisting of £1000
worth of new wine, and the other consisting of £900 worth of
leather, and £100 worth of money.
Suppose now that the
wine is put into a cellar, and that the £100 is paid to a shoemaker, who is employed to convert the leather into shoes.
At
individual

the end of a year this capitalist will have two equivalent values

—perhaps £1100 worth
Therefore,

and

" both shoes

of labour."

of

wine and £1100 worth of shoes."

concludes M'Culloch, the two cases

and wine are the

are

parallel,

result of equal quantities

l

But does this show what M'Culloch
Without doubt
meant to show that the additional value of the wine was
Not in the
the result of human labour expended on it ?
least.
The two cases are parallel but they are parallel also
in this, that each of them includes an increment in value of
The leather
£100, which is not explained by M'Culloch.
£100
of
money
were
exchanged
The
was worth £900.
would
think,
and this labour, one
for labour of equal value
Therefore the
added £100 in value to the raw material.
But they
total product, the shoes, should be worth £1000.
Whence comes the surplus value? Surely
are worth £1100.
For in that case the
not from the labour of the shoemaker
shoemaker, who was paid £100 in wages, would have added
to the leather a surplus value of £200, and the capitalist, in
this branch of his business, would have obtained a profit of
Whence
fully 100 per cent, which is contrary to hypothesis.
M'Culloch gives no explanathen comes the surplus value ?

—

!

;

;

!

1

Pp. 313-315.
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case
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and

was
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still

less, therefore,

have been

to

in the

explained by

analogy with the leather.

But M'Oulloch
he says,

" affords

that a tree which

"

indefatigable.

is

a

still

better

now worth £25

is

The

example.
or

of timber,"

case

Let us suppose

£30 was

planted

a hundred years ago at an expense of one shilling;

be easily shown that the present value of the tree
labour laid out on

entirely to the quantity of
at once

is

a

turing timber

and though the

;

A

it.

may

owing
tree

timber and a machine for manufac-

piece of

be but small, yet, as

it

is

it

is

machine

original cost of this

not liable to waste or decay, the

end of a distant period, have
in other words, will have
produced a considerable value.
If we suppose that a machine,
which cost only one shilling, had been invented a hundred
years since
that this machine was indestructible, and consequently required no repairs
and that it had all the while
been employed in the weaving of a quantity of yarn, gratuitously produced by nature, which was only now finished, this
cloth might now be worth £25 or £30.
But, whatever value
it may be possessed of, it is evident (!) it must have derived
it entirely from the continued agency of the machine, or, in
other words, from the quantity of labour expended on its
production" (p. 317).
That is to say, a tree has cost a couple of hours' labour,
worth a single shilling.
At the present moment the same
capital vested in

operated a

it will,

considerable

at the

effect,

or,

;

;

tree,

without

other

human

labour

being

expended

on

it

but £25 or £30.
And M'Culloch does not bring this forward as disproving, but
as proving the proposition that the value of goods invariably
adapts itself to the quantity of labour which their production
in the interval,

has cost

!

Any

is

worth not one

further

shilling,

commentary

is

superfluous.

1

It would to some extent modify this judgment of M'Culloch if we could
assume that, in the above argument, he has used the word Labour in that vague
and confused sense in which he uses it later (note 1 to his edition of Adam
Smith, Edinburgh, 1863, p. 435) as meaning "every kind of activity," not only
Of
that exerted by men, but that of animals, machines, and natural powers.
course by such a watering down of its fundamental conception his theory of
value would be stripped of every peculiar characteristic, and reduced to an idle
play upon words
but at least he might be spared the reproach of logical
nonsense.
However, he cannot be allowed the benefit even of this small modifi1

—

;
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In later editions of his Principles M'Culloch has dropped
all

these impossible illustrations of the proposition that profit

wage

In the corresponding passage in the

of labour.

is

fifth edition

292-294) he mentions the illustration of the wine, which
him a certain amount of perplexity but he

(pp.

evidently causes

;

contents himself with the negative statement that the surplus

value

is

not produced by the activity of natural powers, as

natural powers

he makes

is,

work

gratuitously.

The only

that the increment of value

positive statement
a " result of the

is

which accrues to the capital required for carrying on
but he does not explain the nature of that profit.
On p. 277, however, the proposition that profit is only another
name for the " wages of anterior labour/* remains unaltered.
I may conclude this criticism by quoting an expression
of M'Culloch, which will illustrate his untrust worthiness in
profit "

the process

;

matters of theory.

To add

to the

place he takes
as

chaos of his incoherent opinions, in one

Adam

Smith's old self-interest argument, 1 and

not content with the confusion prevailing in his theory

if

and anxious to throw his tolerably clear theory of
wages into the same confusion, he pronounces the labourer
himself to be a capital, a machine, and calls his wages a
profit of capital in addition to a sum for wear and tear of the
" machine called man " 2
Passing by another set of writers like Whately, Jones, and
Chalmers, who contribute nothing of great consequence to our
subject, we come to M'Leod.3
This eccentric writer is remarkable for the naivety with
which he treats the interest problem, not only in his earlier
work of 1858, but in his later work of 1872, although in the
of interest,

!

cation.
effect

For M'Culloch. expresses himself too

that interest

of capital.

Thus,

is

to be traced to the

e.g.

human

and too decidedly,

often,

to the

labour employed in the production

in note 1 on p. 22 of his edition of

Adam

Smith, where he

explains interest to he the wage of that labour which has been originally expended

and where obviously the "labour" of the machine
cannot possibly be understood ; and, particularly, in the passage {Principles,
fifth edition, pp. 292-294) where, in regard to the illustration of the wine, he
expressly declares that its surplus value is not produced by the powers of

in the formation of capital,
itself

nature as these work gratuitously.
1

First edition, p. 221, in note

;

and similarly

fifth edition, p, 240, at end.

354 fifth edition, pp. 294, 295.
3
Principles of Economical
Elements of Political Economy, London, 1858
Philosophy, second edition, London, 1872.
-

First edition, p. 319

;

second edition,

p.

;

;
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fourteen years that intervened the problem had very greatly

M'Leod

Tor

developed.

there

is

Profit is simply a self-explanatory

absolutely no problem.
and necessary fact. The

price of commodities sold, the hire of concrete capital lent,

money borrowed, "must/' over and
deterioration, and premium on risk, contain the

the interest on sums of

above

costs,

"necessary"

profit.

Why

1

they should

do so

not once

is

asked, even in the most superficial way.

on one occasion M'Leod describes the origin of loan
immediate circumstances of the illustration in
which he does so are selected in such a way that the obtaining
of an "increase" from the capital lent admits of being represented as a natural self- intelligible thing, requiring no
If

interest, the

He makes

explanation.

the capitalist lend seed and sheep, 2

but even where the capital lent

is one that does not consist of
he considers the emergence of an
increase as equally self-explanatory.
That any one should
think otherwise
that any one should even doubt the justifi-

naturally fruitful

objects,

—

he appears, in spite of the wide dissemination

ability of profit,

To him

of socialistic ideas in his time, to have no suspicion.
perfectly clear that "

it is

when

a

in trade he is entitled to retain

man employs his own capital
for his own use all the profit

20 per
and if any one of
superior powers of invention were to employ his capital in
producing a machine, he might realise immense profits and
accumulate a splendid fortune, and no one in the ordinary
3
possession of their senses would grudge it him."
At the same time M'Leod plays the severe critic on other
resulting from such operations, whether these profits be
cent,

100 per

interest

of

the

statement

the height of wages. 6

Labour theory and

or

He

theories.

constituent
Kicardo's

cent,

1000

per cent;

the

rejects

costs

doctrine

that profit

He

production. 4

of

that the height of profit

He condemns

a

limited by

is

alike M'Culloch's strange

And

Senior's acute Abstinence theory. 6

these critical attacks never seem to have suggested to
single

is

controverts

yet

him one

view which might be put in place of the opinions he

rejects.
1

Elements, pp. 76, 77, 81, 202, 226,

etc.

3

Ibid. p. 216,

4

5

Elements, p. 145.

6

2

Ibid. p. 62.

Economical Philosophy,

Economical Philosophy,

i.

p.

i,

p. 638.

634

\

ii.

p. 62.
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This appears to

The

me

conception of capital.
"

Capital,

he takes to mean

secondary and

in its original

" circulating power."

metaphorical sense

"

But when so applied
tools and commodities,

commodities.

incongruous as

i

due to two peculiarities of his doctrine.

of these lies in the extraordinary vagueness of

first

sense,

book

—

it

only in a

It is

that

it

his

and primaryis

applied

to

embraces things so

skill, capacities,

educa-

and good character, 1 a collection which, we must
admit, makes it difficult to class the incomes that flow from all
those different kinds of things under one category, and explain
them by one definite theory. The second of these peculiarities
is the exaggerated opinion he entertains of the theoretical
value of the formula of supply and demand to explain the
various phenomena of price.
When he has succeeded in
tracing back any phenomenon of value whatever to the
relation of supply and demand,
or, as he likes to express it in
his own terminology, to the relation between "the intensity
of the service performed and the power of the buyer over
the seller,"
he thinks that he has done enough.
And thus,
perhaps, he really thought it sufficient to say of interest on
capital: "All value arises exclusively from demand, and all
profit originates in the value of a commodity exceeding its
tion, land,

—

—

costs of production/'

2

While in Germany and England there were a good many
prominent writers who, for some considerable time, took an
undecided attitude on the interest problem, we have only a
few Colourless writers to record in the literature of France.
The principal reason of this difference is that in France J.
B.

Say,

doctrine,

who was one

and popularised
while in

him

of the

first

had already propounded a
it

to

take up

simultaneously with

Adam

Germany and England Adam Smith

Eicardo, remained for a long time at

general development of economic literature
as

Adam

Smith's

definite theory of interest,

;

Smith's doctrine

;

and after
the head of the
and both of these,
himself,

we know, neglected the interest problem.
From French literature of that period there

are, then,

only

names which need be mentioned, two of them before the
Germain Gamier, Canard, and Droz.
date of J. B. Say

three

—

1
2

Elements, pp. G§, 69.
Principles of Economical Philosophy,

ii.

p. 66.

GARNIER, CANARD

chap, v

Gamier, 1

half entangled in the doctrine of the physio-

still

them

crats, like
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asserts the earth to be the only source of all

men

wealth, and labour the instrument by which

obtain

must make, and

that the undertaker

he defines as the

profit

indemnification which he receives for these advances

In one place he designates
' f

from

it

Capital he identifies with the "advances"

this source (p. 9).

(p.

35).

with more significance as the

it

He

indemnification for a privation and a risk."

nowhere,

however, goes any deeper into the matter.

To

indicate Canard's

2

derivation of interest I

must shortly

refer to the general principles of his doctrine.

man Canard

In the labour of

One

and development.

sees the

human

portion of

means

to his support

labour must be spent

man that Canard calls " necessary
But happily the whole labour of man is not necessary
for this
the remainder, " superfluous labour," may be employed
in the production of goods which go beyond the immediately
necessary, and create for their producer a claim to get, by way
simply in the support of

;

labour."

;

command

of exchange, the

of just

of

all

much

as

labour as the

Labour is thus the source
exchange value; goods which have value in exchange

production of these goods has

cost.

are nothing else than accumulation of superfluous labour.
It is the possibility of

humanity has

thank

accumulating superfluous labour that

Through

all economic progress.
such accumulation lands are made fruitful, machines

to

for

generally speaking, all the thousand and one

which serve

Now
source

to increase the

product of

means obtained
labour.

the accumulation of superfluous labour

of

all

rents.

It

may

employed in any of three ways.
proving the land

;

yield

First, in

is

also the

by being
manuring and im-

these

rents

the net return arising from this

is

land-

Second, in the acquisition of personal

rent (rente foncttre).
skill,

human

built, and,

learning of an art or a handicraft

;

the skilled labour

which is the result of such an expenditure
must, beyond the wage of " natural " labour, yield a rent to
that fund which had to be devoted to the acquisition of the
(travail apjpris)

Finally, all the products of labour that proceed

knowledge.

from these

first

two

"

sources of rent "

must be divided

out, so

1

Abrege Elementaire dcs Prhicipes de V Economic Politique, Paris, 1796.

2

Principes

d''Economic

Politique^ Paris, 1801.
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as to be

employed by individuals in the

wants.

This requires that a third class

book

i

satisfaction of their

of

owners should

invest "superfluous labour" in the institutions of commerce.

labour also must

This accumulated
mobili&re,

But

commonly

why

as to

should bear rent

we

called

money

bear a rent, the rente

interest.

labour accumulated in these three forms

by Canard.

are told almost nothing

Land-

rent he accepts as a natural fact not requiring explanation.

In the same way he

treats the rente industriUle,

himself with saying that

rt

1

contenting

must produce the

skilled labour"

rent of the capital that has been devoted to the acquisition
of knowledge

(p. 10).

And

for the rente mdbilUre, our interest

on capital, he lays down a proposition which explains nothing,
and embellishes it with details evidently intended to accompany an explanation. " Commerce, accordingly, like the other
two sources of rent, presupposes an accumulation of superfluous
labour which must, in consequence, bear a rent " (qui doit par
consequent produire une rente), p. 12.
But there is nothing
whatever to justify this par consequent, unless Canard, perhaps,
considers that the bare fact of labour having been accumulated
is sufficient ground for its obtaining a rent; and so far he has
not said

so.

He

has certainly said that

all

rents are traceable

accumulated labour, but he has not said that all accumulated
labour must bear a rent
a proposition which, in any case, is
quite different from the other, and would have been a matter
to

—

for proof as well as assertion.

we take an

If

the effect that

all

importance, then

analysis

which follows

later

(p.

undoubtedly we

can

make out a

foundation for interest, although Canard has not put

words

;

a

13), to

three kinds of rent must stand equal in

foundation

which would agree

Turgot's Fructification theory.
capital invested in land

bears

If

it

rent,

is

then

in

certain
it

into

essence with

a natural fact that
all

capitals other-

wise invested must bear rent, or else everybody would invest
in land.

But

if

at least be read

this

be Canard's explanation

between the lines

— we

—and

it

may

have already, when

1
"The earth has only been cultivated because its product was able, not only
compensate the annual labour of cultivation, but also to recompense the
advances of labour which its first and original cultivation cost. This superfluity
it is which forms the rent of land " (p. 5).

to

CANARD, DROZ

chap, v

speaking of Turgot, shown

its
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insufficiency as

the sole

ex-

planation.

Droz,

who

tique, Paris,

writes

some thirty years

later {Economie Poli-

1829), has to choose between the English view,

according to which labour

is

the sole productive power, and

the theory of Say, in which capital represents an independent

In each of these views, however, he finds
something to object to, and accepts neither of them, but puts
forward a third view, in which saving (Vtyargne) takes the
He thus
place of capital as an elementary productive power.
productive power.

recognises three productive

the Labour of
(p,

powers

:

the Labour of Kature,

Man, and the Saving which accumulates

capitals

69, etc.)

Droz had followed

If

this

line

of

thought,

belonging

primarily to the theory of production, into the sphere of dis-

and made use of it to examine accurately the nature
he would have arrived at a distinctive theory of
interest.
But he did not go far enough for that.
In his
distribution theory he devotes almost all his attention to
contract or loan interest, where there is not much to explain,
and in a few words disposes of natural interest, where there is
everything to explain.
In these few words he gives himself
no chance of going any deeper into the nature of interest by
treating it as interest on loans which the capitalist pays to
tribution,

of income,

himself

power

(p.

267).

Thus Droz, in introducing the productive
same he does not

of " saving," begins well, but all the

escape from the category of the Colourless writers.

BOOK

II

THE PEODUCTIVITY THEOEIES

1/

CHAPTER

I

THE PRODUCTIVE POWER OF CAPITAL

Some

of the immediate successors of

Adam

Smith began

explain interest by the Productive Power of capital.

Say led the way

in

1803.

A

year after Lord Lauderdale

lowed, but independently of Say.

to

J. B.
fol-

The new explanation found

was taken up by gradually widening circles of
them with greater care in
course of which it became divided into several branches
marked by considerable divergence. Although attacked in
many ways, chiefly from the socialist side, the Productivity
acceptance.

It

economists, and worked out by

theory has managed to hold

its

;

own.

Indeed, at the present

time the majority of such writers as are not entirely opposed
to interest, acquiesce in one or other modification of this theory.
The idea that capital produces its own interest, whether
true or false, seems at least to be clear and simple.
It might
be expected, therefore, that the theories built on this fundamental idea would be marked by a peculiar definiteness and

In this expectation, howUnhappily the
most important conceptions connected with the Productivity
theories suffer in an unusual degree from indistinctness and
ambiguity; and this has been the abundant source of obscurity,
transparency in their arguments.
ever,

we should be completely

disappointed.

mistakes, confusion, and fallacious conclusions of every kind.

These occur so frequently that it would be unwise to let the
them without some preparation. Once embarked
on a sea of individual statements, it would be impossible to

reader meet

It seems then necessary to mark out
few introductory remarks, the ground we mean
cover in stating and criticising these theories.

find

our reckoning.

distinctly, in a

to

"
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Two

things

seem

here

clear statement.

to stand particularly in

the meaning,

First,

book

ii

need of

more properly, the

or,

complex of meanings of the expression Productivity or ProducPower of capital and second, the nature of the theoretic
task assigned by these theories to this productivity.

tive

;

What

is meant by saying, Capital is productive ?
common and weakest sense the expression
most
In its
mean
no more than this,
that capital serves
taken
to
may be

First,

—

towards the production' of goods, in opposition to the imThe predicate " productive,"
mediate satisfaction of needs.
then,

would only be applied

to capital in the

in the usual classification of goods,

we speak

same sense

as,

of " productive

goods," in opposition to " goods for immediate consumption

Indeed the smallest degree
would warrant the conferring of that

(Genussgihter).
effect
if

of

productive

predicate,

even

the product should not attain to the value of the capital

It is clear from the first that a proexpended in making it.
ductive power in this sense cannot possibly be the sufficient

cause of interest.

The adherents of those theories, then, must ascribe a
meaning to the term.
Expressly or tacitly they
understand it as meaning that, by the aid of capital, more is
stronger

produced

;

that capital

is

the cause of a particular productive

surplus result.

But

this

meaning

produce more" or

"a

also

is

The words "to

subdivided.

productive surplus result"

may mean

They may either mean that capital produces more goods or more value, and these are in no way
To keep the two as distinct in name as they are
identical.
one of two things.

in fact, I shall designate the capacity of capital to produce

more goods as its
duce more value

" Physical Productivity "

as its "

its

capacity to pro-

Value Productivity."

It is perhaps

;

not unnecessary to say that, at the present stage, I leave

it

quite an open question whether capital actually possesses such
capacities

which

or

may be

not.

given,

only mention the different meanings
and have been given, to the proposition

I

" capital is productive."

Physical

productivity

quantity of products,
products.

We may

or, it

in an increased
an improved quality of
by the well-known example

manifests

may

illustrate it

be, in

itself

chap,
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given by Koscher

:

"

IS

PRODUCTIVE

Suppose a nation of
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fisher-folk,

with no

private ownership in land and no capital, dwelling naked in
caves,

the

and living on

ebbing

tide.

fish

All

caught by the hand in pools

the workers

here

may

left

by

be supposed

But
and each man catches and eats three fish per day.
now one prudent man limits his consumption to two fish per
day for 100 days, lays up in this way a stock of 100
fish, and makes use of this stock to enable him to apply
By
his whole labour-power to the making of a boat and net.
equal,

the aid of this capital he catches from the
fish a day."

first

perhaps thirty

*

Here the Physical Productivity of capital is manifested
by the aid of capital, catches more
fish than he would otherwise have caught
thirty instead of
three.
Or, to put it quite correctly, a number somewhat
For the thirty fish which are now caught inta
under thirty.
day are the result of more than one day's work.
To calculate
properly, we must add to the labour of catching fish a quota
of the labour that was given to the making of boat and net.
in the fact that the fisher,

—

make the
100 days, then
100 days appear

days of labour have been required to

If, e.g. fifty

boat and net, and the boat and net last for
the

3000

which are caught in the
150 days' labour. The surplus of products,
the employment of capital is represented for the

fish

as the result of

then, due to

= 3000-450 = 2550
— 3 = 1 7 fish. Tn

whole period by 3000 -(150 x 3)
and for each single day by ^^p
surplus of products

is

fish,

this

manifested the physical productivity of

capital.

Now how

would the Value Productivity of capital be
The expression " to produce more value," in its
turn, is ambiguous, because the " more " may be measured by
various standards.
It may mean that, by the aid of capital,
an amount of value is produced which is greater than the
amoiut of value that could be produced without the aid of
capital.
it
To use our illustration
may mean that the
twenty fish caught in a day's labour by the aid of capital
are cf more value than the three fish which were got when no
But the expression may also mean
capital was employed.
that, by the aid of capital, an amount of value is produced
manifested

?

:

1

Grundlagen der National- Oekonomic, tenth edition,
I

§ 189.

—
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which

is
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greater than the value of the capital itself

in other

words, that

than

the

own

its

capital

gives

a

;

productive return

ii

greater

that there remains a surplus value

value, so

and above the value of the capital consumed in the
To put it in terms of our illustration the fisher
equipped with boat and net in 100 days catches 2700 fish
more than he would have caught without boat and net.
over

production.

:

These 2700

fish,

return to the

shown

consequently, are

employment of

2700

present reading of the expression, these

value than the boat and net themselves
net are worn out there

still

to

be the (gross)

And, according

capital.

;

to the

fish are of

more
and

so that after boat

remains a surplus of value.

these two possible meanings those writers who ascribe
value productivity to capital have usually the latter in their

Of

mind.

When,

tivity"

without

therefore, I use the expression

any

qualification,

I

shall

"value produc-

mean by

capacity of capital to produce a surplus of value over

it

the

its

own

value.

Thus
is

for the apparently simple proposition that " capital

productive"

we have found no

clearly distinguishable

conspectus

let

me

from each

place

them once more

The proposition may
1.

less

other.

than four meanings

To

get a satisfactory

in order.

signify four things

:

Capital has the capacity of serving towards the pro-

duction of goods.

of

of

2. Capital has the power of serving towards the production
more goods than could be produced without it.
3. Capital has the power of serving towards the production
more value than could be produced without it.
4. Capital has the power of producing more value than it

has in

itself.

1

would be very easy to extend the above list. Thus physical producmight be shown to contain two varieties. The first, the only one conis where the capitalist process of production on the whole
sidered in the text,
(that is, the preparatory production of the capital itself, and the production
by the aid of the capital when made) has led to the production of more goods.
But it may also happen that the first phase of the total process, the formal ion of
capital, shows so large a deficit that the total capitalist production en Is by
showing no surplus while, all the same, the second phase taken by itself, the
1

It

tivity

—

—

;

production by aid of the capital, produces a surplus in goods. Suppose, e.g. that
the boat and net which last 100 days had required 2000 days for their production,

then the fisher would receive for the use of boat and net which have cost in

all

—

chap,
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PRODUCTIVE

IS

It does not require to be said in so

even
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many words

different,

if

—

one another in the course of argument.
evident,

e.g.

that, if

It should be self-

one has proved that, speaking generally,

capital has a capacity to serve towards the production of goods,

or towards the production

more

goods, he

is not on that
proved that there is a
power in capital to produce more value than could have been
produced otherwise, or to produce more value than the

of

account warranted in holding

as

it

To substitute the

capital itself has.

latter conception for the

former in the course of argument would evidently have the
character of begging the question.
However unnecessary this

reminder should
see,

among

be, it

must be given

;

we

because, as

the Productivity theorists nothing

shall

more common

is

than the arbitrary confusing of these conceptions.

come

To

now

ment,

—

the

power of

nature

capital

This task

am

of

point,

which

assigned

to

the

productive

theories in question.

be very simply described in the words

the Productivity theories propose to explain interest

But

productive power of capital.

many meanings which
The
there

is

this

at

very anxious to give a clear state-

of the task

by the

may

second

the

to

introductory stage I

in these simple

;

by the

words

lie

deserve more exact consideration.

subject of explanation

Interest on capital.

is

Since

no question that contract interest (loan interest)

is

founded in essential respects on natural interest, and can be
easily dealt with in a secondary explanation, if this natural
2100 days of labour, only 100x30 = 3000 fish, while with the hand alone he
could have caught in the same time 2100 x 30 = 6300 fish. On the other hand,
if we look at the second phase by itself, then the capital, now in existence,
with its help in 300 days the fisher catches
of course shows itself " productive "
;

3000

fish

;

without

its help,

only 300.

this case, of a productive surplus result,

in fact,

we

usually

do— it

quite a different and a

is

much

and of a productive power of

capital

—

as,

not without justification ; only the expression has
weaker meaning. Further, with the recognition of

the productive power of capital

is

often

capital is an independent productive

productive

on that account, we speak, even in

If,

bound up the additional meaning, that

power

;

not only the proximate cause of a
the labour which produced the

effect, traceable in the last resort to

I have intentionally
but an element entirely independent of labour.
not gone into these varieties in the text, as I do not wish to burden the reader
with distinctions of which, in the meantime at least, I do not intend to make any

capital,

use.

.

.

.

/

that ideas \

they should chance to be called by the
same name, should not be identified, still less substituted for
so

\
)
/

a
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rook
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interest first be satisfactorily explained, the subject of explana-

may

tion

The

be further limited to Natural Interest on capital.

may

facts about natural interest

be shortly described

as follows.

Wherever
shows

capital

employed

is

in production, experience

the normal course of things, the

that, in

return,

share in the return, which the capital creates for

sum

has a greater value than the

consumed

in obtaining

cases

where

capital

it.

phenomenon appears both

This
rare

of the objects of

or

owner,

its

capital

obtaining of a return,

—

alone

as, e.g.

has

comparatively

those

in

been concerned in the

when new

by lying

wine,

—

in

becomes changed into matured and better wine,
and in
the much more common cases where capital co-operates with
other factors of production, land and labour.
For sufficient
reasons that do not concern us here, men engaged in economic
pursuits are accustomed to divide out the total product into
store,

separate shares, although

To

it is

made by undivided

one share as

capital is ascribed

co-operation.

return

specific

its

;

one

share to nature as produce of the ground, produce of mines,
etc.

;

one share,

finally, to the

Now

of labour. 1

product which

—
—
more
Hence an
—which remains
hands

"

its

surplus value

the share of capital

falls to

return to capital

expended in

J>

labour that co-operates, as product

experience shows that that quota of the total

is,

that

is,

the gross

value than the capital

as a rule, of

excess of value

attainment.

in the

of the

—

owner of

the capital, and constitutes his natural interest.

The

theorist, then,

who

1

Whether

must
The problem, more

professes to explain interest

explain the emergence of Surplus Value.

the shares allotted, in practical economic

factors in production exactly correspond to the quota

life,

to the individual

which each of them has

produced in the total production, is a much disputed question that I cannot
I have, on that account, chosen to use in the text modes
prejudge meantime.
Moreover it is to be noted
of expression that do not commit me to any view.
that the phenomenon of surplus value takes place, not only between individual
shares in the return as thus allotted, and the sources of return that correspond
to them, but also, on the whole, between the goods brought forward and the
goods that bring them forward. The totality of the means of production employed in making a product labour, capital, and use of land has, as a rule, a
smaller exchange value than the product has when finished a circumstance that
makes it difficult to trace the phenomenon of "surplus value" to mere relations

—

of allotment inside the return.

—

—

chap,
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Why is the

:

gross return

more value than the portions

in its attainment

Or, in other words,

?

of capital

Why is

there

a constant difference in value between the capital expended

and

return

its

1

To take a

I

step farther.

This difference in value the Productivity theories think to

and ought

explain,

explain,

to

by the productive power

of

capital.

By

the word " explain

" I

mean

that they

must show the

productive power of capital to be the entirely sufficient cause

and not merely name

of surplus value,

among

the productive

power

of

capital,

the

of

if

we showed

explain rain

if

we showed

that,

without^

be no surplus

any more than

it

or than

it

would \

that water could not fall to

the/

ground without the action of gravity.
If

power

surplus value
of capital,

it is

is

to

be explained by the productive

necessary to prove or show in capital a

productive power of such a kind that
itself or

the other factors must

case

it

is

capable, either

by

conjunction with other factors (in which latter

in

equally be included in the ex-

planation), of being the entirely sufficient cause of the exist-

ence of surplus value.
It

any

is

conceivable that this condition might be fulfilled in

of three ways.

were proved or made evident that capital possesses
power which directly makes for the creating of value,
—a power through which capital is able, as it were, to breathe
value like an economic soul into those goods which it assists,
1.

If

it

in itself a

physically speaking, to make.

This

is

value productivity in

the most literal and emphatic sense that could possibly be

given

it.

were proved or made evident that capital by its
of more goods, or more
and if, at the same time, it was immediately
useful goods
evident that the more goods, or the better goods, must also be
2.

If

it

services helps towards the obtaining
;

1

On

the putting of the problem see

1881, p. 107, etc.

my

/

would

without the fruitfulness

that,

there could be no land -rent;

soil,

one condition

as

there could

value, does not explain surplus value

explain land-rent

it

To show

other unexplained conditions.

Rechtc

und

Verhaltnisse, Innsbruck,
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of

more value than the

This

capital

consumed in

ii

their production.

physical productivity with surplus value

is

book

a self-

as

explanatory result.
If

3.

were proved or shown that capital by

it

helps towards the obtaining

goods

and

;

if,

same time,

at the

its services

more goods, or more useful

of

were expressly proved that

it

the more goods, or the better goods, must also be of more

value than the capital consumed in their production, and

they should be of more value.

This

with surplus value expressly accounted

These

are, in

my

why

physical productivity

is

for.

modes

opinion, the only

in

which the

productive power of capital can be taken as sufficient foundation

Any

surplus value.

for

appeal

modes

these three

outside

the

have no explanatory force whatever.
to

the physical productivity of

shown

to be self-evident, nor

power

productive

to that

can, in

nature of the case,

appeal

If, e.g.

capital,

but

if

it

is
is

made

neither

expressly proved, that a surplus

value accompanies the increased amount of goods, such a productive power would evidently not be an adequate cause of
surplus value.

The

historical

theories

is

development

the

of

productivity

Each of the possible

productivity theories in point of variety.

types of explanation has found

The great

history.

actual

not behind the above abstract scheme of possible

internal

its

representative in economical

differences

that exist between

separate typical developments strongly suggest that, for pur-

poses of statement and criticism,
ductivity theories in groups.

our

scheme,

but will

not

we

follow

productivity theories which follow
so

much

together

;

in

common

should arrange the pro-

The grouping

that they

quite

it

the

may

while, within the third type,

will be based on

first

closely.

Those

two types have

conveniently be treated

we

find such important

differences that a further division seems to be required.
1.

Those productivity theories which claim

direct value-producing power
start

the

(first

for capital a

type), as well as those

from the physical productivity of

capital,

which

but believe that

phenomenon of surplus value is self-evidently and necesbound up with it (second type), agree in this, that they

sarily

derive

middle

surplus value

term, from

immediately, and without explanatory

the

asserted

productive

power.

They

chap,
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adding, perhaps, a very

and hastily

superficial description of its productive efficiency,

by placing surplus value

conclude

asserted productive power.

the

name

which

cases such that

account

the

of

the

group these together under

The paucity

^Taive Productivity theories.

of the

of argument,

I shall

to

one of their characteristics, is in many
not even clear whether the author belongs
is

it is

to the first or the second type

—

one more reason for grouping

tendencies that merge into one another under one historical
consideration.

Those theories which take their starting-point in the

2.

physical productivity of capital, but do not regard

evident that quantity of products should be bound
surplus in

value,

and

accordingly

consider

it

it

as self-

up with

necessary to

pursue their explanation into the sphere of value, I shall
call the Indirect

by the

Productivity theories.

They

are distinguished

and illustration of the productive power of capital, they add a more or less successful
line of argument to prove that this productive power must
fact that, to the

lead (and

why

value which

From

3.

theories

it

must

falls to

lead) to the

existence of a surplus

the capitalist.

these

which,

assertion

like

latter,

the

finally,

branches

others,

connect

off

a

group of
with

themselves

physical productivity, but lay the emphasis of their explanation

on the independent existence,

efficiency,

and

sacrifice of

In
These I shall call the Use theories.
the productive power of capital they do certainly see a condition
of surplus value, but not the principal cause of its existence.
As then they do not altogether merit the name of productivity
the uses of capital.

theories, I prefer to treat

a separate chapter.

them

separately,

and devote to them

CHAPTEK

II

THE NAIVE PRODUCTIVITY THEORIES

The founder

Naive Productivity theories is J. B. Say.
It is one of the most unsatisfactory parts of our task to
state what are Say's views on the origin of interest.
He is a
master of polished and rounded sentences, and understands
very well how to give all the appearance of clearness to his
of the

But, as a matter of fact, he entirely

thoughts.

and sharp

definite

scattered

expression

observations

exhibit, unfortunately,

which
no

to

these

contain

trifling

his

amount of

fails

to give

and the

thoughts,
interest

theory

contradiction.

seems to me impossible to
outcome of one theory, which
the writer had in his mind. Say hesitates between two theories
he makes neither of them particularly clear
but all the same
One of them is essentially a
the two are distinguishable.
Naive Productivity theory the other contains the first germs
After careful consideration

it

interpret these observations as the

;

;

;

of the

Use

theories.

Thus, notwithstanding the obscurity of

Say takes a prominent position in the history of
He forms a kind of node from which springtwo of the most important theoretical branches of our subject.
Of Say's two chief works, the Trait4 cVEconomie Politique 1
and the Cours Compfat oV Economic Politique Pratique,2 it is on the
former that we must rely almost exclusively for a statement of
his views.
The Cours Complet avoids suggestive expressions

his views,

interest theories.

almost entirely.

"According to Say
the
1

all

goods come into existence through

co-operation of three factors
Published 1803.

Co., 1861.

I

— nature

{agents

quote from the seventh edition, Paris.
-

naturels),

GuiUaumin and

Paris, 1828-29.
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power

labour

industrUlle).

(faeultS

These factors appear as the productive funds from which all
the wealth of a nation springs, and constitute its fortune}
Goods, however, do not come into existence directly from these

Each fund produces, first of all, productive
services come the actual products.

funds.

services,

and from these

The productive

an activity

services consist in

labour (travail) of the fund.
services through the

The

labour of

or

(action)

industrial fund renders its

man

producing

the

nature

;

renders hers through the activity of natural powers, the work
of the

come

the

soil,

air,

the water, the sun,

etc.

2

But when we

how they

productive services of capital, and ask

to the

are to be represented, the answer

is

one occasion in the TraiU he says vaguely enough

human

must, so to speak, work along with

On

less distinctly given.

" It (capital)

:

and

activity,

it

is

this co-operation that I call the productive service of capital."

He

3

promises, at the same time, to give a more exact exposi-

on of the productive working of

tion later
fulfilling

he

promise

this

limits

himself to

capital,

but in
the

describing

transformations which capital undergoes in production. 4

Nor

does the Cours Complet give any satisfactory idea of the labour
It simply says, capital is set to

of capital.

employs

in

it

productive

work when one
travailkr an

(On fait

operations

capital loTsqtdun Vemploie dans des operations productifs),

We

239.
is

learn

p.

continually drawing, that Say thinks of the labour of capital

as being entirely of the
of natural

the vague
ff

i.

only indirectly, from the comparisons he

manner

same nature

We

powers.
in

shall soon

as the labour of
see

the

evil

man and

results

of

which Say applies the ambiguous word

service " to the co-operation of capital.

There are certain natural agents that do not become private
property, and these render their productive services gratuitously

—

the sea, w ind, physical and chemical changes of matter, etc.
The services of the other factors human labour-power, capital,
and appropriated natural agents (especially land)
must be
purchased from the persons who own them.
The payment
comes out of the value of the goods produced by these services,
and this value is divided out among all those who have
T

—

1

Cours,

Book

i.

i.

—

p. 234, etc.

2

TraiU,

p. 67.

4

Book

iii.

i.

p. 68, etc.

chap. x.
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co-operated in
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production by contributing the productive

its

services of their respective funds.

JThe

proportion in which

determined entirely by the relation
of the supply of and demand for the several kinds of services.

this value is divided out is

The function

by the undertaker,

of distributing is performed

who buys the services necessary to the production, and pays
for them according to the state of the market.
In this way
the productive services receive a value, and this value

be clearly distinguished from the value of the fund
1
of which they come.

Now

is

itself

to

out

these services form the true income (rdvenu) of their

They

what a fund actually yields to its owner.
by way of production, changes them into
products, it is only a change of form undergone by the income.
;> But all income is of three kinds, corresponding to the
owners.
If

he

are

them,

sells

or,

of the productive services;

triplicity

it

partly income of

is

labour (^ofit de Vindxistrie), partly land-rent {profit du fonds
de terre), partly profit on capital (profit or r&venu du capital).

Between

all

plete as

it

service. 2

three branches of income the analogy
is

between the

different

Each represents the

categories

is

as

com-

of productive

price of a productive service,

which the undertaker uses to create a product.
In this Say has given a very plausible explanation of
profit.
Capital renders productive services the owner must
;

be paid for these; the payment

is

This plausibility

profit;

further heightened by Say's favourite

is still

porting his argument by the

method of sup-

obvious comparison of interest

Capital works just as man does
its labour must
reward just as man's labour does
interest on
capital is a faithful copy of wages for labour.
When we go deeper, however, the difficulties begin, and

with wage.
receive

;

its

;

also the contradictions.
If the productive services of capital are to

amount
above

be paid by an

of value taken out of the value of the product, it is

all

amount of value in the
The question immediately
a question to which in any case

necessary that there be an

product available for that purpose.
forces itself

on us

—and

is

it is

—

bound to give a decisive answer Why
To put it concretely,
there always that amount of value ?

the interest theory

1

is

Traite, pp. 72, 343, etc.

2

Cows,

iv. p. 64.

chap,
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capital has co-operated in

making

the

does that product normally possess so

of a product,

much

value that,

after the other co-operating productive services, labour

market

of land, are paid for at the

price, there

and use

remains over

—

enough value to pay for the services of capital
enough,
indeed, to pay these services in direct proportion to the amount
and the duration of the employment of capital I
Suppose a commodity requires for its production labour
and use of land to the value of £100, and suppose that it
takes so long to make the commodity that the capital advanced
to

purchase those services

£100)

case

this

(in

is

not re-

why is the commodity worth, not £100, but
£105 ? And suppose another commodity has cost

placed for a year,

more

—

say

exactly the same

amount

and use of land, but takes
£100, nor £105,
that being the sum with which it is possible
but £.110
adequately to pay for the productive services of the £100 of
l
capital over two years ?

twice as long to make,

—

It

for labour

why

is it

worth, not

will be easily seen that this

is

a

way

of putting the

question of surplus value accommodated to Say's theory, and
that

it

goes to the very heart of the interest problem.

So far

Say has yet gone, the real problem has not been even
touched, and we have yet to find what his solution is.
When we ask what ground Say gives for the existence of
this surplus value, we find that he does not express himself
His remarks may be
with the distinctness one could wish.
divided into two groups, pretty sharply opposed to each other.
In one group Say ascribes to capital a direct power of
as

creating value

;

value exists

and the productive services

of

because capital has created

the surplus value necessary for this
then, the

payment

it,

remunerated hecause
Here,
purpose is created.

capital are

for the productive services

of capital

is

the

result of the existence of surplus value.

In the second group Say exactly transposes the causal
relation,

by

representing the payment of the services of capital

as the cause, as the reason for the existence of surplus value.

Products have value because, and only because, the owners of
1
In this illustration, besides the expenditure for labour and use of land, I
do not introduce any separate expenditure for substance of capital consumed,
because, according to Say, that entirely resolves itself into expenditure for
elementary productive services.

;
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the productive services from which they come obtain

book

payment

and products have a value high enough to leave over a
for capital,

because the co-operation of capital

is

ii

profit

not to be had

for nothing.

Omitting

the numerous passages where

Say speaks in
faculU productive and a powvoir productif
of capital, there falls within the first group a controversial
note in the fourth chapter of the first book of his TraiU
He has been arguing against Adam Smith, who, he
(p. 71).
says, has mistaken the productive power of capital when
he ascribes the value created by means of capital to the labour
by which capital itself was originally produced. Take the
" Smith is mistaken," he says.
" The
case of an oil mill.
product of this preceding labour is, if you will, the value of
the mill itself; but the value that is daily produced by the
mill is another and a quite new value
just in the same way
as the rented use of a piece of ground is a separate value from
that of the piece of ground itself, and is a value which may

way

a general

of a

;

be consumed without diminishing the value of the ground."
And then he goes on " If capital had not in itself a pro:

ductive power, independent of the labour that has created

how

could

it

be that a capital, to

income independent
which employs it ? "
capability of

another

doing

place

"

:

of the

profit

eternity, produces

all

of the

industrial activity

Capital, therefore, creates value,

so

The

the cause

is

and

its

Similarly in

of profit.

employed pays

capital

it,

an

the

services

rendered, and the services rendered produce the value which
replaces the capital employed."

In the second group

I place first

not indeed directly refer to
applied to

it.

"

l

profit,

an expression which does
but must by analogy be

Those natural powers," says Say, " which are
become productive funds of value

susceptible of appropriation

because they do not give their co-operation without payment."
Further, he constantly

makes the

price

of products

2

depend

on the height of the remuneration paid to the productive
services which have co-operated in their making.
"A product
will therefore be dearer just in proportion as its production
requires,

services
1

Book

not only more
that are
ii.

chap.

productive services, but productive

more highly compensated.

viii. § 2, p.

395, note

1.

3

Book

.

i.

.

.

chap.

The more
iv. at

end.

chap,
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need that the consumers

lively the

possess
able to

enjoyment of

feel for the

means of payment they

the product, the more abundant the

and the higher the compensation that the

;

demand

the price."

1

Finally, there

"

The

a

is

decided expression of opinion in the

eighth chapter of book

beginning of the
of profit.

sellers are

for the productive services, the higher will go

ii.

on the subject

impossibility of obtaining a product without

the co-operation of a capital compels the consumers to pay for
that product a price sufficient to allow the undertaker,
takes on himself the

work

that necessary instrument."

the passage

first

This

is

quoted, where the

was explained by the existence
for here the existence

buy the

of producing, to

of the

in direct contradiction to

payment

of the capitalist
of the surplus value " created/'

surplus value

the unavoidable payment of the capitalist.

with this

latter

who

services of

conception, too, that

is

explained by

It is in

harmony

Say conceives

of profit

as a constituent of the costs of production.

2

Contradictions like these are the perfectly natural result
''of

He

the uncertainty
falls into

Adam

shown by Say

in his whole theory of value.
Smith and Kicardo's theory of costs quite as

often as he argues against

it.

It is

very significant of this

uncertainty that Say in the passages already quoted (Traits, pp.
315, 316) derives the value of products from the value of the

which produce them; and at another time (Traite, p.
338) he does quite the opposite, in deriving the value of the
productive funds from the value of the products which are
des fonds productifs
vient
obtained from them (Zeur valeiir
an important
done de la valeur du produit qui pent en sortir),
passage to which we shall return later.
What has been said is perhaps sufficient to show that no
injustice is done to Say in assuming that he had not himself
any clear view as to the ultimate ground of interest, but
According to the one opinion
hesitated between two opinions.
services

—

interest

—

comes into existence because capital produces

—

it

;

ac-

cording to the other, because "productive services of capital"
are a constituent of cost, and require compensation.

Between the two views there is a strong and real antagstronger than one would perhaps think at first sight.

onism,

—
1

Book

ii.

chap.

i.

p.

315, etc.

2

Traite, p. 395.
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treats the phenomenon of interest as above all a
problem of production the other treats it as a problem of
The one finishes its explanation by referring
distribution.
simply to a fact of production capital produces surplus value,
therefore there is surplus value, and there is no occasion for
The other theory only rests by the way on
further question.
the co-operation of capital in production, which it of course
presupposes.
It finds its centre of gravity, however, in the
social formations of value and price.
By his first view, Say
stands in the rank of the pure Productivity theorists
by
his second he opens the series of the very interesting and
important Use theories.

The one

;

:

;

Following the plan of statement indicated, I pass over
Use theory in the meantime, to consider the development
taken by the Naive Productivity theory after him.
Say's

Of development in the strict sense
The most conspicuous
scarcely speak.
Productivity theories

is

of the

word we need
Naive

feature of the

the silence in which they pass over

causal relation between the productive power of capital
and its asserted effect, the " surplus value " of products.
Thus there is no substance to develop, and the historical
course of these theories, therefore, is nothing but a somewhat
monotonous series of variations on the simple idea that capital
No true development is to be looked
produces surplus value.

the

for

till

the succeeding stage

—

that of the Indirect Productivity

theories.

The Naive Productivity theory has found most

of its ad-

herents in Germany, and a few in France and Italy.

English economists

whose bent

generally speaking,

to

does

the theory of

The
seem favourable,
productivity, and who,
not

moreover, possessed an Indirect Productivity theory ever since
the time of Lord Lauderdale, have entirely passed over the

naive phase.

In Germany Say's catchword, the productivity of capital,
won acceptance. Although, in the first instance, no
systematic interest theory was founded on it, it soon became
customary to recognise capital as a third and independent
factor in production, alongside of nature and labour, and to
rent of land, wages of
put the three branches of income
quickly

—

chap,
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—

and interest on capital
in explanatory connection
with the three factors of production.
A few writers who do
so in an undecided kind of way, and add ideas taken from
labour,

theories

which

trace interest to a different origin, have been

already mentioned in the chapter on the Colourless theories.

But it was not long before Say's conception was applied with
more definiteness to the explanation of interest.
The first to do
1
The explanation he gives is very short. He
so was Schon.
first claims for capital, in fairly modest words, the character of
being a "third and distinct source of wealth, although an
But at the same time he considers it
indirect source" (p. 47).
proved and evident that capital must produce a "rent."
For
"

the

produce belongs originally

making " (p.
produce must set aside
towards

its

82),

and

as

many

to

who

those

co-operated

" it is clear that the national

distinct rents

as

there are

powers and instruments " (p. 87).
Any further proof is, very characteristically, not considered
Even the opportunity he gets when attacking
necessary.
categories

Adam

of

productive

Smith does not draw from him any more detailed reasonHe contents himself with blaming
his own view.

ing for

Adam

Smith, in general terms, for only considering the im-

mediate workers as taking part in production, and overlooking
the productive character of capital and land

—

an oversight
which led him into the mistake of thinking that the rent of
capital has its cause in a curtailment of the wages of labour
(p.

85).

Eiedel gives the
greater distinctness.

2

new

doctrine with

He

devotes to

more

its

detail

and with

statement a special

paragraph to which he gives the title " Productivity of Capital,"
and in the course of this he expresses himself as follows " The
:

productivity which capital

when employed

universally possesses

manifest on observation of the fact that material values
which have been employed, with a view to production, in
aiding nature and labour, are, as a rule, not only replaced, but
assist towards a surplus of material values, which surplus could
The product
not be brought into existence without them.
regarded
as
that
which
in
any
to
be
case results
capital
is
of
capital
employment
of
towards
the
origination
of
an
from
is

.

1

.

.

Neue Untersuckung der National- Oekonomie, Stuttgart and Tubingen, 1835.
2

National-Oekonomie oder Volkswirthschaft) 1838.

";;
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material values, after deduction of the value of that assistance

which nature and labour

afford to the

employment of

capital.

.

.

.

always incorrect to ascribe the product of capital to the
working forces of nature or labour which the capital needs in

It is

order that
force, as

it

may

be employed.

nature and labour

are,

is an independent
most cases does not

Capital

and

in

need them more than they need it" (i. § 366).
It is very significant that in this passage Eiedel finds the
productive power of capital " manifest on observation " of
excess of value.
In his view it is so self-evident that surplus
value and productive power belong inseparably to each other,
that from the fact of surplus value he argues back to the
productive power of capital as its only conceivable cause.
We
need not, therefore, be surprised that Eiedel considers that
the existence of natural interest

is

amply accounted

he simply mentions the catchword,

"

for

when

productivity of capital,"

and does not give any accurate explanation of it.
But the writer who has done more than any other to
popularise

the Productivity theory in

Germany

is

Wilhelm

Eoscher.

This distinguished economist, whose most signal merits do
not, I

has

admit,

lie

in the

unfortunately

given

sphere of acute theoretical research,

but

little

care

to

the

systematic

working out of the doctrine
This shows itself,
even on the surface, in many remarkable misconceptions and
incongruities.
Thus in § 1 7 9 of his great work 2 he defines
of interest.

interest as the price of the uses of capital, although evidently

and not to " natural
interest, which latter, however, Eoscher in the same paragraph
Thus also in § 148 he
calls a kind of interest on capital.
explains that the original amount of all branches of income
evidently " determines the contract amount of the same
therefore also the amount of the natural interest on capital
Notwithstanddetermines the amount of the contract interest.
this definition only applies to contract

il

ing this, in § 183,

when

discussing the height of the interest

makes its standard not natural interest but loan
He makes the price of the uses of capital depend
interest.
on supply and demand " specially for circulating capitals "
the demand again depends on the number and solvability
he

rate,

1

Orundlagcn der National- Oekonomie, tenth edition, Stuttgart, 1873.

;
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borrowers, specially the non- capitalists, such as landSo that from Roseher's statement it
owners and labourers.
seems as if the height of interest were first determined by
the relations of contract interest on the loan market, and then
of the

transferred to natural interest, in virtue of the law of equalisation of interest

over

all

kinds of employment

mittedly the very opposite relation holds good.

while ad-

;

Finally, in

the theoretic part of his researches Roscher does not take

up

the most important question in point of theory, the origin of

but touches on it only slightly in his practical supplement on the politics of interest, where he discusses its
interest,

legitimacy.

To judge by the contents of the following observations,
which are a medley of the Naive Productivity theory and of
Senior's Abstinence theory, Roscher is an eclectic.
In § 189
he ascribes to capital " real productivity," and in the note to
it he praises the Greek expression tokos, the born, as " very
In a later note he argues warmly against Marx,
appropriate."
"
latest relapse into the old heresy of the non-proand his
ductivity of capital

"

;

adducing, as convincing proof of

wine, cheese,

etc.,

consumption,

may

"

its

the increase in value of cigars,

productivity, such things as

which, through simple postponement of

value— both
without the slightest additional

obtain a considerably higher

use value and exchange value

—

In the same paragraph he illustrates this by the
well-known example of the fisher who first catches three fish
a day by hand, then saves up a stock of 100 fish, makes a
boat and net while living on his stock, and thereafter catches
thirty fish a day by the assistance of this capital.
In all these instances Roseher's view evidently amounts to
this, that capital directly produces surplus value by its own
and he does not trouble himself to
peculiar productive power
I cannot,
look for any intricate explanation of its origin.
therefore, avoid classing him among the Naive Productivity
labour."

;

theorists.

As already pointed

out,

however, he has not kept exclu-

and substantially co-ordinated
as a second and
" undoubted " foundation of interest the " real sacrifice which
resides in abstinence from the personal enjoyment of capital "
sively to this view, but has formally

the Abstinence theory with

He names

it.

K

—
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he

calls

of

the

special

price

privation

is

called

the

to

fact

of the

use

in

that,

boat,

the

who saved would he

ii

the

fixing

150

days'

a

weighty

and he says that interest might be called a
same way as the wage of labour
In other respects too there
a payment for industry.
;

for abstinence in the

many

are

the

the fisherman

of

consideration

payment

attention

for

book

ill

concealed contradictions.

Among

other things,

very badly with the productive power of capital
which Eoscher assumes to be self-evident, when in § 183 he
it

agrees

declares the " use value of capital to be in most cases
synonymous with the skill of the labourer and the richness of
the natural powers which are connected with it."
Evidently the authority which the respected name of
Eoscher enjoys among German economists has stood him in
good stead with his interest theory.
If what I have said be
correct, his theory has a very modest claim indeed to the
cardinal theoretic virtues of unity, logic, and throughness
yet
1
it has met with acceptance and imitation in many quarters.
;

In France Say's Productivity theory obtained as

much

Germany.
It became
unmistakably the
fashionable theory, and even the violent attacks made on it
after 1840 by the socialists, especially by Proudhon, did but
popularity

little to

as

in

prevent

its

spread.

It

is

singular,

however, that

it

was seldom accepted simpliciter by the French writers.
Almost all who adopted it added on elements taken from one
or even more theories inconsistent with it. This was the case
with Eossi
to- name only a few of the most influential writers
and Molinari, with Josef Gamier, and quite lately with
Cauwes and Leroy-Beaulieu,

—

1
I venture to pass over a goodly number of German writers who since Roscher's
time have simply repeated the doctrine of the productive power of capital, without
adding anything to it. Of these Friedrich Kleinwachter may be mentioned as

one who has worked at the doctrine, if not with much more success, at least
with greater thoroughness and care. See "Beitrag zum Lehre vom Kapital"
(Hildebrand's Jahrbiicher, vol.

ix.

tribution to Schonberg's Handbueh.

1867, pp. 310-326, 369-421) and his conIn the same category may be put Schulze-

For his views, which, like Roscher's, are somewhat eclectic, and not
from contradictions, see his Kapitel zu einem Deutschen Arbeiterkatec}iismus

Delitzsch.
free

t

Leipzig, 1863, p. 24.

In the German edition of 1884 there are three pages of criticism on Kleinwachter, which, by desire of Professor Bohm-Bawerk, I here omit. W. S.

—

,
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no

experienced

hands of these economists,

essential

need not go into

I

any detailed statement of their views, the less so that we shall
meet the most prominent of them in a later chapter among the
I shall mention only one peculiarly strong statement
eclectics.
of the last-named writer, for the purpose of showing how
great a hold the Productivity theory has in French economics
In
most important
Trench monograph on the distribution of wealth a book which
has passed through two editions within two years
LeroyBeaulieu writes, " Capital begets capital; that is beyond question."
And a little later he guards himself against being supposed to
mean that capital begets interest only in some legal sense,
" It is so naturally and
or through the arbitrariness of laws
materially in this case laws have only copied nature " (pp.
234, 239).
at the present day, in face of all the socialist criticism.

his Essai $ur la Repartition des Richesses, the

—

—

:

;

Prom
instead

method

the Italian literature of our subject I shall, finally,

of
of

a

number

with

obscurity in substance,

Productivity theory

—

mention one but his
in form and its
be taken as typical of the Naive

of writers, only

treatment,

may
much

the

;

simplicity

its

read Scialoja. 1

This writer states that the factors of production,

which he reckons
their

capital

products their

which

rests

among

the

(p.

own

"

among

39), share with, or transfer to
virtual "

" potential "

or

value,

on their capacity towards production and that,
further, the share which each factor takes in the production
of value is itself the standard for the division of the product
;

Thus in the

co-operating factors.

each factor

receives

indeed, this share

as

may

much

value

as

it

distribution

has

created

not be fixed a priori in

;

figures

if,

(p.

In conformity with this idea he then declares natural
100).
interest to be that " portion " of the total profit of undertaking
"

which represents the productive activity

the period of the production"

(p.

of

capital during

125).

In turning now from statement

must

to criticism, I

redis-

tinguish between these two branches of the Naive Productivity

theory which I
1

put together for convenience

of

Prhieipt delta Economia Sociale, Naples, 1840.

historical
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It has been shown that all the views already
examined agree in making surplus value result from the productive power of capital, without showing any reason why
But, as I have shown in last chapter,
it should be so.
beneath this agreement in expression there may lie two
The productive power of capital
essentially different ideas.
referred to may be understood, in the literal sense, as Value

statement

Productivity, as a capacity of capital to produce value directly;
or

it

may

be understood as Physical Productivity, a capacity

of capital to produce a great quantity of goods or a special

quality of goods, without further explanation of the existence
of surplus value,

it

being regarded as perfectly self-evident

that the great quantity of goods,
goods,

must contain a surplus

or

the

special

quality of

of value.

In stating their doctrine most of the Naive Productivity
are so sparing of words that it is more easy to
say what they may have thought than what they actually
did think
and often we can only conjecture whether a writer
holds the one view or the other.
Thus Say's "productive
theorists

;

power" equally admits of both interpretations.
It is the
same with Biedel's " productivity/' Scialoja and Kleinwachter
seem to incline more to the former Eoscher, in his illustra;

tion of the

abundant take of

any case

is

it

rather to the latter.

In

much importance to determine which
writer holds
if we submit both views

not of

views each

of these

fish,

:

to criticism, each will get his due.

The Naive Productivity

theory, in both

its

forms, I con-

from satisfying the demands, which we may
reasonably make on a theory purporting to be a scientific
sider very far

explanation of interest.

After the sharp critical attacks that have been directed

from the side of the socialistic and the " socioinadequacy has been so generally felt,
at least in German science, that in undertaking to prove this
judgment I am almost afraid I may be thrashing a dead horse.
The theories of
Still it is a duty which I cannot shirk.
speaking
have
with
such a lack
are
been
treated
which we
such
hastiness
of
judgment
that,
as critic,
thoroughness
and
of
against

it

political"

I

must

reason

is

school, its

at

least

that I

avoid

mean

a

similar

blunder.

But

my

chief

to attack the Naive Productivity theory
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with arguments which are essentially different from the argu-

ments of

criticism,

socialistic

and seem

me

to

to go

more

nearly to the heart of the matter.

To begin with the
If

we

form.

first

expected

are

believe

to

that

owes

interest

its

existence to a peculiar power in capital directed to the creating

question must

the

of value,

once

at

force

itself

upon

us,

"What are the proofs that capital actually possesses such a
An unproved assurance that it does so certainly
power ?
cannot offer sufficient foundation for a serious scientific theory.
If we run through the writings of the Naive Productivity
theorists,

we

shall

find in

them a

many

great

proofs of a

physical productivity, but almost nothing that could be inter-

preted as an attempt to prove that there

They

creating power in capital.

assert

a direct value-

is

but they take no

it,

trouble to prove it; unless the fact that the productive employment of capital is regularly followed by a surplus of value
be advanced as a kind of empirical proof of the power of
capital to produce value.

Even

tioned very

is

cursorily.

It

however,

this,

Say, when, in the passage above quoted, he asks

could to

all eternity

how

produce an independent income,

not possess an independent productive power

when he

only men-

is

perhaps put most plainly by

" recognises " the productive

power

;

capital

did

if it

and by Eiedel

of capital in the

existence of surpluses of value.

the

Now

what

is

fact

that

capital

the worth of this

empirical proof?

when employed

by the appearance of a surplus

is

Does

regularly followed

value, actually contain a

in

sufficient proof that capital possesses a

power

to create value

?

no more than
the fact that, in the mountains during the summer months, a
rise of the barometer regularly follows the appearance of snow
is a sufficient proof that a magic power resides in the summer
It is quite certain that

snow

to force

first

of

hear from the

scientific

hypothesis

is

all,

does no such thing

up the quicksilver

may sometimes
The

it

—

a naive theory which one

lips of

the mountaineers.

blunder here made

taken for a proved

;

fact.

is

obvious.

a certain observed connection of two

cause of the facts being

still

A

mere

In both cases there

unknown and being

facts,

is,

the

object of
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There are in both cases a great many conceivable
In both cases accordingly
a great many hypotheses might be put forward as to the
inquiry.

causes for the effect in question.

actual cause

;

when

potheses

and

is

it

the

only one among

rising

barometer

power of the summer

specific

value of products of capital

is

is

snow, or

many

possible hy-

accounted for by a

when

the

surplus

accounted for by a specific

power in capital to create value.
And it is all the more
a mere hypothesis since nothing is known in other respects as
to the existence of the " powers " referred to.
They have only
been postulated for the purpose of explaining the phenomenon
in question.

But the

cases

we have compared

only in being examples of mere

resemble each other not

but in being
examples of bad hypotheses.
The credibility of a hypothesis
depends on whether it finds support outside the state of
matters which has suggested it; and, particularly, whether
it is inherently probable.
That this is not the case as regards
the naive hypothesis of the mountaineer is well known, and
therefore no educated man believes in the story that the rise

column

hypotheses,

by a mysterious power
no better with the hypothesis
capital.
On the one hand it is
of importance from any other
quarter
it is an entirely unaccredited hypothesis; and, on
the other hand, it contradicts the nature of things
it is an
of the

of quicksilver is caused

summer snow.

But it
of a value-creating power in
supported by no single fact
of the

is

—

—

impossible hypothesis.

power of producing value

Literally to ascribe to capital a
is

thoroughly to misunderstand the essential nature of value,

and

thoroughly to

What

is

is

combinations

the

essential

nature of

not produced, and cannot be produced.
never anything but forms, shapes
of material

;

therefore

things,

of

goods.

These goods can of course be goods of value, but they do not
bring value with them ready made, as something inherent that
accompanies production. They always receive it first from outside
from the wants and satisfactions of the economic world.
Value grows, not out of the past of goods, but out of their
future.
It comes, not out of the workshop where goods come
into existence, but out of the wants which those goods will

—

'

misunderstand
is

material,

i

Value
produced

production.

CAPITAL DOES NOT CREATE VALUE
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Value cannot be forged

satisfy.

a

If

sheet.

cause than
of

we

convulsions

frightful

like a

could, our industries

it

crises,

.call

hammer, nor woven like
would be spared those
which have no other

of products, in the manufacture

that quantities

which no rule of art was omitted, cannot

What

expected.

than
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production can do

find the value

never anything more

is

hope that, according to the
anticipated relations of demand and supply, they will obtain
value.
It might be compared to the action of the bleacher.

As

goods,

create

to

the

in

the bleacher lays his linen in the sunshine, so production

puts forth

its

activity

on things and

expect to obtain value as

result.

its

in places

But

where

may

it

no more creates

it

value than the bleacher creates the sunshine.
I do not think it necessary to collect
in support of

my proposition.
But

to require them.

it is

more positive proofs

It appears to

me

too self-evident

perhaps well to defend

—

it

against

some considerations that at first sight but only at first sight
seem to run counter to it.
Thus the familiar fact that the value of goods stands in a

—

certain connection, though not a very close or exact connection,

with the cost of their production, may give the impression,
that the value of goods comes from circumstances of their pro-

But

duction.

must not be forgotten that

it

One

only holds under certain assumptions.
tions

is

connection

this

of these assump-

usually expressly stated in formulating the law that

value depends on cost of production; while the other
tacitly

with

assumed

—

neither of

The

production.

them having anything
assumption

first

usually

do

goods

the

that

is

is

at all to

produced are useful ; and the second is that, as compared with
the demand for them, they are scarce, and continue scarce.
Now that these two circumstances, which stand so
modestly in the background of the law of costs, and not the
costs themselves, are the real and ruling determinants of value,

may
costs

be very simply shown by the following.
are

laid

adequately useful
costs

themselves

and
are

scarcity of the goods
their value also,

in the production

out

—

scarce
in

—

-so

of

long,

so long

as

as

the

usefulness

and

therefore,

harmony with the

and appear

So long

things which are

do they remain in harmony with
to

regulate

it.

On

the

other

hand, so far as costs are laid out on things which are not

\
*

—
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enough or scarce enough

useful

watches which will not

—

as,

making

say, in the

go, or the raising of

book

timber in

ii

of

districts

where there is naturally a superfluity of wood, or the making
more good watches than people want the value no longer
covers the costs, and there is not even the appearance of things
deriving their value from the circumstances of their production.
Another plausible objection is this.
We produce, it may

—

be, in the first instance,

goods only.

But

since without the

production of goods there would be no value,

we

that in the production of goods

When

also.
is

a

man

it

is

evident

bring value into the world

produces goods of the value of £1000,

quite evident that he has occasioned the existence of

it

£1000

which would never have existed without the proand this appears to be a palpable proof of the
correctness of the proposition that value also comes into
of value

duction

;

existence through production.

Certainly this proposition
different sense

is

from that which

so far correct, but in a quite

is

in the sense that production is

a

here given

it.

cause of value.

It is correct
It

is

not

correct in the sense that production is the cause of value

that

is

to say,

it is

not correct in the sense that the complex

account for the existence of
found in the circumstances of production.

of causes entirely sufficient to

value

is

to be

Between these two senses lies a very great distinction,
which may be better illustrated by an example.
If a corn-field
is turned up by a steam plough, it is indisputable that the
steam plough is one cause of the grain produced, and at the
same time is one cause of the value of the grain produced.
But it is quite as indisputable that the emergence of value on
the part of the grain is very far from being fully explained
by saying that the steam plough has produced it.
One cause
of the existence of the grain, and at the same time of the
value of the grain, was certainly the sunshine.
But if the
question were put why the quarter of corn possessed a value
of thirty shillings, would anybody think it an adequate answer
to say that the sunshine produced the value ? Or when the old
problem is put, whether ideas are innate or acquired, who
would decide that they were innate from the argument that, if
man were not born there would be no ideas, and that, consequently, there is no doubt that birth is the cause of the ideas ?
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And now
productivity

Our
wrong because they over-estimate
If they had been content to speak

apply this to our present problem.

to

friends

are

their claim to be right.

of a value-creating

one cause

supplies
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power of capital in the sense that capital
of the emergence of value, there would

have been nothing to object to.
Next to nothing indeed
would have been done towards explaining surplus value.
It would only be stating explicitly what scarcely required
to be stated at all
and in the nature of things our theorists
would have been compelled to go on to explain the other
and less obvious part- causes of surplus value.
Instead of
;

they imagine that they have given

that,

They assume

existence of value.
virtue

in

value,"

of

its

explanation

of

any kind

of

is

cause

of

the

power, creates value or surplus
such a conclusive and complete

productive

have

they

the

that, in the words, " Capital,

its

given

existence

that

no

further

explanation

needed, and in this they are grievously mis-

taken.

tion

But from what has been said another important applicamay be drawn, and I give it here, although it is not

directed against the Productivity theory.

What

is

right for

must be fair for the other and if capital can possess no
value-creating power because value is not " created, " on the
same ground no other element of production, be it land or be
the one

it

human

;

labour, possesses such a power.

This has escaped

the notice of that numerous school which directs

the sharpest

weapons of its criticism against the assumption that land or
capital have any value- creating power, only with greater
emphasis to claim that very power for labour. 1
In my opinion those critics have only overturned one idol
They have fought against one
to set up another in its place.
The privilege of
prejudice only to take up a narrower one.
creating value belongs as little to human labour as to any
other factor.
Labour, like capital, creates goods, and goods
only and these goods wait for and obtain their value only
from the economical relations which they are meant to serve..
The fact that there is a certain amount of legitimate agreement between quantity of labour and value of product has
/

;

1

1

This view

is

widely accepted even outside the ranks of the Socialists proper.
Lehre vom Unternehmergewinn, p. 22.

See, e.g. Pierstorff,

J
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ground and reason in quite other things than a " valuecreating" power in labour; in things which I have already

its

suggested
|of

—

most cursory way

of course in the

—

the incidental connection of value and costs.

in speaking

Labour does

not and cannot give value.
All these prejudices have been a deplorable hindrance to
the development of theory.
People were misled by them into
settling with the

most

difficult

problems of the science

was

much

too

be explained they
followed up the chain of causes a little way
often a very little
way only to come to a stop at the false and prejudiced
decision that capital or labour had created the value.
Beyond
this point they gave up looking for the true causes, and made
no attempt to follow the problem into those depths where we
first meet with its peculiar difficulties.
If the formation of value

easily.

—

to

—

To turn now to the second interpretation that may be
given to the Naive Productivity theory.
Here the productive
power ascribed

to capital

is,

in the

first

stood as Physical Productivity only
capital to

;

instance, to be under-

that

is

a capacity of

the production of more goods

assist in

goods than could be obtained without

its

better

or

But

help.

it

is

assumed as self-evident that the increased product, besides
replacing the costs of capital expended, must include a surplus
of value.

What

is

the force of this interpretation

?

I grant at once that capital actually possesses the physi-

it.

—

ascribed to it
that is to say, by its
more goods can actually be produced than without

productivity

cal

assistance
1

I will also grant

—

—

although here the connection

is

not

that the greater amount of goods produced
by the help of capital has more value than the smaller
amount of goods produced without its help. But there is not
quite so binding

one single feature in the whole circumstances to indicate that
greater

this
1

I

amount

of goods

purposely disclaim at this

must be worth more than the

point any inquiry whether the physical

is an originating power in capital, or
whether the productive results attained by the help of capital should not rather
be put to the account of those productive powers through which capital itself
originates particularly to the account of the labour which made the capital. I do
this to avoid diverting the discussion from that sphere where alone, in my opinion,
the interest problem can be adequately solved,
that of the theory of value.

productivity of capital thus conceded

;

—

—

:
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capital

consumed

of surplus value

To put

in its production,

we have

—and

it is this
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phenomenon

to explain.

in terms of Boscher's familiar illustration, I at

it

once admit and understand that, with the assistance of a boat and
net, one may catch thirty fish a day, where without this capital

one would only have caught three.
further, that the thirty fish are of

were.

But that the

thirty fish

I admit and understand,
more value than the three
must be worth more than

worn out in catching them, is
from being self-evident, we are not

the proportion of boat and net

an assumption which,

far

in the least prepared for
If

we

did not

by the presuppositions

know from

of the case.

experience that the value of the

return to capital was regularly greater than the value of the

substance of capital consumed, the Naive Productivity theory

would not give us one single reason for looking on
It might very well be quite otherwise.
necessary.

as

this

Why

should a concrete capital that yields a great return not be
highly valued on that account

—

so

highly that

its

capital

value would be equal to the value of the abundant return
that flows from

it ?

Why,

during the time that they

e.g.

last,

should a boat and net which,
help to procure an extra return

2700 fish, not be considered exactly equal in value to these
2700 fish ? But in that case in all physical productivity

of

—

—

there would be no surplus value.
It is

remarkable that, in certain

of

the most prominent

representatives of the Naive Productivity theory, there are to

be found statements which would lead us to expect such a
result, viz.

the absence of a surplus value.

Some

of our authors

directly teach that the value of real capital has a tendency to

adapt

itself

(TraitS, p.

to the value

of its

338) that the value

product.

Thus

Say writes

of the productive funds springs

from the value of the product which may come from them.
Riedel in § 91 of his National-Oehonomie lays down in detail
the proposition that

"

the value of means of production

—

"

" depends
on their productive ability, or on a capacity
assured them, in the unchanging principles of production, to
perform a greater or less service in the producing of material
And Koscher says in § 149 of the Principles
values."
" Moreover land has this in common with other means of

therefore the value of concrete portions of capital

substantially
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price

its

is

essentially conditioned
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by that
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of

product."

"What then,

if, in accordance with these views, the value of
accommodates itself entirely to the value of the
product, and becomes quite equal to it ?
And why should it
not ?
But in that case where would be the surplus value ? x
If then surplus value be actually bound up with the

real capital

physical productivity of capital, the fact

is

certainly not self-

evident; and a theory which, without a word of explanation,

what we expect

of

Whichever of the two meanings we give

to

takes that as self-evident has not done

a theory.

To sum up.

the expression "productive power," the Naive Productivity theory

breaks down.

,,

(v/

If

j

There
element of production to infuse value immediately or necessarily

A

is

impossible.

factor of production can never be

equate source of value.
it

has

its

satisfactions.

back to

Any

its

explanation of interest must go

tenable

But the hypothesis of valueto evade this last and most
the explanation by a quite untenable assump-

this ultimate source.

creating power
difficult

is

an adWherever value makes
appearance
ultimate cause in the relations of human needs and

jinto its products.
f

power in
in any
power
no

a direct value-creating

asserts

it

what

capital, it asserts

part of

is

an attempt

tion.

however, the writers

If,

we

are

discussing understand

by

productivity, merely physical productivity, then they are mis-

taken in treating surplus value as an accompanying phenomenon
In assuming that it is self-

that requires no explanation.

explanatory, and contributing no proof to the assumption, their

theory leaves out the most important and difficult part of the
explanation.
It

is,

however, very easy to understand the strong adher-

ence given to the Naive Productivity theory in spite of these
It is impossible to deny that at the first glance there
It is undeniable
something exceedingly plausible about it.
that capital helps to produce, and helps to produce " more."
At the same time we know that, at the end of every production
defects.

is

1

See also on this point

pp. 107-109.

my MecMe und Verhaltnissc, p. 104, etc.

;

and particularly

"
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capital takes part, there remains over a " surplus

to the undertaker,

and that the amount of this surplus bears a
amount of capital expended, and to

regular proportion to the

the duration of

its

expenditure.

In these circumstances noth-

more natural than to connect the existence of this
surplus with the productive power that resides in capital.
It
would have been wonderful indeed if the Productivity theory
had not been put forward.
ing really

How

is

long one remains under the influence of this theory

depends on

how

soon one begins to reflect critically on the
" productive."
So long as one does not

meaning of the word
reflect,

the theory appears to be an exact representation of facts.

one might say with Leroy-Beaulieu, " N'a
que copier la nature," But when one does reflect, this
same theory shows itself to be a web of dialectical sophistry,
woven by the misuse of that ambiguous term, u Productive
It is a theory which,

fait ici

Surplus Eesult

That
the

is

" of capital.

why

the Naive Productivity theory

predestinated interest

matured condition of the

theory of

science.

But

is,

I

a primitive
it is

might say,
and half-

also predestinated

That

to disappear so soon as the science ceases to be "naive."

up

till

the present day

on which modern
gratulate

itself.

it is

political

so widely accepted is not a matter

economy has any reason

to

con-

;

CHAPTER

III

THE INDIRECT PRODUCTIVITY THEORIES

The

Indirect 1 Productivity theories agree with the Naive theories

in placing the ultimate
of capital.

But

ground of interest in a productive power

in the working out of this fundamental idea

they show a twofold advance.

First, they keep clear of the
mysticism of " value-creating powers/' and, remaining on solid
ground of fact, they always mean physical productivity when
they speak of the " productivity of capital."
Second, they do

not consider

it

to

be self-evident that physical productiveness

must be accompanied by surplus in

value.

They therefore

insert a characteristic

middle term, with the special function

why

the increased quantity of products must

of giving reasons

involve a surplus in value.

Of course the scientific value of all such theories depends
on whether the middle term will bear investigation or not
and since the writers of this group differ very considerably as
regards this middle term, I shall be obliged in this chapter to
state and criticise individual doctrines with much more minuteness than was necessary in the case of the almost uniform
In doing so I certainly impose on myself
naive theories.
and on my readers no small amount of trouble, but it is
impossible to do otherwise without sacrificing honest and solid
When a writer has anything particular to say, the
criticism.
honest critic must allow him to say it, and must answer him
1

I

use the unsatisfactory word Indirect for the

The

German

Motivirte (reasoned

by philosophy in German culture allows the
use of many philosophical terms in general literature that we could not employ
in English without pedantry.
Our political economy, as we are often told, must
W. S.
use the language of the market and the shop.

or motivated).

place taken

—

:
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must not be dismissed

with, a

general phrase.

The

series of the Indirect Productivity theories begins

with

Lord Lauderdale. 1
In the theoretical history of interest Lauderdale has rather
an important place. He recognises, as none of his predecessors
did, that here is a great problem waiting on solution.
He
first states the problem formally and explicitly by asking,
What is the nature of profit, and in what way does it originate ?
His criticism on the few writers who had expressed them-

on the subject of natural interest before his time is
And, finally, he is the first to put forward a
connected and argued theory in the form of a theory, and not
in the form of scattered observations.
selves

well weighed.

He

begins

by pronouncing

capital, in opposition to

Adam

Smith, to be a third original source of wealth, the others being

land and labour

(p.

121).

Later on he goes very thoroughly

method
and here

into consideration of the

154-206)
the importance and difficulty

wealth

(pp.

;

of its working as a source of
at the very first he recognises

occasion, in a remarkable passage, to put the

He

is

not satisfied with the views of his predecessors.

expressly rejects the doctrine of Locke and
are

and takes
problem formally. 2

of the interest problem,

inclined to

Adam

Smith,

He
who

derive interest from the increment of value

which the worker produces by working with
rejects also Turgors doctrine, which, much too

capital.

He

superficially,

connects interest with the possibility of obtaining rent by the

purchase of land.

Lauderdale then formulates his
" Tn

every instance where capital

a profit

it

is

own theory in
so

uniformly arises either from

these words

employed as
its

to

produce

supplanting a portion

of labour, which would otherwise be performed by the hand of
man, or from its performing a portion of labour, which is

An Inquiry into

the Nature and Origin of Public Wealth, Edinburgh, 1804.
" By what means capital or stock contributes towards wealth is not so
What is the nature of the profit of stock, and how does it originate?
apparent.
are questions the answers to which do not immediately suggest themselves.
They are indeed questions that have seldom been discussed by those who have
treated on political economy, and important as they are, they seem nowhere to
have received a satisfactory solution " (p. 155). I may here note that Lauderdale,
like Adam Smith and Ricardo, does not distinguish between interest proper and
undertaker's profit, but groups both under the name of profit.
1
'

2
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beyond the reach of the personal exertion of man
plish"

(p.

to

book

11

accom-

161).

power of

In thus proclaiming the

capital

to

supplant

labourers as the cause of profit, Lauderdale refers, under a

we have agreed
For as a matter
of fact Lauderdale himself, many times and with emphasis,
calls capital "productive" and "producing," as on pp. 172,
177, 205.
Still the chief question remains, In what way does profit
originate from the power of capital to supplant labourers ?
According to Lauderdale it is, that the owner of real capital 1
is able to secure for himself as his share, either wholly or at
least in part, the wages of those workers who are replaced by
somewhat

altered name, to the

same thing

as

to call the physical productivity of capital.

the capital.
"

Supposing, for example/' says Lauderdale, in one of the

many

illustrations

of his

theory, 2 "

by which he

tries to establish

man with

one

the correctness

a loom should be capable of

a day, and that it should
perform the same work with equal
elegance in the same time it is obvious that the proprietor

making three
require

six

pairs

of stockings

knitters

to

;

loom might demand for making his three pairs of stockings the wages of five knitters, and that he would receive
them because the consumer, by dealing with him rather than
the knitters, would save in the purchase of the stockings the
of the

;

wages of one knitter"

An

(p.

165).

which Lauderdale
which the proprietors
of machinery generally acquire, when compared with the wages
of labour, which the machine supplants, may perhaps create
thus

objection obviously suggests itself

tries to

suspicion

a

weaken

of the

"

:

The small

rectitude

of

profit

this

opinion.

Some

fire-

draw more water from a coal pit in one
day than could be conveyed on the shoulders of 300 men,
engines, for instance,

1
Compounds like Kapitalstiicke and KapitalgiUer I usually translate " Real
Capital."— W. S,
2
Lauderdale with great patience and thoroughness applies his theory to all
He distinguishes five classes of such employpossible employments of capital.
ment building and obtaining machinery, home trade, foreign trade, agriculture,

—

and
first

'

'

conducting circulation. "

of these five divisions.

I

The

illustration

have chosen

it

quoted in the text

because

it

most

is

from the

clearly illustrates

way in which Lauderdale puts before himself the connection of profit with
the labour-replacing power of capital.
the
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even assisted by the machinery of buckets; and a fire-engine
undoubtedly performs its labour at a much smaller expense
than the amount of the wages of those whose labour it thus
This

supplants.

is,

in truth, the case with all machinery."

This phenomenon,

not

mislead

It

us.

however, Lauderdale explains, should

simply arises from

the

profit

obtainable for the use of any machine

lated

by the universal

supply and

regulator

"The

demand.

case

machine

privilege of the use of a

of prices, the

of a
.

.

.

that the

fact

must be reguof

relation

patent, or

exclusive

will tend further to

illustrate this.
" If

such a privilege

given for

is

the

invention

of

a

machine, which performs, by the labour of one man, a quantity
of

work that used

to take the labour of four

of the exclusive privilege prevents

;

as the possession

any competition in doing

work but what proceeds from the labour of the four
workmen, their wages, as long as the patent continues, must
obviously form the measure of the patentee's charge
that is,
to secure employment he has only to charge a little less than
But
the wages of the labour which the machine supplants.
when the patent expires, other machines of the same nature
and then his charge must be
are brought into competition
regulated on the same principle as every other, according to
the abundance of machines, or (what is the same thing),

the

—

;

according to the facility of procuring machines, in proportion
to the

demand

for them."

In this way Lauderdale thinks he has satisfactorily established that the cause and source of profit lies in a saving of
labour, or of the

Has he

wages of labour.

really

succeeded

in

establishing

this

Has

?

Lauderdale in the foregoing passages really explained the
careful examination of his arguments
origin of interest ?

A

will

very soon enable us to answer this

question

in

the

negative.

No

fault

can be found with the starting-point that he

takes for his argument.
illustration

—

is

—

to continue Lauderdale's

quite correct to say that

loom may turn out
knitters.

It is

It is

as

many

one

man with

stockings in a day as six hand

quite correct, also, to say that, where the

an object of monopoly,

its

own

a knitting

owner may
L

loom

easily secure for its
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day's

work the wage

competition,

ii

of five knitters, or, in the case of unlimited

course a

of

book

thus, after deducting

amount

correspondingly less

the

wages

man who

and

;

the
machine, there remains over as the owner's share four days'
of the

tends

—

under free competition, correspondingly less,
wages of labour
Here it is shown that a share in value
but always something.
does really go to the capitalist.
But this share, thus proved to go to capital, is not the
thing that was to be explained, the Net Interest or profit but
;

only the gross return to the use of capital.

which the
after

capitalist secures, or the four

man who

paying the

The

five

wages

wages that he retains

attends to the machine, are the total

income that he makes by the machine.
In order to get the
net profit contained in that income we must, evidently, deduct
the wear and tear of the machine itself.
But Lauderdale, who
in the whole course of his reasoning is always looking to
profit,

has either overlooked this

net interest

—

or he considers

it

—

thus confusing gross and

quite self-evident that, after

deducting from gross interest a proportion for wear and tear,
something remains over as net interest.
In the first case he

has made a distinct blunder;

in

the

second

difficult,

indeed the only

difficult

capital as

real

is

point to explain,

deduction from the gross return of capital of so

he

case

assumed without proof that very point which

—

has

the most
that, after

much

of the

has been consumed, something must remain

over as surplus value, and

why

it

should remain over.

In

other words, he has not touched on the great question of the
interest problem.

As everything
clearest light

turns on this point, let

by means

of figures.

me put

it

in its

Suppose, for convenience,

pound a week, and that the machine
entirely worn out.
Then the gross
use of the machine for a year will be represented by 4x52 —
To ascertain the net interest contained in that we must
£208.
evidently deduct the whole capital value of the machine
now completely worn out by the year's work. How much will

that the labourers get a
lasts

a year before

this

capital value be

it

is

?

This evidently

over.

If

it is

equal

to,

interest or profit over.

is

the crucial point.

than £208, there is a net interest
or higher than £208, there can be no

If the capital value is less
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on this decisive point Lauderdale has given neither

proof nor even assumption.

No

feature of his theory prevents

us assuming that the capital value of the machine amounts

On

£208.

to fully

the contrary,

with Lauderdale,

if,

machine as an object of monopoly, there

of the

justification

expecting that

in

price

its

will

we

think

a certain

is

be very high.

show that machines and real
capital in general, be their monopoly price forced up ever so
high, never cost quite so much as they turn out.
But this
only shown by experience, not by Lauderdale
is
and by
I grant that experience goes

to

;

entirely shirking the explanation of that empirical fact he has
left

the heart of the interest problem untouched.

In that variation of the illustration where

Lauderdale

assumes that unrestricted competition ensues, it is true that we
might consider the value of the machine as fixed (relatively at

But here
by the amount of its cost of production.
are met by the doubt as regards the other determining
factor, the amount of the gross use.
Say, e.g. that the machine
has cost £100, and that £100 is presumably its capital
value, then whether there is any net interest over or not will
depend on whether the daily gross return of the machine
exceeds £\%% or not.
Will it exceed that ? All that Lauderdale says on this point is that the claim of the capitalist
" must be regulated on the same principle as everything else,"
the relation of supply and demand.
That is, he says nothing
least)

we

again

at

all.

And

yet

moreover, to

was very necessary to say something, and,
prove what was said.
For it is not in the least
it

self-evident that the gross use

of the machine, if that value
tion to the

amount

is

is

of its cost.

higher than the capital value

pressed

down by

It is just

free

competition prevails in the use of the machine, that

down
the

the value of the products of capital also

stockings

the machine.

than

it

— and

Now,

costs, there

the existence of a

ment
time

thus presses

down

so long as the

remains a profit
profit,

competi-

where unrestricted

—

it

presses

in this case,

the gross return to

machine produces more
and
to the undertaker
;

one would think, will act as induce-

to the further multiplication

of the machines

till

such

through the increased competition, the extra profit
entirely vanishes.
Why should competition call a halt earlier?
as,

!
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Why,

should

e.g.

it call

machine which

of a

when

a halt at the time

costs

£100

when the
£110

has sunk to

a net interest of 10 per cent or 5 per cent

assured

This

?

ii

gross use

or
is

explanation of

calls for a satisfactory

book

£105,

thereby

own,

its

and Lauderdale has not said a word about it.
His explanation has therefore shot beside the mark.
What it actually explains is something that had no need of
explanation, viz, the fact that capital gives a gross interest, a
gross return.

But what had great need

of explanation, viz.

the remainder of a net return in the gross return, remains as
obscure as before.

The

by which Lauderdale attempts to confirm the
theory, and on which he lays great weight,
will not do much to change our opinion.
He shows that
where a machine saves no labour- where, e.g. the machine
test

accuracy of

his

—

takes

three

make

days to

pair

a

of stockings, while

hand-worker does the same in two days
This, according to Lauderdale,

—

there is

no

an evident proof that

is

the

"profit/'

profit

does come from the power of capital to replace labourers

(p.

164).

The reasoning

is

weak enough.

power of the machine
condition of the profit

shows

of course that the

to replace labour is

an indispensable

—which

is

It

tolerably self-evident, since,

if

the machine had not this property,

at

all,

it would have no use
and would not even belong to the class we call u goods,"
But it is very far from showing that interest is fully explained
by this power. By using a strictly analogous test he might
have proved a totally opposite theory, viz. that profit comes
from the activity of the workman who tends the machine.
If nobody tends the machine it stands still, and if it stands
still it never yields any profit.
Consequently it is the work-

man who

creates the profit

have purposely taken the greater care in examining the
blunders into which Lauderdale's method of explanation leads
him, because the criticism applies not to Lauderdale alone, but
to all those who, in trying to trace interest to the productivity
And we shall see
of capital, have fallen into the same errors.
that the number of those who have thus been criticised in
advance is not small, and embraces many a well-known
name.
I
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Lauderdale found his first important follower, though by
no means his disciple, in Malthus. 1
-"""I
With his usual love of exact definition Malthus has
" The profits of capital
between the value of the advances
necessary to produce a commodity and the value of the
commodity when produced" (p. 293; second edition, p. 262),
"The rate of profit/' he continues more exactly than
euphoniously, " is the proportion which the difference between
the value of the advances and the value of the commodity
produced bears to the value of the advances, and it varies
with the variations of the value of the advances compared

carefully stated the nature of profit.

consist of the difference

with the value of the product."
After expressions like these the question would seem to
suggest

itself,

Why

must there be

this difference

between the

value of the advances and the value of the product
fortunately Malthus
explicitly.

He

rate of interest,

not

does

has given

go

on

to

all his care to

and has

left

put

?

Un-

question

this

the inquiry as to the

only a few rather inadequate

indications as to its origin^

In the most complete of these Malthus, quite in the style
power of capital, "If

of Lauderdale, ''points to the productive

by means of certain advances to the labourer of machinery,
food, and materials previously collected, he can execute eight
or ten times as much work as he could without such assistance,
the person furnishing them might appear at first to be entitled
to the difference between the powers of unassisted labour and
the powers of labour so assisted.
But the prices of commodities
do not depend upon their intrinsic utility, but upon the supply
and the demand.
The increased powers of labour would
naturally produce an increased supply of commodities

;

their

would consequently fall, and the remuneration for the
capital advanced would soon be reduced to what was necessary,

prices

in the existing state of society, to bring the articles, to the

production of which they were applied, to market.

With

regard to the labourers employed, as neither their exertions
skill would necessarily be much greater than if they
had worked unassisted, their remuneration would be nearly the

nor their

1

1836.

Principles of Political Economy.

London, 1820, third edition

;

Pickering,

/
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...

same as
making

his point of

tributed

by the

It is not, therefore," continues Malthus,
view more precise by a polemical remark,
" quite correct to represent, as Adam Smith does, the profits of
capital as a deduction from the produce of labour.
They are
only a fair remuneration for that part of the production con-

before.

capitalist,

estimated exactly in the same

way

as the contribution of the labourer " (p. 8 0)f

have no

In this analysis the reader will

difficulty

in

recognising the principal ideas of Lauderdale's Productivity
theory, only put in a

somewhat modified form and with some-

what

There

less precision.

another direction

—

strong a word

;

that

is

only one feature that points in

the prominence

is,

must always leave over a share

tion

much

may be

as

tion of

—

if

we may use

so

given to the fact that the pressure of competi-^
"

which the

capital

was

capitalist— as

to the

necessary to bring the

articles, to the'

applied, to market."

produc-

Malthus

indeed has not said anything in further explanation of this

new

feature.

But the

fact of his

mentioning

it

at all

shows

distinctly his feeling that, in the formation of profit, some-

thing besides the productivity of capital must be concerned.

The same idea comes out more
statement that profit
production. 1

is

a

forcibly in Malthus's direct

constituent part

of the

costs

of

-

The formal enunciation of this proposition, to which Adam
Smith and Eicardo inclined without explicit mention of it, 2 was,
as things have turned out, a literary event of some importance.
It started the stirring controversy which was carried on for
some decades with great vigour, first in England, and then in
other countries, and this controversy was, indirectly, of great
use in developing the interest theory.
For when economists
were eagerly discussing whether profit should belong to the
costs of production or not, they could

a more thorough investigation into
ji

1

The proposition that
Principles, p. 84,

its

making

a constituent portion of

interest is

and many other places

scarcely avoid

nature and origin.

;

Definitions in Political

Economy

Nos. 40, 41.

A

may be found in Eicardo's Principles at the end of § 6,
30 of 1871 edition), has sometimes given the impression that Ricardo
had "by that time stated the above proposition explicitly. This, however, is
not the case. He only suggested the idea to Malthus, who put it into words.
See Wollenborg, Intorno al costo relativo di Produzione, Bologna, 1882, p. 26.
2

chap.

i.

note which

(p.
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the costs of production
different

way by

The former

contemporary

likely to be judged in an essentially

the theorist, and

pronounce

will

harsh terms

is

Torrensjf-

—much
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and

by the

historian of theory.

a gross mistake, as did Malthus's

it

Pierstaff

lately

as

too harsh, in

my

opinion.

has done in

1 -^-1

Profit is not

a sacrifice that production requires, but a share in

To pronounce

a sacrifice was only possible

it

its fruits.

by a somewhat

gross confusion of the national economic standpoint with the

individual economic standpoint

undertaker who, of

—

the standpoint of the indi-

the paying out of
on borrowed capital as a sacrifice.
But still, even in this unfortunate form, there lies an idea
which is full of significance, and which points beyond the
inadequate Productivity theory
and this TVTalthus evidently
had in his mind.
It-is the idea that the sacrifices of production are not exhausted in the labour which is employed in
production, whether that labour be directly, or
as embodied
in real capital
indirectly employed
that beyond this there is
a peculiar sacrifice demanded from the capitalist which equally
demands its compensation. Malthus of course was not able to
indicate more accurately the nature of this sacrifice.
Yet in
this somewhat unusual mention of profit as a constituent of
costs the historian of theory will recognise an interesting
that
middle course between Adam Smith's first suggestion,
the capitalist must have a profit, because otherwise he would
have no interest in the accumulation of capital,
and the
more precise theories ;V whether, with Say, these theories
pronounce productive services to be a sacrifice demanding
compensation and a constituent part of the costs of production,
or, with Hermann, pronounce the use of capital to be that
sacrifice, or, like Senior, find this sacrifice and cost in the

vidual

course, feels

interest

;

—

—

;

—

—

capitalist's

In Malthus, indeed, the

abstinence.

more precise doctrines

these

drown

the

ruder

are

explanation,

first

notes of

yet too lightly sounded to

which,

like

Lauderdale,

he

deduced from the productive power of capital.
But that neither the one explanation nor the other really
passed into a substantial theory is shown by his remarks on
1

-

the rate of profit
rate

(p.

294).

of interest, as one
1

Instead of deriving the current

would naturally have expected, from

Lehre vom Untemehmergewinn,

p. 24.

—

!
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the play of those same forces that bring interest into existence,
he explains it as determined by influences of a different kind
altogether

;

by the height of wages on the one hand and the

price of products on the other.

He

Profit is the
the following manner.
between the value of the costs advanced by the
capitalist, and the value of the product.
The rate of profit
will, accordingly, be greater, the less the value of the costs
and the greater the value of the product. But as the greatest
and most important portion of the costs consist in wages of
labour, we have as the two determinants which influence the
rate of profit, the height of wages on the one hand and the
price of products on the other.
However logical this way of explanation seems to be, it is

calculates in

difference

easy to show that
the matterj'
to

make

cause

it

does not, at any rate, go to the heart of

mean, perhaps I may be allowed
Suppose we wish to name the
determines the distance between the car of a

To show what

I

use of a comparison.

that

balloon and the balloon
that the cause

is

to

itself.

It is clear at the first glance

be found in the length of the rope that

What should we say if some
one were to conduct the investigation thus the distance is
equal to the difference in the absolute height of the balloon

fastens the car to the balloon.

:

and of the

and

by everything that
and diminishes the
absolute height of the car and is diminished by everything
that diminishes the absolute height of the balloon and incar,

is

therefore increased

increases the absolute height of the balloon
;

creases the absolute height of the

plainer

would

call to

car

?

And now

the

ex-

the assistance of his explanation everything

that could have any possible influence over the absolute elevation of the balloon

and of the car

—

such as density of the

atmosphere, weight of the covering of balloon and

car,

number

employed to fill it
only omitting the length of the rope that tied the two
And just in this way does Malthus act. $ In page after
page of research he inquires why wages are high or low.
He is never tired of controverting Eicardo, and proving that
the difficulty or ease of production from land is not the only
cause of a high or a low wage, but that the abundance of
capital which accompanies the demand for labour has also its
of persons in the car, tenuity of the gases

"
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In the same way he

asserting that the relation of supply and

by

fixing their price higher or lower,

a low profit.
all
it

—

But he

is

never tired of

is

demand

for products,

the cause of a high or

forgets to put the simplest question of

the question on which everything hinges,

What power

is

that keeps wage of labour and price of product apart in such

way

no matter what be their absolute level, they leave
them which is filled up by profit ?
Only once, and then very faintly even more faintly than
Eicardo on a similar occasion
does Malthus hint at the
existence of a power of this sort, when he remarks on p. 303
that the gradual diminution of the rate of profit must, in the
long run, bring " the power and the will to accumulate capital
a

that,

a space between

—

—

But he does not make any more use of this
element to explain the height of profit than did Eicardo.
Finally, Malthus's explanation loses any force it had through
to a standstill.

the fact that, to determine the prices of products

one of his two standard factors

—he

—

price being

cannot bring forward

anything more substantial than the relation of supply and
demand. 1
Here the theory finds a conclusion where it is, I

but where at the same time it ceases
That the rate of interest is influenced by
the relation between the demand and the supply of certain
grant, incontrovertible,

to say anything.

goods

is,

considering

the fact that interest

is

itself

a price,

or a difference in price, a little too obvious. 2 ^

After Malthus the theory of the productive power of capital
was only handed on in England by Read. 3 As Bead, however,

we shall have to speak of him
among the eclectics. But very similar views are to be found
somewhat later in the writings of certain celebrated American
economists, particularly Henry Carey and Peshine Smith.
took elements from other theories,

again

1

Carey

4

".

the latter case shows at once

.

.

offers

prices of commodities,

one of the very worst examples of confused

the supply compared with the
2

I

think

I

may

how much

profits

depend upon the
prices, namely,

and upon the cause which determines these

demand"

(p. 334).

pass over Malthus's wearisome and unfruitful controversy

against Ricardo's interest theory.

It

offers

many weak

points.

Those who

wish to read an accurate judgment on it will find it in Pierstorff, p. 23.
s
An Inquiry into the Natural Grounds of Right to Vendible Property or

Edinburgh, 1829.
His chief work is the Principles of Social

Wealth.
4

Science, 1858.

——
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thinking on a subject where there has already been

What he

fusion.

says on interest

clumsy and wanton mistakes

any consideration

—

much

ii

con-

a tissue of incredibly

mistakes of such a nature that

how they

almost inconceivable

it is

is

book

should ever have received

in the scientific world.

I

should not express

were not that Carey's
interest theory even yet enjoys a reputation which I consider
very ill deserved.
It is one of those theories which, to my
mind, cast discredit not only on their authors, but on the
science that lets itself be seduced into credulous acceptance of
them not so much that it errs as for the unpardonably
blundering way in which it errs.
Whether I speak too
this opinion in

such severe terms

if it

;

harshly of

it

or not let the reader judge.

Carey has not given any abstract formulation to his views
on the source of interest.
Following his favourite plan of
explaining economical phenomena by introducing simple situations of Eobinson Crusoe life, he contents himself, in the
present case, with giving a pictorial account of the origin of
interest, so that

we

discover his opinion on

its

causes only

by the

which he gives to imaginary transactions.
from such pictures that we have to put together Carey's

characteristic features
It is

theory.

He

deals with our

subject ostensibly in the forty -first

chapter of his Principles, under the
Interest.'*

After

a

picture occurs in the

few
first

paragraph

K
Wages, Profit, and
words the following

title,

introductory
;

"Friday had no canoe, nor had he acquired the mental
capital required for producing such an instrument.
Had
Crusoe owned one, and had Friday desired to borrow it, the
former might thus have answered him
"
Fish abound at some little distance from the shore,
whereas they are scarce in our immediate neighbourhood.
Working without the help of my canoe, you wi]l scarcely, with
all your labour, obtain the food required for the preservation
of life
whereas, with it, you will, with half your time, take
Give me three-fourths
as many fish as will supply us both.
of all you take, and you shall have the remainder for your
This will secure you an abundant supply of food,
services.
leaving much of your time unoccupied, to be applied to giving
yourself better shelter and better clothing.'
'

;
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might seem, Friday would have accepted
by Crusoe's capital, though paying dearly

for its use."

Up

one can easily see that Carey's theory

this point

to

starts

by making

cause of a productive surplus

the

capital

is

Like him Carey

a tolerably faithful copy of Lauderdale's.

This forms the occasion for the capitalist receiving a

result.

price for the use of his capital,

and

many

further

passages

by Carey,
obviously

as
it

makes no

—

it

is

without

this price

by Lauderdale, with

was

—

as appears from

examination

identified

although

interest,

only represents the gross use of the capital.

It

difference that Carey, unlike Lauderdale, does not

look on capital as an independent factor in production, but

only as an instrument of production.

The

essential feature

remains that the surplus result from the production, associated

with the employment of

capital, is

put down as the cause of

interest.

But while Lauderdale is only open to the charge of having
mixed up gross and net use, Carey plays fast and loose with a
whole row of conceptions.
Not only does he confuse net and
gross use, but he confuses these two conceptions again with
real capital itself, and that not occasionally but consistently.
That is to say, he deliberately identifies the causes of a high
or low interest with the causes of a high or low value of real
capital, and deduces the height of the interest rate from the
height of the value of real capital.

This almost incredible confusion of ideas shows

itself in

For statement
of his argument I shall use chap. vi. (on Value) and chap. xli.
(on Wage, Profit, and Interest), where he expresses himself most
connectedly on the subject.
According to Carey's well-known theory of value, the value
of all goods is measured by the amount of the costs required
every passage where Carey treats of interest.

Progressive economical development,

for their reproduction.

which

is

enables

simply man's

man

decreasing

to

cost.

form
tools
to
tendency
the
that

civilisation.

"

replace

This

is

man's
fall

progressive

the

mastery

goods he needs

true,

among

capital

;

over

nature,

a

steadily

at

other things, of those

capital

shows,

steadily in value with the

The quantity

therefore,

advance of

of labour required for reproducing

—
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existing

capital

and

for

further extending the

book

ii

quantity of

Past accumu-

capital diminishes with every stage of progress.

lations tend steadily to decline in value, labour rising not less

when compared with them"

steadily

chap.

(iii.

p.

130;

so

also

i.

passim).

i.

Accompanying

this and as result of the decrease in the
comes a fall in the price paid for its use.
This proposition is not actually stated by Carey he evidently

value

of capital

thinks

it

too self-evident to require that,

understood,

it

is,

— but

it

—

assumed and referred

is

pictures of Crusoe's economical development.

the owner of the
the loan of
it,

while

price, a

On
law

axe

first

may have been

He

able to

to

in his

how

relates

demand

for

more than half the wood that could be cut by

it

when

later,

better axes

lower (relative) price

is

can be made at a cheaper

paid for their use

(i.

p.

193).

these preliminary facts, then, Carey builds his great

of interest

;

—

that,

with advancing economical

the rate of profit on capital

—

that

is,

civilisation,

the rate of interest

while the absolute quantity of profit

falls,

;

as indeed, rightly

rises.

The way

in

which

Carey arrives at this law can only be adequately
appreciated by reading his own words.
The reader may therefore pardon the somewhat lengthy quotation that follows.
" Little as was the work that could be done with the help

an axe of stone, its service to the owner had been very
It was therefore clear to him that the man to whom he
lent it should pay him largely for its use.
He could, too, as
we readily see, well afford to do so. Cutting with it more
wood in a day than without it he could cut in a month, he
would profit by its help were he allowed but a tenth of his
labour's products.
Being permitted to retain a fourth, he
of

great.

finds

his

wages much increased, notwithstanding the

large

proportion claimed as profit by his neighbour capitalist.
"

The bronze axe being next obtained, and proving far more
being asked to grant its use
its owner
is now,
however, required to recollect that not only had the producuseful,

—

—

tiveness of labour greatly increased, but the quantity required
to

be given to the production of an axe had also greatly

decreased, capital thus declining in

labour increased in

He,

its

power

its

power over labour,

for the reproduction

therefore, limits himself to

as

of capital.

demanding two-thirds

of

the

——
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more potent instrument, saying to the woodcutter
twice as much work with this as you now do
with our neighbour's stone axe and if I permit you to retain
a third of the wood that is cut, your wages will still be

price of the
'

You can do

;

doubled/

arrangement

This

effects of the earlier

and

:

Total

Labourer's

Capitalist's

Share.

Share.

4
8

Second

The reward

comparative

Product.

First

"

made, the

being

later distributions are as follows

3

1

2-66

of labour has

5-33

.

more than doubled,

as a con-

sequence of the receipt of an increased proportion of an in-

The

creased quantity.

capitalist's share

has not quite doubled,

he receiving a diminished proportion of an increased quantity.

which had at first stood as only
two with great increase of
power to accumulate, and thus to become himself a capitalist.
With the substitution of mental for merely physical power,
the tendency to equality becomes more and more developed.
" The axe of iron next coming, a new distribution is required,

The

position of the labourer,

one to three,

now

is

as one to

;

the cost of reproduction having again diminished, while labour
its proportions as compared with capital.
The new instrument cuts twice as much as had been cut by
the one of bronze, and yet its owner finds himself compelled

has again increased in

to be content with claiming half the product
figures

now

modes of

presenting

distribution

:

—

a

Second
Third
"

.

The axe

.

4
8
16

Capitalist.

3

1

2-66

5-33

.

8

8

and

of iron

the following

Labourer.

Total.

First

;

comparative view of the several

steel

now

coming, the product

is

again doubled, with further diminution in the cost of repro-

duction

with a

;

and now the

32

Fourth
"

capitalist is obliged to content himself

less proportion, the distribution being as follows

The

.

19*20.

.

:

12*80

.

labourer's share has increased, and, the total product

having largely increased, the augmentation
very great.

of his quantity is
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capitalist has diminished in proportion, but,

the product having so

much

increased, this reduction of pro-

by a large increase of quantity.
by the improvements that have been
With every further movement in the same direction

portion has been accompanied

Both thus
effected.

profit greatly

the same results continue to be obtained

—

the proportion of

the labourer increasing with every increase in the productiveness

of

effort

—

the proportion

diminishing, with

of the capitalist as steadily

constant increase of quantity and equally

constant tendency towards equality

among

tbe various portions

which society is composed.
" Such is the great law governing the distribution of labour's
Of all recorded in the book of science, it is perhaps
products.
the most beautiful, being, as it is, that one in virtue of which
there is established a perfect harmony of real and true interests
among the various classes of mankind" (iii. pp. 131-136).
of

.

.

.

moment

I beg the reader to stop for a

and

quotation,

to decide exactly

what

it is

at this point of the

that Carey has

up

this point asserted, and, if not strictly speaking proved, has

least

made

quite clear.

The

—

a worker could obtain

which

that

is,

its hire.

was compared with the amount

result of this comparison

ing civilisation,

the

The amount

of the total return

by the help of the axe.

The

the proposition that, with advanc-

is

hire

at

object of Carey's inquiry was the

price paid for the use of the axe

of this hire

to

paid

for

capital

forms an always
This and nothing

decreasing proportion of that total return.

the substance of the law which Carey up till now has
expounded and proved, and which he often abridges in the
words, " The proportion of the capitalist falls."
"That the law here given
Let us hear Carey further.

else is

as regards the return to capital invested in axes

is

equally

true in reference to all other descriptions of capital will be

obvious to the reader upon slight reflection."
efficacy first in the reduction

its

on which there
on.

" So, too,

is

He

demonstrates

of the rent of old houses,

nothing particular to remark, and then goes
Brutus charged almost 5
per

with money.

cent interest for

its use,

and in the days

of

proportion allotted by law to the lender was

Henry VIII the
10.

Since then

4 per cent having become so much
it
England that property is uniformly
in
rate
the established
has steadily declined,
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estimated at twenty-five years' purchase of the rent

;

so large,

man
command an

nevertheless, having been the increase in the powers of

that the present receiver of a twenty-fifth can

amount

of convenience and of comfort twice greater than could

have been obtained by his predecessors who received a tenth.
In this decline in the proportion charged for the use of capital
we find the highest proof of man's improved condition " (iii. p.
135).

face.

In these words Carey has suddenly performed a bold volteHe speaks as if the proof adduced in the foregoing

interest, and thenceforth treats
an established fact that the depreciation of the value of
capital brings about a depreciation of the rate of interest l
This change of front rests on as gross a piece of juggling
In the whole course of the preceding
as can well be imagined.
argument Carey has never once mentioned the rate of interest,
much less made it the subject of any proof.
To apply
the argument to the rate of interest Carey has now to make

passages referred to the rate of
it

as

!

a double perversion of his conceptions
of " use "

;

—

first, of the conception
second, of the conception of " proportion."

In the course of his argument he has always employed the
phrase "use of capital" in the sense of
out an axe

sells

its

gross use

;

"

gross use."

He who hires

the price which he receives

But now all at once he
it is a hire or gross interest.
employs the word use in the sense of net use, the use to which
While the argument,
the net (money) interest corresponds.
therefore, was that gross interest has a tendency to fall

for

(relatively), the conclusion
is

drawn by Carey from

his

argument

that net use has this tendency.

But the second perversion is even more gross.
In the course of the argument the word " proportion

"

had

always referred to the relation between the amount of the
total return to the labour done by the help
But now, in his application of the argument,
Carey interprets the word proportion as expressing a relation
between the amount of the use and the value of the parent

interest

of

and the

capital.

1

E.g.

iii.

p.

119

:

"

The proportion

of the capitalist (profit or interest, as the

following lines show) declines because of the great economy of labour.'" P. 149
" Decrease of the costs of reproduction and reduction of the rate of interest con:

sequent on that " etc.
}

;
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capital

—

speaks

He

words, the rate of interest.

other

in

ii

by which he does not mean
as formerly 10 per cent of the return obtained by the assistance of the capital lent, but 10 per cent on the parent capital.
And in the fall of the interest rate from 10 per cent to 4 per
10 per

of a "proportion of

cent

—

"

capital "

cent/'

the decline in the proportion charged for the use of

—he

sees a simple application of the

law just proved,

without a suspicion that the proportion spoken of earlier means

something quite different from that now referred to.
In case the reader may think that this criticism

is mere
would ask him to consider the following
concrete illustration, which I adapt as closely as possible to

hair-splitting,

I

Carey's line of argument.

Suppose that with a
can cut down 1000

steel

axe a worker, in a year's time,

one such axe is to be had,
and no other of the same kind can be made, its owner may
ask and receive for the transference of its use a large part of
say one-half.
Thanks to the monopoly, the
the total return
capital value which the single axe obtains in these circumit may, e.g. amount to the value of
stances will also be high
as many trunks as a man can fell with it in two years
that
The price of 500 trees which is paid for
is, 2000 trunks.
If only

trees.

—

;

—

the year's use of the axe represents in this case a proportion
of

50 per cent

of the total yearly return, but a proportion

of 2 5 per cent only of the value of the capital.

This by

proves that the two proportions are not identical

;

but

itself

let us

look further.

Later on people learn to manufacture steel axes in any

The

quantity desired.

amount

capital value of the axes falls to the

these costs are equal to eighteen days of labour

axe will be worth about as

much

;

the owner

much

These

he will now be

smaller proportion of the

the year's

now

the axe

lend

gets
fifty

then a steel

as fifty trees, since the felling

of fifty trees also costs eighteen days' labour.

a

Say that

of the costs of reproduction at the time.

1000

Naturally

content

to

if

take

trees that represent

work instead of receiving the half, as before, he
that is, fifty trees.
no more than a twentieth
;

trees represent,

—

on the one hand, 5 per cent of

the total return, and, on the other hand,
capital value of the axe.

100 per

cent of the
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The one

?

50 per
25 per cent of the

proportion,

cent of the gross return, represented only

capital value of the axe; the smaller proportion, 5
of the

total

per cent

of the

capital

In other words, while the proportion of the

value.

return

100 per cent

return, represents

fell to

a tenth part of what

interest represented

necessity

is

there

by

it

was

at

first,

So

this proportion rose fourfold.

little

the proportions which Carey lightly

that

confuses with one another should run parallel

does Carey's law of the

total

the rate of

;

and

so little
"

" falling of

the capitalist's proportion

show

the course pursued by the

show what he intended

to

—

rate of interest.
It

tions

scarcely needs
to

the

The peculiar problem

proof

further

explanation

of

interest

that
are

Carey's contribuentirely worthless.

of interest, the explanation

why

it

is

worth more
than the capital consumed in obtaining it, is not even touched.
That this sham-solution has, nevertheless, found admission into
that the return falling to the share of capital

the

writings

own and

of

many most

other nations

thoroughness

is

is

Scarcely more correct
disciple

economists

of

our

a proof of the very small degree of

and discrimination with which, unfortunately,

our most difficult subject

his

respectable

is

E.

Peshine

usually treated.

—

if

at

all

—than

Smith, whose

Carey himself

Manual of

Economy (1853) has lately obtained a wide
Germany through Stopel's translation.

is

Political

circulation

in

Peshine Smith finds the origin of profit in a partnership
between workman and capitalist.
The object of the partnership is " to change the form of the commodities contributed
by the capitalist, and increase their value by combining them
The return, "the new thing
with a new infusion of labour."
produced," is divided, and divided in such a way that the
capitalist receives more than the replacement of the capital
Smith obviously
he has contributed, and so makes a profit.
For without
considers it self-evident that it must be so.
taking the trouble of a formal explanation, he points out,
in quite general terms, that the bargain must promote the
interests of both, and that "both the capitalist and the
labourer expect to derive their respective shares in the ad-

M
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vantages of their partnership."
to the fact

;

Beyond

A
in

is

made"

he simply appeals
however long may
the

before

77).

(p.

purely formal distinction of profit emerges according

the partnership,

ir

this

" In point of fact, they do so,

be the series of transformations and exchanges
division

book

it

as,

who

the capitalist or the labourer

is

In the former case " the share in
obtains is called wages
and
the difference in value between the materials as turned over

takes the risk on himself.
the product which the

to

the
of

workman

;

the workman, the food, raiment, shelter,

workman

in kind, or

commuted

the tools employed, and the

workman

If the

profits.

etc.,

furnished to

in wages, the deterioration

finished

product,

is

termed

takes the risk upon himself, that

share which he gives to the capitalist, in addition to replacing

the capital he had borrowed,

is called rent" (p. 77).
In this passage, where Smith speaks for the first time of
profit, the superficial way in which he evades any deeper
explanation of it clearly shows that he has not grasped his

problem at

much

Yet what he has

all.

importance,

is

said

up

till

now,

if

not of

not incorrect.

But even this modest praise cannot be given to what
where he goes on to examine the influences which the
growth of capital exerts on the rate of profit.
Here he
copies faithfully not only Carey's method of statement and
his final conclusions, but even all his mistakes and blunders.
follows,

First of
of

all,

quite in Carey's style, he introduces a couple

economical pictures drawn from primitive conditions.

A

owner of a stone axe, and gets permission
under
the condition that he builds one canoe
axe
the
to use
A generafor the owner of the axe, as well as one for himself.
substituted,
away,
and
copper
axes
are
by
the aid
tion passes
as
much
work
can
done
times
as
be
of which three
by the
Of the six canoes that the worker now builds in
stone axe.
the same time as formerly he built two, he may retain four for
The share
himself, while two are claimed by the capitalist.
both
in
thus
increased
proportion
and in
has
of the labourer
savage goes to the

quantity

;

that of the capitalist has also increased in quantity,

but has decreased in relative proportion,
a half to a third
"

of

the product.

—

it

has fallen from

Finally, the

celebrated

American axes " of the present day come into use.

With
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them three times the work can now be done that used to be
done by the copper axes, and of the eighteen canoes, or other
products of labour, which the borrower of the axe can

make, he will have

him

fourteen are left

again

the

pay four

for

now

the use of the axe, and

as the share of his labour.

In

this case

of the worker has proportionally advanced,

share

and that of the

to

capitalist diminished.

Arrived at this point, Smith begins to apply his rules to

modern economic

and its forms.
form of contract with the savage

life

First, for the

is

substi-

tuted the modern loan contract.
"

The cases we have put represent the capitalist agreeing
fixed payment out of the product of the capital
which he entrusts to the labourer, and of the mechanical force
of the latter.
In so doing he runs a risk that the labourer
may not exert himself to his full ability, and that the residue
after payment of wages, upon which he depends for profits,
may be less than he calculates. To insure himself against
this contingency, he naturally seeks to bargain for less wages
than he is confident that the earnest and honest exertion of
the workman's strength would enable him to pay, without
The workman, on the contrary,
impairing his expected profit.
knowing what he can do, and unwilling to submit to any
reduction, prefers to guarantee the profit which the capitalist
desires, taking upon himself the risk that the product will
leave a margin broad enough to provide for the wages which
The contract thus
the capitalist is afraid to guarantee.
becomes one of hiring capital" (p. 80).
The careful reader will remark that in these words not

to

make a

only

is

the

new form

which there

is

a

(net interest),

to

interest, is

which

now

substituted the "profit"

there are very serious objections.

But Peshine Smith goes
he substitutes

to

no
which was the thing formerly mentioned, and

gross

—

—

objection, but, quite unexpectedly, for the

price of the use,

which was

of contract substituted for the old,

still farther.

Without hesitation

for the proportion of the product the proportion

Carey had made
Smith makes it with all deliberation,
which is more singular and more difficult to excuse. " Men
reckon their gains by a comparison between what they preof the parent capital, or the rate of interest.
this confusion blindly

;
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viously possessed and what

is

added

to

The

it.

book
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capitalist

reckons his profits not by his proportion of the product which

won by the combination with labour, but by the
which the increment bears to the previous stock. He
says he has made so much per cent on his capital he rents
it for so much per cent for a year.
The difference is one of
has been
ratio

;

When

arithmetical notation, not of fact.

product

small, it being

is

his proportion of the

composed of the

original capital

and

the increment, the ratio of the latter to the capital will also

be small"

That

82).

(p.

say, a small proportion of product

is to

and a small

rate

of interest are substantially identical, and only different arith-

metical notations for the same thing.
strange

doctrine

I

For judgment of this
need only refer the reader to the illus-

when

tration already given

may

We

Carey.

criticising

that the half of the product

represent

there

25 per cent

saw

of the

and that a twentieth part of the product may represent
of the capital.
This does seem something more
than a mere difference in arithmetical notation
Substituting one term for another in this way, Smith is
able, finally, to proclaim Carey's " great law " that as civilisacapital,

100 per cent

!

tion advances the share of the capitalist
interest

—

falls

and

;

to verify it

by the

rich countries the rate of interest does

own example

his

may

illustrates

how

—

that

the rate of

is,

historical fact that in

At the same time

fall.

a tolerably true proposition

be deduced from very false reasoning.

In favourable contrast to the shallowness of the American
is the homely but conscientious and thorough-going way

writer
in

which the German

investigator,

Von Thunen,

has dealt with

our problem. 1

Like

He

follows the

inquires in

Thunen

Carey,

genetically.

first

investigates

the

origin

of

beginnings of the accumulation of capital, and

what manner and by what methods

capital

existence in these circumstances, as well as under
it

to

develops.

interest

goes back to primitive economical relations,

Before beginning the inquiry

put down with minute exactitude

all

itself

comes into

what laws

he

is

careful

the assumptions of

1
Der isolirte Staat, second edition, Rostock, 1842-63. The page numbers
quoted in the text refer to the first division of the second part (1850).
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with which he

fact

literary

starts, as

well as the terminology he means

This

is

valuable to Thiinen as an aid to

is

a characteristic

74-90).

to use (pp.
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and

self-control,

example of his

conscientious thoroughness.

From

introduction

this

we

find

that

TMnen

starts

by

supposing a people living in a latitude of tropical fruitfulness,

equipped with

all

the capacity, knowledge, and skill of civil-

and without
communication with other peoples so that the accumulation
of capital must come from within, and not be influenced at
all from outside.
Land has as yet no exchange value. All
men are equal in position, equally capable, and equally saving,
and get their means of support from labour.
The standard of value which Thiinen makes use of for the
isation,

but

still,

so far, absolutely without capital,
;

scope of his inquiry

the

is

labourer's

means

of

subsistence,

taking as unit the hundredth part of the means of subsistence

The

required by a labourer during a year.
calls

s,

the hundredth part he calls

"Suppose," he begins

c

;

so that

year's

need he

s= 100c.

"that the worker, if diligent
hands 10 per cent more than

(p. 90),

and saving, can produce by

his

he requires for his necessary subsistence

—

say 110c in the

Then, after deducting what he must spend for his

year.

own

support, there remains over 10c.

In the course, then, of ten years he may accumulate a
store on which he can live for a year without working
or he
may for the one whole year devote his labour to the making
"

;

of useful tools
"

—

that

is,

to the creation of capital,

Let us follow him

now

in the labour that creates the

capital.
"

With

and arrow.

hewn

a

A

fish

flint he manages to make wood into a bow
bone serves for the arrow's point.
From

the stalk of the plantain, or the fibrous covering of the cocoanut, he

makes

string or packthread

the bow, with the other he
"

makes

;

the one he uses to string

fishing nets.

In the following year he applies himself again to the pro-

duction of means of subsistence, but he

bow, arrows, and nets

much more
"

;

is

now

remunerative, the product of his work

Suppose that in

provided with

with the help of those tools his work
this

way

much

is

greater.

the result of his work, after de-

ducting what he must spend to keep the tools in an equally
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good

state, rises

from 110

to

production of the means of subsistence,

when he

now

made

Now

he himself can make no use of

in the previous

free

is

spend a whole year in the making of bows and
"

who up

till

to the

again

nets.

these, since the tools

year are sufficient for his needs

can lend them to a worker

ii

150c, then he can lay by in one

year 50 c, and he only needs to devote two years

to

book

but he

;

now has worked without

capital
"

This second worker has been producing

1 10c
if then he
which the labourer who made it has expended a years labour, his production, if he keeps up the
value of the tools lent him and returns them, is 150c. 1
" The extra production got by means of capital amounts
therefore to 40 c.
"This worker can consequently pay a rent of 40c for the
borrowed capital, and this sum the worker who produced the
capital draws in perpetuity for his one year's labour.
"Here we have the origin and ground of interest, and its
relation to capital.
As the wages of labour are to the amount
of rent which the same labour, if applied to the production of
is

;

lent the capital, on

capital, creates, so is capital to interest.
"

In the present case the wage of a year's work

the rent brought in by the capital

—

year's labour

"The

is

is

that

is,

is

110c

:

40c —100

:

3

The passage that follows refers not so much
and I shall only make a

such

of

conception

the

still

According
efficiency

110c;

6

-4,

and the

36*4 per cent."

as to the rate of interest,
of

is

the result of a

40c.

ratio therefore

rate of interest

—

leading

ideas

as

may

to the origin

brief abstract

illustrate

Thiinen's

further.
to

Thunen, as capital increases,

declines, each

new increment

its

productive

of capital increasing

1 "
But how can the object lent be kept and returned in equally good condition
and equal in value ? This, I admit, does not hold in the case of individual

but it certainly does in the totality of objects lent within a nation. If,
any one hires out one hundred buildings for one hundred years, under the
condition that the hirer annually erects a new building, the hundred buildings do
retain equal value in spite of the annual wear and tear.
In this inquiry we must
necessarily direct our attention to the whole, and if here only two persons are
represented as dealing with one another, it is simply a picture by which we may
"
make clear the movement that goes on simultaneously over the whole nation
(note by Thunen).
objects,
e.g.

THUNEN

chap, in

the product of

human

formerly applied.
to labour

may

applied

—

the

say from

first

110c

capital increased the return
to

150c

—

the capital next

bring a further increase of only 36 c, a third

capital 3 2 '4c,

and so

This on two grounds.

on.

the most efficient of the tools, machines,

If

1.

labour in a less degree than the capital

If, e.g.

by 40c
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etc., which
had in sufficient quantity, then the
capital must be directed to tools of less

constitute capital, are to be

further production of
efficiency.

2. In agriculture the increment to capital, if it everywhere finds employment, leads to the cultivation of less fertile
and less favourably situated lands, or to a more intensive
and in these cases
cultivation that necessitates greater costs
brings
employed
a
capital
less
rent
than that formerly
the
last
more
in
detail,
and
employed (p. 195,
p. 93).
In proportion as the extra return produced by the efficiency
of capital declines, naturally the price that will and can be
;

paid for the use of the capital transferred to the borrower also

and since there cannot be alongside each other two
one for the capital first applied and
another for the capital applied later- the interest on capital as
a whole adjusts itself to " the use of that portion of capital
In virtue of these circumwhich is last applied" (p. 100).
declines

;

different rates of interest

—

—

stances the rate of interest tends to sink with the increase of
capital,

and the reduction of rent that follows from

the advantage of the labourer, inasmuch as
of his labour

We

(p.

it

see then that

productive

the wage

101).

Thunen very

distinctly

ductive efficiency of capital his starting-point.
this

this is to

raises

efficiency

the

origin

of

makes the proNot only is
but

interest,

the

current degree of the efficiency exactly determines the rate of
interest.

jSTow the value of this theory

in

which

is

depends altogether on the way

explained the connection that exists between the

greater productiveness of labour supported

by

capital

and the

obtaining of a surplus value by the owner of capital.

Thunen happily keeps

clear of

two dangerous

pitfalls.

has no fiction of a value-creating power in capital
ascribes to

it

what

it

;

He

he only

actually has, viz. the capacity to assist

—
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towards the production of more products

And

physical productivity.

confusion
interest,
is

of

gross

really net interest,

it

in

other words,

second, he has escaped the fatal

and net

the 40, 36, 3 2 '4c,

—

book n

interest.

What

he

calls

net

which the capitalist receives,
being expressly assumed (p. 91) that
etc.,

the debtor, over and above that interest, fully replaces the

value of the capital.

But by

this very hypothesis Thiinen has laid his interest

theory open to attack from another side.

The connection of ideas which in Thunen's theory leads
from the physical productivity of capital to the obtaining of
surplus value by the capitalist may be put as follows
1.
Labour supported by capital can obtain a greater
amount of products. This assumption is undoubtedly correct.
The plus, which is traceable to the employment of
2.
capital, is made up, in Thunen's illustration, of two compo:

32'4c, which the capitalist
and second, of the replacement
of the real capital consumed in the employment.
It is the
two components together that make up the gross return to the
employment of capital. A little calculation will show that
this important proposition, although not plainly stated by
Thiinen, is really contained in his doctrine.
According
to Thiinen, a year's labour unassisted by capital produces
A year's labour assisted by capital is sufficient, not
110c.
only to renew the capital so far as it has experienced wear
and tear, but to produce 150c besides.
The difference of the
two results, which represents the plus due the employment of
capital, presents, therefore, as a fact 40c and the upkeep of
the capital.
Still it must be confessed that Thiinen has kept
the existence of the second component very much in the background
not indeed mentioning it again except in two
passages of p. 91, and entirely omitting to notice it in making
out his later tables (pp. 98, 110, etc.)
The exactness of
For it may
these tables is thus marred in no slight degree.
be imagined that, when capitals representing six or ten years'

nents

:

first,

receives in

of

the 40, 36, or

means

of subsistence

;

—

labour are employed, the yearly labour spent in replacing

must absorb a considerable portion

of the whole labour

them
power

of the user.
3.

The excess production

called forth

by the employment

THUNEN

chap, in

or

36 or 3 2 -4c, as the case may be)

the capitalist as such.

This assumption of Thiinen's

of capital
falls to

1

(

my

in

is,

= renewal + 40
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opinion, on

may

of prices

the whole

often modify

the

even

correct,

share

of the

war

the

if

capitalist

in

individual cases.
4.

This gross production of capital that
regularly

ist

is

in

obtaining

excess

more valuable than the

it,

value

the capital-

falls to

real capital

consumed
an

so that a net production, a net interest,

remains.

This proposition forms

the

natural

conclusion to the chain of thought.

Thiinen has not put

any more than the others in the form

of a general theoretical

It only appears in

proposition.

it

the fact that his illustration

shows a regular surplus value in the amount received by the
capitalist over the amount given out by him, and this of
course
seeing that the illustration chosen is meant to be a
typical one
comes pretty much to an express formulation of
all the more so that Thiinen was
the theoretical proposition
bound to maintain and explain a permanent surplus value of
the return to capital over the sacrifice of capital, if he meant
to explain the interest which is this very surplus value.
At this point we come to the last and the decisive stage in
Thunen's argument.
Hitherto we have found nothing essential
to object to, but just at this critical point the weakness of his

—

—

;

theory betrays

When we

itself.

In what way does Thiinen explain and give
it must be
?
answered that he does not explain it, but assumes it.
Indeed
the decisive assumption has merely slipped in at that very insignificant passage where Thiinen says that the possession of a
capital enables the worker to produce a surplus product of 40,
36, and so on, after deduction of what is necessary to give back
ask,

reasons for the existence of this surplus value

the capital

If

we

position,

iC

in equally good condition " and

(i

equal in value."

look more closely at this apparently harmless pro-

we

find

it

to contain the assumption

possesses power (1) to reproduce itself and

its

that capital

own

value,

and

If, as is
(2) over and above that, to produce something more.
here assumed, the product of capital is always a sum of which

1

To avoid misunderstandings

I

should emphasise that Thiinen assumes the

surplus production of the capital last applied to be the standard for the whole

amount

of capital.
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equal to the whole sacrifice of capital,

sum must be
worth more than that sacrifice, and Thlinen is quite right not
to trouble with any further explanation.
But the question is,
Was Thunen justified in assuming any such efficiency in
then

needs no explanation that the whole

it

capital

To

1

my mind

this question

must be answered

distinctly in

It is true that, in the concrete situation first

the negative.

supposed by Thiinen, that assumption may appear to us quite
plausible.
We find nothing at all out of place in assuming,

bow and arrows is
game than he could

not only that the hunter equipped with

down

able to bring

forty

moro head

of

;hat he might also have time
enough over to keep his bow a: id arrows in good condition, or
to renew them so that his renewed capital was worth as much
at the end of the year as it was at the beginning.
But is it
allowable for any one to make analogous suppositions in

without those weapons, but

;

regard to a complicated condition of economical
is,

a condition in which capital

is

affairs

—

that

and the division
the capital being renewed

too various,

of labour too complete, to allow of

by the labourer who has been using it ? If this labourer
must pay for the renewal of the capital, is it self-evident that
the excess in products obtained by the help of the capital will
exceed the costs of the renewal, or the value of the capital

consumed

?

There are, on the contrary, two conceivable
by which the surplus value might be swept away.

Certainly not.
possibilities

First, it is conceivable that the great

by possession

productive utility assured

of the capital increases the economical estimate of

much

up to the value of
bows and arrows which, during
the whole term of their existence, secure the obtaining of 100
head more of game become equal in value to the 100 head.
In that case the hunter, in order to replace the weapons worn
out, would be obliged to give to the maker of the weapons the
whole surplus return of 100 head (or the value of the 100
head), and would retain nothing to pay surplus value or interest

this capital so

the expected product

to the

man who

Or, second,

making

of

that its value comes

;

lent
it

weapons

is
is

that,

him

e.g.

the weapons.

conceivable that the competition in the
so severe that

it

presses

down

their price
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below that very high economical estimate.
competition not

But

down

also, of necessity, press

will this

same

the claims which

may

impose when lending the weapons ? Laudersuch a pressure so has Carey
and our
experience of economical life leaves no doubt that such a
the capitalist

assumed

dale has

;

Now

pressure will be exerted.
case of Lauderdale,

on the

Why

capitalist's share

here

;

we

we

ask, as

did in the

should the pressure of competition

never be so strong as to press

value to the value of the capital

itself

Why

?

is it

down

its

that there

not so great a quantity of any particular form of capital
produced and employed that its employment returns just
enough to replace the capital and no more ?
But if this were
is

to happen, the

surplus value, and with

it

the interest, would,

in this case also, disappear.

There

are, in short, three possibilities in the relation

between

the value of the product of capital and the value of the capital
that produces that product.

value

or,

;

brings

above

the value of the return to capital to

its

own

value

;

the share of capital in the product remains steadily

the value of
of these

third

own

its

through competition, the value of the real capital

down

or, finally,

the

Either the value of the product

the value of the real capital to the level of

raises

the

real

capital.

possibilities

Thiinen

without

either

presupposes

proving

or

and thus, instead of explaining the whole
phenomenon which is ostensibly the subject of explanation,
he has assumed it.
Our final judgment must, therefore, be expressed as follows.
Thiinen gives a more subtle, more consistent, more thorough
version of the Productivity theory than any of his predecessors,
but he too stumbles at the most critical step; where the
problem is to deduce surplus value from the physical profrom the surplus in products,
he
ductivity of capital,
1
includes among his assumptions the thing he has to explain.
explaining

it

;

—

—

to burden the statement in the text by more difficulties than
compelled to bring before the reader, I shall put a few considerations
supplementary to the above criticism as a note. Thiinen makes two essays
which, possibly, may be interpreted as attempts to justify the above assumption,
1

I

Not

am

and thus to give a real explanation of interest. The first essay is the remark he very
makes (pp. Ill, 149), that capital obtains its highest rent when a certain
amount of it has been laid out, and that rent sinks when that limit is overstepped
so that capitalist producers have no interest in pushing their production beyond
often

;

this point.

It is possible to read this proposition as explanatory of the fact that

—
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Thiinen's

considered

method marks a high

level of solid

book
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and well

Unfortunately this level was not

investigation.

own nation.
who wrote on the

long maintained, even in the literature of his

In his successors, Grlaser 1 and Eoesler, 2

the supply of capital can never be so great as to press

But

zero.

this consideration of the totality of profits

no deciding

no influence at

down the net interest to
made by capitalists has

on the action of individual
Every
one ascribes, and rightly ascribes, to the increase of capital formed by his
own individual saving, an infinitely small effect on the height of the general
interest rate.
On the other hand, every one knows that this individual saving
has a very notable effect in increasing the income that he individually gets in the
shape of interest.
For this reason every one who has the inclination, and who
has the chance, will save, undisturbed by any such considerations just as every
landowner improves his land and betters his methods of cultivation, even when
he knows, as a matter of theory, that if all owners were to do the same it would
necessarily be followed, if the state of population remain unchanged, by a fall in
the price of products and, notwithstanding reduced costs, by a fall in rent.
The second attempt might be found in Thiinen's note quoted above on p.
166, at that place where he speaks of the renewal of the capital by the borrower.
There Thiinen points out that " in this inquiry we must necessarily direct our
attention to the whole. "
It is conceivable that this warning might be taken as
an attempt to prove that the phenomenon supposed in the text, where the user
of capital renews it by his own labour, and beyond that obtains a surplus product,
maintains its validity in all economic circumstances, provided the people as a whole
be substituted for the individual.
That is to say, even if the single individual
cannot by his own personal labour renew the capital consumed by him, it will
hold, as regards the whole people, that by the use of capital men are able to
obtain a surplus product, and besides, with a portion of the saved labour, to
replace the capital consumed.
In this line of thought, then, we might see a
support of the objection I made in the text, where I pronounced Thiinen's
hypothesis-to be applicable only to the simplest cases, and to be inadmissible in
complicated ones.
was
I do not think that this warning
to look at the whole
meant by Thiinen in the sense I have just indicated. But if it was, it does not
take anything from the force of my objection.
For in questions of distribution
and the question of interest is a question of distribution it is not right in every
capitalists

;

influence, perhaps

it

all

cannot, therefore, prevent the further growth of capital.

;

—

—

—

circumstance to look at the whole.
to

by the help of capital
produce more products,

on

capital.

able

to

renew

From

the fact that society, as a whole,

this capital itself,

and over and above

is

that,

it does not follow at all that there should be interest
For this plus in products might just as well accrue to the labourers
as surplus wage (they being certainly as indispensable to the obtaining of it as
The fact is that interest,
the capital) as to the capitalist in the shape of interest.
as surplus value of individual return over individual expenditure of capital,
depends on the individual always obtaining particular forms of capital at a price
which is less than the value of the surplus product obtained by means of them.
But the consideration of society as a whole will not by itself guarantee this to
the individual at any rate it is not self-evident that it will do so. If it were
so surely there would not be so many theories over a self-evident thing
;

!

1
-

Die allgemcine Wirthschqftslehre oder National- Oekonomie, Berlin, 1852.
Grundsatzc der VolkswirthKritik der Lehre vom Arbeitslohn. 1861.

—

STRASBURGER
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same

;

lines,

we
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see a distinct falling off in thoroughness

of

conception and strictness of method.

In the interval, however, the Productivity theories had
of serious and weighty attacks.
Eodbertus,
in a quiet but effective criticism, had accused them of con-

become the object

fusing questions of distribution and questions of production;

pointing out that, in assuming the portion of the total product
profit to be a specific product of capital, they had
committed a jpetitio principii ; at the same time enunciating his
own formula that the sole source of all wealth was labour.
Then Lasalle and Marx had varied this theme, each in his
own way ; the one with vehemence and wit, the other bluntly
and ruthlessly.

called

These attacks called out a reply from the camp of the
and with this we shall conclude a
It comes from the pen of a still
chapter already too long.
youthful scholar, but it commands our full consideration
partly from the position of its author, who, as a member of the
Staatswissenschaftliche Seminar in Jena, and therefore in close
scientific relation with the leading representatives of the hisProductivity theorists,

torical school in

Germany, may well be taken

the views ruling in that school

;

as representing

partly from the circumstances

For, as it was written with full
which called out that reply.
the
weighty
attacks
which Marx in his great book
knowledge of
productivity
of capital, and in refutahad directed against the

we

tion of these attacks,

the

best and

critical

are justified in expecting

it

to contain

most cogent that its author, after full
consideration, was able to say in favour of the Prothe

ductivity theory.

The reply

is to

be found in two essays of K. Strasburger,

1871 in Hildebrand's
und Statistih}

Jahrbilcher

published in
OeJconomie

The substance

of his theory Strasburger has condensed in

the second of these essays as follows
" Capital supplies
schaftskhre,

1864.

edition Professor

fur National-

:

natural powers which, while accessible to

Vorlesungen

iiber

Votfcswirthschaft,

Bbhm-Bawerk has devoted

1878.

In the German

several pages to statement

but in the present edition he wishes

me

and

to

omit

Kritik der Lehre Marx' vom Kapitale " and "Kritik der Lehre
Arbeitslohn " vols. xvi. and xvii. of above.

vom

criticism of these

them
1

two writers

as of little importance.

"Zur

;

—W.

S,

:
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every one, can often be applied to a definite production only

by

Not every one

its help.

works with a small capital
done for another man who

On

natural powers.

means

possesses the

The power

nating those natural powers.

of subordi-

of the

man who

is

spent in doing things that are

is

amply supplied with capital by
work of natural powers,

this account the

through the medium of

if

effected

is

taken into account in exchange

no gift of nature; it
and he who has no capital

capital, is
;

must give over the product of his own labour to the capitalist
for the work of the natural powers.
Capital, therefore, produces values, but the role

plays

it

production

in

is

quite

from that played by labour."
And a little farther on (p. 329) he says: "What has
been already said will show how we understand the productivity
Capital produces values inasmuch as it gets natural
of capital.
powers to do work which otherwise would have to be done by
man.
The productivity of capital, therefore, rests upon its
different

from that of living labour.
have said that the work of natural powers is considered
in exchange as an equivalent of human labour.
Marx maintains the contrary.
He thinks that, if one worker is assisted
in his work by natural powers more than another, he creates
activity in production being distinct

We

more use values
that the

—

exchange value

is greater
but
powers does not raise the
the commodities produced by him.
For

the quantity of his products

action

of
of

the

refutation of this view

it

have already noted above
possesses these

who
own

means

;

natural

is

—

sufficient to

that

it

is

remember what we

who

not every one

of subordinating natural powers

;

those

must buy its work by means of their
Or if they work by the help of another man's
capital, they must give over to him a share of the value
produced.
This share of the value newly produced is profit
the drawing of a certain income by the capitalist is founded
on the nature of capital."
possess no capital
labour.

If

we condense

the substance of this

still

further

we

get

the following explanation.

While

it

is

true that natural powers are in themselves

gratuitous, it

is

often only

can be made of use.
limited quantity,

its

Now

by the help
since capital

of capital that they
is

only available in

owners are able to obtain a payment for
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the co-operation of the natural powers thus

This payment

Profit, therefore, is

profit.

is

made

available.

explained by the

necessity of paying a price to the capitalists for the co-operation

of natural powers.

What

success has this theory in explaining the

under discussion

may

Strasburger's premises
at once that

many

I grant

be readily conceded.

natural powers can only be utilised through

and I also grant that, the amount
owner of it may be able to get
the co-operation of the natural powers thus made
But what I cannot grant is, that these premises

the mediation of capital
of capital being

paid for
available.

;

limited, the

us anything at

tell

phenomena

?

all

of interest follows

It is a hasty

of the origin of interest.

and unreasoned assumption

of Strasburger that the existence

from these premises, so long as these premises,

in their very nature, lead to entirely different economical pheno-

mena.

It should not

be

difficult to

expose Strasburger's mistake.

Only one of two things is here possible either capital can
only be had in such a limited quantity that the capitalists can
or
obtain a payment for the powers of nature made available
it cau be had in unlimited quantity.
Strasburger's theory
:

;

assumes the former of these

we

How

ask,

payment

actually obtain
It

profit.

clear that,

interest

powers,
of

it

if

can only

be the

very

little

make

made use of at
made use of.

capital are

used

through

being
either

gradually,

made use

perishes

it is

of,

be paid for

the
in

clear that,

its

to answer,

Simply

consideration will

make

appearance as a secondary result

That

processes.

the same

it

is

is

to

say,

obvious they can

time as the services of

But, further, since capital has come

expenditure
a

single

labour,

of

use

or

wears

and when
itself

out

wherever the services of capital are

the labour that

also.

life,

?

comes from the payment of natural

since natural powers reside in capital,

into

powers

petitio principii

A

more complicated economical

only be

Accepting this

case.

for the natural

would be a hasty

by pocketing the
it

to

the capitalist, in practical business

does

is

The payment

embedded

in the capital

must

for natural powers, therefore,

can only accrue to the capitalist as a constituent portion of
a gross return, which, over and above that payment, contains
a second

payment

for expenditure of labour.
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The economical process by which
payment for natural powers is the sale of
capital at a higher price than that which

more

still

book

exact.

the capitalist receives

the services of his

made

represents the expenditure of labour
concrete capital in question.
a year
if

is

made

If, e.g.

services of the
for

machine

is

of labour,

and

half a crown, to sell the daily

for half

a crown would only just pay

the labour embedded in the machine, and leave nothing

over for the natural powers that

payment

makes

it

available.

No

powers emerges until the daily
the machine are paid for by more than half a crown

for

services of

—

365 days

at the expenditure of

the customary day's wage

in producing the

a machine which lasts for

these

natural

say by 2 s. 9d.

Now

this

general

process

may

take place under several

different forms.

One
it

of these forms is

when

the owner of the capital uses

himself in production as an undertaker.

In

this

first case,

the payment of the total services of capital consists in that proportion of the product which remains over after deducting the

other expenses of production, such as use of ground and direct

This constitutes the " gross return to capital."

labour.

If this

by the day, amounts to 2 s. 9d., and if
2 s. 6d. only is required to pay for the labour which has created
the capital used up in a day, the surplus of 3d. a day represents
the payment for natural powers.
It must not be taken for
gross return, calculated

granted, however, that this surplus
that

we

is

profit

on

capital.

On

shall decide later.

In a second and more direct way, the sendees of capital

may

obtain payment by hiring.

our machine obtains a

If

same way

day's hire of 2s. 9d., in exactly the

2s. 6d.

will

represent the payment of the labour expended in making the

machine, and the surplus of 3d. again represents the payment
for natural powers.

But there

still

is

a third

way

—

in which a

man may

part

by parting with the
with the
capital itself; which, economically, amounts to a cumulative
parting with all the services which that capital is able to
of capital

services

perform.

he

is

1

Now

that

is,

in this case will the capitalist be content if

compensated
1

for the labour

embedded

See Knies, Kredit, part

ii.

in the machine?

pp. 34, 37.

:
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compensation for the

a

natural

powers that are made available by its use?
Of course he
There is absolutely no ground to conceive why he
will.
should get paid for natural powers in the case of a successive
parting with the machine's services, and not in the case of a
cumulative parting with them
burger,

we have assumed

especially when, with Stras-

;

that the quantity of capital

is

so

limited that he can compel such a payment.

What

the payment for natural powers
Quite naturally they will take this form

form, then, will

take in this case

?

the price of the machine will rise above that

the customary payment

amount which

employed
making the machine.
Therefore, if the machine has
cost 365 days of labour at 2s. 6d. a day, its purchase price
will amount to more than 365 half-crowns.
And since there
is no reason why, in cumulative parting with the services

represents

of

the

labour

in

powers should be paid for at a cheaper
than in successive partings, we may, as in our former
suppositions, assume in this case also a payment for natural
capital, natural

of

rate

powers at 10 per cent of the labour payment.
the capital price would be fixed at
crowns, or

£50

Now what
is

no

3

9d. a

half-

9.

answering

in his

it

day

:

about interest under these suppositions

difficulty in

who employs
2 s.

:

Consequently

3654-36*5=401-5

own

this.

The owner

undertaking, or hires

services during the year

for its

=

There

?

of the machine,
it out,

which

it

draws
lasts.

That yields a total income of 365 x 2s. 9d.
£50 3 9. But
since the machine itself is worn out through the year's use,
and its capital value amounted to quite £50:3:9, there
remains as surplus, as pure interest, nothing.
Although,
:

:

therefore, the capitalist has got paid for natural powers, there
is

no interest

a clear proof that the cause of interest

in something else than

An
It

may

objection

be said, It

may
is

payment

must

lie

for natural powers.

very probably be made at this point.

not possible for the value of real capital

remain so high that its producers obtain in the price a
for natural powers; in such a case the production
of capital would be too remunerative, and would certainly call
out a competition that, in the long run, would press down the
to

premium

value of the real capital to the value of the labour employed

N
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in

its
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machine that had cost 365 days'

labour should, in consequence of natural powers being

made

by it, fetch a price of £50:3:9; then, supposing
the usual wage in other employments to be 2s. 6d. a day, the
labour directed to the making of such machines would be more
remunerative than any other kind of labour as a consequence
there would be a great rush into this branch of production,
and the manufacture of those machines would be multiplied
till the increased competition had pressed down their price to
365 half-crowns per machine. At the same time the advantage obtainable by the labourer from their use would be
pressed down to the normal standard.
I grant at once the possibility of such an occurrence.
But I ask, on the other hand, If the machines have become
so numerous, and competition so strong that their producer
available

;

is

glad to

sell

them

at a bare compensation for his labour,

and can calculate nothing for the use of the natural powers
which he makes available, how should he, in hiring out these
machines, or employing them himself, be able all at once to
demand something for natural powers ? There is only one
alternative.
Either the machines are scarce enough to allow
of a calculation for natural powers
in which case their scarcity
will serve as well in selling as in hiring, and the capital value
of the machines will rise to the point of absorption of gross
interest, if no other thing prevents it.
Or the machines are made
in such quantity that any calculation for natural powers is
made impossible by the pressure of competition ; in which case
it will be as true for the hiring as for the selling, and gross
interest will fall till it is once more absorbed in the cost of
always supposing, again, that there is not some
replacement
factor, outside of the payment for natural powers, which keeps
the two quantities apart.
Thus Strasburger, like many of his predecessors, has missed
He shows, perhaps,
the very point which was to be explained.
why the gross interest which capital yields is high in our
illustration, why the machine yields 2s. 9d. instead of half-acrown per day but he does not show why the value of the
He does
capital itself does not rise in the same proportion.
not explain why a machine which yields 2s. 9d. per day for
;

—

—

—

365 days

is

not valued at

365 x

2s.

9d,

= £50:3:9,

but

STRASBURGER
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= £47. But the writer who means
must explain just this difference between
the capital itself and the sum of its total gross

only at 365 half-crowns
to explain net interest

the value of

productiveness.

It is characteristic of the Indirect Productivity theories that

development they should end nearly
same point as that from which they started. What

after almost seventy years'

at the

1871

Strasburger teaches in the year

is

in substance almost

The "power of
exactly what Lauderdale taught in 1804.
which
labourers/'
power,
capital to replace
on account of its
scarcity and in the measure of its scarcity, enables the capitalist
payment, is only different in name from the natural
powers which the possession of capital makes available, and
which, equally in the measure of the scarcity of capital, compel
to obtain a

Here

is the same confounding of gross
on the one side, and gross interest
and net interest on the other the same misinterpretation of the
the same neglect of the true
true effects of premises assumed
causes of the phenomenon under discussion.
In this return to the starting-point is seen the whole
barrenness of the development that lies between.
This
It was not simply an unfortunate
barrenness was no accident.
chance that no one found the Open Sesame which had the power

a payment.
interest

and

as

there

capital value

;

j

to

discover

the

mysterious

origination

of

interest

in

the

was rather that on the road to
From the first it
the truth a wrong turning had been taken.
was a hopeless endeavour to explain interest wholly and
It would be
entirely from a productive power of capital.
different if there were a power that could make value grow
But there is no such
directly, as wheat grows from the field.
power.
What the productive power can do is only to create
a quantity of products, and perhaps at the same time to create
productivity of capital.

a

quantity

Interest

is

of

value,

It

but

never

to

a surplus, a remainder left

create

surplus

when product

value.

of capital

minuend and value of consumed capital is the subThe productive power of capital may find its result
But so far as that goes it cannot
in increasing the minuend.
increase the minuend without at the same time increasing the
For the productive power
subtrahend in the same proportion.
is

the

trahend.

;
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undeniably the ground and measure of the value of the
If with a particular form of
which it resides.

capital in

form of capital is worth
it, it is worth little
much
with
it,
can
produce
it
is
worth much, and so
if one
on;
always increasing in value as the value that can be
produced by its help increases is. as the value of its product
And so, however great the productive power of
increases.
capital may be, and however greatly it may increase the
minuend, yet so far as it does so, the subtrahend is increased
in the same proportion, and there is no remainder, no surplus
capital one can produce nothing, that

nothing.

If

one can produce

little

with

—

;

of value.

may be

more comparison.
If
thrown across a flooded stream the level of water below
the log will be less than the level of water above the log.
If
it is asked why the water stands higher above the ]og than
below, would any one think of the flood as the cause ? Of course
not.
For although that flood causes the water above the log
to stand high, it tends at the same time, so far as that is
concerned, to raise the level of the water below the log just
It is the cause of the water being " high "
as high.
what
I

a log

allowed, in conclusion, one

is

;

causes

it to

Now

stand

"

what the

higher

" is

flood is

not the
to

the

but the

flood,

differences

log.

of level, the

may be an
adequate cause of the value of the product of capital being
high, but it cannot be the adequate cause that the product
productive power of capital

is

is to

surplus value.

higher in value than the capital

itself,

It

seeing that

it

feeds

same way as it does
The true cause of the "plus" in this
that of the product.
a log, and a log which has not been so much
case also is
It has
as mentioned by the Productivity theories proper.
been sought by other theories in various things sometimes in
and

raises the level of the capital in the

—

;

the sacrifice of a use, sometimes in the sacrifice of abstinence,

sometimes in a

sacrifice

of

work devoted

to

make

capital,

sometimes simply in the exploiting pressure of capitalist on
labourer; but so far as we have gone there has been no satisfactory recognition of its nature

and

action.

1

1
Many readers may wonder why a writer who shows himself so very decidedly
opposed to the Productivity theory, does not at all avail himself of the abundant
in other words, why
and powerful support given by the socialist criticism
;
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do not

dismiss

the

theory with

product of labour, and thus
originating power.

its

the argument that capital itself

productivity, whatever else

The reason simply

181

is

that

I

it

attribute to this

be,

is

is

the

not an

argument only
The state

a secondary importance in the theoretical explanation of interest.
of the case seems to

me

to be as follows.

No

one will question that capital,

once made, manifests a certain productive effect.
A steam-engine, e.g. is in any
The primary theoretic question
case the cause of a certain productive result.
suggested by this state of matters now is, Is that productive capacity of capital

—of

capital

made and ready

—the

quite sufficient cause of interest

?

If this

question were answered in the affirmative, then of course, in the second place,

would come the question whether the productive power of capital is an independent power of capital, or whether it is only derived from the labour which
has produced the capital
the

medium

;

in other words, whether (manual) labour, through

of capital, should not be considered the true cause of interest.

But

having answered the first question in the negative, I have no occasion to enter
on the secondary question, whether the productive power of capital is an
originating power or not
Besides, in a later chapter I shall have the opportunity
of taking a position on the latter question.

BOOK

III

THE USE THEOEIES

—

CHAPTEK

I

THE USE OF CAPITAL

The Use

theories are an offshoot of the Productivity theories, but
an offshoot which quickly grew into an independent life of its own.
They attach themselves directly to that idea on which the

Productivity theories proper got into

difficulties,

—

the idea that

an exact causal connection between the value of products and the value of their means of production.
If, as
economists began to recognise, the value of every product is, as
a rule, identical with the value of the means of production
expended in making it, then every attempt to explain surplus
value by the productive power of capital must fail for the
higher that power raises the value of the product, the higher
must it raise the value of the capital itself as identical with it.
The latter must follow the former with the fidelity of a
shadow, and there should be no possibility of the slightest
space between them.
there

is

;

Nevertheless there

is

a space.

This line of thought suggested almost of

itself

a

new way

on the one hand, it is true that the value
of every product is identical with the value of the means of
production sacrificed in making it, and if, on the other hand,
it is observed that, notwithstanding this, the product of capital
of

is

explanation.

If,

regularly greater than the value of

sacrificed, the conviction

real capital

may

almost forces

not represent

to obtain a product.

all

the real capital thus
itself

on us that this

the sacrifice that

is

made

Perhaps, besides this real capital, there

something else that must be expended at the same time
something which claims a part of the value of the product,

;

the surplus value

we

are inquiring about.

is

a

—
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This Something was sought and found.

Indeed,

say that more than one was found.

we might

Three distinct opinions
and out of the one funda'

were put forward as to its nature
mental idea there grew three distinct theories
the Use theory,
the Abstinence theory, and the Labour theory.
Of these the
one that kept most closely by the Productivity theories, and
indeed made its first appearance simply as an extension of
them, is the Use theory.
;

The fundamental idea

—

Use theory

of the

the following.

is

Besides the substance of capital, the use (Gebrauch or Nutzung)
of capital

an object

is

pendent value.

independent nature and of inde-

of

To obtain

a return for capital

to sacrifice substance of capital alone

employed must be
production.

the product

Now
is

it is

sacrificed also during the

period of the

a matter of theory, the value of

since, as

equal to the

of production spent in

not enough

the use of the capital

;

sum

making

of the values of the
it,

and

since,

means

in conformity

with this principle, the substance of capital and the use of
capital, taken together, are equal to the value of the product,
this

product naturally must be greater than the value of the

substance of capital by

In

itself.

this

way

the

phenomenon

of surplus value is explained as being the share that falls to

the part sacrifice, the

"

use of capital."

This theory of course assumes that capital

but

less

emphatically, and in a

ambiguity.

amount

It

way

that

is

is

productive,

quite free from

assumes that the accession of capital to a given

of labour assists in obtaining a relatively greater product

than labour, unsupported by capital, could obtain.
It is not
necessary, however, that the capitalist process of production
on the whole, embracing as it does both the making and the
employing of capital, should be profitable.
If, e.g. a fisherman

makes a net by 100 days' labour, and with the net catches
500 fish in the 100 days during which the net lasts, while
another fisherman without any net has been able to catch
three fish a day for the 200 days, evidently the total process
Notwithstanding the employhave been caught by an outlay
in the other case 600 fish have

has not been a profitable one.

ment of capital, only 500
of 200 days' labour, while
been caught.
as

also

fish

Nevertheless, according to

according to

facts

—

the

Use theory
made must bear

the

net once

chap,
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For, once made,

interest.

it

helps to catch more fish than

could be caught without a net, and this fact
assure the surplus return of
to

its

But
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200

fish

sufficient to

is

being calculated as due

is
only calculated as such in
There will be ascribed, therefore, a
perhaps 190 fish, or their value, to the substance

assistance.

it

association with its use.

part return
of the net

of,

the remainder will be ascribed to the use of the

;

Thus emerges a surplus value and an interest on capital.
If this very moderate amount of physical productivity on
the part of capital is sufficient, according to the Use theory, to
cause surplus value, it is self-evident that this theory in no
way assumes any direct value productivity; indeed, rightly
net.

understood,

The

it

really excludes

relation of the

Use

it.

theories to the productive

capital will not, however, be found

of

stated

power

clearly in

so

the writings of their representatives as I have thought necessary to

state

it.

On

the contrary, indeed, appeals

to

the

productive power of capital long accompany the development

Use theory proper, and we are very often left in doubt
whether the author relies, for his explanation of surplus value,
more on the productive power of capital or on the arguments
of the

peculiar to the
theories have

Use

theory.

It is only gradually that the

Use

cut themselves clear of this confusion with the

Productivity theory, and developed in complete independence.

1

In what follows I mean, first, to show the historical
Criticism of them I shall
development of the Use theories.
divide into two parts.
Such critical remarks as refer simply
to individual defects in individual theories

once with the historical statement.

My

I shall include at

critical

estimate of

the school as a whole will follow in a separate chapter.
way in which many of the Use theorists have expressed
blame in great part for the fact that, up till now, so little
Their
attention has been paid to the independent existence of these theories.
1

The

hesitating

themselves

is

to

representatives were usually classed with the adherents

of the

Productivity

and it was considered that the former had been confuted when
only the latter had been. From what I have said above it will be seen that
The two groups of theories rest on essentially distinct
this is quite erroneous.
theories proper,

principles.

CHAPTEE

II

HISTORICAL STATEMENT

The development

of the

part with three names.

Use theory
J. B.

Say

is

first

associated for the most

suggested

it

Hermann

;

worked out the nature and essence of the Uses, and so put
the theory on a firm foundation
Menger gave it the most
;

complete form of which, in

my

opinion,

it is

capable.

All the

come between take one or other of these as their
model, and although some of them are well worthy of
writers that

they are

attention,

of

secondary importance

to

those just

mentioned.
list

There are two things that strike us in looking over the
The first is that, with the single excep-

of these writers.

tion of Say, the working out of the
entirely

Germany

by German

Use theory has been done

And

science.

the

other

is

that

in

have attracted the marked
preference of our most thorough and acute thinkers.
At least
we find represented here a remarkable number of the best

names

in

this

theory seems

German

to

science.

We

have already considered at length the doctrine of Say,
1
the founder of this school.
In his writings Productivity
so much so
theory and Use theory grow up side by side
that neither seems to come before or be subordinate to the
other and the historian of theory has no alternative but to
;

;

consider
basis for
line of

As
Say as the representative of both theories.
what follows I shall recapitulate very briefly the

thought followed in such of his ideas as belong properly

Use theory.
The fund of productive

to the

1

capital provides productive services.
See above,

p. 120.

chap,
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These services possess economical independence, and are the
objects of independent valuation and sale.
Now as these

and at the same time
from their owners without compensation,
products of capital, under the play of supply

services are indispensable for production,
are not to be obtained

the prices of

all

and demand, must adjust themselves in such a way that, over
and above the compensation to the other factors in production,
they contain the ordinary compensation for these productive

Thus the

services.

and with

it

" surplus

interest,

value

originates

"

in

independently for this independent

of the products of capital,

the

necessity of

sacrifice in

paying

production, the

" services of capital."

The most

signal weakness of this doctrine, apart from its

being continually traversed by contradictory expressions of the

Naive Productivity theory, lies, perhaps, in the confusion in
which Say leaves the conception of productive services.
A
writer who makes the independent existence and remuneration
of such services the axis on which his interest theory turns
is, at least, bound to express himself clearly as to what should
Not only has Say omitted
be understood by these terms.
to do this, as we have already seen, but the few indications
that he does give point in an entirely wrong direction.
Prom the analogy that Say repeatedly draws between the
services of capital on the one hand, and human labour, as
also the activity of the " natural fund," on the other, we might
conclude that, by the services of capital, Say would wish us to
understand the putting in motion of the natural powers that
reside in real capital;

e.g.

the physical actions of beasts of

burden, of machines, the setting free of the heating power in
coal,

etc.

argument

is

But if this is what he means, then the whole
For this putting in motion
on the wrong track.

powers is nothing else than what, in another place,
have called the " Material Services " (Nutzleistungen) of goods. 1
It is what our current science, with its unsuggestive and
lamentably obscure vocabulary, has termed the JVutzung of
capital, meaning the gross use of capital.
It is this that is
remunerated by the undiminished gross return sometimes called
of natural
I

Hire.

2

In a word,

my Hechte und

1

See

2

It will be well to

it is

the substance of gross interest, not of

Verhaltnisse, p. 57.
More exactly also below.
remember that the word Hire {Mietkzins in German)

is

;
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net interest, and
concerned.

If

it

is

emerges from the necessity of

for it is only gross interest that

paying for productive services, not net interest

But

interest that is the object of explanation.

productifs he

meant anything

else,

the dark regarding the nature of
existence

to say the least of

is,

In any

much

it,

it,

new way

which,

;

if

and it
by the

is

net

services

he has left us absolutely in
and the theory built on its

incomplete.

case, then, Say's theory is

pointed out a

are here

what Say actually meant by his
then his whole theory has missed the mark

this

services productifs,

we

net interest with which,

is

book in

not satisfactory.

when

Yet

it

properly followed, led

nearer the heart of the interest problem than the barren

Productivity theories had.
writers who come next after Say can scarcely be
done much towards any such development.
One
of them, indeed, Storch, fell very far short of the point to
which Say had brought the theory.
l
Storch professes to follow Say, and often quotes him, but
he only takes Say's results.
He does not use his argument, and he has not supplied the want by one of his own.
It is a characteristic symptom of the barren way in which
Storch deals with our subject that he does not explain loan

The two

said to have

interest

He

by natural interest, but natural by loan interest.
starts by saying (p. 212) that capital is a "source

production

— although

"•

a secondary source

—

of

along with nature

The sources

and labour, the two primary sources of goods.

of

production become sources of income inasmuch as they often

belong to different persons; and they must

first,

through a loan

contract be put at the disposal of the person

who

properly used of the lending of a durable article where the

sum

unites

them

paid monthly or

If we pay 20s. a month for the hire of a piano, it
understood that the piano suffers so much by our use, and that the 20s. covers
that deterioration. We are not expected to repair the damage done to the piano,
nor to pay an extra sum for repairing it. That is to say, the 20s. per month is a

yearly includes wear and tear.
is

gross interest, which includes the replacement of the capital.

the music-seller gets £36 in hires for an ordinary piano,

it is

If in three years
evident that this is

The true interest (net interest) is found by deducting the
Say that that value was £30, and that in three years'
time the piano is worn out then £6 is the interest obtained by the music-seller
But this distinction,
over a period of three years on a capital sum of £30.
evident at a first glance in a concrete example, has been overlooked, as we see,
by more than one economist.-— W. S.
far

more than

interest.

capital value of the piano.

;

1

Cours d'Economie Politique,

vol.

i,

Paris, 1823.
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Tor this they receive remuneration,
remuneration goes as income to the lender.
"The

in productive co-operation.

and

this

price of a loaned piece of land

is

called rent; the price of loaned

wages the price of a loaned capital is called
1
sometimes interest, sometimes hire."
After Storch has thus given us to understand that lending
out of productive powers is the regular way of getting an
income, he adds, by way of postscript, that a man can obtain an
" A
income even if he himself employs the productive powers.
man who cultivates his own garden at his own expense unites
in his own hands the land, the labour and the capital.
Nevertheless " (the word is significant of Storch's conception) " he
draws from the first a land rent from the second a subsistThe sale of
ence
from the third an interest on capital."
his products must return him a value which is, at least, equivalent to the remuneration he would have got from the land,
labour, and capital if he had lent them
otherwise he
will stop cultivating the garden, and lend out his productive
labour

is

called

;

;

;

;

powers.

2

But why should

it

be possible for him to get a remuneration

for the productive powers, particularly for the capital

Storch does not take

much

"Since every man," he says on

p.

266, "is compelled

before he can obtain a product, the poor
in dependence on the rich,

does not receive from

he lends

?

trouble to answer this question.

and can neither

him some

man

live nor

of the food

to

eat

finds himself

work

if

he

already in exist-

which food he promises to replace when he has completed
These loans cannot be gratuitous, for, if they
were, the advantage would be entirely on the side of the poor
man, and the rich would have no interest whatever in making
the bargain.
To get the rich man's consent, then, it must be
agreed that the owner of the accumulated surplus or capital
draws a rent or a profit, and this rent will be in proportion to
ence,

his

product.

1

These last words are a quotation from Say.

2

Even in discussing the question

of the

makes

relation

of natural

of the rate of interest this perversion

and loan interest reappears.

On

p.

285 Storch

by the proportion "between the supply of the capitalists
and of the undertakers wishing to hire these capitals.

interest determined

having capitals to lend,
And on p. 286 he says that the rate of the income of those persons who
themselves employ their productive powers adapts itself to that rate which
is determined by the demand and supply of loaned productive powers.

"
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an explanation

which, in economical precision, leaves almost everything to be
desired.

Of a second follower of Say, Nebenius, it cannot at any
any harm at his hands.
In his celebrated work on Public Credit/ Nebenius has
devoted a brief consideration to our subject, and given a somewhat eclectic explanation of it. In the main he follows Say's
rate be said that the theory received

Use

He

theory.

accepts

his

2

and bases
obtain exchange value.

services of capital,

category

interest

of

on the

the

productive

fact that these

But in course of the argument
he brings out a new element, in pointing to " the painful priva3
which the accumulation of capital
tions and exertions
requires.
In the long run he shows ample agreement with
services

the Productivity theory.

Thus on one occasion he remarks

the hire which the borrower has to pay for a capital

that

which he employs

to

may be

advantage

considered as

the

21); and, on another occasion, he
emphasises the fact that, " in the reciprocal valuation by which

fruit of that capital itself (p.

the hire

is

determined,

it is

the productive power of the capitals

that forms the chief element"

Nebenius, however, does

(p.

22).

not

explanation of his interest theory;

enter

on any more exact

nor does he analyse the

nature of the productive services of capital, obviously taking
the category without question from Say.

At this point I may mention a third writer who rose into
writing long after Hermann
prominence later
but never
got beyond Say's standpoint; Carl Mario, in his System der
WeltokoTwmie}

—

—

1

Oeffentliche Credit.

2

See,

e.g.

I

quote from the second edition, 1829.

pp. 19, 20.

" On the one hand, the necessity and the usefulness of capital for the busiits most multifarious forms, and on the other, the hardship
these lie at the root of the
of the privations to which we owe its accumulation
exchange value of the services rendered by capital. They get their compensation
in a share of the value of the products, to the production of which they have co3

ness of production in

;

operated"

"The

(p. 19).

services of capital

and of industry necessarily have an exchange value

;

the former because capitals are only got through more or less painful privations or
exertions, and people can be induced to undergo such only by getting an adequate
share.
4

..."

(p.

22)

Kassel, 1850-57.

—
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In striking contrast with the imposing plan of this work,
and the supreme importance which, from its very nature, the
interest problem should have had in it, is the extremely

may

One

treatment which the problem actually received.

slight

any connected
and thorough inquiry into the origin of interest indeed for any
real interest theory at all.
If it were not that Mario in the
search

bulky volumes in vain

these

for

;

course

of

polemic against

his

had

to

opponents

his

against the doctrine that labour

—

particularly

the sole source of value

is

J

—

what he said
would not be enough to
degree, what his opinions

some extent marked out

his standpoint,

positively on the question of interest

were,

—

very

the

in

indicate,

slightest

to say nothing of introducing the uninitiated to the

nature of the problem.
Mario's views
theories

on

emphasis

a mixture

are

from

taken

the

He

Say.

Use and Productivity

recognises,

with

special

working together, 2
natural power and labour power
of

necessity

—

of

their

two sources of wealth
and from this comes his conception of

capital as " perfected

3

Corresponding to the two sources of wealth
" Interest is the
income
interest and wages.
compensation for the productive or consumptive use of parentwealth."
"If we apply forms of wealth as instruments of
work, they contribute to production, and so render us a service.
natural power."
are

two kinds

—

of

we apply them
sume the wealth

It'

have rendered

if

to purposes of
itself,

consumption we not only conit might

but also the service which

If we employ wealth
we must compensate the owners for

productively employed.

belonging to other people,

the productive service which

pensation for this

it

employ our own goods we ourselves draw the
they bear."

4

The com-

might have rendered.

If

variously called interest or rent.

is

It is a

poor epitome of Say's old theory.

This unsatisfactory repetition of old arguments

wonderful when we

we

which

interest

consider that

in

the

is still

interval

a

more
very

had been taken towards the perfecting of the
Use theory by Hermann's Staatswirtschaftliche Untevsuchungen,
published in 1832.

great

1

2
4

i.

stride

sect.

ii.

p. 246, etc*,

and other

ii.

p. 214,

ii.

pp. 633, 660.

and many other

places.

places.
3

u. p. 255.
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This work forms the second milestone in the development

Use

Out of Say's scanty and contradictory
which he accepts with nattering recognition 1
Hermann has built up a stately theory the same care expended on its foundations as on its details. And it is of no
small importance that this well-constructed theory has become
a vital part of Hermann's entire system.
It permeates the
whole of his lengthy work from end to end.
There is not a
chapter in it where a considerable space is not given to its
statement or application.
There is not a passage in it where
the author allows himself to be untrue to the position which
his acceptance of the Use theory compels him to take.
In what follows I can only briefly state the principal points
of Hermann's theory, although it certainly deserves our more
thorough acquaintance.
In doing so I shall confine myself
for the most part to the second edition of the Staatswirtschaflliche Untersuchungen (1874), in which the theory is substantially unchanged, and is at the same time put more definitely
and in a more complete shape.

of

the

suggestions

theory.

—

—

;

The foundation

of

Hermann's theory

the independent use of goods.

is

his conception of

Quite in contrast to Say,

who

gloss over the nature of his services productifs with a

tries to

few analogies and metaphors, Hermann takes
in explaining his fundamental conception.

He

introduces

it

all

possible care

in the theory of G-oods, where he

first

speaks of the different kinds of usefulness that goods have.
" Usefulness

may

be transitory or

it

may

be durable.

It is

partly the nature of the goods, partly the nature of the use
that determines this point.

Transitory, often

fulness belongs to freshly cooked food, and

The doing

drink.

of

a service

momentary

to

many

use-

kinds of

has only a momentary use

may

be permanent, as is the case in
tuition, in a physician's advice, etc.
Land, dwellings, tools,

value,

yet

its

result

books, money, have a durable

use value.

Their use, for the

time that they last (called in German their Nutzung)? can be
conceived of as a good in

exchange value which we
1

See

2

" Ihr

first edition, p.

gennant,"

Gebrauch
etc.

itself,

and may obtain

for itself

an

call interest."

270, in the note.

wahrend

dessen

sie

fortbestehen,

wird

ilir

Nutzung

—
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goods, but transitory

and consum-

able goods also, capable of affording a durable use.

proposition

is

of cardinal importance in

give his exposition of

it

in his

own words

Since this

Hermann's theory,

I

:

" Technical

processes are able, throughout all the change
and combination of the usefulness of goods, to preserve the sum
of their

exchange values undiminished, so that goods, although

successively taking on

new

shapes,

still

continue unchanged in

the form of pig iron,
combined usefulness to which they all three contribute
If, then, the
chemical and mechanical elements.
pig iron
possesses the exchange value of the three exchange goods
employed, the earlier sum of goods persists, bound up qualitatively in the new usefulness, added together quantitatively in
the exchange value.
" To goods that are of transitory material, technical processes, through this change of form, add economical durability
and permanence.
This persistence of usefulness and of exchange value which is given to goods otherwise transitory by
technical change of form, is of the greatest economical importance.
The amount of durable useful goods becomes thereby
very much greater.
Even goods of perishable material and of
only temporary use, by constantly changing their shapes while
retaining their exchange value, become re-created so that their
Thus, as it is in the case of durable
use becomes lasting.
goods, so it is in the case of goods changing their form
this use
qualitatively, while retaining their exchange value
may be conceived of as a good in itself, as a use (Nutzung)
I shall return to
which may itself obtain exchange value."
value.

Iron ore,

coal, labour, obtain, in

a

;

this notable passage later on.

Hermann then makes

use of this analysis to introduce his

conception of capital, which
"

is

based altogether on that of

durable goods, and

Lasting or

retain their value

while changing their shape,

brought under one and the same conception

;

durable basis of a use which has exchange value.

we

call capital."

its use.

perishable goods which

may

thus be

they are the

Such goods

1

The bridge between these preliminary conceptions and
1

P. 111.

Hermann

conception here given.

of course does not always remain quite faithful to the

In this passage he

calls

the goods which form the basis

—
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Hermann's

interest theory proper is formed by the proposition
economic life, the uses of capital do regularly receive
the exchange value, of which, as independent quantities, they
are capable.
Hermann does not treat this proposition with the
emphasis adequate to its importance.
Although everything
that, in

further depends on

it, he neither puts it
formally, nor gives
any detailed explanation.
Explanation, indeed, there is in
plenty, but it is rather to be read between the lines than in
them.
It amounts to this, that the "uses" possess exchange

it

value because they are economical goods
tion

which

is

may

concise indeed, but

factory without further commentary.

—

a

piece of informa-

be accepted as

satis-

1

His explanation of interest then proceeds as follows.
In almost all productions uses of capital, possessing exchange value, form an indispensable portion of the expenses of
These expenses are made up of three parts
of the undertaker
that is, the expenditure of wealth previously existing
as, for instance, principal,

production.
1.

:

—

Of the outlay

;

own labour and that of
wear and tear of workshops, tools, etc.
2. Of the undertaker's active intelligence and care in the
initiation and carrying on of the undertaking, etc.
3. Of the uses of fixed and floating capital necessary for
the production all the time of their employment up till the

secondary, and auxiliary materials, his
others,

sale of the product. 2
but later on he is fond of representing capital as
something different from the goods as it were something hovering over them.
Thus, e.g. when he says on p. 605: "Above all we must distinguish the object
in which a capital exhibits itself from the capital itself.
Capital is the basis of
a durable use which has definite exchange value
it continues to exist
undiminished so long as the use retains this value, and here it is all the same
whether the goods which form the capital are useful simply as capital or in
other ways that is, generally speaking, it is all the same in what form the
capital exhibits itself."
If the question be put, What then is capital, if it is not
the substance of the goods in which it "exhibits " itself? it might be difficult
enough to give a straightforward answer, and one that would not be simply playing with words.
1
Hermann evidently considers the exchange value of uses too self-evident to
need any formal explanation from him. Even the extremely scanty explanation
mentioned above is usually given only indirectly, although at the same time
quite plainly; thus when on p. 507 he says: "For the use of land the corn
producer can obtain no compensation in price, so long as it is offered to any one

of a durable use capital

;

—

;

—

in

any quantity
2

as a free gift."

Pp. 312, etc., 412, etc.
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economically, the price of the product must

since,

cover the total costs of production, that price must he high

enough

to

cover " not only the outlays, but also the sacrifice

makes in the uses of capital, as also in
and care " or, as it is usually expressed, over
and above the compensation for outlays, the price must yield
a profit (profit of capital and profit of undertaking).
And
his
idea,
Hermann
exactly
explaining
this
more
adds
profit
u
is by no means merely an advantage that comes by accident in
Eather we should say that
the struggle that determines price."
for
profit is as much a compensation
goods possessing exchange
that the undertaker

;

his intelligence

;

—

value that are really sacrificed in the product as the outlays

The only

are.

difference is that the undertaker

makes these

outlays in order to procure and hold together certain productive

elements

already

employed and

his

new elements

in

own

the uses

"

This remuneration

To make
still

wanting

this explanation
;

duction, there

that

of

the

it

should be

must be

new elements

is profit " (p.

that

3 1 4).

of profit complete, one thing is

made

clear

how

it is

that, in pro-

sacrifice of the uses of capital, besides

outlays of

capital.

This

Hermann

supplies in

another place, where at the same time he points
great

capital

use of the outlays in order to obtain

the highest possible remuneration for these

he adds.

the

of

superintendence of the business are

the work, provided by himself during the

He makes

production.

while

existing,

that

circumstantiality,

all

products

may

out,

with

ultimately

be traced to exertions of labour and uses of capital.

In doing
he makes some interesting statements about the character
of the " use of goods," as he conceives of it, and it may be well

so

to give this passage also in full.

He

is

making an

analysis of the sacrifices that are required

for the procuring of salt fish.

He

enumerates labour of catch-

and wear and tear of tools and boats, labour of procuring salt and again the use of all kinds of tools, casks, and
Then he breaks up the boat into wood, iron, cordage,
so on.
labour, and use of tools
the wood again, into use of the forest
" But
and labour the iron, into use of the mine, and so on.
this succession of labours and uses does not exhaust the sum
There must
total of the sacrifices made in procuring salt fish.
ing, use

;

;

;

besides be taken into calculation the period of time during
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which each element of exchange value is embodied in the
product.
For from that moment when a labour or a use is
employed in the making of a product, the disposal of it in any

way

other

is

made

Instead of being

impossible.

made use

of

simply made to co-operate in the making and
delivery of the product to the consumers.
To get a proper

in

itself, it

idea of this,

is

it

to

is

be remembered that labours and uses, so

soon as they are employed in the making of a product, enter
floating capital quantitatively, as a constituent element,

into

with the exchange value that they possessed at the time of

With

employment.

their

But

capital

it

is

this

just this

value

amount

they become
of value that a

floating

man

ab-

from using in any other way till the product is paid
for by the buyer.
As with the getting, working up, storing,
and conveying, the floating capital grows through ever new
labours and uses expended on it, it is itself wealth, the use of
which is handed over to the consumers with every new accession
of value up to the delivering over of the product to the
buyer.
And what must be paid for by the buyer is not simply
the renunciation of that use which the undertaker might have
made of the wealth for his own gratification.
JSTo
it is
actually a new and peculiar use which is handed over to him
along with the wealth itself; the putting together and keeping
together, the storing and keeping ready for use, of all the
technical elements of the production, from the acquiring of its
first basis in natural goods, on through all technical changes
and commercial processes, till the product is handed over
in the place, at the time and in the quantity desired.
This
holding together of the technical elements of the product is the
stains

;

service, the objective use of floating capital."

If

we compare

the form which

1

Hermann

has given to the

Use theory with the doctrine of Say, we find them alike in
Both recognise the existence of indepenIn the fact that capital is made
dent work done by capital.
use of in production, both see a sacrifice independent of and
their rough outlines.

from the expenditure of the substance of capital.
both explain interest as the necessary compensation for

separate

And
this

independent

Still,

sacrifice.
1

Hermann's

P. 286, etc.

doctrine

shows

"
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Say had, in fact, given the
a substantial advance on Say's.
mere outlines of a theory, inside which the most important
His services productifs are nothing
features were left blank.
ambiguous
but an
name, and the very important consideration
of how the sacrifice of these services constitutes an independent sacrifice in production
independent, that is, of the

—
—

is very much left to the reader's
In trying, with true German thoroughness, to work
out and make clear these two cardinal points, Hermann has
definitely filled in the outlines he took from Say, and in doing
so has given to the whole the rank of a solid theory.
A negative merit in Hermann, not to be under estimated,
is that he severely abstains from the secondary explanations

substance of capital sacrificed
fancy.

by productivity) that are
The expression " productivity " is perhaps

(explaining interest
Say.

mouth, hut he uses
not misleading.

Hermann
tion

in a sense that,

if

as often in his

not happy,

is

at least

1

managed

of course has not

Use theory

the

of

it

so offensive in

free

from

all

to

keep his formula-

inconsistencies.

In

remains doubtful, in his case also, what is the
nature of the connection between the exchange value of the
particular

it

uses of capital and the price of the products of capital.

Is

the price of products high because the exchange value of uses
is

high

Or, on the contrary,

?

high

uses

because

point, over

Hermann

the price

which Say

falls

not

made

given above, and in

many

has

the exchange value of the

is

products

of

into

entirely
others,

is

high?

This

the wildest contradictions, 2
clear.

In

the

passage

he obviously inclines to the

former view, and so represents the price of products as affected

by the value
there are

Thus

of the uses of capital.

many

3

But

at the

same time

expressions which assume just the opposite.

296) he remarks that the determining of the price of
" is itself the first to react on the price of the labours
and uses.'* And similarly on another occasion (p. 559) he
ascribes a determining influence on the price of the incomplete products, not to the constituent costs which have gone to
(p.

products

create

the incomplete product, but to the finished products

1

See below, p. 204.

3

See also p. 560

mination of

prices.

:

"The

2

See above,

p. 125.

uses of capital are therefore a ground of the deter-
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for

Menger

to

this difficult question entirely clear.

Thus

far

we have looked only at Hermann's doctrine of
But we cannot pass over the quite

the origin of interest.

peculiar views that he propounds on the causes of the different
rates of interest.

Hermann starts from the proposition already referred to,
that " the total quantity of products," resolved into its simple
constituents, is " a

we allow

this, it

of exchange

sum

must

and uses of

of labours

becomes

capital."

the next place, that

clear, in

all

If

acts

exchange of labours and uses
of capital possessed by one for labours and uses possessed
consist in the

by another, these labours and uses being
bodied in products.

own

Whatever, then, a

em-

either direct or

man

receives for his

labour in other people's labours and uses

is the exchange
and " whatever a man receives in the
labours and uses of other men, when he offers his own uses for
sale, forms the exchange value of these uses, or the profit of
capital."
The wages of labour and the profit of capital
therefore,
between them, exhaust the total quantity of all
must
1
products coming to market.
On what, then, depends the rate of profit or, which is
the same thing, the rate of the exchange value of the uses of
capital ?
First, naturally, on the amount of other people's
But this itself
labours and uses
obtainable for these.
depends again, for the most part, on the proportion in which
the two participants in the total product, labour and uses of
capital, are supplied and demanded as against each other.

value of labour, or wage

;

;

And

of course every increase in the supply of labour tends

to diminish

wages and

the supply

of

again, the

uses, to

to

profit- and every increase in
But,
wages and lower profit.
of these two factors may be

raise

raise

supply of either

by two circumstances
available amount or by increase of
increased

;

by increase

of the

productiveness.

These

either
its

circumstances act in the following way.
" If

for

sale,

the amount of capital increases, more uses are offered

more equivalent values are sought

for them.

these equivalent values can only be labours or uses.
1

Under

capital

Hermann

includes land.

Now
So

far

chap,
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in exchange for the increased uses, other uses of capital are
demanded, a greater amount of equivalent values is actually
disposable.
Since then supply and demand are equally
increased, the exchange value of the uses cannot alter.
But
if, as is here assumed, the quantity of labour, on the whole, is
not increased, the owners of capital find, for the increased
amount of uses which they seek to exchange against labour,
only the amount of labour they got before
that is, they get
an unsatisfactory equivalent value. The exchange value of
uses will therefore sink in comparison with labour with the
same exertions, the labourer will buy more uses. In the
exchange of use against use the capitalists now receive the
same equivalent value as formerly, but in the exchange of uses
as,

—

;

against labour they receive
fore, in

less.

The amount

proportion to the total capital

—must

fall.

The

—

that

total quantity of goods

is,

of profit, there-

the rate of profit

produced

increased, but the increase has been divided

among

is

indeed

capitalists

and labourers.
" If the productiveness of capital increases, or if in

the same
more means of satisfying needs, the owners
of capital offer for sale more useful goods than before, and ask
therefore for more equivalent values.
They obtain these so far

time

it

furnishes

as each one seeks other uses in exchange for his

own

increased

Here the supply has risen with the demand. The
exchange value must therefore remain unaltered
that is, the

use.

—

uses of equal capitals
other
is

for

equal times exchange with each

— although the character of these uses as regards usefulness

higher than before.

not increased,

all

But under the assumption that labour

is

the uses with which the capitalist wishes to

buy labour do not obtain their former equivalent value this
must raise the competitive demand for labour, and must lower
the exchange value of uses as against labour.
The labourers
now receive more uses for the same amount of labour as before,
and find themselves therefore better off; the owners of capital
do not themselves enjoy the whole fruit of the increased pro;

ductiveness of capital, but are compelled to share
workers.

But the lowering

it

with the

of the exchange value of the uses

does not cause the owners of capital any

loss, since

the reduced

value can obtain more means of enjoyment than the higher

value formerly obtained."

—
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On

analogous grounds, which

Hermann shows

we need not

that the rate of profit rises

book hi

further pursue,

if

the amount or

the productiveness of labour decreases.

The most

Hermann

striking feature in this theory certainly

finds

a

is,

that

reason for the decline of interest in the

power of capital. In this he goes
on the one hand, to Ricardo and his

increase of the productive

in

direct opposition,

school,

who found

the principal cause of the declining rate of

interest in the decrease of the productiveness of capitals

driven to worse lands

when

on the other hand, to the Productivity theorists also, who, from the nature of their theory, were
bound to accept a direct proportion between the degree of
productivity and the rate of interest. 1
Whether the substance of Hermann's Use theory be tenable
or not, I leave in the meantime an open question.
But
that Hermann's application of it to explain the height of the
interest rate is not correct is, I think, demonstrable even at
;

but,

the present stage of our inquiries.
It appears to

mann

has

made

me
too

that, in
little

this part of his

distinction

Hertwo things

doctrine,

between

that should have been kept very clearly distinct,

—

the ratio

and total wage, and the ratio between
amount of profit and amount of capital, or the rate of interest.
What Hermann has put forward admirably explains and
between

total

profit

proves a lowering or raising of total profit in proportion to

wages of labour

;

and

but that explains

proves

nothing as

regards the height of profit, or the rate of interest.

The source

of the oversight lies in this

—

:

the abstraction-

which he sees
nothing in products but the labours and uses out of which they

in other respects quite justifiable

come,

where

Hermann
it

in virtue of

has extended to the sphere of exchange value,

should never have been applied.

on uses and labours as representatives of

Accustomed
all

goods,

to look

Hermann

thought he might look at these representatives even where the
matter at issue concerned the high or low exchange value of
any one amount. He calculates thus uses and labours are the
:

Consequently if the use buys as
uses as before, but at the same time buys less labours,

representatives of all goods.

many
1

Kg. Roscner, § 183.
them to somewhat

ascribes

Roesler,

who

accepts Hermann's results, although he

different causes, is the only exception.
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Now

this

is

not true.

The exchange value of goods (in the sense of "power in
exchange/' which is the sense that Hermann always gives to the
word)

measured, not only in the quantities of one or two

is

definite kinds of goods that

can be got in exchange for

but

it,

in the average of all goods ; among which, in this case, are to
be counted all products, each product having equal rights with
the goods called " labour

"

and with the goods called

"

use of

capital."
Thus exchange value is understood in practical life
and in economics, and thus also it is understood by Hermann
himself.
On p. 432 he expressly declares: "Among such
differences of the goods in which price is paid, the establishment
of an average price, such as we desired for the fixing of exchange value, is not to be thought of, but the conception of
exchange value is not impossible on that account
It is

by considering all the average prices which, in the
same market, are paid for one good in all goods it is a series
of comparisons of the same good against many other goods.
We shall call the exchange value of a good, as thus determined,
the real value of the good, to distinguish it from the average
amount of the money prices, or the money value."
Now it is not difficult to show that the power in exchange
of the use of capital as against products moves in quite a different direction from its power in exchange against other uses and
labours.
For instance, if the productiveness of all uses and
labours rises to exactly double, the power in exchange between
uses and labours, as regards each other, is not disturbed
on
the other hand, the power in exchange of both as against the
products which result from them is very seriously disturbed
arrived at

;

'

'

;

:

it is,

that

As

What

is

to say, doubled.

regards the rate of interest, the question obviously

is

the exchange power of a quite definite class of

of capital and

real capital which furnishes the "use " ?
exchange of the use of a machine be twenty
than the exchange power of the product machine,

product, viz.
If the

power

that

in

times less
the use of the machine " buys
obtains

is,

the proportion between the exchange power of the uses

£200

"

£10, while the machine itself
and the proportion correIf the exchange value
of interest.

as its equivalent value,

sponds to a 5 per cent rate
of the use of a

machine again

is

only ten times less than that
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buys £20 while the other
buys £200, and the proportion corresponds to a 10 per cent
of the product machine, the one

rate of interest.

Now there is no obvious ground for assuming that the
exchange value of real capital is determined in a different
way from the exchange value of other products, and, as we
have seen, the exchange value of products as against the
exchange value of uses, generally speaking, can be altered in
another proportion than the exchange value between uses
and labour as regards each other is altered.
It follows then
the power in exchange of the uses of
and the power in exchange of real capital (in other
words, the rate of interest) may take a different course from
the proportion of exchange value between uses and labour.
Hermann's rule therefore is not sufficiently proved. 1

that the ratio between
capital

In conclusion, let me say just a word on the position
Hermann assumes towards the " productivity of capital."
I have already said that he often uses the expression, but

that

never with the meaning given to

He

is

it

by the Productivity

so far from saying that interest

is

theory.

produced directly from

he maintains high productive power to be a cause
He expressly guards himself also

capital, that

of the lowering of interest.

542) against being supposed to say that profit is a compensation for " dead use."
He asserts that capital, to give its
(p.

due

results,

" plan, care,

demands

superintendence, intellectual

he has not himself attached
any particularly clear conception to the expression "productivity."
He defines it in the words " The totality of the
ways in which capital is employed, and the relation of the
For the

activity generally."

rest,

:

product

the

to

what is called the
Does he mean by this the relation

expenditure, constitute

productivity of capital."

2

of the value of the product to the value of the expenditure

?

would only accompany high interest,
whereas high productivity certainly occasions low interest.
Or does he mean the relation of the quantity of the product
But in economic life
to the quantity of the expenditure ?

If so, then high productivity

1

A

note which

author's instructions.
2

P. 541

;

p.

occurs

—W.

212 of

here

in the

S.

first edition.

German

edition

is

omitted by the

chap,
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Or does he

the relation of the quantity of the product to the value

of the expenditure

?

But quantity on one side and value on
The fact of the matter, it
that Hermann's definition will not stand

other are incommensurable.

the

appears to me,

is

On

strict interpretation.

may have had

In Germany

Use

theory,

One

many

it

just possible that he

is

a kind of physical productivity.

Hermann's

writers of note have accepted

and given

very

the whole,

mind

in his

their strong support.

it

clear-headed follower

his

of

—

Bernhardi. 1

is

Without developing the theory any further, for he contents
himself with quoting Hermann's doctrine incidentally, and
2
expressing agreement with it,
he shows his originality and
thinking
number
profound
by a
of fine criticisms, directed
3
English
school.
against
the
principally
He has, too, a word of

—

censure for the school that stands at the opposite extreme, the
"
blind Productivity theorists, with their " strange contradiction

of ascribing to the dead tool an independent living activity

(p.

307).

Mangoldt again takes the same ground
diverges from

him only

as

Hermann, and
Thus he

in unimportant particulars.

gives even less importance to the " productivity of capital " in

the formation of interest.

4

He would

go so far as abolish that

expression as incorrect, although he does not scruple to use
5
himself "for the sake of brevity."

Thus, too, where

it

Hermann

puts the height of interest in inverse ratio to the productivity
of capita],

Thiinen's

Mangoldt puts it in
and puts

formula,

direct ratio
it

in

indeed, he accepts

;

direct

ratio to the " last

applied dose of capital."
Similarly MithofY, in his account of the economical distribution of wealth, lately published in Schonberg's Handhuch, 6

follows

Hermann

Schaffle

One
1

of the

in all essential respects.

takes

peculiar

a

position

most prominent promoters

on

the

Use theory.
movement

of that critical

Versuch einer Kritik der Griinde die fur grosses

und

kleines

Grundeigenthum

angefuhrt werden, St. Petersburg, 1849.
a
4

3

E.g. p. 236, etc.
Volkswirtschaftslehre,

Stuttgart,

1868

;

particularly

5

445, etc.
6

Schonberg's JIandbuch,

pp.

i.

pp. 437, 484, etc.

P. 306, etc.

121,

137,

333,

Pp. 122, 432.
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which came into existence with the rise of scientific Socialism,
Schaffle was one of the first to pass through the fermentation
of opinion which might have been expected when two such
different conceptions encountered each other.

This fermenta-

tion has left very characteristic traces on his utterances on the

subject of interest.

show

I shall

on that in

later

Schaffle's

may

be found no less than three distinctly different
One of these belongs to the
methods of explaining interest.
writings

older,
falls

to the later " critical " conception.

two

The

first

them

of

within the group of the Use theories.

In his

first

menschlichen

great

work,

the

entire theory of

his

Use

interest according to the terminology of the

with him a

System der

Gesdlschaftliche

Wirtschaft} Schaffle states

theory.

Profit

from the "use {Nutzung) of
capital "
loan interest is a price paid for that use, and its
rate depends on the supply and demand of the uses of loan
capital
the uses are an independent element in cost, and so
on.
But there are unmistakable signs that he is not far from
of capital

is

profit

:

:

up the theory he professedly holds. He repeatedly
word " use " a signification very far from that attached to
it by Hermann.
He explains the use of capital as a " working"
Wirken)
of
an
economical
subject by means of wealth
as a
(

giving

gives the

;

i(

using

"

(Benutzung) of wealth for fruitful production

as

a

—

employment " of wealth, as a " service " of the
expressions which would lead us to see in the Use,

much

a material element in production issuing from

" devoting,"

undertaker
not so

;

an

"

capital, as a personal

This impression

is,

element proceeding from the undertaker. 2

moreover, confirmed by the fact that Schaffle

premium

an economical

repeatedly

speaks

vocation.

Further, he argues positively against the view that

profit is

process

of profit

as

for

a product of the use of capital contributed to the
of production

(ii.

p.

He

389).

independent productivity in capital
other hand, he often uses the word

charges

much by

with having coloured his theory too

(ii.

"

p.

use

459).

" in

Hermann

the idea of an

But, on the

such a

way

that

can only be interpreted in 'the objective, and therefore in
Hermann's sense as, e.g. when he speaks of the supply and

it

;

demand

of the

uses

of loan

capital.

1

Third edition, Tubingen, 1873.

2

Ges. System, third edition,

i.

p.

266

;

On

one occasion he

ii.

458, etc.

p.

chaf.
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explicitly admits that in the use, besides the personal element,

there

may

be contained a material element, which he

Gebrauch of capital

the

calls

And

notwithstanding his
p.
condemnation of Hermann, he himself does not scruple now
458).

(ii.

and then to ascribe " fruitfulness " to the use of capital
Thus
he neither entirely accepts the ground of the Use theory nor
entirely rejects

Even

it.

Bau und

in his later systematic work, the

sozialcn Korpers,

1

Schaffle's

views

have not

Leben des

developed

into

and consistent theory.
While he has
in
one
theory
respect,
in another he
beyond
the
old
Use
got
it.
In
the
Bern
und
Leben
he
has come nearer to
always looks
completely clear

a

as a " return to

upon interest
which use at

the use (Nutzung) of capital/'

times maintains an economical value.

all
In
he gives up the subjective meaning of use, and now treats
unambiguously as a purely objective element contributed

this
it

by
"

He

goods.

speaks of the uses as " functions of goods," as
"

equivalents of useful materials in living labour," as

e v rgies of

state

this

objective

use would retain

and thereby preserve

phenomenon
state,

Even

impersonal social substance/'

its

independent value,

its

capacity to

living

in the socialist

yield

of interest can only disappear

if,

interest.

The

in the socialist

the community, as sole owner of capital, should contribute

the valuable use of capital gratuitously

return from

it

would go

;

in

which case the

to the advantage of the entire social

On the other hand, Schaffle rather diverges
body (iii. p. 491).
from the old Use theory in not acknowledging the use of
capital as an ultimate and original element in production, and
in tracing all costs of production to labour alone

274).

But

in

doing

so

he

chances

on

(iii.

pp. 273,

another line

of

explanation, which I shall have to discuss at length in another
connection.

While these
his theory so

followers

much

of

Hermann have
it, Knies may

as broadened

not developed
fairly claim to

He has made
have improved it in some essential respects.
no change in its fundamental ideas, but he has given these
fundamental ideas a much clearer and more unambiguous
That Hermann's
expression than Hermann himself gave them.
theory was very much in want of such improvement was
1

Second edition, Tubingen, 1881.
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shown by the many misunderstandings

of it.
I have already
remarked that Schaffle considered Hermann a Productivity
theorist.
Still more remarkable is it that Knies himself
thought he saw in Hermann, not a forerunner, but an opponent. 1
In his Erdrterwngm
Knies was not always a Use theorist.
uber den Kredit, 2 published in 1859, he looked on credit

transactions as barter transactions,

or,

according to circumstances,

buying transactions, in which what one party gives is given in
the present, and what the other gives as equivalent is given
the future

in

One

568).

(p.

of the ulterior results

this

of

conception was that interest must not be looked on as
equivalent of a use transferred in the loan, but
Galiani had put

parent loan

long before

it

But

itself.

3

—

—

an

almost as

a part- equivalent of the

as

since then Knies has expressly with-

drawn

this conception, considering that there is no call for such
an innovation, and that, on the contrary, there is much to
4
deter one from accepting it.
Later still, in a fully argued-

out analysis, he has

expressed himself quite directly to the

any consideration of the different values which
present and future goods of the same class may possess on
account of the greater urgency of immediate need is, though
effect,

"

that

not quite unfruitful,"

principal point in the

distinctly insufficient to explain the

still

phenomenon

of interest.

5

In place of this, in his comprehensive work Geld und Kredit,
Knies has laid down an unusually clear and thoroughly
reasoned Use theory.

6

Although the purpose of

this

work only

called for investiga-

tion into Contract interest, Knies yet treats the subject from

such a general standpoint that his views on Natural interest
may easily be supplied from what he says on the other.

In fundamental ideas he agrees with Hermann.
he conceives of the use (Nutzung) of a good as
1

Knies, Geld

und

Kredit,

ii.

part

ii.

Like him
" that

See also Nasse's Rezension in

p. 35.

fur National- Oekonomie und Statistih, 1880,
gesammte Staatswissenschaft, vol. xv. p. 559.

vol. xxxv. of the Jahrbiicher
2

Zeitschrifl fur die

8

See above, p. 49.

4

Der Kredit, part

5

Ibid.

ii.

p.

38.

i.

use

p.

94.

p. 11.
I

may

perliaps

express

the

conjecture

that

the re-

spected author was led to the ahove polemic by the contents of a work which I
had written in his economical Seminar a few years before, and in which I had
laid
6

down the views contested.
Das Geld, Berlin, 1873. Der

Kredit, part

i.

1876

;

part

ii.

1879.

—
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(Gebrauck) which lasts through a period of time, and is limitable
by moments of time " a use to be kept quite distinct from the
good itself which is the " bearer of the use " and a use capable
To the question which most
of economical independence.
theory,
whether
an independent use and its
the
Use
concerns
;

;

and practicable in the case of perishable
goods, he devotes a searching inquiry, which ends with a distinct
1
Another cardinal question of the
answer in the affirmative.
Use theory is, whether and why the independent use of capital
must possess an exchange value, and obtain a compensation
This question, as we have seen,
in the form of interest.
Hermann does not leave without answer, but he has laid so
little stress on the answer, and put it in such an insignificant
2
form, that it has not unfrequently been quite overlooked.
In contrast to this, Knies has carefully reasoned it out, and
concludes that " the emergence and the economical justification
of a price for use, in the shape of interest, is founded on the
same relation as that on which the price of material goods is
The use is an instrument for the satisfaction of
founded."
human need just as much as the material good is it is an
object that is " economically valuable and that is economically
3
When I add that Knies has avoided not only any
valued."
transfer are conceivable

;

relapse

into

the

Productivity

theory,

but

even

the

very

appearance of such a relapse, and that he has appended to his
theory some very notable criticisms, particularly of the socialistic

interest

theory, I

deeply Hermann's

have said enough

theory

is

indebted

to point out

how

thinker equally

to a

distinguished for his acuteness and for the conscientiousness
of his research.

We now

come to that writer who has put the Use theory
most perfect form in which it could well be put
Karl Menger, in his Grwidsatze der Volkswirthschaftslehre. 4
The superiority of Menger to all his predecessors consists
in this, that he builds his interest theory on a much more
complete theory of value,
a theory which gives an elaborate
and satisfactory answer to the very difficult question of the
into the

—

Das Gdd, pp. 61, 71, etc. I shall return
when criticising the Use theory as a whole.

1

on,

3

Kredit, part

ii.

p. 33,

and other

places.

P

to the details of this inquiry later
2

See above,

4

Vienna, 1371.

p. 196.

;
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between the value of products and that of their means
Does the value of a product depend on the

of production.

its means of production, or does the value of the
means of production depend on that of their product ? As
regards this question economists up till Menger's time had

value of

been very much

groping

in

the

dark.

It

is

true that a

had occasionally used expressions to the
effect that the value of the means of production was conditioned by the value of their anticipated product; as, for
1
But these expresinstance, Say, Kiedel, Hermann, Eoscher.
sions were never put forward in the form of a general law,
and still less in the form of an adequate logical argument.
Moreover, as must have been noticed, expressions are to be
found in these writers which indicate quite the opposite view
and with this opposite view the great body of economic
literature fully agrees in recognising as a fundamental law

number

of writers

that the cost of goods determines their value.

But

so long

as

economists did not see clearly on this

preliminary question, their treatment of the interest problem
could

scarcely

more

be

than

uncertain

groping.

How

could any one possibly explain in clear outline a difference

—

expenditure of capital and
between two amounts
if he did not even know on which side of
the relation to seek for the cause, and on which side for the

in value

product of capital
effect

—

?

To Menger,

then, belongs the great merit of having disIn doing so he
answered this preliminary question.
has definitely and for all time indicated the point at which,
and the direction in which, the interest problem is to be solved.
The value of the means of proHis answer is this.
duction ("goods of higher rank," in his terminology) is
determined always and without exception by the value of their
He arrives at this
products ("goods of lower rank").
tinctly

conclusion by the following argument.

2

1

See above, pp. 139, 199.
I regret that I must deny myself the pleasure of introducing in this place
more than the barest outlines of Menger's value theory. Holding as I do that
his theory is among the most valuable and most certain acquisitions of modern
2

economics, I
sketch.

In

feel

that

it

into the subject.

all adequately appreciated from any such
have the opportunity of going more thoroughly
more exact information on the propositions

cannot be at

my next volume

I shall

Meanwhile,

for

chap,

MENGER
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Value

is

the importance

"
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which concrete goods,

of goods, receive for us through the fact that

we

or quantities

are conscious

of being dependent, for the satisfaction of our wants, on having

The amount of value that goods
depends on the importance of those wants,
which depend for their satisfaction on our disposal over the

these goods at our disposal."

always

possess

Since goods of " higher rank

goods in question.

production) are only of service to us through the

"

(means of

medium

of

rank" (products) which result from
them, it is clear that the means of production can only have
an importance as regards the satisfaction of our wants so far as
their products possess such an importance.
If the only use of
means of production were to consist in the making of valueless
goods, these means of production could evidently in no way
goods of "lower

those

obtain value for us.
Further,

which

that

since

circle

of

conditioned by a product

is

wants

the

satisfaction

of

obviously identical with

is

that circle of wants the satisfaction of which

is

conditioned

by the sum of the means of production of the product, the
degree of importance which a product possesses for the satisfaction of our wants, and that which the sum of its means of
production possesses, must be essentially identical.
On those
grounds the anticipated value of the product is the standard
not only for the existence, but also for the amount of the
value of

means

its

value of goods

is

of production.

Finally, since the (subjective)

also the basis for their price, the price, or,

some people call it, the " economical value " of goods, is
regulated by the same principle.
This being the foundation, the interest problem assumes
as

the following shape.

A

of higher rank.

the value of

its

it is

Now

if this

anticipated product,

reaches that value, but
Or, if

sum of " complementary
sum derives its value from
how is it that it never quite

capital is nothing else than a

"

goods

is

always

less

by

source and the measure of the value of

how
which

is it

I

that real capital

is

its

have given in very condensed form in the
onward.

means

text, I

must

in the

is

?

the

of production,

not valued as highly as

own unusually luminous and convincing statement
larly p. 77

a definite proportion

true that the anticipated value of the product

its

product?

refer to

Menger's

Grundsdtze,

particu-
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To this Menger gives the following acute answer. 1
The transformation of means of production into products
(or, shortly, Production) always demands a certain period of
time, sometimes long, sometimes short.
For the purposes of
production it is necessary that a person should not only have
the productive goods at his disposal for a single
that period of time, but should retain

them

moment
at his

inside

disposal

and bind them together in the process of production over the
One of the conditions of production,
whole period of time.
therefore, is this: the

disposal over quantities of real capital

during definite periods of time.

It_is_in this Disposal that

Menger places the essential nature of the use of capital.
(The use of capital, or the disposal over capital, thus described, in so far as it is in demand and is not to be had in
sufficient quantity,

may become an

may now

obtain a value,

economical good.

—

usually the case,

then, over

When

or,

in other words,

this happens,

—

as is

and above the other means of

production employed in the making of a concrete product (over

and above,

e.g.

the raw materials, auxiliary materials, labour, and

so on), there enters into the

anticipated

sum

product, the__disposal

required for

the

production, or

of value

over
the

contained in the

those

use of

goods that are
capital.

And

on that account, in this sum of value there must
remain something for the economical good we have called " use
since,

of capital," the other

means

of production cannot account for

the full amount of the value of the anticipated product.
is

This

the origin of the difference in value between the concrete

thrown into production and the product and this at
same time is the origin of interest. M
In this doctrine of Menger the "Use theory has at last
In it
attained to its full theoretical clearness and maturity.
there is nothing that
there is no falling back on old errors
could even recall the old Productivity theories and their dangers ;
and with that the interest problem has definitely passed from
a production problem, which it is not, to a value problem,
which it is. The value problem is, at the same time, so clearly
and so sharply put, its outlines so happily filled in by the

capital

;

the

;

i

Pp. 133-138.

Mataja in his Unternehmergcwinn (Vienna^ 1884) is in substantial agreement with Menger. This valuable work, unfortunately, reached nie too late to
allow me to make any thorough use of it.
2

;

chap,
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exposition he gives .of the value relation between product and

means
tion on

Menger has not only distanced

of production, that

predecessors in the

which

Use

all earnest

be

for the future,

his

permanent foundathe problem of interest must,

theory, but has laid a

work

at

built.

The work

of the critic as regards Menger, therefore, is
In
from that as regards any of his predecessors.
considering the previous doctrines I have purposely laid on one
side the question whether the fundamental principle of the Use
I have only examined them in the
theory was warranted or not.
way of asking whether they presented this principle with more
different

or less completeness, with

In

clearness.

concrete

Use

fact,

As

it

till

more

now

by the
Use theory

is

some

extent, tested the

Use theory, but

I have not
In the case of Menger,
test that needs to be applied.

ideal

only this latter

and

or less internal consistency

I have, to

theories

tested the ideal

however,

up

itself.

regards his theory only one critical question remains to

be put, but that the most decisive one

:

Can the Use theory

give us a satisfactory explanation of the interest problem
I shall try to

answer

this

question in such a

will not merely be a special criticism of

way

?

that

it

Menger 's formulation

on
whole theoretical movement that reaches its highest
development with Menger.
In doing so I am conscious of having undertaken one of
Difficult through the
the most difficult tasks in criticism.
general nature of the matter, which has for so many decades
baffled the endeavours of the most prominent minds
difficult,
of the theory, but will warrant us in forming an opinion

the

;

in particular, because I shall be compelled to oppose opinions

put forward, after most careful consideration, by the best minds
of our nation, and supported with most marvellous ingenuity
difficult, finally, in this, that I shall be compelled to oppose
ideas that were once vehemently contested in long past times,

then won most brilliant victory over their opponents, and since
then have been taught and believed in as dogmas.
follows, then, I

must

For what

particularly ask the reader to grant

an unbiassed hearing, patience, and attention.

me

—

CHAPTER

III

PLAN OF CBITICISM

All

the Use theories rest on the following assumption.

only does real capital

but there

itself possess value,

is

Not
a Use

(Nutzung) of capital which exists as an independent economical
good,

possessing independent value

;

and

this

together with the value of the capital, makes

latter

value,

up the value

of

the product of capital.

Now
1.

in opposition to this I maintain

There

is

:

no independent "use of

postulated by the

Use

theorists

;

there

capital,"

such as

is

no

can, therefore, be

independent value of the kind asserted, and the phenomenon
of " surplus value " cannot thus be accounted for.
The

assumption

is

nothing but the product of a fiction which

contradiction of actual

fact.

is

in

1

Even if there were a " use of capital " of such a nature
assumed by the Use theorists, the actual phenomena of
interest would not be satisfactorily explained thereby.
The Use theories, therefore, rest on a hypothesis which
contradicts actual facts, and is, besides, insufficient to explain
2.

as

is

the

phenomena in

question.

In proceeding to prove these two
a

somewhat unfortunate

theses, I feel that I stand in

position as regards the former.

the discussion of the second thesis

opens up virgin

While
soil,

un-

To guard against a misunderstanding which I should very much deprecate,
let me say in so many words that I have no intention of denying the existence
of " uses of capital " in general.
What I must deny is the existence of that
special something which our theorists point to as the "use" of capital, and
which they endow with a variety of attributes that, in my opinion, go against
the nature of things.
But this is anticipating.
1
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disturbed as yet

put

me
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strife of
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economists, the

in the position of attacking a res judicata,

ago carried up through

first

—

seems

to

a case long

and long ago decided conis,
same question
as was in dispute centuries ago between the canonists and the
defenders of loan interest.
The canonists maintained Property
clusively against me.

courts,

all

indeed, essentially the

It

:

in

a thing

includes

all

the

uses

can be made of

that

there can, therefore, be no separate

it;

which stands outside

rise

the article and can be transferred in the loan along with

it.

The defenders of loan interest maintained that there was
such an independent use.
And Salmasius and his followers
managed to support their views with such effectual arguments
the public opinion of the scientific world

that

with theirs, and that

to-day

"

"

short-sighted pedantry

Now

we have but

the canonists was,

all

fell

in

of these old canonists.

fully conscious that I

am

laying myself open to the

charge of eccentricity, I maintain that the
of

soon

a smile for the

much

decried doctrine

the same, right to this extent

;

—

that

the independent use of capital, which was the object of dispute,

And

has no existence in reality.

I trust to succeed in proving

judgment of the former courts in this literary
however unanimously given, was in fact wrong.
In the next few chapters, then, I hope to proye
that the

thesis

—

that there

is

no

"

use of capital

by the Use theorists.
The first thing we have
subject of discussion.

to

What

do

the independent existence of which
theorists

As

and denied by me

Nutzung,

maintained by the Use

?

Use there is no agreement among
Menger in particular gives an essen-

to the nature of the

the theorists themselves.
tially different

cessors.

is

first

define the

this Use, this

is

my

of the kind postulated

of course to

is

then

"

process,

reading of the conception from that of his prede-

In view of this

I

find

it

inquiry into at least two parts, the

necessary to divide
first

of

which has

to

my
do

with the conception given by the Say-Hermann school, while
the second will deal with Menger's conception.

"

CHAPTER

IY

THE USE OF CAPITAL ACCORDING TO THE SAY-HERMANN SCHOOL

Among

the writers of the

Say-Hermann school

there obtains

no exact agreement in the description and definition of the
Use.
But this want of agreement appears to me traceable, not
so

much

to their

to

any

real difference of opinion

common

They hesitate

failure to give

any

about the subject, as

clear account of its nature.

in their definitions, not because they have different

objects in view, but because, of the one object that all

view, they have only uncertain vision.
in the fact that the individual
diction with their

own

Use

One proof

have in

of this lies

theorists get into contra-

with those
In this chapter we shall gather together
provisionally the more important readings of the conception.
Say speaks of the " productive services " of capital, and
defines them as a " labour " which capital performs.
Hermann in one place (p. 109) defines the Nutzung of
goods as their Gebrauch.
He repeats this on p. Ill, where he
says that the Gebrauch of goods of perishable material may be
thought of as a good in itself, as a Nutzung.
If Gebrauch here
is simply identified with Nutzung, this is not the case in a
passage on p. 125, where Hermann says that the Gebrauch is the
employment of the Nutzung. On p. 287, finally, he explains
"the holding together of the technical elements of the product"
as the " service," the " objective Nutzung " of floating capital.
Knies also identifies Gebrauch and Nutzung. 1
Schafne in one place defines Nutzung as the "employment"
of goods (Gesell. System, iii. p. 143); similarly on p. 266
as "acquisitive employment."
On p. 267 he calls it "the
definitions almost as often as

of their colleagues.

1

Geld, p. 61

:

" Nutzung =tlie Gebrauch of a good lasting over a period of
by moments of time.

time, and limitable

;
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working of an economical subject by means

On

of wealth towards fruitful production."

of wealth, a using

the same page

called a " devotion " of wealth to production

a

inconsistent that,

little

somewhat

—

that

In the Ban und Leben,

the uses in one place
later (p.

(iii.

259)

with which

on the next page, he speaks

devotion of the Nutzung of capital

a devotion.

;

p.

258)

is,

it is

it is

of

a

of the devotion of

finally, Schaffle

explains

as "functions of

goods";

as "equivalents of useful materials in

living labour " while on p. 260 the Nutzung is defined as the
" releasing of the utility (Nutzen) from material goods."
;

we look more

somewhat chequered array
see in them two interpretations of the conception of use, a subjective and an
objective.
These two interpretations correspond pretty exactly
with the double sense in which the word Use or Nutzung
is generally employed in ordinary speech.
It indicates, on
If

closely at this

of definitions and explications

w e may
T

the one hand, the subjective activity of the one

and

German

who

uses,

Benutzung or Gehrauch
in the subjective sense of that equally ambiguous word ; or,
more significantly, Gehrauchshandlung. And, on the other
is

called in

indifferently

an objective function of the goods that
The subjecissuing from the goods.
tive interpretation appears vaguely in Hermann's identification of Nutzung and Gehrauch, and very strongly in SchamVs
earlier work.
The objective interpretation distinctly predominates with Say almost as distinctly with Hermann, who, indeed,
hand,
are

it

used

indicates
;

a service

;

in one place speaks explicitly of the " objective use " of capital

and even

Schaffle inclines to

speaks of the use as a

"

it

in his latest

work when he

function of goods."

It is easy to see that of the two interpretations it is simply
and solely the objective that accords with the character of the
Use theory. For, taking it only on the most obvious grounds,
it is absolutely impossible to give a subjective meaning to those
uses of capital which the borrower buys from the lender, and
pays with loan interest.
These cannot be acts of use performed
by the lender, for he does not perform any such. Nor can

they be acts of use performed by the borrower, for, although
he may intend to perform such actions, he does not of course
require to buy his own actions from the lender.
To speak,
therefore, of a transference of the uses of capital in the loan,
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has a meaning only

if we understand by the word "uses" objective
elements of use of some kind or other.
I think, then, that I

am

out of account, as inconsistencies that

justified in leaving

the

contradict

spirit

of

their

own

those

theory,

subjective

interpretations of use that are to be found sporadically in indi-

vidual Use theorists, and in confining myself exclusively to the
objective interpretations which have been adopted

and which, since
interpretations.

by the majority,

change of front, are the only recognised
Use, then, in the sense given it by the Say-

Schaffie's

By

Hermann

school, we have to think of an objective useful element
which proceeds from goods, and acquires independent economical
existence as well as independent economical value.
Now nothing can be more certain than that there are, in

certain objective useful services of goods that obtain
economical independence, and may, not unfitly, be designated
fact,

by the name

Uses (Nutzungen).
I have already, in another
and done my utmost to describe their true nature as exactly and thoroughly as possible. 1
Singularly enough, this attempt of mine stands almost alone in
economic literature.
I say " singularly enough " deliberately,
for it does seem to me a very wonderful thing that, in a
science which from beginning to end turns, as on its axis, on
the satisfying of needs by means of goods,
on the relation
of use between men and goods,
no inquiry has ever been
made into the technical character of the use of goods. Or
that, in a science where pages, chapters, even monographs have
been written on many another conception, not a couple of lines
should have been devoted to the definition or explanation of
the fundamental conception "use of a good," and that the
of

place, treated of these in detail,

—

—

expression should be dragged into every theoretical research in
the confusion and ambiguity which

all

it

has in ordinary

life.

Since for our present purpose everything depends on us
getting a reliable idea of the useful
serve,

I

must

exactitude

;

at this

functions which goods

point go into the matter with some

only begging the reader not

to

look

on what

follows as a digression, but as strictly germane to the subject.
1

See

my

Jlechte

und

Verhaltnisse

vom Standpunkte

2

der volJcwirthschaftlichen

Guterlehre, Innsbruck, 1881, p. 51.
a
I take the liberty in the next chapter of repeating, partly in the same words,
the argument of my Rechte und FerJidUnisse, which was written some time ago

with a view to the present work.

CHAPTER Y
THE TKTJE CONCEPTION OF THE USE OF GOODS

All

material goods (Sachgilter) are of use to

mankind through
They

the action of the natural powers that reside in them.

and

are a part of the material world,

working,

including

their

useful

for that reason all

must

working,

bear

their

the

character that working generally has in the material world
it

is

;

a working of natural powers according to natural laws.

What

distinguishes the working of material goods from the

working

of

other kinds of natural things, harmless or hurtful,

circumstance, that the results of such working
admit of being directed towards the advantage of man, this
direction also being under the rule of natural laws.
That is
to say, all things are endowed simply with working natural
is

the

single

powers, but experience shows that these powers only admit
of

being directed to a definitely useful end,

when the matter

which possesses these powers has taken on certain forms that
All matter on the
are favourable to them being so directed.
surface of the earth, for instance,

possesses an

amount

among

other forms of energy,

of energy corresponding

to its

distance

from the centre of the earth.
But while men can do nothing
with this form of energy when stored up in a mountain, that
same energy is useful to them when the matter possessing it
has taken on some form they wish
that is, some form in which
the energy is available
say, that of a clock pendulum, or a
paper weight, or a hammer.
The energy of chemical affinity
which carbon possesses is identical in every molecule of it. We
get a direct economic utility, however, from the results of this
energy only when the carbon has taken such forms as that of
wood or coal not when it exists as part of one of the con-

—

;

;

—

;
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stituents of the

We

air.

may

material goods, as opposed

not useful,

book hi

therefore say that the nature of

to those material

things that are

that they are such special forms of matter as

is

admit of the natural powers they possess being directed

to the

advantage of man.

From

this follow

two important

concerns the character of

and

goods,

the

other

inferences, of

the useful

concerns

the

which one

functions of material

character

of

the

use

(G-ebrauch) of goods.

The function
a giving

off,

of goods can consist in nothing else than in

or rendering up, or putting forth of

power

;

or,

to

use the terminology of physical science, the passing of energy

On the natural side it shows a complete parallelism
with the character of the useful function performed by a
manual labourer. In the same way as a porter or a navvy

into work.

is

in

when he puts forth the natural power residing
body in the form of rendering useful services, so

of use,
his

are material goods of use through concrete forthputting of the

natural powers inherent in
physically speaking,

them and capable

through

the

forms of energy they possess.
passing of available energy into work that
the available

goods

is

work of
by the
the "use" of
in

It

is

obtained by man. 1

The use (Gebrauch)

man

of direction

forthputting

of a thing then

is

realised in this

way:

takes the peculiar forms of energy of the good at the

proper time, supplies the conditions necessary to render them

where they previously existed in an unavailable form,
and then brings these forms of energy into proper connection
with that object in which the useful effect is to take place.
For instance, in order to " use " the locomotive the stoker fills
the boiler with water, applies heat, and thus obtains in an
available form the heat energy of the steam, which is transThis lastferred into energy of motion of the locomotive.
1
I may remind the reader that, according to the scientific conception of
available

—

energy energy being that quality the possession of which confers upon a body
the power of doing work it may exist either as available or unavailable energy
that is, the body may possess energy of which a use can be made, or it may
Thus the storage of energy in
possess energy of which no use can be made.
certain material bodies in an unavailable form, and the change of this unavailable

—

into available energy,

by means

ence on the satisfaction of
to economics.

—"W.

S.

human

of which

wants,

work

is

is

done that has a direct

influ-

just the physical conception applied

;
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then transferred by connection to the carriages
Or one brings a book into the

that convey persons or goods.

necessary relation with his eye for the image, which
ally being

formed by

reflection, to fall

on the retina

is

continuor brings

;

the house which continually offers shelter into proper relation

But any "use" of material goods
with his whole person.
which does not consist in the receiving from them of useful
results due to their inherent powers or forms of energy, is
absolutely unthinkable.

think I need have no fear of the propositions I have
advanced meeting with any scientific opposition.
The
conception laid down is no longer strange in our economic
I

just

x

literature

and in the present state of the natural sciences
it has indeed become a peremptory necessity.

the acceptance of

by any chance it should be objected that this conception is
one that belongs to the natural sciences and is not an economic
one, I answer that in these questions economic science must
If

The principle of the
Economic science does not

leave the last word to natural science.

unity of

all science

demands

it.

explain the facts that belong to

province to the very bottom,

its

any more than any other science

solves only one

It

does.

portion of the causal connection that binds together the pheno-

mena

and leaves

of things,

Not

it

to other sciences to carry the

mention other limiting sciences,
the sphere of economic explanation lies between the sphere
of psychological explanation on the one hand, and that
To give a concrete
of the natural sciences on the other.
Economic science will explain thus far the cirexample.
cumstance that bread has an exchange value it will point
explanation farther.

to

:

out

that

bread

and

that

men have

is

able to

satisfy

the want

a tendency to ensure

of

sustenance,

the

satisfaction

by making a sacrifice. But
and why they have it, is not
To explain
explained by economic science but by psychology.
falls
within
sustenance
and
why,
the domain
that men want
their

of

that

wants,

men have

physiology.

of
1

Schaffle, in

necessary

Finally,

particular,

beautifully puts the

able exception

if

this tendency,

it

also

in the third

same point of view.

among economists as

falls

within the

volume of his
Schaffle, I

may

sphere of

Ban wad

Leb&i, very

say, forms

an honour-

regards this objectionable habit of not taking

any trouble with the principles that regulate the working

of goods.
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physiology to explain that bread

and why

it

is

able to do

explanation within

its

is able to satisfy that want,
but physiology does not finish the

so,

own

sphere

from the more general physical

Now

explanations given by economic

clear that all

is

it

has to call in assistance

it

;

sciences.

science have a value only under this condition, that they are

continuous

The explanations

with the related sciences.

economics cannot rest on anything that a science related to
is

bound

to declare untrue or impossible

of the explanation

is

broken from the

of
it

otherwise the thread

;

It

first.

must on that

account keep exactly in touch with the related sciences at the
points where they limit

it,

and one such point

just this

is

question as to the working of material goods.

The one thing of which I have, perhaps, some reason to
employment of this physical concepis, that the

be afraid
tion

in

regard to a certain limited class of material goods,

especially to

the so-called "ideal goods/'

startling at the

first

may

glance to some readers.

be somewhat

That,

e.g.

a fixed

and stationary dwelling-house, a volume of poems, or a picture of
Eaphael should be of use to us through the forthputting of
inherent properties connected with one or other of the forms
of energy, or, as

we may

natural powers,

its

shortly express

may

at first, I

it,

the forthputting of

admit, be a

little

strange.

Objections like these, however, which have their origin more
in feeling than in understanding,
consideration.

may

be removed by a single

All the things that I have

the relation which makes

them

"

goods

"

named

enter into

only in virtue of the

peculiar natural powers which they possess, and possess, indeed,

That a house shelters and warms,

in peculiar combination.

is

nothing else than a result of the forces of gravity, cohesion,

and

resistance,

of

impenetrability,

quality of building materials.
of

the

poet reproduce

of

the

non-conducting-

That the thoughts and feelings

themselves in us

is

mediated, in

a

and form of written
and it is this physical part of the mediation which
characters
There must of course have been a
is the office of the book.
poet soul in whom ideas and feelings waked, and, again, it is
only in a spirit and through spiritual forces that they can be
reawakened but the way of spirit to spirit lies some little
distance through the natural world, and over this distance even
directly physical way,
;

;

by

light,

colour,
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use of the vehicle of natural powers.

Such a natural vehicle is the book, the picture, the spoken
word.
Of themselves they give only a physical suggestion,
nothing more the spiritual we give of our own on accepting
and if we are not prepared beforehand for a
the suggestion
;

;

profitable acceptance of

it,

—

not understand, or cannot

we cannot

if

feel,

—

it

read, or, reading, can-

remains simply a physical

suggestion.

With

these

perhaps

explanations

I

may

consider

it

established beyond question that material goods exert their
economical use through the forthputting of the natural powers
residing in them.

The individual

useful forthputtings of natural powers that

are obtainable from material goods I propose to designate as
"

Material Services."

would

not

be

In

*

itself,

indeed, the

inappropriate, but

surrender our conception to
fortunately, hangs over that

The conception

of

all

to

word Use (Mctzung)
it would be to

adopt

the obscurity that now, un-

ambiguous expression. 2

Material

Services

is,

in

my

opinion,

have already introduced this term Nutzleistung in my Mechte mid VerMUIt is
nisse ; before that I used it in a work written in 1876 but not printed.
employed by Knies several times in the second portion of his Kredit but
unfortunately in the same ambiguous sense in which on other occasions he
uses the word Nutzung.
Note by Translator.
1

I

>

After much deliberation Material Service is the nearest rendering I can give to
Every translator
the word Nutzleistung, introduced by Professor Bbhm-Bawerk.
finds the difficulty of rendering scientific terms from one language into another,

but this difficulty is greater in political economy, where we are bound to use words
" understanded of the people." The word Nutzleistung in one of these happy
combinations which, as compounded of two familiar words, do not strike a German
as peculiar or clumsy, and are yet strict enough to satisfy scientific requirements.
But our language does not admit of many such combinations the literal
translation "use rendering " at once shows the impossibility in the present case
and in a translation one does not feel justified in coining a new word. In rendering the word thus it becomes necessary to eliminate a note that follows in the
German edition, where Professor Bbhm-Bawerk congratulates himself on having
escaped Say's services productifs, which might be objected to on the ground that
" only a person, not a thing, can render services," The prefix " material " seems
to me fairly to meet this objection, as the total expression now implies a service
a forthputting of natural powers in the service of man rendered by a material
object.— W. S.
2
After this clause, in the German edition, come the words
TJnd
andererseits scheint mir der Name Nutzleistung in der That ausserordentlich
pragnant zu sein es sind im eigenstlichen Wortsinn niitzliche Krafteleistungen,

—

—

—

—

' (

:

:

die

von den Sachgiitern ausgehen."

—"W.

S.
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destined to be one of the most important elementary concepin economic theory.
In importance it does not come
behind the conception of the economic Good. 1
Unfortunately
tions

up

now it
From

till

ment.

we should

has received

little

and

attention

the nature of our task

it

is

little

and follow out some

repair this neglect,

develop-

indispensable that
of the

more

important relations into which the material services enter in

economic

life.

First of

claim to the

all,

it

name

is clear that everything which would lay
of a " good " must be capable of rendering

material services, and that, with the exhausting of this capa-

have the quality of a good it falls out of
the circle of " goods " back into the circle of simple "things/*
bility, it ceases to

An

;

exhaustion of this capability must not be thought of as an

exhaustion of the capability to exert or to put forth energy in
general

;

for

what we have

called

the " natural

the material are as imperishable as the material

powers

"

of

But

itself.

although these powers or forms of energy never cease to exist
in some form or other, they may very well cease to be available
for material services in this

way, that the original good, in the

course of doing work, has undergone such a

change,

—

be

it

separation, dislocation, or uniting of its parts with other bodies,

—

that, in its

human

for

changed form, its energy is no longer available
For instance, when the carbon of the wood

use.

burned in the blast furnace has combined with oxygen in the
combustion process, its powers cannot again be employed to
smelt iron, although these powers are constant, and continue
to

work according

retains its

to natural

laws.

The broken pendulum

energy due to gravity just as

it

did before, but the

loss of the pendulum form does not allow of this energy being

directed to regulate the clock.
to render material services

up

or
1

Consumption

we

The exhaustion

of capability

are accustomed to call the using

of goods.

It is unfortunate that in English

economics

we have devoted

so little

attention to this most elementary conception, on which Menger, in particular, has

bestowed so much pains. The poverty of our scientific nomenclature shows this decommodity " is really the only singular equivalent
the word
fect very markedly
we have for the familiar and suggestive word "goods," although I personally have
not scrupled to translate the German Gut by the English "good." There is, indeed, reason for Mr, Ruskin's sarcasm that our most famous treatise on Wealth
does not even define the meaning of the word "wealth." W. S.
'

:

'

—
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While

have

they

division
better,

and must agree in

agree

have to render material
from one another in the

essentially

that

thus

goods

all

they

that

goods

of

into

On

render.

to

into

number
rests

this,

they

services,

this

differ

of

services

the

familiar

and non-perishable,

perishable

and

perishable
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durable.

1

Many

goods

or

are of

such a nature that, to render the uses peculiar to them, they
must give forth their whole power, as it were, at a blow, in
one more or less intense service, so that their first use quite
exhausts their capability of service, and is their consumption.
These are the so-called perishable goods, such as food, gunpowder, fuel, etc.
Other goods, again, are, in their nature,

number

capable of rendering a

of giving off these services

longer period of time

services,

the

and thus

;

may

acts of use, they

of material services in the

successively, within a
after a

or even after

first,

way

shorter or

many

retain their capability of rendering further

and so retain

their

durable goods, such as

These are

character of goods.
houses,

clothing,

tools,

precious

stones, land, etc.

Where a good
services, it

may

number

successively gives off a

do so in one of

two ways

of material

either the services

:

following each other evidently separate themselves from each
other, as

clearly

marked

way

that they

as, e.g.

the single

single acts, in such a

are easily distinguished, limited,

and counted,

—

blows of a coining press, or the operations of the automatic
printing press of a great newspaper

;

or they issue from the

goods in unbroken, similar continuance,

—

silently given over long periods of time

however,

If,

it is desired,

divide the continuous
often requires this

—

amount

line

that does

not

of

by

e.g.

the shelter

a dwelling-house.

in cases of this sort, to separate

of services

the expedient

taken in the dividing

as,

is

—and

and

practical need

adopted that

is

generally

continuous quantities; the dividing

suggest itself

in

the

phenomena under

borrowed from some outside circumstance, e.g.
from the lapse of a definite time; as when one delivers over
to the hirer of a house the services to be rendered by the
house during the year.
Another essential feature that meets us in the analysis of
consideration

1

Even the

is

so-called non-perishable goods are perishable,

they perish.

Q

however gradually

;
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their capability of obtaining complete eco-

is

nomical independence.

The source

of this

phenomenon

is

that

many, indeed in most cases, the satisfaction of a conhuman want does not demand the exhaustion of the entire

in very
crete

useful content of a good, but only the rendering of a single

In virtue of this the single service in the

material service.

obtains an independent importance as regards

instance

first

economic

the satisfaction of our wants, and then in practical

independence

this

life

is

recognised.

fully

We

recognition (1) wherever we make an independent
of the value of isolated services
and (2) wherever
;

them

give

we make

into independent objects of business transactions.

latter

happens when we

the

estimate

This

sell or exchange single services, or

from the goods from which they
proceed.
Economical custom and law have created a number
of forms in which this is effectuated.
Among the most
important of these I may name the relations of tenancy, of
a
hire, and of the old commodatum
further, the institution of
easements, of fee farm, of copyhold (emphyteusis and superficies).
groups of services, apart

A little

consideration will convince us that, as a fact, all these

forms of transaction agree in
services

of

which

a

good

is

this,

that one portion of the

capable

divided

is

off

and

transferred separately, while the rest of the anticipated services,

be they

many

or few, remain with the ownership of the

of the good, in the hands of the owner of the good.
Finally, it

is

body

2

of great theoretic importance to determine

the relations that exist between the material services
the goods from which they proceed.

put down three cardinal propositions,

On

this

point I

and

may

which appear to
me so obvious that we may dispense here with any detailed
proof of them more especially as I have gone thoroughly into
the subject on another occasion. 3
1. It seems to me clear that we value and desire goods
only on account of the material services that we expect from
them.
The services, as it were, form the economical substance
all

of

\

1

Not

2

See also

3

In

of the loan

my

my

;

see "below.

Eechte

Eechte

und

und

Ferhdltnisse, p. 70, etc.

Verhaltnisse, p. 60, where, in particular, I

have stated

the character of the material services as primary elements of our economic transactions, and have deduced the value of goods from the value of the material
services.

;
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The goods themselves form only

do.

the bodily shell.

from the above, and appears to me equally
where entire goods are obtained and
transferred, the economical substance of such transactions always
It follows

2.

beyond

lies in

doubt,

that,

the acquisition and the transference of material services

indeed of the totality of these services.
The transference of the
goods themselves constitutes only a form
certainly a form that,

—

still only an accomTo buy a good can mean nothing,
1
economically speaking, but to buy all its material services.
3. From this, finally, comes the important conclusion that
the value and price of a good is nothing else than the value
and price of all its material services thrown together into a
lump sum; and that accordingly the value and price of each
individual service is contained in the value and price of the

in the nature of things,

is

very prominent, but

panying and limiting form.

good

itself.

2

Before going farther let
tions

by

with

me when

me

a concrete example.

illustrate

I

think

these three proposi-

all

readers will agree

say that a cloth manufacturer values and

I

demands looms only because he expects to get from the looms
them that not only when he

the useful energies peculiar to

;

when he buys

he looks, as a fact, to the
acquisition of its services and that the ownership he acquires at
the same time in the body of the machine only serves as greater
security that he will obtain these services.
Even if this owner-

hires a loom, but

it,

;

ship in point of law appears to be the primary thing, economically

And, lastly, it will be granted,
which the whole machine renders is nothing
else than the use of all its material services thrown together
into one sum
and that similarly the value and price of the
whole machine is nothing else, and can be nothing else, than
the value and price of all its material services thrown together
it is

certainly only the secondary.

I think, that the use

;

into one sum.
1

This idea, though put somewhat differently,

Knies, D&r Kredit, part

ii.

of a house the price of the
price,

which

is

pp. 34, 77, 78.

permanent use

He

is

explicitly recognised

of a house in opposition to the hire

the price of the temporary uses of the same good.

ScMffle too (Bate und Leben, second edition,
as "stores of useful energies" (p. 258).
Geld, p. 86.
2

For more exact statement, see

my

by

expressly calls the selling price

RecMe und

iii.)

See also his

describes goods

Verhalfoiisse, p. 64.
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sufficiently

of the

use

VI

the

principal point under consideration

—

first

we

ask,

May

it

and

the

the critical examination

of the conception of " use " put forward

And

nature

us come back to the

of goods, let

by the Use

theorists.

not be the case that the Uses

(Nutzimgen) of the Say-Hermann school are identical with our

There can be no doubt that
That something which the school in
question calls "use" is intended to be the basis and the equivalent
of net interest.
The material services, on the contrary, are some-

Material Services {Nutzleistwngen) ?

they are not identical.

times (in the case of durable goods) the basis of gross interest,

embracing the net interest and a part of the capital value
sometimes (in the case of perishable goods) the basis

itself;

of the entire capital value.
of a dwelling-house, I

one year;

this is

buy the material

If I

services

pay a year's rent for the services of

a gross interest.

If

I

buy the material

services of a cwt. of coal, I pay, for the services of the single

hour in which the coal burns
of the coal.

"use"

is

On

to ashes, the

whole capital value

the other hand, what the Use theorists call

paid for quite differently.

The "use" that a

cwt. of coal

gives off during a whole year attains no higher price than, say,

a twentieth part of the capital value of the coal.

Use and

Material Service must, therefore, be two quite distinct amounts.

From this, among other things, it
who defined and pointed out the
called

defining

material

services,

the basis of net

under a serious delusion.

under

is

clear that those writers

what we have
they were
and pointing to it, were

existence of

the

interest,

idea

that

This criticism applies particularly
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procluctifs

Say, and

of

to
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earlier

definitions of use.

And now we come
Use
"

the

" of

material services

anything real

among

Is

?

to the decisive question.

what the

If

"uses" (Nutzungeri) are anything

theorists called

conceivable

it

else

than

goods, does their conception represent

we

these material services

that

get

between, beside, or

some other useful thing

from goods ?
I can give no other answer to this question than the most
And I think every one will be compelled to give
emphatic No.
this

answer who admits that material goods are objects of the
that material results cannot be produced other-

material world

;

and that
Granted these

wise than through manifestations of natural powers
" utility " of

even the
premises,
to

me

—none

of

a thing

which

is

an

activity.

are likely to be opposed,

;

—

appears

it

that no other kind of use in material goods

is

con-

ceivable than that which conies through the forthputting of
their peculiar natural powers

—

that

is,

through the rendering

of Material Services.

But
of

not

is

it

even necessary to

the natural sciences,

I

appeal

the

to

logic

common

appeal simply to the

Take an example or two to remind
the reader.
what we mean when we say that goods are " of

sense of

us

of

A

use."

thrashing

machine, there

is

no doubt,

How

can

it,

render this use

?

forth its mechanical powers one after another,
as

is

of use

how
Not otherwise than through putting

economically in helping to thrash corn.

does

till

it,

such time

the worn-out mechanism refuses to put forth any more

power of the same kind.

Can any reader

picture to himself

the effect that the thrashing machine exerts in separating the

from

corn

the

forthputting
single

under any other form than that of a
mechanical power?
Can he imagine one

ear

of

use that the machine could exert in thrashing, not

through putting forth of power, but through some other kind
I doubt it very much.
The thrashing machine
of Nutzitng ?
either thrashes

not thrash at

by putting

forth

its

physical powers, or

would be useless too to attempt
kind of use or Ntdzung by pointing
It

it

does

all.

to
to

make out another
different

kinds of
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be got from the thrashing machine.

mediate uses that can

Our grain when thrashed is certainly worth more than it was
before being thrashed, and the increment of value is a use we
But it is easy to see that this is not
get from the machine.
a use in addition

to

the material services of the machine, but

a use through these services

;

that

it

is

just

the use of the

Suppose some one
Take an exactly similar case.
were to give me £50, and with it I were to buy myself a ridingNo one would say that I had received two presents
horse.
£50 and a riding-horse. We have just as little right to
machine.

—

conceive of the mediate use of the material services as a second

and

different useful service of the goods.

1

This becomes quite clear in the case of perishable goods.

What
that

it

do I get from a cwt. of coal ?
The heat-creating powers
gives off during combustion, and which I pay for by

the capital price of the coal, and, beyond that, nothing

And what

lutely nothing.

I call

in this, that I put these material

my

—

abso-

"use" of the coal consists

services, as

they issue from

the coal, into connection with some one object in which I wish
to effect a change through heat
services issue

from the burning

And when
does

my

issues

I lend a

debtor get from

the use lasts as long as these

coal.

man

a cwt. of coal for a year, what

it ?

Just the heat-creating power that

from the coal during a couple

in this case also, nothing

the coal likewise

may

;

—

of hours,

absolutely nothing.

and besides

And

that,

his use of

exhausted in the same number of hours.

is

It

perhaps be asked, Can he not, then, in virtue of the loan

agreement, use the coal over a whole year
admit, could have nothing to say against

it,

?

The owner,
but nature has

I
;

and nature says inexorably that the use shall be over in a
couple of hours.
the debtor

is

What

then remains of the contract

obliged at the expiry of the year, but not

to replace the loan

by

another, cwt. of coal.

But

is,

till

it is

that
then,

surely

a most extraordinary confusion of ideas that the fact of a

man

having to give a cwt. of coal at the expiry of a year in place
of another cwt. of coal that has been burnt, should be taken
1
A hair-splitting critic might perhaps point out that the possession of
good machines assists the maker to secure, say, a good credit, a good name,
good custom, etc. The careful reader will have no difficulty in answering such
To the same category belongs the "use through exchange."
objections.

—

—

!
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mean

that, in the burned cwt. of coal, there continues to
an objective use for a whole year
For any "use of goods/' then, other than their natural
material services, there is no room either in the world of fact
or in the world of logical ideas.

to

exist

Possibly

many

ciently convincing.

readers will consider this

But the matter

analysis

antagonistic views too deeply rooted, to admit

here

;

and, accordingly, I shall

try

to

bring

of

suffi-

and the

too important,

is

it

resting

forward

still

further evidence against the existence of the use postulated by

my

contention, as a

negative one, does not allow of a positive proof.

I cannot put

the Use theorists.

Of course the nature

mind the non-existence

of

same way
Nevertheless there is
might put the existence of a thing.
no lack of decisive evidence on the point, and indeed it is

before the

of a thing in the

as I

offered

by

my

opponents themselves.

There are two criterions of a true proposition
is

that

:

obtained by a correct process of reasoning, and that

to correct conclusions.

combating

—

is

1.

this

it

leads

In the case of the assertion we are
is an independent use

the assertion that there

neither of these criterions applies, and

now

it

what

I

mean

to prove

:

That in

all

the reasoning

by which the Use

thought they had proved the existence

of

this Use,

theorists

an error

or a misunderstanding has crept in.
2.

That the assumption of an Independent Use necessarily

leads to conclusions that are untenable.

After what has been already demonstrated, that there

no place

for

is

any objective Use or Nutzimg besides the Material

Services, the proof of the above points should afford the fullest

evidence that can be brought forward for

my

thesis.

CHAPTEE
THE INDEPENDENT USE

Of

prominent

the

VII

AN UNPROVED ASSUMPTION

:

representatives

of

Use

the

theory,

two

have taken particular pains to prove the existence of an
independent use, Hermann and Knies.
I shall therefore
make their argument the chief subject of critical examination.

made by

Say,

Schaffle, deserve

our

Besides these writers, however, the contribution
the Nestor of the

Use

To begin w ith the last two writers, a few
show the misunderstanding into which they have
T

consideration.

words will

and by

theory,

fallen.

Say
or, as

labour

ascribes to capital the rendering of productive services,

he often expresses
is,

it,

the rendering of " labour/' and this

according to him, the foundation of interest.

may

expressions Services and Labour
as

more applicable to the
But there
goods.

actions

personal

stantially right;

capital does

to me, however, just as

which

of

persons

than of im-

no doubt that Say

is

The

perhaps be objected to

perform "labour."

much beyond doubt

capital actually performs consists in

is

sub-

It appears

that the labour

what I have

called

the Material Services of goods, and these form the foundation
of gross interest, or, as the case

may

be, of the capital value

assume that capital, besides
these, gives off services distinct from what we have defined
as the material services, and that such services may be the
separate foundation of a net interest, but he does not give the
possibly because he had never remarked
slightest proof of it
the chameleon-like ambiguity of his conception of the services
of goods.

Say appears quietly

to

—

produdifs.

Very much the same

is

true of Schaffle.

I

need not speak

chap,
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of the subjective interpretations of his earlier work, which are

Use theory, and which
have been quietly withdrawn in the latest edition of his Bau
und Leben. In the later work, however, he calls goods " stores
inconsistent with the character of the

of useful energies"

tions

of

labour"
social

258,

pp.

substance"

function

of

258), and

p,

"equivalents

goods,"
(iii.

(iii.

(p.

the

goods,

of useful

uses

calls

materials

a

in

funcliving

"living energies of impersonal

259),

This

313).

he

nothing else than

our Material

have shown, find

their

quite correct; but the

is all

forthputting

of

useful

and

Services,

energies,
these, as

not in net interest,

equivalent

SchafHe assumes, but in gross interest,

is

we
as

in the case of perish-

or,

Say and SchafHe, therefore,
was they had to prove, and their

able goods, in their capital value.

have misunderstood what

it

arguments are therefore entirely beside the mark.
The way in which Hermann arrives at his independent
"

use " (NtUzung) has quite a psychological interest.

His

introduction

first

conception

the

of

"

speaking of the use of durable goods.
books, money, have

when

occurs

Land, dwellings,

tools,

Their use, for the

durable use value.

last, may be conceived of as a good in itself,
and may obtain for itself an exchange value which we call
1
interest."
Here no special evidence is adduced for the
existence of an independent use possessing an independent
value, and indeed there is no need to prove it
every one

time that they

;

knows

that, as

a fact, the use of a piece of ground, or the

But

use of a house, can be independently valued and sold.

what must be emphasised

is,

that the

thing which

every

reader will understand in this connection, and must understand,
as use, is the gross use of durable goods

;

the basis of rent in

the case of land, of hire in the case of houses
in

short,

as

we have

called

—

the same thing,

the material services of goods.

Further, the

independent existence

of the good

that renders the use,

of
is

this

" use "

fact that the use in question does not exhaust the

We

good

itself.

are forced to admit that the use is something different

the good itself and independent of
to exist alongside
it is

alongside

only explained by the

it,

it,

in the sense that a portion of the use

capable of affording remains intact.
1

from

because the good continues

Staatswirthschaftliche Untersuchungen, second edition, p. 109.

which

;
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The second step that Hermann takes is to draw an analogy
between the use of durable and the use of perishable goods,
and to try to show that, in the case of the latter also, there
is an independent use with independent value existing along-

He

side the value of the good.

finds

1

that perishable goods,

through technical change of form, preserve their usefulness, and

"may obtain permanence for their use."
and labour are transformed into pig iron,
in being so transformed they contribute the chemical and
mechanical elements for a new usefulness which emerges from
their combination; and if, in such case, the pig iron possesses
the exchange value of the three goods of exchange employed in
although in changed shape,
If, e.g.

its

iron-ore, coal,

sum

making, then the former

bound up

in the

new

"

in the exchange value.
perishable

Hermann,

are capable
" it is

of goods persists, qualitatively

usefulness, quantitatively added together

But

of

in this

if

a

lasting

way goods
then,"

use,

the same with goods that change their form

qualitatively while retaining their exchange value, as

durable

goods

this use

;

as a use

itself,

that are

continues

may

it is

with

be conceived of as a good in

(Nutzung) which

may

obtain

itself

exchange

value."

In this Hermann has of course reached the goal he set
before him, of proving that, even in perishable goods, there

a use which exists alongside of the good

however, a

little

First of

more

all, it

demonstration

this

itself.

is

Let us look,

closely at the basis of his argument.

should be noticed that the sole support of
is

a conclusion

drawn from analogy.

The

existence of an independent use in perishable goods can in no

way

appeal, like the use of durable goods, to the testimony of

No one has
from a perishable

the senses, and to practical economic experience.

seen an independent use detaching

we

think that

it

loan inasmuch as a loan

is

good.

If

we
we only

use of perishable goods,

independent use
see

is

;

itself

is to be seen in the case of every
nothing else than a transfer of the

are

wrong

;

here

we do not

infer that there is one.

simply that the borrower receives

£100

see

an

What we

at the begin-

That in
ning of the year, to give back at the end of it £105.
this case £100 is given for the sum that was lent, and £5 for
the use of the same,
1

is

not an immediate sensuous observation

P. 110, etc.

See the quotation above,

p. 194.

—
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At

a construction put by us on our observation.

is

all

where the existence of an independent use in perishable
goods is in question, no appeal can be made to the case of
events,

the loan
is

as

;

independent use

for so long as the existence of that

questioned, of course the justification of interpreting the loan
a transfer of use

must

prove the one by the other
If,

is to

be questioned, and to try to

also
is

obviously begging the question.

"independent use

therefore, the

of perishable

be anything more than an unproved assertion,

it

goods"

can only

be through the force of the argument from analogy that Herhas introduced,
not indeed in form but in substance,

—

mann

The argument there is as follows
Durable goods are capable, as every one knows, of affording
a use independent of the goods themselves
if we look closely
we can see that perishable goods, like durable goods, allow of
a durable use consequently perishable goods are, and must
be, capable of affording a use independent of the goods
in the passage just quoted.

:

;

;

themselves.

The conclusion thus drawn
immediately, the analogy

fails

false, for,

is

as I shall prove

I

just at the critical point.

admit at once that perishable goods, through technical change
of form, really become capable of durable use.
I grant that
I
coal and iron ore are first used in the production of iron.
grant that the use which the iron then affords

is

a further result of the powers of those first things

nothing but

which

;

first

things are therefore used in the shape of iron for the second
time, and again in the nail that

is

made out

of the iron for

the third time, and in the house which the nail helps to hold
together for the fourth time
lasting

Only

way.

it

;

that

must be

is

to say, are used in

carefully noted

that

a

the

durableness in this case rests on quite another ground, and
possesses quite another character from that of durable goods

properly so called.

The durable goods are used over and over

way

that, in each act of use, only a part of their

again in this
useful

content

is

exhausted, while another part

is

left

un-

But the perishable goods are
used over and over again by exhausting the whole of them
over and over again
by exhausting the whole useful content
of that form which the goods have at the time
but since this
disturbed for future acts of use.

—

;

useful content then takes on a

new

shape, the exhaustive use
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again.
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of use are as distinct

from a reservoir is distinct
from the continuous flow of water from one vessel to another
and back again or, to take an example from the economical
world, they are as distinct as the obtaining of successive proceeds from selling land piece by piece is distinct from the
obtaining of successive proceeds by spending the price of the
whole piece of ground in a new purchase, and selling this new
purchase over again.

as the continuous outflow of water

;

A

few words more will bring out more sharply the halting

nature of Hermann's analogy.

Between the

"

durable use

"

which Hermann points out in

perishable goods, and durable goods proper, there
perfect analogy, but

has drawn another.

Hermann, instead

We

is

really a

of drawing this parallel,

have here to do with one of those

points in which the neglect that our science has been guilty of
in regard to the conception of the " use of goods " has revenged

on the science.
If Hermann had more accurately
examined the conception of use (G-ebratich) he would have
perceived that under that name two very distinct things are
coupled together
things which, for want of a better expression,
I shall distinguish as the immediate and mediate use of goods.
The immediate use (the only one which perhaps has any

itself

—

claim to the

name

of " use ") consists in the receiving of the

The mediate use (which perhaps

material services of a good.
it

would be more proper not

to call " use " at all) consists in

receiving the material services of those other goods that only

come into existence through the material services of the first
"used" good; then again the services of the goods that
proceed from the material services of these latter goods, and
so on.

In other words, the

"

mediate use

" consists in receiving

the more distant members of that chain of causes and effects
which takes its beginning in the first immediate use members
that possibly go on evolving to the crack of doom.

—

Now
call the

I should not like to say that it is exactly false to
use of these distant results of a good a use of the good

any case the two kinds of use have an entirely
If any one likes to call my riding on a
horse a use of the hay that my horse has eaten, it is manifest,
at all events, that this is an entirely different kind of use from

itself; in

different character.

—
;
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the immediate use of the hay, and in some essential respects

is

subject to totally different conditions.

we wish

If

therefore

draw an analogy between the
we must evidently

to

use of two goods, or of two kinds of goods,

We may

similar kinds of use.

ourselves strictly to

confine

compare the immediate use of one good with the immediate
use of another, or the mediate use of one good with the
mediate use of another
but not the immediate use of one
particularly if we wish
good with the mediate use of another,
to deduce further scientific conclusions from the comparison.
It is here that Hermann has gone wrong.
Durable goods
as well as perishable goods permit of two kinds of use.
Coal,
a perishable good, has its immediate use in burning
its
;

—

;

mediate use, as Hermann has quite correctly pointed out, in
the use of the iron which

is

smelted by

frame, besides

its

But

its aid.

the case also with every durable good.

E.g.

this is

every spinning

immediate use which consists in the pro-

duction of yarn, has also a mediate use which consists in the use
of the yarn for

making

cloth, in the

the use of clothing

clothing, in

use of cloth for making

and so

itself,

Now

on.

the

proper comparison would obviously be between the immediate

momentary use of the

use of the durable goods and the
able

goods,

1

or

between

perish-

mediate use of the

durable

the

perishable and the similarly durable mediate use of the durable

But Hermann has made a mistake in the parallels
drawn his analogy where there is really none
between the immediate use of durable goods and the mediate
use of the perishable misled by the circumstance that both
kinds of use are " durable/' and overlooking the fact that, in
the two cases, this " durableness " rests on grounds that are
utterly and entirely distinct.
This much, I trust, has at all events been made clear by
the present analysis, that the analogy which Hermann draws

goods.

he

has

;

between the
is

" durable " use of durable

not complete.

dissimilarity
1

To

But beyond

and

of perishable goods

this it is easy to

comes in exactly

at

prove the appropriateness of this analogy

we need only

selves the graduation of transition from the durable goods,

—down through always
and
drink,
goods — matches,

less

stones,

linen, tapers, paper collars,

food,

durable goods,

so on,

etc.

—

till

show that the

the critical point.

— as

we come

Why

is

picture to our-

— such as land, precious

tools, furniture, clothes,

to the entirely perishable
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it that we can see in durable goods an independent use with
an independent value by the side of the good itself?
Not
simply because the use is a durable one, but because the use
that has already been made of the good leaves something over
of the good, and of the value of the good
because in that
portion of the immediate useful content that has been released
and in the portion that is not yet released we have two
;

different

things that

beside each

exist

its

own.

the case of perishable goods the exact opposite of
the case.

Here the use

of the

moment

them
But in

other, each of

having simultaneously an economic value of

all

useful content of the form which the good had at the

and the value of
value of the good

this

is

entirely exhausts the

moment,

always identical with the entire
At no one moment have we two

this use is
itself.

of each other; only one and the
same valuable thing two times in succession.
When we use
coal and iron ore in making iron, we consume them
for this
use we pay the entire capital value of these goods, and not one
atom of them is saved, or continues to exist and have an
independent value beside and after this consumption.
And it
is just the same when the iron is consumed again for the
making of nails. It is consumed; the whole capital value of
the iron is paid for it and not the smallest fragment of it

valuable things

alongside

;

;

continues to exist alongside.

moment

the thing and

There never are in one single

use beside each other

only the
things " coal and iron-ore," " iron," and " nails," after one anits

;

and through their successive use. But such being the
can be shown us neither by analogy nor in any other
way how the " use " of a perishable article can attain to an
existence and to a value independent of the article itself.
The fact is, Hermann's analogical reasoning is no more
From
correct than an argument like the following would be.
a great water tank in an hour's time I can draw off a gallon of
Each of the 3600 gallons thus poured
water every second.
out has an independent existence of itself, and is a perfectly
distinct from the water that has been drawn
distinct thing
and from the water that remains in the tank. But suppose I
have only one gallon of water, and go on pouring this from
other,

case, it

.

;

as in the former case, a gallon of
one vessel in to another
is poured out every second for the space of an hour.
;

water
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Therefore in this case also

3600 independent

must be

it

gallons that are poured out from our vessels

But, lastly,

Hermann
name

second element -which he

must

"

use

"

one element that

;

(Gebrauch or Nutzung) and a

calls "

up " (Abnidzung).

using

confess that this last step reminds

me

the old anecdote of Munchausen, in which

down by

himself

(gross) use of durable

Munchausen

cutting the

at

first

No

Very

treated of the

goods as use (Nutzung),

such

till

time as he has based a conclusion from analogy on

through

lets

again below him.

same way Hermann has

in the

whole

it

it,

has demonstrated a use in perishable goods

it

I

very forcibly of

moon by always

a rope from the

rope above his head, and knotting

much

!

takes a third step, and resolves the

use of durable goods into two elements
alone deserves the
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and
also.

sooner has he got this length than he tears his primary

conception of use in pieces, nowise disturbed by the fact that

with

he destroys the peg to which he has attached his later

it

conception of independent use, and that this conception

hangs in the

now

air.

I shall return later on to the further inconsistencies involved

meantime I content myself with saying
which looks so fascinating at the first
glance proves on closer examination to have no better support
in

In

this.

the

that the contention

than a
It

false analogy.

would be an obvious omission in

my

criticism if it

were not to include the thorough and conscientious efforts of
The work of this distinguished
Knies on this subject.
thinker has a twofold similarity to Hermann's doctrine like
Hermann, his arguments are remarkably convincing at first
sight, and this power they owe to an effective employment of
;

analogies
I feel

—

analogies, however, which, like those of

bound

Hermann,

to declare false.

Knies chances on our subject when discussing the ecoHe agrees with the view that

nomical nature of the loan.

the essence of the loan consists in a transfer of the use of the

sum

lent

;

and when

trying, with his usual carefulness, to find

reasons for this conception, he

is

compelled to go into the

question of the existence or non-existence of an independent

use in perishable goods.
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In some introductory considerations he starts from the idea
that there are economical " transfers " which do not coincide

The transferences
seem to "be of this sort. He goes
on to note the distinction between perishable and non-perishable goods, and then turns to a detailed consideration of
with the transfer of the rights of property.

of the simple use of goods

the transfer of the uses of non-perishable goods

—

a considera-

Hermann, is made to serve as
bridge to explain the delicate phenomena in the use of
perishable goods.
Here he puts down the distinction that
must be drawn between the Nutzung as " that Geh^aucA of
a good which lasts over a period of time, and is measured
by moments of time," and the good itself as the " bearer of the
Nutzung."
The economical principle of the transfers in
tion which, with

that the

question

is

not the

bearer

necessitates

him

of

that

as with

intention

a

the

Nutzung.
transfer

to

is

transfer a Nutzung, but

But the nature
of

the

Nutzungen

of
of

things

goods

always involves certain concessions in regard to the bearer of
the Nutzung.
The owner of a leased piece of ground, e.g. must,
from physical considerations, deliver it over to the lessee, if

The amount of these conis to get the use of it.
and the inevitable risk of loss as well as of deterioration of the good which bears the use, vary just as things
vary, and as the particular circumstances of the individual
In hire, for instance, a certain amount of deterioracase vary.
tion, and the consent of the owner to this deterioration, are
the lessee
cessions,

quite necessary.

1

Then, after explaining the meaning of the legal categories
of fungible

question

(p.

and non-fungible goods, Knies puts the following
71), Is it not then actually possible, must it

not, indeed, be understood as the intention of a compact, that

the use {Nutzung) of a fungible, and even of a perishable good

should be transferred

?

In this sentence Knies implicitly asks whether there is
He answers the
not an independent use of perishable goods.
question by putting the following case.

"A

cwt. of corn

is

a fungible and perishable good of this

The owner, in certain circumstances, cannot part with
perhaps
cwt., and is not inclined to exchange it, or sell it,

kind.
this

—

1

Geld, p. 59, etc.
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obliged to consume (verhrauchen), or wishes to

is

But up

himself at the end of six months.

date he does not need

till

that

This being so he might of course very

it.

it to some one
next six months, if only at the expiry of that time he
could get back his good.
Say, then, that there is another man

well allow himself to transfer the use (Gebrauch) of
else for the

it or buy it.
He
any use {Nutzung) from
the corn, as a perishable good, unless through the consumption
Vm-hraucK) of the corn itself, say as seed but that he would
(
be able to replace another cwt. from the harvest obtained by
means of this use {Nutzung) transferred to him. The owner

who

desires the corn, but cannot barter for

will point out that he could not get

;

may

find this perfectly satisfactory for his economical interests,

since the transaction here refers to a fungible good.
" In this statement there is not a particle of an idea con-

anything

taining

at

all

impossible, far-fetched, or

that

itself

is,

a cwt. of corn under the condition of the
a cwt. of corn at the end of six

artificial.

—
borrower
back
months —
undoubtedly
... In conformity with
Use {Nutzung) —

But such a transaction taken by

the transfer of
giving

belongs

those things that are called loans.

we put
that

the loan in the category of transfers of a

is,

of the use {Nutzung) of fungible goods which pass over

into the control

by a

and

for the use of the

similar quantity.

ever liberal the concessions

may

still

it is

transaction

it is

understand clearly that, how-

to

the use,

owner, and are replaced

Naturally, in the case of the loan,

of the greatest consequence

the

to

this

be as regards the hearer of

not in the concessions that the principle of

lies.

Bather are these concessions always

determined in conformity with the overruling necessity of obtaining the use at the time.

And

just on this account, in the case

of a perishable good, they are extended so far as to give the

owner the power of consumption, while all the same there is
even here no other principle in the matter than the transIn the loan, therefore, the transfer of the right

fer of a use.

of property

is

unavoidable, but

still

only as an accompanying

circumstance."

admit at once that these analyses are calculated to make
who does not look very
closely into them.
Not only lias Knies shown unusual skill
in drawing the analogy which the old opponents of the canI

an entirely convincing impression on one
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onists used to draw,

between lease and hire on the one side
and the loan on the other, but he has enriched it by a new and
effective feature.
For by the allusion he makes to the unavoidable concessions, in regard to the " bearer of the use,"

made in the case of all transfers of use, he has managed
change the element that seemed completely to destroy the
analogy between the loan and the hire (the complete transfer

that are
to

of the property in the goods lent) into a further support of
If,

however,

we do

not allow ourselves to be carried

it.

away

by these

brilliant analogies, but begin to reflect critically
on them, we shall easily see that their admissibility, and
with it the strength of the proof, depends on an affirmative
answer being given to a previous question.
The previous

question

Whether in perishable goods there
by way of loan ? And we

is,

ent use to transfer

any independshall look more

is

exactly at the kind of evidence that Knies specially brings for-

ward
his

as regards this question

—

a question that

is

the key to

whole theory of the loan.

At

this point I think

we

shall

make

the astonishing dis-

covery that Knies has not said a word in proof of the existence,

even the conceivableness of an independent use, but has
evaded the great difficulty of his theory by using the word
Nutzung in a double sense.
or

show how he does so. On p. 61 he himself
Nutzung of a good with its Gebrauch. He knows
61 again) that in perishable goods there is no

I shall try to
identifies the

besides

(p.

other possible Gebrauch but a Verbrauch,
also

know

He

must, therefore,

that in perishable goods the Nutzung

with the Verbrauch.

Nutzung in

is

identical

But, on the other hand, he uses the word

and then in the concluding
In conformity with this we put the loan in the
"
category of transfers of a Nutzung
he evidently uses the word
in a sense that is not identical with Verbrauch, but means a durable Nutzung.
In the course of the passage quoted he mixes
up step by step the Nutzung in the first sense with the Nutzung in the second sense, till he arrives at this concluding
sentence, where, from a number of propositions that are only
correct if they refer to Nutzung in the first sense, is drawn the
conclusion that there is a Nutzung in the second sense.
sentence

The

—

stating the problem,

"

first

—

proposition runs

:

"

The owner, in certain circum-

chap,
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change

or sell

it,

it,
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and

not inclined to ex-

is

obliged to consume
consume it himself at the end of
that date he does not need it."

perhaps because he

is

(verbrauchen), or wishes to
six months.

But up

till

In this proposition the kind of use that

is

thought

of,

and, in the nature of things, the only kind that can be thought

quite correctly indicated as the Verbrauck of the good.

of, is

Then he continues
self to transfer the

:

He

"

might of course very well allow himit to some one else for the next
the expiry of that time he could get

Gebrauch of

six months, if only at

back his good/'
the ambiguity.
What is the meaning of
Does it mean Verbrauch ? Or does it mean
Nutzung that lasts over a period of six months ?

Here begins
Gebrauch here
a kind of

?

Obviously the Gebrauch
but the words

"

is

conceivable only as the Verbrauch,

Gebrauch for the next six months

lated to suggest a durable

"

are calcu-

Gebrauch, and with this begins the

quid pro quo.

Now
is

or

follows the third proposition

another

buy

it.

man who
He will

:

"

Say then that there

desires the corn, but cannot barter for it

point out that he could not get any Nut-

zung from the corn, as a perishable good, unless through the
Verbrauch of the corn itself, say as seed but that he would
;

be able to replace another cwt. from the harvest obtained by

means

The owner may

of this Ntitzung transferred to him.

find this perfectly satisfactory for his economical interests, since

the transaction here refers to a fungible good."

This proposition contains the crowning confusion.

Knies

makes the suitor for the loan point out distinctly that a
Nutzung of perishable goods cannot be anything else than
identical with their Verbrauch, but in the same breath he
uses and places the words Nutzung and Verbrauch in such a
way that the two conceptions are kept separate from one
another, and appear not to be identical.
He thus smuggles
and the oftener he does it the less likely is
into his argument
the suggestion of a durable Nutzung in perishit to be noticed
able goods. Thus when it is said that the harvest is " obtained
by means of this Nutzung transferred," one might quite well

—
—

imagine that the Nutzgebrauch of the seed
the

same thins

as

the Nutzverbrauch

is

here again only

which obtained the
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But, thanks to the agreement of the " Nutzung trans-

ferred" with the "transfer of the Nutzung" which

we have

meant the
opposite of the "transfers of the leaver of the Nutzung" we
are forced involuntarily to think of a durable Nutzung after
the analogy of the Nutzung of durable goods.
Any scruple
we may have about the conceivableness of such a Nutztmg is
the more easily silenced that we are told, at the same time,

been constantly hearing about, and which had

through

that

it

the

harvest

something very real indeed

is

—
—

obtained

accomplished

is

that

is,

that

a proof of the

existence of a Nutzung which the reader, once caught in the
tangle, naturally puts to the account of the " durable Nutzung."

And now

from this confused argument Knies draws his
After saying that "in this

conclusions.

statement there

not a particle of an idea containing anything at
sible, far-fetched, or artificial"

assumptions,

is

quite

in favour of his thesis

we

substitute in each

brauch

—he

—

which, indeed,

if

all

we

is

impos-

grant his

but admits of no conclusion

correct,

if, for the words Gebrauck or Nutztmg,
ambiguous passage the word Nutzmr-

draws the conclusion, Therefore the loan belongs

to the class of transfers of a simple Nutzung.

This conclusion

is

simply

prove has not been proved.
to be

proved

is

fallacious.

Nay, more

;

The thing he had to
the thing that was

introduced quietly in the deduction, as some-

thing that had been assumed

the Nutzung, in the peculiar sense
spoken of as if it were a familiar fact, without one word being said in support of what was to be proved,
the existence of such a Nutzung.
But the difficulty of
discovering this fundamental flaw in the argument is very

attached to

much

;

it, is

aggravated by two circumstances

Nutzung

sails

under the

flag of

get to protest against the

:

first,

that the false

the true Nutzung, and

we

for-

existence of the so-called Nutzung,

we do not
keep it separate and distinct from the true Nutzung, which
unquestionably does exist and second, through the very naivete
That is to say, without in point of fact once
of the suggestion.
entering on the problem whether a durable Nutzung in perishable goods is conceivable or not, Knies represents the owner

because, thanks to the dialectical skill of the author,

;

and the suitor for the loan
the Nutzung in a tone of

as negotiating over the transfer of
certainty,

which implies that the

!
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—and

the reader

almost involuntarily shares in the certainty

we

look back and compare the efforts that the writers
Say -Hermann school have made to prove their
peculiar Use of capital, we shall perceive, among all their
difference of detail, a substantial agreement which is very
If

of

the

suggestive.

All the authors of that school, from Say to Knies,

they begin to speak of the use of capital,
the material services which capital

first

when

of all allude to

actually renders.

Then

under cover of this they get the reader to admit that the " use
that it exists as an independent
of capital " does really exist
economic element, and even possesses an independent economical value.
That this independence is not the independence of a second whole beside the good itself, but only that
of an independent and separable part of the content of the
good, the rendering of the service being always attended by a
diminution in the value of the good itself; and that the
remuneration of this service is a gross interest
all this is
kept in the background.
But no sooner have they got the length of recognising
the " independent use of capital " than they substitute, for the
true material services of capital (under cover of which they
arrived at the independent use), the imaginary use of their own
making, impute to it an independent value outside the full
;

—

by drawing away the true use that
This way of working is
had served as a ladder for the false.
seen in Say and Schaffle only in a hasty and abbreviated form,
in quietly changing what is the substance of gross interest
into what is the substance of net interest; but Hermann
and Knies work it out in complete detail before our eyes.
Blunders like these show us how urgent is the necessity that
value of the good, and end

the " revision of fundamental conceptions," so

much

desiderated,

should even at this late date be applied to the apparently
insignificant conception of the

do

my

part in giving a

that in

the

—

present

first

chapter

Use

I have tried to

of goods.

contribution to
I have

it,

proved

and I believe

my

first

pro-

by which the Use theorists
of the Say-Hermann school thought they had proved the
position,

that in all the reasoning
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existence of the asserted use, an error or a misunderstanding

has crept

Not

in.

only, however,

is

the assumption of that independent

use absolutely unproved, but, as I
chapter,

it

leads

necessarily to

untenable conclusions.

mean
internal

to

show

in the next

contradictions

and

CHAPTEE
THE INDEPENDENT USE
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:

ITS

VIII

UNTENABLE CONCLUSIONS

customary among the Use

is

make

others, 1 to

theorists,

and even among

a distinction between a gross Nutzung, which

the basis of gross interest (rent or hire), and a net Nutzung,
which is the basis of net interest.
It is singular enough that
we have all been in the habit of innocently repeating this
distinction, without it ever occurring to any one that there
was in it an irreconcilable contradiction.
If we are to believe the unanimous assurance of our
theorists, Nutzung should
be taken as synonymous with

is

Now, if there
Gebrauch in the objective sense of the word.
a net and a gross Nutzung, are we to understand that there

is

—

are two Nutzimgen, two Gebrduche of the same good
not, it
must be remembered, two successive or two alternative kinds
of Gebrcmch, but two simultaneous cumulative Gebrduche that
1

It is as well to put

tion of Use, I

am

it

in so

many words

that, in this polemic

on the concep-

Use theorists properly so called,
political economy.
The conception of

in opposition, not only to the

but to almost the entire literature of
the Use of capital which I dispute is that commonly accepted since the
day of Salmasius. Even writers who explain the origin of interest by quite
different

theories

—

e.g.

Roscher,

by the Abstinence theory
theory

;

by the

Productivity

— always conceive of loan

interest as a

theory

or

;

Senior,

Wagner, by the Labour
remuneration for a transferred Use

or Courcellc - Seneuil

or

and occasionally they conceive even of natural interest as
a result of the same use or usage. The only distinction between them and the
Use theorists properly so called is this, that the former employ these expressions
naively, using terms that have become popular, and do not trouble themwhich
selves as to the premises and conclusions of the Use conception,
while the
sometimes entirely contradict the rest of their interest theory
Use theorists build their distinctive theory on the conclusions of that concepor

Usage of

capital,

—

;

tion.

justify

The almost universal acceptance

my

prolixity.

of the error I

am

opposing

may

further

;

:
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every transaction,

however elementary, where a Gehrauch enters ?
That one good gives off two uses, the one after the other,
That one good permits of two kinds of
can be understood.
can
use alternatively
as wood for building and for burning
also be understood.
It is quite conceivable even that one
good should permit of two kinds of use simultaneously, the one
beside the other, and that these furnish two distinct utilities

—

e.g.

—

that a picturesque rustic bridge should at once serve as

medium

of traffic,

But when

and as object of

aesthetic satisfaction.

I hire a house or a lodging,

and make use

of

it

for

purposes of habitation, to imagine that in one and the same
use I

acts of

of

series

am

receiving and

by two

profiting

wider one for which I pay the whole

different uses, a

and a narrower one

which

for

I

pay the net

hire,

interest contained

or to imagine that in every stroke of the pen that
put on paper, in every look that I throw on a picture, in
every cut that I make with my knife, in short, in every use,
however simple, that I get from a good, I get always two uses,

iu the hire

;

I

in or beside each other

—

;

this is in contradiction alike

common
make one

with the

nature of things and with healthy

sense.

at a picture, or live in a house, I

use of the picture

or house

and

;

if

in this connection I speak of

If I look

two

things,

whether Gehrauch or Nutzung, I am giving a wrong name to
one of them.
To which of them do I give the wrong name ?
On this point, again, the current view is a very strange one.
The theorists we are speaking of certainly appear to have felt
in some degree the impropriety of assuming two uses to exist
For although as a rule they employ the
alongside each other.
word Nutzung to express two things, they sometimes make an
attempt to put one of them out of

Nutzung

is

eliminated

when

sight.

Indeed, the gross

up into net Nutzung plus
Thus Eoscher, whom we are

it is split

partial replacement of capital.

justified in quoting as the representative of the current opinion,

says

with

l

"
its

The Nutzung
partial

of

a capital

replacement.

must not be confounded

In house

rent, for

instance,

over and above the payment for the Gehrauch of the house,
there must be contained a sufficient sum for repairs, indeed
1

Grundlagen, tenth edition, p. 401,

etc.

GROSS AND
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enough

up

a

building."
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accumulation of capital sufficient to put

for the gradual

new

NET USE

It

follows that the thing for which

in truth a Gebratcchy aiid

inaccurate to apply the

name

it is

that for which

to

we

erroneous and

we pay

gross

would be possible to put the
more embarrassing
position than by challenging them to define what they mean
by Gebrauch, What else can it mean than the receiving or,
if we like to give it an objective significance, the proffering of
the Material Services of which a good is capable ?
Or, if there
"
is any objection to my expression, let us say " useful services
interest.

I do not believe that

it

representatives of this wonderful view in a

" releasing

with Say, or

from material goods

of a use

" receiving of useful effects "

"

or

with Sch affile, or however else

we

define the word as we may, one thing
beyond dispute.
When A makes over to
B a house for temporary habitation, and B inhabits it, then A
has given over to B the Gebrauch of the house, and B has
taken the Gebrauch of the house and if B pays anything for
the Gebrauch, he does not pay a single penny of hire or rent
for anything else than this
that he may avail himself of the
useful properties and powers of the house.
In other words, he
like to put

appears to

But

it.

my mind

;

;

—

has paid for the Gebrauch transferred to him.
It

may

be

said,

Yes, perhaps so

but has not

;

a portion of the value of the house itself
get transferred to

him

?

and

B consumed

if so,

did he not

a part of the value of the house

itself,

One who would argue
thus might be expected to hold the somewhat singular view
that two aspects of one event are two events.
The truth of
in addition to the use of the house

the matter

is

?

that the hirer has received the Gebrauch of the

house, and only the Gebrauch

; but in using it, and through
he has diminished its value.
He has received a
" store of energies," from which he is at liberty to " release " so
many; he has done nothing but "release" or use them; but,
naturally, the value of the remainder of the energies has been
diminished thereby.
To construe that as meaning that the hirer
has received two things alongside each other, Gebrauch and

using

it,

partial value of capital, appears to

me

very

much

as

ing a fourth horse to match three he had already, a

in buy-

man were

—

an acquisition of two separate things
and second, the complement of the team of four

to consider it

horse,

if,

;

first,

and

a
as
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he were then to maintain that, of the £50 he paid, only one
£25, was the price of the horse, while the remaining

portion, say

£25 was

the price of the complement of the team
It is the
same thing as if one were to say of a workman who had put
up the cross on the steeple and thereby finished the building
of the steeple, that he had performed two acts
first, had put
up the cross, and second, had finished the building of the
steeple; and were further to say that, if the workman took an
hour to do the whole job, not more than three-quarters of an
hour were needed for the erection of the cross, since a part of
the whole time expended, say a quarter of an hour, must be
!

—

put to the account of the second
building of the steeple

But

notwithstanding

if,

the completion of the

act,

!

all

some one thinks that he

this,

sees in Gebrcmch, not the gross Nutzung, but another something

which is ill to
meal consists.

define, let

him say

In eating

gross Nutzung, that swallows

what the Gehrauch

in

cannot be

It

?

so,

up the whole value

of a

for that is

a

of the capital,

and of course we cannot confuse that with the true Gehrauch.
But in what then does it consist ? In an aliquot part of
eating ? or in something entirely different from eating ?
I

am

glad to think that the duty of answering this question does

not

fall to
If,

me, but

then,

we

a meaning that

to the

Use

theorists.

are not to give the
is

words Gehrauch and Nutzung

equally opposed to language and to

the representations of practice and of science,

the gross Nutzung the property of being a true Nutzung.
there cannot be two NtUzungen, and

Nutzung must be recognised
the

us leave

is

Use

Whether the

Nutzung or not, at any
And the Use theorists would

rate

to be

something likewise.

if

no need to argue
theorists.

that on one side, and confine our

all

attention to the following.
true

But

that which correctly conveys

as

further against the net Nutzung of the
let

to

in any case the gross

if

conception of Nutzung, then there

But

life,

we cannot deny

it is

like to

Now

gross Nutzung be a
undoubtedly something.

make

out the net Nutzung

these two quantities,

if

they

must at all events stand in some relation to
The net Nutzung must either be part of the gross

both actually exist,
each other.

Nutzung or
let

us

see.

it

is

If

no part

we

of it

;

there

is

Now
no third course.
it seems probable

look at durable goods

GROSS

chap, vnr

AND NET USE

that the net Nntzung Is a part of the gross
remuneration of the former, the net interest,
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for since the

;

is

contained in

the remuneration of the latter, the gross interest, so

the

first

must also
and be

object of purchase be contained in the second,

a part of

it.

This indeed even the Use theorists themselves

maintain when they analyse the one sum of the gross Nutzung
into net Nutzung plus partial replacement of capital.
But

now

The net

pay in this
if, on the
moment of the consumption, I replace the perishable goods by
their fungible equivalent, I do not require to pay any interest.
What I pay interest for is only the delay in the replacement of
the equivalent
that is, I pay it for something that is not
contained in the consumption
that most intense form of gross
but stands quite outside it.
Are we to conclude then
use
that the net Nutzung is at once part and not part of the gross
Nutzung? How can the Use theorists explain this contradiction ?
I might draw out to much greater length the number of
riddles and contradictions into which the assumption of the
I might ask the Use theorists
independent Nutzung leads us.
look
case

is

at perishable goods.

not paid for their consumption

;

(

interest I

Verhxtuch), for

—

—

what, for instance, I should represent to myself as the
years' Nutzung, or the ten years'

Gebrauch, of the

ten

bottle

of

An
wine that I drank on the first day of the first year ?
existence it must have, for I can buy or sell it on a loan of
I might point out what a singular
from one to ten years.
assumption it is, even verging on the ludicrous, that, on the
moment when a good by its complete consumption actually
ceases to be of use,

a perpetual use

it

should really be only beginning to afford

that one

;

debtor,

who

at the

end

of

a year

pays back a bottle of wine he borrowed, has consumed less
than another who only returns the bottle of wine at the end of
ten years, inasmuch as the former has consumed the bottle of

wine and
its

its

one year's use, the latter the bottle of wine and
while all the time it is evident to everybody

ten years' use

;

that both parties have obtained the same use from the bottle of

wine, and that the obligation that emerges, to pay back another
bottle

of wine sooner or later, has absolutely nothing to do

with the shorter or longer duration of the objective uses of the
first bottle.

But

I think that

to carry conviction.

more than enough has been

said

;
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To sum up, I consider that three things have been here proved.
I think it has

been proved,

firstly,

that the nature of goods, as

material bearers of useful natural powers, precludes the con-

any Nutzung that does not consist in the forththat is, any Nutzung
not identical with what I have called the Material

ceivability of

putting of their useful natural powers
that

is

Services of goods

but

—

—

those services being the basis not of net,

of gross interest

;

in the case of perishable goods, their

or,

entire capital value.

been proved, secondly, that all attempts
on the part of the Use theorists to demonstrate the existence
or the conceivability of a net Nutzung different from the
material services, are erroneous or based on a misunderstanding.
I think it has been proved, thirdly, that the assumption of
I think that it has

by the Use

the net Nutzung postulated

theorists necessarily

leads to absurd and contradictory conclusions.
I think, therefore, that I

that the net

Nutzung, on

theorists of the
interest, does

misleading

But
science

?

in

Say-Hermann

not in truth

entirely justified in maintaining

the existence

of

which the Use

school base their explanation of

exist,

but

is

only the product of a

fiction.

what way did

this

And how came

recurring for a
dispel

am

little

to

it

remarkable

fiction enter into

to be taken for reality

?

By

the history of the problem I hope to

any doubts that may linger in the minds of my readers
we may get an opportunity of estimatits true value any prejudice that might still linger as

and, in particular, I trust

ing at

our

a consequence of the former victory of Salmasius's theory.
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ORIGIN IN LEGAL FICTION

We

have here to deal with one of those not uncommon
where a fiction, originating in the sphere of law and
originally used for practical legal purpose by people who were
fully conscious of its fictitious character, has been transferred
to the sphere of economics, and the consciousness of the fiction
cases

Jurisprudence has at

has been lost in the transfer.
required

times

all

To make comparatively few and simple

fictions.

principles of law suffice for the whole varied actuality of legal
life,

jurisprudence

is

often compelled to look

upon

cases

as

quite similar with each other that in reality are not similar,

but

were

may
so.

Eoman

be appropriately dealt with in practice as
It

was in

this

way

civil process originated

the res incorporates,

if

they

that the formulae fictitiae of the
;

thus also the legal " persons,"

and innumerable other

fictions

of the

science of law,

Now it sometimes happened that a fiction which had
grown very venerable became in the end petrified into a
hundreds of years people
in theory and
practice, as if it really were essentially the same as something
else, then, other circumstances being favourable, it might end
in their quite forgetting that there was a fiction.
So it is, as
I have pointed out in another place, with the res incorporates
thoroughly credited dogma.

had been accustomed

to

If for

treat

a thing, both

Roman law and so too it has been with the independent
Let us follow, step
Nutzung of perishable and fungible goods.
by step, the course whereby the fiction became petrified into a
dogma.
There are some goods the individuality of which is of no
of

;
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importance,
goods that are only taken account of by their
kind and amount, quae ponder e, numero, mensura consistunt.
These are called in law fungible goods. 1
Since no importance
attaches to their individuality, the replacing goods perfectly

For certain purposes of

supply the place of the replaced goods.

practical legal life these goods could be treated without difficulty
as

Particularly

identical.

was

fungible

Here

goods.

it

case in such legal

the

this

transactions as related to the giving

away and

getting back of

as

convenient to

suggested

itself

conceive of the giving back of an equal

amount

goods as a giving back of the very same goods
to feign identity

;

of fungible

in other words,

between the fungible goods given back and

those given away.

So far as I know, the old
this fiction formally.

Koman

sources of law do not put

They say quite

correctly of

it

the loan, tantundem or idem genus, not simply idem
back.

But

any

at

rate the fiction is there.

depositum irregulare, where the

employ on

own account

his

the

If, e.g.

of

was

given

the so-called

allowed

to

money given over

to

depositary

sum

that, in
is

his safe keeping, and to replace the deposit in other pieces of
money, was treated as a depositum, 2 this construction can only
be explained by supposing that the lawyers invoked the
assistance of the fiction whereby the pieces of money replaced
were considered identical with those given in for safe keeping.
Modern jurisprudence has occasionally gone farther, and spoken
3
explicitly of a " legal identity " between fungible goods.
From this first fiction it was but a step to a second. If it
once came to be thought that, in the loan and in similar transactions, the same goods were given back that the -debtor had
received, the further idea was logically bound to follow, that
the debtor had retained the goods lent him during the whole
period of the loan, had kept them unbroken, and had used
them unbroken that the use obtained from them was therefore
a durable use and that where interest was paid it was paid
;

;

just for this durable use.
1

here

The common German word is vertretbar, which might be loosely translated
by tl representative" or "replaceable." But the word "fungible" is per-

—W.

haps worth adopting in English economics.
2
See L. 31, Dig. loc. 19, 2, and L. 25, §
3

1,

S.

Dig. dep. 16,

3.

Goldschmidt, Handbuch des Handelsrechtes, second edition, Stuttgart, 1883,
vol. ii. part. i. p. 26 in the note.

;
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did

jurists

begin with, that they were

make.
only

They knew quite well that the goods

dealing with a fiction.

given back are not identical with the goods received

;

that the

debtor does not hold and possess these goods during the whole
period of the loan

;

—

the fact being that, to attain the purpose

of the loan, the debtor must, as a rule, very soon entirely part

knew

Lastly, they

with the goods.

quite well that, for the

same reason, the debtor does not get any durable use out of
But for the practical purposes and requirethe goods lent.
ments of both parties it was the same as if everything
actually were what it pretended to be, and therefore the jurists
They gave expression to this
could employ the fiction.
fiction in the sphere of their science when, on the ground of
they

it,

confirmed

the

expression

money paid

use;

for

paid for the use of the

loan

for

had already found a home in the speech

interest

that

of the people, usura,

when they taught that interest was
sum lent and when they made out a
;

This usufruct of course was

usufruct even in perishable goods.

only a quasi-usufruct, the lawyers being quite aware that they

were only dealing with a

fiction.

On

one occasion they even

expressed this pointedly, in correcting a legislative act that had

given the fiction too realistic an expression. 1
Finally, after

many

centuries of teaching that the itsura

and in an age when the better part of
the living spirit of classical jurisprudence had fled, and had
consequently been replaced by a greater reverence for transmitted formulas, the justification of loan interest was sharply
One of their strongest weapons was
attacked by the canonists.

was money paid

for use,

the discovery of this fiction in regard to the uses of perish1

Ulpian,

it is

well known, in Dig,

vii. 5,

L.

1,

De usufructu earimn

rerxim

quae usu consumuntur vel minuntur, quotes a decree of the Senate which established
On this Gaius remarks
the bequeathing of a usufruct in perishable goods.
:

Quo senatus consulto non id effectum est, ut pecuniae usufructus proprie esset
sed, remedio
nee enim natural is ratio auctoritate senatus commutari potuit
"

;

introducto, caepit quasi usufructus liaberi."

I

do not agree with Knies (Geld)

that Gaius took exception simply to the formal flaw that there could only he
a regular usufruct in goods belonging to another person, while the legatee holds
The appeal to the
the perishable goods left him as his own property, res suae.
p. 75)

naturalis ratio could hardly have been made in order to rehabilitate a defective
formal definition of usufruct ; it is infinitely more probable that it was made on

behalf of a truth of nature that was seriously violated by the decree.

—
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so convincing

was to be
no such thing
as an independent use of perishable goods.
Thus the fiction
all at once attained an
importance it never had before.
To believe in the actual existence of the usus was the same
thing as to approve of interest not to believe in it seemed to
force one to condemn it.
To save interest in this dilemma,
people were inclined to give the legal formula more honour
than it deserved; and Salmasius and his followers exerted
themselves to find reasons which would allow them to take
the formula for the fact.
The reasons they did find were
just good enough to convince people eager to be convinced,
as already won over by a demonstration that was in other
respects excellent,
that Salmasius, on the whole, had right
on his side while his opponents, who were evidently wrong as
regards the chief point, were suspected even on those points
where they were occasionally right.
So it happened
not for
the first, and certainly not for the last time
that under the
pressure of practical exigencies an abortive theory was born,
and the old fiction of the lawyers proclaimed as fact.
Thus it has remained ever since, at least in political
economy.
While the newer jurisprudence drew back for the
most part from the doctrine of Salmasius, modern political
economy has held by the old stock formula taken from the
In the seventeenth century the formula had
legal repertoire.
one

that

could

scarcely

see

loan

interest

saved, if the premiss were granted that there

is

;

—

;

—

—

served to support the practical justification of interest

nineteenth

it

did as good

service in

affording a

;

in the

theoretical

which people would have been embarrassed
This puzzling u surplus value " had to be
to get otherwise.
Something was
It appeared to hang in the air.
explained.
wanted to hang it from. And there, in the most welcome
As beseemed its rising
way, the old fiction offered itself.
claims as a theory, it was dressed out in all sorts of new
accessories, and so was worthy at last, under the name of
Nutzung, to take the highest place of honour, and become the
explanation of

it,

foundation stone of a theory of interest as distinctive as

it

is

comprehensive.

may be the good fortune of these pages to break the
under which the custom of centuries has laid our con-

It

spell

—
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ception.
It may be that the net Nutzung of capital will
be relegated finally to that domain from which it never should
have emerged
the domain of fiction, of metaphor, which, as

—

much

Bastiat once remarked with only too

truth, has so often

turned the science from the right path.

With

it

many

—

a

deeply rooted conviction will have to be given up
not the
Use theory only, in the narrower and proper sense of the
word, which makes the Nutzung the chief pillar in the
explanation of interest, but a number of other convictions also,
which are commonly accepted outside the rank of the Use
theorists, and which employ that conception along with others.

Among other things will

go the favourite construction of the loan

as a transfer of uses, as having its analogue in rent

But what is to be put
To answer that does
present critical task

;

it

in its place

and

hire.

?

not, strictly speaking, belong to our

is

a matter for the positive statement

which I have reserved for the second volume of this work.
It may, however, with some justice be expected that, when
I assume the doctrine of the canonists as regards one of its
should at least indicate

principal points, I

obviously

the

escape

conclusions

false

of

how we
the

are to

canonists.

Consequently I shall briefly indicate my own view on the
of course under the reservation of return-

nature of the loan

;

ing to more exact

meantime asking

my

theory

connected
I

may

in

it

my

next volume, and

readers to postpone their final verdict on
such time as I have stated it in detail, and

with the entire theory of
best

In

dispute.

their

till

it

treatment of

my

my

conclusions,

take

up the

opinion

while

interest.

subject

at the old canonist
the canonists alone were wron^ in
both parties were wrong in the

reasoning which led them to their conclusions.
The canonists
remained in the wrong, because they made only one mistake
Salmasius made two mistakes, but of
in their reasoning.
these the second cancelled the harm done by the first, so that
after a very tumultuous course his argument ended in reaching
I explain this as follows

the truth.

Both

:

agree in regarding it as an axiom that the
replaced on the expiry of the loan contract is the
equivalent, and, indeed, is the exact and full equivalent, of the
capital

capital

parties

sum

sum

originally lent.

Now
s

this

assumption

is

so false
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that the wonder

how

is

it

book in

has not long ago been exposed as a

Every economist knows that the value of goods
does not depend simply on their physical qualities, but, to a
very great extent, on the circumstances under which they
It is
become available for the satisfaction of human needs.
well known that goods of the same kind, e.g. grain, have a
superstition.

very different value in varying circumstances.

Among

the

most important of the circumstances that influence the value
of goods, outside

of their physical constitution, are the time

It would be very
and place at which they become available.
strange if goods of a definite kind had exactly the same value
at all places where they might be found.
It would be strange,
for instance, if a cwt. of coal at the pit-brow had exactly the
same value as a cwt. of coal at the railway terminus, and if
that again had exactly the same value as a cwt. of coal at
Now it would be quite as strange if £100 which
the fireside.

are at

my

disposal to-day should be exactly equivalent to

am to receive a year later, or ten
On the contrary it is clear that, if

which I
later.

quantity of goods

falls to

£100

hundred years
one and the same
or a

the disposal of an economical subject

at different points of time, its economical position will, as
rule,

come under a

different influence, and, in

that, the goods will obtain a different value.

a
conformity with

It is impossible

with Salmasius and the canonists, and assume it as a
self-evident principle that there is a complete equivalence
to agree

between the present goods given in loan and the goods of like
number and kind returned at some distant period. Such an
equivalence, on the contrary, can only be a very rare and
accidental exception.
It is very evident

from what source both parties obtained

the quite unscientific view of the equivalence between the

sum

It is from the
of capital given out and that received back.
fungible
between
goods
of similar
identity
old legal fiction of the

kind and number.
is

conceived of as

If,

on the strength of this

fiction,

the loan

meant that the same £100, which the
the debtor, is given back by the debtor to

if it

creditor advances to

the creditor on the expiry of the loan, then of course this
replacement must be looked on as entirely equivalent and just.

was the common mistake of the canonists and of their
opponents that they fell into this trap laid for them in the

It

—
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sole

mistake of the

and
first mistake of Salmasius.
The further
development was simply this
The canonists remained in error because this was their
only mistake.
Once they had made it they began at the
wrong time to be sharp-sighted, and to expose the assumed
the

canonists

:

independent use of the loaned goods as a
fell

away every support

to interest,

pronounce

fiction.

With

that

that could properly have been given

—

and they were bound
wrong.
But the first

it

falsely,

but logically

—

that Salmasius

error

to

had

made, in the fiction of the identity between the capital
received and the capital paid back, he rectified by a second
he retained that fiction as regards the loan of money, and held
that in this case the borrower possessed the " use " of the
loaned goods

all

The truth

the time of the loan.
is

in

neither

reading.

The loan

a

is

real

exchange of present goods against future goods.
For reasons
that I shall give in detail in my second volume, present

goods invariably possess a greater value than future goods of
the same

number and

sum of
sum

kind, and therefore a definite

present goods can, as a rule, only be purchased by a larger
of future goods.

This agio

is

Present goods possess an agio in future goods.

interest.

It is

not a separate equivalent for a

separate and durable use of the loaned goods, for that
ceivable

;

it

is

a part

equivalent

separate for practical reasons.

+ the

of

the

is

incon-

loaned sum, kept

The replacement of the

capital

interest constitutes the full equivalent. 1

1
The germs of this view, which I consider the only correct one, are to be
found in Galiani (see above, p. 49), in Turgot (see above, p. 56), and latterly in
Knies, who, however, has since expressly withdrawn it as erroneous.

CHAPTEK X
merger's conception of use

Up till now my analyses have gone to prove that there is
no independent use of goods of the kind conceived of by the
Say-Hermann side of the Use theory, and by nearly all the
economists of the present day in their train.
It still remains
to be proved that there cannot be an independent use even in
that essentially different shape that Menger sought to give the
conception.

While the Say-Hermann school represented the
as

an objective element

Menger explains
quantities

of

economical

of

time."

a

better

and more complete

"'

net use

itself from goods,
indeed, as " a disposal over

use, separating

as a Disposal

it

"

;

goods within a definite period

of

This disposal being for economic subjects a means to
satisfaction of their wants, it acquires,

according to Menger, the character of an independent good,
which, on account of

its

relative scarcity, will usually

the same time an economical good.

Now,

to go

nq

farther, it

be at

2

seems to be putting a very daring

construction on things to say that the disposal over goods, that
is,

a relation to a good,

occasion

3

is itself

a good.

stated at length the reasons for

1

Grundsatze,

p. 132, etc.

3

See

my

und

Mechte

have on another
which I consider it

I

2

Verhaltnisse, particularly p. 124.

Ibid. p. 132, etc.

See also the acute

remarks of H. Dietzel in the tract Der AusgangspmiM der Sozialwirthschaftslehre und ihr Grundbegriff (Tiibinger Zeitschrift fur die gesammte StaatstvisOn the other hand, I cannot agree with
senschaft, Jahrgang, 39), p. 78, etc.
He
Dietzel in some further criticisms that he makes on Menger on p. 52, etc.
has two objections to Menger' s fundamental definition of economical goods as
"those goods the available quantity of which is less than human need."
First, he says, in trade generally we must recognise "the tendency to assimilate
need and available quantity," on account of which "in every normal case" a
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theoretically inadmissible to recognise relations as real Goods,

in the sense given to that term
reasons,
"

I

believe,

have

by economic

theory.

the same validity as

regards

These
this

disposal " over goods.

To maintain its position in face of these weighty deductive
Menger s hypothesis must have some very strong

objections

and positive support.
I doubt if it has sufficient support of
kind.
The special character of my present contention
prevents us from the first from obtaining any direct evidence,
such as might be given by the senses, that " disposal " really
is a good.
The only thing we have to consider is whether
the hypothesis is accredited by a consensus of sufficiently
numerous and significant indirect supports. And this I must
this

doubt.
It

appears

to

value which
certain

known

is

me

that

there

is,

distinctively,

only one

and that is, the existence of a surplus
unexplained otherwise.
As astronomers, from

indirect support for

it,

unexplained disturbances in the orbits of
have concluded for the existence of disturbing

otherwise
planets,

and as yet unknown planetary

bodies, so does

Menger

postulate

number of the moat important economical objects must fall out of the circle of
economical goods. And second, he says, Monger's definition of his conception is
not definite enough, and leaves room for all sort of things that have not the
character of economical goods, such, for instance, as useful "technical knowledge."
I onsider that both objections are based on a misunderstanding.
As a matter
of fact trade can never quite assimilate the available quantity of economical
goods to the need for them it can of course meet the demand that has power
to pay, but never the need.
However commerce may flood a market with
exchangeable goods, while it will very soon succeed in supplying the amount that
people can buy, it will never supply all they wish to possess for the purpose
of supplying their wants to the saturation point
that point where the last and
most insignificant wish is gratified. As to the second objection, Monger's
definition seems to me to mark out the circle of economic goods both correctly
and sufficiently. We must not overlook the fact that what determines the con;

—

"good" has a share in determining the conception of the
good." Things like qualities, skill, rights, relations, cannot, I
admit, be economical goods, even if they are only to be had in insufficient quantity,
but that is because they are not true goods that is to say, they are not really
ception of the

u economical

—

means of satisfying human wants, and at best can only be called so by
a metaphor.
But where we have true goods, such of them as are insufficient in
quantity are at the same time economical goods.
If, therefore, Menger, in some
individual cases, does come into collision with truth as I maintain he does in
regard to the economical good "disposal"—it is not because he has made a
mistake in defining the attribute " economical," but only because he has occasioneffectual

—

ally treated the conception of the

"good"

a little too loosely.

—
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the existence of a " bearer
wise

is

"

And

unexplained.

book hi

of the surplus value which othersince the disposal over quantities of

goods for definite periods of time appears to him to stand in
a regular connection with the emergence and the

amount

of

surplus value, he does not hesitate to put forward the hypothesis that this disposal is the "bearer" sought for, and, as such,

If the possibility
an independent good of independent nature.
of any other explanation had ever occurred to this distinguished
thinker, I am persuaded that he would have withdrawn his

hypothesis at once.

Now

this

is

one indirect point of support sufficient to

" disposal " is

an independent good ?
There are two reasons for answering this in the negative.

prove that

The one

that the

is

phenomena

of surplus value can be ex-

plained in an entirely satisfactory

and indeed can be explained on
laid

down

this I

in his

now

is

this hypothesis,

Menger himself has

classical theory of value

hope to give in

consideration

way without

lines that

my

of itself, in

my

;

the proof of

But the following

next volume.

opinion, quite convincing.
is looked upon as
The longer then the

According to Menger's theory the loan
a transference of disposal over goods.

period of the loan, the greater of course

is

the quantity of the

In a loan for two years more
disposal is transferred than in a loan for one year
in a three
years' loan more disposal than in a two years' loan; in a
hundred years' loan almost an unlimited amount of disposal is
transferred.
Finally, if the replacement of the capital is not
only postponed for a very long time, but is altogether dispensed
transferred good, the disposal.

;

with, surely a quite infinite

amount

of disposal

is

transferred

This, for instance, will be the case if goods

to the borrower.

are not lent, but given.

We

now ask

by the one

to

in such a case,

whom

the gift

How much

is

made?

value

is

received

There can be no

much value in capital as is possessed
And the value of the permanent disposal

doubt that he receives as

by the thing

given.

that inheres in the thing, and

is

presented along with

Is evidently contained in the capital value of the thing

From which

am
plus,

—

it ?

itself.

draw the conclusion and I do not think I
that if the
perpetrating any fallacy in so concluding
viz,

I

the value

of

the

—

permanently inhering

disposal,
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the

in

capital

value

of
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the

good

itself,

the

minus contained in it, the temporary disposal over a good,
must be contained in the value of the good itself. The
temporary disposal, therefore, cannot be, as Menger assumes,
an independent bearer of value alongside the value of the
good in
1

If

itself.

1

we put the

illustration a little differently it

that the value of the disposal

A

is

may show more

forcibly

Suppose

contained in the value of the good.

—

twenty years without interest presents
" disposal for twenty years," and then,
a couple of days after the loan contract is concluded, presents him with
the thing itself.
Here he has in two actions given away the twenty years'
disposal and the thing itself. If the " disposal " were a thing of independent value
in addition to the thing itself, the total value of the gift would obviously be
greater than the value of the thing itself, which just as obviously is not the
that

him

case.

first

lends

therefore with

13

a thing

for

the good called

—

CHAPTEK

XI

FINAL INSUFFICIENCY OF THE USE THEORY

In Chapter

III. I

The

theses.

first

that the use assumed

viz.

even

sufficiently

existence

many

will not require

The Use

make

having an

words.
its

special line of explanation,

a distinction between a value which goods have

and a value which the use
with

starts

it

as

has really no existence at

theory, in virtue of

in themselves,
this

regard as proved,

had, the actual

if it

led to

may

by the Use theory

all.
But
phenomena of interest would not be
explained thereby.
The proof of this second thesis

independent

is

indicated that I proposed to maintain two
of these I think I

the

of goods

assumption

tacit

that

In

has.

the

usual

estimated value, or selling value of real capital, represents the
value of the goods themselves, exclusive of the value of their

use

;

the explanation of surplus value being based on this very

circumstance, that the value of the use joins

new

itself,

as a quite

element, to the value of the substance of capital, and that

the two together

But

make up

the value of the product.

assumption contradicts the actual phenomena of

this

the economical world.
It

is

well

known

coupons belonging to
all its future
is

that a

bond only obtains a

to its full course value if

lent

"uses"

—

it

to

;

it

is

price equiva-

provided with

all

the

in other words, if the disposal over

adopt the language of a Use theorist
same time with the bond.

transferred to the buyer at the

But

if

make
for

one of the coupons
a

the

is

missing, the buyer will always

corresponding reduction in the price that he pays

An

bond.

other goods.

If,

analogous

experience

in selling an estate

occurs with

all

that otherwise would

;
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have fetched £10,000, I retain the use of the estate for one
or, if I sell
another such estate which is
burdened, perhaps in virtue of a legacy, with so many years'
claim by a third party to its produce, there is no doubt that
the price obtainable for the estate will fall below the amount

or more years,

of

£10,000 by a sum that corresponds to the "uses" retained,
by the third party.
These facts, which may be multiplied at will, in my

or claimed

opinion admit of being interpreted in only one way,

—

that the

usual estimated value or selling value of goods embraces not
-only the value of the " goods in

themselves," but also that of

their future " uses," supposing there are

But

any such.

this is so, then the " use " fails to explain the very

if

it was intended by the Use theory to explain.
That theory would explain the fact that the value of a capital
of £100 expands in its product to £105, by saying that a new
and independent element of the value of £5 had been added

thing which

This explanation falls to the ground, as the Use theory
to it.
must recognise, the moment it is seen that, in the capital value
of £100, the future use itself has been considered and is
contained.
However unreservedly one may admit the existence
of such uses, the riddle of surplus value is not read by them
the form of the question

run

How

:

comes

it

is

only a

little

changed.

It will

now

that the value of the elements of a product

and uses of capital, which
£100, expands in the course
of the production to £105 ?
The fact is, that instead
of one riddle we have now two.
The first, that given
by the nature of the phenomena of every interest theory,
runs
Why does the value of the elements expand by the
amount of the surplus value ? To this the Use theory has
added a second riddle of its own, In what way do the future
" uses " of a good and the value of the " good in itself" together
make up the present capital value of the good ? and no Use
of capital, viz. substance of capital

before were worth

together

;

—

theorist has faced the difficulties of such a problem.

Thus the Use theory ends by putting more problems than
it

started with.

But

if

it

has

not had the good

any other

to

fortune to

solve

the

Use theory has contributed more than
prepare the way towards it.
While many other

interest problem, the
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theories

went wandering

in

ways that were quite

the Use theory managed to gather together

book in

unfruitful,

many an

important
might compare it with some of the
older theories of natural science
with that combustion theory
of ancient times that worked with the mistical element
Phlogiston; or with that older theory of heat that worked with
a Warm Fluid.
Phlogiston and warm fluid turned out to be

piece of knowledge.

I

;

fabulous essences, just as the

"

net use " turns out to be.

the symbol which in the meantime our
place of the

unknown

the x of our

something, helped in the same

equations to

discover

a

But

theorists put in the

number

of

way

as

valuable

and laws revolving about that unknown something.
It did not point out the truth, but it helped to bring about its
relations

discovery.

BOOK

IV

THE ABSTINENCE THEOEY

CHAPTER

I

senior's statement of the theory

W. Senior must

N.

be

regarded

as

the

founder

of

the

It appeared first in his lectures delivered

Abstinence theory.

before the University of Oxford,

and

later in his Outlines of

of Political Economy}
Eightly to estimate Senior's theory

the Science

we must for a moment
which the doctrine of interest held in
England about the year 1830.
The chief writers of the modern school of political economy,
Adam Smith and Ricardo the former with less, the latter
with greater distinctness
had pronounced labour to be the only
Logically carried out, this could leave no room
source of value.
recall

the

position

—

for the

phenomenon

—

of interest.

All the same, interest existed

and exerted an undeniable influence on the relative
exchange value of goods. Adam Smith and Ricardo took notice

as a fact,

of this exception to the " labour principle," without seriously

trying either to reconcile

with them interest

the disturbing exception with the

by an independent principle. Thus
forms an unexplained and contradictory

theory, or to explain

it

exception to their rule.

This the succeeding generation of economical writers began

and they made the attempt to restore harmony
They did so in two different
between theory and practice.
ways.
One party sought to accommodate practice to theory.
to perceive,

They held

fast by the principle that labour alone creates value,
and did their best to represent even interest as the result and
wage of labour, in which, naturally, they were not very

—

Extracted from the Encyclopaedia Metropolitana^ London, 1836.
from the fifth edition, London, 1863.
1

I

quote
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The most important representatives of this party
James Mill and M'Culloch. 1
The other party with more propriety tried to accommodate

successful.

are

This they did in various ways.
fact.
Lauderdale
pronounced capital, as well as labour, to be productive, but his
views found little acceptance among his countrymen.
Ever
since the time of Locke English economists were much too
thoroughly acquainted with the idea that capital itself is the

theory to

result of labour to be willing to recognise in

productive power.

it

an independent

Others again, with Malthus at their head

found a way of escape in explaining

of the costs of production alongside of labour.
at least,

was the phenomenon of
Interest

value.
of

is

one of the

Thus, formally

interest brought into

with the ruling theory of value.

s

profit as a constituent part

Costs,

costs.

they

harmony

said, regulate

Consequently the value

products must be high enough to leave a profit to capital

after labour has received its remuneration.

It

must be admitted that

everything to be desired.

It

this explanation left substantially

was too evident that

was a
them a

profit

surplus over the costs, and not a constituent part of

;

and not a sacrifice.
Thus neither of the economic positions which were then
taken on the theory of interest was quite satisfactory.
Each
had some adherents, but more opponents and these opponents
found a welcome opening for attack in the sensible weaknesses
The opportunity was amply utilised. The
of the doctrine.
one party was forced to see its assertion translated into the
ridiculous statement that the increment of value which a cask
of wine gets through lying in a cellar can be traced to labour.
The other party was forced, by inexorable logic, to confess that a
surplus is not an outlay.
And while the two parties were thus at

result

;

variance over the proper foundation of interest, a third party

—

a party
began to make itself heard, if only modestly at first,
which explained interest as having no economical foundation,
2
as being merely an injury to the labourer.
Amid this restless and barren surging of opinions came
Senior, proclaiming a
is

new

principle of interest, viz. that interest

a reward for the capitalist's Abstinence.
1
2

See above, p. 97, and below, book vii.
Ever since Hodgskin's writings (1825).

See below, "book

vi.

chap,
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same idea had indeed

We may see

appeared frequently before Senior's time.

it fore-

shadowed in the often recurring observation of Adam Smith
and Ricardo that the capitalist must receive interest, because
otherwise he would have no motive for the accumulation and
preservation of capital

as also in the nice opposition of " future

;

enjoyment" in another part of Adam Smith's
1
More distinct agreement is shown by ISTebenius in
writings.
Germany and Scrope in England.
Nebenius found the explanation of the exchange value of

profit" to "present

among

the services of capital,
are only got through

more

other things, in this, that capitals

or less painful privations or exertions,

and that men can only be induced to undergo these by getting
But he does not discuss the idea
a corresponding advantage.
any further, and shows himself in the main an adherent of a
Use theory which shades into the Productivity theory. 2
3
Scrope puts the same idea still more directly.
After
having explained that, over and above the replacement of
the capital consumed in production, there must remain to
the capitalist some surplus, because it would not be worth his
while to spend his capital productively if he were to gain
nothing by it, he explicitly declares (p. 146): "The profit
obtained by the owner of capital from its productive employment is to be viewed in the light of a compensation to him for
abstaining for a time from the consumption of that portion of
In what follows it
his property in personal gratification."
that
he
treats
the
idea
as
if it was peculiarly
confessed
must be
" time " that was the object of the capitalist's sacrifice
argues
in a lively way against M'Culloch and James Mill, who had
declared " time " to be only a word, an empty sound, which
could do nothing, and was nothing and does not even hesitate
;

;

time

to declare that

duction

:

"

The

cost

a constituent part of the costs of pro-

is

of

(1) the labour, capital,

producing

any

article

and time required

comprehends
and bring
which scarcely

to create

—

a strange falling off,
to market" (p. 188),
need be seriously discussed.
Now this same idea, which his predecessors merely touched
it

on, Senior has
1

made

See above,
3

the centre of a well-constructed theory of

p. 71.

Principles of Political

2

See above,

Economy; London,

1833.

p. 192.
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and whatever we may think of the correctness of its
we cannot deny it this credit that, among the confused theories of that time, it was remarkable for its systematic
grasp, its consistent logic, and the thorough manner in which
interest

:

conclusions,

it

puts

its

materials to the best advantage.

An

epitome of the

doctrine will confirm this judgment.

Senior distinguishes between two " primary " instruments
of production, labour

and natural agents.

But

these cannot

attain to complete efficiency if they are not supported

by a

calls

Abstinence, by

which he means " the conduct of a person who
from the unproductive use of what he can

either abstains

third element.

This third element Senior

command,

or

designedly prefers the production of remote to that of immediate
results"

(p.

58).

His explanation why he does not take the usual course of
pronouncing capital to be the third element in production
Capital is, he says, not a simple original
is rather ingenious.
instrument; it is in most cases itself the result of the
co-operation of labour, natural agents, and abstinence.
Consequently, if we wish to give a name to the peculiar element
the element separate from the productive powers of labour and
nature
which becomes active in capital, and stands in the same
relation to profit as labour stands to wage, we cannot name
anything but abstinence (p. 59).
Of the manner in which this element takes part in the
accumulation of capital, and at the same time, indirectly, in
the results of production, Senior repeatedly gives ample illustrations.
I give one of the shortest in his own words
" In an improved state of society the commonest tool is

—

:

the result of the labour of previous years, perhaps of previous

A

carpenter's tools are among the simplest that
But what a sacrifice of present enjoyment must
have been undergone by the capitalist who first opened the
mine of which the carpenter's nails and hammer are the
product
How much labour directed to distant results must
have been employed by those who formed the instruments
In fact, when we consider
with which the mine was worked
centuries.

occur to us.

!

!

that all tools, except the rude instruments of savage

themselves the product of earlier
there

is

not a nail among the

many

tools,

we may

life,

are

conclude that

millions annually fabricated

;

chap,
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England which is not to a certain degree the product of
some labour for the purpose of obtaining a distant result, or,
in our nomenclature, of some abstinence undergone before the
conquest, or perhaps before the Heptarchy" (p. 68).
Now the " sacrifice, " which lies in the renunciation or
postponement of enjoyment, demands indemnification.
This
indemnification consists in the profit of capital.
But admitting
this one must ask, In the economical world is the capitalist
able to enforce what may be called his moral claim on indemnification ?
To this important question Senior gives the answer
in

in his theory of price.

The exchange value

;

of goods depends, according to Senior,

on the usefulness of the goods, partly on the limitation
of their supply.
In the majority of goods (exception being

.^partly

made

of those in

which any natural monopoly comes into play)

the limit of supply consists only in the difficulty of finding

who

persons

are willing to submit to the costs necessary for

making them. In so far as the costs of production determine the
amount of supply they are the regulator of exchange value
and indeed chiefly in this w ay, that the costs of production of
the buyer
that is, the sacrifice with which the buyer could himT

—

self

produce or procure the goods

of price/'

and the

But these two

of price."

constitute the

"maximum
minimum

limits approximate each other in the

which come under

case of that majority of goods

free

com-

In their case therefore the costs of production simply

petition.

make up

a

sum

that determines the value.

sum of

the labour

abstinence requisite for the production of goods.

In this

But the

and

—

cost of production of the seller the "

costs of production consist of the

sentence we come
doctrine

of

Abstinence

interest
is

connection between the

to the theoretical

and

that

of

price.

If

the

sacrifice

a constituent part of the costs of production, and

these costs of production regulate value, the value of goods

must always be great enough

to leave a compensation for the
In this way the surplus value of products of
and with it natural interest on capital, is formally

abstinence.
capital,

explained.

To

this last exposition Senior adds a criticism of the interest

theory of several of his predecessors which almost deserves to

be called

classical.

He

exposes

among

T

other things in a forcible
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committed in putting

But not content with criticising, he explains very beautifully how Malthus had fallen into the mistake.
Malthus had rightly perceived that, beyond the sacrifice of
But since
labour, there is another sacrifice made in production.
there was no term by which to designate it, he had called the
sacrifice by the name of its compensation, in the same way as
many people call wage of labour (which is the compensation

profit

among

costs.

for the sacrifice

of labour) a constituent part of cost, instead

of calling the labour itself by that name.

JTTorrens, again,

who

had already blamed Malthus for his mistake, had himself
He had rightly eliminated
committed a sin of omission.
" profit " from the costs of production, but was himself quite
unable to

fill

the gap^|

CHAPTER

II

CRITICISM OF SENIOR

Since

the

formulation

first

which

Abstinence

the

we

theory

received from

Senior

form a

judgment on the whole subject most suitably

critical

by taking up
think

it

is

still

the

best,

Before stating

Senior's theory.

shall be able

my own

to

views, I

advisable to mention certain other criticisms which

have obtained a wide currency in our science, and in which, I
believe, Senior's doctrine has been judged much too harshly.
To begin with a late critique. Pierstorff, in his able Zehre
Untemehmergewinn, expresses himself in terms of extreme

mm

disapprobation

of

Senior's

declare that Senior's

way

He

theory.

goes

so

far

as

to

of looking at things, in contrast to

that of his predecessors, indicates a degeneration, a renunciation
of earnest scientific research; and charges him with having
" substituted
for the economical
basis of phenomena an

economical and social theory cut to suit his purpose"
I
of

must

opinion, particularly as coming

who should know how
purely relative.
to

that

and

(p.

47).

confess that I scarcely understand this expression

of his

from a historian of theory
even when it is

to estimate excellence

Senior's theory of interest is infinitely superior

predecessors in

scientific earnestness.

scientific research " into

the methods of such

depth,

The words

systematic treatment,

" renunciation of earnest

the interest problem might apply to

men

as

Eicardo or Malthus, M'Culloch

These writers sometimes do not put the
James Mill.
problem at all sometimes solve it by an obvious petitio principii ; sometimes solve it by peculiarly absurd methods.
Even
or

;

Lauderdale,

whom

Pierstorff unfortunately has not discussed,

notwithstanding an earnest attempt at

its

solution, remains
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standing in the outer courts of the problem, and by a gross mis-

understanding entirely

by

explain the interest

fails to

phenomenon

Unlike him, Senior, with deep insight,
has recognised not only that there is a problem, but also the
direction in which it is to be solved, and where the difficulties
his value theory.

of the solution

lie.

Setting aside all

to the heart of the matter, to its

sham

solutions,

value of products over expenditure of capital

not found the whole truth,
scientific

it

certainly

is

;

and

if

he has

not for want of

One would have thought

earnestness.

he goes

foundation in the surplus

the

that

pointed and well weighed critical observations which Senior
so plentifully intersperses with his text should

him from
/

have protected

so harsh a judgment.

Just as wide of the mark seem to me the well-known
words in which Lassalle, twenty years ago, in his tumultuously eloquent but absurdly rhetorical way, jeered at Senior's
" The profit of capital is the
wage of abstinence.'
Happy, even priceless expression
The ascetic millionaires of
Europe
Like Indian penitents or pillar saints they stand on
one leg, each on his column, with straining arm and pendulous body and pallid looks, holding a plate towards the people
In their midst,
to collect the wages of their Abstinence.
towering up above ail his fellows, as head penitent and ascetic,
This is the condition of society how
the Baron Rothschild

doctrine

'

:

!

!

:

!

!

could I ever so

much misunderstand

!

it

"

x

This brilliant attack notwithstanding, I believe that there
is

a core of truth in Senior's doctrine.

It

cannot be denied

that the making, as well as the preservation of every capital,

does

demand an abstinence from or postponement of the
moment; and it appears to me to admit

gratification of the

little doubt that this postponement is considered in,
and enhances the value of those products that, under capitalist
production, cannot be obtained without more or less of such
postponement.
If, e.g. two commodities 'have required for their
production exactly the same amount of labour, say 100 days,
and that one commodity is ready for use immediately that
must
say new wine
the labour is finished, while the other
experience certainly shows that the commodity
lie for a year

of as

—

—

;

which becomes ready
1

for use later will stand higher in price

Kapital und Arbeit, Berlin, 1864,

p. 110.

than that which

amount
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ready at once, by something like the

is

of interest on the capital expended.

Now
ment

POSTPONEMENT

SACRIFICE OF

chap, n

I

have no doubt that the reason of this enhance-

nothing else than that there must be in this case

is

a postponement of the gratification obtainable from the labour

commodity immediately ready for
use and that ready later on were to stand equally high in
value, everybody would prefer to employ his 100 days in that
labour which pays its wages immediately.
This tendency is
bound to call forth an increased supply of the goods
immediately ready for use, and this again must bring down
their price as compared with that of the goods ready later
For

performed.

And

on.

as the

themselves over
is

the

if

wages of labour have a tendency
all

to equalise

branches of production, in the end there

assured to the producers of these later goods a plus over the

normal payment of labour
capital.

But

it is

just as certain

;

in other words, an interest on

—and on
—

this

ground Lassalle

is for

that the existence and the

the most part right as against Senior

height of interest by no means invariably correspond with the
existence and the height of a " sacrifice of abstinence."
in exceptional cas&s,

is

Interest,

received where there has been no indi-

High

vidual sacrifice of abstinence.
the sacrifice of the abstinence
of Lassalle' s millionaire

is

interest is often got

very

—and low

trifling

—

as

interest is often got

the sacrifice entailed by the abstinence

very great.

is

where

in the case

where
The

hardly saved sovereign which the domestic servant puts in the
savings

bank

bears, absolutely

and

relatively, less interest

the lightly spared thousands which the
fructify in debenture
fit

and mortgage funds.

millionaire

than

puts to

These phenomena

badly into a theory which explains interest quite universally

as a "

wage

of abstinence,"

and

in the

man who

hands of a

understood polemical rhetoric so well as Lassalle they only
furnished so many pointed weapons of attack against that
theory.

After

much

consideration I

am

inclined to think that the

actual defects from which Senior's theory suffers

may

be reduced

to three.
First,

Senior has

idea quite right in

made

itself,

too sweeping a generalisation

and has used

it

too

much

on an

as a type.
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that the element, postponement

of gratification, which Senior puts in the foreground, does as a
fact exert a certain influence

But that

influence

is

on the origination of

interest.

neither so simple, nor so direct, nor so

exclusive as to permit of interest being explained as merely
a " wage of abstinence."
More exact proof of this is not pos-

and must be

sible here,

left for

my

second volume.

Second, Senior has expressed that part of his theory which
is

substantially

a

in

correct

I consider it

to attack.

fashion

at

all

events

open

a logical blunder to represent the

renunciation or postponement of gratification, or abstinence, as
a second independent sacrifice in addition to the labour sacrificed in production.

Perhaps the best way of treating this somewhat difficult
it in the form of a concrete example,
and then try to grasp the principle.
subject will be to put

Take the case of a man living in the country who is conwhat kind of labour he should employ his day.
There are, perhaps, a hundred different courses open to him.
To name only some of the simplest he could fish, or shoot, or
gather fruit.
All three kinds of employment agree in this,
that their result follows immediately,
even by the evening of
the same work-day.
Suppose that our country friend decides
on fishing, and brings home at night three fish.
What sacrifice has it cost him to obtain them ?
If we leave out of account the trifling wear and tear of the
fishing gear, it has cost him evidently one day's work, and nothsidering in

—
—

It is possible, however, that he looks at this sacrifice
else.
from another point of view.
It is possible that he measures
it by the gratification he might have got if he had spent his
work-day otherwise, which gratification he must now do without.
He may calculate thus If I had spent to-day in shooting instead of fishing I might have shot three hares, and I
must now do without the gratification obtainable from these.

ing

:

I

believe that this

way

of reckoning sacrifice is not in-

man

simply looks at work as a means to
correct.
the primary sacritaking
no
notice
of the mean
an end, and
fice of work
fixes his attention on the end which was sacri-

Here the

—

—

ficed

very

through

common

the

mean.

in economic

It
life.

is a
method of calculation
Say that I have definitely set

chap,
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aside

£30

expenditure, but

for

modes of spending it.
spend it on a pleasure

am

hesitating

27£>

between two

In the end I make up
trip instead of the

carpet.

Evidently the real

will cost

me may

sacrifice

my

mind

to

purchase of a Persian

which the pleasure

trip

be represented under the form of the Persian

carpet which I have to do without.

In any case

it

the sacrifice

made

cumulatively.

I

appears to

me

obvious that, in reckoning

any economic end, the direct sacrifice
in means
that sacrifice which is first made
and the indirect
sacrifice, which takes the shape of other kinds of advantage
that might have been obtained in other circumstances by the
means sacrificed, can be calculated only alternatively and never

—

to

be either the

for

may consider the sacrifice of my pleasure
£30 which it has directly cost me, or

Persian carpet which
the £30 and
may consider,

—

trip

the

has indirectly cost me, but never as

it

the carpet.

Just in the same

way

our rustic

which the catching of the three
fish costs him, either the day's work directly expended, or the
three hares indirectly sacrificed (or, say, the gratification he
gets from eating them), but never the day's work and the
as the sacrifice

gratification obtained through shooting the hares.

So

much

I think is clear.

But besides these occupations, which recompense him for
work at the end of the day, there are others open to
our labourer which produce a result that cannot be enjoyed
till a later date.
He might, e.g. sow wheat, getting the produce
his day's

it after a year's time
or he might plant fruit trees, from
which he could have no return for ten years.
Suppose he

of

;

chooses the

and the

latter.

trifling

If

we

again leave out of account the land

wear and tear of

to obtain the fruit trees

tools,

what has he

To me there seems no doubt about the answer.
sacrificed a day's work,

way
may

of

sacrificed

?

and nothing more.

He

has

Or, if the indirect

computation be preferred, instead of the day's work he
might have

calculate the other kinds of gratification that

—

been got by spending the day in other ways
say the immediate
enjoyment of three fish, or of three hares, or of a basket of fruit.
But at all events it seems to me obvious in this case also, that>
if the gratification which might have been got through the work
is reckoned as sacrifice, then not the smallest portion of the work
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can be reckoned in the sacrifice while, if the work is
reckoned as sacrifice, there cannot be added to that in the
calculation the smallest fragment of the other kinds of enjoy-

itself

;

ment that were renounced.

make

manTn

the

To do ^otherwise woul d be

to

a do uble reckoning, which Vould be just as false as

if

our former fllustrationHSaH^recEoned the cost of

£30

the pleasure trip as the

actually paid, and besides as the

Persian carpet which he might have bought with the £30.

n

It

is

a double calculation of this kind that Senior has

He

made.

has not done

so,

I admit, in the

gross

way

of

calculating, in addition to the labour, the entire gratification

he might have had from the labour; but in_mck<ming^the
posJ33O»efl30nt~T>r abstinence from gratification independently
ofljthe^Iabour TtjTTias goneTTarffier than was allowable.

For

'

it

that in the sacrifice of labour

is clear

is

already included

the sacrifice of the whole advantage that might have been got

—

from employing the labour in other ways,
the whole advantage,
containing all the partial or secondary shades of advantage that
may depend on the principal advantage. The man who sacrifices £30 on a pleasure trip sacrifices, not in addition to but
in the £30, both the Persian carpet that he might have bought
with it and the satisfaction which he might have found in its
possession sacrifices too, among other things, the special advantage he might have had in the durability of this possession, and
the length of time over which the gratification was spread. And
just in the same way the labourer who sacrifices one day of
;

work

of the year

1889

in the planting of trees,

in and not in addition

makes a

sacri-

day of work, not only of the
three fish which he might have caught by the day's labour, but
also of the peculiar enjoyment which he has, say, in a fishdinner as also of the advantage which springs from the fact
that he might have had this gratification in the year 1889.
The special reckoning of the postponement of gratification,
fice,

to,

this

;

therefore, contains a double calculation.
It

is

not perhaps too

much

to

hope that most of

readers will agree with the foregoing arguments.

my

Nevertheless

There is no
I cannot consider the subject yet threshed out.
doubt that Senior's way of putting the matter has something
very fascinating and persuasive about it, and if the case made
use of in our illustration

is

put in a certain light favourable to

chap,
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the

conception,

Senior's

absolutely convincing.
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me may

argument against

This argument I have

appear

to reckon

still

with.

Put

parallel cases as

catching

fish,

But

clear.

employ to-day in
That is
planting fruit trees, which
If I

follows.

me

these fish cost

one day of labour.

employ to-day in

if I

have I

will not bear fruit for ten years' time, then not only
"

taken

for a

it

out

" of myself (to use a significant colloquialism)

whole day, but, over and above

ten years for any result from

my

that, I

have

to wait for

labour, although that waiting

me much self-denial and mental pain. Therefore
would seem that in this latter act I make a sacrifice which
is more than a day of labour
it is the exertion and toil of
one day, and besides that, the burden of postponing the result
of my work for ten years.
Plausible as this argument is, its basis is none the less
fallacious.
Let me first show, by following it out to some
of its conclusions, that there is a fallacy, and then point out
the source of the fallacy.
Later on I shall have another
opportunity of reviewing all that has been said and reducing
perhaps costs

it

;

it

to principles.

Imagine the following

I

case.

work

for a

whole day at

the planting of fruit trees in the expectation that they will

bear fruit for
a

me

In the night following comes

in ten years.

storm and entirely destroys the whole

great

vain

is
?

plantation.

the sacrifice which I have made, as
I think every one will say

And now

nothing more.

—

it

How

happens, in

a lost day of work, and

I put the question, Is

my

sacrifice

any way greater that the storm does not come, and that
the trees, without any further exertion on my part, bear fruit in
If I do a day's work and have to wait ten years
ten years ?
to get a return from it, do I sacrifice more than if I do a
day's work, and, by reason of the destructive storm, must wait
in

to all eternity for its return

an

assertion.

the

first

And

It is impossible

?

yet Senior would have

case the sacrifice

is

stated to be a

nothing more, in the second case
from its result

years' abstinence
too,

it

it is
!

a day's

What

so

to
;

make such

for

day's

while in

work and

work plus a ten

a singular position

according to Senior's view, must the progression of sacrifice

attain as the time of use recedes

!

If labour immediately pays

!
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own wages the sacrifice is only the labour expended. If
pays them in a year, the sacrifice is labour plus a year's

abstinence.

If

pays them in two years, the sacrifice is
If it pays them twenty

it

labour plus two years' abstinence.

afterwards, then the sacrifice grows to labour plus
twenty years' abstinence.
And if it never pays them at all ?

years

Must

not, then, the sacrifice of abstinence

reach

its

highest

conceivable point, infinity, and form the climax of the upward
progression
to zero

;

Oh no

?

the labour

the total sacrifice

Here the

!

sacrifice

of abstinence sinks

the only thing counted as sacrifice, and

is

not the greatest, but the least in the

is

entire series

I think that these conclusions plainly indicate that in all
cases the only real sacrifice consists in the labour put forth,
that, if we

and

thought ourselves compelled to acknowledge a second

sacrifice besides that, viz. the

postponement of

gratification,

we

must have been misled by a specious presentation of the case.
But I must confess that the mistake is one we are very
apt to

What

fall into.

The source

of

it is

not really indifferent

what

different

generally.

;

is it

that misleads us

?

simply this, that the element of Time is
only it exerts its influence in a some-

way from

that imagined

by Senior and by people

Instead of affording material for a second and inde-

pendent

sacrifice, its

amount

of

importance rather lies in determining the
one sacrifice actually made.
To make this
quite clear I must run the risk of being a little tedious.
the

The nature of all economic sacrifices that men make
some loss of wellbeing which they suffer and the
amount of sacrifice is measured by the amount of this loss.
It may be of two kinds
of a positive kind, where we inflict
consists in

;

:

on ourselves positive injury, pain, or trouble; or of a negative
kind, where we do without a happiness or a satisfaction which
we otherwise might have had. In the majority of economical
sacrifices which we make to gain a definite useful end, the
only question is about one of these kinds of loss, and here the
If I lay
calculation of the sacrifice undergone is very simple.
out a sum of money, say £30, for any one useful end, my
sacrifice is calculated simply by the gratification which I
might have got by spending the £30 in other ways, and
which I must now do without.

—

chap,
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otherwise with

is

the sacrifice

SACRIFICE

of

Labour

labour.

presents two sides to economical consideration.
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On

the one

hand

it is, in the experience of most men, an effort connected
with an amount of positive pain, and on the other, it is a
mean to the attainment of many kinds of enjoyment. There-

fore

man who expends

the

makes on the one hand the

labour for a definite useful end
positive sacrifice of pain,

and on

the other, the negative sacrifice of the other kinds of enjoy-

ment that might have been obtained
The question now is, Which

labour.
this

case,

useful end

of calculating the sacrifice

as results of the
is

same

the correct way, in

made

for the

concrete

?

The point we have

to consider

is,

What would have

the position as regards our pleasure and pain

if

been

we had not

expended the labour with a view to this particular end, but
The
had disposed of it in some other reasonable way ?
difference between the two evidently shows the loss of wellbeing which the attainment of our useful purpose costs us.
If
we make use of this method of estimating difference, we may
very soon convince ourselves that the sacrifice made by labour
is sometimes to be measured by the positive pain, sometimes
by the negative loss of gratification, but never by both at once.
The question then comes to this, Whether, if we had put
forth the day's labour otherwise, we could have got a satisfaction
greater than the pain which the one day's labour causes us,
or not ?
Suppose we feel the pain of a day's labour as an
amount which may be indicated by the number 10. We
actually employ the day in catching three fish, and these fish
And we
give us a gratification expressed by the number 15.
ask what is the amount of sacrifice which the catching of the
three fish costs us.
What we shall have to decide is, whether, if
we had not gone fishing, it would have been possible to us to
get by a day's work another kind of satisfaction greater than
the number 10.
If no such possibility is open to us
say
that shooting would only bring us a gratification represented
by the number 8, while the labour-pain was, as before, 10

—

then evidently
three fish cost

the
the

number
fish,

we should

either fish or remain idle.

us in this case

is

.

What

our

the labour-pain indicated by

which pain we have undergone for the sake of
and which pain we would otherwise not have under10,
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There is no question here of any loss of other kinds of
enjoyment, for the simple reason that we could not have got

gone.

If, on the other hand, it is possible, by labouring for a
day at other kinds of work, to get a gratification greater than
the pain represented by the number 10
if we could, e.g. by

them.

—

a day's shooting obtain three hares of the value of 12, then

we

quite reasonable to expect that

remain

but possibly go shooting instead of

idle,

our fish really cost us

now

is

—

it is

should not in any case

What

fishing.

not the positive labour-pain

for this we should have undergone at any rate
but the negative loss of an enjoyment
which we might have had, indicated by the number 12.
But of course we must never calculate the want of enjoyment
and the pain of labour cumulatively; for if we had not

expressed by the

number 10

—

preferred catching

we

fish,

could not have spared ourselves the

pain of labour and yet have had the gratification of shooting.

And

just as

make

to fish,

do we by that

choice

has been said gives us the materials for a general rule

men
may

practical

confidence.
If

we choose

a double sacrifice.

What
which

little, if

It

we apply

doing so

are in the habit of applying with perfect

be put in the following words.

labour to a useful end, the sacrifice

made

in

always to be reckoned to the account of that one of
the two kinds of loss of wellbeing which is the greater in

amount

;

is

to labour-pain, if there is

prospect which outweighs

no kind of

gratification in

where there is
the possibility of such but never in both at the same time.
And further, since in the economic life of to-day we have
an infinite number of possibilities of turning our work to fruitful account, the first of these two cases almost never occurs.
it

;

to gratification,

;

At the
number

we estimate by far the greater
by the pain of work, but by the profit

present time, then,
of cases not

we have renounced.
Here we have at last reached the point where we see the
influence of the element Time on the amount of the sacriIt js ajact
the grounds on which it rests do not con-

or advantage

real
fice.

cern us here

—

—

that in circ umstances otherwise equal

a present enjo yment to a future.
to

cho^sebetween applying a means

we

prefer

Consequently^ we have
of satisfaction, say labour,

to the satisfaction of a present want,

and applying

it

towards

chap,
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the satisfaction of a future want, the attraction of the immediate
gratification will

future use.

If,

make

it

measuring the amount of

to decide in favour of the

difficult

we do

however,

decide for the future use, in

sacrifice

made

by the greatness

for it

moment which adheres
weigh down the scale, and make our

of the use foregone, the attraction of the

the use foregone will

to

sacrifice

appear harder than

It is not that

we make

would otherwise have appeared.

it

a second sacrifice in this.

Whether we

have to choose between two present or two future uses, or
between a present and a future use, we always make the one
sacrifice

we

But

only, labour.

since,

according to our analysis,

usually measure the amount of the sacrifice by the amount

of the use foregone, the attraction of the earlier satisfaction

considered and

is

helps to

make

has

its

influence

on

this

valuation,

and

the calculation of the one sacrifice higher than

would otherwise have been. This is the true state of the
which Senior in his theory gave a faulty construction. 1
The reader will, I trust, pardon me keeping him so long
From the point of theory, howat this abstract discussion.
ever, it contains the weightiest arguments against a doctrine
a doctrine which up till now
that must be taken seriously,

it

facts to

—

has

often

been rejected, but never, in

For myself, I hold

it

my

opinion, refuted.

the lesser evil to be over-scrupulous in

inquiry before passing sentence, than to pass sentence without
full inquiry.

Lastly, the third fault of Senior's theory seems to me that
he has made his interest theory part of a theory of value in
which he explains the value of goods by their costs.
Now, even admitting the correctness of this theory, the "law
of costs" avowedly holds only as regards one class of goods,
In so
those which can be reproduced in any quantity at will.
1
Even in that minority of cases where the sacrifice of labour is measured in
pain of labour, the time element of postponement of gratification cannot form a
second and independent sacrifice. For the pain of labour only enters into the
valuation, as we have seen, when the pain in question is greater than any kind of
use which can he got out of the labour, inclusive of all the attractions of the
moment that may happen to be in it and when, consequently, the choice can
only reasonably be thought of as lying between the concrete future uses, towards
which the labour would actually be directed, and entire cessation from labour.
Since there is here no question of any other kind of earlier enjoyment of goods,
such an enjoyment cannot of course be, in any way, an element in the valuation
;

of

sacrifice,
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makes his theory of interest an integral part
which is merely partial, it can only be, in the

then, as Senior

of a value theory

most favourable circumstances, a partial interest theory.
might explain those profits that are made in the production
goods reproducible at will, but logically every other kind
profit would escape it altogether.

It

of
of

Senior's Abstinence theory has obtained great popularity

among

those
It

interest.

economists

who

are

favourably

disposed

to

seems to me, however, that this popularity has

been due, not so much to its superiority as a theory, as that it
came in the nick of time to support interest against the severe
attacks that had been made on it.
I draw this inference from
the peculiar circumstance that the vast majority of

advocates do not profess

it

exclusively, but only

of the Abstinence theory in

This

favourable to interest.

an
is

eclectic

way

its

later

add elements

to other theories

a line of conduct which points,

on the one hand, to a certain undervaluing of the strength of
position as a theory
its advocates do not hesitate to discredit it rather rudely by piling up along with it a great many
heterogeneous and contradictory explanations. And, on the other
hand, it points to a preference for that practical and political
standpoint which is satisfied if only a sufficient number of
reasons are brought forward to prove the legitimacy of interest,
although it should be at the expense both of unity and logic.
Thus we shall meet the majority of the followers of Senior
I may name, provisionally, among
among the eclectics.
English economists, John Stuart Mill and the acute Jevons;
among French writers, Rossi, Molinari, and Josef Gamier;
among Germans, particularly Eoscher and his numerous following
then Schiiz and Max Wirth.
Among those writers who hold by the Abstinence theory
Cairnes
pure and simple, I merely name the most prominent.
its

;

;

places himself essentially at Senior's standpoint in his spirited

treatment of the costs of production.
Cherbuliez
" efforts
1

2

2

explains interest to be

of abstinence,"

1

The Swiss economist
a remuneration for the

and so stands on the boundary

Some Leading Principles of Political Economy\ 1874, chap. iii.
Prdcis de la Science Economique, Paris, 1862 ; particularly vol.

402, etc.

i.

line

pp. 161,

chap,
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between the Abstinence theory and a peculiar variety of those
Labour theories which we have to discuss in the next book.
In Italian literature Wollemborg has lately followed the lead
of Senior and Cairnes in acute inquiry into the nature of costs
1
of production.
Among the Germans is Karl Dietzel, who,
however, touches on the problem only occasionally and
cursorily.

2

added any essentially new
and it is not necessary
But
to go minutely into what they have said on the subject.
I must make more careful mention of a writer whose theory

None

of these writers have

feature to Senior's Abstinence theory,

made

a

great

stir

influence even yet

;

in
I

its

mean

and maintains an important

day,

Frederic Bastiat.

1

Intorno al Oosto Relativo di Produzione, etc., Bologna, 1882.
System der Staatsanleihen, Heidelberg, 1855, p. 48 " The lender of capital
bases his claim on compensation for the using of the capital transferred by him,
first, on the fact that he has given up the chance of giving value to his own
labour power by embodying it in the object and second, that he has refrained
from consuming it, or its value, at once, in immediate enjoyment. This is the
ground on which interest on capital rests the subject, however, has no further
2

:

;

;

concern for us in this place."

CHAPTEB

III

BASTIAT S STATEMENT

much discussed theory of interest may be characterised
copy of Senior's Abstinence theory forced into the forms
of Bastiat's Yalue theory, and
thereby much deteriorated.
The fundamental thought in each is identical. The postponement of gratification, which Senior calls Abstinence,
and Bastiat calls sometimes Delay, sometimes Privation, is

Bastiat's
as a

a sacrifice demanding compensation.

But beyond

this they

diverge from each other in some respects.
Senior,

who deduces

production, simply

the value of goods from their cost of

says

that

this

sacrifice

is

a

constituent

and is done with it.
Bastiat, who bases
the value of goods on " exchanged services," elevates the
" Postponement
postponement also to the rank of a service.
in itself is a special service, since on him who postpones it
imposes a sacrifice, and on him who desires it confers an
:
This service, according to the great law of
advantage/'
society, which runs " service for service," must be specially
paid.
The payment takes place where the capitalist has
borrowed his capital from another person by means of loan
element of the

costs,

interest (inUrM).

But even outside of loan interest this service must be
compensated for, speaking generally, every one who receives
a satisfaction must also bear the collective burdens which its
This postproduction requires, including the postponement.
ponement is looked upon as an " onerous circumstance," and
;

1

Harmonies Economiques

(vol. vi. of

complete works), third edition, Paris,

See also the pages immediately preceding, 207-209, and generally
1855, p. 210.
the whole of Chapter VII.
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forms therefore, quite universally, an element in the valuation

same time in the formation of the
in a few words, the substance of
what Bastiat says with rhetorical diffuseness and copious
of the service, and at the

value of goods.

This

is,

repetitions.

I

called

If

we

put

to

Bastiat's

side

as

copy of

defects

—

the

Senior's,

belong

that

such, but only in virtue

embodied in his value theory

two

chiefly in

those

all

exceedingly faulty

is

The

one

interest theory not

of its being

mind

a deteriorated

doctrine

this

on

— which

deterioration

to

shows

my

itself

respects.

is that Bastiat confines his attention and his
arguments almost entirely to a secondary point, the explanation
of contract interest, and for that neglects the principal thing,
Both in his Harmonies
the explanation of natural interest.
Economiques and in the monograph which he specially devoted
to the interest problem, Capital et Rente, he is never tired of

first

by the page on the

discoursing

interpretation

and

justification

of loan interest.

But he applies his theory to the explanation of natural
and then only in passing, in the passages
already quoted (Harmonies, third edition, p. 213); and these
leave a great deal to be desired in point of clearness and
interest only once,

thoroughness.

The

results

of

negligence

this

make themselves

felt

principally in this, that the chief thing in the exposition of
interest, the sacrifice of postponement, is not nearly so clearly
for when Bastiat opposes the
put by Bastiat as by Senior
owner of capital to the borrower of capital, the sacrifice which
he speaks of as made by the owner is generally that of doing
;

without the productive use that meantime might have been
made of the capital lent. 1 This has quite a good signification
1

"Si

on trouve qu'en ce cas le cedant se
du cessionaire ou d'une satisfaction immediate qu'il recule de
plusieurs annees, ou d'un instrument de travail qui aurait augmente ses forces,
l'on penetre le fond des choses,

prive en faveur

fait

concourir les agents naturels, et angmente, a son profit,

aux

satisfactions

production.

,

.

.

le

rapport des

"II ajourne la possibilite d'une
"
Je l'emploierai pendant dix ans sous une forme productive
efforts"

(vii.

p.

209).

So often in the tract Capital et Rente, e.g. p. 44. James, who has
made a plane, and has now lent it to William for a year, makes this the ground
" I expected some advantage from it, more work done and
for his claim of interest
better paid, an improvement in my lot.
I cannot lend you all that for nothing."
(xv. p. 445).

:

U
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means nothing more than what Salmasius had once tried
against the canonists, that, if by employing capital
a man can make a natural profit, there is both reason and

if it

to prove

justification for claiming

But
as

an interest on the capital when loaned.

to point to that sacrifice

an explanation of natural

is

evidently quite inappropriate

and the phenomenon

interest,

of

interest in general is not satisfactorily explained thereby, the

existence of natural interest being already assumed in

given

as a

it

fact.

For the deeper explanation of interest
that other sacrifice on which Senior dwells

has any importance,

—

is

it

is

evident that

the only one that

the sacrifice that consists in postponing

Now

the satisfaction of needs.

Bastiat of course speaks of

but by confusing

it with the former sacrifice
he gets his doctrine into a tangle indeed it seems to me that
he not only confuses his readers, but himself.
At least there
are to be found in his writings especially in his Capital et
Rente, not a few passages in which he starts with his Abstinence

this sacrifice also,

;

;

theory, but comes suspiciously near the standpoint of the Naive

Productivity theorists.

The course

explanation suggested,

of

show

in the often quoted passage in the Harmonies,

was

how under

value of the

capitalist

production

surplus

the

to

product arises from the necessity of buyers of the product
"

paying for the
of

gratification,

onerous circumstance
as

of the

"

postponement

well as for the labour embodied in

the

product
Instead of following out this line of explanation, he not unfrequently looks upon it as self-evident that
capital, in virtue of the productive power that resides in it,
must give its owner an " advantage," a " gain," an enhanced
price,

and a bettering

that, as

assume
1

we know

of

his lot;

in

a word, a profit.

1

it.

Thus Bastiat

in Capital

et

Rente, p.

assumes that the borrowed sack

40,

of corn puts the borrower in a position to produce a valeur superieure.

43 he calls the reader's attention, in
is to

But

already, is not to explain interest, but to

solve the interest problem "

is

italics, to

the fact that the

<e

On

p.

principle that

the power that resides in the tool to increase

Again he says, on p. 46, " Nous pouvons couclure
the productivity of labour.
On p. 54, " L'outil
qu'il est dans la nature du capital de produire un interet."

met 1'emprunteur a meme de faire des profits."
brochure, as we gather from the introduction to
of capital " against the attacks of the socialists.

Indeed it is the aim of the
to defend the "productivity

it,
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a

fact,

entirely missed

has

Bastiat

the

been

often

chief point, the
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accused

of

having

explanation

of

natural

interest; the accusation is not, I think, quite justified, but, as

we can

see, it is

very easily explained.

1

This is the first point in which Bastiat's theory does not
improve on Senior's.
The second consists in a wonderful
Besides the explanation of interest just
addition he makes.
of so different a nature, and at the
stated, he gives another
same time so evidently mistaken, that I cannot even make a
guess as to how Bastiat saw any relation between it and his

—

principal explanation.

Every branch of production, he explains, is an aggregate
But between various efforts an important distinc-

of

efforts.

One category of efforts is connected
is to be drawn.
with services which we are presently engaged in rendering.
tion

A

second category of

efforts,

on the other hand,

is

connected

with an indefinite series of services.
To the first category, for
instance, belong the daily efforts of the water-carrier, which are
directed immediately to the fetching of water; or, in the sphere
agriculture, the

of

labours

sowing,

of

weeding,

ploughing,

harrowing, reaping, threshing, which are collectively directed

To the second category belongs
expends in making his

to obtain a single harvest.

the labour which the water-carrier

barrow and water cask

which the farmer expends on his

;

hedging, harrowing, draining, building, improvements generally
those

all

labours which, as

the

:

economists say, go to the

formation of a fixed capital, and result in benefit to a whole
series of consumers, or a

now

Bastiat

raises

whole

series of harvests. 2

How, according

the question,

great law of " service for service," are these
efforts

to be estimated

or

rewarded

finds this very simple.

category, he

compensated, on the whole, by those

As

?

to the

two categories
regards the

of

first

These services must be

who

profit

by

them..

But

that does not apply in the case of the second category, those
services

which lead

number

of those

to the formation of a fixed capital

who

the producer were to get

not be just

;

for,

in the

1

See, e.g. Eodbertus,

2

P. 214.

;

for the

by this capital is indefinite. If
paid by the first consumers it would

profit

first place, it is

Zur Beleuchtung,

i.

unreasonable that the

p. 116, etc.

;

Pierstorff, p. 202.
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consumers should pay

first

place, there

would have

last

;

of time

again

iv

and in the second

when

at once the stock of capital not yet

compensation, which

his

also

for the

must come a point

book

involves

the producer

consumed, and

an

injustice.

1

Consequently, Bastiat concludes with a mighty logical salto

among the indefinite
managed thus
the capital

mortale, the distribution

sumers

only

is

:

itself

is

not

consumers are burdened with the interest

distributed, but the

of

of con-

series

the capital instead

—

way

a

getting

of

out of

it

which

Bastiat explains to be the only conceivable one for the solution

problem in question,2 and one which, offered spontaneously by the "ingenious natural mechanism of society,"
saves us the trouble of substituting an artificial mechanism
in its place. 3
Thus Bastiat explains interest as the form in
which an advance of capital is redistributed over a sum of
of the

products

:

" C'est

la, c'est

dans la repartition d'une avance sur

la totalite des produits, qu'est le principe et la raison d'etre cle

TlntereV
It

5

(vii. p.

205).

must have occurred

that, in this

lines

to

almost inconceivably gross.
is

not

possible

every one while reading these

analysis, Bastiat has fallen into

to

It

distribute

is, first,

the

errors

capital

over

itself

Every business man knows that it
and knows too that it is done, and how it is done.

purchasers.

calculates the probable

some

an error to say that
is

it

the

possible

He

;

simply

duration of the capital laid out, and,

on the basis of this calculation, charges every single period
during which the capital is employed, and every single product,
with a corresponding quota for wear and tear and replacement
of the capital sum.
When the purchasers pay the quota for
replacement of the fixed capital in the price of the finished
commodities, "the capital itself"

Perhaps

them.

is

not with absolute

of course distributed over
"justice,"

because there

may

be an error in the calculated duration of the capital,
and in the calculated quota for wear and tear which is
based on that but, on the average, the prices successively
;

1

P. 216.

2

".

.

.

'

et je

dene qu'on puisse imaginer une

mecanisme de 1'interet" (p. 217).
3 "
Reconnaissons done que le mecanisme
que nous puissions nous dispenser de
216, at end).

telle repartition

en dehors du

social naturel est assez ingenieuz

hii substituer

un mecanisme

pour

artificiel " (p.

—
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any

case,

cover the capital
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sum

that

is

be

to

replaced.

And

it

is

a

second

gross

error

assume

to

the

that

producers receive interest instead of receiving back the capital
itself,

The

which, he says, cannot be distributed.

every one knows

(1), that, in

receive back the capital

fact

is,

as

the quota

for

and

long as a part of this

itself,

(2) so

capital lasts they receive interest besides.

replacement, they

Interest, therefore,

rests on an entirely distinct foundation from the replacement of
capital.
It is really difficult to understand how Bastiat could
make a mistake in such simple and well-known matters.
In conclusion, I may note in passing that Bastiat has

borrowed his practical law of interest from Carey the law
that with the increase of capital the absolute share obtained
by the capitalist in the total product increases, and the relative
1
In his attempts to prove this law
share diminishes.
which from the point of view of theory are quite worthless
like Carey he carelessly confuses the conception of " percentage
of total product " with the conception of " percentage on
:

capital

"

(rate of interest).

'On the whole, Bastiat's interest theory seems to
quite

unworthy

of

the

reputation which

certain circles, so long enjoyed.
1

P. 223.

it

me

to

be

has, at least

in

BOOK

V

THE LABOUR THEORIES

CHAPTER

I

THE ENGLISH GROUP

Under

the

title

of the

Labour theories

I

group together a

number of theories which agree in explaining interest as a
wage for labour rendered by the capitalist.
As to the nature of the " labour " which furnishes the
basis for the capitalist's claim of wage there is very material
Thus I am compelled
divergence among the various views.
Labour theories, and
happens that their respective circles of adherents are
marked out very much by nationality, I shall call them the
English, the French, and the German group.
The English writers, chiefly represented by James Mill and
M'Culloch, explain interest by tracing it to that labour through
which real capital itself comes into existence.
James Mill l chances on the interest problem in his doctrine of price.
He has put down the proposition that the
costs of production regulate the exchange value of goods
At the first glance capital and labour are seen to be
(p. 93).
But on looking closer
constituents of the cost of production.
Mill sees that capital itself comes into existence through
labour, and that all costs of production may be traced therefore
Labour then is the sole regulator of the
to labour alone.
to distinguish three independent groups of
as

it

value of goods

With
cussed

(p.

97).

this proposition, however, the

well-known

fact, dis-

already by Kicardo, that postponement also

has

influence on the price of goods, does not appear to agree.
for instance, in
1

an
If,

one and the same season a cask of wine and

Elements of Political Economy, third edition, London, 1826.

able, unfortunately, to get sight of the first edition of 1821.

I

was not
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twenty sacks of meal have been produced by the same amount
of labour, they will of course, at the end of the season, have an
equal exchange value.
But if the owner of the wine lays it in
a cellar and keeps it for a couple of years, the cask of wine will
have more value than the twenty sacks of meal indeed, more
value by the amount of two years' profit.
Now, James Mill gets rid of this disturbance of his law by
explaining profit itself as a wage of labour as a remuneration
" It is no solution to say that profits
for indirect labour.

—

;

must be paid, because
must profits be paid

this only brings us to the question,
?

To

this

there

is

Why

no answer but one,

that they are the remuneration for labour, labour not applied

immediately to the commodity in question, but applied to it
through the medium of other commodities, the produce of
labour,"

This idea
analysis.

"

days' labour.

A

is

more

man

exactly elucidated

In applying

it

the owner undoubtedly applies

labour, though in a secondary sense,

by applying that which

could not have been had but through the

This machine, let us suppose,
years.

by the following

has a machine, the produce of a hundred

is

medium

of labour.

calculated to last exactly ten

One-tenth of the fruit of a hundred days' labour

thus expended every year, which

is

is

the same thing in the
5

view of cost and value as saying that ten days labour has
been expended.
The owner is to be paid for the hundred
days' labour which the machine costs him at the rate of so
much per annum, that is, by an annuity for ten years equivalent to the original value of the machine.

1

It thus appears

that profits are simply remuneration for labour.

(!)

They may,

any violence to language (!), hardly even
by a metaphor, be denominated wages
the wages of that
labour which is applied, not immediately by the hand, but
mediately, by the instruments which the hand has produced.
And if you may measure the amount of immediate labour by
the amount of wages, you may measure the amount of secondary
*-*
labour by that of the return to the capitalist."
In this way James Mill thinks that he has satisfactorily
indeed, without doing

;

1
The author (as is evident from a parallel passage on p. 100) means annuities
which replace the original value of the machine in ten years, and at the same
time pay interest at the rate fixed by the condition of the market.

chap,
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explained interest, and at the same time maintained in
integrity his law that labour alone determines the

goods.

It

pretty

is

however,

obvious,

he

that

its

value of
has

not

succeeded in doing either.

may

It

be allowed to pass that he calls capital " hoarded

"

employment of capital employment
and that he considers the
wearing out of the machine as a giving out of the hoarded
labour by instalments.
But why then is every instalment of
hoarded labour paid by an annuity which contains more than
labour

;

that he calls the

a mediate

of

secondary labour;

the original value of that labour, namely, the original value

Allowing that the

plus the usual rate of interest thereon?

remuneration of capital

why

mediate labour paid at a higher rate than the

the

is

immediate

;

the remuneration of mediate labour,

is

why

does the latter receive the bare rate of wages

while the former receives an annuity higher by the amount of
the interest

?

He

Mill does not solve this question.

takes

the fact that a capital, according to the state of competition in
the market, has equal value with a certain

number

of annual

payments that already include the interest, and uses this fact as
a fixed centre, as if he had not taken upon himself to explain
the profit, and therefore also the extra profit, that is contained
in the annuity.

He

says, I

of labour.

admit, in an explanatory tone, Profit

But he has a very

false idea

is

wage

of the explanatory

power of this phrase.
It might perhaps be satisfactory if Mill
could show that there is here a labour which has not yet
received its normal wage, and will only receive it in the
profit
but it is in no way satisfactory to explain profit as an
extra wage for a labour that has already been paid at the
normal rate by means of the sum for amortisation contained in
the annuities.
It is always open to ask, Why should mediate
labour be more highly paid than immediate labour ? And this
is a question towards the solution of which Mill has given
not the slightest hint.
Moreover by this artificial construc;

tion

with

he even
his

amount
upset

loses

Labour

the

theory

advantage
;

for

of

remaining consistent

evidently the

law that

the

of labour determines the price of all goods is rudely

if .a

part of the price

is

traceable, not

to

the amount

of the labour expended, but to the greater height of the wage

—
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it
receives
In this respect, therefore, Mill's theory
comes considerably short of its professed object.
A very similar theory was put forward by M'Culloch,

that

!

the first edition of his Principles of Political Economy
I have stated it
(1825), but omitted in later editions.
already on an earlier occasion, and need add nothing more

in

1

Finally, the same idea was given out
England and Gerstner in Germany, but
these writers we shall have to consider later on among the
to

that

statement.

cursorily

by Eead

in

eclectics.

THE FRENCH GROUP

A

second group of Labour theorists pronounce interest to
be the wage of that labour which consists in the saving of
capital (Travail d'Ppargne).

This theory

is

carried out

most

thoroughly by Courcelle-SeneuiL 2

According to Courcelle-Seneuil, there are two kinds of
muscular labour and the labour of Saving (p. 85).
The latter conception he expounds as follows. In order that
a capital once made should be conserved, there is need of a
continual effort of foresight and saving, in so far as, on the
one hand, one looks to future needs, and, on the other hand,
refrains from present enjoyment of capital with the view of
being able to satisfy future needs by means of the capital
thus saved.
In this " labour " lies an act of intelligence
the foresight, and an act of will
the saving that " refrains
from enjoyment for a given period of time."
labour

—

—

,

Of

course, at the first glance, it appears singular to

to saving the

name

of Labour.

But

author's opinion, only arises from our usually looking too
at the material side
for a

moment we

man

to refrain

of

things.

If

we

give

this impression, in the

reflect

much

dispassionately

will recognise that it is just as painful to a

from the consumption of an article when made,
as to labour with his muscles and his intellect to obtain an
article that he wishes
and that it really requires a special
un-natural exertion of intellect and will to maintain capital in
;

1

2

The doubtful honour

See above, p. 97.

James

of priority in this theory belongs to

Mill.

Traite tMorique

et

pratique d'Economie Politique,

i.

Paris, 1858.
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contrary to the natural bias

is

toward pleasure and idleness.
After attempting to strengthen this line of argument by
pointing to the habits of savages, the author concludes with
formal deliverance

this

"

:

We

consider then that

saving

is

and not simply metaphorically, a form of industrial
labour, and consequently a productive power.
It demands an
exertion which, it is true, is purely of a moral kind, but it is
all the same painful.
It has therefore as much right to the
character of labour as an exertion of the muscles has."
Now the labour of saving demands remuneration in the
same way as muscular labour. While the latter is paid by the
salaire, the
former obtains its payment in the shape of
interest.
The following passage explains the necessity of this,
and shows in particular why the wage of the labour of saving
must be a permanent one " The desire, the temptation to consume, is a permanent force; its action can only be suspended by
combating it with another force which, like itself, is permanent.
It is clear that every one would consume as much as possible
if he had no interest (si' I n'avait pas int&rit) to abstain from
consuming.
He would cease to abstain from the moment that
he ceased to have this interest, so that it must continue with-

really,

:

out interruption, in order that capitals
served.

That

why we

is

play upon words)

" is

say that interest

industrial life"

continue

(p.

always be con-

(VinUrit

:

note the

the remuneration of this labour of saving

and of conservation; without
form, could not

may
"

;

it

capitals,

it

is

a

whatever be their

necessary condition

of

322).

wage is regulated " according to the
it depends, on the one side,
great law of supply and demand "
on the wish and the ability to expend a sum of capital
reproductively
and on the other, on the wish and the ability
The height

of

this

;

;

to save this sum.

To

my mind

all

the pains which

its

author has taken to

represent the Labour of Saving as a real labour cannot efface

the stamp of artificiality which this theory bears on

its

very

The non- consuming of wealth a labour; the pocketing of interest by those who toil not nor spin, a suitable wage
for work
what a chance for any Lassalle who cares to play
But,
upon the impressions and emotions of the reader

face.

;

—

!
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is wrong, I prefer
he is wrong.
clear that CourceLVs theory is only

instead of stating rhetorically that Courcelle
to

show on

rational grounds

First of

all,

it

is

why

Senior's Abstinence theory clad in a slightly different

As a

rule,

" abstinence/'

where Senior says

dress.

or " sacrifice of

abstinence," Courcelle says " labour of abstinence," but really

both writers make use of the one fundamental idea in the same
way.

Thus

a great

many

at the outset Courcelle's

Labour theory

is

open to

of those objections raised to Senior's Abstinence

which objections we have already
be unsatisfactory.
But further, the new form which Courcelle gives it is

theory, on the ground of

pronounced that theory

to

open to special objections of

own.

its

foresight and saving do
moral pain.
But the presence of labour in
anything by which an income is obtained is far from justifying us in explaining that income as a wage of labour.
To
do so we must be able to show that the income is really
obtained for the labour, and only in virtue of the labour.
Now this will be best shown if we find that the income
emerges where labour has been expended
that it is wanting
where there has been no labour that it is high where much of
the labour has been expended, and low where little has
been expended.
But of any such harmony between the
alleged cause of interest and the actual emergence of interest,
it
would be difficult to discover a trace.
The man who
carelessly cuts
coupons of
the
£100,000, or gets his
secretary to cut them, draws a " wage of labour " of £4000 or
£5000. The man who, with actual pain of foresight and
saving, has scraped together £50, and put them in the savings
bank, scarcely gets a couple of pounds for his " labour " while
the man who, with as much pain, has saved £50, but cannot
risk them out of his hand because of some claim that may be
made on him at any moment, gets absolutely no wage at all.
What is the reason of this ? Why are wages apportioned
differently as between individual classes of
so differently
differently as compared with the wage
saving labourers
payment of muscular labour ? What is the reason that the
owner of £100,000 gets £5000 for his "year's labour"; that
the manual labourer, who suffers pain and saves nothing, gets
It is

cost

a

quite correct

to say that

certain

;

;

;

—

;

!
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of

together ?
A theory which pronounces
wages of labour must undertake to make its

of saving "

labour

interest to be

explanation more exact.

Instead of

the nice

this,

question

by Coureelle with
supply and demand.

of the rate of interest is simply dismissed

a general reference to the great law of

Without meaning
would have

Coureelle

be

to

theoretically speaking, if he

one

ironical,

had

almost

as

might

much

say that

justification,

had pronounced the bodily labour

of pocketing the interest, or of cutting the coupons, to be the

ground and basis of

These also are

interest.

the capitalist performs, and

if it

"

labours

"

which

should be thought strange that,

according to the law of supply and demand, this sort of labour
is

paid at such an unusually high rate,

strange than the fact

we have

it

is

scarcely

just been considering

—

more

that the

money is annually
One might say of this

intellectual labour of inheriting a million of

paid by so
latter

many

thousands of pounds.

kind of labour, So few people have the " wish and the

ability " to lay

demand

up millions

of capital, that, in the

existing

wages of such people must be very
high and similarly it might be said of the former, So very few
people have the " wish and the ability " to pocket thousands
of pounds in interest.
Of " wish " there will be no lack in
well, that rests in both cases
either case; but of ability
principally on the fact of a person being so fortunate as to
for capital, the

;

—

possess a million of capital

what has been said a direct refutation of
Labour theory still seems necessary, let me put the
following case.
A capitalist lends a manufacturer £100,000 at
The manufacturer employs the £100,000
5 per cent for a year.
productively, and by doing so receives a profit of £6000.
From this he deducts £5000 as interest due to the
capitalist, and keeps £1000 as undertaker's profit to himself.
According to Coureelle the £5000 which the capitalist
receives are the wage for providing for future wants, and for
the act of will which resists the temptation to consume the
an act of will directed to the
£100,000 immediately
refraining from enjoyment.
But has not the manufacturer
performed exactly the same, or even a greater labour ?
Was
If

after

Courcelle's

—
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the manufacturer,

when he had

not tempted to consume

the

£100,000

book v
in his hands,

Could he not, for
instance, have squandered the capital, and gone through the
bankruptcy court ? Has he then not also withstood the temptation and asserted his will in refraining ?
Has he not by
prudence and foresight done more than the capitalist to
provide for future needs, in as much as he not only thought
of future needs in general, but gave his stock of materials
that positive treatment which changed them into products,
and thus actually fitted them to satisfy human wants ?

And

the

yet

it

capitalist

immediately

for

the

?

labour

of

conserving

his

£5000, and the manufacturer, who has
performed the same intellectual and moral labour on the same
£100,000 in still greater degree, gets nothing; for the
£1000 which constitute his undertaker's profit are payment

£100,000

receives

for quite another

It

may

have dared
property

;

be

kind of

activity.

that the manufacturer would not
£100,000, seeing that it was not his
saving, therefore, there is no merit to deserve

objected

to use the

in his

But in this theory merit has nothing to do with
The wage of saving is great if only the sum saved

payment.
the case.

and conserved be great, without the slightest consideration
whether the conservation has demanded much moral striving
or little.
But that the debtor has actually conserved the
£100,000, and has overcome the temptation to consume it,
admits of no denial.
Why then does he get no " wage of
saving"?
To my mind there can be no doubt about the
It is that people get interest, not
but simply because they are owners.
not an income from labour, but an income from

explanation of these

facts.

because they work for
Interest

is

it,

ownership.

Quite recently Courcelle-Seneuil's theory has been, some-

what

timidly, followed

This writer states

by Cauwes. 1
it,

but not as his sole interest theory,

and not without certain clauses and turns of expression
which show that he finds this conception of the " labour of
" Since the conservation
saving " not quite beyond question.
of a capital presupposes an exertion of the will, and in many
1

Prkis du Gouts d'Economie

Politique, second edition, Paris, 1881, 1882.
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combinations

financial

or

one might say that

it

of

some

represents, a veritable labour

such as has sometimes, and not without justification, been
And in another place
called Travail d'Epargne" (i. p. 183).

doubt whether

Cauwes meets

the

capitalist, since

the loan costs no labour to justify the claim

of interest, in the words

:

"

interest

In the loan,

it

be due to

may

the

be, there is

no

labour; but the labour consists in the steadfast will to preserve

the capital, and in the protracted

abstinence from every act
consumption of the value represented by it.
the expression does not seem too bizarre, a labour

of gratification or
It

is,

if

of saving that

paid by interest."

is

1

But besides

this

Cauwes

brings forward other grounds for interest, particularly a state-

ment of the productivity of capital, and thus we
him again among the eclectics.

A

shall

meet

approach to Courcelle's Labour theory

is to be
2
writers
French
as
in
Cherbuliez,
who
found in a few other
"
pronounces interest to be wage for the efforts of abstinence "
and in Josef Gamier, who gives a very parti-coloured explanation, in the course of which he uses the catchword " labour of
3
But these last named do not carry the conception
saving."

slight

;

;

any

farther.

THE GERMAN GKOUP

The idea that in France afforded material for a very
and elaborate theory of interest has been made
use of
of course on freer lines
by a prominent school of
German economists, the Katheder Socialists, to use a term
which has been acclimatised. 4 The Labour theory of the
German Katheder Socialists is, however, only loosely connected
with the French theory in having the same fundamental idea.
Both in origin and in manner of development it is entirely
artificial

—

—

independent.

a

The origin of the German Labour theory may be found in
somewhat incidental remark that occurs in one of the
1
3

ii.

p.

189

;

also

i.

p. 236.

TraiU d'JSconomie

2
See above, p. 286.
eighth edition, Paris, 1880. P. 522: (( Le
efforts on le travail d'epargne et de conservation."

Politique,

loyer remunerc et provoque ies

4
The name they themselves use
Economy."

is

the "Social Political-School of National

X

—
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There he speaks of a conwhere there should be private property,

writings of Eodbertus- Jagetzow.
ceivable state of society

but no rent-bearing private property in which, therefore, all
existing income would be income from labour in the shape
;

Such would be the state of things if the
and capital, were the common

of salary or wages.

means

production, land

of

property of the whole society, private rights of property being
still

recognised over the income which each one would receive

in goods only

On

this

—

in proportion to his labour.

Eodbertus remarks in a note that, in economical

means of production must be looked
an essentially different light from property in an
income that accrues only in the shape of goods.
As regards

respects, property in the

upon

in

income-goods,

them

besides, a

with

all

that

economically.

it,

kind of

—

required

is

But

office

that the

is

property in

land

owner consume
and capital is,

that carries national economic functions

functions which consist in directing the economical

labour and the economical means of the nation in consonance

with the national need, and therefore in exerting those functions
which, in the ideal state of collective ownership, would be
exerted through national

The most favourable view

officers.

then that one can take of rent from this standpoint
rent and capital rent alike
of such officers
officer is

;

that

it

—

is

that

it

—

land-

represents the salaries

represents a form of salary where the

strongly, even pecuniarily interested in

the

proper

use of his functions. 1

Everything points to the belief that Eodbertus in no way
intended in these words to put forward

a formal

theory of

2

But the idea latent in them was seized on and
developed by some of the prominent Katheder Socialists.
It was first taken up by Schaffle.
As early as the third
edition of his older work, the Gesellschaftliche System, 1873, he
embodied the idea, that interest is a remuneration for services

interest.

1

Zur Erklarung und

Ahhlllfe der heutigen

Kreditnoth des Chrundbesitzes,

second edition, 1876, ii. p. 273, etc.
2
This follows from the tone of the passage, which suggests a simile and a
comparison rather than a strict explanation from its position in a note from
the fact of Rodbertus having another and a different theory ; finally, from an
explicit explanation which he makes in stating this other theory, that interest in
;

;

the present day has not the character of (indirect) salary, but that of an
immediate share in the national product {Zur Beleuchtung, p. 75).

"
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formal definition of interest.

be looked upon as the remuneration that

may claim for a national economic function
independently of any national organisation, he

the undertaker

inasmuch

as,

binds together the productive powers economically by means of
the speculative use of capital." 1

This conception turns up

repeatedly in different connections in the same book, and as
it occurs in those passages where interest is looked
from a broader point of view.
Schaffle even defends it in
one place as the only warrantable theory, and rejects in its

a rule
at

favour the other interest theories in a body. 2

enough,

when he

But, singularly

deals with the nicer details of the doctrine,

the height of the interest rate and so on, he does not avail
himself of this fundamental idea, but makes use of the technical

machinery of the Use theory although it must be admitted
that he brings the Use theory very near to the Labour theory
by the subjective colouring he gives to the conception of Use, 3
In his later work, the Bau unci Leben, the conception of
interest as the compensation for a " functional performance
This
on the part of the capitalist comes out more distinctly.
;

conception makes

it

possible for Schaffle to justify interest at

least in the present day,

and in

so far as

we

are not able to

by a more suitable
4
organisation.
But even here the details of the phenomena of
interest are not explained by means of this conception, and we
still find reminiscences of the Use theory, although the con5
ception of Use has now become objective.
Thus Schaffle, as
it were, struck the key-note, but only the key-note, of a Labour
replace the costly services of private capital

theory; he has not carried
1

4

ii.

2

p. 458.

" Thus

ii.

it

out in detail like Courcelle-Seneuil.
8

p. 459, etc.

See above,

cannot, in any case, agree with the absolute

I

p. 206.

condemnation of

and of profit as pure appropriation of surplus value
it is a function of
importance which private capital, whatever be its motives, now
performs when it assists what Rodbertus called 'business left to itself,'"
" Historically then even capitalism maybe fully
(second edition, iii. p. 386).
(

capital

'

;

cardinal

warranted and profit

justified.

To remove the

latter

without having found

a better organisation of production would be senseless."
"We may therefore
practically condemn profit as appropriation of surplus value only if we are
'

'

able to replace the economic service of private capital by a public organisation
positively established,
schluckende),
5

iii,

See above,

p.

more complete, and less greedy

422.

p. 207.

of surplus value " {Mehrwerth

;
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Wagner goes a little farther, but still only a little farther.
With him too the capitalists are " functionaries of the whole
community for the accumulation and employment of that
national fund which consists of the instruments of production/' 1

and

an income they draw

profit is

for this function, or, at least,

But the work of the capitalist,
as consisting in the " accumulation and employment of private
capitals," in " disposing activities and saving activities," he
characterises more distinctly than Schaffle as " labours " (iii.
pp. 592, 630) which form a part of the total costs expended
in the production of goods, and in so far form a " constitutive
element of value" (p. 630).
In what way this element
contributes to the formation of value in goods
how, from
its efficacy, are derived the proportion between interest and
sums of capital, the height of interest, and so on, Wagner tells
in this function

594).

(p.

;

us as

as

little

note of

the

Schaffle.

He

too has only struck

Labour theory, though

perhaps

a

the key-

little

more

distinctly.

This being the case, I should not venture to say positively

whether the Katheder
to give a theoretical

Socialists

by

this line of thought intended

explanation of interest, or only a justifica-

tion of interest from the social-political side.
first

view, there

is

(1) the

embodying

In favour of the
motive in

of the labour

the formal definition of interest; (2) the circumstance that

Wagner

at least has declared himself so positively against all

other interest theories that,

if

he has not adopted the Labour

theory, he has left interest, theoretically, quite unexplained
(3)

that

Wagner

capitalist " to
"

expressly pronounces

"labour of the

the

be a constituent of the costs of production, and a

constitutive element of value "

—a

phrase which

it is difficult

than as meaning that the theoretical
cause of the phenomenon of "surplus value" is the compensation
interpret otherwise

to

demanded

as return for the labour

expended by the

capitalist.

In favour of the second view, that the Katheder Socialists
have pointed to the " capitalists' services " only as a ground for
justifying the present existence of

interest without

meaning
any

existence, there is (1) the absence of

thereby to eocplain

its

theoretical detail

(2) the circumstance that Schaffle, at least so

1

Allgemeine

second edition.

;

oder

theoretiscke

Volkwirthschaftslehre,

part

Leipzig and Heidelberg, 1879, pp. 40, 594.

i.

Orundlegung

t

;

chap,
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details, makes use of another
and (3) the great preponderance which,
in the writings of the Katheder Socialists, is generally laid on

far as

he gives any explanation of

theory of interest;

the political element as against the theoretical.

In the circumstances

may

it

be best to put

my

criticism

hypothetically.
If it

the

the case that the Katheder Socialists, in pointing to

is

capitalists'

" labours/'

wished

to justify the

existence of

what they have said
is, in the highest degree, worthy of attention.
To go farther
into this side of the question, however, is beyond my present
interest only

from the

social-political side,

task.

If

it

pointing

is

to

the case, however, that the Katheder Socialists, in
the

capitalists'

interest theoretically, I should

" labours,"

intended

explain

to

have to pass the same judgment

on them that I passed on the French version of the Labour
theory, viz. that the explanation
It has so often

dogma

of

is

entirely inadequate.

been the case in the historical development

that justification of interest from the social-political

side is confused with theoretical explanations of interest, that

may

it

be worth while to bring out very clearly and once for

the difference between the two.

all

put a parallel case which

may

lor this purpose
same time give

at the

me
me an

let

opportunity of showing at a glance the inadequacy of

the

Labour theory.

With

the

first

acquisition of land there

is

generally con-

nected a certain exertion or labour of the acquirer.
is

that he

must

first

make

Either

it

the ground productive, or that he

must take a certain amount of trouble to gain possession of it
and this latter, in certain circumstances, may not be trifling,
as, e.g. when it is preceded by a prolonged search for a
The land now bears to its
locality suitable for settlement.
acquirer a rent.
Can the existence of rent be explained by the
With the exception of
fact of the labour originally expended ?
Carey, and some few writers who share his perverse views, no
one has ventured to maintain

who

is

perfectly clear that,

because
is

this.

No

one can maintain

not entirely blind to the connection of things.

its

when

a fruitful carse bears rent,

it

It
is

occupation has at one time or other cost labour.

perfectly clear that

if

a rocky hillside bears no rent

it is

it
is

not
It

not
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because it has been occupied without trouble.
It is, again,
beyond doubt that two equally fruitful and equally well-situated
pieces of land bear equal rents, even if the one that is fruitful by
nature

simply taken occupation of at a

is

expenditure of labour.

bear twice as

much

Further,

100

rent as

expenditure

one can see that,

great
acres

not because their

acres, it is

occupation was twice as troublesome.

first

trifling

made productive by a
it is clear that, if 200

while the other has to be

of labour,

And

finally,

every

rent rises with increasing population, the

if

rising rent has nothing in the world to do with the original

expenditure of labour.
In short, it is clear that the emergence
and the amount of rent do not in the least correspond with
the emergence and amount of the labour originally expended
in the occupation.

It is impossible, then, that the principle

which will explain the phenomenon of rent can be found in
the original expenditure of labour.
Essentially different, however,

is

the question whether the

existence of rent cannot be justified

In this case one

labour.

that he

who makes
a

accrues to

wage

who has put
should for

it

as

human

by

this

quite well take

expenditure of

up the

position

a piece of ground productive, or even does

no more than occupy
merited

may

as the first pioneer of civilisation, has

lasting

as

the advantage that thereby

and reasonable that he

society; that it is just

a piece of ground under cultivation for all time

all

time receive a part of

productiveness in the

its

I shall not maintain that this

shape of rent.

way

of looking at

the institution of private property in land, and of private land-

based on

rents

that

circumstances, but
It

is,

e.g.

it

institution,

certainly

must be conclusive in all
so in some circumstances.

may be

very probable indeed that a colonial government,

anxious to expedite the settling of

when
first

it offers,

as

premium

its

territory, does

for the labour of cultivation

wisely

and

of

occupation, the ownership of lands brought into cultivation,

and with that the

right to a

permanent

rent.

In this

way

the

by the first occupant may
justification, and a conclusive social-

consideration of the labour put forth

furnish quite a plausible

motive for the introduction and retention of rent, while
none the less it is an entirely insufficient explanation of it.
It is exactly the same with the relation in which the capitalists' " saving and disposing activities " stand to interest.
political

1

chap,
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so. far as, in those activities,

we

see the

most

effectual

proper employment of

accumulation and

to the

national capital, and in so far as

we

31

means

a sufficient

could not expect that these

would be forthcoming from private persons in sufficient amount, if such persons were not led to expect permanent
activities

advantages,

these

services

may

furnish

a very

substantial

and a conclusive legislative reason for the introBut it is an entirely
duction and maintenance of interest.
different question whether the existence of interest can also be

justification

theoretically explained

to that " labour."

by pointing

If

it

can be so explained, then there must be shown some normal

between the alleged result, the interest of capital,
and the asserted cause, the expenditure of labour on the part
But in the actual world we should look for
of the capitalist.
any such relation in vain. A million bears £50,000 of interest,
whether the saving and employment of the million
A million
has cost its owner much, little, or no trouble.
relation

bears

ten thousand

even

if

there

times as

should

be

much

as a

interest

infinitely

more

hundred,

anxiety

and

vexation in the saving of the hundred than in the saving of the

The borrower who guards another man's capital and
employs it, notwithstanding this "expenditure of labour," receives
no interest the owner receives it although his labour be nil.
" A distribution
Schaffle himself once was fain to confess
of wealth according to amount and desert of work, obtains
neither among the capitalists as compared with each other,
nor among the workers as compared with the capitalists.
The
distribution is neither guided by any such principles nor yet
1
does it harmonise with them accidentally."
But if experience shows that interest stands outside of
any relation to the labour performed by the capitalist, how
in reason can the principle of its explanation be found there ?
I believe the truth is too plainly told in the facts to need any
Just as surely as interest bears no proporlong demonstration.
million.

;

:

tion to the labour put forth

by the

capitalist,

does

it

stand in

exact proportion to the fact of possession and to the amount of
possession.

Interest on capital, to repeat

my

former words,

is

not an income from labour, but an income from ownership. 2
1

2

Bau und Leben, iii. p. 451.
It is much to be regretted

that of "Wagner's theoretical political economy

—
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Thus the Labour theory

of interest in all

book v
its

varieties is

seen to be incapable of giving a theoretical explanation that

No unbiassed
No one but

will stand examination.

expect any other result.
particular

delight

moment doubt

in

it

part of the capitalist.

wage

who

a person

explanations

far-fetched

takes

could

a

for

some
on the

that the economic power of capital has

other ground behind

not in

person indeed could

name only but

"

than a

capacity for labour "

It is impossible to

in reality,

is

doubt that

interest,

something different from a

of labour.

That economists should
can

theories

ever since

Adam

fall

into various kinds of

Labour

be
by the custom
Smith and Ricardo of tracing all value

only

explained

prevalent
to

To enable them to force interest also into the unity of
this theory, and ascribe to it the origin which they supposed to
be the only legitimate one, they did not hesitate at the most
far-fetched and artificial explanations. 1
labour.

the part which specially deals with the theory of interest has not yet appeared.
It may be that this distinguished thinker would have given such explanations as
make my present polemic* which I have been careful to make hypothetical,

—

superfluous.
1

As appendix

He

to this chapter I should like, shortly, to refer to J. G. Hoff-

Even those
wage for certain labours.
meaning rents from capital, "are only a wage for labour, and indeed
for labour of great public benefit
for with the obtaining of this wage is bound
up, essentially and peculiarly, the duty of free activity in the public welfare, in
"
science and skill, in everything that lightens, ennobles, and adorns human life
(Ueber die wahre Natur und Bestirmmmg der Renten aus Boden
und Kapital*
mann.

*

also interprets interest as

'

rents," he says,

;

—

eigenthum,

Sammlung

Berlin, 1843, p. 566).

Katheder

meant

Socialists,

we

der

Meiner

Schriften

As regards Hoffmann, even more than

unquestionably more inadequate than

my

Inhalts,

as regards the

are justified in doubting whether the words quoted were

as a theoretic explanation of interest.

not, it lies outside

staatswirthschaftlichen

all

If they

were

so, his

the other Labour theories

task to question their justification.

;

if

theory

is

they were

BOOK

VI

THE EXPLOITATION THEORY

CHAPTER

I

HISTORICAL SURVEY

We

come now

which,

if

to that

remarkable theory the enunciation of

not the most agreeable

among

the scientific events of

our century, certainly promises to be one of the most serious in
consequences.
It stood at the cradle of modern Socialism
and has grown up along with it; and to-day it forms the
theoretical centre around which move the forces of attack and
its

defence in the struggle of organising

human

society.

This theory has as yet no short distinctive name.

were to give
I should call

it

it

one from a characteristic of

its

If I

chief professors,

the Socialist theory of interest.

If I

were to

by the name the theoretic purport of the doctrine itself,
which to my mind would be more appropriate,
no name seems more suitable than that of the Exploitation
try to indicate

—

—

This

theory.

accordingly

is

the

name

I

shall

use

in

the

Condensed into a few sentences, the essence of the
theory may be provisionally put thus.
All goods that have value are the product of human labour,
and indeed, economically considered, are exclusively the product
sequel.

human labour. The labourers, however, do not retain the
whole product which they alone have produced for the capitalists take advantage of their command over the indispensable
of

;

means

of production, as secured to

of private property, to

them by the

secure to themselves

institution

a part

of

the

The means of doing so are supplied by the
wage contract, in which the labourers are compelled by hunger
to sell their labour-power to the capitalists for a part of what
labourers' product.

they, the labourers, produce, while the remainder of the pro-

duct

falls

as profit into the

hands of the

capitalists,

without
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any exertion on

their part.
Interest is thus a portion of the
product of other people's labour, obtained by exploiting the

necessitous condition of the labourer.

The way had been prepared for this doctrine long beforehand;
it had become all but inevitable, owing to the peculiar
turn taken by the economic doctrine of value since the time of
Adam Smith, and particularly since the time of Kicardo. It
was taught and believed that the value of all, or at least of
by far the greater part of economical goods, is measured by
the quantity of labour incorporated in them, and that this
This being the
labour is the cause and source of the value.
case, it was inevitable that, sooner or later, people would begin
to ask why the worker should not receive the whole value of
which his labour was the cause. And whenever that question
was put it was impossible that any other answer could be

indeed

given, on this reading of the theory of value, than that one
class of society, the drone-like capitalists, appropriates to itself

a part of the value of the product which the other class, the

workers, alone produce.

As we have

answer

seen, this

is

not given by the founders of

Adam Smith and

Eieardo. It was even
evaded by some of their first followers, such as Soden and Lotz,
who laid great emphasis on the value-creating power of labour,

the Labour-value theory,

but, in their total conception of economic

life, kept close to the
answer was none the less inonly needed a suitable occasion and

But

footsteps of their master.

volved in their theory, and

it

this

sooner or later to the surface. Thus
Smith and Kicardo may be regarded as the involuntary
godfathers of the Exploitation theory.
They are indeed treated
as such by its followers.
They, and almost they alone, are
mentioned by even the most pronounced socialists with that
respect which is paid to the discoverers of the " true " law of
value, and the only reproach made them is that they did not
logically follow out their own principles, and so allowed
themselves to be prevented from developing the Exploitation
a logical disciple to bring

it

Adam

theory out of their theory of value.

Any

one who cares to hunt up ancient pedigrees of
might discover in the writers of past centuries many
an expression that fits in with the line of thought taken by
the Exploitation theory.
Not to speak of the canonists, who

theories

;

;

chap,
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more by accident than anything

who on one

occasion points very

distinctly to labour as the source of all wealth,

time speaks of interest as the

1

and at another

of the labour of others

fruit

2

James Steuart, who expresses himself less distinctly, but takes
3
the same line
Sonnenfels, who occasionally describes capitalists as a class who do no labour, and thrive by the sweat of
4

the labouring classes

only of contract interest,

or Biisch,

—

regards

—

who

also,
treating indeed
as " a return to property

it

obtained by the industry of others."

5

These are instances which could very likely be multiplied

by

careful examination of the older literature.

The

birth of

the Exploitation theory, however, as a conscious and coherent
doctrine,

must be assigned

Two developments

to a later period.

preceded and prepared the

way

for

it.

was the development and popularising of the Eicardian theory of value which supplied the
scientific soil out of which the Exploitation theory could
naturally spring and grow.
And, secondly, there was the
triumphant spread of capitalist production on a large scale
for this large production, while creating and revealing a wide
gulf of opposition between capital and labour, placed in the
foremost rank of great social questions the problem of interest
as an income obtained without personal labour.
Under those influences the time seems to have become
ready for the systematic development of the Exploitation theory
First, as

1

mentioned above,

book

Civil Government,

before consideration

it

may

ii.

it

chap. v. § 40

'
:

'

Nor

so strange, as perhaps

is it

appear, that the property of labour should he able to

overbalance the community of land

;

for it is labour indeed that

put the difference

any one consider what the difference is between
an acre of land planted with tobacco or sugar, sown with wheat or barley, and an
acre of the same land lying in common without any husbandry upon it, and he
will find that the improvement of labour makes the far greater part of the value.
I think it will be but a very modest computation to say that of the products of
the earth useful to the life of man nine-tenths are the effect of labour, nay, if we
will rightly estimate things as they come to our use, and cast up the several expenses about them, what in them is purely owing to nature, and what to labour,
we shall find that in most of them ninety-nine hundredths are wholly to be put
of value on everything

;

and

let

on the account of labour."
2

Considerations of the Consequences of the Lowering of Interest

See above,

3

p. 45.

4

Kandlungswissenschaft, second edition, p. 430.

5

Geldumlauf book

iii.

p. 26.

,

1691, p. 24.

See above, p. 46.

;
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Among

about the twentieth year of this century.
give

explicit statement

it

—

book

were based on similar ideas
Hodgskin's writings

—

to

a

of course,

efforts,

—were Hodgskin

in England and

known Popular

little

Economy and an anonymous publication under the
title "

first

in a history of theory I leave out

of account the " practical " communists, whose

Sismondi in France.

the

vi

Political

significant

—

Labour defended against the Claims of Capital " \ do
Thus Sismondi

not seem to have had any extensive influence.

becomes

all

the more important in the development of the

theory.

In naming Sismondi as representative of the Exploitation
must do so with a certain reservation. It is that,

theory, I

although his theory contains
that

of

interest.

all

He

is

the writer of a

really acquiescing in the

new

the other essential features

no

system, he expresses

condemnatory opinion
transition

new

on

Though

theory, he has not yet broken

with the old so completely as to accept
conclusions of the

period.

the very extreme

all

position.

For our purpose the book which we have chiefly to consider
great and influential Nouveaux Princijoes d'Uconomie
Politique. 2
In it Sismondi connects with Adam Smith.
He
accepts with warm approval (p. 51) Adam Smith's proposition
3
that labour is the sole source of all wealth
complains that
rent, profit, and wages,
the three kinds of income,
are freis

his

—

1

I

may

give a few characteristic passages:

capital arise from coexisting

and

—

"All the

skilled labour."

benefits attributed to

After stating that, by the

help of tools and machines, more products and better products can be created
But the question
than without them, he adds the following consideration
'

:

'

then occurs, What produces instruments and machines, and in what degree do
they aid production independent of the labourer, so that the owners of them are
entitled to by far the greater part of the whole produce of the country ?
Are
they or are they not the product of labour ? Do they or do they not constitute
an efficient means of production separate from labour ? Are they or are they not
so much inert, decaying, or dead matter of no utility whatever, possessing no
productive power whatever, but as they are guided, directed, and applied by
skilful

hands ?"

(p. 14)

The numerous

writers with socialistic tendencies mentioned

by Held in the

second book of his Zur sozialen Oeschichte Englands (Leipzig, 1881) have
direct concern with the theory of interest.
2

First edition, 1819.

3

A

Second edition, Paris, 1827.

proposition, however,

consistently adhere to.
as sources of goods.

which

Adam Smith

I

quote from the

little

latter,

himself did not always very

Besides labour he not seldom mentions land and capital
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quently ascribed to three different sources, land, capital, and
labour, while in reality all

income springs from labour alone,

many

these three branches being only so

human

sharing in the fruits of

by whose
" in

labour

(p.

ways of
The labourer,

different

85).

activity all goods are produced, has not been

able

our stage of civilisation " to obtain possession of the means

On

necessary to production.
in the possession of

the one hand, land

generally

is

some other person who requires from the

labourer a part of the fruit of his labour as compensation for
u
productive power."
the co-operation of this

On

the land-rent.

This part forms

the other hand, the productive labourer does

not as a rule possess a sufficient stock of the means of subsistence upon which
Nor does he possess

to live during the course of his labour.

the raw materials necessary to production

or the often expensive tools

has

rich

man who

command

over the

The

and machines.

these things thus obtains a certain

all

labour of the poor man, and, without himself taking part in
that labour, he takes away, as compensation for the advantages

which he places

at the disposal of the poor

man, the better part

of the fruits of his labour (la part la plus importante des fruits

This share is the profit on capital (pp. 86,
Thus, by the arrangements of society, wealth acquires

de son travail).
87).

the capacity of reproducing itself by means of the labour of
others

(p.

82).

But although the labourer produces by his day's labour
very much more than the day's needs, yet, after the division with
the landowner and the capitalist, there seldom remains to him
much more than his absolutely necessary maintenance, and
The reason for this
this he receives in the form of wages.
lies in the dependent position in which the labourer is placed
The
in relation to the undertaker who owns the capital.
labourer's need for maintenance is much more urgent than
The labourer requires his
the undertaker's need for labour.
maintenance in order to live, while the undertaker requires his
make a profit. Thus the transaction turns out

labour only to

almost invariably to the disadvantage of the labourer.
in nearly all

cases

maintenance, while
productivity which
falls to

obliged

the
is

the undertaker

to

lion's

be

share

increased
(p.

91,

satisfied

etc.)

in

by the

with

the

the

results

division

of

He

is

barest
of

a

labour
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Any
noticed

one

who

among

has followed Sismondi thus

others the proposition

book
far,

vi

and has

that "the rich spend

what the labour of others has produced" (p. 81), must expect
that Sismondi would end by condemning interest, and declaring
it to be an unjust and extortionate profit.
This conclusion,
however, Sismondi does not draw, but with a sudden swerve
wanders into some obscure and vague observations in favour
of interest, and finishes by entirely justifying it.
First of all
he says of the landowner that, by the original labour of cultivating, or even by occupation of an unowned piece of land, he

has earned a right to
to the

owner of

its

rent

(p.

1 1 0).

By

analogy he ascribes

capital a right to its interest, as founded on

the " original labour

" to which the capital owes its existence
branches
Eoth
of income, which, as income due to
(p. 111).
ownership, form a contrast to the income due to labour, he
finally manages to commend as having precisely the same
origin as the income of labour, except that their origin goes back
The labourer earns yearly a new right
to another point of time.
labour,
while the owner has acquired at an
income
new
to
by
time
perpetual
of
right in virtue of an original
earlier period
a
labour which the yearly labour renders more profitable (p.
1
"Every one," he concludes, "receives his share in
112).
the national income only according to the measure of what he

himself or his representative has contributed, or contributes,

How this statement can be said to agree
its origin."
with the former one, where interest appears as something taken
from the fruits of the labour of other people, must remain a
towards

mystery.

The conclusions that Sismondi did not venture to draw
from his own theory were soon very decidedly drawn by others.
Sismondi forms the bridge between Adam Smith and Eicardo on
the one side, and the Socialism and Communism that succeeded
The two former had, by their theory of value,
on the other.
given occasion for the appearance of the Exploitation theory,
Sismondi has,
but had in no way themselves developed it.
substantially, all but arrived at this theory, but has not given
After him comes the great
it any social or political application.

mass of Socialism and Communism following the old theory of
1
In these words one
labour theory (see above,

may

find a very condensed statement of

p. 298).

James

Mill's

chap,
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that interest

therefore to cease.

would not be interesting from the point of theory were I
mass of socialist literature produced in
this century, all expressions in which the Exploitation theory
is suggested or implied.
I should only weary the reader with
innumerable parallel passages, scarcely varying in words, and
exhibiting in substance a dull monotony
passages, moreover,
which for the most part only repeat the cardinal propositions
of the Exploitation theory, without adding to its proof more
than a few commonplaces and appeals to the authority of
Eicardo.
In fact the majority of socialists have exercised
It

to

excerpt, from the

;

their intellectual powers, not so

of their

own

much

in laying the foundations

theory, as in bitterly criticising the theories of

their opponents.

Out

the mass of writers with socialist

of

content myself therefore with naming a few
specially important in the development

Among
P. J.

tendencies

I

who have become

and spread of

this theory.

those the author of the Contradictions Economiques,

Proudhon,

pre-eminent for honesty of intention and

is

qualities

which rendered

brilliant

dialectic

efficient

apostle of the theory in

;

Erance.

him
As we

concerned with substance than with form, I shall

most
more
not give any
the
are

detailed example of his style, but content myself with con-

densing his doctrine into a few sentences.
at once

that,

expression,

with

it differs

the exception of

very

little

It will

be seen

a few peculiarities of

from the general scheme of the

theory as given at the beginning of this chapter.

At

the outset Proudhon takes

it

for granted that all value

Thus the labourer has a natural claim
is
the
of
his
whole
product.
In the wage contract,
to
possession
however, he waives this claim in favour of the owner of capital,
and gets in return a wage which is less than the product
he gives up.
Thereby he is defrauded, for he does not know
his natural rights, nor the extent of what he gives up, nor yet
the meaning of the contract which the owner concludes
produced by labour.

with him.

and

And

surprise,

mime on

if

thus the capitalist avails himself of error

not cunning and fraud (erreur

ne doit dire dot

et

fraud).

Y

et

stirprise

si
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comes that at the present day the labourer canown product. In the market his product costs
more than he has received in wage; it costs more by the
amount of many profits, which are made possible by the
existence of the right of property ; and these profits under
the most various names, such as profit, interest, rent, hire,
tithe, and so on, form just so many tolls
(aulaines) laid
upon labour. For example, what twenty million labourers
have produced for a year's wage of twenty milliards of francs is
sold for the price (including these profits, and on account of
them) of twenty-five milliards. But this is equivalent to saying
that the labourers who are compelled to purchase back these
same products are forced to pay five for that which they have
produced for four or that in every five days they must go
without food for one.
Thus interest is an additional tax on
labour, a something kept back (rttenue) from the wages of
So

it

not buy his

;

labour. 1

Equal
surpassing

to

Proudhon in the purity

him

in

certainly behind the impetuous

ment,

is

As

the

German

we have

and

far

Frenchman

power of

in

state-

Kodbertus.

regards the history of theory Eodbertus

personage
tific

of his intentions,

depth of thought and judgment, though

to

mention in

this

is

the weightiest

chapter.

His scien-

importance was long misunderstood, and that, strangely

enough, precisely on account of the scientific character of his
writings.

Not addressing

but restricting
investigation

himself, like others, to the people,

himself for the most part to the theoretical

of

the social problem

;

moderate and reserved

in those practical proposals which, with the great majority, are

the chief objects of concern

behind that of
tellectual

less

;

his reputation for a while lagged

important writers who accepted his in-

wares at second hand, and made them acceptable
It is only in recent times
to popular interests.

by appealing

that full justice has been done to this most amiable socialist,

and that he has been recognised as what he
father of

modern

scientific Socialism.

is

—

the spiritual

Instead of fiery attacks

1
See Proudhon's numerous writings passim, particularly Qu'est ce que la
propriiti? (1840: in the Paris edition of 1849, p. 162), Philosop)hie de la Misere
(pp. 62, 287 of the German translation), Defence before the Assizes at Besanqon on

Zd February 1842 (collected edition,

Paris, 1868,

ii.)
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and rhetorical antitheses, by which most socialists are fond of
drawing a crowd, Eodbertus has left behind him a profound,
honestly thought-out theory of the distribution of goods, which,
erroneous as
is

it

may

be in

many

enough that
an abiding rank among

points, contains

really valuable to ensure its author

the theorists of political economy.

Eeserving meanwhile his formulation of the Exploitation
theory to return to

who

successors,
differ

from their

on in detail, I turn to two of his
from each other as widely as they

later

it

differ

predecessor

One

Eodbertus.

these

of

is

Ferdinand Lassalle, the most eloquent, but, as regards substance,
the least

original

among

the leaders of Socialism.

I

only

mention him here because his brilliant eloquence exerted a
great influence on the spread of the Exploitation theory
to its
theoretical development he contributed almost nothing.
His
doctrine is substantially that of his predecessors, and I may
therefore pass on without reproducing it in quotations or
extracts, and merely refer to some of the most characteristic
;

passages in a note, 1
is an agitator and nothing else, Karl Marx
and indeed, after Eodbertus, the most important
theorist of Socialism.
His doctrine is certainly founded in
many respects on the pioneering work of Eodbertus, but it is
built up with some originality and a considerable degree of
acute logical power into an organic whole.
This theory also

While Lassalle

is

a theorist,

we

shall consider in detail later on.

If the perfecting of the Exploitation theory has been,
excellence,
it

the

work

of socialist theorists, the ideas

par

peculiar to

have nevertheless found admittance into other circles, though
ways and in different degrees. Many adopted the

in different

1
Among his numerous writings, the one in which he expresses his opinions
on the interest prohlem most fully, and which most brilliantly displays his
agitator genius, is Herr Bastiai-Schulze von Delitzsch, der okonomiscke JtcHan, oder
The principal passages are these Labour is
Kapital und Arbeit (Berlin, 1864).
"source and factor of all values" (pp. 83, 122, 147). The labourer does not
receive the whole value, hut only the market price of labour considered as a
commodity, this price being equal to its costs of production, that is, to bare
:

subsistence (p.

186, etc.)

All surplus

falls

to

capital

therefore a deduction from the return of the labourer

(p.

(p.

125,

194).

Against the doctrine of the Productivity of capital (p,
97).
Against the Abstinence theory (p. 82, etc., and particularly p. 110,

p.

also Lassalle's other writings.

Interest is

and very scathingly
21,

etc.)

etc.)

See
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Exploitation theory in

acknowledge

to

its entirety,

example, takes this position. 1
positions of the socialists,

Labour

is

to

him

vi

and, at the most, only refused

practical

last

its

book

He

Guth, for

consequences.

accepts all the essential pro-

and accepts them in

their entire extent.

Interest arises from

the sole source of value.

the fact that, in virtue of the unfavourable circumstances of
competition, the wages of labour are always less than the pro-

Indeed Guth does not scruple

duct of labour.
the

harsh expression Au&beutung for

this

introduce

to

terminus

as

fact

from the practical
consequences of the doctrine by introducing some saving clauses.
" Far be it from us to declare that the Ausbmtung of the
labourer, which is the source of profit, is unjustifiable from a legal
technicus.

Finally, however, he draws back

It rests rather on a free alliance between the
employer and the labourer, which takes place under circumstances of the market that are, as a rule, unfavourable to the
latter."
The sacrifice which the exploited labourer suffers is

point of view.

rather an " advance against replacement."

For the increase of

capital is always increasing the productivity of labour

;

con-

sequently the products of labour grow cheaper, the labourer

buy more

is

with his wages, and thus
At the same time the labourer's sphere
his real wages rise.
of employment is enlarged " on account of greater demand, and
Thus the Ausheutung is equivalent
his money wage also rises."
able to

to

of these products

an investment of

capital, which, in its indirect consequences,

yields the labourer a rising percentage of interest.

2

Dtihring also in his theory of interest takes an entirely
socialistic

position.

"

The nature

appropriation of the principal

of

profit

is

that

of

an

part of the return to labour.

and the saving of labour are results
and enlarged means of production.
But the
circumstance that the hindrances and difficulties of production
are lessened, and that bare labour, in furnishing itself with
productive, does not give the
itself more
tools, renders
inanimate tool any claim to absorb a fraction more than what

The increase

of the return

of the improved

is

required to reproduce

not
1

one

that

Die Lehre vom

could

it.

be

Einkommm

The idea

evolved

of profit therefore

from the

in (lessen Gesammtzweigen, 1869.

the second edition of 1878.
12

Ibid. pp. 109, etc., 122, etc.

See also p. 271,

etc.

is

productivity of
I

quote from

;
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any system where the economical subject was

looked on as an economically self-contained individual.

a form of appropriation, and
circumstances of distribution."

A

is

creation

a

of the

It is

peculiar

*

second group of eclectic writers add the ideas of the

Exploitation theory to their other views on the interest problem
as, for

example, John Stuart Mill and Schaffle. 2

Finally, there are others who have allowed themselves
be swayed by the impression made on them by socialist
acknowledging the entire system
writers, and while not
of these writers, have still accepted individual points of
The most noteworthy feature in this direction
importance.
seems to me the acceptance, by a considerable number of
the German Katheder Socialists, of the old proposition that

to

labour

is

the sole source of all value, the sole value-producing

power.
This proposition, the acceptance or rejection of which has
such an enormous weight in determining our judgment of the most

important economic phenomena, has had a peculiar

It was
and in the
first twenty years or so after the appearance of the Wealth of
Nations it had gained a wide circulation along with Adam
Later on, under the influence of Say, who
Smith's system.

by the

originally started

political

economy

fate.

of England,

developed the theory of the three productive factors, nature,
labour, and capital, and then under the influence of Hermann

and Senior,

it

came

economists, even
tradition

into disrepute with the majority of political

of

the

English

school.

was maintained only by

a

few

Eor a

time

socialist

the

writers.

Then the Katheder Socialists accepted it from the writings of
such men as Proudhon, Kodbertus, and Marx, and it once more
gained a firm position in scientific political economy.
At the
present time it almost looks as if the authority enjoyed by
the

distinguished

starting

it

for the

the literature of

Whether

was on the eve of
second time on a triumphant march round

leaders of that school

all nations.

this is to

be desired or not will be shown by the

Kursus der Nationcd-und Sozialokonomie, Berlin, 1873, p. 183. A little
further on (p. 185), evidently borrowing from Proudhon's Droit d'Aubaine, he
explains interest as a " toll " imposed in return for the giving over of economic
1

power, the rate of interest representing the rate at which the
2

See below, book

vii.

toll is levied.
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critical

book

examination of the Exploitation theory to which I

vi

now

address myself.

I

In criticising this theory several courses were open to me.
might have criticised all its representatives individually.

This would certainly have been the most accurate way, but the
strong resemblance between individual statements would have
led to superfluous and extremely wearisome repetitions.

Or,

without going into individual statements, I might have directed

my

scheme that these individual
In doing so, however,
there would have been a double difficulty.
On the one hand,
I should have encountered the danger of making too little
account of certain individual variations in the doctrine, and on
the other hand, if this had been avoided, I should certainly
not have escaped the reproach of making too light of the
subject, and
of directing my criticism
against a wilful
criticism against the general

statements really have in common.

caricature,

instead

of

against the real doctrine.

therefore, to take a third course

;

to

select

I

decided,

those individual

me the best and most complete, and
submit them to a separate criticism.
For this purpose I have chosen the statements of the
Exploitation theory given by Eodbertus and Marx.
They are
the only ones that offer anything like a firm and coherent

statements that appear to
to

While that of Eodbertus is to my mind the best,
the one which has won most general acceptance,
and the one which may to a certain extent be regarded as the

foundation.
that of

Marx

official

system of the Socialism of to-day.

In subjecting these

am

taking the Exploita-

two

is

to a close

examination I think I

tion theory on its strongest side,

of

Knies,

"

He

that

scientific research

and in

must

all his strength."

would
let his

remembering that

fine

be victorious on the

saying

field

of

adversary advance fully armed

l

To avoid misunderstandings, one more remark before
The purpose of the following pages is to criticise

beginning.

the Exploitation theory exclusively as a theory

;

that

is

to say,

whether the causes of the economic phenomenon
of interest really consist in those circumstances which the ExIt is not
ploitation theory asserts to be its originating causes.

to investigate

1

Der Kredit, part

ii.

Berlin, 1879, p.

7.
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intention to offer an opinion in this place on the practical

whether

social side of the interest problem,

or unobjectionable, whether

abolished.
interest

it

should

Of course no one would think

and remaining
it.
But

connected with

silent

it is

objection-

be retained

of writing a

or

book on

on the most important question
any purpose of the

I can only speak to

practical side of the matter

when

the theoretical side has

first

been made perfectly clear, and I must therefore reserve the
I
examination of these questions for my second volume.
repeat, then, that in the present instance I shall merely examine

whether interest, be it good or be it bad, comes into existence
from the causes asserted by the Exploitation theory.

—

CHAPTEK

;

II

RODBERTUS

The

starting-point of Bodbertus's

x

theory of interest

proposition, introduced into the science

is

the

by Adam Smith and

more firmly established by the Eicardian

school, that goods,

economically considered, are to be regarded as products of
labour alone, and cost nothing but labour.

which

usually expressed in the words

1.
;

This proposition,

Labour alone

pro-

Only those goods are economical goods which have

cost

ductive,"

labour

"

is

is

is

all

amplified

by Eodbertus

as follows

:

other goods, be they ever so useful or necessary to

mankind, are natural goods, and have no place in economical
consideration.

All economic goods are the product of labour and labour

2.

only

for the

;

economic conception they do not count as products
any other power, but solely as products of labour

of nature or of

any other conception

of

them may be

physical, but

it

is

not

economic,

Goods, economically considered, are the product solely of

3.
1

A

tolerably complete list of the writings of Dr. Karl .Rodbertus-Jagetzow

found in Kozak's Modbertus' sozialokonomische An&ichten, Jena, 1882,
I have made use by preference of the second and third Social Letters to
Von Kirchmann in the (somewhat altered) copy published by Rodbertus in
1875, under the name of Zur BeUuthtwig der sozialen Frage ; also of the tract
Zur Erkldrung und Abhilfe der Jieutigen Kreditnoth des Grundbesitzes ; and of
the fourth Social Letter to Von Kirchmann (Berlin, 1884), published under
Rodbertus's bequest by Adolf Wagner and Kozak under the name Das Capital.
A few years ago Rodbertus's interest theory was subjected to an extremely close
and conscientious criticism by Knies {Der Kredit, part ii. Berlin, 1879, p.
I feel myself,
47, etc. ), with which in its most important points I fully agree.
however, bound to take up the task of criticism independently my theoretic point
of view being so different from that of Knies that I cannot help looking at many
is

to be

p. 7, etc.

}

things in an essentially different light.
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that labour which has performed the material operations necestheir production.
But to this category belongs not
merely that labour which immediately produces the goods, but

sary to

also that labour

which first creates the instrument by which
Thus grain is not merely the product of

the goods are made.

man who

the

held the plough, but also of

him who made

the

plough, and so on. 1

The fundamental proposition that

all goods,

economically

considered, are the product of labour alone, has with Kodbertus

very

much

is

" in

is

considers

it

a proposition

the advanced state of political economy, there

no longer any dispute;"

economists, has

"what

He

the claim of an axiom.

about which,

its

it

most important, in

naturalised

is

among

representatives

spite of all the

retrograde and conservative doctrine,

the consciousness of the people."

2

is

among English

those of France, and,

sophisms of a

indelibly imprinted

Only once do
proposition on

I find

upon
any

attempt in Eodbertus to put this
a rational
He says that " every product that comes to us

foundation.

through labour in the shape of a good ought to be put solely
to

the account of

original

human

labour, because labour

power, and also

the only original

human economy is concerned," 3
down as an axiom, and Eodbertus

cost

is

the only

with which

This proposition also

is

put

does not go any farther into

the subject.

The actual labourers who produce the

entire product in the

shape of goods have, at least "according to the pure idea of
justice," a natural and just claim to obtain possession of this
entire product. 4
tions.

many

First,

But

this

with two rather important limita-

the system of the division of labour, under which

co-operate in the production of one product,

technically impossible that each

product in natura.

makes

it

labourer should receive his

There must therefore be substituted, for

the claim to the whole product, the claim to the whole value
of the product.

5

Further, all those

who

render society useful services with-

out immediately co-operating in the material producing of the
1

Zur Beleuchtung der

2

Soziale Frage, p. 71.

3

Erklarung und Abhilfe,

4

Erklarung, p. 112.
Soziale Frage, pp. 87 90 ; Erklarung, p. Ill

5

Soziale Frage, p. 56

sozialen Frage, pp. 68, 69.

ii.

p.

160 note.

;

;

Kapital,

p.

116.

—
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goods must have a share in the national product

;
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such, for

example, as the clergyman, the physician, the judge, the scien-

even the under-

investigator, and, in Eodbertus's opinion,

tific

takers,

who

" understand

how

productively by means of

employ a number of labourers
1
But such labour, being
a capital."
to

economic labour," may not put in its claim of
at the " original distribution of goods, " in which the

" indirect

only

payment

producers alone take part, but only at a " secondary distribution
of goods."
What then is the claim which the actual labourers
have to put forward, according to the pure idea of justice ?
It
is a claim to receive the entire value of the product of their
labour in the original distribution, without prejudice to the
secondary claims on salary of other useful members of society.
This natural claim Eodbertus does not find recognised in

The labourers

present social arrangements.
as wages,

in

the

original

distribution,

of to-day receive

only a

value of their product, while the remainder

part of

falls

the

as rent to

the owners of land and capital.

Kent is denned by Eodbertus as "all income obtained
without personal exertion solely in virtue of possession." 2
It
includes two kinds of rent

—

land-rent and profit on capital.

Eodbertus then asks, As every income
labour alone, what

draw incomes

is

is

the product of

the reason that certain persons in society

(and, moreover, original incomes) without stirring

a finger in the work of production ?

In this question Eodbertus

has stated the general theoretical problem of the theory of rent.

The answer he
Eent owes

gives
its

is

the following

3

:

existence to the coincidence of two facts, one

economical and one

legal.

The economic ground

of rent lies

in the fact that, since the introduction of the division of labour,

the labourers produce more than they require to support themin life and to allow them to continue their labour,
and thus others also are able to live upon the product. The
legal ground lies in the existence of private property in land
and capital. As, therefore, through the existence of private
property the labourers have lost all control over the conditions
selves

that are indispensable to production, they cannot, as a rule, do

otherwise than produce in the service of the proprietors, and

2

1
SoziaU Frage,
SoziaU Frage, p. 32.

p.

146

;

Erklarung,

ii.

p. 109, etc.
3

Ibid. p. 74, etc.

—
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that according to an agreement previously made.

These proimpose upon the labourers the obligation of surrendering
a part of the product of their labour as rent, in return for the
prietors

opportunity of using the conditions of production just mentioned.

Indeed

this surrender

even takes an aggravated form, for the

up

owners the possession of their
back from the owners only a part
of its value as wage, and a part that is no more than the
labourers absolutely require to keep them in life and allow them
The power which forces the labourers
to continue their labour.
To let Eodbertus speak for
to agree to this contract is Hunger.
labourers have to give
entire product,

to the

receiving

himself:
"

As

produced by labour,
First, there can
labour does not produce more than the amount

there can be no income unless

it is

rent rests on two indispensable conditions.

be no rent

which

is

if

just necessary to the labourers to secure the continu-

ance of their labour, for

it

is

impossible that without such, a

any one, without himself labouring, can regularly
Secondly, there could be no rent if
receive an income.
arrangements did not exist which deprive the labourers of this
surplus, either wholly or in part, and give it to others who do
surplus

not themselves labour, for in the nature of things the labourers

themselves are always the
product.

first to

come

into possession of their

That labour yields such a surplus

rests

on economic

That this
grounds that increase the productivity of labour.
surplus is entirely or in part withdrawn from the labourers

and given to others rests on grounds of positive law and as
law has always united itself with force it only effects this
withdrawal by continual compulsion.
" The form which this compulsion originally took was
slavery, the origin of which is contemporaneous with that of
The labourers who produced
agriculture and landed property.
such a surplus in their labour-product were slaves, and the
master to whom the labourers belonged, and to wliom conse;

quently the product

much

itself also

belonged, gave the slaves only so

was necessary for the continuance of their labour, and
kept the remainder or surplus to himself. If all the land, and at
the same time all the capital of a country, have passed into private
property, then landed property and property in capital exert a
For, first,
similar compulsion even over freed or free labourers.
as
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the result will be the same as in slavery, that the product will

not belong to the labourers, but to the masters of land and

and secondly, the labourers who possess nothing, in
face of the masters possessing land and capital, will be glad to

capital

;

receive a part only of the product of their

which

to support themselves in life

;

enable them to continue their labour.

that

is

own

labour witli

to say, again, to

Thus, although the con-

and employer has taken the place of slavery,
the contract is only formally and not actually free, and Hunger
makes a good substitute for the whip. "What was formerly
tract of labourer

called food

is

now

Thus, then,

sometimes

called wage."

rent

all

an exploitation,2

is

more

calls it still

of other people's labour.

3

l

forcibly, a

or,

Eodbertus

as

robbery of the product

This character applies to

all

kinds of

rent equally; to land-rent as well as to profit on capital, and to

the emoluments of hire and loan interest derived from them.

Hire and interest are as legitimate in connection with the
undertakers as they are illegitimate in connection with the
4
labourers, at whose cost, in the last resort, they are paid.
The amount of rent increases with the productivity of
labour for under the system of free competition the labourer
receives, universally and constantly, only the amount necessary
for his maintenance
that is, a definite quantum of the product.
Thus the greater the productivity of labour the less will be the
proportion of the total value of the product claimed by this
quantum, and the greater will be the proportion of the product
and of the value remaining over to the proprietor as his share,
;

—

as rent.

5

Although, according to what has been already

said, all rent

forms a homogeneous mass having one common origin in
practical economic life, it is divided into two branches, land-rent

and

profit

on

Eodbertus then explains the reason and

capital.

the laws of this division in a most peculiar way.

He

starts

from the theoretical assumption, which he carries through all his
investigation, that the exchange value of all products is equal
and more in

1

Soziale Frage, p. 33

2

Ibid, p. 115,

3

Ibid. p. 150

4

Soziale Frage, pp. 115, 148, etc.

;

similarly

detail, pp. 77-94.

places.

Kapital, p. 202.

119.
5

;

and other

Ibid. p. 123, etc.

See also the criticism of Bastiat, pp. 115-
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in other words, that all products exchange
with each other in proportion to the labour they have cost. 1
Rodbertus indeed is aware that this assumption does not exactly

to their labour-costs

correspond with

amount
falls

to

;

reality.

Still

which cases there
"

is

"

the actual exchange value

sometimes on the other/' in
at least always a point towards which they

sometimes on the one

gravitate,

he believes that the deviations

nothing more than that
side,

that point being the natural as well as the just

exchange value." 2
He entirely rejects the idea that goods
normally exchange with each other according to any other proportion than that of the labour incorporated in them
that
;

deviations from this proportion
of accidental

may

be the

and momentary fluctuations

not merely

result,

of the market, but of

a fixed law drawing the value in another direction.
stage I merely
s

draw attention

to

3

At

this

the circumstance, and will

show its importance later on.
The total production of goods may, according to Rodbertus,
raw production, which with the
be divided into two branches
assistance of land obtains raw products, and manufacture which
Before division of labour was
works up the raw products.
introduced the obtaining and working up of raw products were
performed in immediate succession by one undertaker, who then
received without division the whole resulting rent.
In this
stage of economic development there was no separation of rent
But, since the introduction
into land-rent and profit on capital.
of the division of labour, the undertaker of the raw production
and the undertaker of the manufacture which follows it are
distinct persons.
The preliminary question is, In what pro-

—

portion will the rent that results from the total production

be divided

among

now

the producers of the raw material on the one

hand and the manufacturers on the other ?
The answer to this question follows from the character of
rent.
Bent is a proportion of and deduction from the value of
the product.
The amount of rent that can be obtained in any
branch of production is regulated by the value of the product
As, however, the amount
created in this branch of production.
of the value of the product is regulated here also by the amount
1

Sozialc Frage, p. 106.

2

Ibid. p.

3

Soziale Frage, p. 148.

107

;

similarly pp. 113, 147.

Erkldrung, I

p.

123.
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of the labour spent on it, the total rent will be divided between
raw production and manufacture, according to the expenditure
of labour in each of these branches.
To illustrate this by a
1
Say that it requires 1000 days of labour
concrete example.
to obtain a certain amount of raw product, and that its
manufacture requires 2000 days more; then if rent takes
40 per cent of the value of the product as the share of

the owners, the product of

400 days

of labour will fall as

rent to the producers of raw material, and the product of

800

days of labour as rent to the manufacturing undertakers.

On

the other hand, the amount of capital employed in each branch

no consequence

of production is a matter of
division, for
capital,

it

though the rent
is

not determined

as regards this

estimated in relation to this

is

by

but by the amount of

it,

labour supplied.

Now

the very fact that the

amount

of capital

employed

has no causal influence on the amount of rent obtainable in

any branch

of production becomes the cause of land -rent.
Kodbertus proves this in the following manner.

Eent

the product of labour.

is

But

it

is

conditioned by

looked on as
In manufacture this wealth
takes the form of capital alone, and not of land.
Thus the
total rent obtained in manufacture is regarded as return on
capital, or profit on capital.
And thus by calculating, in the
usual way, the proportion between the amount of return and
the amount of the capital on which the return is obtained, we
the

a

of wealth.

possession

return

come

to

that

to say that a

Therefore rent

is

wealth.

definite percentage of profit is obtainable

In virtue of well-known

from capital engaged in manufacture.

tendencies of competition this rate of profit will approximate to
equality in all

branches, and will also become

for calculating

the profit of capital engaged in raw produc-

tion

;

for

a

much

the

standard

greater portion of the national capital is

engaged in manufacture than in agriculture, and obviously the
return of the greater portion of capital must dictate to the
smaller portion the rate at which

its profit shall

be calculated.

Therefore the raw producers must calculate, as profit on their
capital, so
1

much

of the total rent gained in the

This illustration

line of

argument more

is

not given by Rodbevtus

clearly.

;

I

only add

raw production
it

to put the difficult
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corresponds with the amount of capital that lias been
employed and with the usual rate of profit.
The remainder
of the rent, on the other hand, must be considered as return
from land, and forms the land-rent.
Now, according to Kodbertus, there must always be such
a remainder in raw production, in virtue of the assumption
that products exchange in proportion to the amount of labour
as

incorporated

amount

in

He

them.

proves

this

seen, not

on the amount of the capital

laid

out,

quantity of labour performed in the manufacture.

made up

The

follows.

as

of rent obtainable in manufacture depends, as

we have

but on the
This labour

two constituent parts; on the one side, the
immediate labour of manufacture, on the other side, that
indirect labour
which must also be taken into calculation as
representing the tools and machines used."
Therefore of the
is

of

(r

different constituent portions of the capital laid out, only those

amount of rent which consist of wages
and expenditure for machines and tools.
On the other hand,
no such influence affects the capital laid out in raw materials,
because this outlay does not express any labour performed in
the manufacturing stage.
Yet this part of the outlay increases
the capital on which the rent obtainable as return is calculated.
The existence of a portion of capital which increases the
manufacturing capital on which the share of the rent that falls
portions will affect the

to it as profit is calculated, while it does not increase this profit
itself,

must evidently lower the proportion of the
in other words, it must lower the rate of

the capital

;

profit

to

profit

on

capital engaged in manufacture.

Now

the profit on capital engaged in raw production also

But here (in raw promore favourable.
For
agriculture begins production ah ovo, and does not work

will be calculated at this reduced rate.

duction) the circumstances are generally
as

up material derived from a previous production,
of

capital

has

no

analogue of material

assumed

constituent
is

"

value

of

Hence no portion

outlay

material."

simply land, and land in

to cost nothing.

its

all

The

theories is

of capital has

any

share in the division of the profit which does not also have an

upon its amount, and hence also the proportion
between the rent gained and the capital employed must be
more favourable in agriculture than in manufacture.
As
influence
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however, in agriculture
at the reduced rate

the profit on capital

also,

vi

calculated

determined by manufacture, there must

always remain a surplus of rent, which

falls to

This, according to Eodbertus,

as land-rent.

is

book

the landowner

the origin of

is

oh capital. 1
I may shortly supplement this by remarking that, notwithstanding the very severe theoretical judgment that he pronounces on profit in describing it as plunder, Eodbertus will
land-rent,

and

its distinction from profit

not hear of abolishing either private property in capital or
capital.
Nay, he ascribes to property in land and
an educating power " which we cannot spare
a
" kind of patriarchal power that could only be replaced after a
completely altered system of national instruction, for which at
present we have not got even the conditions." 2
Property in
land and capital appear to him in the meanwhile to have "a

profit

on

"

capital

1

;

Soziale Frage, p. 94, etc.

It

may

;

Erklarwng,

particularly pp. 109-111.

i.

p. 123.

be advisable, in the interest of the English reader, to put this theory

of land-rent in a different way.

According to Rodbertus,

all

rent

is

a deduction from product, and an exploita-

Both land-rent then and capitaland only by this deduction.

tion of the labour that produces the product.

rent (profit)

must be accounted

for

by

this deduction,

Now

rent cannot emerge at all unless the necessary resources are provided. The
owners give these resources the labourer works with them
the owner takes
his rent from the product, and, naturally enough, calculates it as a percentage
on the amount of the resources he provides. In reality, however, rent does not
depend on the amount and duration of these resources, but on the amount of
labour employed and exploited.
But resources are of two kinds, land and capital. In manufacturing the
resources consist of capital alone.
The profit exploited from the manufacturing
;

labourers

is

;

calculated as a rate on the capital, and comes to be ascribed to the

Under the competitive system profits tend to an equality over the whole
and accordingly we should expect the landowner to get simply the same

capital.
field,

rent for the resources he lends (land) as the capitalist gets for the resources he

But as a fact the landowner gets more ; in fact, sufficient to
pay another rent, which is properly called land-rent. How is this ?
The reason is that in manufacture there are two outlays of capital, one for
wages and one for raw materials. But there is only one field of exploitation,
There is, then, in manufacturing a portion of capital employed which
wages.
yields no profit, and the profit that is made in the total manufacture, being
calculated on this portion plus the portion employed in paying wages, the rate
of profit is lower than it would be otherwise.
lends (capital).

Now

in agriculture there is indeed only one source of rent or profit, labour,

but there

is

no outlay

for

raw materials.

calculated on a smaller capital, and so

manufacturing rate of
3

Erlcldrung,

ii.

p.

profit,

303.

must

a surplus which

The
is

thus in agriculture

profit

leave, over

is

and above the ordinary

land-rent.

— W. S.
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national functions of

managing the economic labour and the economic resources

of

the nation in correspondence with national need."

Thus from

most favourable point of view, rent
may be regarded as a form of salary which certain officers "
receive for the execution of their functions. 1
I have already
this,

its

<{

how

observed above

mere

note, formed

remark, casually expressed in a
on which later writers, particu-

this

the basis

larly Schaffle, have built

up a peculiar form of the Labour

theory.

To come now
circumlocution I

Without

to criticism, of Rodbertus's system.

may

say at once that I consider the theory

entire failure.
I am convinced
from a series of grave theoretical defects which
I shall endeavour to set forth in the following pages as clearly
and as impartially as may be.

which
that

contains to be an

it

it suffers

At
system

am

the outset I

stone

first

—

that

obliged to take exception to the very

Kodbertus lays

proposition

the

that

in

all

the

structure

of

his

economically con-

goods,

and of labour alone.
"
what do the words " economically considered
Rodbertus explains them by a contrast.
He puts the

sidered, are products of labour

First of

mean

?

all,

economical standpoint in opposition to the physical standpoint.

That goods, physically speaking, are the products not only

of

labour but of natural powers, he explicitly allows.

it

is

If then

said that, from the economic standpoint, goods are the pro-

duct of labour only, the statement can surely have but

meaning,
production

economy

is

is

the

that

viz.

co-operation

of

natural

a matter of utter indifference so far as
concerned.

On

one

forcible expression to this conception

occasion

Rodbertus

when he

says

:

one

powers in

"

human
gives

All other

goods except those that have cost labour, however useful or

may be to mankind, are natural goods, and have
no place in economic consideration." " Man may be thankful for
what nature has done beforehand in the case of economic goods,

necessary they

as it has spared
1

Erklarung,

him

so

much

extra labour, but

economy takes

In the posthumous tract on "Capital" Rodbertus

p. 273, etc.

expresses himself more severely on the subject of private property in capital,

would have

it

redeemed,

if

not abolished

Z

(p.

116, etc.)

and

;
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labour has completed the

a

false.
Even purely natural goods
have a place in economic consideration, provided only they
are scarce as compared with the need for them.
If a lump of

^Now this

is

simply

gold in the shape of a meteoric stone

solid

field, is

mine

it

is

not to be economically considered

discovered by chance on his estate,

to be economically considered

really

pay no attention

to

?

on a man's

falls
?

is

Or

if

a silver

the silver not

Will the owner of the

the gold and silver given

field

him by

nature, or give them away, or waste them, simply because they
were bestowed on him by nature without exertion on his part ?
Will he not preserve them just as carefully as he would gold
and silver that he had earned by the labour of his hands
place them in security from the greed of others
cautiously
convert them into money in the market
in short, treat them

—

;

And again, is it true that economy has regard
which have cost labour only in so far as labour
lias completed the work of nature ?
If that were the case,
men acting economically would have to put a cask of the
most exquisite Ehine wine on the same level with a cask of
well-made but naturally inferior country wine, for human
labour has done pretty much the same for both.
That, notwithstanding this, the Rhine wine is often valued economically
at ten times the amount of the other, is a striking confutation
of Eodbertus's theorem at the hands of everyday experience.
All this is so obvious that we might fairly expect
Eodbertus to have taken every precaution to guard this, his
first and most important fundamental proposition, against such
objections.
In this expectation, however, we are disappointed.
With peculiar carelessness he is content on almost every
occasion to assert this proposition in the tone of an axiom.
Sometimes he appeals on its behalf to the authority of Adam
Smith and Eicardo, and only on one single occasion does he say
anything that might be construed as an attempt to give it
any real foundation.
The critic will scarcely be satisfied with such poor support
economically

?

to those goods

for

a proposition so

appealed

to,

important.

As

regards

the

authorities

in a scientific discussion authorities in themselves
1

Soziale Frage, p. 69.

"
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prove nothing.

Their strength is simply the strength of the
arguments which they represent.
But we shall shortly have
an opportunity of convincing ourselves that Adam Smith and
Bicardo merely assert the proposition as an axiom without
giving any kind of argument for it.
Moreover, as Knies has

on a recent occasion very properly pointed out/ Adam Smith
and Bicardo themselves have not held consistently to it.
In the one seriously argued passage Eodbertus says: "Every
product that comes to us through labour in the shape of a good
is, economically speaking, to be placed to the credit of human
labour alone, because labour is the only original power, and also
the only original cost with which human economy is concerned," 2

As

regards this argument, however, one

may

seriously doubt,

whether the premiss made use of is itself
correct, and Knies has shown that there is good reason for
questioning it. 3
And in the second place, even if the premiss

in the first place,

be correct, the

conclusion

not

is

necessarily

so.

Even

if

were the sole original power with which
human economy has anything to do, I do not at all see why it
should not be desirable to act economically in regard to some
labour

actually

things

besides

" original

powers/'

Why

not in regard

certain results of these original powers, or to the

other original powers

meteorite

we

we spoke

accidentally

find

?

of?
?

to

results of

Why not, for instance, with the golden
Why not with the precious stone
Why not with natural deposits of

Eodbertus has too narrow a conception both of the
We deal economically
nature and of the motive of economy.
coal

?

with the original power, labour, because, as Eodbertus quite
correctly says, "Labour is limited by time and strength, because
in being employed it is expended, and because in the end it robs
But all these are only secondary motives,
us of our freedom."
1

Kredit, part second, p. 60, etc.

Erklarmig und Abhilfe, ii. p. 160 similarly Soziale Frage, p. 69.
a What Rodbertus brings forward
Der Kredit, part second, p. 69
as his
labour is the only original power, and also the only
sole reason, viz. that
original cost with which human economy is concerned,' is simply, in point of
2

;

s

:

'

fact,

untrue.

What

surprising blindness

the effectual power of the

landlord

soil

it is

not to see that in the case of a

in our limited

fields

could not be

dead by uneconomic men, could not be wasted in growing
So absurd an opinion would certainly in the long run justify
weeds, etc. etc.
any one in defending the proposition that the loss to a landlord of X acres, and the
loss to a people's economy of Y square miles, represents no
economical loss.'
allowed

'

to lie

'

'
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not

the

last

resort

labour

motive

final

we

deal

because

we

our economic

for
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In the

conduct.

economically with limited and toilsome
suffer loss of wellbeing by an
But exactly the same motive impels

should

uneconomic treatment.

us to deal economically with every other useful thing which,
as existing in a limited quantity,

we

could not want or lose

without losing something of the enjoyment of
not whether

it

be an original power or not

has cost the original power

we

call

Finally, the position taken

when he adds

untenable

It matters

life.

whether the thing

;

labour or not.

by Rodbertus becomes

entirely

that goods are to be regarded as the

products of material manual labour alone.

This principle would

forbid even direct intellectual guidance of labour from being

recognised as having any productive function, and would lead
to

an amount of internal contradiction and

that leaves no doubt of

its

false conclusion

This, however, has

incorrectness.

way

been shown by Knies in such a striking

that

it

would

be mere superfluous iteration to dwell further on the point. 1

Thus in

very

the

first

proposition

he has laid

down

To be entirely
just, however, I must here make one concession which Knies,
I admit
as representing the Use theory, was unable to make.
Eodbertus comes into collision with

that,

in

confuting this fundamental

fact.

principle,

the whole

Rodbertus's interest theory has not been confuted.
position

is

wrong

;

not,

however, because

it

of

The pro-

mistakes the part

played by capital in the production of goods, but because

it

mistakes the part played by nature.
I believe with Rodbertus that, if
all

we

consider the result of

the stages of production as a whole, capital cannot maintain

an independent place among the

costs of production.
It
not exclusively " previous labour," as Rodbertus thinks, but

is
it

1
See Knies, Der KredU, part second, p. 64, etc. : "A man who wishes to
produce coal must not simply dig ; he must dig in a particular place in
thousands of places he may perform the same material operation of digging with'

'

;

out any result whatever.

But

if

the difficult and necessary work of finding the

undertaken by a separate person, say a geologist if without some
other and "intellectual power" no shaft is sunk, and so on, how can the 'economic'
work he digging only ? When the choice of materials, the decision on the
proportions of the ingredients, and such like, are made by another person than
by him who rolls the pills, are we to say that the economical value of this material
body, this medicine, is a product of nothing but the hand labour employed in
proper place

it?"

is

;

;
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partly,

as a rule,

it is

principally "previous labour"

power stored up

for the rest, it is valuable natural

Where

purposes.

duction which, in
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natural power

conspicuous

is

—

only makes use of free

all its stages,

human

for

as in a progifts

of

nature and of labour, or which makes use of such products as have

themselves originated exclusively in free
labour

—

we

in such cases

nature and in

gifts of

could, indeed, say with Eodbertus that

the goods, economically considered, are products of labour only.

Since then Eodbertus's fundamental error does not refer to the
role of capital,

but only to that

of nature, the inferences regard-

ing the nature of profit on capital which he deduces are not
necessarily false.
in

the

It is only if essential errors

development

Not

to

make an

all

of

appear as well

we may

reject

such errors there undoubtedly

unfair use of Eodbertus's

first

may

a

way

that

the

be completely eliminated.

all

consequences of
I

shall

these
are.

mistake, I

the whole of the following examination, put

hypotheses in such

mistake

his theory that

Now

inferences as false.

shall, in

of

the
that

assume that

goods are produced only by the co-operation of labour and
free

natural powers, and

by the

exclusively of

assistance

such objects of capital as have themselves originated only by
the co-operation of labour and free natural powers, without the
intervention of such natural gifts as possess exchange value.

On

this

limited

hypothesis

it

is

us

possible for

to

admit

Eodbertus's fundamental proposition that goods, economically
considered, cost labour alone.

Let us

now

look farther.

The next proposition of Eodbertus runs thus that, according to nature and the " pure idea of justice," the whole product,
:

whole value of the product, ought to belong without
In this prothe labourer who produced it.
position also I fully concur.
In my opinion no objection could
be taken to its correctness and justice under the presupposition
we have made. But I believe that Eodbertus, and all socialists
with him, have a false idea of the actual results that flow from
this true and just proposition, and are led by this mistake
into desiring to establish a condition which does not really
It is remarkcorrespond with the principle, but contradicts it.
able that, in the many attempts at confutation that have been
or the

deduction to

directed

up

till

now

against

the

Exploitation

decisive point has been touched on only in the

theory, this

most

superficial
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way, and never yet been placed in the proper light.
It is on
this account that I ask my readers to give some attention to
the following argument all the more so as it is by no means
;

easy.

and then examine the blunder.

I shall first simply specify

The

perfectly just proposition that the labourer should receive

the entire value of his product
either that the labourer should

value

his

of

product, or

may be
now

should

socialists

expound

it

as if it

the entire future

receive

value of his product in the future.

now

understood to mean,

receive the entire present

But Kodbertus and the

meant that the labourer should
and they

receive the entire future value of his product,

speak as

if this

were quite self-evident, and indeed the only

possible explanation of the proposition.

Let us illustrate the matter by a concrete example.

Sup-

pose that the production of a steam-engine costs five years of

and that the price which the completed engine fetches
Suppose further, putting aside meanwhile the fact that
such work would actually be divided among several persons, that
a worker by his own continuous labour during live years makes
the engine. We ask, What is due to him as wages in the light

labour,
is

£5 5 0.

of the principle that to the labourer should belong his entire

product, or the entire value of his product

There cannot be

?

The whole steam-engine
But at what
price, £550.

a moment's doubt about the answer.

belongs to him, or the whole of

time

is this

due to him

its

There cannot be the slightest doubt
Clearly it is due on the expiry of five years.

about that either.

?

For of course he cannot get the steam-engine before it exists
he cannot take possession of a value of £550 created by
himself before it is created.
He will, in this case, have to
get his compensation according to the formula, The whole
;

future product, or

its

whole future value,

at a future period

of time.

But

it

not wait

very often happens that the labourer cannot or will

till

his product be fully completed.

for instance, at the

Our

labourer,

expiry of a year, wishes to receive a part

The queshe has worked.
be measured in accordance with the
I do not think there can be a moment's
above proposition ?
The labourer has got his due if he
answer.
the
doubt about
payment corresponding

tion

is,

How

is

to the time

this to
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now

receives

what he has made up

the whole of

Thus, for example,

up

if

till

now he has produced
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till

now.

a heap of

the raw state, then he will receive his
handed over just this entire heap of brass, iron, or
steel, or the entire value which this heap of materials has, and
of course the value which it has now.
I do not think that
any socialist whatever could have anything to object to in this
brass, iron, or steel, in

due

if

he

is

conclusion.

Now, how

great will this value be in proportion to the

value of the completed steam-engine?

may

which a

superficial thinker

point

the labourer has up

is,

of the technical

that

infer

this

now performed a
T

till

work which the production
his

of the

fifth

The
part

whole engine
is tempted

product will possess a

present

whole product
view the labourer ought

of the value of the

On

a point on

is

a mistake.

Consequently, on a superficial glance, one

requires.
to

This

make

easily

—

to

that

is,

fifth

part

£110.
wage of

a value of

receive a year's

£110.
however,

This,

£110

incorrect.

is

a fifth

are

labourer has produced

engine that

is

up

now

And

fifth
fifth

part of an

four years

more have

till

these

two

are

is

till

different things

in virtue of a sophistical quibble, but

The one -fifth
surely

as,

in

part of an

not a

already completed, but only a

engine that will not be completed
elapsed.

part of

But what the

the value of a steam-engine when completed.

part

has

a

;

not different

different in very fact.

different value

from the other

the valuation of to-day, an entire and

so

finished

engine has a different value from an engine that will only be.
ready for use in four years so surely as, generally speaking,
;

present

goods have

a

different

value

in

the

present

from

future goods.

That present goods, in the estimation of the present time,
which our economical transactions take place, have a higher
value than future goods of the same kind and quality, is one of
the most widely known and most important economic facts. In.
the second volume of this work I shall have to make thorough
examination into the causes to which this fact owes its origin,
into the many and various ways in which it shows itself, and
into the no less many and various consequences to which it
and that examination will be neither so
leads in economic life
in

;
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easy nor so simple as the simplicity of the fundamental thought

But in the meantime

seems to promise.

I

think I

may

be

allowed to appeal to the fact that present goods have a higher
value than similar kinds of goods in the future, as one that

is

already put beyond dispute by the most ordinary experience of

everyday

were

If one

life.

give a thousand persons the

to

choice whether they would rather take a gift of
or take

it

would prefer
a thousand
to give

to-day,

£100 now. Or if one were to ask
who wished a horse, and were disposed
good one, how much they would give now

to take the

persons

£100

for a horse

£100

years hence, surely all the thousand persons

fifty

for a

that they would only get possession of in ten or

good an animal were guaranteed
all name an infinitely smaller
sum, if they named one at all; and thereby they would surely
prove that everybody considers present goods to be more
valuable than future goods of the same kind.
in fifty years, although
at that time, surely

If this

the

first

that which has been

is so,

year,

as

they would

i.e.

be completed four years
fifth

made by our

labourer in

the fifth part of a steam-engine which
later,

is

to

has not the entire value of a

part of an already completed engine, but has a smaller

value.

How much
without

smaller

anticipating

Enough here

to

That

?

my

I

cannot explain at present

argument

remark that

it

in

a

with the rate of interest usual in the country
is

a matter of experience

confusing

—and

1

—

a rate which

with the remoteness of the

period at which the whole product will be completed.

assume the usual rate of interest to be 5 per
product of the

first year's

be worth about £100. 2

way.

stands in a certain connection

cent,

If

we

then the

labour will, at the close of the year,

Therefore, according to the proposition

that the labourer ought to receive his whole product, or its

whole value, the wages due him for the first year's labour will
amount to the sum of £100.
If, notwithstanding the above deductions, any one should
1

Of course

I

do not mean to put forward the rate of interest as the cause of
I know quite well that interest and rate

the smaller valuation of future goods.

of interest can only be a result of this

primary phenomenon.

I

am

not here ex-

plaining hut only depicting facts.
3

The appropriateness

will be seen immediately.

of these figures,

which seem strange at the

first

glance,

chap,
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offer the

one will doubt that the

labourer gets his full rights if at the end of five years he
receives the entire steam-engine, or the whole value of

£550,

Let us calculate then for comparison's sake what would be the
value of the part-wage anticipated as above at the end of the

The £100 which the labourer has received

year?

fifth

at the

end

of the first year can be put out at interest for the next four

years

—

that

is, till

the end of the

5 per cent (without calculating

may

therefore increase

by £20

the wage-paid labourer.
the end of the

the

fifth.

first

—

Thus,

it

is

£100

at the rate of

at the

end

paid according to a scale which puts

had received £550

£100

open even to

£100 paid
£120 at the end

clear, the

year are equivalent to

nical labour, receives

;

interest), the

this course being

If the labourer then, for the

position as if he

year

fifth

compound

fifth

at

of

part of the tech-

a year, clearly he is

of

him

in as favourable a

for the

whole labour

at

the expiry of five years.

But what do Eodbertus and the
the

application

of

the

principle

socialists

the

that

receive the whole value of his product?

suppose to be

labourer

should

They would have

the whole value that the completed engine will have at the

end of the process of production applied to the payment of
wages, but they would have this payment not made at the
conclusion of the whole production, but spread proportionally
over the whole course of the labour.
We should consider
well what that means.
It means that the labourer in our
example, through this averaging of the part payments,
receive in two and a half years the whole of the

is

to

£550 which

will be the value of the completed steam-engine at the

end

of

five years.

I

must confess that I consider

base this claim on these premises.

it

absolutely impossible to

How

should

it

be according

and founded on the pure idea of justice, that any
one should receive at the end of twx o and a half years a whole
that he will only have produced in five years ?
It is so little
" according to nature," that, on the contrary, in the nature of
things it could not be dona
It could not be done even
if the labourer were released from all the shackles of the muchabused wage-contract, and put in the most favourable position
to nature,
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that can be conceived
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that of undertaker in his

As labourer-undertaker he

own

the end of the five years.

till

right.

will certainly receive the whole of

the £550, but not before they are produced; that

not
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And how

to say,

is

can that which

the very nature of things denies to the undertaker himself be

name

accomplished, in the
the contract of wages

To

what the
by means of the
should get more than they have made
more
matter

the

give

socialists

of the pure idea of justice, through

?

would have

wage -contract,

is,

its

proper

expression,

that the labourers,

;

than they could get

if

they were undertakers on their

own

and more than they produce for the undertaker with
whom they conclude the wage -contract. What they have
created, and what they have just claim on, is the £550 at the
end of the five years.
But the £550 at the end of two
and a half years which the socialists claim for them is more
account

;

;

if

the interest stand at 5 per cent

it

is

about as

much

as

end of five years.
And this difference of value
might be thought, a result of social institutions
which have created interest and fixed it at 5 per cent institutions that might be combated.
It is a direct result of the fact
that the life of all of us plays itself out in time
that to-day
with its wants and cares conies before to-morrow and that
none of us is sure of the day after to-morrow.
It is
not only the capitalist greedy of profit, it is every labourer

£620
is

at the

not,

as

—

;

;

as well, nay, every

human

being that makes this distinction

of value between present and future.

How

the labourer would

20 s. which are
due him for his week's wage to-day, one were to offer him 20s.
And that which is not a matter of indifference to
a year hence
cry out that he was defrauded

if,

instead of the

!

the labourer

He

is

to be a matter of indifference to the undertaker

£550

!

end of two and a half years for the
£550 which he is to receive, in the form of the completed
That is neither just
product, only at the end of five years.
nor natural.
What is just and natural is I willingly acknowledge it again that the labourer should receive the whole
If he cannot or will
value, the £550, at the end of five years.
not wait five years, yet he should, all the same, have the value
of his product
but of course the present value of his present
product.
This value, however, will require to be less than the
is to

give

at the

—

;

—
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corresponding proportion of the future value of the product of
the technical labour, "because in the economic world the law
holds that the present value of future goods
of present goods,

—

a law that owes

political institution,

its

is

than that

less

existence to no social or

but directly to the nature of

men and

the

nature of things.

may

prolixity

If

ever be excused,

it

is

in this instance,

where we have to confute a doctrine with issues so extremely
Therefore at the

serious as the socialist Exploitation theory.
risk of being

wearisome to

second concrete

case,

many

of

my

readers I shall put a

which, I hope, will afford

tunity of pointing out

still

me

an oppor-

more convincingly the blunders of

the socialists.

In our

we
now vary

took no account of the division

illustration

first

Let us

of labour.

that at this point

it

will

the hypothesis in such a

come nearer

to the reality of

way

economic

life.

Suppose then
workers

ferent

year's labour.

making

that, in the

take

One

separate

parts,

of the engine, five dif-

each

contributing

ful iron ore; the second smelts it; the third transforms

the separate constituent parts
their

and

;

finally the fifth

necessary connection, and

As

finishing touches to the work.

the

and manufactures

iron into steel; the fourth takes the steel

parts

one

labourer obtains, say, by mining, the need-

general

in

gives the

puts

the

each succeeding labourer

by the very nature of things, can only begin his
work when his predecessors have finished theirs, the five years'
work of our labourers cannot be performed simultaneously but
only successively.
Thus the making of the engine will take
five years just as in the first illustration.
The value of the
According to the
completed engine remains, as before, £550.
in this case,

proposition that the labourer
his product,

how much

to claim for

what he has done

is

to receive the entire value of

will each of the five partners be able
?

Let us try to answer this question

on the assumption

first

that the claims of wages are to be adjusted, without the inter-

vention of an outside undertaker, solely among the labourers

themselves

among
certain.

;

the

the
five

product obtained
labourers.

In

is

this

to

be divided simply

case

two

things

are

—
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First,

a division can only take place after five years, be-

cause before that date there

For

book vi

now

nothing suitable for division.

is

in payment of wages to
and iron which had been secured
during the first two years, the raw material for the next
stage of the work would be wanting.
It is abundantly clear
if

one were

away

to give

individuals, say the brass

that the product acquired in the

drawn from any
in the production

Second,

it is

to be divided

first

till

years

is

the close.

certain that a total value of

among

necessarily with-

and must remain bound up

earlier division,

£550

will

have

the five labourers.

In what proportion will

it

be divided

?

Certainly not, as one might easily think at the

first

hasty

For this would be distinctly to
favour those labourers whose labour comes at a later stage of
the total production, in comparison with their colleagues who
were employed in the earlier stages.
The labourer who completed the engine would receive for his year's labour £110
immediately on the conclusion of his work the labourer who
turned out the separate constituent portions of the engine would
receive the same sum, but must wait on his payment for a
whole year after the completion of his year's labour; while
equal parts.

glance, into

;

that labourer

amount

of

of the work.
to

who procured

wages

till

the ore would not receive the same

four years after he

As such

had done

his share

a delay could not possibly be indifferent

the partners, every one would wish to undertake the final

labour (which has not to suffer any postponement of wage),

and nobody would be willing to take the preparatory stages.
To find labourers to take the preparatory stages then, the
labourers of the final stages would be compelled to grant to
their colleagues who prepared the work a larger share in the
final

value of the product, as compensation for the postponement.

would be regulated, partly by
amount of difference that subsists between the valuation of present and the
valuation of future goods,
a difference which would depend
on the economic circumstances of our little society, and on its
level of culture.
If this difference, for instance, amounted to
5 per cent per annum, the shares of the five labourers would

The amount

of this larger share

the period of the postponement, partly by the

—

graduate in the following manner

:
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first

labourer employed,

ment four years

who

has to wait for his pay-

after the conclusion

of

his

work, receives at the end of the fifth year
The second, who has to wait three years
.

clusion of his labour

Total

That
of

.

who waits two years
fourth, who waits one year
last, who receives his wages immediately on
third,

£110

all
is

.

year's

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the

115

.

.110
.105
con.100

assumption

£550

.

the labourers should receive the same

only conceivable on the

£120

.

.

The
The
The
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amount

that

the

no importance whatever to them, and that
they find themselves quite as well paid with the £11 0, which,
they receive three or four years after, as if they had received
the £110 immediately on the conclusion of their labour.
But
I need scarcely emphasise that such an assumption never
That they should each
corresponds with fact, and never can.
receive £110 immediately on the accomplishment of their labour
is, if a third party do not step in, altogether impossible.
It is well worth the trouble, in passing, to draw particular
I believe no one will find
attention to one circumstance.
Above all, as the
the above scheme of distribution unjust.
difference of time is of

labourers divide their

own product among themselves

alone,

be any question of injustice on the part of a
And yet that labourer who has percapitalist -undertaker.
there cannot

formed the second

last fifth part of the

work does not receive

the full fifth part of the final value of the product, but only

£105

;

and the

Now

last labourer of all receives

assume, as

is

only £100.

generally the case in actual fact, that

the labourers cannot or will not wait for their wage

till

the

very end of the production of the engine, and that they enter
into a negotiation with an undertaker, with the view of obtaining a wage from

him immediately on the performance of their
which he is to become the owner of the final

labour; in return for

Assume, further, that this undertaker is a perfectly
and disinterested man, who is far from making use of the
position into which the labourers are possibly forced, to usuriously
depress their claim of wages; and let us ask, On what conditions
will the wage-contract be concluded under such circumstances ?
product.

just
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The question

is

answer.

tolerably easy to

book

vi

Clearly the

labourers will be perfectly justly treated if the undertaker offers

them

as

parts of

wage the sums which they would have received as
the division, if they had been producing on their ow ii
t

This principle gives us

account.

first

a firm standing ground

This labourer would

for one labourer, namely, for the last.

in

the
to

the

former case have received

accomplishment
be

of

his

perfectly just, the

£100 immediately

labour.

This

undertaker must

£100,

now

after

therefore,
offer

him.

For the remaining labourers the above principle gives no
The wages in this case are not paid at
immediate indication.
the same time as they would have been in the case of the
division, and the sums paid in the former case cannot afford
But we have another standing ground. As
a direct standard.
all five labourers have performed an equal amount towards
the accomplishment of the work, in justice an equal wage is
due to them and where every labourer is to be paid immediately
on the performance of his labour, this wage will be expressed
by an equal amount. Therefore, in justice, all five labourers,
;

end of their year's labour, will receive each £100.
seems too little, let me refer to the following simple
calculation, which will demonstrate that the labourers receive
quite the same value in this case as they would have received
had they divided the whole product among themselves alone,
in which case, as we have seen, the justice of the division
would have been beyond question.
Labourer No. 5 receives, in the case of division, £100
immediately after the year's labour; in the case of the wagecontract he receives the same sum at the same time.
Labourer No. 4 receives, in the case of division, £105 a
at the

If this

year after the termination of the year's labour

£100 immediately
he lets this sum lie

;

in the case

of the wage-contract

after the labour.

in the latter case,

at interest for a year

If,

he will be in exactly the same position as he would have been
in the case of division; he will be in possession of £105 one
year after the conclusion of his labour.

Worker No.

3 receives, in the case of division,

£110 two

years after the termination of his labour; in the wage-contract,

£100

which sum, placed
£110.

at once,

increase to

at interest for

two

years, will
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And in the same way, finally, the £100 which the first
and second labourers receive are, with the addition of the
respective interests, quite equivalent to the £120 and the
£115 which, in the case of division, these two labourers would
have received respectively four and three years after the
conclusion of their labour.

But

each single wage under the contract

if

is

equal to the

sum

corresponding quota under the division, of course the
the wages must also

sum

quotas; the

of

be

equal to

£500 which

immediately on the

labourers

entirely equal in value to the

the

sum

of

the undertaker pays to the

completion of

£550

their

work

is

which, in the other case,

would have been divided among the labourers
the

of

the division

end

at the

of

fifth year.

A

higher wage payment,

£110 each
cases

labourer,

which

either if that

;

e.g.

to

pay the year's labour at
in one of two

only conceivable

is

is

not indifferent to the labourers,

namely, the difference of time, were completely indifferent to
the undertaker
to the

a gift

£110 and

present
other
rule

;

a future

£110.

Neither the one nor the

be expected of private undertakers, at least as a

to

is

make

undertaker were willing to

or if the

;

labourers of the difference in value between a

nor

do

they deserve

account, and, least of

all,

reproach

the slightest

on

that

the reproach of injustice, exploitation,

or robbery.

There

is

only one personage from

—

whom

the labourers could

For on the one hand, the
state, as a permanently existing entity, is not bound to pay as
much regard to the difference of time in the outgoing and
replacing of goods as the short-lived individual.
And on the
other hand, the state, whose end is the welfare of the whole,

expect such a treatment

can, if

it is

state

strict

and, instead

service,

is

of

standpoint of service
bargaining,

conceivable that the state

—assuming

may

after the

their

give.

—but

of the

and counterSo then it

certainly only the

the function of a gigantic undertaker of pro-

duction, might offer to the labourers as

value of

number

a question of the welfare of a great

members, quit the
certainly

the State.

future product

wage the

at once, that

is,

full

future

immediately

accomplishment of their labour.
state ought to do this,
by which, in the view

Whether the

—
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of Socialism, the social question

would be practically

book

solved,

vi

—

is

a question of propriety which I have no intention of entering

But this must be repeated with all
on at this moment.
emphasis if the socialist state pays down at once, as wages
to the labourer, the whole future value of his product, it is
not a fulfilment of the fundamental law that the labourer
:

should receive the value of his product as wages, but a departure

on social and political grounds.
And such a proceeding would not be the bringing back of a state of things that
was in itself natural, or in accordance with the pure idea of
from

it

—

by the
would be an artificial
interference, with the intention of making something possible
which in the natural course of things, was not possible, and
of making it possible by means of a disguised continuous
gift from the magnanimous commonwealth state to its poorer
members.

justice,

a state of things only temporarily disturbed

exploiting greed of the capitalists.

It

?

And now

a

brief practical

method

recognise that the

of

described in our illustration
in

our economic world.

product of labour

sum

is

application.

It

is

easy

to

payment which I have just now
is that which actually does obtain

In

it

the full

value of the

final

not divided as wages, but only a smaller

sum, however, being divided at an earlier
so long as the total sum of the wages
spread over the course of the production is not less, than the
;

this smaller

Now,

period of time.

final

to

value of the finished product by more than

make up

the

difference

in

—

the valuation

of

is

necessary

present

as

compared with future goods
in other words, so long as the
sum of the wages does not differ from the final value of the
product by more than the amount of the interest customary
in the country
no curtailment is made on the claims that
They
the workers have on the whole value of their product.
receive their whole product according to its valuation at the
Only in so far
point of time in which they receive their wages.
as the total wages differ from the final value of the product by
more than the amount of interest customary in the country,
can there be, under the circumstances, any real exploitation of

—

the labourers.

1

my

1
second volume.
To
More exact criticism on this head I postpone till
protect myself against misunderstandings, however, and particularly against the
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The second, and most

to Eodbertus.

distinct

blunder of which I have accused him in the foregoing,

is

that

have conceded (the labourer is to
receive the whole value of his product) in an unwarrantable

he interprets the proposition

and

manner, as

illogical

now

receive

I

if it

meant that the labourer

is

to

the whole value which his completed product will

have at some future time.
If

we inquire how it was that Eodbertus fell into this
we shall find that the cause of it was another mistake,

mistake,

important error in the Exploitation theory.

this being the third

he

that

It is

goods

is

starts

regulated

with the assumption that the value of
by the amount of labour which

solely

If this were correct, then the
embodied the labour of one year,
must now possess a full fifth part of the value which the completed product, in which is embodied five years of labour, will

production

their

has

cost.

product, in which

first

In this case the claim of the labourer to receive as

possess.

wages

is

a full

fifth

justified.

But

doubtedly

false.

this

part

completed value

of that

assumption, as Eodbertus puts

To prove

this

I

need not question in the

the theoretical validity of Eicardo's

least

that labour

is

would be
it, is un-

celebrated

the source and measure of all value.

theory,
I

need

only point out the existence of a distinct exception to this
noticed by

law,
detail

in

Eicardo himself and

discussed

by him in

separate chapter, but, strangely enough,

a

passed

imputation of considering undertaking profit to be a "profit of plunder" when
exceeds the usual rate of interest, I

may add

it

a short note.

In the total difference, between value of product and wages expended, which
falls

to the undertaker, there

may possibly be

four constituents, essentially different

from each other.
1.

A premium

ing out badly.

covering actual losses, and this
2.

danger of the production turnon an average of years, be spent in
of course involves no curtailment of the labourer.

for risk, to provide against the

Rightly measured, this

A payment

for the undertaker's

will,

own

labour.

This of course

unobjectionable, and in certain circumstances, as in the using of a
of the undertaker,

may

is

equally

new invention

be very highly assessed without any injustice being done

to the labourer.
3.

The compensation

referred to in the text, viz. the compensation for difference

wage payment and the realising of the final product, this
being afforded by the customary interest.
4. The undertaker may possibly get an additional profit by taking advantage
of time between the

of the necessitous condition of the labourers to usuriously force

Of these four constituents only the

latter

down

their wages.

involves any violation of the

principle that the labourer should receive the whole value of his product.

2

A
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over without notice by Rodbertus.

This exception is found
two goods which have cost an equal
amount of labour to produce, that one obtains a higher exchange
value the completion of which demands the greater advances
in

the

of

previous

fact

of

that,

labour, or

the longer period

of the

first

chapter of his Principles) that

He
"

Eicardo

time.

of

notices this fact in a characteristic manner.

declares

(§

4

the principle that

the quantity of labour employed in the production of goods
regulates their relative value, suffers a considerable modification

by the employment

of machinery and other fixed and durable
and further, in § 5, " on account of the unequal
durability of capital, and of the unequal rapidity with which it
is returned to its owner."
That is to say, in a production
where much fixed capital is used, or fixed capital of a greater
durability, or where the time of turn -over on which
the
floating capital is paid back to the undertaker is longer, the
goods made have a higher exchange value than goods which
have cost an equal amount of labour, but into the production
of which the elements just named do not enter, or enter in
indeed an exchange value which is higher by
a lesser degree,
the amount of the profit which the undertaker expects to
capital,"

—

obtain.

That

this exception to the

law

of labour-value noticed

by

Bicardo really exists cannot be questioned, even by the most
Just as little can it be questioned
zealous advocates of that law.

under certain circumstances, the consideration of the postponement may have even a greater influence on the value of
that,

goods than the consideration of the amount of labour-costs.

may remind

I

the reader, for example, of the value of an old

wine that has been stored up

for scores of years, or of a

hundred

years old tree in the forest.

But

It does not
on that exception hangs a tale.
penetration
great
to
see
that
the
principal
any
require
really
involved
natural
interest
on
capital
in
is
feature of
division
value,
on
the
of
the
those
goods
when,
For
it.

that

require

for

their

production

an

advance of foregoing

exchange value,
labour show
remains
in
hands of the
that
the
surplus
a

taker as
natural

profit.

interest

surplus

If

this

of

difference

on capital would

it

is

of value- did

not

just

this

capitalist- under-

exist

not

either.

exist

This
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it,

identical

is

it.

Nothing is more easily demonstrated than this, if any
is wanted of so obvious a fact.
Supposing each of three

proof

goods requires for

making a

its

year's labour, but a different

length of time over which the labour

is

The

advanced.

first

good requires only one year's advance of the year's labour; the
second a ten years' advance the third a twenty years' advance.
Under these circumstances the exchange value of the first good
will, and must be, sufficient to cover the wages of a year's labour,
and, beyond that, one year's interest on the advanced labour.
It is perfectly clear that the same exchange value cannot be
sufficient to cover the wages of a year's labour, and a ten or
twenty years' interest on the ten or twenty years' advance of
labour as well
That interest can only be covered if and
;

because the exchange value of the second and third good
correspondingly higher than that of the
three have cost an equal
of

exchange value

is

amount

first

is

good, although all

of labour.

The

difference

from which the ten
and the only source from

clearly the source

and twenty years' interest flows,
which it can flow.
Thus this exception to the law of labour-value is nothing
less than the chief feature in natural interest on capital.
Any
one who would explain natural interest must, in the first
without an explanation of the exception
place, explain this
Now
here can be no explanation of the problem of interest.
treatises on interest this exception is
if, notwithstanding, in
;

ignored, not to say denied,

it

is

a blunder as could

as gross

well be conceived.

When

means nothing

than ignoring the chief part of what he

else

Eodbertus ignores the exception,

it

ought to have explained.

Nor can one excuse Eodbertus's blunder by saying that he
down a rule which should hold in
actual life, but only a hypothetical assumption by which he
did not intend to lay

might carry through his abstract inquiries more easily and
It is true that Eodbertus,, in some passages
more correctly.
of

his writings, does

of all

goods

is

clothe the

proposition, that

determined by their labour

1
a simple hypothesis.
1

But,

firstly,

the value

costs, in the

there

E.g. Soziale Frage, pp. 44, 107.

are

many

form of
passages

;

!
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where Rodbertus expresses
value

also

man may

That

is

to

say,

1

And, secondly, a

likes,

even as a simple

even in a purely hypothetical

may

omit only such circumstances of actual
are irrelevant to the question under examination.

assumption, one
fact as

life.

not assume anything that he

hypothesis.

book vi

his conviction that his principle of

in actual economic

holds

:

But what is to be said for a theoretical inquiry into interest
which at the critical point leaves out the existence of the
most important feature which gets rid of the principal part
of what it had to explain with a
let us assume " ?
;

(i

On one point it may be admitted that Eodbertus is right
we wish to discover a principle like that of land-rent or
interest, we must " not let value dance up and down " 2 we
if

must assume the
not also

validity of a fixed

law

But

of value.

is it

a fixed law of value that goods which require

longer time

between the expenditure

completion have,

ceteris

labour

of

paribus, a higher value

?

and

And

a

their
is

not

law of value of fundamental importance in relation to the
phenomenon of interest ? And yet it is to be left out of
account like an irregular accident of the circumstances of the
market 3
this

1

SoziaU Frage, pp. 113, 147. Erklarung mid Ahkilfe, i. p. 123. In the
Rodbertus says "If the value of agricultural and manufacturing product
is regulated by the labour incorporated in it, as always happens on the whole,
2
even where commerce is free," etc.
Ibid. p. iii, n.
3
The above was written before the publication of Rodbertus' s posthumous
latter

:

Rodbertus takes an exceedingly strange position
for a strengthening than a
modification of the above criticism.
He strongly emphasises the point that the
law of labour value is not an exact law, but simply a law that determines the
point towards which value will gravitate (p, 6, etc.) He even owns in as many
words that, on account of the undertaker's claim on profit, a constant divergence
takes place between the actual value of the goods and their value as measured
by labour (p. 11, etc.) Only he makes the extent of this concession much too
trifling when he assumes that the deviation obtains only in the relations of the
and that the deviation
different stages of production of one and the same good
That is, if
does not obtain in the case of all the stages of production as a whole.
the making of a good is divided into several sections of production, of which each
section develops into a separate trade, according to Rodbertus the value of the
separate product which is made in each individual section cannot remain in
exact correspondence with the quantity of labour expended on it because the
undertakers of the later stages of production have to make a greater outlay for
material, and therefore a greater expenditure of capital, and on that account have
to calculate on a higher profit, which higher profit can only be provided by a
relatively higher value of the product in question.

work, Capital, in 1884.

towards our question,

In

it

—a position which calls rather

;

;
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omission is not without result.
On the
have already touched.
In overlooking the influence of time upon the value of products, Eodbertus could

This

first

singular

result I

not avoid falling into the mistake of confounding the claim of
the labourer to the whole present value of his product with

Some

other consequences

we

fourth criticism which I have to

make on Eodbertus

is,

the claim to

future value.

its

shall encounter shortly.

A

that his doctrine contradicts itself in important points.

His entire theory of land-rent

and

emphatically

However

correct tins

expressed
is, it

is

is

based upon the repeatedly

proposition

that

the

absolute

clear that it does not go far enough.

The

divergence of the actual value of goods from the quantity of labour expended
does not take place only between the fore-products of one good in relation to each
other, in such a

way

that, in the course of the various stages of

production,

through reciprocal compensation, and so the final
result of all the stages of production, the goods ready for consumption, obeys
the law of labour-value.
On the contrary, the amount and the duration of the
advance of capital definitively forces the value of all goods away from exact
correspondence with their labour costs.
To illustrate. Say that the production
of a commodity requiring ninety days for its manufacture is divided into three
stages of thirty days' labour in each.
Eodbertus would say that the product of
the first thirty days' labour might only attain the value of twenty-five days'
labour, while the second thirty attained the value of thirty days', and the third
thirty of thirty-five days' labour.
But on the whole the final value of the
product would be equal to ninety days' labour.
But it is a matter of common
experience that, in normal successive production, the value of such a commodity
will increase during the three stages by a definite amount, say 30 + 31-1- 32, and
that the final product will be equal to, say, ninety- three days of labour i.e. a
value greater than the value of the labour incorporated in it by the amount of
the customary interest.
Besides this, Rodbertus deserves the severest censure that, in spite of his own
admission, he always persists in developing the law of the distribution of all goods
in wages and rent under the theoretical hypothesis that all goods possess "normal
He thinks he is
value "
that is, a value that corresponds to their labour costs.
normal value, in regard to the derivation
justified in doing this because the
both of rent in general and of land-rent and capital-rent in particular, is the
it alone does not quietly beg the question, and assume what
least captious
was first to be explained by it, as every value does in which is included beforeit

cancels

itself

again

;

;

c

'

;

hand an element

for rent."

Here Rodbertus is grievously mistaken. He begs the question quite as imonly in an opposite way.
His
properly as any of his opponents ever did
opponents, by their assumptions, have begged the question of the existence of
Rodbertus has begged the question of its non-existence. In taking no
interest.
notice of the constant divergence from "normal value" (which divergence gives
natural interest its source and its nourishment), he himself altogether abstracts
;

the chief feature in the phenomenon of interest.
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gained in a production does not

upon the amount of the capital employed, but
exclusively upon the amount of labour connected with the
depend

production.

—

for exSupposing that in a certain industrial production
ten labourers are employed.

ample, in a shoemaking business

—

Each labourer produces per year a product of the value of £100.
The necessary maintenance which he receives as wages claims £50
of this sum. Thus, whether the capital employed be large or small,
the year's rent (as we shall call it with Eodbertus) drawn by
the undertaker will amount to £500.
If the capital employed
amounts, say to £1000, namely, £500 for wages of labour and
£500 for material, then the rent will make up 50 per cent of
the

capital.

If

in

another

production,

say

a jeweller's

business, ten labourers likewise are employed, then, under the

assumption that the value of products is regulated by the
amount of labour incorporated in them, they also will produce
another yearly product of £100 each, of which the half falls
to them as wages, while the other half falls to the undertaker
as rent.

But

as in this case the material, the gold, represents

a considerably higher value than the leather of the shoemaking
business,

the

total

rent

larger business capital.

amounts

to

of

£500

Assume

£20,000, £500

material, then the rent of

is

for

£500

distributed over a far

that the jeweller's

and

wages

will only

on the business capital.
Both examples are carried out

capital

£19,500

show a

2^-

for

per cent

interest

entirely

on the

lines

of

Kodbertus's theory.

the

As in almost every " manufacture " the proportion between
number of the (directly and indirectly) employed labourers

and the amount of business

capital

employed

is different, it

follows that, in almost every manufacture, business capital

must

Now

even

bear interest at the most various possible rates.

Eodbertus does not venture to maintain that this is really
On the contrary, in a remarkthe case in everyday life.
able passage in his theory of land-rent, he assumes that, in
virtue of the competition of capitals over the whole field of

manufacture, an equal rate of profit will become established.
I will

give the passage in his

own

words.

that the rent derived from manufacture

is

After remarking
considered wholly

—
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as profit on capital, since here it is exclusively wealth in the
form of capital that is employed, he goes on to say
:

" This, further, will give

a rate of profit which will tend to

the equalisation of profits, and according to this rate, therefore,
must be calculated that profit which, as one part of the rent
falling to the raw product, accrues to the capital required for

For

agriculture.

if,

in consequence of the universal presence

now

of value in exchange, there
for

indicating

the

ratio

exists a

homonymous standard

between return and resources,

standard, in the case of the portion of rent accruing

this

to the

employed in manufacture, also serves to indicate the
In other words, it will be
between profit and capital.
right to say that the profit in any trade amounts to ten per
capital

ratio

This rate will then furnish a

cent of the capital employed.

standard for
rate

this

In whatever trade

the equalisation of profits.

indicates a

higher

competition will

profit,

cause

and thereby cause a universal
tendency towards the equalising of profits.
Similarly no one
he
profit
will invest capital where
does not expect
correspondincreased investment

of capital,

ing to this rate."
It will repay us to look

more

closely into this passage.

Eodbertus speaks of competition as that factor which will
establish a uniform rate of profit over the field of manufacture.

In what manner it will do so is only slightly indicated by
him.
He assumes that every rate of profit which is higher
than the average level is reduced to the average by an increase
and we may supplement this by
of the supply of capital
;

saying that every lower rate of profit
level

by the flowing

is

raised to the average

off of capital.

Let us continue a

little farther

the consideration of the

In
from the point at which Eodbertus breaks off.
what manner can an increased supply of capital level down the
Clearly in this way; that with
abnormally high rate of profit ?

process

the increased capital the production of the particular article
increased,

value of the product

is

lowered

ing the wages of labour,
as rent.

is

and through the increase of supply the exchange
it

till

such time as after deduct-

only leaves the usual rate of profit

In our above example of the shoemaking business

we might evidently have pictured to
down of the abnormal rate of profit

ourselves the levelling
of

50 per cent

to the
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average rate of 5 per cent in the following manner.

by the high

Attracted

50 per cent, a great many persons
the shoemaking business.
At the same time

rate of profit of

will go into

who have been engaged

those

rook vi

producing

in

Thus the supply

will

extend

and
and exchange value reduced.
This process will
continue till such time as the exchange value of the year's
product of ten labourers in the shoemaking trade is reduced
from £1000 to £550,
Then the undertaker, after deducting
their business.

of shoes is increased,

their price

£500

for necessary wages, has

only

£50

distributed over a business capital of

On

at the usual rate of 5 per cent.

over as rent, which,

£1000, shows

interest

reaching this point the

exchange value of shoes will require to remain fixed if the
profit in the shoemaking trade is not to become abnormal

which case a repetition of the process of

again, in

down would

On

levelling

ensue.

the same analogy,

if

the rate of profit in the jeweller's

trade be under the average, say
to 5 per cent in this

way.

2-J-

The

per cent,

it

will be raised

profit in jewellery

being so

manufacture will be curtailed, the supply of
jewellery thereby reduced and its exchange value raised, till
such time as the additional product of ten labourers in the
jewellery trade reaches an exchange value of £1500.
There
now remain to the undertaker, after deducting £500 for
necessary wages, £1000 as rent, this being interest on the
small,

its

business capital of

Thus

is

£20,000

at the usual rate of 5 per cent.

reached the resting-point at which the exchange value

of jewellery, as in the former example the exchange Value of
shoes,

may

remain steady.

Before going farther I shall, by looking at the matter from

another side,
the

make

levelling of

entirely clear

abnormal

a steady alteration in

the

the important point

that

cannot take place without
exchange value of the products

profits

concerned.
If the exchange value of the products were to remain un-

then an insufficient rate of profit could only be raised
normal level if the difference were made up at the cost
For example, if the product
the labourers' necessary wages.
ten labourers in the jewellery manufacture retained without

altered,

to the

of
of

alteration the value of

£1000, corresponding

to the

amount

of
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labour expended, then evidently a levelling up of the rate of

—

an increase in the amount of
only conceivable if the wages
which the ten labourers have hitherto received were to be
wholly withdrawn, and the entire product handed over to the
capitalist as profit.
To say nothing of the fact that such a
supposition contains in itself a simple impossibility, I need
merely point out that it is equally opposed to experience and
profit to
profit

5

per cent

from £500

to Eodbertus's

to

own

that

£1000

theory.

is,

—

is

It is contrary to experience

;

for

experience shows that the usual effect of a restriction of supply
in

any branch of production

is

not a depression of the wages

And

of labour, but a raising of the prices of product.

again,

experience does not bear witness that the wages of labour, in

such trades as require a large investment of capital, stand
essentially lower than in other trades

— which would

necessarily

to be met
from wages instead of from prices of product.
And it is also
contrary to Eodbertus's own theory.
For that theory assumes
that the labourers in the long run always receive the amount
of the necessary costs of their maintenance as wages,
a law
which would be sensibly violated by this kind of equalisation.

be the case

if

the

demand

for a higher profit

had

—

It is just as easy to

show conversely

that, if the value of the

products remained unaltered, a limitation of profits could only
take place by raising the wages of the labourers in the trades

concerned above the normal
is

scale,

which

again, as

contrary to experience and to Eodbertus's
I

may

own

we have

said,

theory.

venture then to claim that I have described the

process of the equalisation of profits in accordance with facts,

and in accordance with Eodbertus's own hypothesis, when I
assume that the return of profits to their normal level is
brought about by means of a steady alteration in the
exchange value of the products concerned.
But if the
year's product of ten labourers in the shoemaking trade has
an exchange value of £550, and the year's product of ten
labourers in the jewellery trade has an exchange value of
£1500, and it must be so if the equalisation of profits
assumed by Eodbertus always takes place,
what becomes
of his assumption that products exchange according to the
labour incorporated in them?
And if, from the employment
of the same amount of labour, there result in the one trade

—

—
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further, of

the doctrine that the amount of rent to be obtained in a pro-

duction

is

not regulated by the amount of capital employed,

but only by the amount of labour performed in

The contradiction
here

as obvious as

is

in

it ?

which Rodbertus has involved himself

it is

Either products do really

insoluble.

exchange, in the long run, in proportion to the labour incor-

porated in them, and the amount of rent in a production
really regulated

by the amount

of labour

employed

in

it,

—

is

in

which case an equalisation of profits is impossible; or there
an equalisation of the profits of capital, in which case it is
impossible that products should continue to exchange in proportion to the labour incorporated in them, and that the amount

—

is

of labour spent should be the only thing that determines the

amount of rent

Rodbertus must have noticed

obtainable.

this very evident contradiction if

real reflection to the

manner

in

he had only devoted a

which

instead of dismissing the subject in

little

become equalised,
the most superficial way
profits

with his phrase about the equalising effect of competition.
But we are not done with criticism. The whole explanation of land -rent, which, with Rodbertus, is so intimately
connected with the explanation of interest, is based upon an
inconsistency so striking that the author's carelessness in not

observing

it is

almost inconceivable.

There are only two possibilities here: either, as the effect of
competition, an equalisation of profits does take place, or it does
not.

tion

Assume
has

first

Rodbertus

that
for

it

does take place.

What

justifica-

supposing that the equalisation will

certainly embrace the whole sphere of manufacture, but will

come

to a halt, as if spellbound, at the

duction?

If

agriculture

boundary

of

raw pro-

promises an attractive profit

should not more capital flow to

it ?

why

why

should not more land

be cultivated, or the land be more intensively cultivated, or

by more improved methods, till the exchange value
raw products comes into correspondence with the increased

cultivated
of

capital

now devoted

to agriculture,

and yields to

it

also

no

more than the common rate of profit ? If the " law " that the
amount of rent is not regulated by the outlay of capital, but
only by the amount of labour expended, has not prevented
equalisation in manufacture, how could it prevent it in raw
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profit,

the land-rent

?

Or assume that an equalisation does not take place. In that
case, there being no universal rate of profit, then in agriculture,
as in everything else, there is no definite rule as to how much
" rent " one may calculate as profit of capital.
And, finally,
there is no division line between capital and rent of land.
Therefore, in either case, whether an equalisation of profits
does take place or does not, Bodbertus's theory of land-rent hangs
in the

There

air.

moreover, not in

is

contradiction

upon

contradiction,

and

that,

but in the fundamental doctrines of the

trifles,

theory.

My

criticism has hitherto been directed

parts of Bodbertus's theory.

theory

whole

a

as

I

the

to

may

conclude by putting the
If

test.

to the individual

correct,

it

must be

competent to give a satisfactory explanation of the phenomenon of interest as presented in actual economic life, and,
moreover, of
If it cannot

now

I

all

do

the essential forms in which
so, it is

self-condemned

;

it

it is

presents

itself.

not correct,

maintain, and shall attempt to prove, that although

Bodbertus's Exploitation theory might possibly account for the
interest borne

by that part

of capital

absolutely impossible for

it is

part of capital which

is

it

which

is

invested in wages,

to explain the interest

on that

invested in the materials of manufacture.

Let the reader judge.

A

jeweller, whose chief business it is to make strings of
employs annually five labourers to make strings to the
value of £100,000, and sells them on an average in a year's
He will accordingly have a capital of £100,000 contime.
pearls,

stantly invested in pearls, which, at the usual rate of interest,

must yield him a

How

is it

clear annual profit of

to be explained that

he gets

£5000,
this

Bodbertus answers, Interest on capital

We now ask,

income

is

?

a profit of plunder,

got by curtailing the natural and just wages of labour.
of

what labour

?

Of the

five labourers

who

Wages

sorted and strung

\
That cannot well be for if, by curtailing the just
wages of the five labourers, one could gain £5000, then the
just wages of these labourers must, in any case, have amounted
That is to say, these wages must have
to more than £5000.

the pearls

;
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amounted, in any case, to more than £1000 per man,
a height
of just wages that can hardly be taken seriously, especially as
the business of sorting and stringing pearls is very little above
the character of unskilled labour.

But

let

us look a

little farther.

Perhaps

it is

the labourers

of an earlier stage of production from the product of

labour the jeweller obtains his stolen profit

But the jeweller has not come

fishers.

with

;

whose

say the pearl-

into contact at all

buys his pearls direct from
an undertaker of pearl- fishing, or from a middleman; he has
therefore had no opportunity whatever of deducting from the
these

labourers,

for

he

pearl-fishers a part of their product, or a part of the value of

their product.
But perhaps the undertaker of pearl-fishing has
done so instead of him, so that the jeweller's profit originates
in a deduction which the undertaker of the pearl-fishing has
made from the wages of his labourers. That, however, is impossible
for clearly the jeweller would make his profit even if
the undertaker of the pearl-fishing had made no deduction whatever from the wages of his labourers.
Even if this latter undertaker were to divide among his labourers as wages the whole
£100,000 that the pearls so obtained are worth the whole
£1 0,0
he receives from the jeweller as purchase money
then
it only comes to this, that he makes no profit.
It in no wise
follows that the jeweller loses his profit.
For to the jeweller
it is a matter of complete indifference how this purchase money
which he pays is distributed, so long as the price is not raised.
;

—

Whatever then be the
for the labourers

£5000

flights of

our fancy,

we

—

shall seek in vain

from whose just wages the jeweller's

profit of

could possibly have been withheld.

Perhaps, however, even after this illustration there

be some readers
it

still

unconvinced.

Perhaps they

may

may
think

certainly a little strange that the labour of the five pearl

should be the source from which the jeweller can

stringers

exploit so considerable a profit as

inconceivable.
still

more

many an

of £10.

me

£5000, but yet not

therefore bring

striking illustration,

—

a good old example by which

He

and found

of a vineyard has harvested a cask of good

Immediately

after the vintage it has

lets the

wine

lie

quite

forward another and

interest theory has already been tested

The owner
wine.

Let

false.

young

an exchange value

undisturbed in the

cellar,

and
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afteT a dozen years the wine, now of course an old wine, has an
This is a well-known fact.
exchange value of £20.
The
difference of £10 falls to the owner of the wine as interest on

the capital contained in the wine.
that are exploited

by

Now who

this profit of capital

are the labourers

?

During the storage there has been no further labour
The only conceivable thing is that the
expended on the wine.
exploitation has been at the expense of those labourers who
The owner of the vineyard has paid
produced the new wine.
them too small a wage. But I ask, How much ought he "in
Even if he pays them
justice " to have paid them as wage ?
the entire £10, which was the value of the new wine at the
time of harvest, there stills remains to him the increment in
value of £10, which Bodbertus brands as profit of plunder.
Indeed even if he pays them £12 or £15 as wages, the accuhe will only be
sation of plundering will still hang over him
;

he has paid the full £20.
Now can any one
"
seriously ask that £20 should be paid as " just wages of labour
Does the
for a product that is not worth more than £10 ?

free

from

it

if

owner know beforehand whether the product will ever be
Is it not possible that he might be forced, conworth £20 ?
trary to his original intention, to use or to sell the wine before
And would he not then have
the expiry of twelve years ?
paid £20 for a product that was never worth more than £10 or
And then, how is he to pay the labourers who
perhaps £12 ?
produce that other new wine which he sells at once for £10?
Then he will be ruined. Or
Is he to pay them also £20 ?
different
labourers
will receive different
Then
?
£10
only
wages for precisely similar work, which again is unjust not to
;

mention the fact that a man cannot very well know beforehand
whose product it is that will be sold at once, and whose stored
up for a dozen years.
But still further. Even a £20 wage for a cask of new
wine would not be enough to protect the vine-grower from the
accusation of robbery; for he might let the wine lie in the
cellar twenty-four years instead of twelve, and then it would
Is he then, justly speaking, bound
be worth not £20 but £40.
to pay the labourers who, twenty-four years before that, have
The idea is too
produced the wine, £40 instead of £10 ?
But if he pays them only £10 or £20, then he makes
absurd.

!
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a profit on capital, and Eodbertus declares that he has curtailed

the labourer's just wage by keeping back a part of the value
of his product
I

scarcely think

any one will venture

to maintain that

the cases of interest which have been brought forward, and the

numerous cases analogous to them, are explained by Eodbertus's
But a theory which has failed to explain any important
part of the phenomena to be explained cannot be the true one,
and so this final examination brings us to the same result as
the detailed criticism which preceded it might lead us to expect.
Eodbertus's Exploitation theory is, in its foundation and in its
conclusions, wrong
it is in contradiction with itself and with

theory.

;

the circumstances of actual

The nature

of

my

life.

critical task is

such that, in the foregoing

pages, I could not choose but confine myself to one side

—

that of

pointing out the errors into which Eodbertus had fallen.
consider

it

due

to

the

memory

of this distinguished

man

I
to

acknowledge, in equally candid terms, his conspicuous merits
as regards the

development of the theory of political economy.
lies beyond the limits of my

Unfortunately, to dwell on these
present task.

CHAPTEE

III

MARX

Marx x

2

from the proposition that the exchange value
of all goods is regulated entirely by the amount of labour which
their production costs.
He lays much more emphasis on
this proposition than does Eodbertus.
While Eodbertus only
starts

mentions

incidentally, in the course of his

it

were, and puts

argument as

it

very often in the shape of a hypothetical

it

assumption without wasting any words in its proof, Marx
makes it his fundamental principle, and goes thoroughly into
statement and explication.
lectical

style of the author I

the theory in his
"

The

own

To be just to the peculiar diamust give the essential parts of

words.

utility of a thing gives it a

utility is not

something in the

But this
by the pro-

value in use.
It is limited

air.

commodity, and has no existence apart from that
The commodity itself, the iron, corn, or diamond,
Use values constitute the
a use value or good.

perties of the

commodity.
is

therefore

.

.

.

matter of wealth, whatever be their social form.

In the social
form we are about to consider they constitute at the same
time the material substratum of exchange value.
Exchange
value in the
1

Zur Kritik

first

instance presents itself as the quantitative
Das Kapital, Kritik
Hamburg, 1867 second edition,

der politischen-Oekonomie, Berlin, 1859.

der politischcn-Oekonomie, vol.

i.

first

edition,

;

English translation by Moore and Aveling, Sonnenschein,

1872.

quote from Das Kapital as the book in which

Marx

1887.

I

stated his views last

and

most in detail. On Marx also Knies has made some very valuable criticisms, of
which I make frequent use in the sequel. Most of the other attempts to criticise
and refute Marx's work are so far below that of Knies in value that I have not
found
2

it

useful to refer to them.

With Marx simply

called Value.
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which use values of one kind are
exchanged for those of another kind, a relation constantly
changing with time and place.
Hence exchange value seems
to be something accidental and purely relative, and an intrinsic
value in exchange seems a contradiction in terms.
Let us
look at the matter more closely.
" A single commodity, e.g. a quarter of wheat, exchanges
Still its
with other articles in the most varying proportions.
exchange value remains unaltered, whether expressed in X
boot-blacking, Y silk, or Z money.
It must therefore have a
content distinct from those various forms of expression,
Now
let us take two commodities, wheat and iron.
Whatever be
the proportion in which they are exchangeable, it can always
be represented by an equation, in which a given quantity of
wheat appears as equal to a certain quantity of iron.
For
instance, 1 quarter wheat
1 cwt. of iron.
What does this

relation, the proportion in

—

equation

tell

us

It tells us that there is a

?

amount

two

—

common element

wheat
The two things are therefore equal to a
and in a cwt. of iron.
third, which in itself is neither the one nor the other.
Each
of the two, so far as it is an exchange value, must therefore be

of equal

in

reducible to that third.

different things

.

.

.

This

in a quarter of

common element cannot be a

geometrical, physical, chemical, or other natural property of the

commodities.

Their physical properties only come into con-

sideration so far as they

make

make them

But, on the other hand, the exchange

use values.

the commodities useful

evidently involves our

;

that

is,

relation of

goods

use value.

Within this relation one use value counts for just
any other, provided only it be present in due
Or, as old Barbon says, " one sort of wares is as

as

much

as

proportion.

good as another

if

the value be equal."

or distinction in things of equal value.

disregarding

There

is

their

no difference

One hundred pounds'

worth of lead or iron is of as great a value as one hundred
As use values, commodities
pounds' worth of silver and gold."
are, first and foremost, of different qualities; as exchange values
they can only be of different quantities, and contain therefore
not an atom of use value.
" If then we disregard the use value of commodities, they
have only one common property left, that of being products of
But even as the product of labour they have changed
labour.

SOCIALLY NECESSARY LABOUR
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disregard the use value of a commodity,

disregard also the special material constituents and shapes

It is no longer a table, a house,
which give it a use value.
All its sensible qualities
or any other useful thing.
have disappeared.
Nor is it any longer the product of the
labour of the joiner, the mason, the spinner, or of any other

yarn,

With the

distinct kind of productive labour.

useful character

of the products of labour disappears the useful character of the

labours embodied in them, and also the different concrete forms
of these labours
other, but

human
"

are

they are no longer distinguished from each

;

Consider
labour,

the form of
is

that

human

now what

its

human
labour

i.e.

of labour

nothing but the same

It is

is left.

of homogeneous
power expended without regard to

a mere

congelation

All that these things

expenditure.

is

stored

up

they are

them

in

—

as crystals of this

;

A

...

Values.

tell

us

is

common

use value or good,

therefore, only has a value because abstract
objectified or materialised in

As labour

now

labour was expended in their production, that

social substance

human

labour

is

it."

the source of

amount

of the

value of

quantity of

labour

contained

the

abstract

labour,

labour.

immaterial objectivity,

human

human

reduced to equal

all

all

all

in

value, so,

goods
them,

Marx

continues,

measured by the

is

or

in

labour time.

But not by that particular labour time which the individual
who made the good might find necessary, but by the " socially
necessary labour time."

This

Marx

explains as the "labour

time required to produce a use value under the conditions of
production that are socially normal at the time, and with the
socially necessary degree of skill
is

and intensity of labour."

It

only the quantity of socially necessary labour, or the labour

time socially necessary for the making of a use value, that
determines the amount of the value.
here

is

to

"

The

single

commodity

be counted as the average sample of

its

class.

Commodities, therefore, in which equally great amounts of labour

which could be made in the same labour time,
The value of one commodity
have the same amount of value.
is to the value of every other commodity as the labour time
necessary to the production of the one is to the labour time
are contained, or

necessary to the production of the other.

2 B

... As

values

all

—M
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only definite amounts of congealed labour

are

1

Later on I shall try to estimate the value of these fundamental principles which Marx puts forward on the subject of

In the meantime I go on to his theory of

value.

Marx

problem

the

finds

of

interest

in

interest.

the

following

phenomenon.
The usual circulation of commodities carried on
by the medium of exchange, money, proceeds in this way one
man sells the commodity which he possesses for money, in
order to buy with the money another commodity which he
:

requires

may

own

his

for

This course of circulation

purposes.

be expressed by the formula, Commodity

Commodity.

The

the circulation

is

starting point

— Money —

and the finishing point of

a commodity, though the two commodities

be of different kinds.

But by the

form of exchange we find another
namely, Money
Commodity
Money; the transformation of money into a commodity and the
transformation back again of the commodity into money
buy"

and

side of this

—

specifically different form,

—

ing in order to

sell.

Money

that in

its

movement

describes this

is already capital when it is
... In the simple circulation
of commodities the two extremes have the same economic form.
They are both commodities. They are also of the same value.
But they are qualitatively different use values, as, for instance,
wheat and clothes.
The essence of the movement consists in

circulation

becomes

capital,

and

dedicated to be used in this way.

the exchange of those products in which the labour of society

M—

is

—

C M. At
with the circulation
the first glance it looks as if it were meaningless, because
tautological.
Both extremes have the same economic form.
They are both money, and therefore not qualitatively different
embodied.

It

use values, for
in

which

£100
£100

is

money

is

but the converted form of commodities
First to exchange

their different use values are lost.

and then

for wool,

—

different

that

money, like

is,

to

exchange the same wool again for
way to exchange money for

in a roundabout

for like

—seems

a transaction as purposeless as

it is

One sum of money can only be distinguished from
The process M C
another snm of money by its amount.
does not owe its character therefore to any qualitative difference

absurd.

——

1

Das Kapital, second

edition, p. 10, etc.

M
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extremes, since they are both money, but only to

At the end of the process more
withdrawn from the circulation than was thrown in
The wool bought for £100 is sold again,
at the beginning.
that is to say, for £100 + £10, or £110.
The complete form
o£ this process therefore is
O M', where M' = M-|-AM;
that is, the sum originally advanced plus an increment.
This
increment, or surplus over original value, I call Surplus Value
this quantitative difference.

money

is

M

The value

(Mehrwerth).

originally advanced, therefore, not only

remains during the circulation, but changes in amount
to

a surplus

itself

value,

makes

or

movement changes it into capital" (p. 132).
" To buy in order to sell, or, to put it more
order to

sell at

peculiar

form

merchant

a higher price,
characteristic

But

capital.

M— C —

of

one

7
,

kind

adds

;

And

itself value.

fully, to

this

buy

in

seems indeed the
of

industrial capital also

only,

capital
is

money

that

and by the sale of these
commodities changes back into more money.
Acts which take
place outside the sphere of circulation, between the buying and
the selling, do not make any alteration in the form of the
movement.
Finally, in interest bearing capital the circulation
C M' presents itself in an abridged form, shows its
result without any mediation, en style lapidaire so to speak,
M'; i.e. money which is equal to more money, value
as
which is greater than itself" (p. 138).
Whence then comes the surplus value ?
Marx works out the problem dialectically.
First he
changes

itself

into

commodities,

M—

—
M—

declares

that the

fact that the

surplus value can neither originate in the

capitalist, as

buyer, buys commodities regularly

under their value, nor in the
sells

them regularly over

originate in the circulation.

fact that the capitalist, as seller,

their

value.

It

But neither can

cannot therefore
it

originate out-

For "outside the circulation the owner of
the commodity only stands related to his own commodity.
As
side the circulation.

regards

its

value

the

relation

is

limited to

this,

that

the

commodity contains a quantity of the owner's own labour
measured by definite social laws. This quantity of labour is
expressed in the amount of the value of the commodity produced, and, since the amount of the value is expressed in money,
the quantity of labour is expressed in a price, say £10.
But
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the owner's labour does not represent itself in the value of the

commodity and in a surplus over its own value— in a price of
in a value
£10, which is at the same time a price of £11
which is greater than itself
The owner of a commodity can
by his labour produce value, but not value that evolves itself.
He can raise the value of a commodity by adding new value
to that which is there already, through new labour
as, e.g.
in making boots out of leather.
The same material has now
more value, because it contains a greater amount of labour.
The boot then has more value than the leather, but the value

—

!

;

*

of the leather
it

remains as

it

was.

has not added a surplus value to

the boot"

(p.

And now

It has not evolved itself;
itself

during the making of

150).

Our money
who is yet only a capitalist in the grub stage, must buy
the commodities at their value, must sell them at their value,
and yet at the end of the process must draw out more money
than he put in.
The bursting of the grub into the butterfly
must take place in the sphere of circulation, and not in the
the problem stands

as

follows

:

"

owner,

sphere of circulation.

These are the conditions of the problem.

Hie RhoduSy hie salta!" (p. 150).
The solution Marx finds in this, that there is one commodity
whose use value possesses the peculiar quality of being the
source of exchange value.
This commodity is the capacity of
labour, or Labour Power.
It is offered for sale on the market
under the double condition that the labourer is personally free,
for otherwise it would not be his labour power that would
be on sale, but his entire person as a slave
and that the
;

labourer

is

deprived of "

all

things necessary for the realising

of his labour power," for otherwise he

on his

own

would prefer

to

produce

account, and to offer his products instead of his

labour power for

sale.

It

is

by trading

in

that the capitalist receives the surplus value.

this

commodity

In the following

way.

The value

of the

commodity, labour power, like that of

all

by the labour time necessary
for its reproduction
that is, in this case, by the labour time
that is necessary to produce as much means of subsistence as
other commodities,

is

regulated

;

are required

for the

maintenance of the labourer.

instance, that, to produce the necessary

means

Say, for

of subsistence

UNPAID LABOUR
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one day, a social labour time of six hours is necessary, and
assume that this same labour time is embodied in three
shillings of money, then the labour power of one day is to be
bought for three shillings. If the capitalist has completed this
purchase, the use value of the labour power belongs to him, and
he realises it by getting the labourer to work for him.
If he
were to get him to work only so many hours per day as are
incorporated in the labour power itself, and as must have been
paid in the buying of the same, no surplus value would emerge.
for

For, according to the assumption, six hours of labour cannot

put into the product in which they are incorporated any greater
value than three shillings, and so

But

as wage.

Even

if

this

is

not the

much the capitalist has paid
way in which capitalists act.

they have bought the labour power for a price that only

corresponds to six hours' labour time, they get the worker to

labour the whole day for them.

made during

And

now, in the product

more hours of labour incorporated than the capitalist was obliged to pay for; he has
consequently a greater value than the wage he has paid, and
the difference

this

is

day, there are

the " surplus value" that falls to the capitalist.

To take an example. Suppose that a worker can in
Suppose that
10 lbs. of wool into yarn.

hours spin

wool

for

its

and

labour,

own

six
this

production has required twenty hours

possesses, accordingly, a

value of 10 s.

of

Suppose,

further, that during the six hours of spinning the spinner uses

up

so

much

of his tools as corresponds to the labour of four

The total
and represents consequently a value of 2s.
value of the means of production consumed in the spinning
hours,

will

amount

to 12s., corresponding to twenty-four hours' labour.

In the spinning process the wool " absorbs " other six hours of
the yarn spun is therefore, on the whole, the product
labour
of thirty hours of labour, and will have in conformity a value
Under the assumption that the capitalist gets the
of 15 s.
;

hired labourer to

work only

six hours in the day, the

the yarn has cost the capitalist quite 15s.

wear and tear of tools
no surplus value here.

for

Quite otherwise

;

is it if

3 s. for

wage

—

making

of

10s. for wool; 2s.

of labour.

There

is

the capitalist gets the labourer to

In twelve hours the
work twelve hours a day for him.
labourer works up 20 lbs. of wool, in which previously

:
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have

hours of labour

forty

consequently, are worth 2 Os.

incorporated, and which,

been
;

rook vi

up

further he uses

product of eight hours' labour, of the value of

4s.

in tools the

but during a

;

day he adds to the raw material twelve hours' labour,
is,

new

a

follows

And now

value of 6 s.

The yarn produced during a day has

:

hours' labour

;

—

that

the balance-sheet stands as
cost in all sixty

The outlays
amounted to 20s. for wool, 4s. for wear and
and 3s. for wage; in all, therefore, only 27s.
has therefore a value of 3 Os.

it

of the capitalist
of tools,

tear

There remains now a " surplus value " of 3 s.
Surplus value therefore, according to Marx, is a consequence of the capitalist getting the labourer to work a
part of the day for him without paying for it.
In the
labourer's work day two portions may be distinguished.
In
the

the

first part,

maintenance

;

"

necessary labour time," the worker produces

his

own maintenance,

for

this

means of

the

equivalent in wage.
is "

labour time," he

part

of

his

the value

or

labour

;

calls

it.

"

Capital

command over labour, as Adam
essentially a command over unpaid labour.

It is

it.

All surplus value, in whatever particular form

wards

1

not merely a

therefore

Smith

be

crystallise itself,

it profit,

may

it

interest, rent, or

any

secret of the

of capital to

evolve value

The

found in

is

disposal over a definite quantity of the unpaid labour of

others"

—

power

after-

other, is

in substance only the material shape of unpaid labour.

its

that

During the second portion, the " surplus
"
exploited "
he produces " surplus value

without receiving any equivalent whatever for
is

of

he receives an

In

554).

(p.

this

statement the careful reader will have recognised

—

somewhat altered dress all the essential
by Eodbertus in his theory of interest
the doctrine that the value of goods is measured by quantity
if

partly in

a

propositions combined

of

labour

;

that

labour alone creates

all

value

that in the

;

loan contract the worker receives less value than he creates,

and that necessity compels him
capitalist

appropriates

consequently the

profit

the
so

to acquiesce in this

surplus

obtained

to

himself;

has

the

plunder from the produce of the labour of others.
1

Das Kapital,

p. 205, etc.

;

that the

and

that

character

of

:
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account of the substantial agreement of both theories,

speak more correctly, of both ways of formulating the
same theory, almost everything that I have adduced against
or, to

Eodbertus's doctrine has equal force against Marx.
therefore limit myself

now

that I consider necessary

my

;

to

I

may

some supplementary remarks

partly for the purpose of adapting

criticism in particular places to Marx's peculiar statement

of the theory, partly also for dealing with

some new matter

introduced by Marx.

Of

this

by

far the

most important

is

the attempt to prove

the proposition that all value rests on labour, instead of merely
it.
In criticising Eodbertus I laid as little emphasis
I was content to point
on that proposition as he had done.
out some undoubted exceptions to it, but I did not go to the
In the case of Marx I neither can nor
root of the matter.
It is true that in doing so I venture on a
will intermit this.
field already traversed many a time, and by distinguished
writers.
I can scarcely hope then to bring forward much that
is new.
But in a book which has for its subject the critical
statement of theories of interest, it would ill become me to
avoid the thorough criticism of a proposition which has been
placed at the head of one of the most important of these
And,
theories, as its most important fundamental principle.

asserting

unfortunately, the present position of our science

is

not such

can be considered superfluous once more to undertake
Although this proposition is, in truth, nothing more
this task.
than a fallacy once perpetrated by a great man, and repeated
that

it

ever since by a credulous crowd, in our day

it is

like

to

be

accepted in widening circles as a kind of gospel.

For the doctrine that the value of all goods depends upon
names of Adam Smith and Eicardo have
This
usually been claimed both as authors and authorities.

labour, the proud

is

correct

;

but

it

is

not altogether

correct.

The doctrine

be found in the writings of both; but Adam Smith
and then contradicts it/ and Eicardo so narrows the

to

is

now

when in the fifth chapter of the second book he says of the farmer
only his labouring servants, but his labouring cattle are productive
labourers " and further, " In agriculture too Nature labours along with man,
and though her labour costs no expense, its produce has its value as well as that
1

e.g.

"Not

;

of the

most expensive workmen."

See also Knies, Der Kredit, part

ii.

p. 62.
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sphere within which

it

is

important exceptions, that

he

that

represented

has

and surrounds

valid,
it

it

with such

as

He

the

and the

universal

begins his Principles with

the express assertion that the exchange value of goods has

two sources

origin in

—

vi

scarcely justifiable to assert

is

labour

exclusive principle of value.

book

its

in their scarcity and in the quantity of

labour that their production has

Certain goods, such as

cost.

rare statues and paintings, get their value exclusively from the

former source, and

it is

only the value of those goods that can

be multiplied, without any assignable limit, by labour, which is
determined by the amount of labour they cost.
These latter,
indeed, in Eicardo's opinion, constitute
of those goods

which are the

them Bicardo

regard to

He

limitation.

exchange

value

that time also

—

"by

far the greatest part

objects of desire "

but even in

;

finds himself compelled to a further

has to admit that, even in their case, the
not determined exclusively by labour;
is
the time elapsing between the advancing of

the labour and the realising of the finished product
considerable influence on

It appears then that neither

the principle that

stated

unqualified

way

On

Adam

Smith nor Eicardo have
name in such an

as they generally get credit

seeking to

has a

stands in their

certain extent, they have stated

what grounds they did

—

1

it.

it,

for.

and we have

Still,

to a

to inquire

on

so.

answer this question we shall make a

remarkable discovery.
It is that neither Adam Smith nor
Eicardo have given any reason for this principle, but simply

something self - explanatory.
The
Smith, which Eicardo afterwards
" The real
verbally adopted in his own doctrine, runs thus
price of everything, what everything really costs to the man
who wants to acquire it, is the toil and trouble of acquiring it.
What everything is really worth to the man who has acquired
asserted

its

validity

celebrated passage in

as

Adam

:

it,

and who wants

thing

else, is

to dispose of

it,

or exchange

the toil and trouble which

it

it

for

some-

can save to himself,

2
it can impose upon other people."
The tone in which
Let us pause here a moment.

and which

1

2

See above, p. 354, and Knies as before,

Wealth of Nations, book

Frincijples, chap.

i.

i.

chap.

v. (p.

Adam

p. 60, etc.

13 of M'Culloch's edition)

;

Ricardo,

"
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Smith speaks signifies that the truth of these words must be
immediately obvious.
But is it really obvious ? Are value
and trouble really so closely related that the very conception of them at once carries conviction that trouble is the
do not think any unprejudiced person
will maintain this.
That I have given myself trouble about a
thing is one fact
that the thing is worth the trouble is
another and a different fact and that the two facts do not
always go hand in hand is too well confirmed by experience
for any doubt about it to be possible.
It is confirmed by
every one of the innumerable cases in which, from want of
technical skill, or from unsuccessful speculation, or simply from
ill-luck, labour is every day being followed by a valueless
result.
But not less is it confirmed by every one of the
numerous cases where little trouble is rewarded with high

ground

of value

I

?

;

;

gains

such as the occupation of a piece of land, the finding of

j

a precious stone, the discovery of a gold mine.

But not

to

mention cases that may be considered as

exceptions from the regular course of things,
indubitable as

it

is

perfectly normal, that the

it

is

a fact, as

same amount

of

labour exerted by different persons has a quite different value.

The
is,

famous

artist

quite regularly, a hundred times more valuable than the

same

result of one month's labour

on the part

period of labour on the part of a

could that be possible
value

?

How could

it

if

of a

common

carpenter.

How

trouble were really the principle of

be possible if, in virtue of some immediate
we were forced to base our estimate

psychological connection,
of value on

the consideration of

on that consideration
1

Adam Smith

J

?

and

toil

Or perhaps

it

is

trouble,

and only

that nature

so

is

gets rid of the difficulty mentioned in the text as follows

:

" If

the one species of labour requires an uncommon degree of dexterity and ingenuity,
the esteem which men have for such talents will naturally give a value to their

produce superior to what would be due to the time employed about it. Such
talents can seldom be acquired, but in consequence of long application and the
superior value of their produce may frequently be more than a reasonable compensation for the time and labour which must be spent in acquiring them
(book

i.

The

chap,

vi.)

insufficiency of this explanation

is

obvious,

In the

first place, it is clear

that the higher value of the products of exceptionally skilled
quite different foundation from the "esteem

which men have

men

rests

on a

such talents."
How many poets and scholars does the public leave to starve in spite of the very
high esteem which it pays to their talents, and how many unscrupulous speculators
has it rewarded for their adroitness by hundreds of thousands, although it
for

378
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that

psychological laws

its

reckon the trouble of a skilled

artist

force

book

our

spirit

who

to

a hundred times more

valuable than the more modest trouble of a carpenter!

think that any one

vi

I

reflects for a little, instead of blindly

on trust, will be convinced that there is no
immediately obvious and essential connection between trouble
and value, such as the passage in Adam Smith seems to
taking

it

assume.

But does the passage actually

exchange value, as
any one who
reads it with unprejudiced eye can maintain that either.
The
passage applies neither to exchange value, nor to use value,
nor to any other kind of value in the strict scientific sense.
has been tacitly assumed

The

fact is

—

as

refer to

I do not think that

?

shown by the employment

—

of the expression

Adam Smith has
used the word in that very wide and vague sense which it
has in everyday speech.
And this is very significant. Peel"

worth

"

instead of value

that in this case

ing involuntarily that, at the bar of strictly scientific reflection,

he turns to the loose
and makes use of the ill-defined
with a result, as experience has

his proposition could not be admitted,

impressions of everyday

life,

expressions of everyday

life,

shown, very
Finally,

—

much to be deplored in
how little the whole

the interests of the science.

passage can lay claim to

shown by the

fact that, even in the few
words that compose it, there is a contradiction.
In one breath
he claims for two things the distinctive property of being
scientific exactitude is

" value
first, for the trouble that a man
can save himself through the possession of a good second, for
But
the trouble that a man can impose upon other people.

the principle of " real

:

;

these are two quantities which, as every one knows, are not
absolutely identical.
labour, the trouble

Under the regime of the
I personally would be

which

division

of

obliged to

undergo to obtain possession of a thing I desired is usually
much greater than the trouble with which a labourer technically
Which of these two troubles, the " saved "
trained produces it.
has no esteem whatever for their ''talents"!

But suppose esteem were the

foundation of value, in that case the law that value depends on trouble would
If, again, in the second of the above
attempts to trace that higher value to the trouble ex-

evidently not be confirmed but violated.
sentences,

Adam Smith

pended in acquiring the dexterity, by his insertion of the word "frequently" he
confesses that

it will

not hold in

all cases.

The

contradiction therefore remains.

VALUE AND TROUBLE
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understand as determining the

?

In

short, the celebrated passage where our old master
Smith introduces the Labour Principle into the theory
of value is as far as possible from being the great and well
grounded scientific principle it has usually been considered.

Adam

It

does not of

by a

itself

carry conviction.

It is

slovenly character of a popular expression.
That, notwithstanding this,

tradicts itself.

acceptance
that he said

my

due, in

is

circumstances

first,

;

not supported

opinion, to the

Adam Smith

that an

Finally,
it

found

Smith had but addressed a

single

it

con-

general

coincidence of two
said

it,

without adducing any evidence for

it

and the

It has the slovenly dress

particle of evidence.

word in

its

and, second,

it.

If

Adam

proof to the

intelligence of his readers, instead of simply appealing to their

immediate impressions, they would have insisted upon putting
the evidence before the bar of their intelligence, and then the

absence of
It

itself.

real

all
is

propositions can
"

money

Adam

have

shown

Smith, and after him, Bicardo, says

Labour was the

that

infallibly

people by surprise that such

win acceptance.

Let us see what
further.

argument would

only by taking

was paid

first

for all

comparatively inoffensive,

but

price

—

the original purchase

This proposition

things."
it

has

no

bearing

is

on the

principle of value.
"

In that early and rude state of society which precedes
both the accumulation of stock and the appropriation of land,
the proportion between the quantities of labour necessary for
acquiring different objects seems to be the only circumstance
which can afford any rule for exchanging them for one another.
If,

among a

nation of hunters, for example,

twice the labour to kill a beaver which

one beaver should naturally exchange
deer.

It is

days' or

natural that

what

is

it

it

usually cost

does to kill a deer,

for or

be worth two

usually the produce of two

two hours' labour should be worth double of what

is

usually the produce of one day's or one hour's labour."

In these words also we shall look in vain for any trace of a
Adam Smith simply says, "seems
to be the only circumstance," " should naturally," " it is natural,"
and so on, but throughout he leaves it to the reader to convince
rational basis for the doctrine.

!
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himself of the " naturalness
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—

" of

such judgments
a task, he it
remarked in passing, that the critical reader will not find easy.
For if it is " natural " that the exchange of products should
be regulated exclusively by the proportion of labour time that
their attainment costs, it must also be natural that, for instance,
any uncommon species of butterfly, or any rare edible frog,
should be worth, " among a nation of hunters " ten times more
than a deer, inasmuch as a man might spend ten days in
looking for the former, while he could capture the latter
But the " naturalness " of this
usually by one day's labour.
proportion would scarcely be obvious to everybody
The result of these considerations may, I think, be summed
up as follows. Adam Smith and Eicardo have asserted that
labour is the principle of the value of goods simply as an
axiom, and without giving any evidence for it.
Consequently
any one who would maintain this principle must not look
to Adam Smith and Eicardo as guaranteeing its truth, but
must seek for some other and independent basis of proof.
Now it is a very remarkable fact that of later writers
scarcely any one has done so.
The men who in other respects

and out with their
no proposition, however venerable with age, was secure from being put once more in question
and tested, these very men have not uttered a word in
criticism of the weightiest principle that they borrowed from
From Eicardo to Eodbertus, from Sismondi
the old doctrine.
to Lassalle, the name of Adam Smith is the only guarantee
thought necessary for this doctrine.
No writer adds anything

sifted

the

old-fashioned doctrine inside

destructive criticism, with

of his

own but

whom

repeated asseverations that the proposition

is

no real attempt
to prove its truth, to meet objections, to remove doubts.
The
despisers of proof from authority content themselves with
appealing to authority the sworn foes of unproved assumptions
and assertions content themselves with assuming and asserting.
Only a very few representatives of the Labour Value theory form

true, incontrovertible, indubitable

;

there

is

;

any exception to

this rule

An economist looking

;

one of these few, however,

in question might proceed in one of
either attempt

in

its

to

is

Marx.

for a real confirmation of the principle

two

directions

;

he might

develop the proof from grounds involved

very statement, or he might deduce

it

from experience.

a
I

THE COMMON ELEMENT IN EXCHANGE
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has taken the former course, with a result on which the

may presently form his own opinion,
have already quoted in Marx's own words the passages
relative to the subject.
The line of argument divides itself
reader
I

clearly into three steps.

made equal

Since in exchange two goods are

First step.

must be a common element of similar
quantity in the two, and in this common element must reside
the principle of Exchange value.
Second step. This common element cannot be the Use
to one another, there

value, for in the exchange of goods the use value

Third

there remains in

products

Labour

them only one common property
Consequently, so

of labour.
is

the principle of value

value, or "good," only has a

made

disregarded.

is

If the use value of commodities be disregarded

step.

objective in

it, is

;

or,

as

—

that of being

runs the conclusion,

Marx says, the use
human labour is

value because

materialised in

it.

have seldom read anything to equal this for bad reasoning
and carelessness in drawing conclusions.
The first step may pass, but the second step can only be
The use
maintained by a logical fallacy of the grossest kind.
value cannot be the common element because it is " obviously
disregarded in the exchange relations of commodities, for "
quote literally
" within the exchange relations one use value
counts for just as much as any other, if only it is to be had
in the proper proportion."
What would Marx have said to
I

—

—

the following argument

?

In an opera company there are three celebrated singers—
tenor, a bass, and a baritone— and these have each a salary of

£1000.

The question

is

asked,

What

is

the

common

stance on account of which their salaries are

And

circum-

made equal

?

In the question of salary one good voice counts
for just as much as any other
a good tenor for as much as a
provided only it is to be had in
good bass or a good baritone
I answer,

—

—

proper proportion

;

consequently in the question of salary the

good voice is evidently disregarded, and the good voice cannot
be the cause of the good salary.
But it is just as
The fallaciousness of this argument is clear.
clear that Marx's conclusion, from which this is exactly copied,
is not a whit more correct.
Both commit the same fallacy.

"
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of a genus with the disregarding
this

genus manifests

our illustration the circumstance which

is

In

itself.

of no account as

is evidently only the special form
which the good voice assumes, whether tenor, bass, or baritone.
It is by no means the good voice in general.
And just so is it
The special forms
with the exchange relations of commodities.
under which use value may appear, whether the use be for food,
clothing, shelter, or any other thing, is of course disregarded
but the use value of the commodity in general is never disregarded.
Marx might have seen that we do not absolutely
disregard use value from the fact that there can be no exchange
value where there is not a use value
a fact which Marx

regards the question of salary

;

—

himself

is

But

repeatedly forced to admit.

worse

still

fallacies are

1

involved in the third step of

If the use value of commodities is dis-

the demonstration.

regarded, says Marx, there remains in

property

—

them only one common

that of being products of labour.

there only one property
for instance,

is

?

?

Is

there not also the property of being scarce in

demand ? Or that they are
Or that they are appropriated ?

proportion to the

and supply?

Is this true

In goods that have exchange value,
objects of

demand

Or that they are

For that they are products of nature just
no one declares more plainly
than Marx himself, when in one place he says, " Commodities
are combinations of two elements, natural material and labour
or when he incidentally quotes Petty 's expression about material
2
wealth, " Labour is its father and the earth its mother."
Now why, I ask, may not the principle of value reside in
any one of these common properties, as well as in the property
of being the product of labour ?
For in support of this latter
proposition Marx has not adduced the smallest positive argument.
His sole argument is the negative one, that the use value, thus
happily disregarded and out of the way, is not the principle of
But does not this negative argument apply
exchange value.
natural products?

as they are products of labour

;

1

For instance, in

being an object of
it

p.

15 at the end

use.

:

"

Finally, nothing can be valuable without

If it is useless the labour contained in it is also useless

does not count as labour

{sic),

and therefore confers no value."

;

Knies haB

already drawn attention to the logical blunder here criticised (Das Geld, Berlin,
1873, p. 123, etc.)
2

Das Kapital,

p.

17

etc.

LABOUR NOT THE COMMON ELEMENT
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with equal force to

by Marx

much

ing cannot go

But

all

this

in assertion

all.

even true that in

Is it

possessing exchange value there

being the product of labour

Or a gold mine

?

properties overlooked

and carelessness in reason-

farther.

not

is

common

the other

Wantonness

?
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is

common

this

all

goods

property of

Is virgin soil a product of labour?

?

Or a natural seam of coal

And

?

yet, as

every one knows, these often have a very high exchange value.

But how can an element that does not
of goods

common

enter at all into one class

possessing exchange value be put
universal principle of exchange value

would have lashed any of

opponents

his

forward as the

How Marx

?

who had been

guilty

1

of such logic

!

Without doing Marx any wrong then we

shall here take the

liberty of saying that his attempt to prove the truth of his

principle deductively has completely fallen through.

If the proposition that the value of all goods rests on labour
is

by deduction, there

neither an axiom nor capable of proof

still

remains at least one possibility in

capable of demonstration by experience.

chance we shall look at
testimony of experience ?

this

its

favour

;

it

may be

To give Marx every

possibility also.

What

is

the

Experience shows that the exchange value of goods stands
in proportion to that

amount

of labour

which their production
and even then only

costs only in the case of one class of goods,

approximately.

Well known

the facts on which

estimated at

its

it

as this should be, considering that

rests are so familiar, it is very

proper value.

seldom

Of course everybody, including

the socialist writers, agrees that experience does not entirely confirm the Labour Principle.

It

is

commonly imagined, however,

that the cases in which actual facts confirm the labour principle

form the rule, and that the cases which contradict the principle
This view is very
form a relatively insignificant exception.
erroneous, and to correct it once and for all I shall put together in groups the exceptions by which experience proves the
We shall see
labour principle to be limited in economic life.
that the exceptions so much preponderate that they scarcely
leave any room for the rule.
1.

From
1

the scope of the Labour Principle are excepted
See also on the subject Knies, Das Geld, p. 121.
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goods that, from actual or legal hindrances, cannot

can be reproduced only in limited
way of example, rare statues and
pictures, scarce books and coins, wines of a peculiar quality,
and adds the remark that such goods form only a very small
proportion of the goods daily exchanged in the market.

be reproduced at

amount.

If,

all,

or

Eicardo names, by

however,

we

consider that

category belongs the

to this

whole of the land, and, further, those numerous goods in the
production of which patents, copyright, and trade secrets come
"
into play, it will be found that the extent of these " exceptions
1
is by no means inconsiderable.
2. All goods that are produced not by common, but by
skilled labour, form an exception.
Although in the day's product of a sculptor, a skilled joiner, a violin-maker, an engineer,

and

so on,

no more labour be incorporated than in the day's

product of a

common labourer

or a factory operative, the former

many

has a greater exchange value, and often a

times greater

exchange value.
The adherents of the labour value theory
have of course not been able to overlook this exception.
Sometimes they mention it, but in such a way as to suggest that it
does not form a real exception, but only a little variation that
Marx, for instance, adopts the exyet comes under the rule.
pedient of reckoning skilled labour as a multiplex of
labour.

"

Complicated labour," he says

(p.

common

1 9), " counts

only

as strengthened, or rather multiplied, simple labour, so that a

smaller quantity of complicated labour

quantity of simple labour.

is

equal to a greater

Experience shows that this reduc-

A commodity may be the product
constantly made.
most complicated labour; its value makes it equal to
the product of simple labour, and represents therefore only a

tion

is

of the

definite quantity of simple labour."

The naivety

of this theoretical juggle

is

almost stupefying.

That a day's labour of a sculptor may be considered equal to
for instance, in
five days' labour of a miner in many respects
money valuation there can be no doubt. But that twelve

—

—

hours' labour of a sculptor actually are sixty hours'

labour no one will maintain.

Now

instance, in the question of the principle of value

matter of what fictions
1

men may

common

in questions of theory

set up,

Sec also Knies, Kredit, part

—

it is

—

but of what actually
ii.

p. 61.

for

not a
is.

—
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For theory the day's production of the sculptor is, and remains,
the product of one day's labour, and if a good which is the product of one day's labour is worth as much as another which is
the product of five days' labour, men may invent what fictions
they please there is here an exception from the rule asserted,
that the exchange value of goods is regulated by the amount of
;

human

labour incorporated in them.

generally graduates

its tariff

by persons and goods, but,

Suppose that a railway

according to the distances travelled

as regards

one part of the line in which

the working expenses are peculiarly heavy, arranges that each

mile shall count as two, can

it

be maintained that the length

of the distances is really the exclusive principle in fixing the

railway

be

by

tariff

?

Certainly not

;

by a

fiction it

is

assiimed to

but in truth the application of that principle
another consideration, the character of the

so,

Similarly

we cannot

preserve

labour principle by any such

Not

limited

distances.

the theoretical unity

of

the

fiction.

to carry the matter further, I

may

say that this second

exception embraces a considerable proportion of
sold goods.

is

In one respect,

strictly speaking,

that almost all goods belong to

it.

all

bought and

we might

say

For into the production of

almost every good there enters some skilled labour

—

labour of

an inventor, of a manager, of a pioneer, or some such labour
and this raises the value of the good a little above the level
which would have been determined if the quantity of labour
had been the only consideration.
3. The number of exceptions is increased by those goods
that are produced by
not, it is true, a very important class
For
reasons that need not be
abnormally badly paid labour.
discussed here, wages remain constantly under the minimum of

—

subsistence in certain branches of production

;

for instance, in

women's industries, such as sewing, embroidering, and
knitting.
The products of these employments have thus an
There is, for instance, nothing unusual
abnormally low value.
certain

in the product of three days' labour

seam worker only fetching

as

much

on the part of a white
as the

product of

two

days' labour on the part of a factory worker.

All the exceptions mentioned hitherto take the form of
exempting certain groups of goods altogether from the law of
labour value, and therefore tend to narrow the sphere of that
2 c
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The only goods then left to the action of the law
which can be produced at will, without any limitations, and which at the same time require nothing but unskilled labour for their production.
But even in this contracted
sphere the law of labour value does not rule absolutely.
There
are some further exceptions that go a great way to break down

law's validity.

are those goods

its strictness.

A fourth exception

to the Labour Principle may be found
and universally admitted phenomenon that even
those goods, in which exchange value entirely corresponds with
the labour costs, do not show this correspondence at every
moment. By the fluctuations of supply and demand their exchange value is put sometimes above, sometimes below the level
corresponding to the amount of labour incorporated in them.
The amount of labour only indicates the point towards which
exchange value gravitates,
not any fixed point of value. This
4.

in the familiar

—

exception, too, the socialist adherents of the labour principle

seem

to

me

they treat

to

it

make

too light

of.

They mention

it

indeed, but

as a little transitory irregularity, the existence of

which does not interfere with the great " law " of exchange value.
But it is undeniable that these irregularities are just so many
cases where exchange value is regulated by other determinants
than the amount of labour costs.
They might at all events
have suggested the inquiry whether there is not perhaps a more
universal principle of exchange value, to which might be traceable, not

only the regular formations of value, but also those

formations which, from the standpoint of the labour theory,

appear to be

" irregular."

But we should look

in vain for

any

such inquiry among the theorists of this school.
5.

Apart from these momentary

fluctuations, it is clear

that in the following case the exchange value of goods constantly diverges,

and that not inconsiderably, from the

level

Of

indicated by the quantity of labour incorporated in them.

two goods which

cost exactly the

same amount

of social average

labour to produce, that one maintains a higher exchange value
the production of which requires the greater advance of
vious
first

"

labour.

Eicardo, as

we

saw, in two

(i

pre-

sections of the

chapter of his Principles, has spoken in detail of this ex-

ception from the labour principle.

without expressly denying

it;

Rodbertus and

Marx

ignore,

indeed they could not very
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well do so

an oak-tree of a hundred years possesses

for that

;
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a higher value than corresponds to the half minute's labour

required in planting the seed

is

known

too well

to be success-

fully disputed.

To sum

is

The asserted " law " that the value
regulated by the amount of the labour incorporated
up.

does not hold at
of goods

all in

of goods
in them,

the case of a very considerable proportion

and

in the case of the others, does not hold always,

;

never holds exactly.

which the value

What

These are the

theorists

facts of experience

with

have to reckon.

conclusions can an unprejudiced theorist draw from

facts ?
Certainly not the conclusion that the origin and
measure of all value is to be ascribed exclusively to labour.
Such a conclusion would be very like deducing the law.
All electricity is caused by friction, from the experience that
electricity is
produced in many ways, and is very often
produced by friction.
On the other hand, the conclusion might very well be drawn
that expenditure of labour is one circumstance which exerts a

such

powerful influence on the value of

many

goods

;

always

re-

—

membering that labour is not an ultimate cause
for an
ultimate cause must be common to all the phenomena of
value
but a particular and intermediate cause.
It would

—

not be difficult to find a deductive proof of such an influence,

though

no

deductive

proof

esting

could

And,

thoroughgoing principle.

given

be

further, it

and very important accurately

may

of

the

more

be very inter-

to trace the influence of

labour on the value of goods, and to express the results in the

Only

form of laws.
that

fact

in doing so

be

these will

we must keep

before us the

only particular laws of value not

To use a comparison.

affecting the universal nature of value.
"

The law that formulates the

influence

exchange value of goods will stand

to

on

labour

of

the

the universal law of

value in the same relation as the law, The west wind brings
rain, stands

to

a universal theory of rain.

very general intermediate cause of
labour

is

is

7

is

as little

is

a

expenditure of

a very general intermediate cause of value

ultimate cause of rain

value

West w ind

rain, just as

;

but the

the west wind as that of

the expended labour.

Eicardo

himself only went a very

little

w ay
x

over the

—
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As I have shown, he knew right well that his
law of value was only a particular law he knew, for instance,
that the value of scarce goods rests on quite another principle.
He only erred in so far as he very much over-estimated the
extent to which his law is valid, and practically ascribed to it a
validity almost universal.
The consequence is that, later on, he
forgot almost entirely the little exceptions he had rightly made
but too little considered at the beginning of his work, and often
spoke of his law as if it were really a universal law of value.
It was his shortsighted followers who first fell into the
scarcely conceivable blunder of deliberately and absolutely
proper limits.

;

representing labour as the universal principle of value.

the scarcely conceivable blunder, for really

understand

how men

trained

in

it

is

research

theoretical

I say,

not easy to
could,

mature consideration, maintain a principle for which they
could find such slight support.
They could find no argument
for it in the nature of things, for that shows no necessary
connection whatever between value and labour; nor in experience, for experience shows, on the contrary, that value for
the most part does not correspond with labour expended
nor,
finally, even in authority, for the authorities appealed to had
never maintained the principle with that pretentious univerafter

;

sality

now

And
socialist

as

given

entirely

unfounded

as

it

is,

the

adherents of the Exploitation theory do not maintain

something

building

it.

principle,

this

unessential, as

they put

;

it

in

some innocent

bit

the forefront of practical

the most aggressive description.

of

system

claims of

They maintain the law that

commodities rests on the labour time incorporated in them, in order that the next moment they may

the value of

all

" opposed to law," " unnatural," and " unjust," all
formations of value that do not harmonise with this " law,"

attack, as

such as the difference in value that
capitalist

— and

demand

their

falls

abolition.

as surplus to the

Thus they

first

ignore the exceptions in order to proclaim their law of value
as universal.

And,

after thus

assuming

its

universality, they

again draw attention to the exceptions in order to brand them

This kind of arguing is very
the law.
were to assume that there are many foolish
people in the world, and to ignore that there are also many
as

offences against

much

as if one

:
;

REPEATS RODBERTUS'S MISTAKES
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wise ones

and thus coming

;

that "all

men

" contrary to

I

have

criticised

It

objections.

universally valid

demand

"

the extirpation of

existence

their

law

is

obviously

law "I
the law of Labour Value with all

the

seemed to me to
may be that my criticism also is open to many
But one thing at any rate seems to me certain

severity that
deserve.

that

"

the

are foolish," should

the ground

wise on

the

to
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doctrine

a

earnest writers

so

utterly false

concerned to find out the truth will not in

future venture to content themselves with asserting the law of

labour value as has been hitherto

clone.

In future any one who thinks that he can maintain this law
will first of all be obliged to supply what his predecessors have
omitted

—

a proof that can be taken seriously.

from authorities

Not quotations

not protesting and dogmatising phrases

;

;

but

a proof that earnestly and conscientiously goes into the essence
of the matter.

and willing

On

such a basis no one will be more ready

to continue the discussion

To return

to

Marx.

Sharing

than myself.

in

Iiodbertus's

mistaken

idea that the value of all goods rests on labour, he falls later

on into almost all the mistakes of which I have accused
Eodbertus.
Shut up in his labour theory Marx, too, fails to
On
grasp the idea that Time also has an influence on value.
one occasion he says expressly that, as regards the value of a
commodity, it is all the same whether a part of the labour of
making it be expended at a much earlier point of time or not. 1
Consequently he does not observe that there is all the difference in the world whether the labourer receives the final
value of the product at the end of the whole process of
production, or receives it a couple of months or years earlier
and he repeats Rodbertus's mistake of claiming now, in the
name of justice, the value of the finished product as it will be
then.

Another point

Marx

to

be noted

is

that, in

business capital,

which one, in his peculiar terminology called Variable capital, is advanced for the
wages of labour; the other, which he calls Constant capital,
And Marx
advanced for the means of production.
is
distinguishes

two portions

J

;

P. 175.

of

—
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maintains that only the amount of the variable capital has any
influence on

amount

the quantity of surplus value obtainable,

1

the

no
Marx, like Bodbertus before him, falls
into contradiction with facts
for facts show, on the contrary,
that, under the working of the law of assimilation of profits,
the amount of surplus value obtained stands, over the whole
of the constant capital being in this respect of

account. 2

But

in this

;

field,

in direct proportion to the

—

variable and constant together

singular that

Marx

total capital

It is

himself became aware of the fact that there

w as a contradiction
7

amount of the

that has been expended.

here, 3

and found

it

necessary for the sake

of his solution to promise to deal with it

later on.

4

But the

promise was never kept, and indeed could not be kept.
Finally, Marx's theory, taken as a whole,
as Bodbertus's to

one

was

as powerless

give an answer even approximately satis-

of the interest phenomena.
day does the labourer begin to
create the surplus value that the wine obtains, say between
the fifth and the tenth year of its lying in the cellar ?
Or is
it, seriously speaking, nothing but robbery
nothing but the
exploitation of unpaid labour
when the worker who sticks
the acorn in the ground is not paid the full £20 that the oak
will be worth some day when, without further labour of man,
it has grown into a tree ?
Perhaps I need not go farther.
If what I have said is
true, the socialist Exploitation theory, as represented by its two
most distinguished adherents, is not only incorrect, but, in
theoretical value, even
lowest places
takes one of the

factory

to

At what hour

important

part

of the labour

—

—

among

interest

theories.

may meet among
theories, I

the

However

serious the

representatives

scarcely think that

of

anywhere

some

else

fallacies

of the

we

other

are to be found

"The rate of surplus value and the value of labour power being given, the
amounts of surplus value produced are in direct ratio with the amounts of
variable capital advanced.
The value and the degree of exploitation of labour
power being equal, the amounts of value and surplus value produced by various
capitals stand in direct ratio with the amounts of the variable constituent of
these capitals
that is, of those constituents which are converted into living
labour power" (p. 311, etc.)
2 " The value
of these contributory means of production may rise, fall,
ivmain unchanged, be little or much, it remains without any influence whatever
:

.

.

.

;

iu

producing surplus value
a

Pp. 204, 312.

"

(p.

312).
4

Pp. 312, 542 at end.

—
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together so great a

number
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of the worst fallacies

—

unproved assumption, self-contradiction, and blindness

wanton,
to facts.

The socialists are able critics, but exceedingly weak theorists.
The world would long ago have come to this conclusion if the
opposite party had chanced to have had in its service a pen as
keen and cutting as that
Marx.
That in spite of
theory found, and
that

is

usually

inherent weakness the
so

much

credence,

Exploitation
due, in

is

The

my
first

has shifted the struggle to a sphere where appeal

it

we wish

its

still finds,

the coincidence of two circumstances.

opinion, to
is

and as slashing as that of

of Lassalle

made

to the heart as well as

believe

to

we

to the head.

What

The condition of the

readily believe.

every philanthropist
is indeed most pitiful
Many profits do in fact
must wish that it were bettered.
flow from an impure spring
every philanthropist must wish
that such springs were dried up.
In considering a theory
whose conclusions incline to raise the claims of the poor, and
to depress the claims of the rich,
a theory which agrees
labouring classes

;

;

—

partly, or

many

may

it

be entirely, with the wishes of his heart,

a one will be prejudiced in

will relax a great deal of

circumstances, he would have

And

basis.

it

its

favour from the

the critical

shown

in examining

need scarcely be said

that

not with criticism

;

believe in

even

it

if its

own
it is

and they would
is false
much worse
argument
were
theoretical

agreeable to them, and although

than

such as

Their concern

they simply follow the line of their
They believe in the Exploitation theory because

wishes.

and

its scientific

theories

these have a strong attraction for the masses.
is

first,

severity that, in other

it

;

it is.

A

second circumstance that helped to spread the theory

So long as the scientific
was the weakness of its opponents.
opposition to it was led chiefly by men who adhered to the
Abstinence theory, the Productivity theory, or the Labour
theory of a Bastiat or M'Culloch, a Eoscher or Strasburger,
the battle could not go badly for the socialists.
so

faultily

chosen these

men

From

could not strike

at

positions

the real

weaknesses of Socialism it was not too difficult to repel their
lame attacks, and to follow the fighters triumphantly into their
;
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own camp. This the socialists were strong enough to do, with
much success as skill. If many socialistic writers have
won an abiding place in the history of economic science, it is
as

and cleverness with which they managed
flourishing and deeply-rooted erroneous
doctrines.
This is the service., and almost the only service,
which Socialism has rendered to our science.
To put truth in
the place of error was beyond the power of the Exploitation
even more than it was beyond the power of their
theorists
due

to

to the strength

destroy so

many

—

much abused

opponents.

/
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MINOE SYSTEMS

CHAPTEE

I

THE ECLECTICS

The

which the interest problem presented to the
economy are reflected, perhaps, nowhere
more significantly than in the fact, that most economic writers
of our century did not form any definite opinion on the
difficulties

science of political

subject.

This

indefiniteness

1830.

about the year

undecided

—and

took

shape

a different

Before that

at that time there

date

those

somewhere

who were

were many such

avoided entering on the interest problem.

—simply

They come under

which I have called the Colourless school.
the problem had become a common subject of
scientific discussion, this was no longer possible.
Economists
were obliged to own to an opinion, and those who could not
come to a decision of their own became eclectics. Interest
Writers who
theories were put forward in abundance.
neither could nor would make one for themselves, nor decide
exclusively on one of those already made, would choose from
two or three or more heterogeneous theories the parts that
suited them, and weave them into what generally proved a
category

that

Later on,

rather

when

badly connected whole.

Or, without even

trying

obtain the appearance of a whole, they would in the
of

their writings

employ sometimes

one,

to

course

sometimes another

theory, as suited best for the purposes they might

happen

to

have in view.
need not be said that an eclecticism on w hich the
cardinal duty of the theorist, logical consistency, sat so lightly,
It

T

does not indicate any very high degree of theoretical excellence.
Still,

here also, as with the Colourless theorists,

among many
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men

we meet with

importance

of secondary
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a few writers of

The develophad been so peculiar that, for capable
writers especially, the temptation to become eclectic must have
There were so many heterogeneous
been almost overpowering.
theories in existence that one might be pardoned for thinking
A critical
it impossible that
there should be any more.
mind, indeed, could not find any one of them entirely satisBut neither could the fact be ignored that in many
factory.
The Productivity
of them there was at least a kernel of truth.
theory as a whole, for instance, was certainly unsatisfactory,
but no unprejudiced person could help feeling that the existence of interest must have something to do with the greater
return obtained by capitalist production, or, as it was generally

the

first

ment

rank.

to

is this

be wondered

at.

of the theory

Or, granted that a complete

called, the productivity of capital.

explanation of interest was not to be found in the
of the capitalist,"

it

"

abstinence

could scarcely be denied that the privation

which saving usually

costs is not a thing altogether without

amount

influence on the fact and on the

of interest.

In such

circumstances nothing was more natural than that economists

should

fact that

theories.

This tendency was

of

truth

from

strengthened by the

the social and political question of interest, as well

as the theoretical,

was now before the public

writer, in his eagerness

preferred to give

heaping

the fragments

try to piece together

different

together

;

and many a

to justify the existence of interest,

up the unity

of his theory rather than cease

arguments in

its

favour.

As might be

expected, the fragments of truth thus collected remained, at

the hands of the eclectics, nothing but fragments, their rough

edges grating against each other and stubbornly resisting

all

attempts to work them into a homogeneous whole.

many ways

which eclecticism has combined
The greatest preference has been
shown towards a combination of those two theories that came
nearest the truth, the Productivity and the Abstinence theory.
Among the numerous writers who follow this direction Eossi
partly because his
deserves to be mentioned at some length
There are

in

the various interest theories.

;

rendering of the Productivity theory
originality
illogical

;

partly because

he

may

method usual among the

is

not without a certain

serve as a type of

eclectics.

the

—
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In his Gouts d'Economie Politique} Eossi makes use of the
Productivity and the Abstinence theories alternately, without

making any attempt

weld the two into one organic theory.
when he makes general
mention of the phenomenon of interest and its origin, he
follows the Abstinence theory
while in details, particularly
in the inquiry as to the rate of interest, he prefers to follow
the Productivity theory.
To prove this I may put down in
the order of their statement the most important passages,
without taking more pains than the author has done to make

On

the whole, on

to

those occasions

;

them

consistent with each other.

In the traditionary way Eossi recognises capital as a factor
in production
its

by the

co-operation

question

why

it

side of labour

and land.

requires a compensation

this is so, the

answer

—

In return for
To the

profit.

given provisionally in the

is

mystic words, which seem to point rather to the Productivity
"

theory, " on the
(p.

same grounds and by the same title as labour
More definitely, and here distinctly according to the

93).

Abstinence theory, Rossi expresses himself in the summary to
the third lecture of the third volume

:

"

The

capitalist

demands

the compensation due to the privation which he imposes on

himself"

(iii.

p.

In the course of the following lecture

32).

he develops this idea more carefully.

Malthus for putting
but an income of the

profit,

First of

which certainly

capitalist,

among the

is

all,

he blames

not an expense

costs of production,

which he might have first taken to himself, since in the sixth lecture of the first volume he has formally,
and in the most explicit manner, enumerated the profit of
2
The true constituent
capital among the costs of production.
of cost which he puts in the place of profit is, " capitalised
saving" (Vipargne capitalisde), the non-consumption and the
productive employment of goods over which the capitalist has
a criticism, however,

command.
261, 291)

Later too
to

we

find repeated

allusions

(e.g.

iii.

pp.

the capitalist's renunciation of enjoyment as a

factor in the origination of profit.

up to this point Eossi has shown himself for the most
part an Abstinence theorist, from the second half of the third
If

1

Fourth edition,

2

"The

workers

;

(2)

costs

Paris, 1865.

of production are

made up

the profits of the capitalist,"

of

(1)

etc. (p. 93}

the recompense to the
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volume onwards we come upon expressions, at first occasionally
and then frequently, which show that Rossi had also come
under the influence of the popular Productivity theory.
He
begins in somewhat vague terms by bringing profit into connection with the circumstance that " capitals contribute to
production" (iil p. 258).
little later (p. 340) he says
quite distinctly, " Profit is the compensation due to productive
power " no longer, be it observed, to privation. Finally, the

A

—

rate

interest

of

ductivity

is

explained at

He

of capital.

"

as

it

by the pro-

length

great

regards

natural " that the

capitalist should receive for his share in the product

as his capital has produced in

productive power of capital

power

is great,

little

Thus Rossi

of capital is little.

the natural height of profit

is

the

if

much

as

and that will be much

it,

if

the

productive

arrives at the

law that

in proportion to the productive

power of capital.
He develops this law
where production requires capital alone in

first

in

the

case

operations, the

its

factor labour being left out of account as vanishingly small

and

only the use value of the product being taken into consideration.

Under

these assumptions he finds

it

evident that

if,

for instance,

the employment of a spade on a definite piece of ground, after
replacing the capital laid out, procures twenty bushels of grain
as profit, the

employment

of a

more

efficient

capital,

say a

plough, on the same piece of land, after fully replacing the
capital, will bring in

a

capital

of greater

more

profit,

say sixty bushels, " because

productive power has

But the same natural

principle

obtains

been employed."

in the complicated
"

There also it is " natural
economic life.
that the capitalist should share the product with the labourers
in the ratio of the productive power of his capital to the

relations of our actual

productive power of the labourers.

If,

in a production that

employed a hundred workers, a machine is
introduced which replaces the power of fifty workers, the
has

hitherto

capitalist has a natural claim to one-half the total product, or

the wage of

fifty labourers.

This natural relation

is

only disturbed by one thing

the capitalist plays a double role.
his capital to the

common

;

that

Not only does he contribute

co-operation, but he connects with

that a second business, the buying of labour.

In virtue of the

former, he would always receive the natural profit that corre-

!
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sponds to the productive power of capital, and that alone.
buying labour sometimes cheap, sometimes dear, he

in

But

may

either increase his natural profit at the expense of the natural

wage

may

up a portion of his profit to the
Thus if the fifty workers displaced
by the machine compete with those left in employment and
of labour, or

give

advantage of the labourers.

may

be that the capitalist buys

depress the wages of labour,

it

the labour of the fifty

employed

still

for a less share of the

them according to the
power of
capital.
Say that he buys their labour for 40 per cent instead
of 50 per cent of the total product, a profit of 10 per cent is
added to the natural profit on capital.
But this, although
total return

ratio

than would naturally

power

their productive

of

fall to

to

the productive

usually classed with profit on capital,

is

in its nature entirely

made by the
on capital, but
this foreign addition that causes an antagonism between capital
and labour, and it is only in the case of this addition that the

foreign to

buying

it,

and should be looked on

of labour.

as a profit

It is not the natural profit

and vice versd has
any validity.
The natural and true profit on capital leaves
wages untouched, and depends altogether on the productive
power of capital (lecture iii. pp. 21, 22).
After all that has been said in former chapters on the
Productivity theories, we may well dispense with any thorough
and detailed criticism of such views.
I shall merely point out
principle of wages falling as profits increase

one monstrous conclusion that follows logically from Eossi's
theory.

According to him

all

the surplus returns obtained by

the introduction and improvement of machinery, or from the

development of capital in general, must to all eternity wholly
and entirely flow into the pockets of the capitalists, without
the labourer getting any share whatever in the advantages of
these improvements
for those surplus returns are due to the
;

increased productive power of capital, and their result forms
the " natural " share of the capitalist

On
new,

the

same

lines

as

Eossi,

we meet among French

1

and contributing nothing
Molinari 2 and Leroy-

writers

1
See also the sharp but most pertinent criticism of Pierstorff, Lekre vom
Untemehmergeioinn, p. 93, etc.
2
Cours cCEconomie Politique, second edition, Paris, 1863. His Productivitytheory is similar to that of Say (e.g. "interest is a compensation for the productive

!
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Beanlieu, 1 and

and

Schiiz

book

among Germans Eoscher, with

Max

vii

his followers

Wirth. 2

Among Italian economists who follow the same eclectic
may be mentioned Cossa. Unfortunately this admirable

lines

monograph on the conception of

writer, in his

capital, 3

has not

and we

extended his researches to the question of interest,
have to go by the very scanty hints that occur in his wellknown Mementi di Economia Politico,} From it one would
judge Cossa to be an eclectic yet his way of speaking, as if
;

interpreting

the ordinary doctrines, appears to

he has some

to betray that

critical scruples

me

evidently

Thus

about them.

while looking on interest as compensation for the "productive
service"

of capital

(p.

119), he

refuses

service as a primary factor in production,

this

and only allows

secondary or derivative instrument. 5

the place of a
like the

recognise

to

it

Again,

Abstinence theorists, he puts " privations " among the

costs of production (p. 65),

but in the theory of interest he

adopts a tone which seems to imply that this did not express

own

his

conviction, but only that of other people. 6

The most

interesting of those eclectic systems that

combine

the Abstinence and the Productivity conceptions I consider to

be that of Jevons, with which I shall finish consideration of
this group.

7

His Abstinence theory (1,289,293,300) is paron account of the peculiar meaning he gives to the
conception of *' privation. " He means by it what the capitalist may suffer on
account of the capital sunk in production not being available for the satisfaction
of pressing wants which may possibly arise in the meantime.
Surely a very
service of capital,"

i.

p. 302).

ticularly unsatisfactory

unsuitable foundation for a universal theory of interest
1

Essai sur la Repartition des Richesses, second edition, Paris,

1885.

See

particularly pp. 236 (Abstinence theory), 233, 238 (Productivity theory); see also
above, p. 131.
2

On

Roscher, see above, p. 129, Schiiz, Grundsdtze der Natwnal-Oekonomie,
particularly pp. 70, 285, 296, etc.
Max Wirth, Grundziige der
;

Tubingen, 1843

National- Oekonomie, third edition,

Huhn, Allgemeine

i.

324

p.

;

fifth edition,

i.

See further

327.

H. Bischof,
Grundziige eines Systems der National- Oekonomih, Graz, 1876, p. 459, and
particularly note on p. 465; Schiilze-Delitzsch, Kapitel zu einem deutschen
Volkswirthschaftslehre, Leipzig,

Arbeiterkatechismus, pp. 23, 27, 28,
3

La

p. 155.

;

etc.

Nozione del Capitate, in the Saggi di Economia Politica, Mailand, 1878,
4
Sixth edition, 1883.

5

P. 34,

6

"

and more at length in the Saggi.
The elements of interest are two first, compensation

capital, or, as
7

1862, p. 204

:

some

say, for its formation,

and

for the non-use of
for its productive service " {p. 119).

Theory of Political Economy, second edition, London, 1879.

—
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Jevons begins by giving a very clear statement of the
economic function of capital, in which he steers clear of the
mysticism of any particular " productive power,"
The function
enables us to expend
surmount the difficulty
caused by the time that elapses between the beginning and the
end of a work.
It makes possible an infinite number of improvements in the production of those goods the manufacture of
which necessarily depends upon the lengthening of the interval
between the moment when labour is exerted and the moment
when the work is finished. All such improvements are limited
by the use of capital, and in making these improvements
1
possible lies the great and almost the only use of capital.
This being the foundation, Jevons explains interest as
follows.
He assumes that every extension of time between
employment of labour and enjoyment of result makes it
possible to obtain a greater product with the same amount
of labour.
The difference between the product that would
have been obtained in the shorter period, and the greater
of capital he finds simply in this, that

labour in advance.

It assists

men

it

to

may be obtained when the time is extended,
forms the profit of that capital by the investing of w hich the

product that

r

lengthening of the interval has been

made

possible.

If

we

call

and the longer interval made possible by
an additional investment of capital t -h At, and further, the prothe shorter interval

t,

duct obtainable by a definite quantity of labour in the shorter
interval

then by hypothesis the product obtainable in

Ft,

the longer interval will be correspondingly greater; that
F(t

+ At).

— Ft

The

of these

difference

F(tf

is

+ Atf)

is profit.

To
amount

ascertain
of profit

the

rate

we must

interest

of

of capital

by which the extension
If

amount
expiry of

Ft

the

is

of produce
t,

by this
amount
the time was made
represented

calculate the profit on that

possible.

invested

of

capital,

then this

is

the

could have been obtained on the

that

The duration
The whole amount of the

without any additional investment.

of the additional

investment

additional investment

= (Ft

two quantities

is

is

At.

therefore represented in the product

Dividing the above increment of produce by the
latter amount, the rate of interest appears thus
.

At).

1

P. 243.

2 D
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Y(t

+

- Ft

At)

is

investment of capital

made by

the profit

and the
profit.

less

is

;

the greater also

supplied with capital,

is

additional extension of time

Since,

further,

similar rate of interest, they

new

the capital on which
is

calculated,

the rate of interest corresponding to

Hence the tendency

prosperity.

is

product ¥t obtainable without any

the

vii

1

The more abundantly a country
the greater

book

that

of interest to fall with advancing
capitals

all

must

all

tend

to

receive

a

be content to take that

lowest rate obtained by the additional capital last invested.

Thus the advantage conferred
addition of capital determines

on production

by the

last

the height of the usual rate

of interest in the country.

The resemblance

German Thunen

is

of this line of thought to

that of the

the

same weak

obvious.

It

presents

Like Thunen, Jevons too lightly identifies the " surplus in products " with the " surplus in value."
What his statement seems actually, to point to is an
" increment of produce " due to the assistance of the last

points to criticism.

But that this surplus in produce
same time a surplus in value over the
capital consumed in the investment, Jevons has nowhere
proved.
To illustrate by a concrete case. It is easy to
understand that a man employing imperfect, but quickly

increment
indicates

of

at

capital.

the

made machinery, may produce

in a year's time

1000

pieces

and by employing machinery
which is more perfect, but takes longer to make, may produce
in the same time 1200 pieces of the goods.
But there
pieces
is nothing here to show that the difference of 200
prevent
must be a net surplus in value. Two things might
its
being so.
(1) It might be that the more perfect
machinery to which the increment of 200 pieces is due

of a particular class of goods,

should obtain so high a value on account of this capability
that the increment of 200 pieces is absorbed by the amount
set aside for depreciation.

(2)

It is conceivable that the

new

method of production, which gives these good results, might
be employed so extensively that the increased supply of pro1

P. 266.

specified here.

Jevons puts the same formula in other ways that need not be
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to

the same

down

level

as
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the value of the present

1000

the former

1200

pieces.

pieces

In neither

case would there be any surplus value.
Jevons, therefore,
has here fallen into the old error of the Productivity theo-

and mechanically translated the surplus in products,
which everybody would grant, into a surplus in value.
Of course in his system there are attempts at explanation
of this difference of value.
But he has not brought these
attempts into connection with his Productivity theory they
rists,

;

do not complete that theory, but traverse

One

of these attempts

Abstinence theory.

it.

where he accepts parts of the
he

is

Jevons quotes Senior with approval

;

explains what Senior called " abstinence " as that " temporary

enjoyment

sacrifice of

that is essential to the existence of
and he
the capitalist's " endurance of want "

capital," or as

;

amount

gives formulae for calculating the

abstinence

(p.

253,

He

etc.)

of the sacrifice of

—some—among

reckons this abstinence

times indeed, writing loosely, he reckons even interest

and in one place he expressly speaks
;
of the capitalist's income as " compensation for abstinence and
the costs of production
risk"

(p.

295).

Jevons has some very interesting remarks on the effect
of time on the valuation of needs and satisfactions.
He
points out that we anticipate future pleasures and pains, the
prospect of future pleasure being already felt as anticipated

But the intensity

pleasure.

the

of

anticipated pleasure

is

always less than that of the future pleasure itself, and depends
on two factors
the intensity of the pleasure anticipated, and
the time that intervenes before the emergence of the pleasure

—

(p.

36,

Somewhat
we thus make

etc.)

distinction

strangely Jevons

present and a future enjoyment
fiable.

It

rests

only, he

holds

that

the

in immediate valuation between a
is,

rightly considered, unjusti-

on an intellectual

says,

error,

or

an error of natural disposition and, properly speaking, time
should have no such influence.
All the same, on account of
;

the imperfection of

human

ISFow

Jevons

anticipation
for,

among

is

is a fact that " a future
a
present one " (p. 7 8).
than

nature,

feeling is always less influential

it

quite correct in saying that this power of

must exert a far-reaching
other things,

all

influence in economics,

accumulation of capital depends
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upon

it
But, unfortunately, he is satisfied with
(p. 37).
throwing out suggestions of the most general description, and
applying them quite fragmentarily. 1
He fails to develop the

to give it any fruitful application to the theory of
income and value.
This omission is the more surprising that
there are some features in his interest theory which strongly
suggested the possibility of making a very good use of the

idea, or

element of time in the explanation of interest.
With more
emphasis than any one before him, he had asserted the role
played by time in

the function of capital.

The next step

evidently would have been to inquire whether the difference
of time

might not

also exert

an immediate influence on the

valuation of the product of capital, of such a kind

which

that

the

might be
explained by it.
Instead of this Jevons, as we have seen,
persists in the old method of explaining interest simply by the
difference of value, on

interest is founded,

difference in the quantity of the product.
Still more obvious, probably, would it have been to connect
his other conception of " abstinence " with the difference that

we make

in the estimation of present and future enjoyments,
and to account for the sacrifice that lies in the postponement
of enjoyment by that lesser valuation of the future utility.
But Jevons gives no positive expression to this.
Indeed,
indirectly, he even excludes it
for, as we have seen, on the
one hand he pronounces the lesser valuation to be a simple
error caused by the imperfection of our nature, and, on the
other hand, he pronounces the abstinence to be a real and
.

;

true

sacrifice, viz.

the continuance in the (painful) state

of

need.

Thus there is no reciprocal fructification between the many
and acute ideas that Jevons throws out regarding
our subject and Jevons himself remains an eclectic of genius
perhaps, but still an eclectic.
interesting

;

A second group of eclectics add on ideas taken from the
Labour theory in one or other of its varieties. First may be
1

Thus, on one occasion, he says that, under the influence of this element of
and in the

time, in the case of the distribution of a stock of goods in the present
future, "less

commodity

the intervening time "

will be consigned to future days in

(p. 79).

some proportion to

chap,
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Bead, 1 whose

mentioned
interest

heaping
greatest
capital,

"must

did at the

it

on the subject of

absurd/' he exclaims on one occasion

83),

(p.

appear to contend that labour produces all, and
the only source of wealth, as if capital produced nothing,
it

and was not a
a

literature

was most confused, shows a peculiarly inconsistent
together of opinions.
He begins by laying the
emphasis on the independent productive power of
regarding the existence of which power he has no

"How

doubt.

is

work, appearing as

when English economic

period
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real

and

farther on he

little

distinct source of wealth also

finishes

!

"

And

an exposition of what capital

does in certain branches of production by saying, quite in the
spirit

of the Productivity theory, that everything remaining

over, after
"

may

payment

fairly be

Later

still,

different light.

of the workers

who

co-operate in the work,

claimed as the produce and reward of capital."
however, he sees the matter in an essentially

He now

puts in the foreground the fact that

comes into existence through labour and saving,
and builds on that an explanation of interest, half in the spirit
of James Mill's Labour theory, and half in that of Senior's
Abstinence theory. " The person who has laboured before, and
not consumed but saved the produce of his labour, and which
produce is now applied to assist another labourer in the work of
capital itself

production,

is

entitled to

reward for labour that

is

his profit or
past,

the fruits of that labour) as

and

much

for

interest

(which

is

the

saving and preserving

as the present labourer is

more recent
kind must
Thus
result in all sorts of contradictions goes without saying.
in this latter passage Eead himself resolves capital into previous
labour, although earlier he had protested against this in the
most stubborn way. 2 Thus too he explains profit to be wage
3
for previous labour, while in a previous passage he had blamed
M'Culloch most severely for effacing the distinction between
the conception of profit and that of wage.
With Eead may be appropriately classed the German econowhich is the reward for
That eclectic hesitation of

entitled to his wages,

his

labour"

this

(p.

310).

1
An Inquiry into the Natural Grounds of Bight to Vendible Property or Wealth,
Edinburgh, 1829.
2
P. 131, and generally all through the argument against Godwin, and the
3
Note to p. 247.
anonymous tract " Labour Defended."
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mist Gerstner.

te

The

book

familiar question " whether capital

vii

by

and independently of the other two sources of goods,
productive, he answers in the affirmative.
He believes

itself,

is

the part played in the production of the total product

that

of production we call capital, can be
determined with mathematical exactitude, and without more

by the instrument

(t

ado looks upon this share as the
that

is

due

to capital."

With

l

this

rent in

the total profit

frank and concise Pro-

combines certain points
Labour theory as when (p.
20) he defines the instruments of production as "a kind of
a
anticipation of labour," and on that basis calls
the rent of
ductivity

theory, however, Gerstner

of agreement with J ames Mill's

;

capital that falls to the instruments of production the supple-

mentary wage for previously performed labour" (p. 23).
But,
like Kead, he gives no thought to the question that naturally
suggests itself, whether in that case the previously performed
labour has not previously received its wages from the capital
value of the capital, and why, over and above that, it still gets
an eternal contribution in the shape of interest.
To the same division of the eclectics belong the French
economists Cauwes 2 and Joseph Garnier.
I have already pointed out 3 how Cauwes, with some reservation, shows himself an adherent of Courcelle Seneuil's Labour
theory.
But at the same time he puts forward a number of
views that have their origin in the Productivity theory.
Arguing against the socialists he ascribes to capital an independent " active role

In

235).

determines

in production

"productivity

the

the

"

current rate

of

by the

of

side of labour

capital"

he

loan interest. 4

(i.

p.

what
Finally, he

finds

derives the existence of "surplus value " from the productivity of
capital in a passage,

on the fact that

ment
1

Beitrag zur Lehre
Precis

A

See above, p. 304,
'

'

where he bases the explanation of interest
are indebted to the productive employ-

5
of capital for a " certain surplus value."

3

4

we

The

vom

Kapital, Erlangen, 1857, pp. 16, 22, etc.
second edition, Paris, 1881.

$ Economic, Politique,
principle then

is

the productivity of capital"

that the rate of interest
(ii.

is

a direct consequence of

p. 110).

5 il
We saw that the real value of interest depended on the productive employment given to capital ; since a certain surplus value is due to capital, interest
is one part of that surplus value presumably Jt%& Aforfait (without consideration
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find the elements of

no

The

three different theories eclectically combined.

less

than

basis of his

is Say's Productivity theory, from which he even revived
and adopted the feature long ago rejected by criticism that of

views

;

reckoning interest among the costs of production. 2

Then, in
imitation of Bastiat, he calls the " privation " which the lender
of the capital suffers through

the alienation

of

the justi-

it,

Finally, he declares that interest invites

fication of interest.

and compensates the

"

3

labour of saving."

All the eclectics hitherto mentioned combine a number of
theories which,

if

they do not agree in the character of their

arguments, at least agree in the

That

these arguments arrive.

practical

is to say,

at

results

which

they combine theories

But strangely enough, there
which are favourable to interest.
are some writers who, with one or more theories favourable to
interest, combine elements of the theory hostile to it, the
;

Exploitation theory.

Thus
one

down

interest,

a peculiar theory that, on

and explains

But,

on the other

it

as

of capital or

the

he distinctly

side,

delusion

a

to

think "that in the dead

land there dwell forces of acquisition"

588); and in blunt terms declares that in taking

(p.

interest the

takes to himself the fruit of other people's labour.

capitalist
" Capital,"

own

he

says, "

can be employed for the promotion of

labour, or for the promotion of other people's.

the latter case a hire

is

due the owner for

only be paid from the fruit of labour.

it,

and

in J. S. Mill.
of gain or loss)

striking

is

In
can

comes to the

it, it

receiver from the fruit of other people's labour"

more

this hire

This hire, this interest,

has so far the nature of land-rent that, like
Still

as

Productivity theory, which was then fashionable,

speaking of

one's

it

performed

of certain labours in the public service

capitalists. 4

rejects the

mass

lays

favourable to

is

remuneration

by the

Hoffmann

J. G-.

side,

(p.

5*16).

the combination of opposed opinions

It has often

been remarked that Mill takes a

which the lender receives

for the service rendered

by him "

(ii.

p. 189).
1

TraiU

2

P. 47.

4

d* Economic Politique,

eighth edition, Paris, 1880.
3

P. 522.

Kleine Schriften staatswirthschaftHchen Inhalts, Berlin, 1843, p. 566.
above, p. 312.

See
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middle

between two

position

book vn

very strongly

—

diverging ten-

economy the so-called Manchester school
and Socialism on the other.
It is easy to

dencies of political

on the one side,
understand that such
favourable to the

—

a compromise cannot, as a

be

rule,

and

complete

a

construction of

organic

where the chief struggle
and capitalism is being fought out, the theory of
The fact is that Mill's theory of interest has got into
interest.
such a tangle that it would be a serious wrong to this distinguished thinker were we to determine his scientific position in
political economy by this very unsuccessful part of his work.
As Mill constructed his system in the main on the
economical views of Kicardo, he adopted, among others, the
system

least of all in that sphere

of socialism

labour

principle that

is

the chief source of all value.

by the

this principle is traversed

Mill consequently modified

in the

it

of goods determined

by

labour in general.

Among

way

making the value
by

of

their costs of production, instead of

labour which constitutes

"

so

these costs of production, besides

much

the principal element as to

be very nearly the whole," he finds room for
an independent position. Profit with him
stant element in costs.

Eut

actual existence of interest.

profit,
is

and gives

it

the second con-

1

That Mill should have fallen into the old mistake of Maland described a surplus as a sacrifice, is all the more
wonderful that in English political economy it had already
been criticised, severely and forcibly, both by Torrens and
thus,

Senior.

But whence comes

profit

?

Instead of one, Mill gives three

inconsistent answers to this question.

In these the Productivity theory has the smallest share, and
it is

only in isolated passages, and with

all

with a certain hesitation that capital

Of course

factor in production.

labour

;

its efficiency

is

manner

of reser-

he explains
the third independent

vations, that Mill tends in this direction.

First,

capital itself is the product of

in production is therefore that of labour

Nevertheless he finds that it " requires
In no less involved terms does
be specified separately." 2
he express himself on the kindred question whether capital
in an indirect shape.

.

to

1

Principles,

2

Book

i.

book

chap.

Hi.

vii.

§

chap.
1.

iv. §§ 1, 4, 6

;

chap. vi. §

1,

No.

8, etc.

chap,
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1

productive powers of capital/

We

"

possesses independent productivity.

often speak of the

This expression

The only productive powers
and natural agents or if any portion

not literally

is

those

are

correct.

of

labour

can by a

of capital

;

power of

stretch of language be said to have a productive

its

only tools and machinery which, like wind and water,

own,

it is

may

be said to co-operate with labour.

The food

of labourers

and the materials of production have no productive power." l
Thus tools are really productive, while raw materials are not

—

a distinction as startling as

Much more

decisive

It forms, as

theory.

It appears explicitly
profit,

and

work.

"

is

it is

untenable.

his profession of Senior's Abstinence

it were, Mill's official theory on interest.
and completely in the chapter devoted to

is

often appealed to afterwards in the course of the

As

the wages of the labourer are the remuneration of

labour," says Mill in the fifteenth chapter of the second

book of

his Principles, " so the profits of the capitalist are properly, accord-

ing to Mr. Senior's well-chosen expression, the remuneration of

They are what he gains by forbearing to consume his capital for his own uses, and allowing it to be conFor this
sumed by productive labourers for their uses.
abstinence.

And

forbearance he requires a recompense."

we

as distinctly in

"

In our analysis of the requisites of production
found that there is another necessary element in it besides

another place

:

There

labour.

is also

abstinence, the

remunerate not only
of all the persons
classes of labourers
is profit."

capital;

produce or
all

its

and

this

being the result of

value must

be sufficient to

the labour required, but the abstinence

by whom the remuneration of the different
was advanced. The return for abstinence

2

But besides

this, in

the same chapter, under the heading

of profit, Mill brings forward yet a third theory

:

"

The cause

of profit," he says in the fifth paragraph, "is that labour pro-

duces more than

is

required for

its

can grow more food than

is

The reason why

support.

because

agricultural capital yields a profit is

human

beings

necessary to feed them while

it is

being grown, including the time occupied in constructing the
from which
tools, and making all other needful preparations
;

it is

a consequence that
1

Book

v. § 1.

if

a capitalist undertakes to feed the
2

Book

iii.

chap. iv. §

4.

;
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labourers on condition of receiving the produce, he has some
it remaining for himself after replacing his advances.
To
vary the form of the theorem
the reason why capital yields
a profit is because food, clothing, materials, and tools last
longer than the time which was required to produce them

of

:

a capitalist supplies a party of labourers with these

so that

if

things,

on condition of receiving

in addition to reproducing their

they produce, they

all

own

necessaries

ments, have a portion of their time remaining to

and
work

will,

instrufor the

Here the cause of profit is found, not in a productive power of capital, nor in the necessity of compensating
capitalist."

the capitalist's abstinence as a special
this,

that

support

"

;

"labour produces more
that " the workers have

sacrifice,

than

is

but simply in

required for

a portion of

remaining to work for the capitalist

"

:

their

its

time

in a word, profit

is

explained according to the Exploitation theory, as an appropriation

by the

capitalist

of

the surplus value

created

by

labour.

A

middle course, on the boundary line between
is taken by the German Katheder

similar

Capitalism and Socialism,

The

in this case also is not seldom an
an eclecticism which ends more in agreement with the Exploitation theory than was the case with
Mill.
I shall only mention here the Katheder Socialist whom
we have already met repeatedly in the course of this work,
Socialists.

result

eclecticism, but it is

Schaffle.

In

those writings

of

Schaffle

where he

treats

subject three clear and distinct currents of thought

of

our

may be

In the first Schaffle follows Hermann's Use theory,
which he weakens as a theory* by the subjective colouring he

traced.

gives to the conception of

second of his theories.
Gesellschaftliche

Use— so

The

first

bringing

nearer to the

it

current predominates in the

System der menschlichen Wirthschaft, and has

Bau und Leben} The second
making interest a kind of professional income, an income which is drawn by the capitalist
This conception, which had
for certain services he renders.

left

evident traces even in the

current takes the direction of

already appeared in the Gesellschaftliche System,

confirmed in the
1

Bau

tend Leben?

See above, p. 206.

But, finally,
2

is

explicitly

by the

See above, p. 306.

side of

chap,
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Leben there appear numerous approxima-

The

tions to the socialist Exploitation theory.

the resolution of

is

While

the

in

chief of these

the costs of production into labour.

all

l

System

Gesellschaftliche

had

Schafne

still

recognised the uses of wealth as an independent and element-

now

ary factor in cost besides labour, he

two constituents

says

:

" Costs

Bat the

putting forth of labour, and expenditure of capital.

can be traced back to labour

latter costs also

expended at

may

be considered as costs of labour."

sum

therefore,

costs,

all

;

for the

to a

2

which the production of goods

If thus the labour
is

periods

earlier

costs,

may be reduced

productive expenditure of real goods
of labours

have

expenditure of personal goods through the

:

costs

the only economic sacrifice that requires to be considered,

it is

but a step farther to claim the whole result of production

who

those

for

repeatedly

made

have

that he

work

to

Thus

sacrifice.

Schafne

to

of this

realisation

hindrances

ideal

among

;

In

done.

of the

present

the

is still

others,

serves as an instrument

community accordday of course the
prevented by all kinds of

members

to be the division to the

ing

this

understand (e,g. iii. p. 313, etc.)
considers the ideal economic distribution of goods
us

gives

by the

fact that wealth as capital

of appropriation

and immoral appropriation, partly a
the product of

priation of

surplus value by the

labour.

capitalists

3

—and

partly an

legal

illegal

moral appro-

appropriation

This

of

Schafne does not condemn

he would let it continue as a temporary and
arrangement so long as we are not able to replace the
" economic service of private capital by a more perfect public

unconditionally

;

artificial

organisation, established

value.'"

by

law,

and

less

But notwithstanding

this

opportunist toleration, Schafne

often brings forward in blunt terms the
theory, that interest

tation

other people's

labour.

words, he

these

'greedy of surplus

4

says:

is

a

dogma

1

4

i.

product of

Thus, in immediate

continuation

"All the same the

speculative,

dividualistic organisation of business is not the

2

of the Exploi-

robbery of the

non plus ultra

pp. 258, 268, 271, etc.

Bau und
iii.

Leben,

p. 423.

iii.

p.

See also

273, etc.

iii.

pp. 330, 386, 428, etc.

3

iii.

of
in-

p.

266, etc.
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It serves a social purpose only
immediately directed, not to the highest net
utility of the whole, but to the greatest acquisition of the
means of production by private owners, and towards procuring
of the history of economics.
indirectly.

It

is

for the families of the capitalists the highest life of enjoyment.

The

possession of the

movable,
national

put

it

means of production, movable and im-

made use of to appropriate from the produce of the
labour as much as possible.
Proudhon has already
is

in full critical evidence that capital forestalls labour in a

hundred
labourer

different forms.
is

assured

is

The only share of which the wage

the share that an upright beast of burden,

and therefore incapable of being reduced
animal wants, finds necessary to sustain him in the
condition of life in which he has been placed by circumstances

endowed with

reason,

to simple

that

are

historical

—

this

condition itself being necessary to

allow of the capitalist's competition."

—

CHAPTEE

II

THE LATER FRUCTIFICATION THEORY
I have pointed
symptom of the

the

to

wide

spread

Our economists

doctrine of interest.

the

no check to the

number

as

a

economical
out of

of the existing theories

found sufficient,
A second symptom that points in the same direction

fact that, in spite of the great
is

eclecticism

of

select elements

many theories, when and because no one
is

of

unsatisfactory position

is

the

of existing theories, there

Ever since

literature of the subject.

scientific

Socialism brought scepticism to bear on the old school of opinions
there has been no lustrum, and in the latter lustrum no year,

new

in which some

interest theory has not seen the light of

the older explanations, and have varied

some principles of
them only in the way

of carrying out the original

more

day.

So

tried to

far as these

classify

they show, and

have retained at

principles

them according
have

least

included

strictly, I

have

to the prevailing tendencies

them

in

the

statement

of

preceding chapters.

But some recent attempts strike out a way of their own, 1 and
one of them seems remarkable enough to call for fuller notice,
From its likeness
that of the American writer, Henry George.
in fundamental ideas to Turgot's Fructification theory,

it

may

be appropriately called the Later Fructification theory.
George's

2

interest theory occurs in the course of a polemic

against Bastiat and his well-known illustration of the lending
1
By desire of the author I here omit, as of little interest to English readers,
a statement and criticism of Schellwien's theory {Die Arbeit und ihr Eecht, Berlin,

1882, p. 195, etc.),
2

Progress

and

which occupies pp. 477-486 of the German edition.— W.
Kegan Paul, 1885.

Poverty.

S.

;;
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A carpenter James has made a plane fox his
own use, but lends it for a year to another carpenter William.
At the end of the year he is not content with getting back an
equally good plane, because this would not compensate him for
of the plane.

the loss of the advantage he might have had from the use of
the

plane during the year, and on that account he asks in

new plank

Bastiat had explained and
as interest.
payment of the plank by showing that William
obtains "the power which exists in the tool to increase the

addition a

justified the

productiveness of labour."

x

This explanation of interest from

the productivity of capital George does not consider valid, for
various reasons which

do

"

And

proceeds as follows

:

not
I

am

concern us here, and

then

inclined to think that

if all

wealth consisted of such things as planes, and
was such as that of carpenters that is to say,

all

—

if

production

wealth con-

but of the inert matter of the universe, and production
up this inert matter into different shapes that
interest would be but the robbery of industry, and could not
But all wealth is not of the nature of planes
long exist.
or planks, or money, nor is all production merely the turning
into other things of the inert matter of the universe.
It is true
sisted

—

of working

.

.

that if I put

instead I put

.

away money it will not increase. But suppose
away wine. At the end of a year I will have

an increased value,

Or suppose

wine will have improved in quality.

for the

them I

that in a country adapted to

set out bees

end of a year I will have more swarms of bees, and the
honey which they have made.
Or supposing, where there is a
at the end of the
range, I turn out sheep, or hogs, or cattle
year I will, upon the average, also have an increase.
Now
what gives the increase in these cases is something which,
though it generally requires labour to utilise it, is yet distinct
the active power of nature
and separable from labour
the principle of growth, of reproduction, which everywhere

at the

;

—

characterises all the forms of that mysterious thing or condition

which we

And

call life.

it

seems

to

me

that

it is

this that is

the cause of interest, or the increase of capital over and above
that due to labour."

The

fact that, for the utilisation of the productive forces

of nature, labour also is necessary,
1

Capital

et

Rente.

and

that, consequently, the

See above, p. 289.

;
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in a certain sense a

not sufficient to obliterate the essential

is

difference that exists, according to George, between the different
modes of production. In such modes of production as consist
"merely of changing the form or place of matter, as planing
boards or mining coal, labour alone is the efficient cause.
.

When

production stops.

labour stops

drops his plane as the sun

with his plane

is

sets,

is

when

resumed.

might

.

.

the carpenter

the increase of value which he

producing ceases until he begins his labour

When

again the following morning.
closing,

When

the mine

the factory bell rings for

shut down, production ends until work

is

The intervening

time, so far as regards production,

The lapse of days, the change of
no element in the production that depends solely on the

as well be blotted out.

seasons, is

amount

of labour expended."

duction

"

But in the other modes of prowhich avail themselves of the reproductive forces of
nature time is an element.
The seed in the ground germinates
and grows while the farmer sleeps or ploughs the fields" l
So far George has shown how certain naturally fruitful
kinds of capital bear interest.

But, as every one knows, all

kinds of capital, even those that are naturally unfruitful, pro-

George explains this simply from the efficiency
"No one would keep
capital in one form when it could be changed into a more
advantageous form.
And so in any circle of exchange
the power of increase which the reproductive or vital force of

duce

interest.

of the law of equalisation of profits.

.

.

.

nature gives to some species of capital must average with

all

and he who lends or uses in exchange money or planes or bricks
or clothing, is not deprived of the power to obtain an increase
any more than if he had lent, or put to a reproductive use, so

much

capital in a form capable of increase."

to Bastiat's illustration
the reason why William
end of the year should return to James more than an
equally good plane, does not rest in the increased power " which
but it
the tool gives to labour," for "that is not an element

To return

:

at the

.

1

.

.

works also
and of man by exchange."
This too leads to <( an increase which somewhat resembles that produced by the
vital forces of nature " (p. 129),
But I need not here enter into a more exact
exposition of this somewhat obscure element, since George himself ascribes to it

"the

Parallel with the "vital forces of nature," according to George,
utilisation of the variations in the forces of nature

only a secondary r61e in the origination of interest.
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—

springs from the element of time
the difference of a year between the lending and return of the plane.
Now if the view
is

confined to the illustration, there

this

is

nothing to suggest

how

element should operate, for a plane at the end of the year

But

has no greater value than at the beginning.

if

we

sub-

plane a calf, it is clearly to be seen that to put
James in as good a position as if he had not lent, William at
stitute for the

the end of the year

we suppose

that

must return not a

calf,

Or

but a cow.

the ten days' labour had been

if

devoted to

it is evident that James would not have been
recompensed if at the end of the year he had received
simply so much planted corn, for during the year the planted
corn would have germinated and grown and multiplied so, if
the plane had been devoted to exchange, it might during the
year have been turned over several times, each increase yielding
an increase to James. ... In the last analysis the advantage
which is given by the lapse of time springs from the generative
force of nature and the varying powers of nature and of man."

planting corn,
fully

;

The resemblance of all this to Turgot's Fructification theory
Both start with the idea that in certain kinds of
goods there resides, as a natural endowment, the ability to bring
forth an increment of value
and both demonstrate that, under
the influence of exchange transactions and the efforts of
economic men to get possession of this most remunerative
fructification, the endowment must artificially become the
general property of all kinds of goods.
They differ only in
is

obvious.

;

Turgot

that

quite
seeks

places

the source

of

the

increment of value

outside of capital, in rent -bearing land, while
it

George

inside the sphere of capital, in certain naturally fruitful

kinds of goods.
This difference avoids the weightiest objection that
to urge against Turgot.
is

Turgot had

left

unexplained

we had
how it

sum of capital,
sum of rent, and

possible to purchase, for a relatively small

land which yields successively an infinite

an enduring fructification for unfruitful capital.
With George, on the other hand, it seems
to need no proof that unfruitful wealth is exchanged in equal
ratio with fruitful.
For since the latter can be produced in
any quantity at will, the possibility of increasing the supply

to secure the advantage of

chap,
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of such goods will not permit of their enjoying a higher level

much

of price than the unfruitful goods that cost as

On

the other hand, George's theory

which

criticisms,

are, I think, decisive.

First, the separation of

of

which

to produce.

open to two other

is

the vital

production into two groups, in one

form a distinct element in

forces of nature

addition to labour, while in the other they do not,

entirely

is

George here repeats in a somewhat altered form
the old mistake of the physiocrats, who would not allow that
untenable.

nature co-operates in
single branch of

it,

the

work

production except in one

of

The natural

agriculture.

ago told us that the co-operation of nature

sciences have longis

universal.

All

our production rests on the fact that, by the application of

we put imperishable matter
Whether the natural power of which we
natural forces,

into useful forms.
avail

ourselves in

be vegetative or inorganic, mechanical or chemical, makes

this

no difference whatever in the relation in which natural power
stands to our labour.

It is quite unscientific to say that, in

production by means of a plane, " labour alone

The muscular movement

cause."

would be

of

the

of very little use if the natural

is

the efficient

man who

planes

powers and properties

edge of the plane did not come to his assistance.
even true that, on account of the character of plank
planing as a " simple change of form or place of the material,"
nature in this case can do nothing without labour ? Can we not
fasten the plane into an automatic machine, and get it driven

of the steel
Is it

by the

force of a stream

;

tinue the production even

and

will not the plane, untiring, con-

when the

carpenter sleeps

What

?

more does nature do in the growing of grain ?
Second, George has not explained that prior phenomenon
of interest by which he seeks to explain all the other phenomena.
He says all kinds of goods must bear interest because they
can be exchanged for seed-corn, cattle, or wine, and these bear
an interest.
But why do these bear an interest ?

Many
George

a reader will perhaps think, at the

himself

evidently

thinks,

that

it

first
is

glance, as

self-evident.

which the one
worth more than the one

It is evident that the ten grains of wheat, into

grain

has

multiplied

itself,

grain of wheat that was

worth more than the

are

sown

;

the grown-up

that

which
2 E

calf out of

it

grew.

Only

it

cow is
would

—
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be well to consider that it
growing out of one grain.

book vn

not a matter of ten grains simply

is

The action of cultivated land, and
And
a certain expenditure of labour, have had a share in it.
that ten grains are worth more than one grain + the action of
the ground and -f the labour expended,

Just as

evident.

little is it

is obviously not selfsimply self-evident that the cow is

worth more than the calf + the fodder which it has consumed
its growth + the labour which its rearing demanded.
And yet it is only under these conditions that interest can fall
during

to the share of the grain of wheat, or to the calf.

Indeed, even in the case of wine which improves in lying,

not by any means self-evident that the wine which has grown

it is

more value than the inferior and unripe wine.
For in our method of valuing the goods which we possess we
better is of

1
follow unhesitatingly the principle of anticipating future use.

"We do not estimate the value of our goods according to the use
we do not value them only according to the use which
they bring us at the moment, but also according to that use which
We ascribe to the field, which
they will bring us in the future.
for the moment lies useless in fallow, a value with regard to the
We give a value even
crop which it will bring us by and by.

—

at least

now

to the scattered bricks,

bring us no use

when

when put

use they will afford us

and by

we cannot make any

it

will

nails,

clamps,

etc.,

which

together at some future time

We value the fermenting

in the shape of a house.
as such,

beams,

in that condition, in consideration of the

use

be serviceable wine.

of,

we know

must, which,

we know that by
might we also value

because

And

so

become excellent wine
after lying, by the amount of use which it will give us as
But if we ascribe to it here and now a value
matured wine.
corresponding to that future use, there remains no room for an inAnd why should we not ?
crease of value, and for interest.
the unripe wine, which

And

if

we do

a value, the

will

not ascribe such a value, or not quite such

cause

is

certainly not to be

found, as

George

imagines, in the productive powers of nature which the wine
possesses.

For that there are

fermenting must, which in
wine, which of itself
1

See

80, etc.

my remarks

is

vital forces of nature

in

the

even hurtful, or in the unripe
use ; and that these vital forces

itself is

of little

on "Computation of Wealth

" in Eechte

und

TerkaUnisse, p.
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tend to the furnishing of a costly product, can, in the nature of
things, only afford a ground for valuing the goods which contain these precious forces at a high figure, not at a low one.
If,

nevertheless,

do

it

we

value them at a relatively low figure,

we

not because of their containing useful natural forces, but

it.
The surplus value of the products of nature,
which George appeals to, is therefore not self-evident.
George makes one attempt to explain this surplus value,
though it must be called a very lame one.
He says that time,
as well as labour, constitutes an independent element in its
production.
But is this really an explanation, or is it an
How comes the person who
evasion of the explanation ?

in spite of

throws a seed of corn into the earth to get compensation,
out of the value of the product, not only for his labour but
also for the time that the seed has lain in the ground and

grown ? Is time then the object of a monopoly ? Such an
argument almost tempts one to recall the naive words of the
old canonist, that time

is

a good

common

to all, to the debtor

as to the creditor, to the producer as to the consumer.

Of course George did not mean

time, but the vegetative

during time.
But how
manage
to
get himself paid for these
should the producer
vegetative forces of nature by a special surplus value in the
product ? Are, then, these natural powers objects of a monopoly ?
Are they not rather accessible to every man who owns a

powers

of nature

seed of corn

?

actually working

And

of a seed of corn

?

cannot every one put himself in possession
Since the production of seed-corn can be

augmented by labour, would the amount of corn
not be steadily increased so long as a monopoly of the natural
forces immanent in the grain made its possession appear
peculiarly advantageous ?
And would not, on that account,
the supply inevitably increase till the extra profit due to that
monopoly was absorbed, and the production of corn became no
more remunerative than any other kind of production ?
The careful reader will note that in this discussion we
have come back into the same groove of ideas into which we
were brought by our criticism of Strasburger's Productivity
1
theory.
In this part of his work George has under-estimated
the interest problem in the same way as Strasburger did, only
indefinitely

1

See above, p. 178.
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to

a

greater

extent and with

hastily conclude

of interest.

that

But

greater

still

the powers of

Strasburger at least

naivety.

nature

are

it

out in detail.

Both

the cause

made an attempt

investigate exactly the alleged causal connection

two, and to follow

book vn

to

between the

George, on the contrary,

gives us nothing but assertions which take for granted that, in
certain productions, time

in this superficial

way

is

an

" element."

It is certainly

that the great problem

is

to

not

be solved.

CONCLUSION
Our
Let

attention has been too long fixed on individual theories.

us, in conclusion, consider the subject as a whole.

We
We

have

have
and tested them thoroughly.
No one of them contains the whole truth. Are they on that
account quite fruitless ?
Taken all together, do they form
nothing but a chaos of contradiction and error, that leaves us
no nearer the truth than when we started ?
Is it not rather
seen the rise of a motley array of interest theories.

considered them

carefully

all

the case that, through the tangle of contradictory theories, there

runs a line of development which,

if it

way

has not

the

itself led to

which truth is to be
And how runs the line of this development ?
found ?
I cannot better introduce the answer to this last question
than by asking my readers once more to put clearly before
their minds the substance of our problem.
What really is the
problem of interest ?
The problem is to discover and state the causes which
guide into the hands of the capitalists a portion of the stream
truth, has at least pointed the

in

goods annually flowing out of the national production.
There can be no question then that the interest problem is a
of

problem of

But
branches

distribution.

in

what part

off

into

of the

different

stream

arms

?

is

it

On

that
this

the

current

point

the

development of theory has brought to light three
essentially distinct views, and these views have led to three as
distinct fundamental conceptions of the whole problem.
Let us keep for a moment to the figure of the stream it
will serve very well to illustrate the subject.
The source
historical

:
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represents the production of goods

;

month the ultimate

the

whereby human needs are satisfied the
course of the stream represents that stage between source and
ultimate division where goods pass
from hand to hand
in economic transactions, and receive their value by human

division into incomes

;

estimation.

Now

the three views are the following.
is

Three distinct sources

nature, labour,

—

One view has

already separated out from the

that the capitalist's share

and

capital

—

it

first.

each in

virtue of its inherent productive power, bring forth a definite

quantity of goods, with a definite quantity of value, and just
the same amount of value as has flowed from each source

discharged into the income of those persons
It

is

not so

much one stream

who own

is

the source.

as three streams, that flow

But their waters
do not mingle, and at the mouth they divide again in the

together for a long time in the same bed.

same proportion as when they came out of the separate sources.
This view transfers the whole explanation to the source of
wealth
it treats the problem of interest as a problem of
production.
It is the view of the Naive Productivity theories.
The second view is directly opposed to the first. It finds
the division first and exclusively in the discharge.
There is
only one source, labour.
Out of it pours the whole stream of
wealth, one and undivided.
Even the course of the stream is
;

undivided
the

way

;

in the value of goods there is nothing to prepare

for a division of

them among

different

participants,

measured simply by labour.
It is just at the
mouth, just where the stream of wealth is about to pour out,
and should pour out into the income of the workers who
produce it, that, from each side, the owners of land and the
owners of capital thrust out a dam into the stream, and

for all value is

forcibly divert a part of the current into their

This

is

own

the view of the socialist Exploitation theory.

interest

any previous history in the

of wealth.
accidental,

It

sees

in

and violent

it

property.
It denies

earlier stages of the career

simply the result of an inorganic,
It treats the problem as purely

taking.

one of distribution or division in the most offensive sense of
the word.

The

third view lies

to it there are

midway between

the two.

According

two, perhaps even three springs in the source

THREE CONCEPTIONS OF THE PROBLEM
out of which flows the undivided stream of wealth.
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But

in

course this stream comes under the influences that create

and under these influences it immediately begins to
branch asunder again.
That is to say, in their calculation of

value,

use values (and of exchange values based on these)

men

put

a value on the importance they attach to various goods and

amount and
and the quantity of
means available to satisfy them on the other, and thus come
to make division between goods and goods
they raise one
kind and lower another.
Thus emerge complicated differences
of level, complicated tensions and attractions, under the influence of which the stream of goods is gradually forced asunder
into three branches, of which each has its particular mouth.
The one mouth discharges into the income of the owners of
goods, taking

of

classes

into

consideration the

intensity of their needs on the one hand,

;

the land

;

the second into that of the workers

;

the third into

But these three branches are neither
two or three springs, nor do they even

that of the capitalists.
identical with

the

correspond with them in
its source,

force.

What

decides the force of

mouth is not the strength of each spring at
but the amount which the formation of values has

each branch at

its

forced from the united stream into each of the three branches.

This then

is

the view in which all the remaining theories

They

of interest agree.

find the final division already sug-

gested in the stage of the formation of values, and therefore

they consider
this sphere.

it

duty to carry back their theory into

their

They supplement and widen out the

distribution

problem of interest into a problem of vaJite.
Which of these three fundamental conceptions is the
right one ?
To any moderate and candid observer the answer
cannot remain doubtful.
It

certainly

is

not

the

first

not an original source of wealth,
the

fruit of

ciently

nature

labour,

—
—

Not only

since
but,

it

as

is

capital

all

times

we have

suffi-

is

at

no power whatever in a factor of
turn out its physical products with a definite

proved, there

production to

and

view.

is

value attached to them.

In the production of goods neither

value in general, nor surplus value in particular, nor interest

on capital comes ready-made into the world.
The problem of
problem of production.

interest is not a simple
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But neither can the second conception be the
The

facts are against

it.

correct one.

It is not for the first time in the dis-

tribution of goods, but before that, in the formation of value,

by the side of labour.
which during its long growth

that a foreign element intrudes itself

An

oak tree a hundred years

old,

has only required the attention of a single day's labour, has a

hundred times higher value than the chair which another day's
made out of a pair of boards. In this case the oak
trunk, the product of one day's labour, does not at once become
a hundred times more valuable than the chair which costs one
day's labour.
But day by day, year by year, the growing value
of the oak diverges from the value of the chair.
And as it is
with the value of the oak, so is it with the value of all those
products the production of which costs, not only labour, but

labour has

time.

Now
as,

it

by

step

the same quiet and stubborn working forces

is

the value of the oak from that of

step, separated

the chair, that have at the same time produced interest on

These

capital.

forces,

effective

long before goods

come

to

have marked out the future limiting line between wage
of labour and interest on capital.
For labour can be paid on
no other principle than " like wages for like work." But if the
value of goods produced by similar labour becomes dissimilar
through the action of these forces, the similar level of wages candivision,

not everywhere be maintained and coincide with the dissimilar
rise in

the value of goods.

thus favoured that

falls

It is only the value of goods not

in level,

general rate of wages which

and

is

appropriated by the

All goods that are
above this level in proportion as they have been
favoured by the formation of value, and could not be appropriated by the general rate of wages.
When then the final

favoured

it

determines.

rise

division comes, after all the workers
for like

have received like wages

work, these favoured goods must of themselves leave

something over which the capitalist can and

They leave

this

the capitalist,
forces

down

may

something over, not because at the

by

his sudden snatch at

the

appropriate.
last

spoil,

moment

artificially

the level of wages under the level of the value of

goods, but because, long previously, the tendencies of the forma-

tion of value

had raised the value

of those

goods which cost

labour and time above the value of those other goods which

!

FUNDAMENTALLY A PROBLEM OF VALUE
cost only labour producing its result at once

which

labour, as

latter

labour of

must be

it

;

sufficient

—
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the value of

to satisfy the

production, forms at the same time the standard

its

for the general rate of wages.

So speak the
to

draw

The conclusions which they force us
The problem of interest is a problem of

facts.

are clear.

But the distribution has a previous history, and
must be explained by that previous history. The sums of
wealth do not start away from each other on a sudden the
diverging lines which they follow were quietly and gradudistribution.

;

cut

ally

out in previous stages

of their

Whoever

career.

wishes really to understand the distribution, and truly to explain

it,

must go back

the origin of the quiet but distinct

to

grooving of these lines of division, and this will lead him to
This is where the principal work is to be
done in the explanation of interest.
Whoever treats the problem as a simple problem of production breaks off his explanation before he has come to the principal point. Whoever treats
it as a problem of distribution, and distribution only, begins it
the sphere of value.

after the principal point is

who undertakes
value,

where the

explaining

The

way.

to clear

them,

rises

to

interest

passed.

It

is

only the economist

up those remarkable
are surplus value,

explain interest

problem in

in

and

rises

hope, in

a

scientific

really

last resort is a

its

falls of

who can

problem of

value.
If

we keep

this in

view we shall easily find the order of
fall, and we

merit into which these various groups of theories
shall ascertain

Two
interest

—

problem; together

—

of the other

ment.

where runs the upward

line of the development.

theories have entirely mistaken the character of the

These

the one forming the counterpart

they constitute the lowest step in the developare

the Naive Productivity theory and

socialist Exploitation theory.

It

these two in the same breath.

may seem

the

strange to mention

How widely the two diverge
How much superior the

in the results at which they arrive

!

adherents of the Exploitation theory consider their arguments
to the naive assumptions of the Productivity theorists

proudly they proclaim their

The

own advanced

association, however, is justified.

agree in what they do not do.

critical

First, the

!

How

attitude

two theories

Neither of them touches on the
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distinctive problem.

Neither of them wastes words in explaining

up by the value of goods,
which surplus value comes. The Productivity theory
contents itself with saying, in regard to these waves of value,
The Exploitation theory, almost
that they have been produced.
more culpably, does not even notice them for it they do not
exist
for it, however the facts of the economical world may
run contrary, the level of the value of goods agrees simply
with the level of the labour expended on them.
But not only negations, but positive ideas bind these two
theories more closely together than could well be believed.
They are in truth fruit of one and the same bough children
of one and the same naive assumption that value grows out of
those peculiar waves which are thrown

and out

of

;

;

"

;

production like the blade out of the

field.

This assumption has an important history of

economic
for

a

literature.

hundred and thirty

years, ruled

direction has hindered its progress.

the physiocrat doctrine that land creates

by

its

own

fruitfulness.

Adam

own
it

our science, and

forcing the explanation of the fundamental

wrong

its

In constantly changing shapes

phenomenon

in

has,

by
in a

First it appears in
all

surplus of value

Smith took the strength away

from the assumption.
Eicardo entirely uprooted it.
But,
before the first phenomenal form of it had quite disappeared,
Say introduced it for a second time into the science in a new
and extended form. Instead of the one productive power of the
physiocrats appear three productive powers, which produce
values and surplus values exactly in the same way as formerly
the physiocrats had produced the produit net.
Under this
form the assumption held the science under its ban for ten
long decades.
At length the spell was broken, for the most
part through the passionate but praiseworthy criticism of the
socialist theorists.
But still its tough vitality asserted itself.
Giving up the form, not the substance, it managed to save
itself under a new disguise, and by a strange freak of fortune
found its new home in the writings of those who had most
The value-creating powers
bitterly opposed it, the Socialists.
were gone the value- creating power of labour remained, and
with it the old fatal weakness that, instead of the subtle
syntheses of the formation of value which should be the work
and the pride of our science to unravel, there was nothing left
;

RANK OF THE VARIOUS THEORIES
but a stout assumption,
pass, a still

or,

so far as

an assumption would not

more stout denial

Thus the naive theory
the
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emancipated

of the Productivity of

theory of the socialists are

capital

and

twin systems.

So far as the latter aspires to be a critical theory, well and
good it is really so but it is also obviously a naive doctrine.
It criticises one naive extreme only to fall into an opposite
extreme that is no less naive.
It is nothing else than the
;

;

long-delayed counterpart of the Naive Productivity theory.

In comparison with

may

it

the remaining theories of interest

They

take credit to themselves for standing a step higher.

seek for the solution of the interest problem on the ground

where the solution

The

is

really to be found, the

ground of value.

respective merits of these theories, however, are different.

Those which seek to explain interest by the external
machinery of the theory of costs have to carry a heavy
handicap in the assumption that value grows out of production.
Their explanation always leaves something over to
explain.
Just as certain as is the fact that the fundamental
forces which set in motion all economical efforts of men are
their interests, egoistic or altruistic, so certain is it that no
explanation of the economical phenomena can be satisfactory
where the threads of explanation do not reach back unbroken
to these

fundamental and undoubted

of value,

human

—

of

forces.

This

is

why

In thinking that they find the principle
that guide and universal intermediate motive of

the cost theories

fail.

economical

affairs,

—

not in a relation to

human

welfare,

manufacture of
goods, in the technical conditions of their production, they
follow the thread of explanation into a cul-de-sac, from which
it is impossible to find a way to the psychological interest-

but in a dry

fact of the external history of the

motive to which every satisfactory explanation must go back.
This condemnation applies to the majority of the interest
theories

we have been

individual theories

considering,

may have

however

different

the

been.

Lastly, one step higher in rank stand those theories

which

have quite cut themselves adrift from the old superstition that
the value of goods comes from their past instead of from their
future.
These theories know what they wish to explain, and
in what direction the explanation is to be sought.
If they
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have, notwithstanding, not

discovered the entire

rather the result of accident

;

truth, it is

while their predecessors, cut off

from the right way of its seeking by a wall of assumption,
sought it in a wrong direction, and so sought it in vain.
The
higher step of the development is indicated in certain individual formulations of the Abstinence theory, but principally
in the later Use theories
and here it is the theory of
Menger which, to my mind, appears the highest point of the
development up till now.
And that not because his positive
solution is the most complete, but because his statement of the
problem is the most complete two things, of which, as is
often the case, the second may perhaps be more important and
more difficult than the first.
;

—

On

the foundation thus laid I shall try to find for the

vexed problem a solution which invents nothing and assumes
nothing, but simply and truly attempts to deduce the phenomena of the formation of interest from the simplest natural
and psychological principles of our science.
I may just mention the element which seems to me to
involve the whole truth.
It is the influence of Time on
human valuation of goods. To expand this proposition must
be the task of the second and positive part of my work.

.
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6s.

BIRKBECK.

(William Lloyd).— Historical
Sketch of the Distribution of Land in
England. With Suggestions for some Im-

provement

BIRKS

in the

6s.
:

(M. M.),— History of Proce-

dure in England from the Norman
Conquest. The Norman Period, 1066-1204.
8vo.

8vo.

The Beautiful Wretch The Four
MacNicols: The Pupil of Aurelius.
Crown 8vo. 6s,
Shandon Bells. Crown 8vo. 6>.
Yolande. Crown 8vo. 6s,
Judith Shakespeare, Crown 8vo. dr.

BETTANY(G. T.).—First Lessons in Prac-

BIGELOW

Crown 8vo. 4s. dd.
Rawson* M.A.).—First

Law.

(Thomas
Principles of Moral Science or, First
Course of Lectures delivered in the
University of Cambridge. Cr. 8vo. %s. 6d.
;

Trans-

by Julie Sutter.

(William).—The Strange Adventures ofaPhaeton. Illustrated. Cr. 8 vo4 dr.
A Princess of Thule. Crown 8vo. dr.
The Maid of Killeena, and other
Tales. Crown 8vo. 6s.
Madcap Violet. Crown 8vo. 6s.
Green Pastures and Piccadilly.
Crown 8vo. 6j,
Macleod of Dare. With Illustrations
by eminent Artists. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Lectures on Subjects connected with Diplomacy. 8vo. gs.
(St.)—The Life and Times ok
St. Bernard, Abbot of Clairvaux. By
Morison, M.A.

6s.

BLACK

a vols.

21*.

BERNARD (M.).— Four

J. C.

8vo.

BJORNSON.— Synnove Soleakken.

is.

Translated

Crown

8vo.

Crown

Justification and Imputed RighteBeing a Review of Ten Sermons
on the Nature and Effects of Faith by James
Thomas O'Brien, D.D., late Bishop of
Ossory, Ferns, and Leighlin, Cr. 8vo. dr.
ousness.

BENHAM (Rev. W.).—A Companion to the
BENTLEY.— By Professor Jebb.

CO.'S

Cr. 8vo.

The Wise Women
Tale.

-

8vo.

is. 6d.

;

sewed,

of Inverness

And Other Miscellanies.

:

if.

A
Cr.

6s.

White Heather. Crown

8vo.

dt.

Sabina Zembra. Crown 8vo, 6s.
BLACKBURNE.— Life of the Right Hon.
Francis Blackburne, late Lord Chancellor
of Ireland, by his son, Edward Blackburne, one of Her Majesty's Counsel in
iar.
Ireland. With Portrait. 8vo.
BLACKIE (Prof. John Stuart.).—Greek and
English Dialogues for Use in Schools

and Colleges.

3rd Edition. Fcp. 8vo.zr. 6d.

—— Horje Hellenics:.
•

8vo. i».
The Wise Men of Greece in a Series
of Dramatic Dialogues. Cr. 8vo. 91.
Goethe's Faust. Translated into Eng2nd Edition. Crown 8vo. gs.
lish Verse.
:

—

—

—

—

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS.
BLACKIE

John S.).— Lay Sermons,

(Prof.
8vo. 6s.

Crown
<

Messis Vitae Gleanings of Song from a
Happy Life. Crown 8vo, 4s. 6d.
:

AVhat Does History Teach? Two
Edinburgh Lectures.

BLAKE

Globe 8vo.

25.

6d.

F.)—Astronomical Myths.
With Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 9$.
BLAKE. Life of William Blake. With
Selections from his Poems and other Writings.
Illustrated from Blake's own Works.
By
(J.

Alexander Gilchrist. New and Enlarged
Edition.

Med.

2 vols, cloth gilt.

8vo. 2/. 2s.

BLAKISTON (J. R.).^The Teacher: Hints
on School Management.

Cr. 8vo.

2*. 6d.

BLANFORD (H.

F.).—The Rudiments of
Physical Geography for the usb of
Indian Schools.
12th Edition.
IllusGlobe 8vo. 2s. 6d.
trated.

A Practical Guide to the Climates
and Weather of India, Ceylon and
burmah, and the storms of indian
Seas.

ia?. 6d.

8vo.

BLANFORD

<W. T,).— Geology
and
Zoology of Abyssinia. 8vo. 21s.
BOHM-BAWERK (Prof.).— Capital and
Interest. Translated by W. Smart. 8vo.
BOLDREWOOD (Rolf)-— Robbery "Under
Arms A Story of Life and Adventure
in the Bush and in the Goldfields of
Australia. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.
The Miner's Right. 3 vols. 31s. 6d.
:

BOLEYN (ANNE): A
History,
2 vols.

Chapter of English

By Paul Friedmann.

1 527-1 536.
Svo.
28s.

BONAR (James). Malthus and his Work.
Svo.

12s. 6d.

BOOK OF GOLDEN DEEDS OF ALL
TIMES AND ALL LANDS. By Charlotte M. Yonge.

i8mo.

Schools.
Globe
is.
Edition. i8mo.

4s. bd.

8vo.

for

2$.

Edition

Abridged

BREYMANN (Prof.

H.>-A French Grammar based on Philological Principles.
Extra fcp. 8vo. 4s, 6d.
First French Exercise Book. 2nd
Extra fcp. Svo. 4s. 6d.
Second French Exercise Book. Extra

3rd Edition.
Edition,

2s, 6d.

fcp. 8vo.

BRIDGES

BRIGHT

Crown

BRIMLEY (George).— Essays. Globe Svo. 5s.
BRODIE (Sir Benjamin). Ideal Chemistry.
Crown

8vo.

2s.

BROOKE.— The
of).

Raja of Sarawak (Life
By Gertrudb L. Jacob. Portrait

and Maps.

BROOKE

2 vols.

Riquet of the Tuft

Milton.

Moulton.

3rd Edition. Cr. Svo. 10s. 6d,

Logic

Sewed,

8vo.

BOTTOM LEY

5s.

—

T.).

(J.

Mathematical Tables.

_

Comprising Log-

arithmic and Trigonometrical Tables, and
Tables of Squares, Square Roots and Reciprocals.

2S. 6d.

BOUGHTON (G. H.) and ABBEY (E. A,).Sketching Rambles

in

Holland.

With

2U.
BOWEN (H. Courthope).— First Lessons in
French. i8mo. is.
BOWER (Prof. F. O.).— A Course of Practical Instruction in Botany. Cr. 8vo.
Fcp.

Illustrations.

4to.

10s. 6d.

BRADSHAW

(J. G.)-— A Course of Easy
Arithmetical Examples for Beginners.
Globe 8vo. 2J. With Answers, zs. 6d.
BRAIN. A Journal of Neurology. Edited
for the Neurological Society of London, by
A. De Watteville. Published Quarterly.

8vo.

3-r.

(Part

6d.

Yearly Vols.

I.

to

I.

XII.

in January, 1878.)
8vo, cloth. 15$. each.

6d.

A Love Drama.

Fcp. 8vo.

zs.

6d.

Large Paper Edition. 8vo. sis.
Poems of Shelley. Edited by Stopford A. Brooke, M.A.
With Vignette.
i8mo.

4s. 6d.

Large Paper Edition.

BROOKS

11s. 6d.

(Rev. Phillips).— The

Candle or
the Lord, and other Sermons. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Sermons Preached in English
Crown

Churches.

Svo.

(J.).

6s.

Crown

Crown

8vo.

Svo.

6s.

2s. 6d.

Arithmetic

Theory and Practice. Crown

in

8vo. 4s. 6d.

BROOKSMITH (J. and E. J.).— Arithmetic
for Beginners.

Four-Figure

js.

6s.

Twenty Sermons.

The Mathematical Analysis of

;

of Eng-

is.

fivo.

.

Extra crown 8vo. 6s.
Poems. Globe Svo.

BROOKSMITH

F.

25$,

i8mo.

Large Paper Edition,

culus of Finite Differences. Edited by
J.

Svo.

(Stopford A.).— Primer

lish Literature,

Tolerance.

(George).

js. 6d.

8vo.

Speeches on Questions
of Public Policy. Edited by Professor
Thorold Rogers. 2nd Edition, * vols.
8vo. 25s. With Portrait. Authors Popular
Edition. Extra fcp. 8vo. 35. 6d.
Public Addresses. Edited by J. E. T.
Rogers. Svo. 14s.
BRIGHT (H. A.)— The English Flower
Garden. Crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.
(John).

— A Treatise on the Cal-

BOOLE

a Lost

(John A.).— Idylls op

Village.

Globe Svo.

is. 6d.

BROOKSMITH (E. J.).—Woolwich Mathe-

matical Papers, for Admission in the Royal
Military Academy for the years 1880 1888.
Ed. by E. J. Brooksmith, B.A. Cr. Svo. 6s.
BROWN (J. Allen).— Paleolithic Man in
North- West Middlesex. 8vo. 7*. 6d.

—

BROWN (T.

E.).— The

other Poems,

BROWNE (J.
Crown

8vo.

BROWNE

Crown

Manx Witch: and
8vo.

-js.

6d.

H. Balfour).— Water Supply.
2J. 6d.

(Sir

Thomas).— Religio Medici;

Letter to a Friend, &c, and Christen
Morals. Edited by W, A. Greenhill,
M.D. With Portrait. i8mo. 4s. 6d.
BRUNTON (Dr. T. Lauder).—A TextBook of Pharmacology, Therapeutics,
and Materia Medica.
3rd Edition.

Medium

Svo.

—— Disorders

2 is.

of Digestion their Consequences and Treatment. Svo. ior. 6i
:

—

— —

MACMILLAN AND
BRUNTON

(Dr. T. Lauder).— Pharmacology and Therapeutics; or, Medicine
Past and Present. Crown 8vo. 6s,

Tables of Materia Medica A Companion to the Materia Medica Museum. 8vo. 5-r.
The Bible and Science. With Illustra:

Crown

tions.

10s, 6d.

8vo.

(Clement).— Latin Prose ExerBased upon Caesar's "Gallic
War," With a Classification of Caesar's

cises

Phrases and Grammatical Notes on Caesar's
Chief Usages. Pott 8vo. 2s. 6d,
Key (for Teachers only). 4s. 6d.
(James, M.P., D.C.L.).— The Holy
Empire. 8th Ed. Cr. 8vo. -js. 6d..

Roman

Library Edition.

8vo.

14s-.

Transcaucasia and Ararat.
3rd
Crown Svo. 95-.
Edition.
The American Commonwealth. 2nd
Extra Crown 8vo. 25^.
Edition. 2 vols.

BUCHHEIM
i8mo.

(Dr.).— Deutsche

Lyrik.

4s. 6d.

BUCKLAND

(Anna).—Our National Ini8mo.

stitutions.

BUTCHER
Fcp. 8vo.

is.

(Dr.).— The

Care of the
Legal Control.

BUCKTON (G. B.).—Monograph of the
In 8
British Cicada, or FETTIGHD.B.
Part

parts.

8vo.

1.

8j.

BUMBLEBEE BOGO'S BUDGET.

By

a

Retired Judge. Illustrations by Alice
Havers. Crown 8vo. 2s. bd.

BUNYAN (John). —The Pilgrim's

Progress
is to

from this World to that which
Come.

i8mo.

BUNYAN.
6d.

is.

4s. 6d.

By

J.

sewed,

;

Crown

A. Froude.

8vo.

is.

BURGON(Dean),— Poems.

Ex.fcp.8vo. 4s.6d.

BURKE (Edmund).— Letters, Tracts,

and

Speeches on Irish Affairs. Edited by
Matthew Arnold, with Preface. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
BURKE. By John Morlev. Globe Svo.
Crown 8vo. is. 6d. sewed, is.
5s.
;

BURN

Roman Literature in
Relation to Roman Art. With Illustra(Robert).

Extra Crown 8vo.

tions.

BURNETT

—

14s.

A

8vo.

Edition.

js.

Letters on Romanism. 2nd Ed., revised

2s.

Louisiana and That Lass
:

Sermons preached in
Cheltenham College Chapel. 8vo. js.6d.
BUTLER'S HUDIBRAS. Edited by Alfred
Milnes. Fcp. 8vo. Part I., 3s. 6d. Part
II. and III., 4s. 6d.
of Byron, chosen and
arranged by Matthew Arnold. 181110.

BYRON.— Poetry
4s. 6d.

Lowrie's.

Crown 8vo. 9J.
Nichol.
Crown 8vo.

Large Paper Edition.

BYRON.
is. 6d.

;

By

Prof.

sewed,

is.

CAESAR.— The

Gallic War.

Book

I.

Notes and Vocabulary by
A. S. Walpole, M.A. i8mo. is. 6d.
The Gallic War.— Books II. and III.
Edited by W. G. Rutherford, LL.D.
Edited,

with

is. 6d.

The

Invasion of Britain. Being Selecand V. of the " Dc

tions from Books IV.
Bello Gallico." With

Notes,

Vocabulary,

and Exercises, by W. Welch, M.A., and
C. G, Duffield, M.A. 181110. is. 6d.

Scenes from the Fifth and Sixth
Books of the Gallic War. Selected and
Edited by C. Colbeck, M.A. i8mo. is. 6d.
The Helvetian War. Selected from
Book 1. of "The Gallic War," with Notes,
Vocabulary, and Exercises, by W. Welch
and C. G. Duffield. i8mo. is. 6d.
J.

The Gallic War. Edited by the Rev.
Bond, M.A., and A. S. Walpole, M.A,

Fcp. 8vo.

6s.

-The Gallic War.— Book IV. Edited,
with Introduction, Notes, and Vocabulary,
by Clement Bryans, M.A. i8mo. is. 6d.

The Gallic War.— Book V. Edited
with Notes and Vocabulary, by C. Colbeck,
M.A. i8mo. is. 6d.

The Gallic War.— Book VI. By tbc
same Editor. With Notes and Vocabulary.
1 8 mo.

is.

6d.

The Gallic War— Book VII. Edited
by the Rev. J. Bond, M.A., and A. S.
Walpole, M.A. With Notes and Vocabu18

mo.

is.

6d.

CAIRNES
8vo.

o"

icu. 6d.

Svo.

BUTLER (George).

lary.

Hodgson).—" Haworth's."

(F.

Globe 8vo.

(Archer).—Sermons, Doctrinal
nth Edition. 8vo. 8.r.
Second Series of Sermons. Ninth

and Practical,

i8mo.

(Arabella).— History of EngWith Coloured
land for Beginners.
Maps and Chronological and Genealogical
Tables. Globe 8vo. 3^.

Insane and their
Crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.

H.).— Demosthenes.

S.

BUTLER

BUCKLEY

BUCKNILL

(Prof,
is. 6d.

by Archdeacon Hardwick.

ERYANS

BRYCE

CO.'S

E.).— Political Essays.

(Prof. J.
10s. 6d.

Illustrated.
Cr. 8vo.
Globe Svo. 2s.

3s. 6d,

Some Leading Principles of Political
Economy newly Expounded. 8vo. 14s.

BURNS, The Complete Works of.

Edited

The Slave Power. 8vo. ios. 6d.
The Character and Logical Method

Two

Stories.

Cheap

Edition.

—

by Alexander Smith. Globe 8vo. 35. 6d.
The Poetical Works. With a Biographical Memoir by Alexander Smith. In
2 vols. fcp. Svo.

BURNS. By
is.

6d.

;

Principal Shairp.

sewed,

of Political Economy. Crown 8vo. 6s.
Select Plays of Calderon.

CALDERON.

Ed. by Norman MacColl,M.A, Cr, 8vo

10s.

Crown

8vo.

CALDERWOOD
of

is.

Moral

—A History of the Later
(J. B.)
Roman Empire from Arcadius to Irene,

Crown

a.d. 390—800.

2nd Edition.

BURY

2 vols.

8vo.

32.F.

8vo.

(Prof.

14s.

H.).— Hand-Book

Philosophy.

14th

Edition.

6s,

The Relations of Mind and Brain
Svo.

i2,r.

——

—

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS.

CALDERWOOD
bles OF
8vo.

H.).— Thb

(Prof.

Our Lokd.

2nd Edition.

CANTERBURY

ParaCrown

and His Times.
of Canterbury

6s.

Crown

The Relations of Science and
Crown Svo. $s.
On Teaching. 4th Ed. Ex.

CALVERT.

-School-Readings

8vo.

ifS.

CARLES

the

in

Second

his

Visitation.

6,f.

(Rev.

W. W.)— Livy.

Fcp. 8vo.

is. 6d.

fcp. 8vo. is.6d.

Greek Testament. Edited, with Notes
and Vocabulary, by A. Calvekt, M.A. Fcp.

12,5-.

(W. R.).— Life in Corea,

Svo.

6d.

CARLYLE

(Thomas).— Reminiscences. Ed.
by Charles Eliot Norton. 2 vols. Crown

6d.

CAMBRIDGE.— Cooper's

8vo.

CAPES

Religion.

(Archbishop of).— Christ
Addressed to the Diocese

in

8vo.

Le Keux*s Memo-

12s.

Illustrated with 90
rials of Cambridge.
Woodcuts in the Text, 154 Plates on Steel

Early Letters of Thomas Carlyle.
Edited by C. E. Norton. 2 vols. 1814 — 26.

and Copper by Le Keux, Stoker, &c,

Crown 8vo. j 8s.
Letters of Thomas Carlyle. Ed. by
C.E.Norton. 2 vols. 1826 36. Cr. 8vo. i8j.
Goethe and Carlyle, Correspondence
between. Ed. by C. E. Norton. Cr. Svo. qs.

cluding 20 Etchings by R. Farren.

in-

3 vols.

Medium

Svo.
Cloth, gilt tops.
few copies, proofs, large paper, 4to, bound
in half-levant morocco, with gilt tops.
Fifty copies of the Etchings by R. Farren,
from the "Memorials of Cambridge.''
Proofs, signed, in a Portfolio.

—

A

CAMBRIDGE

Senate- House
and Riders, with Solutions

Problems

CARPENTER

:

CAMEOS FROM ENGLISH HISTORY.

(Marchioness

(Bishop

of).

A

Lover of the Beautiful.
Crown Svo.

—A

Novel,

W. Boyd].— Truth

in Tale. Addresses, chiefly to children. Cr.

— 51.

Riders. By Jameson. 8vo. 7*. 6<jf.
Problems and Riders. Edited by
1875.
Prof. A. G. Green hill. Cr. 8vo. 8s. 6d.
Solutions by nm Mathematical
1878.
Moderators and Examiners. Edited
by J. W. L. Glaismek, M.A. Bvo. ia.r.
1848

CARMARTHEN

Svo.

45-.

6d.

The Permanent Elements of Religion

CARR
Svo.

:

Bampton

8s.

in

8vo.

14,?.

Papers on Art.

Cr.

6d.

CARROLL

By the Author of " The Heir of Redely ffe."
Extra fcp. Sv<
5^, each.
6 vols.
II. The
Vol. I. Rollo to Ivlward II.
Wars in France. III. The Wars of the
V.
Roses.
IV. Reformation Times.
VI. Forty Years
England and Spain.
VII. The
of Stuart Rule (1603 43).
Rebellion and Restoration (1642 70).
\ln the Press.

Lectures, 1887.

Comynsj.

(J.

(Lewis).

Wonderland.

Tenniel.

Crown

Alice's

With 42
8vo.

Adventures

Illustrations

by

6s.

1.

With all the original
Illustrations.
Crown 8vo. 2$. 6d.
A German Translatiom of the same.
Crown Svo, gilt. 6s.
A French Translation of the same.
Crown Svo, gilt. 6s.
An Italian Translation of the same.
Crown Svo, gilt. 6s.
Alice's Adventures Under-ground.
Being a Facsimile of the Original MS. Book,

People

—

CAMERON(V. L.).— Our Future Highway
to India.

2 vols.

Crown

3vo.

2i.r.

CAMPBELL

(Dr. John M'Leod). -Tin- Nature of the Atonement. 6th Edition.
Crown 8vo. 6s.
Reminiscences and Reflections. Ed.,

with an Introductory Narrative, by his Son,

Donald Campbell, M.A. Cr. Svo. js. 6d,
Responsibility for theGtft of Eternal Life. Compiled from Sermons preached
Row, in the years 1829 — 31. Cr. 8vo. 5s.
Thoughts on Revelation, 2nd Edition.
Crown 8vo. 5^.
CAMPBELL (J. F.).— My Circular Notes.
Cheaper issue. Crown 8vo. 6s.
CAMPBELL (Lord George).— Log-Letters
from the "Challenger." 7th Edition.
Crown 8vo. 6s.
at

CAMPBELL (Prof. Lewis).— Sophocles.
8vo.

Fcp.

is. 6d.

CANDLER

(H.).— Help to Arithmetic.

2nd Edition.

Globe Svo.

CANTERBURY

-zs.

6d.

(His Grace Edward White,

of).
Boy-Life : its Trial, its
Strength, its Fulness. Sundays In Wellington College, 1859—73. 4th Ed. Cr. 8vo. dr.

Archbishop

--

The Seven Gifts. Addressed to the
Diocese of Canterbury in his Primary Visitation.
2nd Edition. Crown 8vo. 6s.

s

Edition.

afterwards developed into "Alice's Adven-

•

tures in Wonderland." With 27 Illustrations
by the Author. Crown Svo. 4s.
Through the Lcoking-Glass and
What Alice Found There. With 50 Illustrations by Tenniel.
Crown 8vo, gilt. 5j.

Peoples

With all the original
Crown Svo. zs. 6d.

Edition.

Illustrations.

Peoples Edition of "Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland," and "Through the LookingGlass."

r vol.

The Game of

Crown
Logic.

—— Rhyme? and Reason

8vo.

4s. 6d.

Crown Svo.
7
With 65

3J.

Illus-

by Arthur B. Frost, and 9 by
Henry Holiday. Crown 8vo. 6s.
A Tangled Tale. Reprinted from the
" Monthly Packet." With 6 Illustrations by
Arthur B. Frost. Crown Svo. 4s. bd.
Sylyie and Bruno. With 46 IllustraCr. Svo,
tions by Harry Furniss.
ys. bd.
trations

CARSTARES

(William).—A Character and
Career of the Revolutionary Epoch (1640—
By R. H. Story. 8vo. 12s.
171 5).
CARTER (R. Brudenell, F.C.S.).— A Prac-

tical Treatise on Diseases of the Eys.
8vo.

i6j.

——

—

MACMILLAN AND
CARTER

(R. Brudenell).— Eyesight,
Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Good

CHURCH

and Bad.

Globe

Modern Operations for Cataract.
Svo.

CASSEL. Manual of Jewish History
and Literature. Translated by Mrs.

Henry Lucas.

Fcp. 8vo.

vs. 6d,

CATULLUS.—Select

Poems.

F. P. Simpson, B.A.

Fcp. 8vo.

CAUCASUS: Notes on
Svo.

CAUTLEY

S.).— A

(G.

Being and

Century of Em-

Illustrations

Marian Alford.

CAZENOVE

5$.

By "Wan-

the.

qs.

With

BLEMS,

Edited by

Small

by the Lady

4to.

10s. 6d.

Gibson).— Concerning the
Attributes of God, 8vo, 5^.
(J.

CHALMERS

(J. B.).— Graphical Determination of Forces in Engineering

Structures.

Svo.

24^.

CHALMERS (M.D.).— Local Government.
Crown

8vo.

3$. 6d.

[English Citizen Series.

CHATTERTON A
:

Bacon.

Svo.

is. 6d.

;

swd.,
ts.

xs.

6d.

;

i8mo.

is. &d.

Select Letters. Edited by Rev. G. E.
Jeans, M.A. iSrao. is. 6d.
The Second Philippic Oration. Edited
by Prof. John E. B. Mayor. New Edition,
revised.

Fcp. 8vo.

5s.

Pro Publio Sestio. Edited by Rev. H.
A. Holden, M.A., LL.D. Fcp. Svo. $s.

ys. 6d.

CHILDREN'S GARLAND FROM THE
BEST POETS. Selected and arranged by

The Catiline Orations.
Prof. A. S. Wilkins, Litt.D.
Fcp. Svo. 3s. 6d.

4s. 6d.

2s.

Pro Lege Manilia.

CHOICE NOTES ON THE FOUR GOS-

Edited by

New Edition.

Edited by Prof.
Fcp. 8vo. 2j. 6d.

PELS, drawn from Old and New

A. S. Wilkins, Litt.D.

Crown 8vo.
Matthew and

Pro Roscio Amerino. Edited by E. H.
Donjon, M.A. Fcp. Svo. 4^. 6d.
Stories of Roman History,
With

CHRISTIE

4s. 6d.

4 vols.
St.

(J.).

Mark

in 1 vol.

Sources.
each.
(St.
g$.)

—Cholera Epidemics

East Africa.

in

•

R.).— Elementary Test

Notes, Vocabulary, and Exercises by G. E.
i8mo.
Jeans, M.A., and A. V. Jones.

Questions in Pure and Mixed Mathematics. Crown 8vo. 8j. 6d.

CLARK. Memorials from Journals and

CHRISTIE

(J.

Svo.

15J.

CHRISTMAS CAROL,

Printed in
A.
Colours, with Illuminated Borders from MSS.
of the 14th and 15th Centuries. 4to. 21J.

CHRISTY CAREW.

By the Author of
Globe Svo. 2s.
(Very Rev. R. W.).— The Sacred
Poetry of Early Religions. 2nd Edition.
"Hogan, M.P,"

CHURCH
i8mo.

—— St.

Anselm.

8vo.

Crown

8vo.

6s.

its Conditions.

Cr.

6s.

The Gifts of Civilisation, and other
Sermons and Lectures. Crown 8vo. js. 6d.
— Discipline of the Christian Character, and other Sermons. Crown 8vo. 4s. 6d.
Advent Sermons. 1885. Cr. 8vo. 4s. 6d.
Miscellaneous Writings.
Collected
Globe 8vo. $s. each.
Edition. 5 vols.

—

—
—

I. Miscellaneous Essays.
II. St.
Anselm.
III. Dante: and other
Essays. IV. Spenser. V. Bacon.

Vol-

is, 6d.

Letters of Samuel Clark, M.A. Edited
by his Wife. Crown 8vo. 7$. 6d.

CLARK (L.) and SADLER (H.).— The Star
Guide.

Roy. 8vo.

5s.

CLARKE (C. B.).— AGeographicalReader
and Companion to the Atlas.

A Class-Book of

Cr. 8vo. ar.

Geography.

Coloured Maps. Fcp. Svo.

is.

— — Human Life and

—
—

6cL

Cr. Svo.

De Senectutb, Edited, with Notes,
Vocabulary, and Biographical Index, by E. S.
Shuckburgh, M.A. i8mo, is. 6d.

Treatise on the Planetary Theory.
Crown Svo. 7s. td.
CHEYNE (T. K.).— The Book of Isaiah
Chronologically Arranged. Crown 8vo.

i8mo.

is.
;

A. J.).—Latin Version op

Biographical Index.

xs.

Globe Readings Edition for Schools.

5s.

—

H. H.).— An Elementary

Coventry Patmore.

Crown 8vo.

Selections from Tennyson.
By Prof.
Conington, Prof. Seeley, Dr. Hessey,
T. E. Kebbel, &c. Edited by A. J. Church,
M.A. Extra fcp. 8vo. 6s.
CHURCH (A. J.) and BRODRIBB (W. J.).—
Tacitus. Fcp. 8vo. is. 6d.
CICERO. The Life and Letters of Marcus Tullius Cicero. Being a New Translation of the Letters included in Mr. Watson's
Selection.
By the Rev. G. E. Jeans, M.A.
2nd Edition. Crown Svo. ios. 6d.
The Academica. The Text revised and
explained by J. S, Reid, M.L. Svo. 15*.
The Academics. Translated by J. S.
Reid, M.L. 8vo. 5^. 6d.
De Amicitia. Edited by E. S. Shuckburgh, M.A. With Notes, Vocabulary, and

Biographical Study.

sewed,

;

(C.

;

Globe Svo.

is.

CHURCH (Rev.

By Sir Daniel Wilson, LL.D. Cr.Svo. 6s. 6d.
CHAUCER. By Prof. A. W. Ward. Crown

CHEYNE

(Very Rev. R. W.).— Spenser.

8vo. 5 s.

sewed,

6s.

derer."

CO.'S

3s.

6d.

;

With 18
swd., 3s.

Speculations from Political EconCrown 8vo. 3s. 6d.
(F. W.).— A Table of Specific
Gravity for Solids and Liquids. (Con-

omy.

CLARKE

stants of Nature, Part I.)

CLASSICAL WRITERS.
Richard Green.
Euripides.

By

8vo.

Fcp. 8vo.

Prof.

12s. 6d.

Edited by
is.

John

6d. each..

Mahaffy.

Milton. By the Rev. StopfordA. Brookb.
Livy. By the Rev. W. W. Capes, M.A.
Vergil. By Prof. Nettleship, M.A.
Sophocles. By Prof. L. Campbell, M.A.
Demosthenes. By Prof. Butcher, M.A.
Tacitus. By Church and Brodribb.

—

—

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS.
COLVIN (S.).

CLAUSIUS(R.).—The Mechanical Theory
op Heat.
Translated by Walter R.
Browne.

Crown

8vo.

1 8 mo.

ioj. 6d.

CLERGYMAN'S SELF-EXAMINATION
Concerning the Apostles' Creed. Extra
fcp. 8vo.

i j". 6d.

CLIFFORD

W. K.).—Elements of

(Prof.

An

Dynamic.

Introduction to the Study of
in Solid and Fluid Bodies.
Part I. Kinematic. Books I.
Book IV. and Appendix, 6s.

Motion and Rest

Crown

8vo.

III., 7 s. bd.

Lectures and Essays. Ed. by Leslie
STEPHENand Sir F. Pollock. Cr. 8vo. Qs.6d.
Seeing and Thinking. With Diagrams,
Crown 8vo. 3$. &£
Mathematical Papers. Edited by R.
Tucker. With an Introduction by H. J.
Stephen Smith, M. A. Svo. 30J.

CLIFFORD(Mrs.W,K.).— Anyhow Stories.
With Illustrations by Dorothy Tennant.
Crown

8vo.

is.

6d.

;

paper covers,

CLOUGH

Crown
Prose Remains.

With a

7-r.

:

CONGREVE

(Rev. John).— High Hopes
and Pleadings for a Reasonable Faith,
NonLER Thoughts, Larger Charity.

Crown

—

CONWAY
COOKE

(E. T.).—A Popular Handbook
to the National Gallery. Including,
special permission, Notes collected from
Works of Mr. Ruskin. With a Preface
by John Ruskin, LL.D., D.C.L. Crown

the

Svo, half morocco,

6d.

14s.

Also an Edition on Large Paper, limited to
250 copies. 2 vols. Svo.

his Wife.

tions of Public Policy. Edited by John
Bright and J. E. Thorold Rogers. Globe

COOKE
*

(Josiah P., jun.).— Principles

Svo.

5j.

of

Chemical Philosophy. New Ed. 8vo. ids.
Religion andChemistry. Cr. Bvo. 7*. 6c/.
Elements of Chemical Physics. 4th
Royal

Edition.

Svo.

COOKERY. Middle
piled for Manchester

6d.

COCKSHOTT (A.) and WALTERS (F. B.).
—A Treatise on Geometrical Conics.
Crown

>

(Samuel).— Geometrical Ex-

by

Its History and Its Uses.
By
Green, Miall, Thorpe, ROcker,
and Marshall, 8vo. 11$. bd.
COBDEN (Richard.).— Speeches on Ques-

COHEN

5s.

ercises for Beginners. Cr. 8vo. 3*. 6d.
(Hugh).
A Family Affair.
Globe 8vo. 2$.
Living or Dead. Globe Svo. 2s.

Profs.

3$.

8vo.

CONSTABLE

Edition.

COAL:

8vo.

Landor.

;

Selection from

and a Memoir by

Letters,
Crown 8vo.

his

Savage

4s. 6d.

Keats. Crown 8vo. is. 6d. sewed, 1*.
COMBE,— Life of George Combe, By
Charles Gibbon. 2 vols. 8vo. 325.
Education Its Principles and Practice as Developed by George Combe.
Edited by William Jolly. Svo. 15J.

is.

New

(A. H.).—Poems.
8vo.
js. 6d.

Selections from the Wri-

Walter

of

tings

Fcp. 8vo.

sis.

Com-

Class Book.

School of Cookery.

is. 6d.

CO-OPERATION IN THE UNITED
STATES History of. Edited by H. B.
:

(D. Julius B.).— The

Owens Col-

lege Course of Practical
Chemistry. Fcp. 8vo. 2,?. 6d,

Organic

Adams.

COPE

8vo.

(E. M.).

15s.

An Introduction to Aris-

totle's Rhetoric.

8vo.

14s.

COLBECK

COPE (E. D.).—The Origin of the Fittest.

COLENSO.— The Communion

CORBETT (Julian).— The Fall of Asgard:
A Tale of St. Olaf's Day. 2 vols. 12J.

(C.).— French Readings from
Roman History. Selected from various
Authors, with Notes. i8mo. 4s. 6d.

Service

from the Book of Common Prayer, with
Select Readings from the Writings of
the Rev. F. D. Maurice. Edited by the
late

Bishop Colenso. 6th Ed. i6mo.

Essays on Evolution.

Globe 8vo.

Monk.

COLERIDGE.— The
ridge.

4 vols.

Fcp. 8vo.

31:5-,

6d,

Also an Edition on Large Paper,

COLERIDGE.
8vo.

6d.

if.

',

2/. 12s. 6d.

By H. D. Traill.
sewed,

Crown

is,

COLLECTS OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND. With a Coloured Floral Design to
each Collect.

COLLIER
i8mo.

Crown

(John).

8vo.

—A

Primer of Art.

F. S.

Colquhoun
Extra

Stories
lary,

(nee F. S.

fcp, Svo.

2s. 6d.

{F.

and Exercises.

sewed,

By

Fuller- Mait-

H.).— First Greek Reader.
and Legends. With Notes, Vocabu-

COLVIN

Globe 8vo.

3s.

(S.).—Landor. Crown Svo.

xs.

With Portrait

Cr. 8vo.

Men

H.).-~ Questions
Stewart's "Lessons in
Physics," Fcp. 8vo. zs.
(T.

zr. 6d.

of Action.

on Balfour

Elementary

CORFIELD

(Dr. W. H.).—The Treatment
and Utilization of Sewage. 3rd Edition,

Revised by the Author, and by LOUIS

Parkes, M.D.
Amis.
8vo.

COLQUHOUN.—Rhymes and Chimes.
LAND).

vols.

12J.

[English

CORE

dr.

8vo.

C

i6i-.

CORNAZ

12s.

is,

COLSON

125. 6d.

For God and Gold. Crown Svo.
Kophetua the Thirteenth. 2

2s. 6d.

Poetical and Dramatic Works of Samuel Taylor Cole-

8vo.

is.

6<£

;

<S.).— Nos Enfants et Leurs
Edited by Edith Harvey. Globe

if.

6d.

CORNELL UNIVERSITY STUDIES IN
CLASSICAL PHILOLOGY.
Flagg, W. G. Hale, and B.

Edited by
I.

I.

Wheeler.

The C

Z/VJf-Constructions : their History
and Functions. Part I. Critical. 1^. 8d. nett.
Part II. Constructive.
By W. G. HaLB.
3s. 4(i*. nett. _ II. Analogy and the Scope of
I.

its

Application

Wheeler,

u.

in
-id.

Language.
nett.

By

B.

I,

——

—

——

MACMILLAN AND

10

CORNEILLE.—Le Cid.

Ed. by G. Eugene
Fasnacht. i8mo. i*.
COSSA. Guide to the Study of Political
Economy. From the Italian of Dr. Luigi
Cossa. Crown 8vo. 4J. 6d.
COTTERILL (Prof. James H.).— Applied
Mechanics An Introduction to the Theory

CRAIK (Mrs.).

Med.

Bvo.

2nd Edition.

(Bishop).— Sermons Preached
to English Congregations in India.
Crown 8vo. 7$, t>d.

COTTON

PAYNE.—Colonies and

and
Dependencies.

Part

By

India.

I.

J. S.

Cotton. Part II. The Colonies. By E.
Crown 8vo. 3$. 6d.
J. Payne.
COUES (Elliott). Key to North American
Birds.

Illustrated.

8vo.

2/. us.

(George).— Lectures on Cataract Its Causes, Varieties, and Treatment. Crown 8vo. 4s. 6d.
COWPER. Cowper's Poetical Works.
Ed. by Rev. W. Benham. Globe 8vo. 3s. 6d,
:

—

The Task

An

:

Epistle to Joseph Hill,

Esq. ; Tirocinium, or a Review of the
Schools ; and the History of John Gilpin.
Edited by William Benham. Globe 8vo. is.

Letters op William Cowpek. Edited
by the Rev, W. Benham. i8mo. 4s. 6d.
Selections from Cowper's Poems. Introduction by Mrs. Oliphant, iSrao. 4s. 6d,
COWPER. By Goldwin Smith. Crown 8vo.
ij. 6d.

COX

sewed,

;

(G.V.).

2nd Edition.

CRAIK
8vo.

Illustrated.

— Cheap Edition,

Crown

Globe 8vo.

Ogilvies.

Illustrated.
Edition.
Globe Bvo.

Crown

2s.

8vo.

—Cheap
Agatha's Husband. Illustrated. Crown
—Cheap Edition. Globe 8vo.
The Head of the Family. Illustrated.
Cr. 8vo.
—Cheap Edition. Gl. 8vo.
dr.

8vo.
•

Recollections of Oxford.
Crown 8vo. dr.

(Mrs.).— Olive.
6s.

The

us.

6s.

2*.

Two Marriages. Globe 8vo. «.
The Laurel Bush. Crown 8vo. 6*.
My Mother and I. Illust, Cr. 8vo. 6s.

A Medlsval Romance.
Crown 8vo. 6*.
King Arthur: Not a Love Story.
Crown Bvo. 6s.
%* Beginning- on March rst, 1890, and continued -monthly, a uniform edition of
Miss Tommy:

Illustrated.

Mrs. Craik's Novels -will be issued, firict
3s. 6d. each.

Poems.
New and Enlarged Edition.
Extra fcp. 8vo. 6s.
Children's Poetry. Ex. fcp. 8vo. 4s. 6<L
Songs of our Youth. Small 4to. 6s.
Concerning Men : and other Papers.
8vo.

4*.

6d.

About Money: and other Things,
Crown 8vo. 6s.
Sermons out of Church.
An Unknown Country.
F. Noel Patau.

Royal

8vo.

Cr. 8vo.

6s.

Illustrated
7*, 6<L

by

6d.

2$.

Little Sunshine's Holiday.
8vo.

as.

Globe

6d.

The Adventures of a Brownie.
by Mrs. Allingham,

trated

Illus-

4s. 6d.

The Little Lame Prince and

his

Travelling Cloak. A Parable for Old
and Young. With 24 Illustrations by J.
McL. Ralston. Crown 8vo. 4s. 6d.
The Fairy Book The Best Popular
Selected and rendered
Fairy Stories.
anew. With a Vignette by Sir Noel Paton.
:

mo.

4s. 6d.

CRAIK

(Henry).— The State in its Relation to Education. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.

CRANE

(Lucy). Lectures on Art and
the Formation of Taste. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

CRANE

A

(Walter).—The Sirens Three.

Poem. Written and
Crane. Royal 8vo.

CRAVEN

Illustrated
10s. 6d,

(Mrs. Dacre).— A

trict Nurses.

CRAWFORD

Crown

Tale of Modern India.
Doctor Claudius:
Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Walter

2s. 6d.

Mr. Isaacs
Cr. Bvo.

A True

Crown

Singer.

by

Guide to Dis-

8vo.

(F. Marion).

8vo.

3s.

:

A

6d.

Story.
3*. 6d.

Zoroaster. Crown 8vo. 35-. 6d.
A Tale of a Lonely Parish. Crown
8vo.

3^. 6d.

Marzio's Crucifix. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.
Paul Patoff. Crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.
With the Immortals. 2 vols. Globe
8vo.

1 2 j.

1 vol.

is.

6s.

Crown

Illustrated.

A Roman

is.

A Fairy

:

4s. 6d.

:

and Verse.

18

COWELL

Alice Learmont
Illustrations.

An Unsentimental Journey through
Cornwall. Illustrated. 4to. us. 6d.
Our Year A Child's Book in Prose

18s.

COTTON

With

Tale.

:

of Structures and Machines,

CO.'S

Greifenstein.

Sant

Ilario.

Crown 8vo.
Crown 8vo.
Crown 8vo.

3^. 6a\
6s.

dr.

CREIGHTON (M.).— Rome.

i8mo. is.
[Literature Primers.

Cardinal Wolsey.

CROSS

Crown 8vo. zs. 6d.
Readings Se-

(Rev. J. A.).— Bible

lected from the Pentateuch and the
Book of Joshua. 2nd Ed. Globe 8vo. 2*. Id.

CROSSLEY (E.), GLEDHILL (J.), and
WILSON (J. M.).-A Handbook of Double Stars. 8vo. 21s.
Corrections to the

Double Stars.

CUMMING

Handbook of

8vo.

is.

(Linnaeus). —Electricity.

An

Introduction to the Theory of Electricity.
With numerous Examples. Cr. 8vo. 8s. 6d.

CUNNINGHAM
leans

;

(Sir

H. S.).— The Cceru-

A Vacation Idyll,

The Heriots.

CUNNINGHAM

3 vols.

(Rev.

of St. Barnabas.

Cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Cr. 8vo.

31*. 6d.

W.).—The Epistle

A Dissertation, including

a Discussion of its Date and AuthorshipTogether with the Greek Text, the Latin
Version, and a New English Translation and
Commentary. Crown 8vo. js. 6d,

—— — — —

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS.

CUNNINGHAM

(Rev. W.).— Christian
Civilisation, with Special Reference
Crown
5.J.
8vo.
to India.

The Churches of Asia A Methodical Sketch op the Second Century.
Crown 8vo, 6s.

DAVIES

II

(Rev.

T.

Llewelyn).

The Gospel

and Modern Life.
Li
2nd Edition, to which
is added Morality according to the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper. Extra

:

CUNNINGHAM

(Rev.

John).

Ghowth of the Church
Lectures for 1886.

CUNYNGHAME
Command
8vo.

12s.

8vo.

The

Being the Croall
g$.

A.

(Gen. Sir

South Africa,

in

—

in its Organisa-

tion and Institutions.

Edition.

(Rev. G. H.).— Dissent in its
Relation to the Church of England.
Bampton Lectures for 1871. Cr. 8vo. -js. bd.
The Scientific Obstacles to Christian
Belief. The Boyle Lectures, 1884. Cr. ^vo. 6s.
CUTHBERTSON (Francis). Euclidian
Geometry. Extra fcp. 8vo. 4^. bd.

—

M. A.

Cr. Svo.

4^

&

(Felix).— Felicitas. Translated by
E. Crown 8vo. 4s. bd.

C

"DAILY NEWS."— Correspondence of

War between Russia and Turkey,
To the Fall of Kars. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Correspondence of the Russo-Turkish
War. From the Fall of Kars to the
Conclusion of PeaCe. Crown Svo. 6s.
DALE (A. W. W.).— The Synod of Elvira,
and Christian Life in the Fourth Century. Crown Bvo. ior. bd.
DALTON (Rev. T.).— Rules and Examples
the

1877.

New Edition.

Arithmetic.

in

Rules and Examples
Parti.

New

i8mo.

Algebra.

in

Ed. r8mo. zs. Part II.
Part I. Cr. Svo.

Key to Algebra.

DAMIEN

2s. bd.

is.
7s.

bd.
bd.

(Father).— A Journey from Cash-

mere to

his

Clifford.

Home

in Hawaii. By
Crown 8vo. as. bd.

DAM PIER.— By W.
Crown

Portrait.

Edward

2s.

bd.

The Paradiso of Dante. Edited, with
a Prose Translation and Notes, by A. J.

Crown 8vo. 1.2s. bd.
De Monarchia. Translated by F. J.
Church. 8vo. 4$. bd.
Dante and other Essays. By the
Dean of St. Paul's. Globe Svo. 5*.
Readings on the Purgatorio of
Dante. Chiefly based on the Commentary
Butler.

:

Benvenuto Da Iraola. By
W. Vernon, M.A. With an

by the Very Rev. the
2 vols.

Crown

DARWIN

8vo.

the Hon. W.
Introduction

Dean of

St. Paul's.

G.

J.

T.

Crown

(Charles). —Memorial

Notices,

By T. H. Huxley,
Romanes, Archibald Geikie, and
Thiselton Dyer. With a Portrait.
8vo.

2s. bd.

Crown

8vo.

DAVIES

6s.

(J. LI.)

The Republic

and VAUGHAN (D. J.).—
of Plato, Translated into

i8mo.

English.

DAWKINS

(Prof.

4$.

bd.

W. Boyd).— Early Man

in Britain and his Place in the Tertiary Period. Medium Svo. 25$,

DAWSON

(Sir J. W.).— Acadian Geology,
the Geological Structure, Organic
Remains, and Mineral Resources of
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and

Prince Edward Island. 3rd Ed.

DAWSON

(James).

Small

gines.

4to.

(Rev. Lai Behari).
Life. Crown Svo. 6s.

Bengal Peasant

Folk Tales of Bengal.

Cr. 8vo. 4s. 6d.

Electric Light Arithmetic.

E.).

Pott Svo.

Abori-

14$.

DAY

DAY(R.

8vo. i\s.

Australian

2S.

DAY

(H. G.). Properties of Conic Sections proved Geometrically.
Crown
8vo.

3s.

bd.

DAYS WITH SIR ROGER DE COVERFrom

LEY.
tions

by

the Spectator.

Hugh Thomson.

DEAK

(Francis),
Memoir. Svo.

DEFOE

(Daniel).

With

Illustra-

Fcp. 410.

6$.

Hungarian Statesman.
xzs. bd.

—The

Adventures Of

Ed. by Henry KingsGlobe Svo. 35-. bd.
[Glade Series.
Golden Treasury Series Edition.
Edited
ley.

by

J.

W. Clark, M.A.

{Nature

Series.

i8mo.

4s. bd,

DEFOE. ByW. Minto. Crown Svo.
sewed,

is.

I"

English

6d. ;
Series.

is.

Men of Letters

DELAMOTTE (Prof. P. H.).—A Beginner's
Progressively arranged.
Drawing-Book.
With upwards of 50 Plates. 3rd Edition.
Crown 8vo. 3s. bd.
DEMOCRACY: An American Novel.
Crown Svo. 4s. bd.
DEMOSTHENES.—Adversus Leptinem.
Ed. Rev, J. R. King, M.A. Fcp. 8vo, 4^, bd.
The Oration on the Crown. Edited
by B. Drake, M.A. 7th Ed. Fcp. Svo. 4s. bd.
The First Philippic. Edited by Rev.
T, G wat kin, M.A. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. bd.

DEMOSTHENES.— By

24J.

reprinted from Nature.

W.

2nd

7$. bd,

8vo.

Robinson Crusoe.

DANIELL (Alfred).—A Text-Book of the
Principles of Physics. With Illustrations.
2nd Edition. Medium 8vo. 21s.
DANTE.-—The Purgatory of Dante AliEdited, with Translations and
GHIERI.
Notes, by A. J. Butler. Cr. Svo. 12.?. bd.

of

With Introductions and Notes.

Social Questions from the Point of
View of Christian Theology. 2nd Ed.

A

Clark Russell. With

Svo.

2s. bd.

The Christian Calling. Ex.fcp. 8vo. 6s.
The Epistles of St. Paul to the
Ephesians, the Colossians, and Philemon.

78.

CURTEIS

DAHN

fcp. 8vo.

1874

—

6s.

Warnings against Superstition. Ex.

T.).—My

6(3?.

DAGO NET THE JESTER,

fcp. 8vo.

cher, M.A.

Fcp. Svo.

Prof. S.
is. bd.

DE MAISTRE.— La Jeune

H. But-

Siberienne et

le Lepreux de la Cite d'Aoste. Edited,
with Notes and Vocabulary, by S. Barlet,
B.Sc. Globe 8vo. is. bd.

——

MACMILLAN AND

12

DE MORGAN

(Mary).— The Necklace op
Princess Fiorimonde, and other Stories.
Illustrated by Walter Crane.
Extra fcp.
8vo. 3$. 6d. Also a Large Paper Edition,
with the Illustrations on India Paper. 100
copies only printed.

DE QUINCEY.
8vo.

is. 6d,

By

Prof.

sewed,

;

Crown

Masson.

is.

DEUTSCHE LYRIK.—The Golden

Treasury or the Best German Lyrical
Selected and arranged by Dr.
POEMS.
Buchheim. i8mo. 4J. 6d.
DE VERE (Aubrey).— Essays Chiefly on
Poetry. 2 vols. Globe 8vo. 12J.
Essays, Chiefly Literary and EthiGlobe 8vo.

cal.

DE WINT.

Memoir of Peter de Wint.

By Walter Armstrong, B.A. Oxon.

Illus-

(Prof. A. V.).— Lectures Introductory to the Study of the Law of the

Constitution, 3rd Edition.
Letters on Unionist

Crown

8vo.

Svo.

i2.y.

6d,

Delusions.

Papers of the Pickwick Club.

With

Notes and numerous Illustrations. Edited
by Charles Dickens the younger, a vols.
Extra crown Svo. 21^.
DICKENS. By A. W. Ward. Crown 8vo.
6d.

sewed,

;

(Prof. James).— The Apostolical Fathers. A Critical Account
of their Genuine Writings, and of
their Doctrines. 2nd Ed. Cr. 8vo. 7^. 6d,

DONISTHORPE
dualism

(Wordsworth).

DOYLE

8vo. 14*.

E.).—Shakspere. i8mo.
is.

6d.

;

sewed,

1*.
1*,

A.).— History of America.

(J.

With Maps.

DOYLE

— Indivi-

A System of Politics.

:

DOWDEN(Prof.

i8mo.

45.

6d.

H.).—The Return of the
Guards and other Poems. Cr. Svo. 7-r. 6d.
DREW (W. H.).—A Geometrical Treatise
on Conic Sections. 8lh Ed. Cr. 8vo. sj.
(Sir F.

DISTS. By John Morley.

Globe

2 vols.

(Rev. J. W.). —Godliness and
A Miscellany of Brief Papers
touching the Relation of Religion to Life.

Manliness.
8vo.

6s.

SOCIETY'S PUBLICATIONS. Antiquities of Ionia. Vols. I.
and

III.
,

each, or
half morocco,

il, 2s.

folio,

$1, 5*.

the

3/. 13s.

6d.

set.

Penrose (Francis C). An Investigation
of the Principles of Athenian Architecture.
Illustrated by numerous engravings.
New
Edition. Enlarged. Folio. 7?. 7*.
Specimens of Ancient Sculpture :
Egyptian, Etruscan, Greek, and Roman. Selected from different Collections in
Great Britain by the Society of Dilettanti.
Folio,

Vol. II.

si. $s.

W.).— Greater Britain. A
Record of Travel in English-Speaking

DILKE (Sir C.

Countries during
tralia, India.)

(America, Aus-

1866-67.

9th Edition.

Crown

8vo.

6s.

Problems of Greater Britain. Maps.
3 vols.

8vo.

DOBSON

DILLWYN

(E.

36J.

A.).—Jill,

Crown

Jill

and Jack.

64.

(Austin).—Fielding.
sewed, is.

;

DODGSON

(C.

2 vols.

Crown

Crown
Books

I.

6*.

izs.

Svo.

and

substituted for the Algein the first edition. 4th

Symbols used

Edition.

8vo.

Globe 8vO.

L.).—Euclid.

With Words

braical

(Prof.

—IntroducCrown

James).

ss,

DRYDEN

Svo.

2s.

:

Essays of.

D. Yongk.

Fcp. Svo.

Edited by Prof. C.
2s. 6d.

Poetical Works. Edited, with Memoir,
Revised Text, and Notes, by W. D. Christie,
Globe 8vo. 3s. 6d.
[Globe Edition.

CB.

DRYDEN. By
6d.

G. Saintsbury. Crown 8vo.

sewed,

;

is,

DU CANE

(Col. Sir E. F.).—The PunishMENT AND PREVENTION OF CRIME. Crown
3$. 6d.

DUFF (Right Hon. Sir M. E. Grant).— Notes
of an Indian Journey. Svo. ios. 6d.
Miscellanies, Political and Literary.

DILETTANTI
Part IV.

8vo.

8vo.

1 os.

DIGGLE
Crown

DRUMMOND

is.

is,

DIDEROT AND THE ENCYCLOPE-

II.

DONALDSON

tion to the Study of Theology.

6d.

2s.

The Privy Council. Crown 8vo. 35. 6d.
DICKENS (Charles). — The Posthumous

is.

Sewed, is.
Curiosa Mathematica. Part I. A New
Theory of Parallels. 2nd Ed. Cr. 8vo. 2$.
8vo,

:

DICEY

II.

(C. L.).— Euclid and his Modern Rivals. 2nd Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Supplement to First Edition "Euclid and his Modern Rivals."
Crown

Southey. Crown Svo.

trated by 24 Photogravures from the Artist's
Super-Royal 4to. 3 if. 6d.

8vo.

CO.'S

DODGSON

6s.

pictures.

is.

—

—

Svo.

ios. 6d.

DUMAS.

Les Demoiselles de St. Cyr.
Com^die par Alexandre Dumas. Edited
by Victor Oger. i8mo. is. 6d.

DUNTZER — Life

of Goethe. Translated
by T. W, Lyster, With Illustrations. 3
vols.
Crown 8vo, 21$,
Life of Schiller. Translated by P. E,
PlNKERTON. Illustrations. Cr. Svo. 10s. 6d.

DU PRE

M. D.).— Outlines of Eng-

(A.

lish History.

DUPUIS

Globe 8vo.

In 2 Parts.

N. F.).— Elementary Symthetic Geometry' of the Point, Line,
and Circle in the Plane. Gl. Svo. 4^. 6d.

DYER

(J.

(Prof.

M,).

Geometry.

EADIE

(Prof.

Exercises in Analytical.

Crown

8vo.

4s. 6d.

John).—The English Biblb:

An External and Critical History of
the various English Translations or
Scripture. 2 vols. 8vo. 28J.
St. Paul's Epistles to thb Thessalonians, Commentary on the Greek

Text. 8vo. 12s.
Life of John Eadie, D.D., LL.D. By
James Brown, D.D. and Ed. Cr. Svo. 7*. td.

EAGLES

(T. H.).—Constructive Geometry of Plane Curves. Crown 8vo. 12*.

— ———

:

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS.
ENGLISH CITIZEN, THE.—A

EASTLAKE(Lady). Fellowship Letters
ADDRESSED TO MY SlSTER-MoURNERS, O.

Series of
Short Books on his Rights and Responsibili-

:

8vo.

Edited by

ties.

2$. 6d.

8vo.

EBERS

(Dr. George). The Burgomaster's
Wife. Translated by Clara Bell, Crown
8vo,

*3

3.1.

Henry Craik, C.B. Crown

6d. each.

Central Government. By H. D. Traill,
D.C.L.

4$. 6d.

Clara

The Electorate and the Legislature.

ECCE HOMO. A Survey of the Life and
Work of Jesus Christ. 20th Edition.

The Poor Law. By the Rev. T. W. Fowle.
The National Budget The National

Only a Word.
Crown

Bell.

Crown

8vo.

Translated by

8vo.

By Spencer Walpole.

6d.

4_r-

;

Debt; Taxes and Rates.

dr.

ECONOMICS, The Quarterly Journal
OF- Vol. II. Part II. January, 1888. 8vo.
as.6d. Part III. 2s. 6d. Part IV. 2s 6d.
Vol. IV.
Vol. III. 4 parts, as. 6d. each.
2J. 6d.

EDGAR (J, H.) and PRITCHARD(G. S.).—
Note-Book on Practical Solid or Decontaining Problems with help for Solution. 4th
Edition, Enlarged.
By Arthur G. Meeze.

pole.

scriptive Geometry,

Globe 8vo.

The State
By

4*. 6d.

EDWARDS

—An

(Joseph).

Elementary

People.

(K. M.)

Extra

fcp. 8vo.

EIMER

(G.

and Maps.

— First

4to.

Bart.

12s.

Lessons in Latin.

2s.

H. T.J.^Organic Evolution.

Translated by J. T.

ELDERTON

Cunningham, M.A.

and Edited by John Richard
3 Parts. Fcp. 8vo. is. 6d. each.
Part I. Hengist to Cressy. II. Cressy to
Cromwell. III. Cromwell to Balaklava.
Selected

Green.

(W. A.).— Map Drawing and
Globe 8vo.
(Rev. John).—The

Holiest

Manhood, and its Lessons for Busy
Lives. Crown 8vo. 6s.
ELLIOT (Hon. A.)-—The State and the
Church. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.

ENGLISH ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE,
THE. — Profusely

Elliott,
By Josiah Bateman, M.A,
Extra fcp. 8vo. 6*.
'

Practical Hints on the
Quantitative Pronunciation of Latin.
(A. J.).

Extra

4J. 6d.

fcp. 8vo,

ELLIS

Sketching from Naby H. Stacy

(Tristram).

With

ture,

Illustrations

Marks, R.A., and the Author. 2nd
Crown 8vo. 3J. 6d.

EMERSON.—The
Emerson. By
8vo.

Edition.

Life of Ralph Waldo
Cabot. 2 vols. Crown

J. L.

i8j.

The Collected Works of Ralph
Waldo Emerson. 6 vols. (1) Miscellanies.
With an Introductory Essay by John Morley. (2) Essays. (3) Poems. (4) English
Traits; and Representative Men. (5)
Conduct of Life and Society and Solitude. (6) Letters and Social Aims,
;

;

&c.

Globe 8vo.

ENGLAND

$s. each.

(E. B.),—Exercises in

Syntax and Idiom.
ence

Latin

Arranged with

to Roby's School Latin
8vo.
2s. 6d.
Crown 8vo.
to the above.

refer-

Grammar.

Crown

Key

»j. 6d,

Published

II—

of Brighton.

ELLIS

Illustrated.

Monthly.
Number I. October, 1883. 6d.
VI. Super
Vol. I. 1884. 7 s. 6<£ Vols.
royal 8vo, extra cloth, coloured edges. 8j.
each.
Cloth Covers for binding Volumes,
ij. 6d. each,

ELLIOTT.— Life of Henry Venn
3rd Edition.

2nd Edition.

ENGLISH HISTORY, READINGS IN.—

8vo.

Map Making.

ELLERTON

Relation to Trade.

Colonies and Dependencies.
Part I. India. By J. S. Cotton,31.A.
By E. J. Payne.
II. The Colonies.
Justice and Police. By F, W. Maitland.
The Punishment and Prevention of
Crime. By Colonel Sir Edmund du Cane.

— The

Illustrations

EICKE

in its

H. Farrer, Bart.

tion. By Henry Craik, C.B.
The Land Laws. By Sir F. Pollock,

Household
History of the United States and its
(E.>.

Sir T.

Local Government. By M. D. Chalmers.
The State in its Relation to Educa-

Treatise on the Differential Calculus. Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.
EDWARDS-MOSS (J. E.).—A Season in
Sutherland. Crown 8vo. 4*. 6d.

EGGLESTON

J.

The State in Relation to Labour. By
W. Stanley Jevons, LL.D., F.R.S.
The State and the Church. By the Hon.
Arthur Elliott, M.P,
Foreign Relations. By Spencer Wal-

.

Parti.

By A.

Wilson.

Proof Impressions of Engravings originally
published in The English Illustrated MagaIn Portfolio 4to. 21 J.
zine.
1884.

ENGLISH MEN OF ACTION. — Crown
8vo.

With

Portraits.

2s.

6d. each.

The following Volumes are Ready
General Gordon. By Col. Sir W. Butler.
Henry V. By the Rev. A. J. Church.
Livingstone. By Thomas Hughes.
Lord Lawrence. By Sir Richard Temple.
Wellington. By George Hooper.
Dampier. By W. Clark Russell.
Monk. By Julian Corbett.
Strafford. By H. D. Traill.
Hastings. By Sir Alfred Lyall.
Peterborough. By W. Stebbing.

Warren

The undermentioned
Preparation

are in the Press or in

:

Warwick, the King-Maker, By
Oman.
Drake. By Julian Corbett,

C.

W.

MACMILLAN AND
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ENGLISH MEN OF ACTION— »**£
Montrose. By Mowbray Morris.
Marlborough. By CoL Sir Wm. Butler,
Captain Cook. By Walter Besant,
Rodney. By David Hannay.
Clive. By Colonel Sir Charles Wilson.
Sir John Moore. By Colonel Maurice.
Sir Charles Napier. By Col. Butler.
Sir Henry Havelock.
By Archibald
Forbes.

ENGLISH MEN OF LETTERS.- Edited
by John Morley. Crown 8vo.

2s. 6d.

each.

Cheap Edition, is. 6d. ; sewed, w.
Johnson. By Leslie Stephen.
Scott. By R. H. Hutton.
Gibbon, By J. Cotter Morison.
Humb. By T. H. Huxley.
Goldsmith. By William Black.
Shelley. By J. A. Symonds.
Defoe. By W. Minto.
Burns. By Principal Shairp.
Spenser. By the Dean of St. Paul's.
Thackeray, By Anthony Trollofe.
Milton. By Mark Pattison.
Burke. By John Morley.
Hawthorne. By Henry James.
Southey. By Prof. Dowden.
Bunyan. By J. A. Froude.
Chaucer. By Prof. A. W. Ward.
Cowper. By Goldwin Smith.
Pope. By Leslie Stephen.
Byron. By Prof. Nichol.
Dryden. By G. Saints bury.
Locke, By Prof. Fowler.
Wordsworth. By F. W. H. Myers.
Landor. By Sidney Colvin.
Db Quincey. By Prof. Masson.
Charles Lamb. By Rev. Alfred Ainger.
Bentley, By Prof. Jebb.
Dickens. By A. W. Ward.
Gray. By Edmund Gosse.
Swift. By Leslie Stephen.
Sterne. By H. D. Traill.
Macaulay. By J. Cotter Morison.
Fielding. By Austin Dobson.
Sheridan, By Mrs. Oliphant.
Addison. By W. J, Courthope,
Bacon. By the Dean of St. Paul's.
Coleridge. By H. D. Traill,
Sir Philip Sidney. By J. A. Symonds.
Keats. By Sidney Colvin.

ENGLISH POETS.
cal Introductions

Selections, with Criti-

by various Writers, and a

General Introduction by Matthew Arnold.
Edited by T. H, Ward, M.A.
4 vols.

Crown

8vo.

7s. 6d.

each.

II. Ben JonI. Chaucer to Donne.
son to Dryden. III. Addison toBlakb.
IV. Wordsworth to Rossetti.

Vol.

CO.'S

STATESMEN (TWELVE),

ENGLISH
Crown

8vo,

each.

2S. 6d.

William the Conqueror. By Edward
A. Freeman, D.C.L., LL.D.
{Ready,
Henry II. By Mrs. J. R. Green. {Ready.
Edward I. By F. York Powell.
Henry VII. By James Gardiner. {Ready,
Cardinal Wolsey. By Prof. M. Creighton.
Elizabeth.

{Ready,

By

E. S. Beesley.

By Frederic Harri-

Oliver Cromwell.
son.

{Ready.

William III. By H. D. Traill. {Ready.
Walpole. By John Morley.
{Ready.
Chatham. By John Morley.
Pitt. By John Morley.
Peel. By J. R. Thursfield.

ESSEX FIELD CLUB MEMOIRS.

Vol.

I.

Report on the East Anglian Earthquake of 22ND April, 1884. By Raphael
Meldola, F.R.S., and William White,
F.E.S. Maps and Illustrations. 8vo. 3J. 6d.
ETON COLLEGE, HISTORY OF, 1440—
By H. C. Maxwell Lyte, C.B.
1884.
and Ed. Med. 8vc. Cloth,

Illustrations,

EURIPIDES.—Medea.

31J.

W.

Edited by A.

Verrall, Litt.D. 8vo. 7s. 6d.
Hippolytus. Edited by J. P. Mahaffy.
M.A., and J. B. Bury. Fcp. 8vo. 3s. 6d.
Hecuba. Edited by Rev. John Bond,
M.A., and A. S. Walpole, M.A. i8mo.
is. 6d.

Iphigenia in Tauris.

Edited by E. B.

England, M.A. Fcp. 8vo. 4$. 6d.
Medea. Edited by A. W. Verrall,
Fcp. 8vo.

Litt.D,

3s. 6d.

M. A. Bayfield, M.A.

Ion. Edited by
Fcp. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

EURIPIDES.
8vo.

is.

By

Mahaffy.

Prof.

Fcp.

6d.

EUROPEAN HISTORY,

Narrated

in

a

Series of Historical Selections from

the best Authorities. Edited and arranged by E. M. Sewell and C. M. Yonge.

finners.

Adapted

With Notes,

8vo.

6s.

Exercises,

i8mo.

is.

and VocaC. G.

6d.

— Brother

(Sebastian).

Fabian's

Manuscript, and other Poems.
8vo, cloth.

In
Extra

each.

Use of Be-

for the

By W. Welch, M.A., and

ularies.

Duffield, M.A.

EVANS

Crown

3rd Edition.

2 vols.

EUTROPIUS.

the Studio
fcp. Bvo.

EVERETT

Fcp.

6s.
:

A Decade of

Poems.

55.

(Prof. J. D.) .— Units

and Phy-

sical Constants. 2nd Ed. Globe 8vo.

5s,

FAIRFAX.— Life

of Robert Fairfax of
Steeton, Vice- Admiral, Alderman, and
Member for York, a.d. 1666— 1725. By
Clements R. Markham, C.B. 8vo. 12s. 6d,
FAITH AND CONDUCT : An Essay on
Verifiable Religion. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

FARRAR (A rchdeacon).— The Fall of Man,
and other Sermons.

5 th

Ed. Cr. 8vo.

6s.

—

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS.

FARRAR

(Archdeacon),— The Witness of
Being the Hulsean

FAWCETT

(Rt. Hon. Henry).— Manual of
Political Economy. 7th Edition, revised.

History to Christ.
Lectures for 1870.

7th Edit. Cr. 8vo.

Crown

$s.

Seneca, Epictetus,
12th Edition.

litjs.

Crown

8vo.

versity and other Sermons. 7th Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

In the Days of thy Youth. Sermons
on Practical Subjects, preached at Marlborough College. 9th Edition. Cr. Svo. gs.
Eternal Hope. Five Sermons, preached
28th Thousand.
in Westminster Abbey.

Crown 8vo. 6s,
Saintly Workers.
tures, delivered at St.

3rd Edition.

-

Crown

-

— Speeches on some Current
Questions.

8vo.

2s.

6d.

Political-

ios. 6a?.

Free Trade and Protection. 9th
Crown 8vo. 3*. 6d,
FAWCETT (Mrs. H.).— Political Economy for Beginners, with Questions.
Edition.

i8mo.

7th Edition.

ts. dd.

Some Eminent Women of Our Times.
Five Lenten LecAndrew's, Holborn.

8vo.

6j.

Short Biographical Sketches. Cr, 8vo.

2s. 6d.

FAWCETT (Rt.

Hon. Henry and Mrs. H.).—
Essays and Lectures on Political and
Social Subjects. 8vo. tos. 6d.

Ephfhatha; or, The Amelioration
OP the World. Sermons preached at Westminster Abbey. Crown 8vo. 6s.
Mercy and Judgment. A few Last

FAY

Words on Christian Eschatology. and Ed.
Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.
The Messages of the Books. Being

FEARNLEY (W.).— A Manual of Elemen-

Discourses and Notes on the Books of the

New Testament.

14J.

8vo.

m

Sermons and Addresses delivered
America. Crown 8vo. 7.J. 6d.
The History of Interpretation.
Being the Bampton Lectures, 1885. 8vo. i6j.

FARREN (Robert). —The Granta and the
Cam, from Byron's Pool to Ely.

A

—

Thirty-

Large Imperial, cloth gilt.
few Copies, Proofs, Large Paper, of
which but 50 were printed, half morocco.

six Etchings.

—

12^.

omy. By Cyril A. Waters. Cr. 8vo.

6s.

The Silence and Voices of God. Uni-

>

8vo.

An Explanatory Digest of Professor
Fawcett's Manual of Political Econ-

The Lives of
and Marcus Aure-

Seekers after God.

•

15

_

Cambridge and

Neighbourhood,
With an Introduction
by John Willis Clark, M.A. Imp. 4to.
A Round of Melodies. A Series of

A Series

its

of Etchings.

Etched Designs. Oblong folio, half morocco.
The Birds of Aristophanes. 13$. net.
Proofs.

The Battle Ground of the Eights.
The Thames, the Isis, and the Cam.
Oblong

410, cloth.

Cathedral Cities Ely and Norwich.
With Introduction by E. A. Freeman, D.C.L.

(Amy.).— Music-Study in Germany.
With a Preface by Sir George GrOvb,
D.C.L. Crown Svo, 4s. 6d.

tary Practical Histology.

FEARON

(D.
6th Edition.

R.).

Cr.Svo. js.6dt

— School

Inspection.

Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.
FERREL (Prof. W.).— A Popular Treatisb
On the Winds. Svo. i8j.
FERRERS (Rev. N. M.).—A Treatise on
Trilinear Co-ordinates, the Method
of Reciprocal Polars, and the Theory
of Projections. 3rd Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s. 6d.
Spherical Harmonics and Subjects
connected with them. Crown 8vo. ys. 6d.
FIELDING.— By Austin Dobson. Crown
Svo.

is.

FINCK

6d.

;

sewed,

is.

(Henry T.).—Romantic Love and

Personal Beauty,

a vols.

Cr. 8vo.

i8j.

FIRST LESSONS IN BUSINESS MATTERS. By a Banker's Daughter. 2nd
Edition.

FISHER

i8mo.
(Rev.

is.

Osmond).— Physics of thb

Earth's Crust. 2nd

Edition.

8vo.

12J.

FISKE (John). Outlines

of Cosmic Philosophy, based on the Doctrine of Evolu-

:

tion.

—

Proofs on Japanese paper.

8vo.

Peterborough. With the Abbeys
of Crowland and Thorney. With Introduction by Edmund Venables, M.A. Col.
4to.

al. 2S. net.

The

—

Proofs, folio,

5/. $s.

net.

Edition is limited to 125 Small Paper
45 Large,

and

The Eumenides of jEschylus. As performed by Members of the University at the
Oblong 4to.
Theatre Royal, Cambridge.
Small size, iar. 6d. net. Large size, India
Proofs, 31J. net.

—— The

On Whatman paper, 27.?. net.

Oedipus Tyrannus of Sophocles.
As performed at Cambridge. Oblong 4to.
Prints, 10s. 6d. net.

FASNACHT

Proofs, 21s. net.

(G. Eugene).—The Organic
Languages.
Studying
of
Extra fcp. 8vo. 3J. 6d.
I. French.
A Synthetic French Grammar pox
Schools. Crown 8vo, 3s, 6d.

Method

2 vols.

8vo.

255.

Darwinism, and other Essays. Crown

Col. 4to.

7s. 6d.

Man's Destiny Viewed in thb Light
of his Origin. Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.
American Political Ideas Viewed
from the Stand-point of Universal
History. Crown Svo. 4J.
The Critical Period in American
History, 1783—89. Ex. Cr. 8vo. xos. 6d,
The Beginnings of New England;
or, The Puritan Theocracy in its Relations to Civil and Religious Liberty.
Crown Svo. js. 6d.

—
—

(L.) and HOWITT (A. W.).-Kamilaroi and Kurnai Group. Group-Marriage and Relationship and Marriage by
Elopement, drawn chiefly from the usage of
the Australian Aborigines, also the Kurnai
Tribe, their Customs in Peace and War.
With an Introduction by Lewis H. Morgan,

FIS0N

LL.D.

8vo.

1 5 j.

—

MACMILLAN AND
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—

FITZGERALD

(Edward).
Letters and
Literary Remains of. Ed. by W. Aldis
Wright, M.A. 3 vols. Crown 8vo. 31*. 6d.
FITZ GERALD (Caroline).— Venetia Vio
TRIX.ANDOTHERPOEMS. Ex. fop. 8vO. $S.6d.
FLEAY (Rev. F. G.). A Shakespeare
Manual. Extra fcp. 8vo, 4s. 6d.
FLEISCHER (Dr. Emil). A System of
VoLUMETRrc Analysis. Translated by M.
M.PattisonMuir,F.R.S.E. Cr.8vo. 7 s.6d.
FLEMING (George).—A Nile Novel. GL

—

—

—

8VO.

2J.

A Novel.

Mirage.

Globe 8vo. or.
Globe 8vo.

The Head

of Medusa.

Vestigia.

Globe 8vo.

AND THE

COUNSELLOR; Wekds; and

other

Sketches.
By the Author of " Hogan,
M.P." Globe 8vo. as.
FLORIAN'S FABLES. Selected and Edited
by Rev. Charles Yeld, M.A, Illustrated.
Globe 8vo. is. 6d.
[Primary French and German Readers.

FLOWER (Prof. W. H.).—An Introduction
to the Osteology of the Mammalia,
With numerous Illustrations. 3rd Edition,
revised with the assistance of Hans Gadow,
Fh,D., M.A. Crown 8vo. 105. 6d.

FLUCKIGER (F.

A.) and

—PharmACOGRAPHIA.

HANBURY (D.).

A History of the
Drugs of Vegetable Origin met
with in Great Britain and India, and Edition,
revised.
8vo. 2 u.
FO'C'SLE YARNS, including " Betsy Lee,"
and other Poems. Crown 8vo. ys. 6d.
principal

FORBES

(Archibald).— Souvenirs of

Crown

Continents.

FORBES

(Edward).

8vo.

God

in

Demy

Crown

8vo.

8vo.

14s.

of

6s 6d.

[Nature Series.

3s. 6d.

FORSYTH

(A. R.).—A Treatise of Differential Equations, Demy 8vo. x^s.
FOSTER (Prof. Michael).—A Text-Book of
Physiology. With Illustrations. 5th Ed.

Part

jiParts.

I.,

comprising Book;,I. Blood

VasoJar MeII., comprising Book II. The Tissues of Chemical Action, with their Respective Mechan-

The Tissues
chanism.

of

8vO.

Movement,
icw* 6d.

the

— Part

—

isms Nutrition. ios. id.
4th Edition. Part IIL, comprising Book
III. The Central Nervous System and its Instruments, Book IV. The Tissues and Mechanisms of Reproduction. 8vo. j£,4x£.

New Edition.
[Science Primers.

Primer of Physiology,
i8mo.

is.

(Prof. Michael) and BALFOUR
M.) (the late Jl—The Elements of Embryology.
Edited by Adam Sedgwick,
M.A., and Walter Hkapb. With Illustrations.
3rd Edition, revised and enlarged.
Crown 8vo. zos. 6d.

FOSTER
(F.

3rd Edition, enlarged.

8vo.

16s.

The Antagonism of Therapeutic
what it Teaches. Crown

Agents, and
8vo.

dr.

Food for the Invalid, the Convalescent, the Dyspeptic, and the Gouty.
2nd Edition. Crown 8vo. 35. 6d.

FOWLE

W.).—The Poor Law.
[English Citizen Series.
&£
A New Analogy between Revealed
Religion and the Course and Consti(Rev. T.
2s-

tution of Nature. Crown 8vo.
(Rev. Thomas).— Locke.

6s.

FOWLER
8vo.

is.

6d.

sewed,

;

Crown

is.

Progressive Morality: An Essay in
Ethics. Crown 8vo. 5*.
FOWLER (W. W.).— Tales of the Birds.
Illustrated.

A Year
Crown

FOX

Crown 8vo. 3J. 6d.
with the Birds.

8vo,

Wilson). — On

(Dr.

Illustrated.

6d.

3*-.

the Artificial

Production of Tubercle in the Lower
Animals. With Plates. 4to. 5s. 6d.
On the Treatment of Hyperpyrexia,
as Illustrated in Acute Articular
Rheumatism by means of the External
Application of Cold. 8vo. us. td.

FRAMJI

(Dosabhai).

— History

of the

FRANKLAND (Prof. Percy).— A Handbook

FORBES (George).—The Transit of Venus.
Crown

6th Edition,

js. 6d.

Milaer).—The Prac-

titioner's Handbook of Treatment ;
or, The Principles of Therapeutics.

:

With

8vo.

8vo.

By

of.

(Rev. Granville).—The Voice

the Psalms.

Crown

some

dr.

— Memoir

Geikie, F.R.S., &c.

Physiology and Histology.
enlarged.

FOTHERGILL (Dr. J.

Parsis including their Manners, Customs, Religion, and Present Position.

George Wilson, M.D., and Archibald

FORBES

FOSTER (Michael) and LANGLEY (J. N.X
—A Course of Elementary Practical

Cr. 8vo.
ssj.

TATTERS,

FLITTERS,

as.

CO.'S

Illustrations.

Med.

2 vols.

8vo.

36s.

of Agricultural Chemical Analysis.

Founded upon " Leitfaden fur die AgriculturChemische Analyse," von Dr. F. Krockhr.

Crown

8vo.

7s. 6d.

FRASER.—Sermons.

By

the Right Rev.

Tames Fraser, D.D., Second Bishop of
Edited by Rev. John W,
Diggle. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. 6s. each.
Manchester.

FRASER — HUGHES.

—

James Fraser,
Second Bishop of Manchester: A Memoir. By T. Hughes. Crown 8vo. 6s.
FRASER-TYTLER. Songs in Minor
By C. C. Fraser-Tytler (Mrs.
Keys.

—

Edward

Liddell).

FRATERNITY A
:

8vo.

2nd Ed.
Romance,

i8mo.

6s.

a vols.

Cr.

21s.

FREDERICK

(Mrs.).—Hints to HouseWives on Several Points, particularly

on the Preparation of Economical and
Tasteful Dishes. Crown 8vo. is.
FREEMAN (Prof. E. A.).— History of thb
Cathedral Church of Wells. Crown
8vo.

2 s - 6d-

Old English History.
Maps.
Svo.

With

5

CoL

Extra

fcp,

First Series.

4th

9th Edition, revised.
6j.

Historical Essays.
Edition.

8vo.

10s. 6d.

—

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS.
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FREEMAN

—

GALTON (F.).— English Men of

(Prof. E. A.)Historical
Series. 3rd Edition. With
Svo,
xos. 6d.

Science:
their Nature and Nurture. Svo. 8s. 6d.
Inquiries into Human Faculty and

Second

Essays.

Additional Essays.

Third

Series.

8vo.

its

12s.

The Growth of the English

sisting of

Crown 8vo. 5s,
General Sketch of European History. With Maps, &c. i8mo. 3s. 6d.
Europe. iSmo. is. [Litetature Primers.
Comparative Politics. Lectures at the
Edition.

Royal Institution. To which is added "The
Unity of History." 8vO. 14J.
Historical
and
Architectural
Sketches Chiefly Italian. Illustrated
by the Author. Crown 8vo. iqs. 6d.
Subject and Neighbour Lands of
Venice. Illustrated. Crown Svo. 10s. 6d.
:

Greater Greece and Greater Bki
George Washington the Expander of England. With an Appendix
on Imperial Federation, Cr. 8vo, 3s. td,
-The Methods of Historical Study.
tain:

Svo.

GAMGEE

Vol.I. Med.

—

8vo.

ment

4J.

td.

(Paul).—Anne Boleyn.
Chapter of English History, 1527 36.

A

Svo.

vols.

FROST

(Mrs.

;

III.

Three Apostles.

—Introduction and Notes.

2nd Ed. Svo.

&s.

6d.

(Archibald).— Primes of Physical
Geography. With Illustrations. t8mo. is.

Primer of Geology,

lllust.

rSmo.

is.

Elementary

Lessons in Physical
With Illustrations. Fcp. Svo.
is. 6d.
4$. 6*/.— Questions on the same.
Outlines ok Field Geology. With
numerous Illustrations. Crown Svo. 2 s fW.
Illustrated.
Text-hook of Geology.
2nd Edition. 7th Thousand. Med. Svo. ?.&s.
Class-hook of Geology. With upwards
Geogkai'HY.

2

28.L

-

(Percival).—An

tise on

Fcp.

Herman). — Children's

GEIKIE

Selected from various Authors.

—

and Epigrams.

of the Homeric Poems. Svo. 14J.
Flosculi Grjeci Bokeai.es, sive Anthologia Gr^:ca Atseruonensis Contexuit Gulielmus D. Geddes. Cr. Svo. 6s.
— The Phaedo of Plato. Edited with

gressive French Course.

FR1EDMANN

js. 6d.

GEDDES (Prof. William D.).— The Problem

FRENCH READINGS FROM ROMAN
i8mo.

Svo.

2s. 6d.

GASKOIN

Twelve English Statesmen.

FRENCH COURSE.— See Macmillaris Pro-

C Colbeck.

Essay.

(R.).— Idylls

;

Four Oxford Lectures, 1887. Fifty
Years of European History Teutonic
Conquest in Gaul and Britain. Svo. $s.
William the Conqueror. Crown Svo.

HISTORY.

i8j. {Vol. II. in the Press.

Svo".

Treasuryof PjIrleStories. i8mo. is. each.
—Part I. Old Testament II. New Testa-

Six Lectures read in the University
of Oxford, with an Essay on Greek Cities
under Roman Rule. Svo. ior. 6d.

With Notes by

oj.

Chiefly from the Greek Anthology.

10s. td.

tory.

[

An

Coins.

GARNETT

The Chief Pkriods of European His

vs. 6d.

Svo.

Arthur).— A Text-BOOK OF
the Physiological Chemistry of the
Animal Body, including an account of the
Chemical Changes occurring in Disease.
(Prof.

Flow of Water in Rivers and other
Channels. Translated by Rudolph Heking
and John C. Tkautwine, Jun. Svo. ijs.
GARDNER (Percy). Samos and Samian

Disestablishment and Disendow
ment. What are they? 4th Ed. Cr.Svo. IS,

at Oxford.

—

Natural Inheritance.

GANGUILLET (E.) and KUTTER (W. R.).
—A General Formula for the Uniform

2S.

Eight Lectures

Life History Album : Being a Personal
Note-book, combining the chief advantages
of a Diary, Photograph Album, a Register of
Height, Weight, and other Anthropometrical
Observations, and a Record of Illnesses.
4to.
Or, with Cards of Wools for
3$. 6^.
Testing Colour Vision. 4s. 6d.

A

and Essays. Svo. 14^
The Office of the Historical Pro
fessor. Inaugural Lecture at Oxford. Cr
Series of Addresses

8vo.

Development. 8vo. 16s.
Record of Family Faculties.

ConTabular Forms and Directions for
Entering Data. 4to. zs. 6d.

Constitution from the Earliest Times. 5th

English Towns and Districts.
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Elementary Trea-

Curve Tracing.

Svo.

12s.

The First Three Sections of
ton's Princhta. 3rd Edition. 8vo.

New-

of 200

12s.

New

Illustrations.

Cr. Svo.

10s. 6d.

Solid Geometry. 3rd Edition. 8vo. i6j.
Hints for the Solution of Problems
in the Third Edition of Solid Geome-

Geological Sketches at Home and
Abroad. With Illustrations. Svo. iat. 6d.
The Scenery of Scotland. Viewed in

try.

connection with its Physical Geology.
Edition. Crown Svo.
12s. td.

is. td.

8s. 6d.

Svo.

FROUDE
;

(J.

A,).— Bunyan.

sewed,

FURNIVALL

Crown

•

15.

(F. J.).— Le

Morte Arthur.

Edited from the Harleian MS. 2252,
Fcp. 8vo. js. 6d.
British Museum.

FYFFE (C.
G ALTON
or,
4tO.

Svo,

A.).— Greece.
(Francis).

i8mo.

in the

— Meteorographica

Globe

Handbook
Svo.

A

Practhe use of Teachers.

Geography of the British
iSmo.

;

of Geography.

for

2S.

Isles.

ts,

GEOMETRY,

is.

Methods of Mapping the Weather.
QS.

The Teaching
tical

2nd

sponding

Syllabus of Plane.

—

CorrePrepared by the

VI.
to Euclid I.
Association for the Improvement of Geometrical Teaching. 9th Ed.
Cr. 8vo. ts.

L

MACMILLAN AND
GIBBON. By
is,

6d,

GILMAN

(N,

tween

in the

Crown

8vo.

GILMORE

8vo.

GLOBE READERS, The

P.). — Profit-Sharing

and

Evolution of the
7s.

be-

6d.

Warriors

;

Work on the Goodwin
8vo.

3s, 6<£.

GLADSTONE

(Rt. Hon. W. E.).— Homeric
Synchronism. An Inquiry into the Time
and Place of Homer. Crown 8vo. 6s.
Primer of Homer. i8mo. is.

GLADSTONE

(J. H.). —Spelling

—A

Reading Books for Standards
Edited by A. F. Mukison. Gl. 8vo.
Primer I
3d.
(48 pp.)
Primer II.
3d.
(48 pp.)
Standard I
6d,
(92 pp.)
Standard II
gd.
(124 pp.)
Standard III
(178 pp.) is.
Standard IV
(182 pp.) is.
Standard V
(216 pp.) is. 3d.
Standard VI
(228 pp.) is. 6d.
*»» This Series has been abridged from the

L— VI.

Employe. A
Wages System.

(Rev. John).-^STORM

or, Lifeboat
Sands. Crown

Shorter.

New Series of

ts.

Employer

Study

Crown

Morison.

C.

J.

sewed,

;

CO.'S

Reform

from an Educational Point of View.
3rd Edition. Crown 8vo. is. 6d.

"Globe Readers" to meet the
for smaller reading books.

demand

GLOBE READINGS FROM STANDARD
AUTHORS. Globe Svo.
Cowper's Task An Epistle to Joseph Hill,
Tirocinium, or a Review of the
Esq.
Schools and the Hi STORY OF JOHN Gilpin. Edited, with Notes, by Rev. William
Benham, B.D. is.
Goldsmith's Vicar ok Wakefield. With
a Memoir of Goldsmith by Prof. Masson. js.
Lamb's (Charles) Tales from Shakspeare. Edited, with Preface, by Rev.
Alfred Ainger, M.A. 2s.
Scott's (Sir Walter) Lay of the Last
Minstrel and the Lady of the Lake.
Edited by Prof. F. T. Palgrave. is.
Marmion and The Lord of the Isles.
By the same Editor, is.
The Children's Garland from the Best
Poets. Selected and arranged by Coven:

GLADSTONE

(J.

H.) and

TRIBE

(A.).—

;

The Chemistry of the Secondary Batteries of Plante and Faure.
Svo.

Crown

2s. 6d.

GLAISTER
Crown

(Elizabeth).
6d.

8vo.

— Needlework.

2s.

GLOBE EDITIONS.
The

;

Complete

Gl. 8vo.

Works

3 s. 6d.

each.

William
Shakespeare. Edited by W. G. Clark
and W. Alois Wright.
Morte d' Arthur. Sir Thomas Malory's
of

;

Book

of King Arthur and of his Noble
Knights of the Round Table. The Edition
of Caxton, revised for modern use. By Sir
E. Strachey, Bart.
The Poetical Works of Sir Walter
Scott, With Essay by Prof, Palgrave.

;

try Patmore. zs.
of Golden Deeds of all Times
and all Countries. Gathered and narrated anew by Charlotte M. Yonge. ss.

The Poetical Works and Letters of
Robert Burns.
Glos?arial Index,

by Alexander Smith.

The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe.
With Introduction by Henry Kingsi.ey.
Goldsmith's
Miscellaneous
Works.
Edited by Prof. Masson.
Pope's Poetical Works.
Edited, with
Memoir and Notes, by Prof. Ward.
Spenser's Complete Works. Edited by
R, Morris. Memoir by J. W. Hales.
Dryden's Poetical Works. A revised
Text and Notes. By W. D. Christie.
Cowpek's Poetical Works. Edited by the
Rev.

A Book

Edited, with Life and

W. Besham, B.D.

Works. Rendered into English
by James Lonsdale and S. Lee.
Horace's Works. Rendered into English
by James Lonsdale and S. Lee.
Milton's Poetical Works. Edited, with
Introduction, &c, by Prof. MASSON.

GODFRAY

GOETHE.— Faust.
Verse

Virgil's

GLOBE READERS, The.—A New

Series

—

of Reading Books for Standards I. VI.
Selected, arranged, and Edited by A. F.
Murison, sometime English Master at Aberdeen Grammar School. With Original Illustrations.

Primer
Primer

Globe Svo.
I
I

Book I
Book II
Book III.
Book IV
Book V
Book VI

(48 pp.)
(48 pp.)
(96 pp.)

(136
(232
(328
(416
(443

pp.)
pp.'

pp.
pp.
pp.

— An

(Hugh).

Elementary

Treatise on Lunar Theory. 2nd Edition.
Crown 8vo. 5s. 6d.
A Treatise on Astronomy, for the
use of Colleges and Schools. 8vo. 12s. 6d.
GOETHE— CARLYLE.— Correspondence
between Goethe and Carlyle. Edited
by C. E. Norton. Crown 8vo. gs.
GOETHE'S LIFE. By Prof. Heinrich
Duntzer. Translated by T. W. Lyster.
2 vols.
Crown Svo. 21s.

Crown
Part

and Notes
Part
-

Translated into English

by John Stuart Blackik.

Edition.

II.,

;

Svo.

2nd

gs.

Edited, with Introduction
I.
followed by an Appendix on

by Jane Lee.

i8mo.

45. 6d.

Reynard the Fox. Translated into
English Verse by A. Douglas Ainslie.
Crown 8vo. 7s, 6d.
Gotz von Berlichingen.
H. A. Bull, M.A. i8mo. 2s.

GOLDEN TREASURY

Edited by

SERIES.

—

Uniformly printed m iSino, with Vignette Titles
by Sir J. E. Millais, Sir Noel Paton, T.
<

#

Woolner, W. Holman Hunt, Arthur
Hughes, &c. Engraved on Steel. Bound
in extra cloth.

4s. 6d. each.

The Golden Treasury of the Best Songs
and Lyrical Poems in the English
Language. Selected and arranged, with
Notes, by Prof. F. T. Palgrave.

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS.

GOLDEN TREASURY SERIES— contd.

GOLDEN TREASURY SERIES— owfAi
The

Children's Garland from the Best
Poets. Selected by Coventry Patmore.
The Book of Praise. From the best EngSelected by Rounlish Hymn Writers.
dell, Earl of Selborne.
Book:
the
Best Popular
The Fairy
Fairy Stories. Selected by the Author

"John Halifax, Gentleman."
The Ballad Book. A Selection
of

Choicest

British

Ballads.

of the

Edited
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by

The Essays of Joseph Addison. Chosen
and Edited by John Richard Green.
Poetry of Byron. Chosen and arranged
by Matthew Arnold.
Large Paper Edition,

gs.

Thomas Browne's Religio Medici
Letter toaFriend, &c, and Christian
Morals. Ed. by W. A. Greenhill, M.D.
The Speeches and Table-talk of the
Prophet Mohammad. Translated by
Sir

;

William Allingham.
The Jest Book. The Choicest Anecdotes
and Sayings. Arranged by Mark Lemon.
Bacon's Essays and Colours of Good
and Evil. With Notes and Glossarial
Index by W. Aldis Wright, M.A.
The Pilgrim's Progress from this World
to that which is to Come. By John
BUNYAN.
The Sunday Book of Poetry for the
Young. Selected by C. F. Alexander.
A Book of Golden Deeds of all Times
and all Countries. By the Author of

Stanley Lane-Poole.
Selections from Walter Savage Landor. Edited by Sidney Colvin.
Selections from Cowper's Poems, With
an Introduction by Mrs. OLIFHANT.
Letters of William Cowper. Edited,
With Introduction, by Rev. W. Benham.
The Poetical Works of John Keats.
Edited by Prof. F. T. Palgrave.
Lyrical Poems of Lord Tennyson. Selected and Annotated by Prof. Francis T.
Palgrave.
Large Papar Edition. 8vo. os.

"The Heir of Redely fie."
The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe.
Edited by J. W. Clark, M.A.
The Republic of Plato. Translated by

In Memoriam.

J. Ll. Davies, M.A., and D, J.

Vaughan.

The Song Book.

Words and Tunes Seand arranged by John Hullah.
La Lyre Franc aise. Selected and arranged,
with Notes, by G. Masson.
lected

Tom Brown's School

Days.

By An Old

Boy,

A Book

of Worthies.

"The Heir

By

the Author of

of Redclyffe."

Guesses at Truth. By Two Brothers,
The Cavalikr and his Lady. Selections
from the Works of the First Duke and
Duchess of Newcastle. With an Introductory Essay by Edward Jenkins.
Scottish Song. Compiled by Mary CarLYLE AlTKEN.

Deutsche Lykik, The Golden Treasury
of the best German Lyrical Poems. By
Dr. Buchheim.

Shakespeare's Songs and Sonnets. Ed.
with Notes, by Prof. F. T. Palgravx.
of

Wordsworth.

Chosen and

Edited'by Matthew Arnold.
Large Paper Edition. gs.

Poems of Shelley.

Large Paper Edition,

Poet

8vo.

9s.

The Trial and Death of Socrates.
Being the Euthyphron, Apology, Crito,
and Phaedo of Plato. Translated by F. J.

Church.

A Book of Golden Thoughts. By Henry
Attwell.
Plato. Phaedrus,

—

and Prota-

Lysis,

goras. A New Translation, by J. Wright,
Theocritus, Bion, and Moschus. Rendered into English Prose by Andrew Lang.
Large Paper Edition. 8vo. gs.

Ballads, Lyrics, and Sonnets. From
the Works of Henry W. Longfellow.

GOLDEN TREASURY PSALTER.— The
Student's Edition. Being an Edition with
Notes of "The Psalms Chronologically
Arranged by Four Friends." i8mo. 3s. 6d.

briefer

GOLDSMITH. By William Black. Crown
8vo.

is. 6d.

sewed,

;

GOLDSMITH.

—

is.

The

Miscellaneous
With
Prof.
Masson.

Works of Oliver Goldsmith.

Chrysomela. A Selection from the Lyrical
Poems of Robert Herrick. By Francis
Turner Palgrave.
Poems of Places — England and Wales.
Edited by H. W. Longfellow. 2 vols.
Selected Poems of Matthew Arnold.
The Story of the Christians and Moors
in Spain. By Charlotte M. Yonge.
Lamb's Tales from Shakspeare. Edited
by Rev. Alfred Ainger, M.A.

Poems

By Lord Tennyson,

Laureate.

Edited by Stopford

Globe 8vo.

by

by

35. 6d.

Essays of Oliver Goldsmith.
Fcp. 8vo.
C. D, Yonge, M.A.

Edited
us. 6d.

The Traveller and The Deserted
Village.
With Notes by J. W. Hales,
M.A.

Crown

Bvo.

6d.

The Vicar of Wakefield.
Memoir

of Goldsmith by

Globe Svo.

Prof.

With a
Masson.

is.

The Traveller and The Deserted Village.

Edited, with Introduction and Notes,

by Arthur Barrett, M.A.

Gl. 8vo.

12s. 6d,

is.6d.

GONE TO TEXAS.— Letters
Boys.

Edited, with Preface,

Hughes, Q.C.

GOODWIN

from Our
by Thomas

Crown Bvo. 4s. 6d.
W. W.).— Syntax of the

(Prof.

Greek Moods and Tenses. New

A. Brooke.

Large Paper Edition.

Essay

Biographical

8vo.

14^.

Edition.

— — —

MACMILLAN AND
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GOODWIN
New

(Prof.).— A

Greek Grammar.
Crown

Revised Edition.

A

8vo.

School Greek Grammar.

GORDON (General). A Sketch.

School Readings in the Greek Testament. Being the Outlines of the Life of

Crown

our Lord as given by St. Mark, with additions from the Text of the other Evangelists. Edited, with Notes and Vocabulary,
by A. Calvert, M.A. Fcp. 8vo. 6,$, 6d.

By Regi-

nald H. Barnes. Crown 8vo. is.
Letters of General C. G, Gordon to
M. A. Gordon. 4th Edition.
Crown Svo. 3s. 6d.
GORDON. By Colonel Sir William Butler.
With Portrait. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.
GORDON (Lady Duff). — Last Letters
from Egypt, to which are added Letters
from the Cape, 2nd Edition. Cr. 8vo. gs.
GOSCHEN (Rt. Hon. George J.).— Reports
and Speeches on Local Taxation. Svo. $s.

The Greek Testament and the English

his Sister.

GOSSE (E.).— Gray. Cr. 8vo. is.6d. swd.,u.
GOW (Dr. James). —A Companion to School

Version, A Companion to. By Philip
Schaff, D.D. Crown Svo. 12J,
The Acts of the Apostles. Being the
Greek Text as Revised by Drs. Westcott
and Hort. With Explanatory Notes by
T. E. Page, M.A. Fcp. 8vo. 4s. 6d.

The Gospel according to

GOYEN

2nd Ed. Cr. 8vo.

6s.

Matthew.

St.

Being the Greek Text as Revised by Drs.

Westcott and Hort. With

Introduction

and Notes by Rev. A. Sloman, M.A.

;

Classics. Illustrated.
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GREEK TESTAMENT— continued.

6s.

3 j. 6d.

8vo.

—

—

Fcp. Svo.

2s. 6d.

GREEN (John Richard).— A Short

History

Higher Arithmetic and
Elementary Mensuration, for the Senior

of the English People. With Coloured
Maps, Genealogical Tables, and Chrono-

Classes of Schools and Candidates preparing
for Public Examinations.
Globe 8vo. 5$.

logical Annals.
Edition, thoroughly
revised.
Cr. Svo. 8.r. 6d.
150th Thousand.
Also the same in Four Parts. With the corresponding portion of Mr. Tait's " Analysis."
3s. each.
Part I. 607 1265. II. 1204 1553.
III. 1540— 1689.
IV. 1660— 1873.

(P.).

GRAHAM

New

(David).— King James I. An
Globe 8vo. js.
(John W.).— Nkjera : A Tale of

Ancient Rome.

Crown

Svo.

6s.

Stray Studies from England and
Italy. Crown 8vo. 8j\ 6d.
History of the English People. In

GRAND'HOMME. —Cutting Out and
Dressmaking. From the French
E. Grand'homme.
i8mo, is.

GRAY

of Mdlle.

Svo.— Vol. L With 8 Coloured Maps.
ifo.— II. i«w.— III. With 4 Maps. 16s— IV.
With Maps and Index. 16s.
The Making of England. With Maps.
4 vols.

Andrew). The Theory and
Practice of Absolute Measurements
(Prof.

and Magnetism. 2 vols.
Crown Svo. Vol. I. 12^. 6d.
Absolute Measurements in Electricity and Magnetism.
2nd Edition, rein Electricity

Fcp. Svo.

vised.

5-j.

•

(Prof. Asa).
Structural Botany;
Organography on the Basts of Mor-

or,

phology. Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d,
The Scientific Papers of Asa Gray.
Selected by
8vo.

Charles

Sargent.

S.

2 vols.

21s.

GRAY (Thomas). — Edited by Edmund Gosse,
In 4 vols. Globe 8vo. 20,9.— Vol. I. Poems,
Journals, and Essays.— II. Letters.
III.
Letters. — IV. Notes on Aristophanes; and Plato.
GRAY. By Edmund Gosse. Crown Svo.

—

is. 6d.

sewed,

;

GREAVES

is.

(John).— A TREATISE ON ELE-

MENTARY Statics.

2nd

PL d.

Cr. Svo. 6s. 6d.

Statics for Beginners. Gl. 8vo. 3^.6^.

GREEK ELEGIAC
ling's

to

POETS.
Calumachus.

From CalSelected

and

Edited by Rev, H. Kynaston. iSmo. ts.6d.

GREEK TESTAMENT.— The New
tament

in

Crown

8vo.

Tes-

the Original Greek. The
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of Perfectly Elastic Solids. 8vo. zis.

ILLINGWORTH
in

(Rev, J. R.).— Sermons
a College Chapel. Crown

5^.

IMITATIO CHRISTI,

Libri IV.
Printed
Borders after Holbein, Durer, and other
old Masters, containing Dances of Death,
Acts of Mercy, Emblems, &c. Cr. 8vo. js.td.
in

(M. E.).— Hannah Tarne.
Girls.
Globe 8vo. 2J. 6d.

HUME. By Thomas
8vo.

4th Edition.

td.

Course of Practical Instruction in

8vo.

HUSS

is.

By

on, for Schools.
5th Edition. i8mo.

Preached

-

8vo.

HUXLEY'S PHYSIOLOGY,

With Vignette. i8mo. 4s. 6d.
Music in the House.
Crown 8vo. zs. 6d.

HULLAH

i8mo.

[Science Primers.

and Tunes from the best Poets and Musicians.

-

An

10s. 6d.

vised and Extended

With

Livingstone.

HULL

— Physiography.

Introductory Primer.

3s. td.

Memoir, 1818—85.

H.).

8vo.

Gone to Texas. Edited by Thomas
Hughes, Q.C. Crown 8vo. 4s. td.
James Fraser, Second Bishop of Manchester.

(T.

Introduction to the Study of Nature.
13th Edition. Crown 8vo. 6s.
American Addresses, with a Lecture
on the Study of Biology. 8vo. bs. td.
Science and Culture, and other

td.

4to.

—— Tom
ts.

— —

—

CO.'S

8vo. 10s, 6d.

INDIAN TEXT-BOOKS.— Primer of English Grammar.
i8mo. is.

By R. Morris, LL.D.

Easy Selections from Modern English
Literature. For the use of the Middle
Classes in Indian Schools. With Notes.
By Sir Roper Lethbridge. Cr.Bvo. is.6d.
Selections from Modern English Literature. For the use of the Higher Classes
in Indian Schools.
By Sir Roper Lethbridge, M.A. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.
Series of Six English Reading Books
for Indian Children. By P. C. Sircar.
Revised by Sir Roper Lethbridge. Cr.

Book I. $d.; Book II. td. ; Book
Book IV. is. Book V. 1*. ad. ;
Book VI. is. 3d.
A Geographical Reader and Companion
to the Atlas.
By C. B. Clarke,
F.R.S. Crown 8vo. zs.
A Class-Book of Geography. By the
8vo.

III. Sd.

same.

;

;

Fcap. 8vo.

3s. td.

;

sewed,

3$.

The World's History.
direction of
Crown 8vo.

Compiled under
Roper Lethbridgb.

Sir
1$.

Easy Introduction to the History of
India.
By Sir Roper Lethbridge.
Crown 8vo. is. td.
History of England.
direction of
Crown 8vo.

Compiled under
Lethbridge.

Sir Roper
td.

is.

Easy Introduction to the History and
Geography of Bengal. By Sir Roper
Lethbridge. Crown 8vo. is. td.
Arithmetic. With Answers. By Barnard
Smith. i8mo.
Algebra.
By
i8tno.

2s.

td.

2J.
I.

Todhunter,

F.R.S.

—— —

—— —

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS.
INDIAN TKXT-BOOKS-continved.

JAMES

Euclid. First Four Books. With Notes,
&c. By the same Author. i8mo. ss.

Elementary Mensuration and Land
Surveying. By the same Author. i8mo. 2s.
Euclid. Books I.— IV. By H. S. Hall and
H. Stevens. Gl. 8vo. 3$.; sewed, 2s.6d.
Physical Geography. By H. F. Blanford. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.
Elementary Geometry and Conic Sections. By J. M. Wilson. Ex. fcp. 8vo. 6s.
INGRAM (T. Dunbar). —A History of the
Legislative Union of Great Britain
and Ireland. 8vo. ioj. 6d.
Two Chapters of Irish History: I.
The Irish Parliament of James II. II. The

8vo.

8vo.

6*.

IONIA.

— Antiquities

of Ionia.

Folio.

Vols. I. II. and III. 2I. 2s. each, or
the set.— Part IV. 3/. 13s. 6d.

5/. $s.

Roderick Hudson.
Globe 8vo.

Home

From the Accession of
Victoria to Jubilee Day, being the
First Fifty Years of Her Majesty's Reign.
In 2 vols. 8vo. Vol. I. June 20th, T837, to
February 28th, 1871.
Vol. II. February
24th, 1871, to June 24th, 1887.
18s. each.
and Foreign.

Queen

—

The Second Volume may also be had in Three
Parts Part I. February 24th, 1871, to March
igth, 1874, 4s. 6d. Part II. March 20th, 1874,
:

July 22nd, 1878,

to

4s.

Part III. July

6d.

June 24th, 1887,
(Washington).— Old

23rd, 1878, to

IRVING
From

gj.

SVO.

8vo. 6s.
People's Edition.

Medium

6d,

4to.

Bracebridge Hall. With 120 IllustraCloth
tions by Randolph Caldecott.
Crown 8vo. 6s.
elegant, gilt edges.
Also with uncut edges, paper

label.

Crown

8vo. 6s,
People's Edition.

—

Medium 4to. 6d.
Old Christmas and Bracebridge
Hall. Illustrations by Randolph Calde-

cott.

Edition de Luxe.

Royal

ISM AY'S CHILDREN. By
*'

Hogan, M.P."

8vo.

Eng-

H allam

Hexameters by the Honourable

Tennyson. With 40 Illustrations by Randolph Caldecott. Fcp. 4to. 3s. 6d.

JACKSON

(Rev. Blomfield).— First Steps

to Greek Prose Composition.
i8mo.

—

Key

12th Edit.

6d.
(supplied to Teachers only).
is.

3s. 6d.

Second Steps to Greek Prose Compoi8mo.

sition.

Key

2J. 6d.

(supplied to Teachers only).

JACKSON

(Helen),— Ramona

Globe 8vo.

2s.

JACOB (Rev.

J.

:

A

3s. 6d.

Story.

A.).— Building in Silence,
and other Sermons. Extra fcp. 8vo. 6s.
JAMES (Henry).— The Europeans: A
Novel.

Crown

8vo.

6s.

8vo.

65.

Crown

8vo.

6s.

—

Crown

8vo.

6s.

— Globe

2S.
:

—

Crown

8vo.

6s.

each.

The Bostonians.

Crown 8vo.
Novels and Tales. Pocket

i8mo,

vols.

14

2s.

6s.

Edition.

each volume

Thb

:

Portrait of a Lady. 3 vols. Roderick
Hudson. 2 vols. The American. 2 vols.

—Washington Square.
The
Europeans,
Confidence,
vol.
—
The Siege of London Madame de
vol.

i

vol.

i

;

Mauves.

i vol.

An International

Epi-

The Pension Beaurepas The
sode
Point of View, i vol.— Daisy Miller, a
Study Four Meetings
Longstaff's
;

;

;

;

Marriage Benvolio. 1 vol. The Madonna of the Future; A Bundle of
Letters The Diary of a Man of Fifty;
Eugene Pickering, i vol.
Hawthorne. Cr. 8vo. is. 6d. swd. is.
French Poets and Novelists. New
;

;

;

Crown

——

8vo,

4s. 6d.

Tales of Three Cities, Cr. 8vo.
Portraits of Places. Cr. 8vo.

The

Bvo.

6s.

Princess Casamassima.

—Globe 8vo.

4$.6d.
js.6d.

Crown

zs.

Partial Portraits. Crown 8vo. 6s,
The Reverberator. Crown 8vo. 6s.
The Aspern Papers Louisa Pallant ;
The Modern Warning. 2 vols. Globe
;

8vo.

1 2 j.

A London Life. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.
JAMES (Right Hon. Sir William Milbourne).

—The British in India.

JARDINE

8vo.

(Rev. Robert).— The

12s. 6d.

Elements

of the Psychology of Cognition.
Edition.

Crown

JEANS (Rev.

2$.

JACK AND THE BEAN-STALK.
lish

21s.

the Author of

Globe 8vo.

— Globe

Washington Square the Pension
Beaurepas. Cm. 8vo. 6s. Globe 8vo. 2s.
The Portrait of a Lady. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Stories Revived.
In Two Series.

Christmas.

With upwards of
100 Illustrations by Randolph Caldecott.
Cloth elegant, gilt edges. Crown 8vo, 6s.
Also with uncut edges, paper label. Crown

6s.

The Madonna of the Future, and
other Tales.

Edition.

the Sketch Book.

and

Miller,
8vo.

2s.

i

IRVING (Joseph).—Annals of Our Time.
A Diurnal of Events, Social and Political,

Daisy
Crown

2S.

The American. Crown

;

Alleged Violation of the Treaty of Limerick.

(Henry).

other Stories.

F.

—

25

and other

8vo.

Third

6s. 6d.

G. E.).— Haileybury Chapel,
Sermons. Fcp. 8vo. 3^. 6d.

The Life and Letters of Marcus
Tullius Cicero. Being a Translation of
the Letters included in Mr. Watson's Selection.

Crown

8vo.

xos. 6d.

(Prof. R. C).— The Attic Orators,
from AntiphontoIsaeos. 2 vols. 8vo. 25$.
The Attic Orators, Selections from

JEBB

Antiphon, Andocides, Lysias, Isocrates, and
Isaeos. Ed., with Notes. 2nd Ed. Fcp.Svo. 6s.

Modern Greece. Two Lectures. Crown
8vo.

5$.

Primer of Greek Literature. i8mo.
Bentley. Crown Bvo. is. 6d. sewed,
;

JELLETT

(Rev. Dr.).—The

and other Sermons.

Crown

is.

t$.

Elder Son,
8vo.

6s.

——

MACMILLAN AND
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(Rev. Dr.).—The Efficacy

JELLETT

of
Crown 8vo. 5s.
JENNINGS (A. C.).— Chronological Tables of Ancient History. With Index.
Prayer.

Bvo.

3rd Edition.

(A. C.) and LOWE (W. H.).—
The Psalms, with Introductions and
Critical Notes. 2 ^ols. 2nd Edition.

JENNINGS

10s 6d. each.

8vo.

JEVONS (W. Stanley).—The Principles of
Science
A Treatise on Logic and
:

Method. Crown 8vo. 12s. 6d.
Elementary Lessons in Logic: Deductive and Inductive. i8mo. 3^. 6d.
Primer of Logic. i8mo. is.
The Theory of Political Economy.
Scientific

-

3rd Edition,

Primerof Political Economy. i8mo. is,
Studies in Deductive Logic
2nd
Crown 8vo. 6s.
Investigations^ Currency and Fi-

nance.

Edited, with an Introduction, by
Illustrated by 20

Foxwell, M.A.

S.

Diagrams.

8vo.

21s.

Methodsof Social Reform. 8vo. icw.6^.
The State in Relation to Labour.
Crown 8vo. 35. 6d.
Letters and Journal.
Wife. 8vo. 141-.

JEX-BLAKE

Manual

iBmo.

Nurses.

Edited by His

for

Care of

Mothers

and

1$.

JOHNSON (W. E.).— A Treatise on Trigo
Crown

nometry.

JOHNSON

8vo.

Zs. 6d.

W.

Woolsey).—Curve
Cartesian Co-ordinates

(Prof.

Tracing in
Crown 8vo. 4*, 6d.
A Treatise on Ordinary and Differ
ential Equations. Crown 8vo. 155.
An Elementary Treatise on the In
tegral Calculus. Crown 8vo. gs.

JOHNSON'S LIVES OF THE POETS

Six Chief Lives, with Macaulay's " Life
of Johnson." Edited by Matthew Arnold

The

8vo.

—

8vo.

8vo.

is. 6d.

JONES

(D.

Fcp. 8vo.

;

Leslie Stephen.

sewed,

Crown

2s. 6d.

Questions on Chemistry.

A Series of

Problems and Exercises in Inorganic and
Organic Chemistry. i8mo. 3J.
C. A.) and CHEYNE (C. H.).
—Algebraical
Exercises. Progressively

JONES (Rev.
arranged.

i8mo.

8vo.

5-r.

Select Satires. Edited by Prof. John
E. B. Mayor. Satires X, and XI. 3*. dd.
Satires XII. and XVI. Fcp. 8vo. 4s. 6d.
Thirteen Satires. Translated into

—

English after the Text of J. E. B. Mayor
by Alex. Leeper, M.A. Cr. 8vo. 3$.6d.
Kant's Critical Philosophy for
English Readers. By John P. Mahaffy,
D.D., and John H, Bernard, B.D. New
Edition. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. Vol. I. The
Kritik of Pure Reason Explained and
Defended, js. 6d. Vol. II. The "Prolegomena." Translated, with Notes and

—

Appendices.

6s.

KANT — MAX MULLER.— Critique
Pure Reason by Immanuel Kant.
by F. Max Muller,
duction by Ludwig Noire,
16s.

each.

—Sold

of

Trans-

With

lated

Intro2 vols.
8vo.

Vol.

separately.

His-

I.

torical Introduction, by Ludwig Noire,
etc.
Vol. II. Critique of Pure
Reason.

KAY

;

(Rev. W.).

—A

Commentary on

St,

Paul's Two Epistlesto the Corinthians.
Greek Text, with Commentary. 8vo. gs.
KEARY (Annie).—Janet's Home. Globe
SVO.

2J.

Clemency Franklyn. Globe

—— Oldbury.

Globe 8vo.

8vo.

ss.

o,s.

A York and a Lancaster Rose.
8vo.

Globe

2^.

Castle Daly The Story of an Irish
Home Thirty Years Ago. Cr. 8vo. -$s.6d.
A Doubting Heart. Crown 8vo. 6s.
Nations Around. Crown 8vo. 4^. 6d.
KEARY (Eliza).— The Magic Valley or,
Patient Antoine. With Illustrations by
:

" E.V.B."

2$. 6d.

Solutions of some of the Examples
in the Algebraical Exercises of Messrs.
By the Rev. W.
Tones and Cheyne.
FailES, Crown 8vo. 7$. 6d.

Globe 8vo,

(A.

Asgard.
thology.

3j. 6d.

i8mo.

Thirteen Satires. Edited, for the Use
of Schools, with Notes, Introduction, and
Appendices, by E. G. Hardy, M.A. Fcp.

KEARY

is.

E.).— Examples in Physics.

Sound, Light, and Heat. An Elementary Text-Book. Fcp. 8vo.
JONES (F.).—The Owens College Junior
Course of Practical Chemistry. With
Preface by Sir Henry E. Roscoe. New
Edition.

Third Edition, containing
made in the Fourth

to

the Principal Changes
Edition. 5s.

;

4$. td.

JOHNSON. By

-

Mayor, M.A.

etc.,

(Dr. Sophia).—The

A

Infants:

Crown

Satires of JuveWith a Commentary by Prof. J. E. B.
4th Edition. Vol. I. Crown
Vol. II. Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.
ias. td.

nal.

KANT.

ioy. 6d.

8vo.

Edition.

H.

JUVENAL. Thirteen

Supplement

5J.

Crown

CO.'S

and

E.).

4s. 6d.

— The

Heroes of

Tales from Scandinavian MyGlobe 8vo. 2$. 6d.

KEATS. The Poetical Works of John
With Notes, by

Keats.
i8mo.

KEATS. By Sidney
is.

bd.

Prof.

Palgravk.

4J. 6d.

;

sewed,

Colvin.

Crown

8vo»

is.

and TAIT (P. G.).— Introduction to Quaternions, with numerous
Examples. 2nd Edition. Cr. 8vo. ys. 6d.
KELLOGG (Rev. S. H.).—The Light of
Asia and the Light of the Worlo. Cr.

KELLAND(P.)

8vo.

7s. dd.

KEMPE(A. B.).— How to Draw a Straight
Line.

A Lecture on Linkages.

KENNEDY

(Prof.

Alex.

Cr. 8vo. xs.6d.

W.

Mechanics of Machinery.
Crown 8vo. 12s. 6d.

trations.

B.).

— Thb

With. Illus-

— —

—
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LIST OF PUBLICATIONS.

KERNEL AND THE HUSK (THE)

Letters on Spiritual Christianity. By the
Author of " Philochristus." Crown 8vo. 5J.
:

KEYNES (J.

N.).— Studies and Exercises
2nd Edition. Crown
in Formal Logic.
Bvo.

Manual of Ancient

(H.).

Crown

Geography.

KILLEN

(W.

8vo.

5s.

D.).— Ecclesiastical

His-

tory of Ireland, from the Earliest
Date to the Present Time. 2 vols.
8vo.

KINGSLEY (Charles).—The Water Babies:
A Fairy Tale for a Land Baby. NewEdition, with a

25s.

KINGSLEY (Charles).— Novels and Poems.
Eversley Edition. 1^ vols. Gl. 8vo. $s. each.
Westward Ho 2 vols.— Two Years Ago.
!

Hypatia.
2 vols.
vol.—Alton Locke. 2 vols.
the Wake. 2 vols. Poems.

Yeast,

2 vols.

i

Sam bourne;

Swain.

Fcp. 4to.

Health and Education.

;

;

Glaucus
Sea Shore.

;

or,

Crown

Svo.

to

Poems.

The Heroes; or, Greek Fairy Tales
for my Children.
The Water Babies a Fairy Tale for a
:

Land-Baby.

Madam How and Lady Why;

ok, First

Lessons in Earth-Lore for Children.

the West

in

Indies.

Prose Idylls.
Plays and Puritans.

8vo.

Congregation.

2J. 6d.

With Pre-

face by Professor Max Mullek.
Sanitary and Social Lectures.
Historical Lectures and Essays.
Scientific Lectures and Essays.
Literary and General Lectures.
The Hermits.
Glaucus or, The Wonders of the SeaShore. With Coloured Illustrations.
Village andTown and Country Sermons.
Sermons on National Subjects, and the
King of the Earth.
Sermons for the Times.
;

Good News of God.
The Gospel of the Pentateuch, and
David.

The Water of

Life, and other Sermons.
and other Sermons,
Westminster Sermons.

Discipline,

A Sixpenny Edition of Charles
Kingsley's Novels. Med. Svo. td. each.
Hypatia.
Yeasj-.
Westward Ho
Alton Locke.
Two Years Ago.

—

—
—

of Old Travel.
Henry Kingsley. Crown

Svo, cloth, extra gilt.

KITCHENER

(F.

5$.

E.).

— Geometrical

Containing Easy Problems in
Geometrical Drawing, preparatory to the
Study of Geometry. 4to, 25-.

Note-Book.

KLEIN

The Roman and the Teuton.

Hereward the Wake.

Fragments of

Life.

Village

KINGSLEY (H.).—Tales
Re-narrated by

—
—

a

With Letters on the " Life after Death."
Edited by His Wife. Fcp. Svo. is. 6d.
His Letters and Memoirs. Edited by
His Wife. Crown 8vo, 6s. 2 vols. 12s.
All Saints' Day, and other Sermons. Crown Svo. 7^. 6d.
True Words for Brave Men. Crown

—

Hereward the Wake.

!

of the

Illustrations,

js. 6d,

From Death to
Teaching

a Christmas

7s. 6d.

The Wonders

With Coloured

extra cloth, gilt edges. Presentation Edition.

!

:

J.
dr.

Poems. Pocket Edition, i8mo. is. 6d,
Selections from some of the Writings of Charles Kingsley. Cr. 8vo. 6.r.
Out of the Deep Words for the
Sorrowful. From the Writings of Charles
Kingsley. Extra fcp. Svo. 3,?. 6d.
Daily Thoughts. Selected from the
Writings of Charles Kingsley. By His
Wife. Crown 8vo. 6s.
The Heroes or, Greek Fairy Tales
for my Children. Extra cloth, gilt edges.

2 vols.

Ago.

by

by

Cr. Svo.

Presentation Edition. Crown 8vo.

Hypatia.
Yeast,
Alton Locke.

At Last

Pictures

engraved

12s, 6d.

Hereward

Complete Edition of the Works of
Charlf.s Kingsley. Cr. Bvo. 3s. dd. each.
Westward Ho With a Portrait.

Two Years

New

Hundred

Linley

6d,

1 os.

KIEPERT

27

(Dr.

E.).— Micro-Organisms and

An Introduction into the Study
of Specific Micro-Organisms. With 121 Engravings.
3rd Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.
Disease.

The Bacteria
Crown

Svo.

KNOX (A.).

in Asiatic Cholera.

5^.

Differential Calculus for

Beginners. Fcp. 8vo. 3s. 6d.
The Fragments of the Persika of Ktesias. Edited, with Introduction
and Notes, by J. Gilmore, M.A. 8vo. Zs.6d.
KUENEN. An Historico-Critical Inquiry into the Origin and Composition
of the Hejcateuch (Pentateuch and
Book of Joshua). By Prof. A. Kuenen,
Leiden. Translated by Philip H. WlCKSTEED, M.A. 8VO. I+T.

KTESIAS.

—

KYNASTON

(Herbert, D.D.).
Sermons
preached in the College Chapel, Cheltenham. Crown Svo. 6s,
Progressive Exercises in the Com-

-

position of
fcp. Svo.

Greek Iambic Verse.
to

Teachers only).

Exemplaria Cheltoniensia.
discipulis

Extra

5J.

Key (supplied
suis

4$ . 6d.

Sive quae

Carmina identidem Latine

reddenda proposuit ipse reddidit ex cathedra
dictavit Herbert Kynaston, M.A. Extra
fcp. Svo.

$s.

—

— ——

MACMILLAN AND

28

LABBERTON

(R. H.).— New Historical

Atlas and Genkral History.

Demy

Edition.

4to.

New-

15s.

LAFARGUE (Philip).— The New Judgment
A Novel. 2 vols. Gl.
LA FONTAINE'S FABLES. A
of Paris

:

8vo.

xss.

Selection,

with Introduction, Notes, and Vocabulary,
by L. M. Moriartv, B.A. Illustrations by
Randolph Caldecott. Globe 8vo. 2s.6d.

LAMB. Collected Works.

Edited, with
Introduction and Notes, by the Rev. Alfred

Ainger, M.A. Globe
I.
Essays of Elia.

each volume.
II. Plays, Poems,
and Miscellaneous Essays. III. Mrs.
Leicester's School; The Adventures
8vo.

$s.

—

—

of Ulysses; and other Essays.— IV.

CO.'S

LEE (Margaret).
Crown

ful,

LEGGE

Faithful and Unfaith3s. 6d.

8vo.

(Alfred O.).—The

Growth of the

Temporal Power of the Papacy.

Crown

8s. 6d.

8vo.

LEMON.— The

Jest Book.

The Choicest

Anecdotes and Sayings. Selected by
Lemon. i8mo. 4$. 6d.

LETHBRIDGE

Roper).

(Sir

Manual of the History of

—A

Mark
Short

India.

With

Maps. Crown 8vo. 5s.
For other Works by this Author,
Indian Text-Books Scries, p. 24.

LEVY

Reuben Sachs

(Amy).

Crown

8vo.

•$$ .

A

:

see

Sketch.

6d.

Tales from Shakespeare.— V. and VI.
Letters. Newly arranged, with additions.
— The Life of Charles Lamb. By Rev.
Alfred Ainger, M.A. Uniform with above.

LEWIS

Globe 8vo.

Woodcuts, and nearly 40 Illustrations by the
Woodburytype Permanent Process. 2 vols.
Medium 4to. Half mor., elegant. 4/. 4s.
LIGHTFOOT (The Right Rev. Bishop).—
St. Paul's Epistle to the Galatians.
A Revised Text, with Introduction, Notes,
and Dissertations. 9th Edition. 8vo. 12s.
St. Paul's Epistle to the Philippians.
A Revised Text, with Introduction, Notes

—

5s.

Tales from Shakspeare.

i8mo.

4^. 6d.

Readings Edition.
For Schools.
Globe 8vo. 2s.
LAMB. By Rev, Alfred Ainger, M.A.
Globe

Crown

is. 6d.

8vo.

LANCIANI

(Prof.

;

sewed,

is.

R.).— Anctent

Rome

thk Light of Recent Discoveries,

in

410.

24s.

LAND OF DARKNESS

(THE).

Along

with some further Chapters in the Experiences of The Little Pilgrim. By the Author
of
Little Pilgrim in the Unseen." Crown

"A

8vo.

5,1.

Blowpipe Analysis,
(J.).
Authorised English Edition by James Tay
lor and Wm. E. Kay. Ext. fcp. 8vo. 4s. 6d.

LANDOR. — Selections

from the Wri

tings of Walter Savage Landor. Ar
ranged and Edited by Sidney Colvin
i8mo. 4$. 6d.
LANDOR. By Sidney Colvin. Crown 8vo,
is.

6d.

;

sewed,

is.

LANE-POOLE. — Selections from the
Speeches and Table-Talk of Mohammad. By S. Lane-Poole. i8mo. 4s. 6d.
LANG (Andrew).— The Library, With a
Chapter on Modern Illustrated Books, by
Austin Dobson. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.

LANKESTER

(Prof. E.

Ray).— A Chapter

in Darwinism, and other Essays and
Addresses. 8vo.
LASLETT (Thomas).— Timber and Timber
Crown
Trees, Native and Foreign.
8vo.

8s. 6d.

LATIN ACCIDENCE AND EXERCISES
ARRANGED FOR BEGINNERS. By
William Welch, M.A., and C. G. Duffield, M.A. i8mo. is. 6d.
LAWRENCE (LORD). By Sir Richard
Temple. With Portrait. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.
LEAHY (Sergeant).— The Art of Swimming
Edited by Two
in the Eton Style.
Etonians, with Preface by Mrs. Oliphant.

Crown

8vo.

LIECHTENSTEIN (Princess Marie).— Holland House.

and

2s.

LECTURES ON ART. By

Regd. Stuart
Poole, Professor W. B, Richmond, E, J.
POYNTER, R.A., J. T, MlCKLETHWAITE,
and William Morris. Crown 8vO. 4$. 6d.

With

Engravings,

Steel

9th Edition.

Dissertations,

8vo.

12s.

St, Clement of Rome. An Appendix,
containing the newly-recovered portions.
With Introductions, Notes, and Translations*
8vo.

—

LANDAUER

boat

(Richard). History of thk Lifeand its Work. Crown 8vo. is.

Bs.

6d.

St. Paul's Epistles

and to Philemon. A
Introductions, Notes,
Edition. 8vo,
12s.

to the Colossians
Revised Text, with

and Dissertations. 9th

Two Addresses deClergy of the Diocese of

Primary Charge.
livered

the

to

Durham,

8vo.

1882.

2j.

The Apostolic Fathers. Part II. S.
Ignatius to St. Polycarp. Revised Texts,
with Introductions, Notes, Dissertations, and
Translations. 3 vols, 2nd Edition. Demy
8vo.

4&y.

Apostolic Fathers.

With Short

Abridged Edition.
Greek Text, and

Introductions,
8vo.

English Translation.

Clement of Rome: The Two

St.

Epistles to the Corinthians.

A Revised
New

Text, with Introduction and Notes.
Edition.

2 vols.

8vo,

A Charge delivered to the Clergy
of the Diocese of Durham, Nov. 25TH,
Demy

1886.

8vo.

2s,

Essays on the

Work

pernatural Religion."

LIGHTWOOD

(J.

Positive Law.

entitled " Su8vo.

ioj. 6d.

M.>—The Nature of

8vo.

12J. 6d.

(Dr. J. A.). — The Climatic
Treatment of Consumption. Cr. 8vo. 5*.
LITTLE PILGRIM IN THE UNSEEN.

LINDSAY

24th Thousand.

Crown

LIVINGSTONE.
With

Portrait

LIVY.— By
is.

6d.

8vo.

2s. 6d.

By Thomas Hughes.

and Map. Crown 8vo.

Rev. W.

W. Capes,

as.

dd.

Fcp. Svo.

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS.
LIVY.— Hannibal's

First Campaign in
Italy. Books XXI. and XXII, Edited
by Rev. W. W. Cafes, M.A. Fcp. 8vo. 5.?.

Book

Notes and Vo-

H. M. Stephenson, M.A.

by

is.

181110.

Edited, with

I.

cabulary,

6d.

Books II. and
Stephenson, M.A.

Edited by H. M.

III.

Fcp. 8vo.

$s.

The Hanniralian War.

Being part of
the 21st and 22nd Books of Livy, adapted for
the Use of Beginners. By G. C. Macaulay,

M.A.

i8mo.

Adapted from Mr. Capes'
With Notes and Vocabulary by
W. W. Capes, M.A. and J. E. Melhuish,
M.A. i8mo. i.f. 6d.
Books XXI.— XXV.
The Second
Punic War. Translated by A. J. Church,
M.A., and W. J. Brodribb, M.A. With
Maps. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.
,

Books XXIII. and XXIV. Edited by
Macaulay. Maps. Fcp. 8vo. $s.

G. C.

—— The
-

Siege

or--

Syracuse.

Books XXIV. and

XXV.

Being part of

Adapted

of Livy.

for the Use of Beginners, with Notes, Exercises, and Vocabulary, by G. Richards,

M.A.,and A.

S.

Walpole, M.A. i8mo. is.6d.
of Macedon.

The Last Two Kings

Extracts from the fourth and fifth Decades of
Livy.
Selected and Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by F. II. Rawlins,
M.A. With Maps. Fcp. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Legends of Ancient Rome, from Livy.
Adapted and Edited, with Notes, Exercises,
and Vocabularies, by H. Wilkinson, M.A.
i8mo,

6d,

is.

LOCK (Rev.

J.

Complete, 7.5-. 6d.
Key to " Elementary Trigonometry."
By H. Carr, B.A. Crown 8vo. 8^. 6d.
4$. 6d.

Trigonometry for Beginners.
as the Solution of Triangles.

As

Gl. 8vo.

far
zs.6d.

Key to "Trigonometry for BeginCrown 8vo. 6s. 6d.
Arithmetic for Schools.

revised.
Globe
swers, 4s. 6d.

4th Edition,

8vo.
Complete with AnWithout Answers, 4s, 6d.

Part L, with Answers,
Answers, 3^.

2s.

Part

II.,

with

Dynamics for Beginners.
4s.

2nd Edit.

6d.

Arithmetic for Beginners. A School
Class-Book of Commercial Arithmetic.
Globe 8vo.

i8mo.

Edition.

5$. 6d.

i8mo.

Edition.

Outlines

is.

Physiography
Thb
Crown Bvo.

of

:

Movements of the Earth.
if. 6d.

Key to "Arithmetic for Beginners."
By Rev. R. G. Watson. Crown 8vo. Ss.6d.
~ Elementary Statics. Gl. 8vo. ^s.6d.

—

A Shilling Class-Book of Arithmetic
ADAPTED FOR USE IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

i8mo.

15. 6d.

Present.
By J. Norman
Lockyer, F.R.S. Expanded from Shorthand Notes with the assistance of G. M.
Seabroke, F.R.A.S. Illustrated, Royal

and

Past

8vo.

2 is.

LODGE

(Prof.

Oliver J.).— Modern

of Electricity.

is.

6d.

;

By

Prof.

sewed,

is.

Fowler.

Crown

8vo.

Views
Crown 8vo.

Illustrated.

6s. 6d.

LOEWY

(B.).-— Questions and Examples
Experimental Physics, Sound, Light,
Heat, Electricity, and Magnetism.

in

Fcp, 8vo.

2s.

A Graduated Course of Natural,
Science, Experimental and Theoretical, for Schools and Colleges. Part I.
First Year's Course for Elementary

Schools and the Junior Classes of
Technical Schools and Colleges. Globe
8vo.

2S,

LOFT IE (Mrs.).— The Dining-Room.
Crown

8vo.

2j.

EngEdited by H. W.

land and Wales.
Longfellow,

With

6d.

LONG FELLOW.— Poems of Places
2 vols.

:

gs.

Ballads, Lyrics, and Sonnets.
the

Poetic

Works

Lon(,keli.ow.

From

Henry Wadsworth

of

i8mo.

4s. 6d.

LOWE

(W. II.).— The Hebrew Student's
Commentary on Zechariah Hebrew and
LXX, Svo. ios.6d.
(James

— Complete

Russell).

Poetical Works.

i8mo.

4s. 6d.

Heartsease and Rue. Crown
Political Essays.

Ext.

cr.

8vo.

5J.

js.bd,

8vo.

John, Bart.).— The Origin
Insects. With

(Sir

and Metamorphoses of
Crown

Illustrations.

On

in their

Svo.

3^.

6d.

Wild Flowers considered

British

Relation to Insects.
Crown 8vo. 4?. 6d.

With

Illustrations.

Flowers, Fruits, and Leaves.

Crown

8vo.

4?.

Scientific Lectures.
tions.

New

dresses.

8vo.

and

With

6d.

With

Edition, revised.

Political

8vo.

Illustra8s.

Educational

6d.

Ad-

&s. 6d.

The Pleasures of Life. New Edition.
Globe 8vo. is. 6d, sewed, is.
Library Edition. Globe 8vo. 3s. 6d.
Part II. Globe Bvo. is. 6d. sewed, is.
Library Edition. Globe 8vo. 3s. bd.
;

i8mo.

LOCKE.

14J.

LOCKYER — SEABROKE. — Star-Gazing

Illustrations.

2s. 6d.

8vo.

LOCKYER'S
ASTRONOMY, QUESTIONS ON. By J. Forbes-Robertson.

LUBBOCK

Key to "Arithmetic for Schools."
By the Rev. R. G. Watson. Cr. 8vo. 10s. 6d.
8vo.

New

LOWELL

ners."

Globe

New

gram.

Contributions to Solar Physics.
With Illustrations. Royal 8vo. 31J. 6d.
Primer of Astronomy.
Illustrated.

Illustrations.

B.)— Trigonometry. Globe
8vo. Parti. Elementary Trigonometry.
4$, 6d,— Part II. Higher Trigonometry.

•

(J. Norman, F.R.S.).— ElemenLessons in Astronomy.
With
numerous Illustrations and Coloured Dia-

tary

The Chemistry of the Sun.

Book XXI.

Edition.

-

LOCKYER

6d.

is.

29

;

——

—

MACMLLLAN AND

3<>

LUCAS

Sketches of Rural Life.

(F.).

Globe Svo.

Poems.

LUCIAN. Extracts from Luclan.

Edited,
with Introduction, Exercises, Notes, and
Vocabulary, by the Rev. J. Bond, M.A.,
and A. S. Walpole, M.A, i8mo. is. bd.
Books I.— III. Edited by
Fcp. 8vo. 4^. bd.
J. H. Warburton Lee.

LUCRETIUS—
LUPTON

(J. H.).— An Introduction to
Elegiac Verse Composition.

Latin

Globe Svo.

2s. bd.

Latin Rendering of the Exercises

Part II. (xxv.-c.)to Lupton's "Introduction to Latin Elegiac Verse Compo-

in

Globe 8vo.

sition."

bd.

3^.

An Introduction to Latin
Verse Composition. Globe

8vo. 3s.

Lyric
Key,

—

4J. 6d.

LUPTON

(Sydney). Chemical ArithmeWith 1200 Examples. 2nd Edition.

tic.

Fcp. 8vo.

6d.

4?.

Numerical Tables and Constants in
Elementary Science. Ex. fcp. Svo. zs. 6d.
LYSIAS.— Select Orations. Edited by
E. S. Shuckbukgh, M.A.

Fcp. 8vo.

LYRE FRANCAISE (LA).
LYTE

6s.

Selected and ar-

Gustave Masson.

ranged, with Notes, by
With Vignette. iSmo.

Year

8vo.

(Margaret).
i8mo. -zs.

Scotland.

MACAULAY, By

J. C.

sewed,

;

— History

of

Crown

Morison.

is.

M'CLELLAND (W. J.) and PRESTON (T.).

—A Treatise on
8vo.

Spherical Trigonome-

Crown
With numerous Examples.
8a bd.— Or Part I. ^s.bd. Part II. 5*.
;

(Rev. Dr. James).— The Method
of the Divine Government, Physical

McCOSH

and Moral. 8vo. ios. 6d.
The Supernatural in Relation to
the Natural. Crown 8vo. 7s. bd.
The Intuitions of the Mind. New

——

Edition.

ios. bd.

8vo.

An Examination
Philosophy.

of Mr.

J. S.

Mill's

joj. 6d.

Svo.

Discursive Thought.
Being a Text-Book of Formal Logic. Crown

The Laws of

8vo.

5-sr.

Christianity and Positivism. Lectures on Natural Theology and Apologetics.

Crown

8vo.

7J.

bd.

The Scottish Philosophy, from Hutcheson to Hamilton, Biographical, Ex-

-

pository, Critical.

The Emotions.

Royal Svo.
Svo.

16s.

tion.

Crown

8vo.

8vo.

gs.

(George).— England's An-

Crown

MACDONELL

8vo.

45. 6d.

Land Ques-

(Joh).— The

ios. bd.

MACFARLANE

(Alexander).

Crown

Arithmetic.

MACGREGOR

Svo.

— Physical

7^. bd,

(James Gordon).—An Elk-

mentary Treatise on Kinematics and
Dynamics.

Crown

MACKENZIE

(Sir

8vo.

ios. 6d.

Morell).— The Hygienb

of the Vocal Organs. A Practical Handbook for Singers and Speakers. With Illus6th Edition.

trations.

MACKIE (Rev.

Crown

8vo.

6s.

Ellis).— Parallel

Passages
for Translation into Greek and English.

Globe Svo.

MACLAGAN (Dr.
8vo.

1 os.

4$. bd.

T.).— The

Germ Theory.

6d.

MACLAREN
Fcp. Svo.

A
Svo.

4J. bd.

Second Series of Sermons.
Fcp. Svo.

Edition.

A

— Sermons
nth Edition.

(Rev. Alexander).

preached at Manchester,

7th

\s. 6d.

Third Series.

6th Edition.

Fcp.

4*. 6d.

Week-day Evening Addresses.
Fcp. Svo.

Edition.

Bvo.

Sermons.

4th

2s. bd.

14$.

Fcp. Svo.

MACLAREN

4s. bd.

(Arch.).— The Fairy Family.
and Metrical Tales.

A

Series of Ballads
Crown Svo, gilt. 5-r.

MACLEAN

W.

C.).—

Diseases of Tropical Climates.

Crown

Svo.

(Surgeon-General

ios. bd.

MACLEAR

(Rev. Canon).—A Class-Book
of Old Testament History. With Four
Maps. i8mo. 4J. bd.
A Class-Book of New Testament
History. Including the connection of the
Old and New Testament. iSmo. $?. bd.
A Class-Book of the Catechism of
the Church of England. i8mo. is. bd,
A Shilling Book of Old Testament
History. i8mo. is.
A Shilling Book of New Testament
History. iSmo. is.
A First Class-Book of the Catechism of the Church of England, with
Scripture Proofs for Junior Classes

and Schools.

i8mo.

bd.

A Manual of Instruction for Confirmation and First Communion, with
Prayers and Devotions. 32010. is.
First Communion, with Prayers and
Devotions for the Newly Confirmed.
321110.

9*.

Realistic Philosophy Defended in a
Philosophic Series. 2 vols. Vol. I. Ex.
Historical and
Vol.
II.
positoky.
Critical.

Crown

The Secret of Power, and other

MACARTHUR

try.

tiphon.

16s.

:

is. od.

MACDONALD

—

LYTTON (Rt. Hon. Earl of)-—The Ring of
Amasis A Romance. Crown 8vo.

8vo.

__

Being a Treatise on Metaphysics.

1440

1530.

(Rev. Dr.).— Psychology.

I. The Cognitive Powers.
6s. bd —
The Motive Powers. 6s. bd.
First and Fundamental Truths.

II.

4s. 6d.

Maxwell).—Eton College,
1884. With Illustrations.
New and Cheaper Issue. 8vo. sis.
The University of Oxford, A History
of, from the Earliest Times to the
(H. C.

History of,

McCOSH
8vo.

5,r.

CO.'S

6d.

The Order of Confirmation, with
Prayers and Devotions. 3amo. bd.
The Hour of Sorrow ok, The Offick
for the Burial of the Dead. 32010. ss.
;

—

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS.

MACLEAR

Dr.).— Apostles of Medi-

('Rev.

Crown

aeval Europe.

4s. 6d.

8vo.

An Introduction to the
i8mo.

Creeds,

2s. 6d.

An Introduction to the Thirty-nine
Articles.

iSmo.

M'LENNAN

(J. F.).— The Patriarchal
Theory. Edited and completed by Donald
M'Lennan, M.A. 8vo. 14s.
Studies in Ancient History. Com-

prising a Reprint of "Primitive Marriage."
Edition. 8vo.
16s.

New

MACMILLAN

(D.).
Memoir of Daniel
Macmillan. By Thomas Hughes, Q.C.
Crown 8vo. 4s. 6d.
Popular Edition, Crown 8vo, sewed, is.
MACMILLAN (Rev. Hugh).— Bible Teachings in Nature. 15th Ed. GI. Svo. 6s.
Holidays on High Lands or, Rambles and Incidents in Search of Alpine

MACMILLAN'S SIX -SHILLING
VE LS cent in ued.
By William

The True Vine;

The Analogies

or,

of our Lord's Allegory.
Globe 8vo.

6s.

5th Edition.

6s.

The Ministry of Nature.
Globe 8vo.

8th Edition.

6s.

The Sabbath of the

Fields. Being a
"Bible Teachings in Nature."

Sequel to

Globa Svo.

6th Edition.

6s.

The Marriage in Cana.
Two Worlds are Ours.
Globe 8vo.

The Olive Leaf.

Roman Mosaics
and

Globe 8vo.

6s.

3rd Edition.

6s.

;

Globe Svo.
or,

6s.

Studies

in

Rome

Neighbourhood. Globe Svo. 6s.
MACMILLAN (M. C.)— First Latin Gramits

mar.

Extra

fcp. Svo.

is.

6d.

MACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE.
Monthly,

is.

—Vols. 1.— LX.

MACMILLAN'S
VELS.

6s.

Published

js. 6d.

SIX -SHILLING

each

Crown

vol.

By the Rev, Charles
Westward Ho

each.

NO-

8vo, cloth.

!

Hypatia.

Hereward the Wake.

Two Years

White Heather.
Sabina Zembra.

By Mrs.

By William

A

With

Portrait.

Black.

Olive.

Illustrated.

Illustrated.

Agatha's Husband.

Illustrated.

My Mother and I. Illustrated.
Miss Tommy: A Medieval Romance.
Illustrated.

King Arthur

Not a Love

:

Story,

By J. H. Skorthouse.
John Inglesant.
Sir Pekcival.

A

Teacher of the Violin^ and other
Tales.

The Countess Eve.
By Annie Keary.
A Doubting Heart.
By Henry James.
The American.
The Europeans.
Daisy Miller An International Episode Four Meetings.
The Madonna of the Future, and
other Tales.
Roderick Hudson.
Washington Square ; The Pension Beau;

;

repas

;

A Bundle of Letters.

6s.

each.

Sant' Ilakio.
Greifenstein.

Realmah.

Princess of Thule.

By

the Author of

" Friends

in

Council."

Strange Adventures of a Phaeton.
Illustrated.

Old

By

Sir Douglas.

the

Hon. Mrs.

Norton.

The Maid of Killeena, and other
Tales.

Madcap Violet.
Green Pastures and Piccadilly.
The Beautiful Wretch The Four
MacNicols The Pupil of Aurelius.
Macleod of Dare. Illustrated.
White Wings A Yachting Romance.
Shandon Bells.
;

;

:

Yolande.

Craik, Author of " John Halifax,

Gentleman."

The Ogilvies. Illustrated.
The Head of the Family.

By F. Marion Crawford.

Ago.

Yeast.

Alton Locke.

Black.

The Portrait of a Lady.
Stories Revived. Two Series.
The Bostonians.
The Reverberator.

Kingslev.

NO-

Judith Shakespeare.
The Wise Women of Inverness, a Tale;
and other Miscellanies.

;

Globe 8vo.

2nd Edition.

Plants.

3i

Virgin Soil.

By Tourgenief.

The Harbour

Bar.

Bengal Peasant

Life.

Day.
Vida Study of a Girl.
:

By Lal Behari
By Amy Duns-

muir.
Jill.

By

A Tale of Ancient Rome,
W. Graham.

Ne^era
J.

E. A. Dillwyn.

:

The New Antigone A Romance.
:

By

—

MACMILLAN AND

32

THREE AND SIXPENNY NOVELS. Crown Bvo. 3 s.6d.

MACMILLAN'S

-

Robbery under Arms
Adventure

in

-

A

Story of Life and
the Bush and in the Gold:

By Rolf Boldrewood.
Schwartz. ByD. Christie Murray.
Neighbours on the Green. By Mrs.
fields ot Australia.

Oliphant.

The Weaker

By D. Christie

Vessel.

Murray.
By Mrs. Oliphant*
Cressy. By Bret Harte.
Faithful and Unfaithful. By Margaret Lee.
Reuben Sachs. By Amy Levy.
Wessex Tales Strange, Lively, and
Commonplace. By Thomas Hardy.
Miss Bretherton.
By Mrs. Humphry
Ward.
A London Life. By Henry James.
A Beleaguered City. By Mrs. Oliphant.
Castle Daly. By Annie Keary.
The Woodlanders. By Thomas Hardy.
Aunt Rachel. By D. Christie Murray.
Louisiana, and That Lass o' Lowrie's.
By Frances Hodgson Burnett.
The Colruleans. By Sir H. Cunningham.
Joyce.

:

Uniform

-with the above.

Storm Warriors or, Lifeboat Work
on the Goodwin Sands. By the Rev.
John Gilmore.
Tales of Old Japan. By A. B. Mitford.
A Year with the Birds. By W. Warde
Fowler. Illustrated by Bryan Hook.
Tales of the Birds. By the same. Illustrated by Bryan Hook.
;

MACMILLAN'S TWO SHILLING NOVELS.
By Mrs.

Globe Svo.
Craii,

as,

each.

Author of "John Halifax,

Gentleman"

Two Marriages.
Agatha's Husband.

|

George Fleming.

A

Nile Novel.
Mirage.
The Head of Medusa.

Vestigia,

By Mrs. Macquoid.
Patty.

By Annie Keary.
Janet's Home.
Oldbury.

Clemency Franklvn.
A York and a Lancaster Rose.
By IV. E. Norris.

My Friend Jim.

|

Chris.

By Henry James.
Daisy Miller ; An International Episode Four Meetings.
Roderick Hudson.
The Madonna of the Future, and other
;

Tales.

Washington Square.
Princess Casamassima.

By

Frances Hodgson Burnett.
Louisiana, and That Lass

Two

o'

Lowrie's.

Stories.

Haworth's.
By Hugh Conway.
A Family Affair.
Living or Dead.
By D. Christie Murray.
Aunt Rachel.
By Helen Jackson.

Ramona A
:

Story.

A Slip in the Fens.
MACMILLAN'S HALF-CROWN SERIES
OF JUVENILE BOOKS. Globe 8vo,
2s, 6d.

By the Author
Halifax, Gentleman."

of

"John

By the
Little Sunshine's Holiday.
Author of "John Halifax, Gentleman."
When I was a Little Girl. By the
Author of "

He may.

Sir Tom.

The Second Son.
The Wizard's Son.
By the Author of" Hogan, M.P."
Hogan, M.P.
The Honourable Miss Ferrard.
Flitters, Tatters, and the Counsellor,
Weeds, and other Sketches.
Christy Carew.
Ismay's Children.

By

Our Year.

A Son of

Hester.

MACMILLAN'S TWO-SHILLING NOVELS con tinned.

cloth, extra.

The Ogilvies.
By Mrs. Olif>hant.
The Curate in Charge.
the Soil.
Young Musgrave.
He that will not when
A Country Gentleman.

CO.'S

St. Olave's."

By the Author of
was a Little Girl," etc,
A Storehouse of Stories. Edited by
Charlotte M. Yonge. 2 vols.
Agnes Hopetoun's Schools and Holidays. By Mrs, Oliphant.
The Story of a Fellow Soldier.^ By
Frances Awdry, (A Life of Bishop
Nine Years Old.

"When

I

Patteson for the Young.)

Ruth and Her Friends

A

:

Story fox

Girls.

The Heroes of Asgard

Tales from
Scandinavian Mythology. By A. and
E.

Keary.

:

—

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS.
MACMILLAN'S HALF-CROWN SERIES
OF JUVENILE KOQK.S-continued.
The Runaway. By

the Author of
Jerningham's Journal."

Wandering Willie. By

the

'*

MACMILLAN'S COPY-BOOKS— amid.

Mrs.

Author of

" Conrad the Squirrel."

By

8a. Practising and Revising Copybook for
Nos. 5 to 8.
*g. Small-hand Single Head Lines. Figures.
10. Small-hand Single Head Lines. Figures.
*u. Small-hand Double Head Lines. Figures.

Mrs. T. H.

Ward.

etc.

12A. Practising *iid Revising
Nos. 8 to 12.

Alma Tadema.
Hannah Tarne. By Mary E. Hullah.
Illustrated by W. J. Hennessy.
"Carrots," Just a Little Boy. By Mrs.
Moleswokth, Illust. by Walter Crane.
Tell Me a Story. By Mrs. Molesworth.
Illustrated by Walter Crane.
The Cuckoo Clock. By Mrs. Molesworth. Illustrated by Walter Crane.

A

By Mrs. MolesChristmas Child.
worth. Illustrated by Walter Crane.

Rosy.

By Mrs. Molesworth.

by Walter Crane.
The Tapestry Room,

worth.

Illustrated

Illustrated

Herr Baby.
lustrated

by

By

Walter Crane.
Walter Crane.

Molesworth.

"Us": An Old-Fashioned Story. By
Mrs. Molesworth. Illust. by W.Crane.
The Population of an Old Pear Tree
;

or, Stories of Insect Life. From the
French of E. Van Bruyssel. Edited by

Charlotte M. Yonge. Illustrated.
Little Miss Peggy. By Mrs. Molesworth. Illustrated by Walter Crane.
Two Little Waifs. By Mrs. Molesworth. Illustrated by Walter Crane.
Christmas-Tree Land, By Mrs. Molesworth. Illustrated by Walter Crane.

READING

BOOKS.

Adapted to the English and Scotch Codes.
Primer
(48 pp.) i8mo, id.

Book I. for Standard I. (96 pp.) i8mo, 4^.
Book II. for Standard II. (144 pp.) i8mo, $d.
Book III. for Standard III. (160 pp.) i8mo, 6d.
Book IV. for Standard IV. (176 PP-) i8mo, 8d.
Book V. for Standard V. (380 pp.) i8mo, is.
Book VI. for Standard VI. (430 pp.)Cr.8vo, zs.

MACMILLAN'S COPY-BOOKS.
Long

•4.

Words

Letters, with words containing
Letters.
Figures.
containing Long Letters.

Long

4 A. Practising and Revising Copybook for
Nos. 1 to 4.
•5. Capitals, and Short Half-text Words beginning with a Capital.
*6. Half-text
alf
Words beginning with a Capital.

—

two

in

Large Post 4to, ^d. each
Post oblong, 2d. each.

"

Figures.
•7.

Small-hand and Half-text, with Capitals

•8.

and Figures.
Small-hand and
and Figures.

;

;

* may also be had i:t
Large Post 41.0, with Goodman's Patent
Sliding Copies. 6d. each.

MACMILLAN'S LATIN COURSE.
By

M. Cook,

A.

enlarged.

Part

II.

M.A.

Globe 8vo.
Globe 8vo.

2nd

Part

I.

Edition,

3J. 6d.
zs. 6d.

SHORTER

MACMILLAN'S
COURSE. By

LATIN

A. M. Cook, M.A. Beinof " Macmillan's Latin
Course, Part I." Globe 8vo.
is. bd.

Abridgment

an

MACMILLAN'S LATIN READER.
Reader for the Lower Forms
By H. J. Hardy. Gl. 8vo. 2s.

Schools.

bv Rev. W. G. Rutherford, M.A.

A
in
6d.

Edit.

Gl. 8vo.

Fikst Greek Grammar. By the Rev.
W. G. Rutherford, M.A. 2s.
11. Easy Exercises in Greek Accidence.
By H. G. Underbill, M.A. zs.
III. Second Greek Exercise Book.
By
Rev. W. A. Heard, M.A.
I.

MACMILLAN'S
Stories

GREEK

and Legends.

READER.
A First Greek Reader.

With Notes, Vocabulary, and Exercises, by
F. H. Colson, M.A. Globe 8vo. 3s.

MACMILLAN'S ELEMENTARY CLASSICS.

181110,

(1)

if. 6d.

each.

two classes
First Reading Books for Beginners,

This Series

falls

into

:

provided not only with Introductions and.
Notes, but with Vocabularies, and in snme
cases with Exercises based upon the Text.
(2) Stepping-stones to the study of particular authors, intended for more advanced
students, who are beginning to read *uch

authors as Terence, Plato, the Attic Dramatists, and the harder parts of Cicero, Horace,

and Thucydides.

These are provided with Introductions and
Notes, but no Vocabulary. The Publishers
have been led to provide the more strictly
Elementary Books with Vocabularies by the
representations of many teachers, who hold
that beginners do not understand the use of
a Dictionary, and of others who, in the case
of middle-class schools where the cost of
books is a serious consideration, advocate the
Vocabulary system on grounds of economy.
It is hoped that the two parts of the Series,
fitting into one another, may together fulfil

the requirements of Elementary and
Preparatory Schools, and the Lower Forms
oi Public Schools.

all

Half-text, with Capitals

ioi

sizes

The numbers marked

Virgil,

*i. Initiatory Exercises and Short Letters.
*2. Words consisting of Short Letters.
*3-

Copybook

MACMILLAN'S GREEK COURSE.

Il-

Walter Crane.

MACMILLAN'S

(1)
(2)

Latin

By Mrs. Moles-

by

Mrs.

Illustrated

by Mrs. Moles-

by

Grandmother Dear.
worth.

The Copybooks may be had

by Mrs.

Illustrated

Commercial and Arithmetical Examples,

1*.

Pansie's Flour Bin. Illustrated by Adrian
Stokes.

Milly and Olly.
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The

following Elementary Books, with
Introductions Notes, and Vocabularies, and
in some cases with Exercises, are either
ready or in preparation :
,

Latin Accidence and Exercises Arranged for Beginners. By William
Welch, M.A., andC. G. Duffield, M.A.
jEschylus. Prometheus Vinctus. Edit,
by Rev. H. M. Stephenson, M.A.
Arrian. — Selections,
Edited by John
Bond, M.A., and A. S. Walpole, M.A.
Aulus Gellius, Stories from. By Rev.
G. H. Nall, M.A.
C-KSAR.—The Gallic War. Book I. Edit.
by A. S. Walpole, M.A.

—

— The Invasion of Britain.

Being Selections from Books IV. and V, of the " De
BelJo Gallico." Adapted for the use of

W. Welch, M.A., and

C. G.

Duffield, M.A.

—

The Helvetian War.
Book

1.

Selected from

of *'Tbe Gallic War," arranged

for the use of

Beginners by

W. Welch,

M.A., and C. G. Duffield, M.A.
The Gallic War. Books II. and III.
Ed. by Rev. W. G. Rutherford, M.A.

—
— The Gallic War. Book IV. Edited
byC. Bryan M.A.
— The Gallic War. Scenes from Books V.
and VI. Edited by C. Colbeck, M.A.
— The Gallic War. Books V. and VI.
(separately).
By the same Editor.
— The Gallic War. Book VII. Ed. by J.
s,

Bond, M.A., and A. S. Walpole, M.A.
Cicero.— De Senectu te. Edited by E. S.
Shuckburch, M.A.
De A:«hcitia. Edited by E. S. Shuckburgh, M.A.

—
—

Stories of Roman History. Edited
by Rev. G. E. Jeans, M.A., and A. V.
Jones, M.A.
Euripides. — Hecuba. Edited by Rev. J.
Bond. M.A., and A. S. Walpole, M.A.
Eutroi'ius. Adapted for the use of Beginners by W. Welch, M.A., and C, G.
Duffield, M.A.

Homer.— Iliad.

Book I. Ed. by Rev. J.
Bond, M.A., and A. S. Walpole, M.A.
Iliad.
Book XVIII. The Arms of
Achilles. Edited by S. R. James, M.A.
Odyssey. Book I, Edited by Rev. J.
Bond, M.A,, and A. S. Walpole, M.A.

—
—

Horace.— Odes. Books

I.

— IV.

Edited by

T. E. Page, M.A. is. 6d. each.
Livv. Book I. Edited by H. M. Stephenson, M.A.
The Hannibalian War. Being part of

—

the 21st and 22nd Books of Livy. Adapted
for the use of Beginners by G. C. Macaulay, M.A.

— The Siege op Syracuse.

Being part of

the 24th and 25th Books of Livy. Adapted
for the use of Beginners by G. Richards,

M.A., and A,

MACMILLAN'S ELEMENTARY CLASSIC S continued.

continued.

Beginners by

CO.'S

S.

Walpole, M.A.

Livy, Book XXI. With Notes adapted from
Mr. Capes' Edition for the Use of Junior

W. W. Capes, M.A., and
E. Melhuish, M.A.
Legends of Ancient Rome, from Livy.

Students, by

—

J.

for the Use of Beginners.
With
Notes, Exercises, and Vocabulary, by H.
Wilkinson, M.A.
Lucian, Extracts from. Edited by J.
Bond, M.A., and A. S. Walpole, M.A.

Adapted

Nepos.— Selections Illustrative of
Greek and Roman History. Edited
by G.

S.

Farnell, B.A.

Ovid.— Selections. Edited by E. S.
Shuckburgh, M.A.
— Easy Selections from Ovid in Elegiac Verse.

Arranged for the use
Beginners by H. Wilkinson, M.A.

— Stories

of

from the Metamorphoses.

Arranged for the use of Beginners by J.
Bond, M.A., and A. S. Walpole, M.A.

— Select Fables- Adapted for
WAlpole, M.A.
Thucydides. —The Rise of the Athenian
Empire. Book
Chaps, lxxxix. —cxvii.
and exxviii. — exxxvhi. Edited by F. H.
Colson, M.A.
Virgil. — Georgics.
Book
Edited by
T. E. Page, M.A.
— ^Eneid. Book
Edited by A. S.
Walpole, M.A.
— jEneid. Book
Ed. by T. E. Page.
— jEneid. Book III. Edited by T. E.
Page, M.A.
— JEneid. Book IV. Edit, by Rev. H. M.
Stephenson, M.A.
— TEneid. Book V. Edited by Rev. A.
Calvert, M.A.
— jEneid. Book VI. Ed. by T. E. Page.
— ^Eneid. Book VII. The Wrath of
Turnus. Edited by A. Calvert, M.A.
— jEneid. Book IX, Edited by Rev.
H. M. Stephenson, M.A.
— Selections. Edited by E. S, Shuckburgh, M.A.
Xenofhon. — Anabasis. Book
Edited
Walpole, M.A.
by A.
— Anabasis. Book Chaps, — Edit,
by E. A. Wells, M.A.
— Anabasis. Book II. Edited by A. S.
Ph^edrus.

use of Beginners by A.

S.

I.

_

I.

I.

II.

I.

S.

I.,

i.

viii.

Walpole, M.A.

— Selections from Book IV. of " The
Anabasis." Edit, by Rev. E. D. Stone.
— Selections from the Cyropaedia.
Edited by Rev. A. H. Cooke, M.A.

The following more advanced books have
Introductions, Notes, but no Vocabularies :

—

Cicero. Select Letters.
G. E. Jeans, M.A.

Herodotus. — Selections
VII.

and

Xerxes.

Edit,

by Rev.

from

Books

VIII. The Expedition of
Edited by A. H. Cooke, M.A.

—

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS.
MACMILLAN'S ELEMENTARY CLASSICS

Horace.-— Selections
Epistles.

from the Satires
Edited by Rev. W. J. V.

Baker, M.A.
Select Epodes and Ars

—
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Euripides,— Hippolytus. Edited by Prof.
$s. 6d.
J. P. Mahaffy and J. B. Bury.
Medea. Edited by A, W, Verrall,

—

Poetica.

Edited by H. A. Daltom, M.A.

— Euthyphro and Menexenus.
Edited by C. E. Graves, M.A.
Terence. — Scenes from the Andria.
Plato.

Edited by F. W. Cornish, M.A.
The Greek Elegiac Poets, from CalSelected and
linus to Callimachus.
Edited by Rev. H. Kynaston.
Book IV., Chaps, i. lxi.
Thucydides.
Thb Capture of Sphacteria. Edited
by C. E. Graves, M.A.
Virgil.— Georgics. Book II. Edited by
Rev. J. H. Skrine, M.A.
Other Volumes to follow.

—

MACMILLAN'S CLASSICAL SERIES
FOR COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS.

Litt.D.

3J.

6d.

— Iphigenia in Taueis. Edited by E. B.
England, M.A.
6d.
— Ion. Ed. by M. A. Bayfield, M.A, $s.6d.
4s.

Herodotus.

Books VII. and VIII.
by Mrs. Montagu Butler.

Homer.— Iliad. Books
XXIV. The Story of
J.

—
—

Edit,

I. IX. XI, XVI,Achilles. Ed. by

H.PRATT,M.A.,andW.LEAF,Litt.D.

Book IX.
E. B. Mayor, M.A.

Odyssey.
J.

zs.

6d.

XXL— XXIV.

Books

Odyssey.

6s.

Edited by Prof.

The

Triumph of Odysseus. Edited by S. G.
Hamilton, B.A. 3.?. td.
Horace. The Odes. Edited by T. E.
Page, M.A. 6s. (Books I. II. III. and
IV. separately,

2s.

each.)

Fcp. 8vo. Being select portions of Greek
and Latin authors, edited, with Introductions
and Notes, for the use of Middle and Upper
Forms of Schools, or of Candidates for Public
Examinations at the Universities and else-

— The Satires. Edited by Prof. A.
Palmer, M.A.
— The Epistles and Ars Poetica. Edit,

where.

Juvenal.

6s.

by

—

jEschines. In Ctesiphontem. Edited by
Rev. T. Gwatkin, M.A., and E. S.

Shuckburgh, M.A.
jEschylus.

— Pers^:.

Prickard, M.A.

[In the Press.

Edited

With Map.

by A.
3-r.

O.

The "Seven Against Thebes." Edit.
by A. W. Verrall, Litt.D., and M. A.

Bayfield, M.A. 3.1. 6d.
Andocides.— De Mysteriis. Edited by
W. J. Hickie, M.A. 2j. 6d.
Attic Orators, Selections from the.
Antiphon,

and

Isseus.

Anclocides,

Ed. by

—The

Lysias, Isocrates,
R. C. J ebb, Litt.D. 6s.

Gallic War. Edited after
Kraner by Rev. J. Bond, M.A,, and A, S.
Walpole, M.A. With Maps. dr.
Catullus.-— Select Poems. Edited by F.

C^sar.

P. Simpson, B.A. 5^. [The Text of this
Edition is carefully adapted to School use.]

Cicero.

—The Catiline Orations.

From

the German of Karl Halm. Edited by
A. S. Wilkins, Litt.D. 3J. 6d.

— Pro Lege Manilia. Edited, after Halm,
6d.
Wilkins, Litt.D.
by Prof. A,
— The Second Philippic Oration. From
S.

2s.

the German of Karl Halm. Edited, with
Corrections and Additions, by Prof. J. E. B.

Mayor. $$.
Pro Roscio Amerino. Edited, after
Halm, by E. H. Don kin, M.A, 4s, 6d.
Pro P. Sestio. Edited by Rev. H. A.
Holden, M.A. 5s.
Demosthenes. — De Corona. Edited by B.
Drake, M.A. New and revised edit. 4s. 6d.
Adversus Leptinem. Edited by Rev.
4 *• M.
J. R. King, M.A.

—
—

—
— The

First Philippic. Edited,
Rehdantz, by Rev. T. Gwatkin.

after C.
zs, 6d.

Wilkins, Litt.D.

— Thirteen Satires.

6s.

Edited, for

adapted to School use.]
Select Satires. Edited by Prof. John
E. B. Mayor. X. and XI. 3s. 64. XII.—

—

;

6d.

—

Prof. A. S.

the use of Schools, by E. G. Hardy, M.A.
[The Text of this Edition is carefully
Ss.

XVI.

4s. 6d.

Books II. and III. Edited by Rev.
H. M. Stephenson, M.A. 5.1.
Books XXL and XXII. Edited by Rev.
W. W. Capes, M.A. $s.
Books XXIII. and XXIV. Ed. by G.
Mac aula y. With Maps. 5$.
The Last Two Kings of Macedon
Extracts from the Fourth and Fifth Decades of Livy, Selected and Edit, by F. II.
Rawlins, M.A. With Maps. 3s. 6d.

Livy.

—
—
—

C
-

.

Books

Lucretius.
J.

I.

— III.

Edited by

H. Warburton Lee, M.A.

Lysias.
E. S.

—Select

Orations.

4s. 6d.

Edited

by

Shuckburgh, M.A. 6s.
Martial. — Select Epigrams. Edited by
Rev. H. M. Stephenson, M.A. 6s. 6d.

Ovid.— Fasti. Edited by G. H. Hallam,
M.A. With Maps. 5$.

— Heroidum EpistulvB XIII, Edited by
6d.
E. S. Shuckburgh, M.A,
— Metamorphoses. BooksXIII. and XIV.
+r.

C

Simmons, M.A. 4*. 6d.
Books I.— V.
Plato.—The Republic.
Edited by T. H. Warren, M.A. 6s.
Laches. Edited by M. T, Tatham,
Edited by

—

M.A. vs. 6d.
Plautus.— Miles Gloriosus.
Prof. R. Y. Tyrrell, M.A.

Edited by
55.

— Amphitruo. Ed. by A. Palmer, M.A.
Edited
and
Pliny. — Letters. Books
5s.

I.

by

J.

Cowan, M.A.

5s.

II.
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Pliny. — Letters. Booklll. Edited by Prof.
G.

E. B.

With Life of Pliny by

Mayor.

H. Rend all.

5s.

—

—

Polybius.

The History

Achaean

of the

League as contained in the remains of
Polybius. Edited by W.W. Capes. 6s. 6d,
Propektius.—Select Poems, Edited by
6s.
Prof. J. P. Postgate, M.A.
Sallust. Catiline and Jugurtha. Ed.
by C. Merivale, D.D. 4s. 6d. Or sepa-

—

—

rately, 2 j. 6d. each.

—

Bellum Catulinae. Edited by A. M.
Cook, M.A. 4s. 6d.
Tacitus. Agricola and Germania. Ed.
by A. J, Church, M.A., and W. J.
Brodrieb, M.A. 3J. 6d. Or separately,

—

—

each.

— The Annals. Book VI. By the same
Editors.
6d.
— The Histories. Books
and
Edited by A. D. Godley, M.A.
— The Histories. Books III.—V. By
the same Editor.
Terence. — Hauton Timorumenos. Edit.
by E. S. Shuckburgh, M.A.
—With
Translation,
6d.
— Phormio. Ed. by Rev. J. Bond, M.A.,
2s.

II.

I.

5s.

$s.

3s.

4s.

and A. S. Walpole, M.A. 4.5. 6d.
Thucydides. Book IV, Edited by
E.
Graves, M.A. 55.
Book V. By the same Editor.
Books VI. and VII. The Sicilian Expedition.
Edited by Rev. P. Frost,
M.A. With Map. $s.
Virgil. ^Eneid. Books I. and II. The
Narrative of Apneas. Edited by E. W.
Howson, M.A. 3y.
Xenophon. Hellenica. Books I. and II.
Edited by H. Hailstone, M.A. 4s. 6d.
Cyrop^dia. Books VII. and VIII. Ed.
by Prof. A. Goodwin, M.A. 5^.
Memorabilia Socratis.
Edited by
A. R. Cluer, B.A. 6s.
Tkb Anabasis. Books I.— IV. Edited
by Professors W. W. Goodwin and J. W.
Whitb. Adapted to Goodwin's Greek
Grammar. With a Map. $s.
Huso. Edited by Rev. H. A. Holden,
M.A., LL.D. 3*. 6d.
Obconomicus.
By the same Editor.
With Introduction, Explanatory Notes,
Critical Appendix, and Lexicon.
6s.
The following are in preparation :
Demostkxnks.— In Midiam. Edited by
Prof. A. S. WnjciNS, Litt.D., and Herman Hager, Ph.D.
Herodotus. Books V. and VI. Edited
by Prof. J. Stracman, M.A.
Is^kos.—The Orations. Edited by Prof.
Wm. Ridgeway, M.A,

C

—

—

—

—

—
—
—
—
—

Ovid.— Metamorphoses.

Books

I.

—IIL

Edited by C. Simmons, M.A.

Sallust.— Jugurtha.

Plutarch. Life of Themistokles. Ed.
by Rev. H. A. Holden, M.A., LL.D. 5$.
Lives or Galba and Otho. Edited by
E. G. Hardy, M.A.

2s.

MACMILLAN'S CLASSICAL SERIES—
continued.

Continued.

J.

CO.'S

M.

Edited by A.

Cook, M.A.

Tacitus— The Annals.
Edited by

J. S.

Books

and

I.

II.

Reid, Litt.D.

Other Volumes

-will follow.

MACMILLAN'S GEOGRAPHICAL
SERIES.

Edited by Archirald Geikie,
F.R.S,, Director-General of the Geological

Survey of the United Kingdom.
The Teaching of Geography.

Handbook
SVO.

A

Practical
Cr.

lor the use of Teachers.

2S.

Geography of the British

By

Isles.

Archibald Geikie, F.R.S. i8mo. is.
The Elementary School Atlas. 24 Maps

By John Bartholomew,

in Colours.

F.R.G.S.

4 to.

ii-.

An Elementary Class-Book of General
Geography. By Hugh Robert Mill,
D.Sc. Edin.

Illustrated.

Cr. 8vo.

3s.

6d.

Map Drawing and Map Making.

By
W. A. Elderton.
Geography of the British Colonies. By
G. M. Dawson and Alex. Sutherland.
Geography of Europe. By James Simk,
M.A.

With

Illustrations.

Globe

8 vo.

Geography of North America. By
Shaler.
Geography of India,
N.

Prof.

S.

By H.

F.

Blan-

FORD, F.G.S.

MACMILLAN'S
BOOKS.

SCIENTIFIC

CLASS-

Fcp. 8vo.

Elementary Lessons

the Science of
Agricultural Practice. By Prof. H.
in

Tanner. is. 6d.
Popular Astronomy.

By Sir G. B. Airy,
K.C.B., late Astronomer- Roy ai. 4s, 6d.

Elementary Lessons
T.

in Physiology. By
H. Huxley, F.R.S. 4s. 6d. (Ques-

tions on, is. 6d.)

Lessons in Logic, Inductive and Deductive.
By W. S. Jevons, LL.D. 2 s 6d.
Lessons in Elementary Chemistry. By
Sir H. Roscoe, F.R.S, 4s- &£— Problems
adapted to the same, by Prof. Thorpe.
With Key. as.
Owens College Junior Course of Practical Chemistry. By F. Jones. With
Preface by Sir H. Roscoe, F.R.S. as. 6d.
Experimental Proofs of Chemical
Theory for Beginners. By William
Ramsay, Ph.D. 2j. 6d.
-

Numerical Tables and Constants in
Elementary Science.
By Sydney
Lupton, M.A. as. 6d.
Lessons in Elementary Anatomy. By
St. G. Mivart, F.R.S. 6s. 6d.
Political Economy for Beginners.
Mrs. Fawcett. With Questions. 2*.
Diseases of Field and Garden Crops.

a
(

By W. G. Smith.

4^. 6d.

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS.
MACMILLAN'S SCIENTIFIC CLASSBOOKS- continued.
Lessons in Elementary Botany,
Oliver, F.R.S.

Prof.

By-

4*. bd.

Lessons in Elementary Physics. By
Prof._ Balfour Stewart, F.R.S.
NewEdition.

4-r.

(Questions on,

6d.

MACMILLAN'S
PROGRESSIVE
FRENCH READERS. By G. Eugene
Fasnacht. Extra fcp. 8vo,
I. First Year, containing Tales, Historical Extracts, Letters, Dialogues, Fables, Ballads, Nursery
Songs, etc. With Two Vocabularies (1)
:

vs.)

In the Order of Subjects

Elementary Lessons on Astronomy. By

New

N. Lockyer, F.R.S.

J.

(Questions on,

5s. 6d.

An Elementary

ters,

Sound, Light, Heat,
Electricity, and Magnetism. By B. Loewy,
F.R.A.S. Fcp. 8vo. 2s.
:

A Graduated Course

Natural

of

Sci-

ence for Elementary and Technical
Schools and Colleges. Part I. First
Year's Course. By the same. Gl. 8vo. 2s.
Physical Geography, Elementary Lessons in. By Archibald Geikie, F.R.S.
4S-.

(Questions,

6d,

ijr.

6d.)

Sound, Elementary Lessons on. By Dr.
W. H. Stone. 3s. 6d.
Class-Book of Geography. By C. B.
Clarke, F.R.S. 3s. 6d. sewed, 3s.
Questions on Chemistry.
A Series of
;

Problems and Exercises in Inorganic and
Organic Chemistry. By F. Jones. 35.

Electricity and Magnetism. By Prof.
Silvanus Thompson. 4^. 6d.
Electric Light Arithmetic. By R. E.
Day, M.A. vs.
The Economics of Industry. By Prof.

A.MARSHALLand M.P.Marshall. zs.6d.
Short Geography of the British Islands. By J. R. Green and Alice S.
With Maps.

Green.

3J.

6d.

A Collection of Examples on Heat and
Electricity. By H. H. Turner, is.hd.
Owens College Course of Practical
Organic Chemistry.
By Julius B.
Cohen, Ph.D. With Preface by Sir H.
Roscoe and Prof. Schorlemmer. 2s.6d.
Elements of Chemistry. By Prof. Ira

Remsbn.
Examples

2j. 6d.

By

in Physics.
Jones, B.Sc. 3s. 6d.

D. E.

Prof.

MACMILLAN'S
PROGRESSIVE
FRENCH COURSE, By G. Eugenb
Fasnacht. Extra fcp. &vo.
First Year, containing Easy Lessons

I.

in the

Regular Accidence. Thoroughly

revised Edition,

An

EleExer-

Second Year, containing

ciseSj

and

Notes,

Edition, enlarged.

Vocabularies.

New

renderings,

marks,
4$. 6d.

etc.

Synonyms,
1

st

Year,

3rd Year,

4s.

2s. 6d.

TION. By

G.

FRENCH COMPOSIEugene Fasnacht. Extra

fcp. 8vo.

—

I.
Elementary, -zs. 6d.
Part II.
Advanced,
to
the
Same,
The Teacher's Companion

Part

Part

45. 6d.

I.

PROGRESSIVE
MACMILLAN'S
GERMAN COURSE. By G. Eugene
Fasnacht. Extra fcp. 8vo.
First Year, containing Easy Lessons
on the Regular Accidence, is. 6d.
II. Second Year, containing Conversational Lessons on Systematic Accidence and Elementary Syntax, with
Philological Illustrations and Etymological Vocabulary. New Edition,

I.

enlarged,

3J.

6d,

The Teacher's Companion to the
j St

Year, 4 j. 6d.

2nd Year,

PROGRESSIVE
MACMILLAN'S
GERMAN READERS. By G. Eugene
Fasnacht. Extra fcap, 8vo.
I. First Year, containing an Introduction to the German order of Words,
with Copious Examples, Extracts
from German Authors in Prose and
Poetry, Notes, Vocabularies. 2s. 6d.

MACMILLAN'S SERIES OF FOREIGN
SCHOOL CLASSICS. Edited by G. E.
Fasnacht.

i8mo.

Select works of the best foreign Authors,
with suitable Notes aod Introductions
based on the latest researches of French
and German Scholars by practical masters
and teachers.

FRENCH,
Corneille.—Le Cid. Edited by G. E.
Fasnacht. is.
Dumas. Les Demoiselles de St. Cyh.
Edited by Victor Oger. is. 6d.

—

—

Books I. VI.
Edit, by L. M. Moriarty. [In the Press.
Moliere. Les Femmes Savantes. By
G. E. Fasnacht. is.
Le Misanthrope. By the same. is.

—

Re2nd Year,

Racine.— Britannicus. Edited by Eugenb

Philological
4s. 6d.

6d.

same,

4^. 6d.

for different

2j. 6d.

The Teacher's Companion to thesame.
With copious Notes, Hints

In Alpha-

—
— Le Medecin Malgre Lui. By the
same.
— L'Avare. Ed. by L. M. Moriarty.
— Le Bourgeois Gbntilhomme. By the

2s.

Third Year, containing a Systematic Syntax and Lessons in Compo-

III.

sition.

etc.

MACMILLAN'S

La Fontaine's Fables.

is.

mentary Grammar. With copious

II.

(2)

Second Year, containing Fiction in
Prose and Verse, Historical and
Descriptive Extracts, Essays, Let-

4j. 6d.

Questions and Examples on Experi-

mental Physics

;

2J. 6d.

II.

Treatise on Steam. By

Pekky, C.E.

Prof. J.

betical Order.

Edition.

6d.)

is.
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is.

is.

same,

is. 6d.

PELLISSIER.

2.T.

— ———

—

—

MACMILLAN AND

38

.

CO.'S

SCHOOL

M ACNAM ARA (C.).—A History of Asiatic

French Readings from Roman History.

MACQUOID(K.S.).— Patty. Globe Svo. zs,
MADAGASCAR An Historical and De-

FOREIGN

MACMILLAN'S
CLASSICS

FRENCH.

Edited by

Selected from various Authors.
C. Colbeck, M.A. 4$. 6d.

La Mare au Diable.
W. E. Russell, M.A. is.
Sandeau (Jules). Mademoiselle de la
Sand

(George).

Edited by

Seigliere.

Edit,

by H. C. Steel,

is.

6d.

Thiers's History of the Egyptian Expedition. Edit, by Rev. H. A. Boll, M.A.
Voltaire.—Charles XII. Edited by G. E.

Fasnacht,

3j. 6d.

Freytag. Doktor Luther. Edited by
[In the Press.
Francis Storr, M.A.
Goethe. Gotz von Berlichingen. Edit.
by H, A. Bull, M.A. vs.
Faust. Parti. Ed. by Miss J.Lee. 4s.6d.
Heine. Selections from the Reisebilder and other Pkose Works. Edit.
by C. Colbeck, M.A. zs. 6d.
Lessing. Minna von Barnhelm. Edited
by J. Sime, M.A.
Schiller. Die Jungfrau Von Orleans.
Edited by Joseph Gostwick. as. 6d.
Maria Stuart. Edited by C. Sheldon,
M.A., D.Lit. 2 s. 6d.
Wallenstein. Part I. Das Lager.
Edited by H. B. Cotterill, M.A. ar.
Wilhelm Tell. Edited by G. E. FasNACHT. 2S. 6d.
— Selections from Schiller's Lyrical
Poems. Edited by E. J. Turner, M.A.,
and E. D. A. Morshead, M.A. zs. 6d.
Uhland, Select Ballads. Adapted as
a First Easy Reading Book for Beginners.
Edited by G. E. Fasnacht. if.

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

-

—

MACMILLAN'S PRIMARY SERIES OF

FRENCH AND GERMAN READING

BOOKS.

Edited by G. Eugene Fasnacht. With Illustrations. Globe 8vo.
Cornaz. Nos Enfants et Leurs Amis.
Edited by Edith Harvey, is. 6d.
De Maistre. La Jeune Siberienne et
le Lepreux de la Cite d'Aoste. Edit.
by S. Barlet, B.Sc. is. 6d,
Florian. Select Fables.
Edited by
Charles Yeld, M.A. is. 6d.
Grimm. Kinder- und HausmXrchen.
Selected and Edited by G. E. Fasnacht.

—

—

—
—

Illustrated,

Hauff.

tzs.

6d.

—Die Karavane.

Edited by Her-

man Hager,

Ph.D. With Exercises by
G. E. Fasnacht. $s.

La Fontaine. —Fables. A

Selection,

by

L. M. Moriarty, M.A. With Illustrations by Randolph Caldecott. 2s 6d.
Molesworth. French Life in Letters.
By Mrs. Molesworth. is. 6d.
Perrault. Contes de Fees. Edited by
.

—

—

G. E. Fasnacht.

Schmid.

is.

—Heinrich von Eichenfels.

by G. E. Fasnacht.

Schwab

6d.

(G.).

zs.

6d.

Odysseus. By same Editor.

ios. 6d.

:

Account of the Island and its
former Dependencies, By Captain S.
Oliver, F.S. A. 2 vols. Med.

MADAME

Illustrated
4T. 6d.

8vo.

MADOC (Fayr). The
Crown

zl.zxs.6d.

Svo.

TABBY'S ESTABLISHMENT.

By Karl

Svo.

by L. Wain.

Crown

Story of Melicknt.

4^. 6d.

Margaret Jermine.

Crown

vols.

3

3 if. 6d.

MAGUIRE
gold.

F.).—Young Prince MariGlobe 8vo. 4$. 6d.

(J.

Illustrated.

MAHAFFY (Rev.

Prof. J.

P.).—Social Life

from Homer to Menander.
Crown 8vo. 9s.
Greek Life and Thought from the
Age of Alexander to the Roman Conquest. Crown 8vo. 12s. 6d.
Rambles and Studies in Greece. Illustrated.
3rd Edition. Crown 8vo.
10s. 6d.
A History of Classical Greek Litein Greece,
6th Edition.

rature.

The

Cr. Svo.

2 vols.

each.

gs,

—Vol.

I.

With an Appendix on Homer by
Sayce.—Vol. II. The Prose Writers.

Poets.

Prof.

Greek Antiquities.
Euripides.

i8mo.

i8mo.

Illust.

is.

is. 6d.

The Decay of Modern Preaching:
An Essay. Crown 8vo. 35. 6d.
The Principles of the Art of Conversation.

Crown

2nd Ed.

MAHAFFY (Rev.

Prof. J. P.)

8vo.

and

4s. 6d.

ROGERS

Sketches from a Tour through
Holland and Germany. Illustrated by

(J- E.).

J. E,

Rogers.

MAHAFFY

Extra crown 8vo.

(Prof.

J.

10s. 6d.

BERNARD

P.) and

Kant's Critical Philosophy for
English Readers. A new and completed
Edition in 2 vols. Crown 8vo. Vol. I. The
Kritik of Pure Reason Explained and
Defended. 7$. 6d. Vol. II. The "Prolegomena." Translated, with Notes and

(J. H.).

—

—

Appendices.

6s.

MAITLAND (F. W.).— Pleas of the Crown
for the County of Gloucester, a.d. 1221.
Edited by F. W. Maitland. Svo. 7 s. 6d.
Justice and Police.

Cr, 8vo.

3$. 6d.

MALET (Lucas).— Mrs. Lorimer A Sketch
:

in

Black and White.

Cr, Svo.

4s.

6d

MANCHESTER SCIENCE LECTURES
FOR THE PEOPLE. Eighth Series,

—

1876

t

77.

With

B.).—A

Crown 8vo. 14s.
Aerial Navigation.

MARKHAM

Fairfax, of Steeton.

MARLBOROUGH.
MARRIOTT

(J.

Modern Italy

Cr. Svo.

10s. 64.

OF Robert

Svo.

By Col.

Crown Svo.

Sir

W. Butlbr,

zs. 6d.

A. R.).—The
:

2*.

Theory of Salts.

R.).- Life

(C.

Portrait.

Cr. Svo.

Illustrations.

MANSFIELD (C.

With
Ed.

Svo,

scriptive

8vo.

GERMAN.

—
—

Crown

Cholera.

continued,

Makers of

Mazzlni, Cavour, Gari-

baldi. Three Oxford Lectures. Cr. Svo. is.6d.

—

—

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS.

MARSHALL (J.

M.).—A Table of Irregular Greek verbs. 8vo. is.

MARSHALL

and Mary P.).— The
Economics of Industry. Ex.fcp.8vo. zs.6d.
MARTEL (Chas.).— Military Italy. With

Map.

(Prof. A.

8vo.

12s. 6d.

lish Readers. Translated by

for Eng-

W.

T.

Webb,

M.A. Extra fcp. 8vo. 4s. 6d.
Select Epigrams. Edit, by Rev. H. M.
Stephenson, M.A. Fcp. 8vo. 6t. 6d.
MARTIN (Frances).— The Poet's Hour.
Poetry Selected and Arranged for Children.
I2ttlO.

6d.

2S.

Spring-Time with the Poets.

i8mo.

3*. 6d.

Angelique Arnauld, Abbess of Port
Royal. Crown 8vo. 4s. td.
MARTIN (Frederick).— The History of
Lloyd's, and of Marine Insurance in

Great Britain.

MARTI NEAU

MARTINEAU

14*.

—

—

Biographical
Crown 8vo. 6s.
James).— Spinoza. 2nd

75.

(Dr.

Crown

Edition.

Svo.

(Harriet).

Sketches, 1852

8vo.

MASSON

Globe

(Prof.

Philosophy.

Svo.

Lessons

David).—Recent British

3rd Edition.

Cr. Svo.

6s.

jos. 6d.

Wordsworth, Shelley, Keats, and
other Essays. Crown 8vo. 5^.
Chatterton A Story of the Year
:

Crown 8vo. 5.1.
Life of Milton. See " Milton."

1770.

Milton's Poems. See "Milton."
De Quincey. Cr. Svo. is. 6d. sewed, is.
MASSON (Gustave)— A Compendious Dictionary of the French Language
(French-English and English-French).
;

Crown

8vo.

6s.

La Lyre Francaise. Selected and arranged, with Notes. Vignette. i8mo. 4s. 6d.

MASSON

(Mrs.).—Three Centuries of
Being Selections from
Globe Svo. 3*. 6d.
MATHEWS.—The Life of Charles J.
by
Charles Dickens.
Mathews. Edited

English Poetry.

Chaucer

With

to Herrick.

Portraits.

MATURIN

8vo.

2 vols.

25s.

of the Dead in Christ.

Cr. Svo.

7,?.

6d.

MAUDSLEY (Dr. Henry). —The Physiology
of Mind.

Crown

8vo.

10s. 6d.

MAURICE.— Life

of Frederick Denison
Maurice- By his Son, Frederick Maurice,
With Two Portraits. 3rd Edition. 2 vols.
8vo.

8vo.

2

vols.

16*.

The Epistles of St. John. 4th Edition.
Crown 8vo. 6s.
Expository Sermons on the PrayerBook and on the Lord's Prayer. New
Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.
Theological Essays, 4th Ed. Cr.8vo. 6s,
The Doctrine of Sacrifice deduced
from the Scriptures. 2nd Ed. Cr. Svo. 6s.
;

Moral and Metaphysical Philosophy.

Christ. 3rd Ed.

Social Morality.

2 vols. Cr. 8vo. 12s.

3rd Ed.

2 vols.

The Religions

Svo.

16s,

of the World.

6th

Crown 8vo. 4s. 6d.
On the Sabbath Day the Character
of the Warrior and on the Interpretation of History. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d.
Learning and Working. Cr. Svo. 4s. 6d.
The Lord's Prayer, the Creed, and
;

;

the Commandments. iSmo.
Sermons Preached in

Cr. Svo, 6s,

is.

Country

Churches. 2nd Edition. Crown 8vo. 6$.
The Friendship of Books, and other
Lectures. 3rd Edition. Cr. Svo. 4s. 6d.
The Unity of the New Testament.
2nd Edition. 2 vols. Crown Svo. 12s.
Lessons of Hope. Readings from the
Works of F. D, Maurice. Selected by Rev.
Crown 8vo. 5s.
J. Ll. Davies, M.A.

The Communion Service from the
Book of Common Prayer, with Select
Readings from the Writings of the
Rev. F. D. Maurice. Edited by the Right
Rev. Bishop Colenso. i6mo. 2s. 6d.

MAXWELL.

Professor Clerk Maxwell,
a Life of. By Prof. L. Campbell, M.A.,
2nd Edition.
and W. Garnett, M.A.
7s. 6d,

Svo.

MAYER (Prof.

A. M.).— Sound. A Series of
Simple, Entertaining, and Inexpensive Experiments in the Phenomena of Sound. With

Crown Svo. 3s. 6d.
M.)and BARNARD (C; >-

MAYER (Prof. A.

Light. A Series of Simple, Entertaining,
and Useful Experiments in the Phenomena
of Light.

Illustrated.

MAYOR (Prof. John E.
New

Crown 8vo.
B.).—A First

Edition.

Fcp. 8vo.

2s. 6d.

Greek
4s. 6d.

Autobiography of Matthew Robinson.

MAURICE (Frederick Denison). The Kingdom of

Testament. 5th Edition. Cr. 3vo. 6s.
The Gospel of the Kingdom of
Heaven. 3rd Edition. Crown 8vo. 6s.
The Gospel of St. John. 8th Edition.
Crown 8vo. 6s.

Reader.

36s.

Popular Edition (4th Thousand)

Crown

Old Testament. 7th Ed. Cr. 8vo. 4*. &/.
The Prophets and Kings of the Old

Illustrations.

The Pathology of Mind, 8vo. 18$.
Body and Mind. Crown Svo. 6s. 6d.

Demy

4J. 6d.

—— The Patriarchs and Lawgivers of the

Crown

W.).— The Blessedness

(Rev.

Crown Svo. 45, 6d.
Dialogues on Family Worship. Crown

3rd Edition.

Edition.

zs. 6d.

Drummond of Hawthornden. Crown
8vo.

(F. D.)
Lectures on the
Apocalypse. 2nd Edition. Cr. Svo. dr.
The Conscience. Lectures on Casuistry.

4th Edition.

6s.

MARTINEAU (Miss C. A.).— Easy
on Heat.

—

MAURICE

8vo.

MARTIAL. Select Epigrams

39

Fcp. 8vo.

5s.

A Bibliographical Clce to Latin
Literature. Crown 8vo, 10s, 6d. See
also

under " Juvenal."

—

—— —

MACMIIXAN AND

4o

MAYOR (Prof

MILTON.— Comus.

Joseph B.).— Greek for BePart I. is. bd. Parts
bd.— Complete, 4s. bd.
MAZINI (Linda).— In the Golden Shell.
With Illustrations. Globe 8vo. 4$. bd.
II.

and

—

Fcp. 8vo.

ginners.

III.

Samson Agonistes.
cival, M.A.

of Viscount
By W. M. Torrens. With

Portrait.

2nd Edition.
(Prof. R.)

2 vols.

8vo.

is.

Crown

MELDOLA (Prof.

R-)and

8vo.

yzs.

M.A.

Crown

and the Mind.
Art of

8vo.

MEREDITH

With

the

—A

Reading of

Earth. Extra fcp. 8vo. $s.
Poems and Lyrics of the Joy of
Earth. Extra fcp. 8vo. bs.
Ballads and Poems of Tragic Life.
Crown 8vo, 6s.
MIALL. Life of Edward Miall. By his
Son,

Arthur Miall.

MILL

8vo.

10s. bd.

An Elementary

(H, R.).

Boo k of General Geography.
8vo.

Class-

Crown

bd.

3$.

MILLAR (J. B.>— Elements of Descriptive
Geometry.

MILLER

(R.

Astronomy.

2nd Edition. Crown
Kalley).— The Romance of
2nd Ed. Cr, 8vo. 4s. bd.
8vo.

bs.

MILLIGAN

(Rev. Prof. W.).— The Resurrection of Our Lord. andEd. Cr. 8vo. 5J.
The Revelation of St. John. 2nd

—

—

Crown

Edition.

MILNE (Rev.
Papers.

8vo.

7s. bd.

John J.).—Weekly Problem

Fcp. 8vo.

4s. bd.

B.).—Tales of

Crown

Illustrations.

MIVART

17s.

(George).

;

MITFORD(A.

xis. bd.

8vo.

(W.).— The Mediation of Ralph
Crown 8vo. 31$. bd.
3 vols.
Crown 8vo. is. bd. sewed, is.

Defoe.

J.).— Elements of

(Prof.

W ah.

21*.

Hardelot.

4*. bd.

C.).—The Nervous System

MERCIER(Dr.

MERCUR

8vo.

is. 6a?.

(Rev. Prof. G. M.).— Natur*
Fcp. Bvo. 2s. bd.

Veritas.

MINTO

Cr. Bvo.

Rev. Stopford A. Brooke,

Fcp. 8vo.

MINCHIN

WHITE (Wm.).—

vs. bd.

Pattison.

is.

Large Paper Edition.

bs.

Report on the East Anglian Earthquake of 22ND April, 1884. 8vo. 3s. bd.
MENDENHALL (T. C.).—A Century of
Electricity,

sewed,

;

MILTON. By

The Chemistry of

Photography.

bd.

Wm.

By H. M. Per-

Globe 8vo.

MILTON. By Mark

MELBOURNE. — Memoirs

MELDOLA

Edited by Prof.
Globe 8vo. is. bd,

Bell, M.A.

3^.

Melbourne.

CO.'S

(St.

Old Japan.

8vo.

3$.

bd.

George).— Lessons in

Ele-

mentary Anatomy. i8mo. bs. bd.
(Prof. W. G.).—An Elementary
Text-Book of Chemistry, and Edition.

MIXTER
Crown

7s. bd.

8vo.

MIZ MAZE (THE)

A

Puzzle.

;

or,

Story

Crown

Authors.

in

8vo.

The Winkworth
Letters

by Nine

4s. bd.

MOHAMMAD. The Speeches and TableTalk of the Prophet.
Stanley Lane-Poole.

Translated by
i8mo. 4$. bd.

MOLESWORTH

(Mrs.).— Herr Baby. Ilby Walter Crane. GI. 8vo. zs.bd.
Grandmother Dear. Illustrated by

lustrated

Walter Crane. Globe Bvo. ss. bd.
The Tapestry Room. Illustrated by
Walter Crane. Globe 8vo. 25. bd.

A

Christmas Child.

Illustrated

by

Walter Crane. Globe 8vo. 2s. bd.
Summer Stories. Crown 8vo. 4s. bd.
Rosy. Illustrated by Walter Crane.
Globe 8vo.

zs.

bd.

Cr.

Two Little Waifs. Illustrated by
Walter Crane. Globe 8vo. zs. bd.

Solutions of Weekly Problem Papers.
Crown 8vo. 10s. bd.
MILNE (Rev. J. J.) and DAVIS (R. F.).—
Geometrical Conics. Part I. The Parabola. Crown 8vo.

Walter Crane. Globe 8vo. 2j. bd.
"Us" An Old-Fashioned Story. Illustrated by Walter C rane. Gl. 8vo. 2s. bd.

MILTON. The

trated

Companion to Weekly Problems.
8vo.

By

105. bd.

Life of John Milton.

David Masson.

Vol. I.,
Vol. III., 18s. Vols. IV. and V., 33s.
VI., with Portrait, 2j.s.
Prof.

;

Poetical Works.
3 vols.

8vo.

;

;

Vol.

Edited, with Intro-

duction and Notes, by Prof.

M.A.

2u,

David Masson,

(Uniform with the Cam-

bridge Shakespeare.)

Poetical Works. Ed. by Prof. Masson.
3 vols.

Fcp. 8vo.

155.

Poetical Works. {Globe Edition.) Ed.
by Prof. Masson. Globe 8vo. 3$. bd.
Paradise Lost. Books I. and II. Ed.,
with Introduction and Notes, by Prof. M.

Macmillan, Globe
rately, is. bd. each

8vo.

us. bd.

(Or sepa-

Book.)

L' Allegro, II Penseroso, Lycidas,
Arcades, Sonnets, etc. Edited by Prof.
Wm, Bell, M.A. Globe 8vo. 2s.

Christmas Tree Land.

Illustrated

by

:

"Carrots," Just a Little Boy, Illusby Walter Crane. Gl. 8vo. 2s. bd.
Tell Me a Story.
Illustrated by
Walter Crane. Globe 8vo. as. bd.
The Cuckoo Clock. Illustrated by
Walter Crane. Globe 8vo. 2s. bd.
Four Winds Farm. Illustrated by
Walter Crane. Globe 8vo. 2s. bd.
Little Miss Peggy. Illustrated by
Walter Crane. Globe 8vo. 2s. bd.
Four Ghost Stories. Crown 8vo. 6s.
A Christmas Posy, Illustrated by
Walter Crane. Crown 8vo. 4^. bd.
French Life tn Letters. With Notes

-

on Idioms,

etc.

Globe 8vo.

xj. bd.

The Rectory Children. Illustrated by
Walter Crane: Crown 8vo. 4s. bd.
MOLIERE. — Le Malade Imaginaire.
Edit,

by F. Tarver, M.A.

Fcp. 8vo,

2s.6d.

—

——

—

—

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS.
MOLIERE.— Les Femmes
by G. E. Fasnacht.

i8mo.

By

Lui.

Editor,

is.

MUDIE
By

the

6d.

js. 6d.

8vo.

MONAHAN (James H.).—The

Method of

Crown 8vo. 6s.
By Julian Corbett.
Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

MONK.
trait.

With Por-

MONTELIUS—WOODS.—The

Civilisa-

tion of Sweden in Heathen Times.
By Prof. Oscar MonteliuS. Translated
by Rev. F. H. Woods, B.D. With Illustra14s,

8vo.

tions.

MONTROSE. By Mowbray
8vo.

Morris.

Cr.

(Prof. C H.).— The Development
and Character of Gothic Architecture. Illustrated. Medium 8vo. i8j.
MOORE (SIR JOHN). By Col. Maurice-

MOORE
Crown

8vo.

is.

MOORHOUSE

6d.

(Rt. Rev. Bishop).— Jacob

of Saint Bernard. 4th Ed. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
Gibbon. Cr. 8vo. is. 6d. sewed, is.
;

Macaulay.

Cr. 8vo.

is. td.

MORISON (Jeanie).—The
Crown

Ages.

8vo.

sewed,

;

is.

Purposb of the

gs.

MORLEY (John).—Works.
In 10

Globe 8vo.

vols.

Voltaire,

i

vol.

Collected Edit.
each.
2 vols.
Encyclopaedists. 2
5*.

Rousseau.

Diderot and the

On

Compromise, i vol. Miscellanies. 3 vols. Burke, i vol.
On the Study of Literature. Crown
vols.

—
—
—

8vo.

is. 6d.

Also a Popular Edition

for distribution, 2d.

Burke. Crown 8vo. is. 6d. sewed,
Walfole. Crown Svo. ss. 6d.
;

An Address

Aphorisms.

before

Philosophical Society of Edinburgh.
8vo.

MORRIS
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New Guinea.
Compiled from the Papers of the late MajorGeneral Sir Peter Scratchley, R.E.,
K..C.M.G., by C. Kinloch Cooke, B.A.

SHAKESPEARE.— Much Ado

Australian Defences and

8vo.

Vol. II.

SEATON (Dr.

OF AN-

Essays.

Extra

fcp. 8vo.

Courses of Lectures.

Crown

8vo.

from
8vo.

The Expansion of England." Crown

(Roundell, Earl of).—A Defence of the Church of England
against Disestablishment. Cr.Svo. ss.bd.
Ancient Facts and Fictions concern-

SELBORNE

ing Churches and Tithes. Cr. 8vo. js.td.
The Book of Praise. From the Best

Hymn Writers.

i8mo.

4s. hd.

Chiefly from " The Book of
In Royal
Praise." In various sizes. A.
32mo, cloth limp.
6d.
B. Small i8mo,
C. Same
larger type, cloth limp.
is.
is. 6d.
An
Edition, fine paper, cloth.
Edition with Music, Selected, Harmonised,

A Hymnal.

—

—

—

—

and Composed by John Hullah.
iSmo.

Square

John).— Sermons.

With

Crown 8vo. 6s.
Prayers for Public Worship.

Crown

(Rev.

Portrait.

Crown 8vo.

Crown 8vo.
xs.

6d.

;

Globe

2s. 6d,

Globe 8vo.

—

—

Svo.

6d.

is.

8vO.

5s,

_— Skakskere.

By Prof. Dowden.

iSmo.

xs.

—

is.

Four Uni2s. 6d.
:

Spiritual Romance.
8vo.

2s. 6d.

volume,

each

:

Two
or

Parts.

Crown

complete, in one

4s. 6d.

Sir Percival A Story of the Past
and of the Present. Crown 8vo. 6s.
A Teacher of the Violin, and other
:

Tales.

Crown

Svo.

6s.

The Countess

SHORTLAND

Eve. Crown 8vo. 6s.
(Admiral).— Nautical Sur-

Svo.

SHUCKBURGH

(E. S.).—Passages from
Latin Authors for Translation into
English. Crown 8vo. 2s.

SIBSON.— Dr.

Francis

lected Works.

M.D.

Illustrated.

-

—

X2S.

:

i8mo.

peare. Edited, with Preface, by the Rev.
A. Ainger, M.A. i8mo. 4s. 6d.
For Schools.
Globe Readings Edition.
Globe 8vo. is. Library Edition. Globe

Svo.

SHORTHOUSE<J. H.).— John Inglesant
A Romance. Crown Svo. 6s.
The Little Schoolmaster Mark A

SIDGWICK

4s. (yd,

sewed,

\

(W. N.).— Elijah:
versity Sermons. Fcp. Svo.

Shakespeare's Songs and Sonnets.
Edited, with Notes, by F. T. Palgrave.

Charles Lamb's Tales from Shaks*

I.

SHIRLEY

.

of William Shakespeare.

— Vol.

i3J.—Vol. III. 8vo. -t6s.
Selections. Edited by Stop-

;

3s 6d.

The Works

Victoria Edition. Vol. I. Comedies.
Vol.
In
II. Histories.— Vol. III. Tragedies.
Three Vols. Crown 8vo. 6s. each.

In 3 vols.

ford A. Brooke. iSmo. 4^. 6d.
Large Paper Edition. Crown Svo. 12 s. 6d.
SHELLEY. By J. A. Symonds, M.A.
Crown Svo. xs. 6d. sewed, xs.
SHERIDAN. By Mrs. Oliphant. Crown

veying.
the same Editors.

Editor.

Svo.

SHELLEY.

each.

By

same

the

bd.

is.

maukice.
Vol. II.

SHAKESPEARE.—The Works of William

Shakespeare.

same Editor. Globe

By

Steam-Engine. Il'ustr. Cr. Svo. 4s. 6d.
(W.).—Dante Gabriel Rossetti.
Crown 8vo. xos. 6d.
SHELBURNE.— Life of William, Earl
of Shelburne. By Lord Edmond Fitz-

xs.

Shakespeare. Cambridge Edition. Edit.
by Wm. George Clark, M.A., and W.
Aldis Weight, M.A. q. vols. 8vo. xos. 6d.

the

SHARP

6s.

sewed,

By

2s. 6d.

;

AND OTHER POEMS, LYRICAL AND ELEGIAC.
Burns,

same Editor.

Twelfth Night or, What You Will.
By the same Editor. Globe Svo. is. 6d,
Macbeth. BysameEditor. Gl.Svo. is.6d.
SHANN (G.).— An Elementary Treatise
on Heat in Relation to Steam and the

SHAIRP (John Campbell).—Glen Desseray,
Ed. by F. T. Palgrave.

the

The Tempest.

4s. td.

8vo.

By

Cymbeline.

$s. 6d.

SERVICE

Globe

Othello.

Globe Svo.

xs.

English

same Editor.

Two

SEILER. — Micro-Photographs in Histology, Normal and Pathological. By
Carl Seiler, M.D. 4to. 31s. 6d.

•

the

8vo.

Extracts

ss. 6d.

By

2S.

and

4s. 6d.

Our Colonial Expansion.

Globe 8vo.

Edited by K.

V.

8vo.

6d.

&s.

— Lectures

The Expansion of England,
*'

Henkv
8VO.

Edward C.)-—A Hand-Book

(Prof. J. R.).
xos, 6d.
8vo.

C. H.

Deighton.

5/. 5s.

of Vaccination.

SEELEY

Richard III. Edited by Prof.
Tawney, M.A. Globe 8vo, 2s. 6d.

2J.

The Winter's Tale.

Egyptian, Etruscan, Greek, and
Roman. Selected from different Collections
in Great Britain by the Society of Dilet-

tanti.

Globe

8vo.

CIENT.

about No-

Edited by K. Deighton.

thing.

14s.

SCULPTURE, SPECIMENS
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of Ethics.

(Prof.

Sibson's ColEdited by W. M. Ord,
4 vols.

Svo.

3/. 3^.

Henry).— The Methods

3rd Edit., revised.

Svo.

— A Supplement to the Second

145.

Edition.

the important Additions and
Alterations in the 3rd Edit.
Svo.
6s.

Containing

all

The Principles of Political Economy.
2nd Edition. Svo. 16s.
Outlines of the History of Ethics
for English Readers. Cr. 8vo. 3^.
The Elements of Politics. Svo.

6d.

—

——

MACMILLAN AND

So

Cr. 8vo.

is.6d.

sewed, is

;

SIME (James).— History of Germany.

tiss

2nd

Extra

Key

2$. 6d.

fcp. 8vo.

$s.

SIMPSON (W.).— An

Epitome of the History of the Christian Church. Fcp.
3vo.

SKRINE
Crown
8vo.

;

H.).— Under two Queens.

(J.

8vo.

SMITH (Horace).— Poems. Globe
SMITH (JO—Economic Plants,

3J.

A Memory of Edward

Thring. Crown

ary of Popular Names of
tory, Products, and Uses.

6s.

THE FENS

SLIP IN

SMITH (Barnard).

(A).

8vo.

Crown

—

— Or,

35.

Parts,

is.

sold separately,

in

Garden

;

I.

\

of Teaching to Read.

-

iSmo.

4.r.

Examination Papers in Arithmetic.
is. 6d.~With An-

In Four Parts. i8mo.
Answers, 6d.
swers, 2s.

—

Key to Examination Papers in ArithiSmo.

metic.

4J. 6d.

The Metric System of Arithmetic. 3d.
A Chart of the Metric System of
Arithmetic. On a Sheet size, 42 by 34 in.,
on Roller mounted and varnished.

35-.

Examination Cards

in Arithmetic,
Standards I. and
II.
In box. 15. Standards III, IV. and
V. In boxes, is. each. Standard VI. in
Two Parts. In boxes. is. each.

With Answers and Hints.

—

SMITH (Catherine
8vo.

—

Barnard).—Poems.

Fcp.

$s.

(Charles).— An Elementary Trea7th Edition.
tise on Conic Sections,

SMITH

Crown

8vo.

7$. 6d.

Roller.

Crown Svo.

5 j.

The First Course,

ios. 6d.

consisting of Short

Vowels with Single Consonants, -yd.
The Second Course, with Combinations
and Bridges, consisting of Short Vowels
with Double Consonants, yd.
The Third and Fourth Courses, consisting of Long Vowels and all the Double
Vowels in the Language, yd.

SOPHOCLES.—CEdipus the

King. TransGreek from the English Verse by
E. D. A. Morshead, M.A. Fcp. Svo. ^s.bd.

lated into

Tyr annus. A Record by L.
Pryor of the performance

OZdipus

Speed and
at

F. R.

Cambridge,

By

SOUTHEY.
8vo.

is. td.

folio.

Campbell. Fcp,

By
;

Small

Illustr.

Prof. L.

Dowden.

Prof.

sewed,

xvs. 6d.

Svo. is. 6d.

Crown

is.

SPENDER (J- Kent).— Therapeutic Means
for the Relief of Pain.

8vo.

Zs.

6d.

SPENSER. Complete Works of Edmund
Spenser.

by

J.

W.

Ed. by R. Morris, with Memoir
Hales. Globe 8vo. 3s. 6d,

SPENSER. By the Very Rev. Dean Church.
Cr. 8vo.

is. 6d.

;

swd.,

SPINOZA A Study
:

Solutions of the Examples in "An
Elementary Treatise on Conic Sections."

—

Words in the Language. id.
Also in Large Type on Four Sheets, with
Letter

6d.

Easy Lessons in Arithmetic. Combining Exercises in Reading, Writing, SpellPart I. for Standard I.
ing, and Dictation.
Crown Svo. qd.
in National Schools.

Com-

Fcp. Svo.

The Nursery Book, containing all the Two

II,

6d,

js. 6d,

prising

is.

Arithmetic. i8mo. 6d.
Key to the Shilling Book of Arith-

8vo.

SONNENSCHEIN (A.) and MEIKLEJOHN (J. M. D.).— The English Method

Answers to the Shilling Book of
metic.

6d.

4$.

Crown

14th Edition.

Three

—Or separately, Part id.
—With Answers, 6d.

III. yd.

chiefly such as are
With 143 new Illustra-

Crops,

Fcp. 8vo.

(J. C,).— The Elements of
Plane and Spherical Trigonometry.

each.

i8mo, cloth.

vs. td.

SNOWBALL

Key to School Class-Book of Arithmetic. In Parts I. II. and III. 2s. 6d. each.
Shilling Book of Arithmetic for
National and Elementary Schools.
id.

8vo.

tions.

An-

School Class-Book of Arithmetic.
i8mo.

14J.

Caused by Fungi.

8vo,

—

8vo.

SMITH (Rev. Travers). Man's Knowledge
of Man and of God. Crown Svo. 6s.
SMITH (W. G.).—Diseases of Field and

Arithmetic for the Use of Schools.

New Edition. Crown Svo. 4s. 6d.
Key to Arithmetic for Schools.
New Edition. Crown 8vo. Ss. 6d.
Exercises in Arithmetic.

$s.

DictionTheir His-

:

Crown

jos. 6d.

With
2 Parts, is. each, or complete, 2s.
Answers separately, 6d.
swers, 2s. 6d.

:

Svo.

SMITH (W. Saumarez).—The Blood of the
New Covenant A Theological Essay.

as.

Arithmetic and Alge-

New Edition. Crown

bra.

Globe 8vo.

45. 6d.

Cr.8vo. ys.6d.

Prohibitionism in Canada and the
United States. 8vo, sewed. 6d.

6d.

3-s\

Gl. Svo.

Solutions of the Examples in "A
Treatise on Algebra." Cr. 8vo. ios. 6d.
SMITH (Goldwin).— Three English Statesmen. New Edition. Crown 8vo. 5s.
Cowper. Crown Svo. is. 6d. sewed, is.

—

Teachers only). Ex.

(for

9s. 6d,

A Treatise on Algebra.

P.).— Latin Prose after the
Part I. Caesarian Prose.

fcp. 8vo.

Svo.

Elementary Algebra.

Maps. i8mo. 3,?.
Geography of Europe. Globe Svo.

Best Authors.

(Charles).— An Elementary Treaon Solid Geometry. 2nd Edition.

Crown

Edition.

SIMPSON (F.

CO.'S

SMITH

SIDNEY, SIR PHILIP. By John AddingTON Svmonds.

—

tineau, LL,D.

2nd Ed.

SPOTTISWOODE
Light.

is.

of.

—Library Ed.,

$s.

By James MarCr. Svo.

6s.

(W.).— Polarisation of

Illustrated.

Crown

8vo.

3$. 6d.

—

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS.
STANLEY

(Very Rev. A. P.).—The Atha-

Crown

nasian Creed.

8vo.

The National Thanksgiving. Sermons
preached

Westminster Abbey.

in

2nd Ed.

Crown 8vo. ss. 6d.
Addresses and Sermons delivered at
St, Andrews in 1872—75 and 1877. Crown
8vo.

5J.

Addresses and Sermons delivered
during a Visit to the United States
and Canada in 1878. Crown 8vo, 6s.
STANLEY (Hon. Maude).—Clubs for
Working Girls. Crown 8vo. 6s.
STATESMAN'S YEAR-BOOK (THE). A
Statistical and Historical Annual of the
States of the Civilised World for the year
Twenty-seventh Annual Publication.
Revised after Official Returns. Edited by
Crown 8vo. ioj. 6d.
J. Scott Keltie,
STATHAM (R.).— Blacks, Boers, and
British. Crown 8vo. 6s.
1890.

STEPHEN (Sir J. Fitzjames, Q.C., K.C.S.I.).

—A Digest

of the

5th Edition.

Crown

Law

Svo.

of Evidence.

Law

:

4th Edition.

16*.

A Digest of the Law of Criminal
Procedure in Indictable Offences. By
Sir James F. Stephen, K.C.S.I., etc., and
Herbert Stephen, LL.M. 8vo. 12s. 6d.
A History of the Criminal Law of
England. 3 vols. 8vo. 48^.
The Story of Nuncomar and the Impeachment of Sir Elijah Impey. 2 vols.
Crown 8vo. 15J.
A General View of the Criminal
Law of England. 2nd Edition. 8vo.
STEPHEN (J. K.).—International Law
and International Relations. Crown
Svo.

6s.

STEPHEN (Leslie).— Johnson.

—

is.

6d.

;

sewed,

8vo.

Swift. Crown 8vo. is. 6d. sewed, is.
Pope. Crown Svo. is. 6d. sewed, is.
STEPHEN (Caroline E.).— The Service of
the Poor. Crown 8vo. 6s. 6d.
;

;

STEPHENS

B.)-— Convict Once,

and

Crown 8vo. 7$. 6d.
By H. D. Traill. Crown

8vo.

(J.

other Poems.

STERNE.
is, 6d.

;

sewed,

STEVENS

(F.

Men-

suration. With Exercises in the Mensuration of Plane and Solid Figures.
Globe 8vo.

STEVENSON
ture.

With

8vo. iZs. each.

(J. J.)— House ArchitecIllustrations.
2 vols.
Royal

Vol.

I.

Architecture. Vol.

House Planning.

II.

STEWART (Aubrey).— The
Done

into English.

STEWART

(Prof.

Elementary

3.?. 6<f.

With

in

Illustrations

New Edition.

Fcp,

4J, 6d.

Primer of Physics.
Edition, with Questions.

Illustrated.

i8mo.

is.

—

Cr. 8vo.

7^.

6d.— Vol.

Optics, Heat,

III.

and Sound.
Practical Physics for Schools and
the Junior Students of Colleges. Globe
8vo. Vol. I. Electricity and Magnetism.
zs. 6d. —Vol. II. Heat, Light, and Sound.

STEWART (Prof. Balfour) and TAIT (P. G.).

—The

Unseen Universe or, Physical
Speculations on a Future State. 15:11
Edition.
Crown 8vo. 6s.
STEWART (S. A.) and CORRY (T. H.).—
A Flora of the North-East of Ireland.
Crown

;

5J. 6d.

8vo.

STOKES (Sir

George G.).— On Light.

Crown

Burnett Lectures.

Sound.

The

7 s. 6d.

Svo.

H.).— Elementary Lessons on

Illustrated.

Fcap. Svo.

3s.

6d.

S.)and WILKINS (A. S.).—
Passages for Translation. Cr.

STRACHAN(J.
Analecta.
8vo.

5-r.

STRACHEY

(Lieut. -Gen. R.).— Lectures
Crown 8vo. 4^. 6d.

on Geography.

STRAFFORD.

By H. D. Traill.

Crown

Portrait.

8vo.

2s.

With

6d.

STRANG FORD (Viscountess). — Egyptian
Sepulchres and Syrian Shrines.
Edition. Crown Svo.
7J. 6d.

New

STRETTELL

(Alma).— Spanish and Italian Folk Songs. Illust. Roy. 161110, i2j, 6d.

STUBBS
City.

(Rev, C. W.>— For Christ and
Sermons and Addresses. Cr. 8vo.

THE

ENCYCLOPAEDIA

INTERNATIONAL

OF. A Systematic
Treatise on the Theory and Practice of Surgery by Authors of Various Nations. Edited
by John Ashhurst, Jun., M.D., Professor
of Clinical Surgery in the University of Pennsylvania, 6 vols. Royal 8vo. 31*. 6d. each.

SWIFT.
is.

By Leslie Stephen.
sewed,

6d.

Crown

8vo.

is.

New

A.

Corresponding to Euclid, Books I. to VI.
Prepared by the Association for the Improvement of Geometrical Teaching. 9th Edition,
revised,

izrao.

is.

SYLLABUS OF MODERN PLANE GEOMETRY. Association for the Improvement
__

Crown

of Geometrical Teaching.

Svo.

is.

SYLLABUS OF ELEMENTARY DYNAMICS. With an Appendix on the
Mode of regarding symbols in

tive

Equations.

Balfour).-LESsoNs

Physics.

and Coloured Diagram.
Svo.

Tale of Troy.

Globe 8vo.

Balfour) and GEE (W. W.
Haldane). Lessons in Elementary Practical Physics. Crown 8vo. Illustrated,
Vol. I. General Physical Processes. 6s.
Vol. II. Electricity and Magnetism.

SYLLABUS OF PLANE GEOMETRY,

is.

H.).— Elementary

Lessons on Elementary
T. H. Core, jsmo, as,

STEWART (Prof.

SURGERY,

Crown

is.

on

(Prof. Balfour).— Questions

By

Physics.

STONE (W.

6s.

—Crimes
A Digest of the Criminal
and Punishments,

-

8vo.

STEWART
Stewart's

2s.
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SYMONS
Poems.
6d.

;

(J.

sewed,

Alterna*
Physical

is.

(Arthur).—Days
Globe 8vo, 6s.

SYMONDS
is.

4to.

and Nights:

A.).— Shelley.

Crown

Svo.

sewed,

is.

is.

Sir Philip Sidney,

is. 6d.

:

—

MACMILLAN AND

52

TACITUS, The Works

of.

Transl.

by A.

J.

Church, M.A., and W. J- Brodribb, M.A.
The History of Tacitus. 4th Edition.
Crown 8vo. 6s.
The Agkicola and Germania. A Revised
Text. With Notes. Fcp. Svo. 3J. 6d.
The Agricola and Germania may be had
separately.

The Annals.
tion

2*.

each.

Fcp. 8vo.

2s. 6d,

Annals of Tacitus.

Translated,

Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.
The Annals. Edited by
Holbrooke, M.A. 8vo. 16s.

Prof.

gth Ed.

G. O.

The

Histories. Books I. and II. Ed.
by A. D. Godley, M.A. Fcp. 8vo. $s.
The Histories. Books III.— V. Edited
by A. D. Godley, M.A. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.

TACITUS. By A. J. Church, M.A., and
W. J. Brodribb, M.A. Fcp. Svo. is. 6d.
TAIT (Archbishop).— The Present Position
of the Church of England. Being the
Charge delivered at his Primary Visitation.
3rd Edition.

— Duties

Svo.

3s.

6d.

of the Church of England.

Being Seven Addresses delivered at his
Second Visitation. Svo. 4J. 6d.
The Church of the Future. Charges
delivered at his Third Quadrennial Visitation.
2nd Edition. Crown Svo. 35. 6d,
TAIT.—The Life of Archibald Campbell
Tait, Archbishop of Canterbury. By
the Very Rev. the Dean of Windsor and
Rev. W. Benham, B.D. 2 vols- Svo.
TAIT. Catharine and Crawfurd Tait,
Wife and Son of Archibald Campbell,

Archbishop of Canterbury: A Memoir.
Edited by the Rev. W. Benham, B.D.
Crown 8vo, 6s.
Popular Edition, abridged. Cr. 8vo. 2s.6d.
TAIT (C. W. A.).— Analysis of English
History, based on Green's " Short History of the English People." Crown
Svo.

TAYLOR

3$. 6d.

— Primer

i8mo.

Crown

8vo.

Restoration of

8s. 6d.

(Isaac). — Words

TAYLOR^

Maps.

9th Edition.

and Places.

Globe 8vo.

Etruscan Researches.
Svo.

of Piano-

is.

(Isaac).—The

Belief.

6s.

With Wood-

14^.

Greeks and Goths
8vo.

:

A

Study of thb

gs.

TAYLOR (Sedley).— Sound and
Extra Crown 8vo.

Edition.

4J. 6d.

-

(Franklin).

forte Playing.

Runes.
the

Dialogue on Oratory. Translated. Crown
8vo.

TAYLOR

With Introduc-

Book VI.

and Notes.

—

CO.'S

cuts.

The Agricola and Germania. With

Music, and

8.r.

6d.

A System of Sight-Singing from the
Established Musical Notation. 8vo.
TEBAY

Elementary Mensuration

(S.).

for Schools.

Extra

fcp. 8vo.

3s. 6d.

TEGETMEIER (W. B.). -Household Management and Cookery,

i8mo.

is.

TEMPLE

(Right Rev. Frederick, D.D.,
Bishop of London). Sermons preached in
the Chapel of Rugby School. 3rd and
Cheaper Edition. Extra fcp. 8vo. 4s, 6d.

Second Series. 3rd Ed. Ex. fcp. 8vo. 6*.
Third Series. 4th Ed. Ex. fcp. 8vo. 6s.
The Relations between Religion
and Science. Bampton Lectures, 1884,
7th and Cheaper Edition. Crown Svo, 6s.
TENNYSON (Lord). — Complete Works.

New

and enlarged Edition, with Portrait.

Crown

8vo.

7J. 6d.

In Four Parts.

School Edition.
Svo.

2S.

Crown

6d. each.

Works. Library Edition, In 8 vols.
Globe 8vo. $s. each. Each volume may be
had separately. Poems. 2 vols. Idylls
of the King.— The Princess, and Maud,
Enoch Arden, and In Memoriam.—
Ballads, and other Poems.
Queen

—

-

Mary, and Harold.

—
—Becket, and other

Plays.

Works. Extra Fcp. Svo. Edition^ on
Hand-made Paper. In 7 volumes (supplied in
Vol. I. Early
3/. 13^. 6d.
Poems II. Lucretius, and other Poems
III. Idylls of the King
IV. The Princess, and Maud
V. Enoch Arden, and
In Memoriam
VI. Queen Mary, and
Harold VII. Ballads, and other

—

sets only).
;

;

;

TAIT
P. GO-— Lectures on some
Recent^ Advances in Physical Science.
Crown Svo, 9.F.
Edition,
3rd
Heat. With Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
TAIT (P. G.) and STEELE (W, J.).—
Treatise on Dynamics of a Particle.
Crown 8vo. 12s.
6th Edition.
TANNER (Prof. Henry).— First Principles
of Agriculture. iSmo. is.
The Abbott's Farm or, Practice
with Science. Crown 8vo. 3$. 6d.
Thb Alphabet of the Principles of
Agriculture. Extra fcp. 8vo. 6d.
Further Steps in the Principles of
Agriculture. Extra fcp. Svo. is.
Elementary School Readings in the
Principles of Agriculture for the
Third Stage. Extra fcp. 8vo. is.
Elementary Lessons in the Science
of Agricultural Practice. Fcp.Svo. ss.6d.
(Prof.

;

•

— ——

A

;

;

;

Poems.

The Collected Works.
Edition,

in

14

volumes,

Miniature
namely, "The

Poetical Works," 10 vols in a box,
"The Dramatic Works," 4 vols,

—

box.

21$.
in a

10s. 6d,

Lyrical Poems. Selected and Annoby Prof. F. T. Palgrave, iSmo. ^.bd.
Large Paper Edition. 8vo. gs.

tated

In Memoriam.

i8mo.

45. 6d.

Large Paper Edition. 8vo. ox
The Tennyson Birthday Book.
by Emily Shakespear. iSmo. as.

The Brook. With
Woodruff.

32010.

Edit.
6d.

20 Illustrations by A*

2$. 6d.

Selections from Tennyson. With Introduction and Notes, by F. J. Rowe, M.A.,
and W. T. Webb, M.A. Globe 8vo. 3*. 6d.
;

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS.

TENNYSON.— A

Companion to "In MbR. Chapman.

THOMSON

(Sir C. WyviIIe).-THB Depths
An Account of the General
Results of the Dredging Cruises of H.M.SS.
"Lightning" and "Porcupine" during. the

By Elizabeth

moriam."
Globe Bvo.

of the Sea.

2$.

The Original Editions. Fcp. 8vo.
Poems. 6s.
Maud, and other Poems. 3*. &£

The

Princess.

3s.

Summers

dr.

and other Poems. 6s.
Locksley Hall, Sixty Years AFTER,etc. 6s.
DeMETER, AND OTHER POEMS. 6s.
The Royal Edition, i vol- Svo. 16*.
Selections from Tennyson's Works.

Tiresias,

3s. 6d.

;

gilt,

square 8vo,

2s.

Maps, Charts,

6d,

by E.
3$.

S.

Shuckburgh, M.A.

—With Translation,

F.

Containing all the Exercises
keeping."
worked out, with brief Notes. Oblong

TERESA

(ST.), LIFE
of " Devotions before

Crown

munion."

THACKERAY.
Crown

8vo.

OF.

By

and

8vo.

Edited by

after
Sj. 6d,

6d.

the

Author

Holy Com-

THORPE

6d.

;

sewed,

is.

New

into English Prose, with IntroducLang, M.A. i8mo. 45.6^.

tory Essay, by A.

Lar^t Paper Edition.

THOMPSON
land.

New

THOMPSON
city

8vo.

gs.

(Edith),— History of
Maps. i8mo,

Edit., with

(Prof. Silvanus

Eng2s.6d,

P.),— Electri

and Magnetism, Elementary.

New Edition.

lustrated.

THOMPSON

Fcp. 8vo.

II

4s. 6d.

(G. Carslake).— Public Opi
nion and Lord Bhaconsfield, 1875 8o,
2 vols.

8vo.

—

36V.

THOMSON

(J. J.).— A Treatise on the
Motion of Vortex Rings. 8vo. 6s.
Applications of Dynamics to Physics
and Chemistry. Crown 8vo. 7*. 6d.
THOMSON (Sir Wm.).— Reprint of Papers
on Electrostatics and Magnetism. 2nd

Edition.
-

8vo.

Use

E.).— A Series of Pro-

in Colleges and Schools.
i8mo. 2*.

Edition, with Key.

THRING
Book.

(Rev. Edward).—A
Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

A Latin Gradual,
The Elements
in English.

Construing

and Ed. i8mo. 2s.6d

of

Grammar taught
iBmo.

5th Edition.

Education and School.
Crown Bvo. 6s.

A Manual

~

Extra

of

fcp. Svo.

Mood Constructions.

is. td.

Thoughts on Life Science.
Crown Bvo. ?s. 6d.

A Memory
J,

2j.

2nd Edition.

2nd Edit.

of Edward Thring.
Portrait.
Crown Svo.

H, Skrine.

i8f.

Popular Lectures and Addresses. In
vols. —Vol, I. Constitution of Matter.
6s.
J Hustrated. Crown 8vo.

By
6$.

THROUGH THE RANKS TO A COMTHRUPP

New Edit.

Cr. 8vo.

as.

Edition.

6d.

(Rev. J. F.).— Introduction

the Study and Use of the Psalms.

THEOCRITUS, BION, and MOSCHUS.
Rendered

(Prof. T.

blems, for

MISSION.

By Anthony Trollops.

is.

10s. 6d.

4 to.

Fcp. 8vo.

is.

?x. td,

fully

+r. td.

Scenes from the Andria.
W. Cornish, M.A. i8mo.

Cr. 8vo.

:

Edit,

Phormio. Edited by Rev. John Bond,
and A. S. Walpole. Fcp. 8vo. 4*. 6d.

New Edit.

Proprietors.

(Hallam).
Jack and the
Bean-stalk. With 40 Illustrations by Randolph Caldecott. Fcp. 4to. 3$. 6d.

TERENCE.— Hauton Timorumenos.

43s.

Old-Fashioned Ethics and CommonSense Metaphysics. 8vo. ioj. td.
Indian Public Works, and Cognate
Indian Topics. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.
Word for Word from Horace The
Odes Literally Versified. Cr.8vo. js.td.
THORNTON (J.).— First Lessons in Bookkeeping. New Edition. Crown 8vo. vs. 6d.
Key to " First Lessons in Book-

—

TENNYSON

Svo.

a vols.

etc.

THORNTON (W. T.>~A Pl*a for Peasant

4*-.

Songs from Tennyson's Writings.
Square 8vo.

Illustrations,
31J. td.

8vo.

:

:

Square Svo.

2nd Edit.

The Voyage of the " Challenger "
The Atlantic. With Illustrations, Coloured

6d.

:

-

With

of 1868-69-70.

Maps, and Plans.

Idylls of the King, (Collected.) 6s.
Enoch Arden, etc. 3$. td.
The Holy Grail, and other Poems. +$.6d.
In Memoriam. 4s.
Ballads, and other Poems. 5*.
Harold A Drama. 6s,
Queen Mary A Drama. 6*.
The Cup, and the Falcon. 6s.

Bkckbt.
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2 vols.

8vo.

to
2nd

25J.

THUCYDIDES.-Thk Sicilian Expedition.
Books VI. and VII. Edited by the Rev.
Percival Frost, M.A. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.
The Capture of Sphacteria. Book
IV. Chaps. 1—41. Edit, by C. E. Graves,

M.A.

i8mo.

Book

is. td.

By

IV.

the same.

Fcp. 8vo.

5*.

The Rise of the Athenian Empire.
Being Selections from Book
i8mo.
F. H. Colson, M.A.

Book

I.

if.

Edited by
6d.

A

IV,
Revision of the Text, illustrating the Principal Causes of Corruption in
the Manuscripts of this Author. By William
G. Rutherford, M.A., LL.D. Bvo. ys.td.

THUDICHUM (J. L. W.)and DUPRE (A.).

—Treatise on the Origin, Nature, and
Varieties of Wine, Medium 8vo. 25$.

TODHUNTER

(Isaac).— Euclid for Colleges and Schools. i8mo. 3*. 6d.
Key to Exercises in Euclid. Crown
Svo.

6s. 6d.

MACMILLAN AND
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TODHUNTER

— Mensuration

(I.)-

Beginners. With Examples. i8mo.

Key to Mensuration for
By Rev.

ners.
8vo.

Fr. L.

Begin-

McCarthy.

Cr.

Algebra for Beginners.
merous Examples.

iSmo.

2s.

With nu-

to Algebra for Beginners.

Cr.

numerous Examples.

iSmo.

With

6d.

vs.

Key to Trigonometry for Beginners.
Crown 8vo. Bs. 6d.
Mechanics for Beginners. With numerous Examples.

iSuio.

4*.

Key to Mechanics for

Beginners,

6s. 6d.

——

Algebra for the Use of Colleges
and Schools. Crown 8vo. 7*. 6d.
Key to Algebra for Colleges and
Crown 8vo. zos, 6d.
A Treatise on the Theory of Equations. Crown 8vo, js. 6d.
Plane Trigonometry for Colleges
and Schools. Crown 8vo. 5s.
Key to Plane Trigonometry. Crown
Schools,

Bvo.

A Treatise

on Spherical Trigonometry for the Use of Colleges and Schools.
Crown 8vo. 4s. 6d.
A Treatise on Plane Co-ordinate
Geometry. Crown 8vo. 7-r. 6d.
Solutions and Problems contained
in a Treatise on Plane Co-ordinate
By
W. Bourne, M.A,
Geometry.
Crown 8vo. ios. 6d.
A Treatise on the Differential
Calculus. Crown 8vo. ios. 6d.
Key to Treatise on the Differential
Calculus. By H. St. J. Hunter, M.A.
Crown 8vo. ios. 6d.
A Treatise on the Integral Calculus. Crown 8vo. ioj. 6d.
Key to Treatise on the Integral
Calculus and its Applications.
By
H. St. J. Hunter, M.A. Cr. 8vo. ior. 6d.
Examples ok Analytical Geometry
of Three Dimensions. Crown 8vo, 4*.
The Conflict of Studies. 8vo. ios. 6d.
An Elementary Treatise on La-

C

and

Bessel's Functions.

Crown 8vo. ios. 6d.
A Treatise on Analytical Statics.
Edited by J. D. Everett, M.A., F.R.S.
5th Edition. Crown Bvo. iar. 6d.

TOM BROWNS SCHOOL-DAYS.
Old Boy.
Golden Treasury Edition,

Crown

Uniform Edition.

3*. 6d.

8vo.

Translated

Soil.

by Ashton W. DlLKE, Crown 8vo. 6>.
(H. F.).— Classical Geography.
i8mo.

1 j.

is.

D.).— Sterne.

(H.

6d.

;

sewed,

Crown

Illustrated Edition.

Uniform Edition.

Crown 8vo. 6s.
Crown 8vo. 3*. 6d.

i8mo. 2s.
People's Edition.
People's Sixpenny Edition.

Medium

By An
4s. 6d,

4to.

with the Sixpenny
Kingsley's Novels.

With

Illustra-

uniform
of Charles

6fif.—Also

Edition

Medium

8vo.

6d.

8vo.

is.

Central Government. Cr. 8vo. 3*. 6eL
William III. Crown Bvo. zs.6d.
Strafford. Portrait Cr. 8vo. as. 6d.
Coleridge. Cr, 8vo. is. 6d. sewed, ix.
TRENCH (R. Chenevix).— Hulsean Lectures. 8vo. ys. 6d.
TRENCH (Capt. F.).— The Russo-Indian
Question. Crown 8vo. 7*. 6d.
;

TREVELYAN (Sir
Crown

8vo.

Geo. Otto).—Cawnporb.

6s.

TRISTRAM (W. Outram).— Coaching Days
and Coaching Ways.

Illustrated by Herbert Railton and Hugh Thomson. Extra
Crown 4to. 21s.
TROLLOPE (Anthony).— Thackeray. Cr.
8vo.

is. 6d.

Crown

sewed,

',

is,

8vo.

3$.

:

Poems.

6d.

TULLOCH (Principal). —The Christ of the
Gospels and the Christ of Modern
Extra fcp, 8vo. 4s. 6d.

Criticism.

TURNER'S LIBER STUDIORUM.

A

By W.

G.

Description and a Catalogue.

Medium

RawlinSOn.

8vo.

12J. 6d.

TURNER

(Charles Tennyson).— Collected
Sonnets, Old and New. Ex. fcp. Bvo. "js.6d.

TURNER (Rev. Geo-)-— Samoa, a Hundred
Years ago and long before. Preface by
E. B. Tylor, F.R.S. Crown 8vo. gt.

TURNER

(H. H.).—A Collection of Examples on Heat and Electricity. Cr.
8vo.

2j.

TYLOR

6d.

Crown

TYRWHITT

(Rev.

Sketching Club.

Free Field.
Globe 8vo.

With

B.).— Anthropology.

(E.

Illustrations.

3J.

7s. 6d,

8vo.

R.

St.

4th Ed.

John).

— Our

Cr. 8vo.

js.6d.

Lyrics, chiefly Descriptive.
6d.

Battle and After Concerning Sergt.
Thomas Atkins, Grenadier Guards; and
:

Globe 8vo.

other Verses.

3*. 6d.

UHLAND.—Select

Ballads.
Edited by
G. E. Fasnacht. i8mo. is.
(H. G.).—Easy Exercises
in Greek Accidence. Globe Bvo. as.

UNDERHILL

UPPINGHAM BY THE
Crown

i8mo.

the

6s.

TRUM ANQos.).—After-thoughts

ios. 6d,

tions.

By

Brown's School -days."

Crown

Illustrated.

TRAIL

dr. 6d.

place's, Lame's,

Tom

Author of "

TOZER

6d.

Trigonometry for Beginners.

8vo.

TOM BROWN AT OXFORD.
TOURGENIEF.— Virgin

7$. Id.

—— Key
8vo.

for

2$. 6d.

CO.'S

8vo,

3s.

SEA.

By J. H.

S.

6d,

VAUGHAN (Very Rev.

Charles J.).— Notes
14th

for Lectures on Confirmation.
Edition.

Fcp. 8vo.

if. 6d.

Memorials of Harrow Sundays. 5th
Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.
Lectures on the Epistle to the

Edition,

Philippians.

4th Edition.

Cr, 8vo.

7*. td.

—

—

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS.

VAUGHAN

(Very Rev. C. J.).— Lectures
on the Revelation of St. John. 5th
10s. td.
Edition. Crown 8vo.
Epiphany, Lent, and Easter.
3rd
10s. td.
Edition. Crown 8vo.
Heroes of Faith, and Ed. Cr. Bvo. 6s.
——~ The Book and the Life, and other
Sermons. 3rd Edition. Fcp. Bvo. 41. td.
St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans.
The Greek Text with English Notes. 6th
Edition. Crown 8vo.
js. td.
Twelve Discourses on Subjects connected with the Liturgy and Worship
of the Church of England. 4th Edition.

—

—

Fcp. 8vo.

ts.

Words from the
Fcp. 8vo.

4$.

Readers. Part

I.

For English

containing the First Epistle

2nd Ed.

8vo.

is. td.

The Church of the First Days.
Series I. The Church of Jerusalem. 3rd
Edition. 4$. td. — II. The Chukch of the
Gentiles, \s.td. —III. The Church of
the World.

Fcp. Bvo.

4s.

td.

Life's Work and God's Discipline.
3rd Edition. Extra fcp. 8vo. w. td.

——

The Wholesome Words

Christ,

and Edition.

of

Fcp. Bvo.

Jesus
3,1.

6d.

The Two Great Temptations,
Edition.

Fcp. 8vo.

and

3$. 6d.

Addresses for Young Clergymen.
Extra fcp. 8vo. 4s. 6d.
" My Son, give me thine Heart."
Extra fcp. 8vo. 5J.
Rest Awhile. Addresses to Toilers in
the Ministry. Extra fcp. 8vo. $s.

——

Temple Sermons.

Crown

8vo.

10s. td.

——Authorised

or Revised? Sermons on
some of the Texts in which the Revised
Version differs from the Authorised.
8vo.

Crown

With Translation, Paraphrase, and Notes for
English Readers. Crown 8vo. $s
Lessons of the Cross and Passion.
Words from the Cross. The Reign of
Sin. The Lord's Prayer. Four Courses
of Lent Lectures. Crown 8vo- ior. td.
University Sermons, New and Old.

—

-

Crown

8vo.

ior. td.

The Epistle to the Hebrews. With
Notes.

Crown

VAUGHAN
of Faith.

8vo.

the

Peasant

Lives in Parts of France, Germany, Italy, and Russia. Cr. 8vo. 3^. td.
VERRALL (A. W.).— Studies, Literary
and Historical, in the Odes of Horace,
8vo.

8s. 6d.

Crown

8vo.

is.

VICTOR EMMANUEL II., FIRST KING
OF ITALY. By G. S. Godkin. 2nd Edition.

Crown

8vo.

6s.

V1DA: Study of a
muir.

Girl.

3rd Edition.

By Amy Duns-

Crown

8vo.

6s.

VINCENT (Sir E.) and DICKSON (T.
Handbook to Modern Greek.

G.)-—

3rd Ed.

Crown Bvo. 6s.
VIRGIL. The Works of Virgil rendered
into English Prose. By Jas. Lonsdale,
M. A., and S. Lee, M.A. Globe 8vo. 31. td.

Bvo.

Translated into English

./Eneid.

Prose by

W. Mackail, M.A.

J.

Crown

71. td.

Georgics,

I.

Edited by T. E. Page,

M.A. i8mo. is.6d.
Edited by Rev. J. H.
Georgics II.
Skrine, M.A. xSmo. is. td.
>Eneid, I. Edited by A, S. Walpole,
M.A. 1 Brno. is. 6d.
^Eneid, II. Edit, by T. E. Page, M.A.

-

i8mo.

is.

bd.

/Eneid,
Fcp. 8vo.

and III.: The Narrative
by E. W. Howson, M.A.

II.

of Mueas.

Edit,
35.

/Eneid, III. Edited by T. E. Page,
1 8 mo.
is. td.
/Eneid, IV. Edited by Rev. H. M.
Stephenson, M.A. i8mo. if. td.
/Eneid, V. The Funeral Games. Ed.
by Rev. A. Calvert, M.A. i8mo. is. td.

M.A.

Crown

Christian Hope.
Crown 8vo.
1875.

8vo.

Present Trial

of.

Hulsean

Lectures for

6f. td.

VELEY (Marg.).—A Garden of Memories
Mrs. Austin

;

2 vols.

/Eneid, VI. Edit, by T. E. Page, M.A.
i8mo. if. td.
/Eneid, VII. : The Wrath of Turnus.
Ed. by Rev. A. Calvert, M.A. i8mo. u.td,
/Eneid, IX.
Edited by Rev, H. M.
Stephenson, M.A, i8mo. is. td.

——

Selections. Edited by E. S. Shuckburgh, M.A. i8mo. w. td.
VIRGIL. By Prof. Nettleship, M.A. Fcp.
8vo.

(D. J.).-The

VAUGHAN (E. T.).— Some Reasons of our

Stories.

(Lady).— How

Owner

:

7X. td.

St. Paul's Epistle to the Philipfians.

•

VERNEY

The

Humanity. 2nd Ed. Extra fcp. 8vo. y. td.
Counsels for Young Students. Fcp.
as.

The Logic of Chance. 2nd Edition.
Crown 8vo. 10s. td.
Symbolic Logic. Crown 8vo. iqi. td.
The Principles of Empirical or Inductive Logic. Bvo. iZs.

6d.

Foes of Faith. 2nd Ed. Fcp. 8vo. is.bd.
Christ Satisfying the Instincts of

Bvo.

(Rev. John). On some Characteristics of Belief, Scientific and Religious. Hulsean Lectures, 1869. 8vo. ys.td.

1890.

td.

to the Thessalonians.

VENN

VICTORIA UNIVERSITY CALENDAR,

Gospels. 3rd Edition.

The Epistles of St. Paul.
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Lizzie's Bargain.
Globe Bvo. xaf.

;

Three

if.

td.

VITA,—Links and

Clues. By Vita (the
Hon. Lady Welby-Gregory). 2nd Edition.
Crown 8vo. 6j.

VOICES CRYING IN THE WILDERNESS. A New Novel. Cr. 8vo. 75. td.
VOLTAIRE.— Histoire de Charles XII.,
Roi de Suede. Edited by G. Eugene
Fasnacht. i8mo. zs.td.

—

—

—

MACMILLAN AND
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VOLTAIRE. ByJoHNMoKLEY.

WALDSTEIN

Gl. 8vo. 5*.

(C.).— Catalogue of Casts

in the Museum of Classical Archaeology, Cambridge. Crown 8vo. is. td.
Large Paper Edition. Small 4 to. 5*.

WALKER

(Prof. Francis
8vo.
14s.

A.).—The

Wages

Question.

Money,

in its

—

Malay
WALLACE (Alfred
Archipelago The Land of the Orang
Utang and the Bird of Paradise. Maps
Russel).— The

:

and

9th Ed,

Illustrations.

Cr. 3vo.

7*. td.

The Geographical Distribution of
Animals. With Illustrations and Maps.
Medium

3 vols.

42 s.

8vo.

Island Life. With Illustrations and
Maps. Demy 8vo. i8j.
Bad Times. An Essay on the present

Crown

Depression of Trade.

—— Darwinism.

2s. td.

Bvo.

An Exposition of the Theory
of Natural Selection, with some of its Applications.

3rd Ed.

Illustrated.

WALLACE (Sir D.

Cr. 8vo.

qs.

Mackenzie).— Egypt and

the Egyptian Question.

8vo.

14s.

WALPOLE (Spencer).— Foreign Relations.
Crown

8vo,

3^.

td.

The Electorate and Legislature.
Crown

8vo.

3.1.

^d.

WALPOLE. ByJoHNMoKLEY.

Cr.8vo. 2s.6d.

WALTON and COTTON-LOWELL.—The
Complete Angler

;

the Contempla-

or,

tive Man's Recreation of Isaak Walton
and Thomas Cotton. With an Introduction by Jas. Russell Lowell. Illustrated.
Extra crown 8vo. iL \%s. td. net.
Also an Edition on large paper, Proofs on
Japanese paper.

3/. 13*. td. net.

WANDERING WILLIE.
" Conrad the

WARD (Prof.
lish

Squirrel/'

By the Author of
Globe 8vo. as. 6d.

A. W.).— A History of Eng-

Dramatic Literature,

Death of Queen Anne.
Chaucer.
Dickens.

Cr. 8vo.

2 vols.

is.

Cr. 8vo.

6d.

xj. td.

;

;

to thb
8vo.

32.F.

sewed,

is,

sewed,

1*.

WARD (Prof. H. M.).—Timber and some of
its Diseases. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
WARD (John). Experiences of a Diplomatist.

8vo.

10s. td.

H.).— English Poets. Selections,
with Critical Introductions by various Writers,
and a Genera) Introduction by Matthew
Arnold. Edited by T. H. Ward, M.A.
4 vols, and Ed, Crown 8vo. 7$. 6d. each.

—

I. Chaucer to Donne.
II. Ben
III. Addison to
Jonson to Dryden.
Blake. IV. Wordsworth to Rossetti.
WARD (Mrs- T. Humphry).—Milly and
Olly. With Illustrations by Mrs. Alma
Tadema. Globe 8vo. zs. td.

—

(Mrs. T. H.).— Miss
8vo.

The

Eretherton.

td.

3*.

Journal

Intimb

Henri-

of

Frederic Amiel. Translated, with an Introduction and Notes, and Ed. Cr, 8vo. 6s.

WARD

Lyrical

(Samuel).
Fcp. 8vo.
6s.

Recreations.

—

(Wilfrid).—William George Ward
and the Oxford Movement, With Portrait.

8vo.

14J.

WARINGTON

— The

(G.).

Crown

Creation.

Week

of

4s. td.

8vo.

WARWICK, THE KING-MAKER, By
W. Oman. Crown 8vo. 2s. td.
(Charles).— Wanderings ik
South America, the North-West of
the United States, and the Antilles.
Edited by Rev. J. G. Wood. With 100
C.

WATERTON

Crown

Illustrations.

Svo.

Medium

ts.

With 100

People's Edition.

Illustrations.

td.

4.10.

WATSON.— A

Record of Ellen Watson.
Arranged and Edited by Anna Buckland.
With

Portrait.
Crown 8vo. ts.
to Wazan,
the Sacred City of Morocco. Bvo. ivs.td.
WEBSTER (Augusta).— Daffodil and the

WATSON (R. Spence).—A Visit

Crown Svo. 6*.
(The Hon. Lady).—
Links and Clues. 2nd Ed, Cr. 8vo. 6*.
WELCH (Wm.) and DUFFIELD (C. G.).—
Latin Accidence and Exercises arranged for Beginners. iSmo. is. td.
Croaxaxicans.

WELBY-GREGORY

WELLDON (Rev. J. E. C.)i—The Spiritual
Life,

and other Sermons.

Cr. Svo.

dr.

WELLINGTON. By

Geo. Hooper. With
Crown Svo. 2s. td.
WESTBURY (Hugh).— Frederick Hazzlkden. 3 vols. Crown 8vo. 31J. td.
WESTCOTT (Rev. Prof. B. F.)— A General
Survey of the History of the Canon
of the New Testament during the
Portrait.

First Four Centuries.
8vo.

1 or.

6th Edition.

Cr.

td.

Introduction to the Study of the

Four Gospels.

7th Ed.

Cr. 8vo.

10*. td.

The Gospel of the Resurrection.
Crown

6th Edition.

The Bible
i8mo.

in

8vo.

dr.

the Church,

10th Edit.

4s. td.

The Christian
Crown

One.

On the

8vo.

Life,

Manifold and

2s. td.

Religious Office of the Uni-

versities.

Sermons.

Cr, Svo.

4s. td.

The Revelation of the Risen
4th Edition.

WARD(T.

Vol.

Crown

WARD

i6j.

8vo.

Relation to Trade and
Industry. Crown 8vo. js. td.
Political Economy, and Ed. 8vo. i2s.td.
A Brief Text-Book of Political Economy. Crown 8vo. 6s. td.
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